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REVENUE ACT OF 1962

MONDAY, APRIL 2, 1962

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMIME o FINANCe,

Wo .hington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room 2110,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd (chairman), Kerr, Anderson, Douglas,
Gores McCarthy, Fuibright, Williams, and Carlson.

Elizabeth B. Springer chief clerk; and Colin F. Stain, chief of
staff, Joint Committee on internal Revenue Taxation.

The CHOu AmmA. I may say that the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee worked on this bill for 10 months. I am not -rediting that
the Senate Finance Committee will work 10 months but we are cer-
tainly going to give it a very thorough look.

There are 240 pages in the bill. The House committee report cov-
ers 303 pages. More than 200 witnesses have already indicated that
they woUld like to be heard by the Finance Committee before the bill
is reported. It appears that our hearings will require more than a
month. At least this must be regarded as a major tax bill.

(The sunimary and bill follow:)

SUMMARY OF H.R. 10650, THE REVENUE ACT OF 1962

(As Passed by the House of Representatives on March 29, 1962)

Section
1 Short title, etc.-The act is to be cited as the "Revenue Act

of 1962."
2 Investment credit.-Under the House-passed bill an invest-

meht credit against tax liability is provided. It generally is 7
percent (3 percent in the case of certain public utilities) of
investments In new tangible personal property and most other
depreciable real property except builTings and structural
components of buildigs. No credit is allowed for property
with a useful life of less than 4 years. For property with a life
of 4 to 6 years, one-third of the investment is taken into
account; for property of 6 to 8 years, two-thirds is taken into
account; and for property with longer lives the full amount
of the investment is taken into account. kUrchases of used

property up to $50,000 worth, also is eligible for the credit.
he credit may offset tax liability in full up to $25,000, but

abbve that point the credit may not'-reduce tax liability by
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more than 25 percent. Any unused credit may be carried
over for 5 years and used in those years to the extent there is
sufficient tax liability under the applicable limitation. This
provision is effective for taxable years ending after December
31, 1961, but only with respect to property acquired or to the
extent constructed, reconstructed, or erected after that date.

3 Appearances with respect to legislation.-A deduction is pro-
vided for costs relating to appearances before presentation of
statements to, or communications sent to a legislative body,
a legislative committee, or individual legislator Federal, State,
or local), if the expenses are otherwise ordinary and necessary
business expenses. A deduction also is allowedfor the portion
of dues paid to an organization which are used for similar
legislative expenses to the extent they are related to the
businesses of its members. In addition, the expense of com-
munication of information between the taxpayer and the
organization with respect to legislation is deductible. This
provision does notpermit the deduction of expenses incurred
for attempts to influence the general public, or segments of
the public (by advertising or otherwise), or for expenses
concerned with political campaigns. This provision applies
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1962.

4 Entertainment expenses.--Deductble expenses for entertain-
ment, amusement, or recreation generally are limited to those
directly related to the active conduct of a trade or business
and in the case of facilities, a further restriction is imposed
to te effect that the facility must be used more than 50 percent
for the furtherance of the taxpayer's trade or business. Club
dues are treated the same as facilities. An exception to this
limitation is provided for business meals where the surroundings
are such as to be conducive to a business discussion. Eight
other specific exceptions also are provided.

A second feature of the provision limits the deduction for
business gifts to $25 per year per individual recipient. In a
third feature of. the provision, rdles are set forth providing that
the deduction of entertainment or travel expenses will'be denied
unless they are substantiated (by adequate records, etc.) as to
amount, time and place, business purpose, and business rela-
tionship to the taxpayer of the persons involved. Fourth, in
the case of traveling expenses, only a "reasonable" allowance
for amounts spent for meals and lodging is to be deductible
rather than the "entire" amount so spent.

This provision applies to taxable years ending after June 30,
1962, for periods after that date.
. Distributions in kind by aforeign corporation.-Distributions
i kind froim foreign corporations to domestic corporations are
treated as having a value equal to the fair market value of the
property distributed (and not the adjusted basis of this prop-
erty in the hands of the distributing corporation where this is
lower). This applies to distributions made after December 31,
1962.

6 Alocatirn of income in the case of sales to or from a foreign
corporati6o.-Where goods are sold by a domestic corporation
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to a related foreign corporation, or vice versa, the taxable in-
come arising from these transactions is to be allocated between
the parties on the basis of the location of the assets used in the
operations, the payroll attributable to them, and the related
selling expenses. Other factors may also be taken into account.
This rule is not to apply where an arm's length price can be
established by the taxpayer for the purchases or sales. Sales
commissions of a related corporation are to be treated under
similar rules. This is effective for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1962.

7 Foreign personal holding companies.-At present, the entire
income of a foreign personal holding company is taxed to the
U.S. shareholders if 60 percent (50 percent after the first year)
or more of its income is from passive sources (such as interest,
royalties, and dividends). The bill provides that if 20 percent
or more of the income is from these passive sources then the
passive portion of the income is to be taxed to the U.S. share-
holders and if more than 80 percent of the income is from these
passive sources, then the entire income is to be taxed to the
U.S. shareholders (to the extent of their holdings). This applies
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1962.

8 Mutual savings banks, etc.-Mutual savings banks, domestic
building and loan associations, and cooperative banks under
present law are allowed to add all of their income to bad
debt reserves until reserves reach 12 percent of deposits.
In lieu of this, they are to be permitted deductions for addi-
tions to bad debt reserves generally of up to 60 percent of
their taxable income (before this deduction) or, if larger, an
amount bringing their reserves up to 3 percent of improved
real property loans, plus a reasonable addition for other loans.
(Existing reserves in excess of this amount are disregarded.)
The bill also provides that the reserves may be accumulated
in excess of 3 percent of these loans if the taxpayer's experience
shows this is required.

Under the louse-passed bill in the case of stock savings
and loan associations, distributions to shareholders will be
considered as paid first out of already tax-paid funds and,
only when these are exhausted, out of reserve funds on which
a tax has to be paid by the association at the time of distribu-
tion. Also, under the bill, a domestic building and loan
association is defined as one which is insured under the National
Housing Act or subject to State or Federal supervision but
only if substantially all of its business consists of accepting
savings and investing the loans in residential real property
or in loans authorized for a Federal savings and loan associa-
tion under section 5(c) of the Home Owners Loan Act. In
addition, the exemption for Federal savmi and loan associa-
tions from the excise taxes on common nations and trans-
portation of persons is repealed.

Generally, these provisions are effective for taxable years
ending after December 31, 1962. The excise tax changes, how-
ever, are effective as of June 30, 1962..

* "'.**,*~*** ~ ~
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9 Distributions by foreign trusts.-Distributions by foreign

trusts established by U.S. grantors (or added to by U.S.
transferors) are to be taxed to any U.S. beneficiaries in sub-
stantially the same manner as if the beneficiaries had received
this income directly in the year earned rather than later when
the distribution is made. However, the additional tax is
payable at the time of the actual distribution. For those
preferring not to make the calculations required under this
"exact method" of taxation, an averaging device is provided.
This a pplies to distributions, (accumulated after the effective
date of the 1954 Code) made in taxable years beginning after
the date of enactment of the bill.

10 Mutual fire and casualty insurance companies.-Mutual fire
and casualty insurance companies are to be taxed on their
"total" income less a deduction for additions to a reserve for
protection against losses equal to one-fourth of their under-
Writing gains plus 1 percent of their insurance claims. After
a 5-year interval, the 1 percent set-aside with respect to insur-
ance claims and one-half of the amount attributable to under-
writing gains is brought back into the taxable income to the
extent not already offset by losses. The remainder, to the
extent not offset by losses, will remain in the loss reserve but
no amount may be added to this reserve which would build it
up to a level of more than 10 percent of the current year's
premfiuttms.

Companies whose total receipts do not exceed $75,000 are to
remain exempt from tax, and companies with total receipts of
between $75,000 and $300,000 are to be taxed only on their
investment income. For those with gross receipts above
$300,000, a special deduction of $6,000 is provided which
decreases as gross receipts rise and disappears at a level of
gross receipts of $900,000. Factory mutual companies are to
be taxed like stock companies without the special reserve
referred to above. However, in computing their underwriting
profits they will be permitted to determine their premium
income on the basis of "absorbed" premium deposits (i.e., in
general, excluding the portion of the deposit returnable to the
person insured). The amount so determined is then increased
by 2 percent. Reciprocal underwriters and interinasurers are in
effect permitted to combine the underwriting income of their
corporate attorney-in-fact with their own for purposes of
offsetting losses but not for purposes of computing the under-
writing income addition to their loss reserve.

These provisions apply to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1962.

Domestic corporations receiving divdeds. from foreign corpora-
tions.-Under p resent law when the income of a foreign sub-
sidiary is ditributed to a domestic parent corporation ohly the
income of 'the subsidiary remaining after tax is treated as a
dividend and a foreign tax credit is allowed the parent corpora-
tion for that part of the foreign taxes paid by the subsidiary
attributable to this income. Under the bill the amount in-
cluded in the tax base of the domestic corporation, if it elects

1

I
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the foreign tax credit, is to be not only the dividend itself but
also the tax paid by the f pfeign corporation .as well and then
the full amount of the xes paid by the foreign corporation
may be allowed as a cr dit.

Also, where a forei corporation is eligible for the 85 percent
intercorporate div/ends received deduction with respect to
income earned i1 the United States, the 15 percent of this
income for whic no deduction is allowed is not to be treated
as foreign sour, e income for purposes of the foreign tax credit.
The subsectip' of present law making the foreign tax credit
available f@P royalty income received from wholly owned
subsidiariga in certain cases is repealed.

These/A mendments become fully effective for distributions
receive# by domestic corporations after December 31, 1964.
In the case of distributions received by domestic corporations
before 1965 but in taxable years after December 31, 1962, the
ne* rules are to apply in the case of distributions made out of
p'ofits of a foreign corporation accumulated in taxable years

!bepnning after December 31, 1962.
12/ farnet income from sources outside the United State.-Under

' existing law individuals who are present in a foreign country or
// countries for 17 out of 18 months may exclude from their U.S.

tax base up to $20,000 per year of income earned abroad. If
they are bona fide residents of a foreign country there is no
ceiling on this exclusion. In the case of these bona fide foreign
residents, a ceiling is to be provided of $20,000 for the first 3
years they are abroad and $35,000 thereafter. In addition,
contributions made by employers for employee benefits under
qualified pension plans with respect to future employment are
to be taxable to the employee when he receives these amounts
after retirement. Generally these provisions are effective with
respect to taxable years ending after December 31, 1962.

13 Controlled fore Vn corporatio.-In; the case of controlled
foreign corporations, where more thai 50 percent of the stock
is owned by U.S. persons, U.S. shareholders who own 10 per-
cent or more of the stock in these corporations are to report
for tax purposes the undistributed earnings of these corpora-
tions to the extent they represent (a) income from insuring or
refisuring U.S. risks; (b) income from patents, copyrights, and
exclusive formulas or processes developed in the United States
or acquired here from related persons; (6) passive types of in-
come; and (d) income from purchases or sales with related
persons where the goods are produced or grown and the prop-
erty is sold for use outside of the country of incorporation of
the foreign corporation involved. In these latter two cases,
the combination of the two types of income must equai 20 per-
cent of total income before it is taken into account (and sales
income must equal 20 percent of income other than the passive
income to be taken into account). Where this combined in-
come equals more than 80 percent of the t6tal, 'then all income
is attributed to the shareholders. However, reductions in the
income taxed to shareholders are allowed in these two latter

V .Th~
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cases to the extent the income is invested in active businesses
in less developed countries, where the corporation in which the
investment is made is, to the extent of 50 percent or more,
owned by five or fewer U.S. persons, but only if the taxpayer
has at least a 10-percent interest.

To the extent the 10-percent U.S. shareholders are not taxed
on the income of the controlled foreign corporation under the
provisions described above, they are to be subject to taxation
on the undistributed earnings of the controlled foreign corpora-
tion to the extent these earnings are not invested in substan-
tially the same trade or business as that in which the taxpayer
was engaged for the prior 5 years (or on December 31, 1962),
or invested in less developedcountries in new trades or busi-
nesses or in the controlled subsidiaries, 50 percent or more of
which is held by five or fewer U.S. persons. The 50-percent
test referred to above is relaxed where the foreign country pro-
hibits ownership by Americans and others of as much as 50
percent of the stock of a corporation established under their
laws.

Undistributed earnings which are taxed to the U.S. share-
holders under any of the above provisions may subsequently be
actually distributed to U.S. shareholders without further
payment of tax. These provisions apply to taxable years of
foreign corporation beginning after December 31, 1962, and to

taxable years of U.S. persons falling in such years.
14 Ordinary income on certain gainsjrom depreciable property.-

In the case of personal property (other than livestock) and
most real estate, other than buildings and structural com-
ponents, when such property is sold or exchanged at a gain,
this gain, to the extent of depreciation taken for taxable years
beginniing after December 31, 1961, is to be treated as ordinary
income for tax purposes (instead of capital gain). In the case
of dispositions of property other than by sale or exchange this
same treatment, is to apply except that the amount of the
presumed gain is to be determined by the excess of the fair
market value of the property at the time of its disposition over
its then adjusted basis.

This treatment is to apply in the case of most dispositions
of property whether or not gain is otherwise recognized. The
treatment described above does not ap ply, however, in the
case of gifts, although in the case of chartable contributions
the amount of the charitable contribution deduction which
may be taken is reduced by the amount which would be treated
as ordinary income if this provision were applicable. Other
exceptions are provided for property transferred at death,
for transfers where no gain is recognized and the basis of the
property is carried over to the transferor, and for transfers
in like kind exchanges and involuntary conversions to the
extent no gain is recognized. In the case of partnerships,
distribution to partners or sales of partnership interests are
taxed to the partners to the extent of the underlying depre-
ciable property in much the same way as if the depreciable
property had been sold directly.

_ 6
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The bill also provides that in computing the basis on which

depreciation may be taken salvage value may be ignored up to
an amount equal to 10 percent of the cost or other basis of the
property. Also, under the bill taxpayers are permitted to elect
to change their method of depreciation with respect to property
coming within the scope of this provision from any declining
balance, or sum-of-the-years digit method to a straight-line
method.

This provision applies to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1961, and ending after the date of enactment of
this bill.

15 Foreign investment companie.-When stock in foreign invest-
ment companies is sold, the gain realized by the U.S. share-
holders is to be ordinary income (instead of capital gain) to the
extent of the taxpayer's share of the earnings and profits of the
corporation accumulated in taxable years beginning after De-
cember 31, 1962, and during the period in which hehel d the
stock. In the case of stock in a foreign investment company
acquired from a decedent, the basis of the stock is not to be
increased at the date of death to the extent of the amount
which would have been taxed as ordinary income to the dece-
dent had he sold the stock before death. A deduction for
estate tax attributable to this amount will be allowed, however,
upon subsequent sale of this stock by the heir or legatee.

The companies and shareholders can avoid the treatment
described above if the companies distribute 90 percent or more
of their taxable income, other than capital gains, designate in a
written notice to the shareholders each year their ratable share
of the capital gains of the corporation and provide such other
information as the Treasury requires to enforce this provision.
The shareholders, however, must also report as capital gains
their share of the capital gains of the corporation, whether the
gains are distributed or not.
.These provisions apply with respect to taxable years begin-

nrng after December 31 1962
16 J~a~m from eales or exchanges of stock in foreign corporation.-

Where there is a redemption or liquidation of the stock of a
controlled foreign corporation or where stock in such a cor-
poration is sold, then any gain to the extent it represents earn-
ings and profits of the corporation accumulated abroad is to
be taxed to 10-percent U.S. shareholders as ordinary income
or as dividends. In the case of the redemptions and liquida-
tions, the earnings and profits taken into account are those
accumulated since February 28, 1913. In this case, a foreign
tax credit is to be allowed corporate shareholders for taxes paid
to foreign countries. In the ease of sales and other exchanges,
the earnings and profits taken into account with respect to any
shareholder is his share of profits accumulated during the period
in which he held the stock. In this case, no foreign tax credit
is available. These provisions apply with respect to sales or
exchanges occurring after the date of enactment of this bill.

17 Tax treatment of cooperative and patro..-Cooperatives are
to receive a deduction for patronage dividends paid to their

-(, _e%142'.Ji. - - - " ,. .. - -A- W w,"
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patrons in cash or by allocations if the patron has the option
to redeem the notices of allocation In cash for a 90-day period
after they are issued or if he consents to this income being
treated as constructively received by him and then reinvested
in the cooperative. The patron either a member or non-
member, may give his consent individually in writing. Alter-
natively, a patron who is a member may also consent by retaining
membership in a cooperative after it adopts a bylaw requiring
consent by all members and gives written notice of this bylaw
to all members. In the case of allocations which do not
qualify, the cooperative will initially be taxed on this type of
patronage dividends. However, when such a patronage divi-
dend is redeemed, the cooperative will receive a deduction (or
refund of tax) at that time.

Where consent is given, or where the option to receive cash
was available, the patron will be required to include the patron-
age dividends which arise from business activity as taxable
income. The patron will also be required to take into account
nonqualifying patronage dividends when they are redeemed
(assuming they arise from business activity).

In addition, all cooperatives (rather than merely tax-exempt
cooperatives as under present law) are given until 8% months
after the efnd of the year in which patronage occurs to allocate
amottnts to the accounts of their patrons and in most cases are
also given this same period of time for th6 filing of their own in-
come taxreturns. These prbvisions apply to taxable years of co-
operatives beginning after December 31, 1962, and with respect
to amounts received by patrons attributable to years of.the
cooperatives to whikh the new law applies. The new provisions
will not however apply to future redemptions of patronage
dividends declared when the old law was applicable.

18 Inclusion oforfidgn real property in gross estate.-Real prop-
erty located outside of the Uriited States, in the case of citizens
or residents of the United States, is to be included in their tax
base for purposes of the Federal estate tax imposed at the time
of their death. This provision will be fully effective for de-
cedents dying on of after July 1 1964. For those dying after
the date of enactment of this bil, and before July 1, 1964, real
property located oUtside of the United States will be included
miheir gross estate only if acquired on or after February 1,
1962.

19 Withholding of tax on interest, dividen4s, and patronage
dividends.--Witlholding at the source is provided for dividends,
most interest, and patronage dividends at a rate bf 20 percent.
No receipts are required to be given by the payers to the
taxpayers under this system and no significant change is made
in the information returns which presently must be filed by
the payors with" the Federal Governrtent.

No withholding is to occu in the case of diidends, savings
account interest, or Government Series E bond interest if the
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recipient files an exemption certificate indicating that he is
under age 18. These exemption certificates may also be filed
(but on an annual basis) by those over age 18 with respect to
any year in which they reasonably expect to have no income
tax liability. Claims for quarterly refunds may also be filed
by individuals (with gross incomes of not over $5,000 in the
case of single individuals and not over $10,000 in the case of
married couples) where there is expected to be significant
amounts of overwithholding of their tax liability. Corpora-
tions and tax-exempt organizations may also file for quarterly
refunds. In addition, corporations may credit, against amounts
payable to the Government for that which the corporations
withhold on their own dividend or interest payments, amounts
withheld with respect to dividend or interest payments they
receive. Tax-exempt organizations may also claim credits
with respect to amounts withheld on the dividend and interest
payments they receive against wage and salary withholding
on their employees for income tax and social security tax
liability.

Generally these provisions apply in the case of interest and
dividends paid on or after January 1, 1963.

20 Information with respect to foreign entities.-A number of
changes are made in the annual information return which
domestic corporations presently are required to file with re-
spect to their subsidiaries or foreign corporations which they
control. The changes are: This return is to be filed not only
by corporations but by others as well which control foreign
corporations; "control" is defined more broadly by adding
certain constructive ownership rules; information must be pro-
vided not only with respect to subsidiaries of foreign corpora-
tions but also for other foreign corporations which are further
down the chain of ownership; and additional information may
be required which is similar or related in nature to that alreadyspecified.

Present law also requires U.S. citizens or residents who are
officers or directors of a foreign corporation within 60 days of
its organization or reorganization and also 5-percent share-
holders who have this status within 60 days of the organization
or reorganization to supply certain information to the Treasury
Department with respect to the corporation. This same infor-
mation is also to be required of U.S. citizens or residents who
at some later time become officers, directors, or shareholders
with an interest of 5 percent or more. A penalty provision
also is provided.

Generally, these additional information requirements become
effective as of January 1, 1963.

21 Treaties.-It is made clear that any provision cotitained in
this bill is intended to have precedence over any prior tax
treaty obligation.
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(H.R. "10650, 87th Cong., 2d sess.]

AN ACT To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide a credit for investment
in certain depreciable property, to eliminate certain defects and Inequities, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativex of the United States
of Anerica in congress a8semnbled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE, ETC.
(a) M1HOiT TrrL.-This Act may be cited as the "Revenue Act of 1962".
(h) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-

See. 1, Short title etc
Short title.

b) Table of contents.
L Amendment of 1954 code.

See. 2. Credit for Investment in certain depreciable property.
a) Allowance of credit.

Rules for computing credit.
Certain corporate acquisitions.
Clerical amendment.

le) Effective date.
See. 3. Appearances, etc., with respect to legislation.

(a) In general.
(b? Effective date.

See. 4. Disallowanice of certain entertainment, etc., expenses.
(a) Denial of deduction.
(b) Traveling expenses.
(c) Effective date.

See. 5. Amount of distribution where certain foreign corporations distribute
property in kind.

(a Amount distributed.
Basis.

0 Dividends received from certain foreign corporations.
1d) Credit for foreign taxes.
(e) Effective date.

See. 0. Amendment of section 482.
In general.

(b) Clerical amendment.
(c) Effective date.

Sec. 7. Distributions of foreign personal holding company Income.
ia) Definition of foreign personal holding company.

b) Amount of undistributed income.
(c) Effective date.

See. 8. Mutual savings banks, etc.
(a Reserves for losses on loans.
bForeclosure on property securing loans.
c Definition of domestic building and loan association.
d Clerical amendments.

le) Repeal of exemption from communications and transportation
of persons taxes.

(f) Effective dates.
See. 9. Distributions by foreign trusts.

(a) Definitions.
(b) Accumulation distributions of foreign trusts.
(c) Allocation of accumulation distributions to preceding years.
d) Amounts treated as received in prior years.

(e) Special rules for foreign trusts.
(f) Information returns with respect to foreign trusts.r Failure to file information returns.

United States person defined.
I Technical amendments.

1B Effective date.
Sec. 10. Mutual Insurance companies (other than life, marine, and certain, 61

insurance companies) etc,
(a) Imposition of tax.
(b) Taxable Investment income.
(c) Statutory underwriting income or loss.
(d) Mutual fire insurance companies operating on basis ot i..

mium deposits.
(e) Election of certain mutual companies to be taxed on total

income.
(f) Technical amendments, etc.
(q) Effective date.

See. 11. Domestic corporations receiving dividends from foreign corporations.
Ea) Entire amount of foreign tax to be taken into account.

jg) Inclusion In gross income of amount equal to taxes deemed
paid.

(c) Determination of source of dividends received from certain
foreign corporations.

Repeal of section 902(d).
(e? Technical amendments.
_ (f Effective date.

See. 12. Earned income from sources without the United States.
(a) Limitation on amount and type of income excluded.
b Computatlon of employees' contributions.
c ffetive date.
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{b) TALE OF CONTENTs--ContInued
See. 18. Controlled foreign corporations.

(a)In general,
b ) Technical and clerical amendments.
e) Effective date.

See. 14. Gain from dispositions of certain depreciable property.'!a In general.
b) Change In method of depreciation.
c) Salvage value of personal property.

Id Special rule for charitable contributions of section 1245
property.

(e) Technical amendments.
(f) Effective date.

See. 15. Foreign Investment companies.
(a) Treatment of sale of stock of forelgv investment companies.
(b) Conforming amendments.
(c) Effective date.

See. 16. Gain from certain sales or exchanges of stock in certain foreign cor
porations.Treatment of gain from the redemption, cancellation# or sale(a) of stock In certain foreign corporations.

(b) Clerical amendment.
(e) Effective date.

See. 17. Tax treatment of cooperatives and patrons.
a In eneral.(b) Teenne

S c) E q~tV ates, .-.
See. 18. Incluslo foreign real property In g estate.Amendments to In ude foreign r property.

)Effective date.
See. 19. th holding of income tax at source on I rest, dividends, and//patronage dividends.. _"

/ - (a) In ineral. / - "
(b) C re- A t 11.a CIn tome~tt for txwithhel

/ tI) Inte nd di Idends pa o nonresident lfens, etc.(d) It o State and tax-ex mpt organizatioNi.
(e ther tec nical ajmendmen
( Effective ates ..

/Sec. 20. Information with espect t xertan foreign ettltfes.
/&'a. Informa ott rshed byiidividuals, do stle corpo.

/Ioi1 ~etc.. wit NrespPct toW -ertin foreign c rations.
(b) Informad to or anizattof or r organization of foreign

corD6 ons aInd as to acquisitions of their stock
(C Civil Ity to failure 1)b return.di Tech I a amendments.

Sec. 21. reatie .

(C) MENDMENT OF 1954 tpE.-Whene er ) this Act amendment r repeal
is expr d in ter s of an a iendment t ' t-e.1 eal of, a section or oth r provi-
sion, th reference all be d idered tobfe mai-toa section or other rovision
of the In ernal Reveueodeof 1454. e / -

SEC. 2. C DIT FOR ESTMENT IN'*htI~N I EPRECIADL*i PROPER

(a) ALL ANCE OF CREDIT.-;/t IV of subeh pter A of chapter 1(relating to
credits again t tax) Is am ed by redes natin. sectjoii 88 as seet)6n 40 and by
inserting after section 87 t lowing n w sect i4 /
"SEC. 38. INVES NT IN CERTAIN DEPRECIABLE PROPERTY

"(a) GENERAL R .- There shall be allowed, as a dt against the tax
imposed by this chapter, e amount determined under bpart B of this part.

"(b) REOtLATIONS.-The etary or his d e shall ribe such reg-
ulations as may be necessary to e purposes section and
subpart B."

(b) RUmES FOR COMPUtNO CREDIT.-Part IV of subchapter of chapter 1 is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subpart:

"Subpart B-Rules for Computing Credit for Investment in Certain Depreciable
Property

"Sec. 46. Amount of credit."Sec. 47. Certain dispositions, etc., of section 88 property.
"See. 48. Definitions; special rules.
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;SSEC. 46. AMOUNT* OF'CREDIT.

"(a) DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT.-
"(1) GENERAL aUL.-The amount of the credit allowed by section 88

for the taxable year shall be equal to 7 percent of the qualified investment
(as defined in subsection () ).

"(2) LIMITATION BASED ON AMOUNT OV TAx.-Notwithstanding paragraph
(1), the credit allowed by section 88 for the taxable year shall not exceed-

"(A) so much of the liability for tax for the taxable year as does not
exceed $25,000, plus

"(B) 25 percent of so much of the liability for tax for the taxable
year as exceeds $25,000."(.) LtABMTY FR TAx.-For purposes of paragraph (2), the liability

for tax for the taxable year shall be the tax imposed by this chapter for
such year, reduced by the sum of the credits allowable tinder-

"(A) section 33 (relating to foreign tax credit),
"(B) section 84 (relating to dividends received by individuals),
"(0) section 85 (relating to partial tax-exempt interest); and
"(D) section 87 (relating to retirement income).

For purposes of this paragraph, any tax imposed for the taxable year by
section 531 (relating to accumulated earnings tax) or by section 541 (relat-
ing to personal holding company tax) shall not be considered tax imposed
by this chapter for such year.

"(4) MARRIED INIDMDUALS.-In the case of a husband or wife who files a
separate return, the amount specified under subparagraphs (A) and (R) of
paragraph (2) shall be $12,500 in lieu of $25,000. This paragraph shall not
apply if the spouse of the taxpayer has no qualified investment for, and no
unused credit carryover to, the taxable year of such spouse which ends
within or with the taxpayer's taxable year.

"(5) AFFILIATED GROUPS.-In the case of an affiliated group, the $25,000
amount specified under subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (2) shall
be reduced for each member of the group by apportioning $25,000 among
the members of such group in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate
shall by regulations prescribe. For purposes of the preceding sentence, the
term 'affiliated group' has the meaning assigned to such term by section
1504(a), except that all corporations shall be treated as includible corpora-
tions (without any exclusion under section 1504 (b)).

"(b) 5-YEAR CARRYOVER OF UNUSED CREnrr.--
"(1) ALLOWANCE OP cREDrr.-If the amount of the credit determined under

subsection (a) (1) for any taxable year exceeds the limitation provided by
subsection (a) (2) for such taxable year (hereinafter in this subsection re-
ferred to as 'unused credit year'), such excess shall be added to the amount
allowable as a credit by section 38 for each of the 5 succeeding taxable
years to the extent not taken into account for taxable years intervening be-
tween the unused credit year and such succeeding taxable year.

"(2) LiMITATto.-The amount of the unused credit which may be added
under paragraph (1)" for any succeeding taxable year shall not exceed the
amount by which the limitation provided by subsection (a) (2) for suich
taxable year exceeds the sum of-

"(A) the credit allowable under subsection (a) (1) for such taxable
year, and

"(B) the amounts which, by reason of this subsection, are added to
the amount allowable for such taxable year and attributable to taxable
years preceding the unused credit year.

"(c) QUALIFIED INVESTMENT.-
"(1) IN (oENERAL.-For purposes of this subpsirt, the term 'qualified In-

vestment' means, with respect to any taxable year, the aggregate of-
"(A) the applicable percentage of the bhsls of each new tseton 88

proper-t-y4as~defind iection 48(b) ) placed In service by the taxpayer
during such taxable year, plus

"(B) the applitable percentage of.,the cost of each used section 88
property (as defined in section 48(c) r(1)) placed in service by the tax-
payer during such taxable year.
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"(2) APPaoAnL PnoINTAoi.-For purposes of paragraph (1), the appli-

cable percentage for any property shall be determined under the following
table:

The oppi-
"It tho useful life Is-- cable per-

centage Is-

4 years ot more but loss thah 6 years ...............-----------------
6 years or More but less than 8 years ................----------------
8 years or more ....................................................- 100

For purpose of this paragraph, the useful life of any property shall be deter-
mined as of the time such property is placed In service by the taxpayer,

"(6) PUBU UTILITY PROPETY.-
"(A) In the case of section 38 property which Is public utility prop-

erty, the amount of the qualified investment shall be 8/7 of the amount
determined under paragraph (1).

"(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A), the term 'public utility
property' means property used predominantly In the trade or business
of the furnishing or sale of-

"(1) electrical C , , age disposal services,
"(ii) gas t gh a local distribution em,
"(ii) )hone service, or

(iv telegraph service by means of domestic legraph operations"(v},/legraph by mans rap
(as ned In section 222(a) J of the Commuilc tons Act of 1934,

ende; 47 U.S.C., sec. 22 5)),
if the rates for such f en4 hingor sale, the case mayor, have been
esta Ished or apoved b a St te or pollcal subdivisiotl thereof, by
an gency or i ilmental y of t1e Unitedtates, or by a pd li service
or ublic utiliof c6mmisslo or oth lar bo.oforla body-of~ any ta orpolit-

I subdivisloktercof,"d) U]ITATI0NS WITH-O IAXA11 IPRS0NO.-
" [) IN GENERAL.-In the 0

(A) an organzatio hic sectoiN5 93pplfes,.
(B) a flated i v tment company 16r a real estate Inv stmentrutsubject to xatt n bd (ap.t

rustsubi to xtibn~ndrjMubchapt~r'MW(se 1 and foll wing),
nd

'ndt "; ' " d In section 18 a

"(C) a c operattv organization desie ie 1381(a),
the tialified In estment d the $25 0 a mount specified uider bpara-
grap s (A) and (B) of Ib action j) (2) -Ala1eqpal such person' ratable
sh ar o f su ch ite s. /

"(2 RATALA ag' .--For p f pragraph (1), the rat le share
of ay person for any taxable ya the itesns described therein ball be-

A) in the case of rganiz tion referred oin paragra h (1) (A),
50 cent thereof, I/

"( in thoeaf% . regulate investen company o a real estate
Inves nt trust, th ra -) e numerator of whicj Is its taxable
Income a (ii) thea enomtnnntor of which Is its taTAble income com -
puted with t regard to the deduction for dividepdAik paid provided by
section 852(b (D) or 857(b) (2) (C), as theifse may be, and

"(C) in the c of a cooperativeor Iation, ratio (1) the
numerator of whfioh and (ii) flrominator of
which Is its taxable Income increased by amounts to 'section 1382
(b) or (c) applies and similar amounts the tax treag t of which Is
determined without regard to subchapter T (see. 181 and following).

For purpose"of subparagraph (B) of the preceding sentence, the term
'taxable Incomiie' meabs In the case of a regulated investment company its

- inveatinent-eompany-taxablQ-nconAn(wlthi lnt_ meanin f section 852
(h) (2)), and In the case of a real estate investment trust, i1t&eiiF tiaW -
itrVestmebt trust taxable Income (withitn the meaning of section 857(b) (2)).

"SEC. 4V, CERTAIN DISPOSITIONS, RTC., OF SEC i0N' ii, PRO PRTY.
"(a) Q QEaAL RULa.--Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his

delegate--
"(1) PARLY DisposrrioN, Ero.-If during any taxable year any property

Is dispOsed of, or otherwise ceases ,to be section 88 property with respect to
82190 - 69- pt. 1-.---2
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the taxpayer, before the close of the useful life which was taken into ac-
count in computing the credit under section 88, then the tax under this
chapter for such taxable year shall be increased by an amount equal to the
aggregate decrease in the credits allowed tinder section 88 for all prior
taxable years which would have resulted solely from substituting, in de-
termining qualified investment, for such useful life the period beginning
with the time such property was placed in service by the taxpayer and
ending with the time such property ceased to be section 38 property.

"(2) PROPERTY BECOMES PUBLIC UTILITY PROPERTY.-If during any taxable
year any property taken into account in determining qualified investment
becomes public utility property (within the meaning of section 40(c) (8)
(B)), then the tax under this chapter for such taxable year shall be in-

creased by an amount equal to the aggregate decrease in the credits allowed
under section 38 for all prior taxable years which would have resulted solely
from treating the property, for purposes of determining qualified invest-
ment, as public utility property (after giving due regard to the period be-
fore such change in use). If the application of this paragraph to any prop-
erty is followed by the application of paragraph (1) to such property, proper
adjustment shall be made in applying paragraph (1).

"(3) CARRYOVEBS AD.JUSTED.-In the case of any cessation described In
paragraph (1) or any change in use described in paragraph (2), the carry-
overs under section 46(b) shall be adjusted by reason of such cessation
(or change in use).

"(b) SECTION NOT To APPLY IN CERTAIN CASE.-Subsection (a) shall not
apply to-

"(1) a transfer by reason of death, or
"(2) a transaction to which section 381 (a) applies.

For purposes of subsection (a), property shall not be treated as ceasing to
be section 38 property with respect to the taxpayer by reason of a mere change
in the form of conducting the trade or business so long as the property is re-
tained In such trade or business as section 38 property and the taxpayer retains
a substantial interest in such trade or business.

"(c) SPECIAL Ruiz.-Any increase in tax under subsection (a) shall Dot be
treated as tax imposed by this chapter for purposes of determining the amount of
any credit allowable under subpart A.
"SEC. 48. DEFINITIONS:I SPECIAL RULES.

"(a) SECTION 38 PROPERTY.-
"(1) IN OENERAL.-Except as provided in this subsction, the term 'section

38 property' means-
"(A) tangible personal property, or
"(B) other tangible property (not including a building and its struc-

tural components) but only if such property-
"(i) is used as an integral part of manufacturing, production,

or extraction or of furnishing transportation, communications, elec-
trical energy, gas, water, or sewage disposal services, or

"(ii) constitutes a research or storage facility used in connection
with any of the activities referred to in clause (i).

Such term includes only property with respect to which depreciation (or
amortization in lieu of depreciation) is allowable and having a useful life
(determined as of the time such property is placed in service) of 4 years or
inore.

"(2) PROPERTY USED OUTSIDE TME UNITED STATES.-
"(A) IN OENERAL.-Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the

term 'section 88 property' does not include property which is used
predominantly outside the United States.

"(B) EXcEPTIONs.-Subparagraph (A) shall not apply to-
"(i) any aircraft which is registered by the Administrator of the

Federal Aviation Agency and which is operated to and from the
United States;

"(i) rolling stock, of a domestic raildoad corporation subject to
part I of the Interstate Commerce Act, which is used within and
without the United States;

"(11) any vessel documented under the laws of the United States
which i operated In the foreign or domestic commerce of the United
States;
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"(iv) any motor vehicle of a United States person (as defined
in section 7701 (a) (80)) which is operated to and from the United
States;

"(v) any container of a United States person which is used in
the transportation of property to and from the United States; and

"(vi) any property (other than a vessel or an aircraft) of a
United States person which is used for the purpose of exploring for,
developing, removing, or transporting resources from the outer Con-
tinental Shelf (within the meaning of section 2 of the Outer Conti-
nental Shelf Lands Act, as amended and supplemented; 43 U.S.O.,
sec. 1831).

"(8) PROPERTY USED FOR LODGING.-Property which is used predominantly
to furnish lodging or in connection with the furnishing of lodging shall not
be treated as section 38 property. The preceding sentence shall not applyto- " (A) nonlodging commercial facilities which are available to persons

not using the lodging facilities on the same basis as they are available
to persons using the lodging facilities, and

"(B) property used by a hotel or motel in connection with the trade
or business of furnishing lodging where the predominant portion of the
accommodations is used by transients.

"(4) PROPERTY USED BY CERTAIN TAX-EXEMPT OROANIZATION.-Property
used by an organization (other than a cooperative described in section 521)
which is exempt from the tax imposed by this chapter shall be treated as
section 88 property only If such property is used predominantly in an un-
related trade or business the income of which is subject to tax under sec-
tion 511.

"(5) PROPERTY USED BY GOVERNMENTAL uNrrs.-Property used by the
United States, any State or political subdivision thereof, any international
organization, or any agency or instrumentality of any of the foregoing shall
not be treated as section 38 property.

"(b) NEW SECTION 38 PROPERTY.-For purposes of this subpart, the term 'new
section 38 property' means section 38 property-

"(1) the construction, reconstruction, or erection of which is completed by
the taxpayer after December 31, 1961, or

"(2) acquired after December 31, 1061, if the original use of such prop-
erty commences with the taxpayer and commences after such date.

In applying section 46(c) (1) (A) in the case of property described in paragraph
(1), there shall be taken into account only that portion of the basis which is
property attributable to construction, reconstruction, or erection after Decem.
ber 81, 1961.

"(c) USED SECTION 38 PROPERTY.-
"(1) IN OENEnAL.--For purposes of this subpart, the term 'used section 38

property' means section 88 property acquired by purchase after December
81, 1961, which is not new section 38 property. Property shall not be treated
as 'used section 38 property' if, after its acquisition by the taxpayer, it is
used by a person who used such property before such acquisition (or by a
person who bears a relationship described in section 170(d) (2) (A) or (13)
to a person who used such property before such acquisition).

"(2) DOiLAR LIMITATION.-
"(A) IN OENERAL.-The cost of used section 88 property taken into

account under section 46(c) (1) (R) for any taxable year shall not
exceed $50,000. If such cost exceeds $50,000, the taxpayer shall select
(at such time and in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate shall
by regulations prescribe) the items to be taken into account, but only
to the extent of an aggregate cost of $50,000. Such a selection, once
made, may be changed only in the manner, and to the extent, provided
by such regulations.

"(9) MARRIED INDIVIDUALS.--In the case of a husband or wife who
files a separate return, the limitation under subparagraph (A) shall be
$25,000 in lieu of $50,000. This subparagraph shall not apply if the
spouse of the taxpayer has no used section 88 property which may be
taken Into account as qualified investment for the taxable year of such
spouse which ends within or with the taxpayer's taxable year.

"(C) AFFLATED o UOuPs.-In the case of an affiliated group, the
$50,000 amount specified under subparagraph (A) shall be reduced for
each member of the group by Apportioning $50,000 among the members
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of such group in accordance with their respective amounts of used
section 88 property which may be taken into account.

"(D) PARTNERSitiKS.-In the case of a partnership, the limitation
contained in subparagraph (A) shall apply with respect to the partner-
ship and with respect to each partner.

"(8) DE iNITION.-For purposes of this subsection-
"(A) PUROJAsE.-The term 'purchase' has the meaning assigned to

such term by section 170(d) (2).
"(B) COsT.-The cost of used section 38 property does not include

so much of the basis of such property as is determined by reference to
the adjusted basis of other property held at any time by the person
acquiring such property. If property is disposed of and used section 88
property similar or related in service or use is acquired as a replace-
ment therefor in a transaction to which the preceding sentence does
not apply, the cost of the used section 38 property acquired shall be its
basis reduced by the adjusted basis of the property replaced. The cost
of used section 38 property shall not be reduced with respect to the
adjusted basis of any property disposed of if, by reason of section 47,
such disposition Involved an increase of tax or a reduction of the unused
credit carryovers described in section 40(b).

"(C) AFFILIATED onouP.-The term 'affiliated group' has the meaning
assigned to such term by section 1504(a), except that-

"(1) the phrase 'more than 50 percent' shall be substituted for
the phrase 'at least 80 percent' each place it appears in section
1504(a), and

"(ii) all corporations shall be treated as includible corporations
(without any exclusion under section 1504 (b)).

"(d) CERTAIN LEASED PROPERTY.-A person (other than a person referred to
In section 46(d) ) engaged in the business of leasing property may (at such time,
in such manner, and subject to such conditions as are provided by regulations
prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) elect with respect to any new
section 38 property to treat the lessee as having acquired such property for an
amount equal to-

"(1) if such property was constructed by the lessor (or by a corporation
which controls or is controlled by the lessor within the meaning of section
368 (c) ), the fair market value of such property, or

"(2) if paragraph (1) does not apply, the basis of such property to the
lessor.

The election provided by the preceding sentence may be made only with
respect to property which would be new section 38 property if acquired by the
lessee. For purposes of the preceding sentence and section 40(c), the useful
life of property in the hands of the lessee is the useful life of such property in the
hands of the lessor. If a lessor makes the election provided by this subsection
with respect to any property, the lessee shall be treated for all purposes of this
subpart as having acquired such property.

"(e) SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS.-In the case of an electing small business
corporation (as defined in section 1371) -

"(1) the qualified investment for each taxable year shall be apportioned
pro rata among the persons who are shareholders of such corporation on
the last day of such taxable year; and

"(2) any person to whom any investment has been apportioned under
paragraph (1) shall be treated (for purposes of this subpart) as the tax-
payer with respect to such Investment, and such investment shall not (by
reason of such apportionment) lose its character as an investment in new
section 38 property or used section 38 property, as the case may be.

"(f) ESTATES AND TRUSTS.-In the case of an estate or trust-
"(1) the qualified investment for any taxableyear shall be apportioned

between the estate or trust and the beneficiaries on the basis of the income
of the estate or trust allocable to each.

"(2) any beneficiary to whom any investment has been apportioned
under paragraph (1) shall be treated (for purposes of this subpart) as the
taxpayer with respect to such investment, and such investment shall not
(by reason of such apportionment) lose its character' as an investment in
new section 88 property or used section 38 property, as the case may be, and
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"(8) the $25,000 amount specified under subparagraphs (A) and (B) of

section 46(a) (2) applicable to such estate or trust shall be reduced to an
amount which bears the same ratio to $25,000 as the amount of the qualified
investment allocated to the estate or trust under paragraph (1) bears to
the entire amount of the qualified investment.

"(g) CRoss REFERENCE.-
"For application of this subpart to certain acquiring corporations, see section

381 (c) (23)."
(c) CERTAIN CORPORATE AcQUISITION.-Section 881 (c) (relating to items taken

into account In certain corporate acquisitions) is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:

"(23) CREDIT UNDER SECTION 88 FOR INVESTMENT IN CERTAIN DEPREOIABLU
PROPERTY.-The acquiring corporation shall take into account (to the extent
proper to carry out the purposes of this section and section 88, and under
such regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate)
the items required to be taken into account for purposes of section 88 in
respect of the distributor or transferor corporation."

(d) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.--Part IV of subchapter A of chapter 1 is amended
by inserting after the heading and before the table of sections the following:

"Subpart A. Credits allowable.
"Subpart B. Rules for computing credit for Investment in certain depreciable

property.

"Subpart A-Credits Allowable"

(e) EFFECTI DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply with
respect to taxable years ending after December 31, 1961.
SEC. S. APPEARANCES, ETC., WITH RESPECT TO LEGISLATION.

(a) IN GENERA..-Section 162 (relating to trade or business expenses) is
amended by redesignating subsection (e) as subsection (f) and by inserting
after subsection (d) the following new subsection:

"(e) APPEARANCES, ETC., WITH RESPECT TO LEoISLATION.-
"1) IN OENEAL.-The deduction allowed by subsection (a) shall include

all the ordinary and necessary expenses (including, but not limited to, trav-
eling expenses described in subsection (a) (2) and the cost of preparing
testimony) paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any
trade or business-

"(A) in direct connection with appearances before, submission of
statements to, or sending communications to, the committees, or indi-
vidual members, of Congress or of any legislative body of a State, a
possession of the United States, or a political subdivision of any of the
foregoing with respect to legislation or proposed legislation of direct
interest to the taxpayer, or

"(B) in direct connection with communication of information between
the taxpayer and an organization of which he is a member with respect
to legislation or proposed legislation of direct interest to the taxpayer
and to such organization,

and that portion of the dues so paid or incurred with respect to any organ-
ization of which the taxpayer is a member which is attributable to the
expenses of the activities described in subparagraphs (A) and (B) carried
on by such organization.

"(2) LiMITATION.-The provisions of paragraph (1) shall not be con-
strued as allowing the deduction of any amount paid or incurred (whether
by way of contributioi,-gift, or otherwise)-

"(A) for participation in, or intervention in, any political campaign
on behalfof any candidate for public office, or

"(B) tih connection with any attempt to influence the general public,
or segments thereof, with respect to legislative matters, elections, or
referendtks."

(b) Emorrv DATE.--The amendments made by this section shall apply to
taxable years beginning after December 81, 1002.
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SEC. 4. DISALLOWANCE OF CERTAIN ENTERTAINMENT, ETC., EXPENSES.
(a) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION.-

(1) Part IX of subchapter B of chapter 1 (relating to items not deduct-
ible in computing taxable income) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new section:

"SEC. 274. DISALLOWANCE OF CERTAIN ENTERTAINMENT, ETC.. EXPENSES.
"(a) ENTERTAINMENT, AMUSEMENT, oR REOREATION.-

"(1) IN GENERAL.-NO deduction otherwise allowable under this chapter
shall be allowed for any item-

"(A) AoTvTY.--With respect to an activity which is of a type gen-
erally considered to constitute entertainment, amusement, or recreation,
unless the taxpayer establishes that the item was directly related to the
active conduct of the taxpayer's trade or business, or

"(B) FAozM.-With respect to a facility used in connection with
an activity referred to in subparagraph (A), unless the taxpayer estab-
lishes that the facility was used primarily for the furtherance of the
taxpayer's trade or business and that the item was directly related to
the active conduct of such trade or business,

and such deduction shall in no event exceed the portion of such item directly
related to the active conduct of the taxpayer's trade or business.

"(2) SPECIAL RULES.-For purposes of applying paragraph (1)-
"(A) Dues or fees to any social, athletic, or sporting club or organ-

ization shall be treated as items with respect to facilities.
"(B) An activity described in section 212 shall be treated as a trade

or business.
"(b) Girts.-

"(1) ImiTATION.-No deduction shall be allowed under section 162 or
section 212 for any expense for gifts made directly or indirectly to any
individual to the extent that such expense, when added to prior expenses
of the taxpayer for gifts made to such individual during the same taxable
year, exceeds $25. For purposes of this section, the term 'gift' means any
item excludable from gross income of the recipient under section 102 which
is not excludable from his gross income under any other proision of this
chapter.

"(2) SPECIAL RULES.-
"(A) In the case of a gift by a partnership, the limitation contained

in paragraph (1) shall apply to the partnership as well as to each
member thereof.

"(B) For purposes of paragraph (1), a husband and wife shall be
treated as one taxpayer.

"(C) SUBSTANTIATION REQUIRED.-NO deduction shall be allowed-
"(1) under section 162 or 212 for any traveling expense (including meals

and lodging while away from home),
"(2) for any item with respect to an activity which Is of a type generally

considered to constitute entertainment, amusement, or recreation, or with
respect to a facility used in connection with such an activity, or

"(3) for any expense for gifts,
unless the taxpayer substantiates by adequate records or by sufficient evidence
corroborating his own statement (A) the amount of such expense or other item,
(B) the time and place of the travel, entertainment, amusement, recreation, or

use of the facility, or the date and description of the gift, (0) the business pur-
pose of the expense or other item, and (D) the business relationship to the tax-
payer of persons entertained, using the facility, or receiving the gift. The
Secretary or his delegate may by regulations proyide that some or all of the
requirements of the preceding sentence shall not apply in the case of an expense
which does not exceed an amount prescribed pursuant to such regulations.

"(d) SPECIFIC EXCEPTIONS TO APPLICATION OF SYBSEOTION (a).--Subsection
shall not apply to-

"(1) BUSINESS MEALS.-Expenses for food and beverages furnished to any
individual under circumstances which (taking into account the surround-
ings in which furnished, the taxpayer's trade, business, or income-produc-
ing activity and the relationship to such trade, business, or activity of the
persons to whom the food and beverages are furnished) are of a type gener-
ally considered to be conducive to a busl oe 4$scUS416n.
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"(2) FOOD AND BEVERAGES FOB EMPLOYEES.-Expenses for food and bever..
ages (and facilities used in connection therewith) furnished on the busi-
ness premises of the taxpayer primarily for his employees.

"( ) EXPENSES TREATED AS COMPENSATIO.-Expenses for goods, services,
and facilities, to the extent that the expenses are treated by the tax-
payer, with respect to the recipient of the entertainment, amusement, or
recreation, as compensation to an employee on the taxpayer's return of tax
under this chapter and as wages to such employee for purposes of chapter 24
(relating to withholding of income tax at source on wages).

"(4) EIIMBURSED EXPENSE.-Expenses paid or incurred by the taxpayer,
in connection with the performance by him of services for another person
(whether or not such other person is his employer), under a reimburse-
ment or other expense allowance arrangement with such other person,
but this paragraph shall apply-

"(A) where the services are performed for an employer, only if
the employer has not treated such expenses in the manner provided in
paragraph (8), or

"(B) where the services are performed for a person other than an
employer, only if the taxpayer accounts (to the extent provided by
subsection (c)) to such person.

"(5) RECREATIONAL, ETO., EXPENSES FOR EMPLOYEES.-Expenses for recrea-
tional, social, or similar activities (including facilities therefor) primarily
for the benefit of employees (other than employees who are officers, share-
holders or other owners, or highly compensated employees). For purposes
of this paragraph, an individual owning less than a 10-percent interest in
taxpayer's trade or business shall not be considered a shareholder or other
owner, and for such purposes an individual shall be treated as owning
any interest owned by a member of his family (within the meaning of
section 267(c) (3)).

"(6) EMPLOYEE AND STOOKJIOLDER BUSINESS MEETINGs.-Expenses directly
related to business meetings of employees or stockholders.

"(7) MEETINGS OF BUSINESS LEAGUES, ETc.-Expenses directly related and
necessary to attendance at a business meeting or convention of any organi-
zation described in section 501(c) (6) (relating to business leagues,
chambers of commerce, real estate boards, and boards of trade) and
exempt from taxation under section 501 (a).

"(8) ITEMS AVAILABLE TO PUnLuo.-Expenses for goods, services, and
facilities made available by the taxpayer to the general public.

"(9) ENTERTAINMENT SOLD TO cUSTOMER.-Expenses for goods or services
(including the use of facilities) which are sold by the taxpayer in a bona fide
transaction for an adequate and full consideration in money or money's
worth.

For purposes of this subsection, any item referred to in subsection (a) shall be
treated as an expense.

"(e) INTEREST, TAXES, CASUALTY LOSSES, 503.-This section shall not apply to
any deduction allowable to the taxpayer without regard to its connection with his
trade or business (or with his income-producing activity). In the case of a tax-
payer which is not an individual, the preceding sentence shall be applied as if
it were an individual.

"(f) TREATMENT OF ENTERTAINMENT, ETa., TYPE lPAOIT1TY..-For purposes of
this chapter, if deductions are disallowed under subsection (a) with respect to
any portion of a facility, such portion shall be treated as an asset which is used
for personal, living, and family purposes (and not as an asset used in the trade
or business).

"(g) REGULATORY AUTiOtra.-The Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe
such regulations as he may deem necessary to carry out the purposes of this sec-
tion, including regulations prescribing whether subsection (a) or subsection (b)
applies in cases where both such subsections would otherwise apply."
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(2) The table of sections for such part IX is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following:

"See. 274. Disallowance of certain entertainment, etc., expenses."

i(b) TRAVELING EXPENSES.--Section 162 (a) (2) (relating to traveling expenses)
is amended by striking out "(including the entire amount expended for meals
and lodging)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(including a reasonable allowance
for amounts expended for meals and lodging)".

(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply with
respect to taxable years ending after June 30, 1002, but only in respect of periods
after such date.

SEC. 5. AMOUNT OF DISTRIBUTION WHERE CERTAIN FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
DISTRIBUTE PROPERTY IN KIND.

(a) AMOUNT DISTmUTED.--Section 301 (b) (1) (relating to amount distributed
to corporate distributees) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new subparagraph:

"(0) CERTAIN CORPORATE DISTIIBUTEES OF FOREIGN CORPORATION.-Not-
withstanding subparagraph (B), if the shareholder is a corporation and
the distributing corporation is a foreign corporation, the amount taken
into account with respect to property (other than money) shall be the
fair market value of such property; except that if any deduction is al-
lowable under section 245 with respect to such distribution, then the
amount taken into account shall be the sum (determined under regula-
tions prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) of-

"(I) the proportion of the adjusted basis of such property (or,
if lower, its fair market value) properly attributable to gross
income from sources within the United States, and

"(ii) the proportion of the fair market value of such property
properly attributable to gross income from sources without the
United States."

(b) BAsis.-Section 801(d) (relating to basis of property) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(8) CERTAIN CORPORATE DISTRIBUTEES OF FOREIGN CORPORATION.-In the
case of property described in subparagraph (0) of subsection (b) (1), the
basis shall be determined by substituting the amount determined under such
subparagraph (0) for the amount described in paragraph (2) of this
subsection."

(C) DIVIDENDs RECEIVED FROM CERTAIN FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.--
(1) Section 245 (relating to dividends received from certain foreign cor-

porations) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:

"(b) PROPERTY DISTRIuUTION.-For purposes of subsection (a), the amount
of any distribution of property other than money shall be the amount deter-
mined by applying section 301(b) (1) (B)."

(2) Section 245 is amended by striking out "In the case of" and inserting
in lieu thereof "(a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of".

(d) CREDIT FOR FOREIGN TAxEs.-Section 902(a) (relating t6 credit for foreign
taxes) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence:
"For purposes of this subsection and subsection (b), the amount of any dis-
tribution in property other than money shall be the amount determined by
applying section 301 (b) (1) (B)."

(e) EonTE DA-E.--The amendments made by this section shall apply to
distributions made after December 31,1962.
SEC. 6. AMENDMENT OF SECTION 482.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 482 (relating to allocation of income and deduc-
tions among taxpayers) is amended by adding at the" end thereof the fM~lowing
new subsection:

"(b) SALES AND PURCIUSES WITHIN A RELATED GROUP WIOH INCLUDES A
FOREIGN ORGANIZATION.-

"(1) IN GENERAL.-In applying subsection (a) to sales of tangible pr6p-
erty within a group of organizations-

"(A) owned or controlled directly or indirectly by the same interests,
and

"(t) at least one of which is a domestic organization and at least
one of which is a foreign organization,
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the Secretary or his delegate may allocate the taxable Income of the group
arising from such sales in the manner set forth in paragraph (2). This
subsection shall not apply with respect to any sale of tangible property for
which the taxpayer can establish an arm's length price (within the mean-
ing of paragraph (4)).
"(2) METHODS OF ALLOOATION.-

"(A) CONSIDERATION OF OERTAIN FAOToRS.--Except as provided in
subparagraph (B), the allocation referred to in paragraph (1) shall
be made by the Secretary or his delegate by taking into consideration
that portion of the following factors which is attributable to the United
States and that portion thereof which is not attributable to the United
States-

"(i) assets of the group, to the extent used in the production,
distribution, and sale of the property,

"(ii) compensation of officers and employees, to the extent at-
including the special risks (if any) of the market in which the property

and
"(ii) advertising, selling, and sales promotion expenses (includ-

ing technical and servicing expenses), to the extent attributable to
the property.

Such method of allocation may also give consideration to other factors,
including the special risks (if any) of the mraket in which the property
is sold.

"(B) ALTER NATV MET rDS.-If the taxpayer establishes to the sat-
Isfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that an alternative method
of allocation clearly reflects the income of each member of the group
with respect to the property referred to in paragraph (1), such alter-
native method shall be used (in lieu of the method provided in sub-
paragraph (A)).

"(8) SPECIAL RULEs.-In applying the method of allocation referred to in
paragraph (2) (A), the following rules shall be applied:

"(A) ADJUSTED BASIS OF AssETs.-The values to be assigned to the
assets referred to in paragraph (2) (A) (i) is their adjusted basis in the
hands of the taxpayer or, if such basis is not available in the case of a
foreign organization, then their book values, adjusted to approximate
their adjusted basis.

"(B) IN LUDIDLE ASSETS.-The assets referred to in paragraph
(2) (A) (i) include real property and tangible personal property
(whether owned or leased by a member of the group), but do not
include inventory and stock in trade.

"(4) ARMS'S LENGTH PRICE DEFINED.-For purposes of this subsection, the
term 'arm's length price' means-

"(A) the price at which tangible property similar or comparable to
the property referred to in paragraph (1) generally is or can be sold
in transactions in the same areas involving unrelated persons and
made under similar conditions of sale; and

"(B) if subparagraph (A) does not apply, the price at which tangible
property similar or comparable to the property referred to in paragraph
(1) is sold in the same or other areas under similar circumstances and
in transactions involving unrelated persons, with adjustment for ma-
terial differences in quantity, marketing conditions (including customs
duties and transportation costs), and other relevant factors.

Subparagraph (B) shall apply only if the adjustment referred to therein
is properly determinable.

"(5) SALES Co MIsSIONS.-The Secretary or his delegate shall by regu-
lation prescribe rules for the allocation of commissions arising from sales
of tangible property within a group of organizations described in paragraph
(1). Such rules shall be consistent with the principles specified in the
other paragraphs of this subsection.

"(0) GROSSLY INADEQUATE ASSETS, ETO., OUTSIDE UNITED STATES.-In al-
locating taxable income under this subsection, no amount shall be allocated
to a foreign organization whose assets, personnel, and office and other
facilities which are not attributable to the United States are grossly in-
adequate for its activities outside the United States.

(7) INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR CONSIDERATION OW FACTRS.-In the case
of any transaction to which paragraph (2) (A) applies, if-
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"(A) the Information submitted with respect to the group of or-'
ganizations is insufficient for the proper application of the method of
allocation set forth in the first sentence of such paragraph, and

"(B) upon request of the Secretary or his delegate, such group fails
to furnish such additional information with respect to such transaction
as may be reasonably supplied.

the Secretary or his delegate may estimate the taxable income arising
from such transaction and may allocate such taxable income among the
members of the group or to any single member thereof.

"(8) TREATMENT OF FOREIGN TAXES.--
"(A) For purposes of this subsection, taxable income shall be

determined without regard to any income, war profits, or excess profits
taxes paid to any foreign country or to any possession of the United
States.

"(B) Where the application of this subsection results in a decrease
in the taxable income of any foreign organization and an Increase in
the taxable income of any domestic organization, then any of the taxes
referred to in subparagraph (A) paid by such foreign organization and
attributable to the taxable income so transferred shall be treated for
purposes of this chapter-

"(t) as paid by such domestic organization, and
"(ii) as not paid by such foreign organization."

(b) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.-Section 482 is amended by striking out "In any
case of two or more organizations" and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(a) GENERAL RUL.-In the case of two or more organizations".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply with

respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1902.
SEC. 7. DISTRIBUTIONS OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY INCOME.

(a) DEFINITION OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY.-SO much of sub-
section (a) of section 552 (relating to definition of foreign personal holding com-
pany) as precedes paragraph (2) is amended to read as follows:

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-For purposes of this subtitle, the term 'foreign personal
holding company' for a taxable year beginning after December 81, 1962, means
any foreign corporation If-

"(1) GROSS INCOME REQIREMENT.-At least 20 percent of its gross income
(as defined in section 555(a)) for the taxable year is foreign personal
holding company income (as defined in section 553). For purposes of this
paragraph, there shall be included In the gross income the amount includible
therein as a dividend by reason of the application of section 555(e) (2);
and".

(b) AMOUNT OF UNDISTRIUTED INCoM.-Subsection (a) of section 556 (relat-
ing to undistributed foreign personal holding company income) is amended to
read as follows:

"(a) DEFINITIO.-For purposes of this part-
"(1) If the foreign personal holding company income of a foreign per-

sonal holding company exceeds 80 percent of its gross income, the 'undis-
tributed foreign personal holding company income' of such company is its
taxable income adjusted in the manner provided in subsection (b), minus
the dividends paid deduction (as defined in section 501).

"(2) If the foreign personal holding company income of a foreign per-
sonal holding company does not exceed 80 percent of its gross income, the
'undistributed foreign personal holding company income' of such company
is that amount which bears the same ratio'to--

"(A) its taxable income adjusted in tho' manner provided in sub-
section (b), minus the dividends paid deduction (as defined in section
561), as

"(B) its foreign personal holding companyincome bears to its gross
income."

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.--The amendments made by this section shall apply only
in respect of taxable years of foreign corporations beginning after December
81, 1062.
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SEC. 8. MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, ETC.

(a) RESERVES FOR LOSSES ON LoAN.-Section 593 is amended to read as
follows:
"SEC. 593. RESERVES FOR LOSSES ON LOANS.

"(a) ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH SECTION APPLIES.-This section shall apply to
any mutual savings bank not having capital stock represented by shares,
domestic building and loan association, or cooperative bank without capital
stock organized and operated for mutual purposes and without profit.

"(b) ADDITION TO RESERVES FOR BAD DEBTS.-
"(1) IN OENERAL.-For purposes of section 106(c), the reasonable addi-

tion for the taxable year to the reserve for bad debts of any taxpayer de-
scribed in subsection (a) shall be an amount equal to the sum of-

"(A) the amount determined under section 166(c) to be a reasonable
addition to the reserve for losses on nonqualifying loans, plus

"(B) the amount determined by the taxpayer to be a reasonable
addition to the reserve for losses on qualifying real property loans, but
such amount shall not exceed the amount determined under paragraph
(2), (8), or (4), whichever amount is the largest.

"(2) 00 PERCENT OF TAXABLE INCOME METnoo.-The amount determined
- under this paragraph for the taxable year shall be the excess of-

"(A) an amount equal to 60 percent of the taxable income for such
year, over

"(B) the amount referred to in paragraph (1) (A) for such year.
For purposes of this paragraph, taxable income shall be computed (i) by ex-
cluding from gross income any amount included therein by reason of sub-
section (f), and (ii) without regard to any deduction allowable for any
addition to the reserve for bad debts.

"(8) 8 PERCENT OF REAL PROPERTY LOANS METHOD.-The amount deter-
mined under this paragraph for the taxable year shall be an amount equal
to the amount necessary to increase the balance (as of the close of the
taxable year) of the reserve for losses on qualifying real property loans to
3 percent of such loans outstanding at such time.

"(4) EXPERIENCE METHOD.-The amount determined under this paragraph
for the taxable year shall be an amount equal to the amount determined
under section 160(c) (without regard to this subsection) to be a reasonable
addition to the reserve for losses on qualifying real property loans.

"(c) TREATMENT OF RESERVES FOR BAD DEBTS.-
"(1) ESTABLISHMENT OF RESERVES.--Each taxpayer described in subsection

(a) which uses the reserve method of accounting for bad debts shall establish
and maintain a reserve for losses on qualifying real property loans, a reserve
for losses on nonqualifying loans, and a supplemental reserve for losses on
loans. For purposes of this title, such reserves shall be treated as reserves
for bad debts, but no deduction shall be allowed for any addition to thp
supplemental reserve for losses on loans.

"(2) ALLOCATION OF PRE-1003 RESERVES.-For purposes of this section, the
pre-1963 reserves shall, as of the close of December 31, 1962, be allocated to,
and constitute the opening balance of-

"(A) the reserve for losses on nonqualifying loans,
"(B) the reserve for losses on qualifying real property loans, and
"(0) the supplemental reserve for losses on loans.

(8) METHOD OF ALLOATION.-The allocation provided by paragraph (2)
shall be made-

"(A) first, to the reserve described in paragraph (2) (A), to the
extent such reserve is not increased above the amount which would be
a reasonable addition under section 160(c) for a period in which the
nonqualifying loans increased from zero to the amount thereof out-
standing at the close of December 31,19062;

"(B) second, to the reserve described in paragraph (2) (B), to the
extent such reserve is not increased above the amount which would be
determined under paragraph (8) or (4) of subsection (b) (whichever
such amount is the larger) for a period in which the qualifying real
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property loans increased from zero to the amount thereof outstanding
at the close of December 31, 1902; and

"(C) then to the supplemental reserve for losses on loans.
"(4) PREi-1968 RESERVES DEFINED.-For purposes of this subsection, the

term 'pre-1903 reserves' means the net amount, determined as of the close
of December 31, 1902 (after applying subsection (d) (1)), accumulated In
the reserve for bad debts pursuant to section 160(c) (or the corresponding
provisions of prior revenue laws) for taxable years beginning after Decem-
ber 31, 1951.

"(5) CIIAROINO OP1 BAD DEBTS TO REsEBvES.-Any debt becoming worthless
or partially worthless In respect of a qualifying real property loan shall be
charged to the reserve for losses on such loans, and any debt becoming
worthless or partially worthless in respect of a nonqualifying loan shall
be charged to the reserve for losses on nonqualifying loans; except that any
such debt may, at the election of the taxpayer, be charged in whole or in
part to the supplemental reserve for losses on loans.

"(d) TAXABLE YEARS ]BEOINNING IN 1902 AND ENDING IN 1903.-In the case of
a taxable year beginning before January 1, 1963, and ending after December 81,
190 , of a taxpayer described In subsection (a) which uses the reserve method
of accounting for bad debts, the taxable income shall be of the sum of-

"(1) that portion of the taxable Income allocable to the part of the tax-
able year occurring before January 1, 1903, reduced by the amount of the
deduction for an addition to a reserve for bad debts which would be allow-
able under section 166(c) (without regard to the amendments made by sec-
tion 8 of the Revenue Act of 1902) if such part year constituted a taxable
year, plus

"(2) that portion of the taxable Income allocable to the part of the tax-
able year occurring after December 31, 1962, reduced by the amount of the
deduction for an addition to a reserve for bad debts which would be allowed
under section 106(c) (taking Into account the amendments made by section
8 of the Revenue Act of 1962) If such part year constituted a taxable year.

For purposes of the preceding sentence, the taxable income shall be determined
without regard to any deduction under section 160(c), and the portion thereof
allocable to each part year shall be determined on the basis of the ratio which
the number of days In such part year bears to the number of days in the entire
taxable year.

"(e) LOANS DEFINED.-For purposes of this section-
"(1) QUALIFYING REAL PROPERTY LOANS.-The term 'qualifying real prop-

erty loan' means any loan secured by an interest in Improved real property
or secured by an Interest in real property which Is to be improved out
of the proceeds of the loan, but such term does not Include-

"(A) any loan evidenced by a security (as defined In section 105
(g)(2) (0))

(1)any loan, whether or not evidenced by a security (as defined
In section 165(g) (2) (C)), the primary obligor on which Is--

"(I) a government or political subdivision or instrumentality
thereof;

"(ii) a bank (as defined In section 581) ; or
"(il) another member of the same affiliated grotip

"(c) any loan, to the extent secured by a deposit in or share of the
taxpayer; or

"(D) any loan which, within a 00-day period beginning In one tax-
able year of the creditor and ending In Its next taxable year, is made or
acquired and then repaid or disposed of,' unless the transactions by
which such loan was made or acquired and then repaid or disposed of
are established to be for bona fide business purposes.

For purposes of subparagraph (B) (iti), the term 'affiliated group' has
the meaning assigned to such term by section 1504 (a) ; except that (1)
the phrase 'more than 50 percent' shall be substituted for the phrase 'at
least 80 percent' each place it appears In section 1504 (a), and (t) all
corporations shall be treated as includible corporations (without any ex-
clusion under section 1504(b) ).

"(2) NONQUALnYiNO LOANs.-The term 'non-qualifying loan' means any
loan which is not a qualifying real property loan.

"(3) LAN.-The term 'loan' means debt, as the term 'debt' is used in
section 166.
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"(f) DISTRIBUTIONS TO SHAREHOLDER.-

"(1) IN OENERAL.-For purposes of this chapter, any distribution of
property (as defined in section 817(a)) by a domestic building and loan
association to a shareholder with respect to its stock, If such distribution
is not allowable as a deduction under section 691, shall be treated as
made-

"(A) first out of its earnings and profits accumulated in taxable years
beginning after December 81, 1951, to the extent thereof,

"(B) then out of the reserve for losses on qualifying real property
loans, to the extent additions to such reserve exceed the additions which
would have been allowed Under subsection (b) (4),

"(0) then out of the supplemental reserve for losses on loans, to
the extent thereof.

"(D) then out of such other accounts as may be proper.
This paragraph shall apply in the case of any distribution in redemption of
stock or in partial or complete liquidation of the association, except that
any such distribution shall be treated as made first out of the amount
referred to in subparagraph (B), second out of the amount referred to in
subparagraph (0), third out of the amount referred to In subparagraph
(A), and then out of such other accounts as may be proper.

"(2) AMOUNTS CHARGED TO RESERVE ACCOUNTS AND INOLUDED IN GROSS IN-
COME.-If any distribution is treated under paragraph (1) as having been
made out of the reserves described in subparagraphs (B) and (C) of such
paragraph, the amount charged against such reserve shall be the amount
which, when reduced by the amount of tax imposed under this chapter and
attributable to the inclusion of such amount in gross income, is equal to the
amount of such distribution; and the amount so charged against such
reserve shall be Included in gross income of the taxpayer.

"(8) SPeiaL RULES.-
"(A) For purposes of paragraph (1) (B), additions to the reserve

for losses on qualifying real property loans for the taxable year In
which the distribution occurs shall be taken into account.

"(B) For purposes of computing under this section the amount of a
reasonable addition to the reserve for losses on qualifying real property
loans for any taxable year, any amount charged during any year to
such reserve pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (2) shall not be
taken into acevunt."

(b) FOREOLSURE ON PROPERTY SECURING LOANS.-Part II of subchapter H of
chapter 1 (relating to mutual savings banks, etc.) Is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new section:
"SEC. 595. FORECLOSURE ON PROPERTY SECURING LOANS.

"(a) NONRFcOONITION OF GAIN OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF FomwoLosun.-In the
case of a creditor which is an organization described in section 593(a), no gain
or loss shall be recognized, and no debt shall be considered as becoming worth.
less or partially worthless, as the result of such organization having bid in at
foreclosure, or having otherwise reduced to ownership or possession by agree.
ment or process of law, any property which was security for the payment of
any indebtedness.

"(b) CHARAOTER OF PaoPnTy.--For purposes of sections 166 and 1221, any
property acquired in a transaction with respect to which gain or loss to an or
ganization was not recognized by reason of subsection (a) shall be considered
as property having the same characteristics as the indebtedness for which such
property was security. Any amount realized by such organization with respect
to such property shall be treated for purposes of this chapter as a payment on
account of such Indebtedness, and any loss with respect thereto shall be treated
as a bad debt to which the provisions "of section 166 (relatinkto allowance of a
deduction for bad debts) apply.

"() BAsIS.-Tebasls of any property to which subsection (a) applies shall
be the basis 6f theIndebtedness for which such property was security (deter-
mined as of the date of the acquisition of such property), properly increased
for costs of acquisitlon,.

"(d) 'REoUATOII A'romr.-The Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe
such regulationS as he may deem necessary to carry out the purposes of this
section."
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(c) DEFINITION OF DOMESTIo BUILDING AND LOAN AssoOIATIoN.-Paragraph
(19) of section 7701(a) (definition of domestic building and loan association)
is amended to read as follows:

"(19) DostESTIO BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION.-The term 'domestic
building and loan association' means a domestic building and loan associa-
tion, a domestic savings and loan association, and a Federal savings and
loan association, which-

"(A) is an insured institution (within the meaning of section 401(a)
of the National Housing Act (12 U.S.C., sec. 1724 (a) ) ), or

"(B) is subject by law to supervision and examination by State or
Federal authority having supervision over such associations,

if substantially all of its business consists of accepting savings and invest-
ing the proceeds (i) in loans secured by an interest in real property which
is (or, from the proceeds of the loan, will become) residential real property,
and (ii) in other loans, to the extent such other loans would be authorized
to be made by a Federal savings and loan association under section 5(0)
of the Home Owners' Loan Act, as amended (12 U.S.C., sec. 1464(c))."

(d) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.-The table of sections for part II of subchapter
H of chapter 1 is amended-

(1) by striking out the third item and inserting in lieu thereof the
following:

"See. 595. Foreclosure on property securing loans."
and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following:
"See. 595. Foreclosure on roperty securing loans."

(e) REPEAL OF EXEMPTION FROM COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSPORTATION OF
PERSONS TAxEs.-Notwithstanding any other provision of law, Federal savings
and loan associations shall not be exempt as such from the taxes imposed by
section 4251 (relating to excise tax on communications) and section 4261 (re-
lating to excise tax on transportation of persons) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954.

(f) EFFECTIVE DATEs.--
(1) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply to taxable years

ending after December 81, 1902, except that section 593(f) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 shall apply to distributions after December 81, 1962,
n taxable years ending after such date.

(2) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall apply to transactions
described in section 595 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1054 occurring
after December 31, 1062, in taxable years ending after such date.

(8) Subsection (e) of this section shall apply-
(A) in the case of the tax imposed by section 4251 of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1954, with respect to amounts paid pursuant to bills
rendered after June 80, 1962; and

(B) in the case of the tax imposed by section 4261 of such Code, with
respect to transportation begintiffg after June 80, 1062.

SEC. 9., DISTRIBUTIONS BY FOREIGN TRUSTS.
(a) DEFINITIONS.-

(1) INcoif B OF FOREIGN TRuS.--Section 048(a) () (relating to modifica-
tions taken into account in computing distributable net income) is amended
to read as follows:

"(0) IrcoMn oF FoREIoN TtUT.-ln the case of a foreign trust-
"(A) There shall be included the amounts of gross income from sources

without the United States, reduced by- any amounts which would be
deductible in respect of disbursements allocable to such income but for
the provisions of section 265(1) (relating to disallowance of certain
deductions).

"(B) Gross income from sources within the Uiited States shall be
determined without- regard to section 894 (relating to income exempt
under treaty),

"(C) Subsection (a)'(A) of this section shall not apply to a foreign
trust created by a Uited States person. In the case of such a trust,
(1) there shill be included gains from the sale or exchange of capital
assets, reduced by losses from such sales or exchanges to the extent such
losses do not exceed gains from such sales or exchange, and (ii) the
deductiontinder section 1202 (relating to deduction for excess of capital
gains over capital losses) shall not be taken into account."
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(2) FOREIGN ESTATES AND TRUSTS.-Section 648 (relating to definitions) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(d) FoREION TRUSTS CRATED BY UNITED STATES PEusoNs.-For purposes of
this part, the term 'foreign trust created by a United States person' means a
foreign trust (as defined in section 7701 (a) (31)) to which money or property
has been transferred directly or indirectly by a United States person (as defined
in section 7701(a) (80)), or under the will of a decedent who at the date of his
death was a United States citizen or resident."

(b) ACCuMULATIox DISTRIBUTIONS OF FORuOGN TRUSTS.-
(1) Section 665(b) (relating to definitions applicable to subpart D) Is

amended by striking out "(b) ACCUMULATiON DISTRIBUTIN.-For purposes
of this subpart," and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(b) ACCUMULATION DISTRIBUTIONS OF TRUSTS OTHER THAN CERTAIN FOREIGN
TRUSTS.-For purposes of this subpart, in the case of a trust (other than a for-
eign trust created by a United States person) ,".

(2) Section 665 Is amended by redesignating subsections (c) and (d) as
(d) and (e), respectively, and by inserting after subsection (b) the following
new subsection:

"(c) ACCUMULATION DISTRIBUTION Or CERTAIN FOREIGN TRUSTS.-For purposes
of this subpart, in the case of a foreign trust created by a United States person,
the term 'accumulation distribution' for any taxable year of the trust means the
amount by which the amounts specified in paragraph (2) of section 6061(a) for
such taxable year exceed distributable net income, reduced by the amounts speci-
fied in paragraph (1) of section 661(a). For purposes of this subsection, the
amount specified in paragraph (2) of section 661(a) shall be determined with-
out regard to section 660. Any amount paid to a United States person which is
from a payor who is not a United States person and which is derived directly or
indirectly from a foreign trust created by a United States person shall be deemed
in the year of payment to have been directly paid by the foreign trust."

(c) ALLOCATION OF ACCUMULATION DISTRIBUTIONS TO PRECEDING YEARs.-Sec-
tion 660 (a) (relating to accumulation distribution allocated to 5 preceding years)
is amended-

(1) by striking out "(a) AMOUNT ALLOCATED.-In the case of a trust" and
inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(a) AMOUNT ALOmArr.-In the case of a trust (other than a foreign trust
created by a United States person)"; and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence:
"In the case of a foreign trust created by a United States person, this subsection
shall apply to the preceding taxable years of the trust without regard to any
provision of the preceding sentences which would (but for this sentence) limit
its application to the 5 preceding taxable years."

(d) AMOUNTS TREATED AS RECEIvED IN PRIOR YEAs.-Section 608(a) (relating
to amounts treated as received in prior taxable years) is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new sentence: "Except as provided in section 609,
in the case of a foreign trust created by a United States person the preceding
sentence shall not apply to any beneficiary who is a United States person."

(e) SPECIAL RUES Fos FouRioN ThUST.-Subpart D of part I of subchapter J
of chapter 1 (relating to treatment of excess distributions by trusts) is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new section:
"SEC. 669. SPECIAL RULES APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN FOREIGN TRUSTS.

"(a) LIMITATION ON TAX.-
"(1) GENERAL aut.-At the election of a beneficiary who is a United

States person (as defined in section 7701 (a) (80) and who satisfies the re-
qUirements of subsection (b), the tax attributable to the amotfits treated
under section 668(a) as having been received by him from a" foreign trust
created by a United States person on the last day of a preceding taxable year
of the trust shall not be greater than-

"(A) the tax determined under the next to the last sentence of
section 668(a), or

"(B) the tax determined. by multiplying by the number of preceding
taxable years of the trust, on the last day of each of which an amount
is deemed under section 606(a)' to have been distributed, the average
of the increase in tax attributable to recomputlng the beneficiary's gross
Income for the taxable year and each of his 2taxable years immediately
preceding the year of the accumulation distribution by adding to the
income of each of such years An amount determined by dividing the
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amount required to be included in income under section 668(a) by sucli
number of preceding taxable years of the trust. The recomputation
for the taxable year shall be made without regard to the inclusion in
income required by section 668(a) of any amount other than pursuant
to this paragraph.

"(2) ExCEPTONS.-
"(A) When an accumulation distribution is deemed under section

666(a) to have been distributed on the last day of less than 8 taxable
years of the trust, the taxable years of the beneficiary for which a
recomputation is made under subsection (a) (1) (B) shall equal the
number of years to which section 666(a) applies, commencing with
the most recent taxable year of the beneficiary.

"(B) If a beneficiary was not alive on the last day of each preceding
taxable year of the trust with respect to which a distribution Is deemed
made under section 666(a), paragraph (1) (A) of this subsection
shall not apply. In applying paragraph (1) B) of this subsection,
no recomputatlon shall be made for a bemeficiary for a taxable year
for which he was not alive; If he has no preceding taxable year, the
recomputatlon shall be made on the basis of his taxable year without
regard to the inclusion In Income required by section 668(a) of any
amount other than pursuant to paragraph (1) (B).

"(8) EFFECT OF PRIOR ELECTION.-In computing the limitation on tax
under paragraph (1) of this subsection for any beneficiary-

"(A) SUBSEQUENT ELECTION UNDER PARAORAPU (1) (A).-If "an elec-
tion has been made under paragraph (1) (B) of this subsection, for
purposes of a subsequent election under paragraph (1) (A) the Income
of any year with respect to which an amount is deemed distributed to a
beneficiary under section 660(a) shall include amounts previously
deemed distributed to such beneficiary for such year as a result of an
accumulation distribution with respect to which an election under
paragraph (1) (B) was made.

"(B) SUBSEQUENT ELECTION UNDER PARAGRAPH (1) (1I) .-- If with respect
to an accumulation distribution an election has been made under either
paragraph (1) (A) or paragraph (1) (B) of this subsection, or the next
to the last sentence of section 6(8(a) has applied, for purposes of a sub-
sequent election under paragraph (1) (B) the number o:f preceding tax-
able years of the trust with respect to which an amount Is deemed dis-
tributed to a beneficiary under section 666(a) shall be determined with-
out regard to any such year with respect to which an amount was pre-
viously deemed distributed to such beneficiary.

"(b) INFORMATION REQUIEMENT.-The election of a beneficiary to apply the
limitations on tax provided In subsection (a) oftthis section shall not be effective
unless the beneficiary at the time of making the election supplies such Informa-
tion with respect to the operation and accounts of the trust, for each taxable
year on the last day of which an amount is deemed distributed under section
660 (a), as the Secretary or his delegate may by regulations prescribe."

(f) INFORMATION RETURNS WITH RESPECT TO FoniaoN TRusTS.-Subpart B of
part III of subehapter A of chapter 61 (relating to information concerning trans-
actions with other persons) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the fol-
lowing new section:
"SEC. 6047. RETURNS AS TO CREATION OF OR TRANSFEREES TO CERTAIN FOREIGN

TRUSTS.
"(a) GziAL RULE.-On or before the 90th day after-

t(1) the creation of any foreign trust by & United States person, or
"(2) the transfer of any money or property to a foreign trust by a United

States person,
the grantor In the case of an Inter vivos trust, the fiduciary of an estate In the
case of a testamentary trust, or the transferor, as the case may be, shall make
a return In compliance with the provisions of subsection (b).

"(b) FORM AND CONTENTS Or RITu Ns.-The returns required by subsection
(a) shall be In such form and shall set forth, in respect of the foreign trust, such
information as the Secretary or his delegate prescribes by regulation as neces-
sary for carrying out the provisions of the Income tax laws.

"(C) CROss R oEFENCES--
"(1) For provisions relating to penalties for violations of this section, see sections

6677 and 7203.
"(2) For definition of the term "foreign trust created by a United States person',

see section 643(d)."
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(g) FALUR To FL INFOMATWON RwurNms,-Subchapter B of chapter 68

(relating to assessable penalties) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new section:
"SEC. 6677. FAILURE TO FILE INFORMATION RETURNS WITH RESPECT TO CER-

TAIN FOREIGN TRUSTS,
"(a) Oxvx PENALTY.-In addition to any criminal penalty provided by law,

any person required to file a return under section 6047 who fails to file such
return at the time provided in such section, or who files a return which does
not show the Information required pursuant to such section, shall pay a penalty
equal to 5 percent of the amount transferred to a trust, but not more than
$1,000, unless it is shown that such failure is due to reasonable cause.

"(b) DEFICIENOY PROCEDURES NOT TO APPLY.-Subchapter B of chapter 63
(relating to deficiency procedures for income, estate, and gift taxes) shall not
apply in respect to the assessment or collection of any penalty Imposed by
subsection (a)."

(h) UNITED STATES PERsoN DEFINED.-Section 7701(a) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:

"(80) UNITED STATES PESoN.m-The term 'United States person' means-
"(A) a citizen or resident of the United States,
"(B) a domestic partnership,
"(0) a domestic corporation, and
"(D) any estate or trust (other than a foreign estate or foreign

trust, within the meaning of section 7701 (a) (81)).
"(81) FORRION ESTATE OR TRUsT.-The terms 'foreign estate' and 'foreign

trust' mean an estate or trust, as the case may be, the income of which
from sources without the United States is not includible In gross income
under subtitle A."

(i) TEHNICAL AMENDMENTS.-
(1) The table of sections for subpart D of subchapter J of chapter 1

(relating to treatment of excess distributions by trusts) is amended by
adding at the end thereof

"Sec. 669. Special rules applicable to certain foreign trusts."
(2) The table of sections for subpart B of part III of subchapter A of

chapter 61 (relating to information concerning transactions with other
persons) iS amended by adding at the end thereof

"Sec. 6047. Returns as to creation of or transfers to certain foreign trusts."
(3) The table of sections for subchapter B of chapter 68 (relating to

asessable penalties) Is amended by adding at the end thereof
"Sec. 6677. Failure to file information returns with respect to certain foreign

trusts."
(J) EFFEOTrV DATE.-The amendments made by this section (other than by

subsections (f), (g), and (h)) shall apply with respect to distributions made
in taxable years of trusts beginning after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 10. MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES (OTHER THAN IFE, MARINE, AND CER-

TAIN FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES), ETC.
(a) IMPosIION oF TAx.-So much of part II of subchapter L (relating to

mutual insurance companies, other than life or marine or fire insurance com-
panies issuing perpetual policies) of chapter 1 as precedes section 822 is amended
to read &s follows:

"PART I-MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES (OTIMR THAN LIFE AND
CERTAIN MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES AND OTHER THAN FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANIES WHICH OPERATE ON BASIS OF PERPETUAL
POLICIES OR PREMIUM DEPOSITS)

"Sec, 821. Tax on mutual Insurance companies tt which part I1 applies.
"3eo. 822. Determination of table Investment income.
"Sec. 823. Determination of statutory underwriting income or loss."Sec. 824. Adjustments to provide protection against losses.
"Sec. 825. Unused loss deduction.
"Sec. 820. Election by reciprocal.

"SEC. 821. TAX ON MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES TO WHICH "PART Ii APPLIES.
(a) 10-sMo- or TAX,-A tax Is hereby imposed for each taxable year

beginning after December 81, 1960, on 'the mutual Insurance company taxable
income of every mutual insurance company -(other than a life *Insurance com-

82100-O2-"t. 1-8
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pany and other than a fire or marine insurance company subject to the tax
imposed by section 831). Such tax shall consist of-

"(1) NORMAL TAx.-A normal tax of 25 percent of the mutual insurance
company taxable income, or 50 percent of the amount by which such taxable
income exceeds $6,000, whichever is the lesser; plus

"(2) SUuTAX.-A surtax of 22 percent of the mutual insurance company
taxable income (computed without regard to the deduction provided in
section 242 for partially tax-exempt interest) in excess of $25,000.

"(b) MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY TAXABLE INCOME DEniNm.-For purposes
of this part, the term 'mutual insurance company taxable income' means, with
respect to any taxable year, the amount by which-

"(1) the sum of-
"(A) the taxable investment income (as defined in section 822(a)

(1)),
"(B) the statutory underwriting income (as defined in section 823 (a)

(1)), and
"(0) the amounts required by section 824(d) to be deducted from the

protection against loss account, exceeds
"(2) the sum of-

"(A) the investment loss (as defined in section 822(a) (2)),
"(B) the statutory underwriting loss (as defined in section 823(a)

(2)), and
"(0) the unused loss deduction provided by section 825 (a).

"(C) ALTERNATE TAX FOR CERTAIN SMALL COMPANIES.-
"(1) IMPOSITION or TAx.-In the case of taxable years beginning after

December 31, 1902, there is hereby imposed for each taxable year on the
income of each mutual Insurance company to which this subsection applies
a tax (which shall be in lieu of the tax imposed by subsection (a)) com-
puted as follows:

"(A) NORMAL TA.-A normal tax of 25 percent of the taxable invest-
ment Income, or 50 percent of the amount by which such taxable income
exceeds $3,000, whichever Is the lesser; plus

"(B) SURTA.-A surtax of 22 percent of the taxable Investment
income (computed without regard to the deduction provided in section
242 for partially tax-exempt interest) In excess of $25,000.

"(2) GROSS AMOUNT RECEIVED, OVER $75,000 BUT LESS THAN $125,o0o.-If
the gross amount received during the taxable year from the items described
in section 822(b) (other than paragraph (1) (D) thereof) and premiums
(including deposits and assessments) Is over $75,000 but less than $125,000,
the tax imposed by paragraph (1) shall be reduced to an amount which
bears the same proportion to the amount of the tax determined under para-
graph (1) as the excess over $75,000 of such gross amount received bears
to $50,000.

"(8) COMPANIES TO WIoH SUBSECTION APPLIES.-
"(A) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in subparagraph (B), this

subsection shall apply to every mutual insurance company (other than
a life insurance company and other than a fire or marine insurance
company subject to the tax imposed by section 831) which received
during the taxable year from the items described in section 822(b)
(other than paragraph (1) (D) thereof) and premiums (including
deposits and assessments) a gross amount in excess of $75,000 but
not In excess of $300,000.

"(B) ExoEPrIoNs.-ThIs subsection shall not apply to a mutual in-
surance company for the taxable year If-

"(I) there is in effect an election by such company made under
subsection (d) to be taxable under subsection (a) ; or

"(it) there is any amount in the protection against loss account
at the beginning of the taxable year.

"(d) ELEOTIOn To IOM=Dn. STATUTORY UNDERWRITING INCOME OR LoSS.-
"(1) IN OENERAL.--Any mutual insurance company which is subject to

the tax imposed by subsection (c) may elect, in such manner and at such
time as the Secretary or his delegate may by regulations prescribe, to be
subject to the tax imposed by subsection (a).

"(2) DFFc OF EtEeC'rtoN.-If an election is made under paragraph (1),
the electing company shall be subject to the tax Imposed by subsection (a)
(and shall not be subject to the tax imposed by subsection (a)) for the first
taxable year for which such election is made and for all taxable years there-
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after unless the Secretary or his delegate consents to a revocation of such
election.

"(e) N o UNITED STATES INSURANCE BUSINESS.-Foreign mutual insurance
companies (other than a life insurance company and other than a fire or marine
insurance company subject to the tax imposed by section 831) not carrying on
an insurance business within the United States shall not be subject to this part
but shall be taxable as other foreign corporations.

"(f) CRoss REFERENCES.-
"(1) For exemption from tax of certain mutual insurance companies, see section

-- 501(c)(15),
"(2) For aIlternative tax in case of capital gains, see section 1201(a)."

(b) TAXABLE INVESTMENT INCOME.-
(1) IN OENERAL.-Section 822 (relating to determination of mutual insurance

company taxable income) is amended by striking out the heading and subsection
(a) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"SEC. 822. DETERMINATION OF TAXABLE INVESTMENT INCOME.
"(a) DEF NITION.-For purposes of this part-

"(1) The term 'taxable investment income' means the gross investment
income, minus the deductions provided in subsection (c).

"(2) The term 'investment loss' means the amount by which the deduc-
tions provided in subsection (c) exceed the gross investment income."

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-Subsections (c) and (e) of section 822 are
each amended by striking out "mutual insurance company taxable income" each
place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "taxable investment income".

(8) DIVIDENDS RECEIVED DEDUOTION.-Section 822(c) (7) (relating to special
deductions) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence:
"In applying section 246(b) (relating to limitation on aggregate amount of de-
ductions for dividends received) for purposes of this paragraph, the reference
in such section to 'taxable income' shall be treated as a reference to 'taxable
Investment income'."

(4) REDESIGNATION OF SECTION 823.-Part II of subchapter L of chapter 1 is
amended by striking out
"SEC. 823. OTHER DEFINITIONS.

"For purposes of this part-",
and inserting in lieu thereof (at the end of section 822) the following:
"(f) DFrmNITONS.-For purposes of this part-".
(c) STATUTORY UNt)n tWRTINo INCOmE OR Loss.-Part II of subchapter L of

chapter 1 is amended by adding after section 822(f) (as redesignated by sub-
section (b) (4) of this section) the following new sections:
"SEC. 823. DETERMINATION OF STATUTORY UNDERWRITING INCOME OR LOSS.

"(a) I, GENERA.-For purposes of this part--
"(1) The term 'statutory underwriting income' means the amount by

which-
"(A) the gross income which would be taken into account in comput-

ing taxable income under section 832 if the taxpayer were subject to
the tax imposed by section 831, reduced by the gross investment income,
exceeds

"(B) the sum of (i) the deductions which would be taken into ac-
count in computing taxable income if the taxpayer were subject to the o
tax imposed by section 831, reduced by the deductions provided in sec-
tion 822(c), plus (ii) the deductions provided in subsection (c) aid
section 824 (a).

s(2) The term 'statutory underwriting loss' means the exces of the amount
referred to in paragraph (1) (B) over the amount referred to in paragraph
(1) (A).

"(b) MoDIFICATioNs.-In applying subsection (a)-"(1) NET OPERATING LOSS DEDUcTIN.-The deduction for net operatihg
losses provided in section 172 shall not be allowed.

"(2) INTERINSURERs.-In the case of a mutual insurance company which
is an intertinsurer or reciprocal underwriter-

"(A) there shall be allowed as a deduction the increase for the tax-
able year in savings credited to subscriber accounts, or -

"(B) there shall be included as an item ot gross income the decrease
for thetaxable year in savings credited to subscriber accotlifts.
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For purposes of the preceding sentence, the term 'savings credited to sub-
scriber accounts' means such portion of the surplus as is credited to the
Individual accounts of subscribers before the 10th day of the third month
following the close of the taxable year, but only if the company would be
obligated to pay such amount promptly to such subscriber if he terminated
his contract at the close of the company's taxable year. For purposes of
determining his taxable Income, the subscriber shall treat any such savings
credited to his account as a dividend paid or declared.

"(c) SPEOcIL DEDUCTION FOB SMALL COMPANY HAVING GRoss AMOUNT OF LESS
THAN $900,000.-

"(1) IN OENEnAL.--If the gross amount received during the taxable year
by a taxpayer subject to the tax imposed by section 821 (a) from the items
described in section 822(b) (other than paragraph (1) (D) thereof) and
premiums (including deposits and assessments) does not equal or exceed
$900,000, then in determining the statutory underwriting income or loss
for the taxable year there shall be allowed an additional deduction of
$0,000; except that if such gross amount exceeds $300,000, such additional
deduction shall be equal to 1 percent of the amount by which $900,000 ex-
ceeds such gross amount.

"(2) LMITATIoN.-The amount of the deduction allowed under paragraph
(1) shall not exceed the statutory underwriting Income for the taxable year,
computed without regard to any deduction under this subsection or section
824(a).

"SEC. 824. ADJUSTMENTS TO PROVIDE PROTECTION AGAINST LOSSES.
"(a) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION.-

"(1) IN GENE AL.-1n determining the statutory underwriting Income or
loss for any taxable year there shall be allowed as a deduction the sum of-

"(A) an amount equal to 1 percent of the losses incurred during the
taxable year (as determined under section 882(b) (6))), plus

"(B) an amount equal to 25 percent of the underwriting gain for
the taxable year, plus

"(C) If the concentrated windstorm, etc., premium percentage for
the taxable year exceeds 50 percent, an amount determined by applying
so much of such percentage as exceeds 50 percent to the underwriting
gain for the taxable year.

For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'underwriting gain' means stat-
utory underwriting Income, computed without any deduction under this
subsection.

" (2) SPECIAL RULE FOR COMPANIES HAVING CONCENTRATED WINDSTORM, ETO.,
RIsKs.--For purposes of paragraph (1) (0), the term "concentrated wind-
storm, etc., premium percentage' means, with respect to any taxable year,
the percentage obtained by dividing-

"(A) the amount of the premiums earned on Insurance contracts
during the taxable year (as defined In section 882(b) (4)), to the ex-
tent attributable to Insuring against losses arising in any one State
from windstorm, hail, flood, earthquake, or similar hazards, by

"(B) the amount of the premiums earned on Insurance contracts
during the taxable year (as so defined).

"(b) PnoTEoTo0N AoAINST LosS AccouNT.--Each Insurance company subject
to the tax imposed by section 821(a) for any taxable year shall, for purposes
of this part, establish and maintain a protection against loss account.

"(6) Anwmons To Aacotnm.--There shall be added to the protection against
loss account for each taxable year an amount equal to the amount allowable
as a deduction for the taxable yea' under subsection ja) (i).

"(d) S TrP.Ao 0t~s.---
"(1) ANNUAL SUBTRAOTION.--Aftor applying subsection (c), there shall

be subtracted for the taxable year from the proteetton against loss account-
"(A) firstk n amount equal to the excess of the statutory inderwrit-

ing loss for the taxable year over the underwriting loss (as defined in
paragraph (6))'for the taxable year,

"(B) then, the amoftt (if any) by which-
W(1), Ithe sum of the Investment loss for such year and the under-

writing loss for such year, exceeds
"() the sum of the statutory underwriting income for such tax-

able year and the taxable Investment income for such taxable year,
"(0) next (in, theoider in which the losses occurred), amounts equal

to the tnused loss carryovers th such year,
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"(D) next, any amount remaining which was added to the account
for the fifth preceding taxable year, minus one-half of the amount
remaining in the account for such taxable year which was added
by reason of subsection (a) (1) (B), and

"(H) finally, the amount by which the total amount in the account
exceeds whichever of the following is the greater:

. "(1) 10 percent of premiums earned on insurance contracts
during the taxable year (as defined in section 832(b)(4)) less
dividends to policyholders (as defined in section 882(c)(21)), or

"(ii) the total amount in the account at the close of the preceding
taxable year.

"(2) RULES FOR CEJINO ON PROTECrION AGAINST LOSS ACcoUNT.-For pur-
poses of paragraph (1) (B), the total amount in the account shall be
determined-

"(A) after the application of this section without regard to para-
graph (1) (H),and

"(B) without taking into consideration amounts remaining in the
account which were added, with respect to all taxable years, by reason
of subsection (a) (1) (0).

"(3),PnIonrrEs.-The amounts required to be substracted from the
protection against loss account-

"(A) under subparagraphs (A), (B), and (0) of paragraph (1) shall
be substracted-

"(1) first (on a first-in, first-out, basis) from amounts in the
account with respect to the five preceding taxable years and the
taxable year, and

"(ii) then from amounts in the account with respect to earlier
years,

"(B) under subparagraph (B) of paragraph (1) shall be subtracted
only from amounts in the account with respect to the taxable year, and

"(C) under paragraphs (A), (B), and (C), and (B) of paragraph
(1) shall, if the amount to be subtracted from the total amounts In the
account with respect to any taxable year is less than such total, be
subtracted from each of the amounts (referred to in subsection (a) (1))
in the account with respect to such year in the proportion which each
bears to such total.

"(4) TERMINATION OF TAXABILITY UNDER SECTION 821.-If the taxpayer
is not subject to tax under section 821 for any taxable year, the entire
amount in the account at the close of the preceding taxable year shall be
subtracted from the account in such preceding taxable year.

"(5) ELECTION TO SUBTRACT AMOUNT FROM ACCOUNT.-
"(A) A taxpayer may elect for any taxable year. for which it is

subject to tax under section 821(a) to subtract from its, protection
against loss account any amount which, but for the application of this
subparagraph, would be in such account as of the close of such taxable
year.

"(Bl) The election provided by subparagraph (A) for any taxable
year shall be made (in such manner and in such form as the Secretary
or his delegate, may by regulations prescribe) after the close of such
taxable year and not later than the time prescribed by law fOr filing the
return (incltding extensions thereof) for the taxable year following
such taxable year. Such an election, once made, may not be revoked.

"(6) U D*iEWMN LOSS DEINEb.-For purposes Of paragraph (1), the
term 'underwriting loss' means the amount by whih-

"(A) the deductions which would be taken- into account in com-
puting taxable income under section 832 if the taxpayer were subject
to the tax imposed by sectl6h 881, reduced by the sum of (1) the
deductions provided in section 822(e), and (1i) the deduction for
dividends to polleyholders provided "by section 832(6)'(11), exceeds

"(M) the amount referred to in section 823(a)(1) (A).
"SEC. 825. UNUSED LOSS DEDUCTION.

"(a) AMotxT or Dm~noTioN.-For purposes of this part, the unused loss
dedtl6tiln for the taxable year shall be an amount equal to the unused loss
carryovers or carrybacks to the taxable year. '

"(b)° Urwtsm Loss DrFI .- Fo purposes of this part, the term 'unused loss'
means, with .respect to any taxable year, the amount (if. any) by which-
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"(1) the sum of the statutory underwriting loss and the investment loss,
exceeds

"(2) the sum of-
"(A) the taxable investment income,
"(B) the statutory underwriting income, and
"(0) the amounts required by section 824(d) to be subtracted from

the protection against loss account.
"(c) Loss YEAR DEFINE.-For purposes of this part, the term 'loss year'

means, with respect to any company subject to the tax Imposed by section
821(a), any taxable year in which the unused loss (as defined in subsection
(b)) of such taxpayer is more than zero.

"(d) YEARS TO WHIOH CARRIED.-The unused loss for any loss year shall
be-

"(1) an unused loss carryback to each of the 3 taxable years preceding
the loss year, and

"(2) an unused loss carryover to each of the 5 taxable years following
the loss year.

"(e) AMOUNT OF CARRYBAORS AND CARRYOvER.-The entire amount of the
unused loss for any loss year shall be carried to the earliest of the taxable
years to which such loss may be carried. The portion of such loss which shall
be carried to each of the other taxable years shall be the excess (if any) of
the amount of such loss over the sum of the offsets (as defined in subsection
(f)) for each of the prior taxable years to which such loss may be carried.

"(f) OFFSET DEFINED.-For purposes of subsection (e), the term 'offset'
means with respect to any taxable year (hereinafter referred to as the 'off-
set year')-

"(1) in the case of an unused loss carryback from the loss year to the
offset year, the mutual insurance company taxable income for the offset
year or"(i) In the case of an unused loss carryover from the loss year to the

offset year, an amount equal to the sum of-
"(A) the amount required to be subtracted from the protection

against loss account under section 824(d) (1) (0) for the offset year, plus
"(B) the mutual insurance company taxable income for the offset

year.
For purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2) (B), the mutual insurance taxable
income for the offset year shall be determined without regard to any unused
loss carryback or carryover from the loss year or any taxable year thereafter.

"(g) LiMITATIONS.-For purpose of this part, an unused loss shall not be
carried- I

"(1) to or from any taxable year beginning before January 1, 1063,
"(2) to or from any taxable year for which the insurance company Is

not subject to the tax imposed by section 821(a), nor
"(8) to any taxable year if, between the loss year and such taxable year,

there is an intervening taxable year for which the insurance company was
not subject to the tax Imposed by section 821(a).

"SEC. 826. ELECTION BY RECIPROCAL.
"(a) IN GENEAL.-Except as otherwise provided in this section, any mutual

insurance comapny which is an Interinsurer or reciprocal underwriter (here-
inafter in this section referred to as a 'reciprocal') subject to the taxes imposed
by section 821(a) may, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his
delegate, elect to be subject to the invitation provided in subsection (b). Such
election shall be effective for the taxable year for which made and for all suc-
ceeding taxable years, and shall not be revoked except with the consent of
the Secretary or his delegate.

"(b) Lirn!ATiON.-Tho deduction for amounts paid or incurred in the
taxable year to ,the attorney-In-fact by a reciprocal making the election pro-
vided in subsection (a) shall be limited to, but in no case increased by, the
dediietions of the attorney-in-fact allocable, in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, to the income received by the
attorney-in-fact from the reciprocal.

"(c) ExoEPToW.-An election may not be made by a reciprocal udder sub-
section (a) unless the attorney-finfact of such reciprocal-.

is subject to the taxes imposed by section 11 (b) and (c)
consents in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate shall

prescribe by regulations to make ,available such information as may be
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required during the period in which the election provided in subsection (a)
is in effect, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate;

"(8) reports the income received from the reciprocal and the deductions
allocable thereto under the same method of accounting under which the
reciprocal reports deductions for amounts paid to the attorney-in-fact; and

"(4) files its return on the calendar year basis.
"(d) SPECIAL RuL.-For purposes of computing the deduction provided in

section 824(a) and the additions to the account provided by section 824(c)
with respect to any reciprocal electing to be subject to the limitation provided
in subsection (b), such limitation shall not be taken Into account.

"(e) CREDIT.-Any reciprocal electing to be subject to the limitation provided
in subsection (b) shall be credited with so much of the tax paid by the
attorney-in-fact as is attributable, under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary or his delegate, to the income received by the attorney-in-fact from
the reciprocal in such taxable year.

"(f) SURTAX EXEMPTION DENiED.-Any increase in taxable income of a
reciprocal attributable to the limitation provided in subsection (b) shall be
taxed without regard to the surtax exemption provided in section 821(a)"(2).

"(g) ADJUSTMENT FOR REFUND.-If for any taxable year an attorney-in-fact
is allowed a credit or refund for taxes paid with respect to which a reciprocal
was allowed a credit under subsection (e), the taxes of such reciprocal for
such taxable year shall be properly adjusted under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate.

"(h) TAXES OF ATTORNEY-IN-FAOT UNAFFEOTED.--Nothing in -this section
shall increase or decrease the taxes imposed by this chapter on the income of
the attorney-in-fact."

(d) MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES OPERATING ON BASIS OF PREMIUM
DEPOSITS.-

(1) APPLIOATION OF SECTION 881 (a).-Section 831(a) (imposing
a tax on certain mutual marine and fire Insurance companies and on stock
insurance companies which are not life insurance companies) is amended to
read as follows:

"(a) IMPOSITION OF TAx.--Taxes computed as provided in section 11 shall be
imposed for each taxable year or the taxable income of-

"(1) every insurance company (other than a life or mutual insurance
company),

"(2) every mutual marine insurance company, and
"(8) every mutual fire insurance company-

"(A) exclusively issuing perpetual policies, or
"(B) whose principal business is the issuance of policies for which

the premium deposits are the same, regardless of the length of the term
for which the policies are written, if the unabsorbed portion of such
-premium deposits not required for losses, expenses, or establishment of
reserves is returned or credited to the policyholder on cancellation or
expiration of the policy."

(2) TREATMENT OF UNABSORBED PREMIUM DEPOSITS.-Section 832(b) (4)
(relating to definition of premiums earned) is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of this subsection, un-
earned premiums of muttul, fire insurance companies described in section
881(a) (8) (B) means (with respect to the policies described in section
831(a ) (B)) the amount of Unabsorbed premium deposits which the com-
pany would be obligated to return to its policyholders at the close of the
taxable year if all of its 'policies were terminated at such time; and the
determination of such amount shall be based on the schedule of unabsorbed
premium deposit returns for each such company then in effect."

(8) CONFORMING AMENDMNT.-Section 832(1)(i) (O) is amended by
striking out "section 881(a)," and inserting in lieu thereof "section 831
(a) (8) (A),".

(4) AD:USTMENT ol ?mREIUM, mosrr.--Section 832 (e) (ii) is amended to
read as follows:

"(11) dividends and similar distributfif l paid or declared to policyholders
in their capacity as such, except in the case of a mutual fire insurance com-
pany described in section 831(a) (9) (A). For purposes of the preceding
sentence, the term 'dividends and similar distributions' includes amounts
returned or credited to policyholders on cancellation or expiration of policies
described in section 831(a)(8) B). For purposes of this paragraph, the
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term 'paid or declared' shall be construed according to the method of account-
Ing regularly employed in keeping the books of the insurance company; and".

(5) ADDITIONAL ITFM OF INCOME.-Section 832(b) (1) is amended by strik-
ing out "and" at the end of subparagraph (B), by striking out the period at

the end of subparagraph (C) and inserting in lieu thereof ", and", and by
adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:

"(D) in the case of a mutual fire insurance company described in
section 831(a) (3) (B), an amount equal to 2 percent of the premiums
earned on insurance contracts during the taxable year with respect
to policies described in section 831(a) (8) (B) after deduction of premium
deposits returned or credited during the same taxable year."

(e) ELEoTION OF CERTAIN MUTUAL COMPANIES To BnETA&ED ON TOTAL IN-
coME.-Section 831 is amended by redesignating subsection (c) as subsection (d),
and by inserting after subsection (b) the following new subsection:

"(c) ELEo'UON FOR MULTIPLE LINE COMPANY To BF. TAXED ON TOTAL INCOME.-
"(1) IN OENERAL.-Any mutual insurance company engaged in writing

marine, fire, and casualty insurance which for any 5-year period beginning
after December 31, 1941, and ending before January 1, 1002, was subject
to the tax imposed by section 831 (or the tax imposed by corresponding pro-
visions of prior law) may elect, in such manner and at such time as the
Secretary or his delegate may by regulations prescribe, to be subject to the
tax imposed by section 831, whether or not marine insurance is its pre-
dominant source of premium income.

"(2) EFFEar OF ELErION.-If an election Is made under paragraph (1), the
electing company shall (in lieu of being subject to the tax imposed by sec-
tion 821) be subject to the tax imposed by this section for taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1001. Such election shall not be revoked
except with the consent of the Secretary or his delegate."

(f) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS, ETO.-
(1) CREDIT FOR FOREIGN TAXES.--Section 841 (relating to credit for foreign

taxes) is amended by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (1), by
renumbering paragraph (2) as paragraph (3), and by inserting after para-
graph (1) the following new paragraph:

"(2) in the case of the tax imposed by section 821 (a)-, the mutual in-
surance company taxable income (as defined in section 821(b)); and in
the case of the tax imposed by section 821(c), the taxable investment income
(as defined in section 822(a)), and".

(2) ADJUSTMENTS TO BASIS FOR DEPRECIATION SUSTAINED D.--Section 1010
(a) (8) (relating to adjustments to basis for depreciation, etc., sustained)
is amended by striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (B), and by
inserting after subparagraph (C) the following new subparagraph:

"(D) since February 28, 1013, during which such property was held
by a person subject to tax under part I of subchapter L (or the cor-
responding provisions of prior income tax laws), to the extent that
paragraph (2) does not apply,".

(8) ALTERNATIVE TAX ON CAPITAL oANs.--Section 1201(a) (relating to
alternative tax on corporations) is amended by striking out "821 (a) (1)
or (b)" and inserting in lieu thereof "821 (a) or (c) ,".

(4) CLE RCAL AMENDMNT.--The table of parts for subchapter L is
amended by striking out the portion referring to part II and inserting in
lieu thereof the following:

"Part I. Mutual insurance companies (other than life and certain marine
insurance companies and other than fire insurance companies which
operate on basis of perpetual policies or premium deposits)."

(g) EFF TivE DAT.--The amendments made by this section (other than by
subsection (e)) shall apply with' respect to taxable years beginning after Decem-
ber 31,1082. '

SEC. 11. DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS RECEIVING DIVIDENDS PROM FOREIGN COR-
PORATIONS.

(a) ENTIRE AMOUNTOF FOREIGN TAX To BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.--
(1) DFXNInTON OF ACCUMULATED PRnOFT.-So much of paragraph (1) of

section 902(c) (relating to applicable rules for computing credit for cor-
porate stockholder in foreign corporation) as, precedes the semicolon is
amended to read as follows:

"(1) -The term accumulatedd profits', when used in this sectioti in reference
to a foreign, corporation, means the amofit of its gains, profits, or income
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computed without reduction by the amount of the Income, war profits, and
excess profits taxes imposed on or with respect to such profits or income by
any foreign country or any possession of the United States".

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-
(A) Section 902(a) is amended by striking out "which the amount of

such dividends bears to the amount of such accumulated profits" and
Inserting in lieu thereof "which the amount of such dividends (deter-
mined without regard to section 78) bears to the amount of such
accumulated profits in excess of such income, war profits, and excess
profits taxes (other than those deemed paid) ".

(B) Section 902(b) is amended by striking out "which the amount of
such dividends bears to the amount of such accumulated profits" and
inserting in lleu thereof "which the amount of such dividends bears to
the amount of such accumulated profits in excess of such income, war
profits, and excess profits taxes".

(b) INCLUSION IN ROSS INCOMic Or AMOUNT EQUAL TO TAXEs DEEMED PAID.-
Part II of subchapter B of chapter I (relating to items specifically Included in
gross income) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section:
"SEC. 78. DIVIDENDS RECEIVED FROM FOREIGN CORPORATIONS BY DOMESTIC

CORPORATIONS CHOOSING FOREIGN TAX CREDIT.
"If a domestic corporation chooses to have the benefits of subpart A of part

III of subchapter N (relating to foreign tax credit) for any taxable year, an
amount equal to the taxes deemed to be paid by such corporation under section
902 (relating to credit for corporate stockholder in foreign corporation) oit under
section 957(a) (relating to taxes paid by foreign corporation) for such taxable
year shall be treated for purposes of this title (other than section 245) as a divi-
dend received by such domestic corporation from the foreign corporation."

(c) DETERmINATION OF SOURCE Or DIVIDENDS RECEIVED FROM CERTAIN FOREION
CouponATIoNs.-Section 861(a) (2) (B) (relating to dividends from foreign cor-
porations treated as Income from sources within the United States) is amended
by striking out "to the extent exceeding the amount of the deduction allowable
under section 245 in respect of such dividends" and inserting in lieu thereof "to
the extent exceeding the amount which is 100/85th of the amount of the deduc-
tion allowable under section 245 in respect of such dividends".

(d) REFiaL OF SFXEIoN 902(d).-Subsection (d) (relating to special rules
for certain wholly owned foreign corporations) is hereby repealed.

(e) TEOhNIOAL AMENDMENTS.-
(1) The table of sections for part II of subchapter B of chapter 1 is

amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
"See. 78. Dividends received from foreign corporations by domestic corporn-

,tions choosing foreign tax credit."
(2) Section 535(b) (1) and the first sentence of section 545(b) (1) are

each amended by striking out "accrued during the taxable year," and Insert-
Ing In lieu thereof "accrued during the taxable year or deemed to be paid
by a domesth corporation under section 902 for the taxable year,".

(8) Section 901(d) ts amended by adding the following new paragraph:
"(4) For reduction of credit for failure of a United States person to furnish cer-

tain information with respect to a foreign corporation controlled by him, see section
6038."

(4) Section 002 is amended by striking out subsection (e) and inserting
in lieu thereof the following:

"(d) CRoss RE]MRWcE.--
"(1) For Inclusion in gross income of an amount equal to taxes deemed paid

under this section, see section 78.
"(2) For reduction of credit with respect to dividends paid out of accumulated

profits for years for which certain information is not furnished, see section 6038."
(f) Flou DAT-The amendments made by this section shall apply-

(1) in respect of any distribution received by a domestic corporation after
December 81, 1904, and

(2) in respect of any distribution received by a domestic corporation
before January 1, 1965, In a taxable year of such corporation beginning
after December 81, 1962, but only to the extent that such distribution is
made out of the accumulated profits of a foreign corporation for a taxable
year (of such foreign corporation), beginning after December 81, 1902.
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For purposes of paragraph (2), a distribution made by a foreign corporation
out of its profits which are attributable to a distribution received from a foreign
subsidiary to which section 002(b) applies shall be treated as made out of the
accumulated profits of a foreign corporation for a taxable year beginning before
January 1, 1063, to the extent that such distribution was paid out of the ac-
cumulated profits of such foreign subsidiary for a taxable year beginning before
January 1, 1063.
SEC. 12. EARNED INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

(a) LIMITATION ON AMOUNT AND TYPE OF INCOME EXCLUDED.-Section 911
(relating to earned income from sources without the United States) is amended
to read as follows:
"SEC. 911. EARNED INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-The following items shall not be included in gross in.
come and shall be exempt from taxation under this subtitle:

"(1) BONA FIDE RESIDENT OF FOREIGN COUNT.-In the case of an indl-
vidual citizen of the United States who establishes to the satisfaction of the
Secretary or his delegate that he has been a bona fide resident of a foreign
country or countries for an uninterrupted period which includes an entire
taxable year, amounts received from sources without the United States
(except amounts paid by the United States or any agency thereof) which
constitute earned income attributable to services performed during such
uninterrupted period. The amount excluded under this paragraph for any
taxable year shall be computed by applying the special rules contained in
subsection (c).

"(2) PRESENCE IN FOREIGN COUNTRY FOR 17 MONTHS.-In the case of an
individual citizen of the United States who during any period of 18 con-
secutive months is present in a foreign country or countries during at least
510 full days in such period, amounts received from sources without the
United States (except amounts paid by the United States or any agency
thereof) which constitute earned income attributable to services performed
during such 18-month period. The amount excluded under this paragraph
for any taxable year shall be computed by applying the special rules con-
tained in subsection (c).

An individual shall not be allowed, as a deduction from his gross income, any
deductions (other than those allowed by section 151, relating to personal
exemptions) properly allocable to or chargeable against amounts excluded
from gross Income under this subsection.

"(b) DEFINITION OF EARNED INCOME , -For purposes of this section, the term
'earned income' means wages, salaries, u;- Professional fees, and other amounts
received as compensation for personal ser. actually rendered, but does not
include that part of the compensation derived by the taxpayer for personal serv-
ices rendered by him to a corporation which represents a distribution of earn-
ings or profits rather than a reasonable allowance as compensation for the per-
sonal services actually rendered. In the case of a taxpayer engaged in a trade
or business in which both personal services and capital are material income-
producing factors, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,
a reasonable allowance as compensation for the personal services rendered by
the taxpayer, not in excess of 30 percent of his share of the net profits of such
trade or business, shall be considered as earned income.

"(c) SPECIAL RULEs.-For purposes of competing the amount excludable
under subsection (a), the following rules shall apply:

"(1) LIMITATIONS ON AMOUNT OF EXLUSION.-The amount excluded from
the gross income of an individual under subsection (a) for any taxable
year shall not exceed an amount which shall be computed on a daily basis
at an anUtfil rate of-

"(A) except as provided in subparagraph (B), $20,000 in the case
of an individtlill who qualifies under subsection (a), or

"(13) $35,000 in the case of an individual who qualifies under sub-
section (a) (1), but only with respect to that portion of such taxable
year occurring after such individual has been a bona fide resident of a
foreign country or countries for an uninterrupted period of 3 consecutive
years.

"(2) ATTnmUTION TO YEAR IN WHICH SERVICES ARE PERFORMED.--For pur-
poses of applying paragraph (1), amounts received shall be considered
received in the taxable year in which the services to which the amounts are
attributable are performed.
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"() TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY xNcOM.-In applying paragraph (1) with

respect to amounts received for services performed by a husband or wife
which are community income under community property laws applicable
to such income, the aggregate amount excludable under subsection (a) from
the gross income of such husband and wife shall equal the amount which
would be excludable if such amounts did not constitute such community
income.

"(4) REQUIREMENT AS TO TIME OF REoEIPT.-NO amount received after the
close of the taxable year following the taxable year in which the services
to which the amounts are attributable are performed may be excluded under
subsection (a).

"(6) CERTAIN AMOUNTS NOT EXCLUDABLE.-NO amount-
"(A) received as a pension or annuity, or
"(B) included In gross income by reason of section 402(b) (relating

to taxability of beneficiary of non-exempt trust), section 403(c) (relat-
ing to taxability of beneficiary under a non-qualified annuity), or section
400(d) (relating to taxability of beneficiary under certain forfeitable
contracts purchased by exempt organizations),

may be excluded under subsection (a).
"(d) Caoss REFERENoES.-

"For administrative and penal provisions relating to the exclusion provided for in
this section, see sections 6001, 6011, 6012(c), and the other provisions of subtitle F."

(b) COMPUTATION. OF EMPLOYEES' CONTIIBUTIONS.-SectIon 72(f) (relating
to special rules for computing employees' contributions) is amended by adding
after paragraph (2) the following new sentences:
"Paragraph (2) shall not apply to amounts which were contributed by the
employer after December 31, 1962, and which would not have been includible
in the gross income of the employee by reason of the application of section 911
if such amounts had been paid directly to the employee at the time of contribu-
tion. The preceding sentence shall not apply to amounts which were contributed
by the employer, as determined under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, to provide pension or annuity credits, to the extent such credits
are attributable to services performed before January 1, 19063, and are provided
pursuant to pension or annuity plan provisions in existence on March 12, 1962,
and on that date applicable to such services."

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-
(1) IN OENERAL.-Except as provided in paragraph (2), the amendments

made by this section shall apply to taxable years ending after December 81,
1962.

(2) AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 911.-The amendment made by subsection
(a) shall apply only with respect to amounts received after December 31,
1962, and which are attributable either to-

(A) services performed after such date, or
(B) services performed on or before such date, but only if on March 12,

1962, there existed no right (whether forfeitable or nonforfeltable) to
receive such amounts.

SEC. 13. CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.
(a) IN GENERA-Part III of subchapter N of chapter 1 (relating to income

from sources without the United States) is amended by adding at the er.J thereof
the following new subpart:

"Subpart F-Controlled Foreign Corporations
"Sec. 951. Amounts Included in gross Income of United States persons.
"Sec. 952. Subpart F Income defned."See. 953. Investment of earnings in nonqualified property.
"Sec. 954. Controlled foreign corporations."See. 955. Rules for determining stock ownership.
"Sec. 950. Exclusion from gross income of previously taxed earnings and

profits.
"See. 957. Special rules for foreign tax credit.
"See. 958. AdJustments to basis of stock in controlled foreign corporations and

of other property.
"SEC. 951. AMOUNTS INCLUDED IN GROSS INCOME OF UNITED STATES PERSONS.

"(a) AMOUNTS INCLUDED.-
"(1) IN ENERAL.--If a foreign corporation is a controlled corporation on

any day of 4 taxable year beginning after December 31, 1902, every United
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.1 A
1i('- States person (as defined in section 7701(a) (80)) who owns (within the
,0 meaning of section 955 (a)) stock in such corporation on the last day, in
;' such year, on which such corporation is a controlled foreign corporation
, shall include in his gross income, for his taxable year in which or with

which such taxable year of the corporation ends--
"(A) his pro rata share (determined under paragraph (2) of the

corporation's subpart F income for such year, and
. "(B) his pro rata share (determined under section 053(a) (2)) of the

corporation's increase in earnings invested in nonqualified property for
such year (but only to the extent not excluded from gross income
under section 956 (a) (2)).

"(2) PRo RATA SHARE OF SUBPART F iNcoma-The pro rata share referred
' to in paragraph (1) (A) in the case of any United States person is the

1' amount-
0 k "(A) which would have been distributed with respect to the stock
0: which such person owns (within the meaning of section 955 (a)) In

such corporation if on the last day, in its taxable year, on which the
corporation is a controlled foreign corporation it had distributed pro
rata to its shareholders an amount (1) which bears the same ratio
to its subpart F income for the taxable year, as (i) the part of such
year during which the corporation is a controlled foreign corporation
bears to the entire year, reduced by

"(B) the amount of any distribution received by any other United
States person during such year as a dividend with respect to such
stock.

"(3) LIMITATION ON AMOUNT OF PRO BATA SHARE OF INVESTMENT IN NON-
QUALIFIED PROPERTY INCLUDED IN GROSS INCOME.--For purposes of paragraph
(1) (B), the pro rata share of any United States person In the increase of
the earnings of a controlled foreign corporation invested in nonqualified
property shall not exceed an amount (A) which bears the same ratio to his
pro rata share of such Increase (as determined under section 953(a) (2))
for the taxable year, as (B) the part of such year during which the corpora-
tion Is a controlled foreign corporation bears to the entire year.

"(b) LESS THAN 10-PERCV.NT OWNEnSHIP.-No person shall be required to in-
clude any amount in gross income under subsection (a) unless he can be con.
sidered, by applying the rules of ownership of section 955(b), as owning,
directly or indirectly, on any day during the taxable year of the corporation
on which it was a controlled foreign corporation, 10 percent or more of the total
combined voting power of all classes of stock, or of the total value of shares of all
classes of stock, of such corporation.

"(C) COORDINATION WITH ELECTION OF A FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANY To
DISTRIBUTE INCOME.-A United States person who, for his taxable year, is a
qualified shareholder (within the meaning of section 1247(c)) of a foreign
investment company with respect to which an election under section 1247 is in
effect shall not be required to include In gross income, for such taxable year,
subpart F income of such company.
"SEC. 952. SUBPART F INCOME DEFINED.

"(a) IN GENERAL.-
"(1) ITEMS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.-For purposes of this subpart, the term

'subpart F income' meanS, in the case of any controlled foreign corpora-
tion, the sum of-

"(A) income derived from insurance of United States risks (as deter-
mined under subsection (b)),

"(B) income from United States patents, copyrights, and exclusive
formulas and processes (as determined under subsection (c)), and

"(C) the net foreign base company income (as determined under sub-
section (d)), except that this subparagraph shall apply only in the
case of a controlled foreign corporation in which 5 or fewer United
States persons own, by applying the rules of ownership of section
055(b), more than 50 percent of the total combined voting power of all
classes of stock entitled to vote.

"(2) EXCLUSION OF UNITED STATES ixcoM.-Subpart F Income does not
include any item includible in gross Income under this chapter (other than
this subpart) as income derived from sources within the United States of a
foreign corporation engaged in trade or business in the United States.
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'(8) NOT TO EXOED EARNINGS AND PSoITs.-The subpart F income of any
controlled foreign corporation for any taxable year shall not exceed the
earnings and profits of such corporation for such year.

"(b) INCOME FROM INSURANCE OF UNITED STATES RIxSKS.--
"(1) GENERAL autL.--If a controlled foreign corporation receives premi-

ums or other consideration in respect of any reinsurance or the issuing of
any insUrance or annuity contract-

"(A)* in connection with property in, or residents of, the United
States, or

"(B) in connection with property not in, or nonresidents Of, the
United States as the result of any arrangement whereby another cOr-
poration receives a substantially equal amount of premiums or *other
consideration in respect of any reinsurance or the missing of any in-
surance or annuity contract in connection with property in, or residents
of, the United States,

then for purposes of subsection (a) (1) (A), the term 'income derived from
the insurance of United States risks' means that income which (subject to
the modifications provided by subparagraphs (A), (B), and (0) of para-
graph (2)) would be taxed under subchapter L of this chapter If such
corporation were a domestic corporation.

"(2) SPECIAL nULES.-For purposes of paragraph (1)-
"(A) In the application of part I of subchapter L, life insurance

company taxable income is the gain from operations as defined in
section 809(b).

"(B) A corporation which would, if it were a domestic corporation,
be taxable under part ii of subehapter L shall apply paragraph (1)
as if it were taxable under part III of subchapter L.

"(0) The following provisions of subchapter L shall not apply:
(i) Section 809(d) (4) (operations loss deduction).

"(1i) Section 809(d) (5) (certain nonparticipating contracts).
"(iII) Section 809(d) (6) (group life, accident, and health in-

surance).
"(iv) Section 809(d) (10) (small business deduction).
"(v) Section 817(b) (gain on property held on December 31,

1958, and certain substituted property acquired after 1958).
"(vi) Section 832(b) (5) (certain capital losses).

"(D) 'Gross amount' to the extent provided In section 809(c) (1)
and (2), less 'increase in certain reserves' as defined in section 809
(d) (2), and 'premiums earned' as defined in section 832(b) (4) shall
be taken Into account only to the extent they are In respect of any
reinsurance or the issuing of any reinsurance or the Issuing of any
insurance or annuity contract described in paragraph (1).

"(H) All items of income (other than those taken into account under
subparagraph (D)) and all items of expenses, losses, and deductions
shall be properly allocated or apportioned under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate.

"(C) INCOME FROM UNITED STATES PATENTS, VOPYRIGHTS, AND EXCLUSIVE
FORMULAS AND PROCESSES.-

"(1) GENERAL RULE.-For purposes of subsection (a) (1) (B), the term
'income from United States patents, copyrights, and exclusive formulas and
processes', means the amount of gross rentals, royalties, or other Income
derived from the license, subliense, sale, exchange, use, or other means of
exploitation of patents, copyrights, and exclusive formulas and processes-

"(A) substantially developed, created, or produced in the United
States, or

"(B) acquired from any United States person which, directly or in-
directly, owns or controls, or is owned or controlled by, or Is under
common ownership or control with, the controlled foreign corporation,

less the cost and expense allowance defined in paragraph (2).
"(2) CosT AND EXPENSE ALLOWANE.-An allowance shall be made, In

accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, for
ordinary and necessary expenses Incurred by the controlled foreign corpora-
tion In the receipt or production of the income described In paragraph (1),
Including taxes and any amortization or depreciation of the cost to such
corporation of such property or rights described in paragraph (i), but not
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including any production, manufacturing, or similar expenses incurred in
the use or other means of exploitation of such property or rights.

"(3) DrEuMiNATIoN OF INCOME FROM VSE.-The income from use or other
means of exploitation by the controlled foreign corporation of the property
or right described in paragraph (1) shall be the amount which would be
obtained as a gross rent, royalty, or other payment in an arm's length trans-
action with an unrelated person for similar use or exploitation, of the
property or right.

"(d) NET FOREIGN BASE COMPANY INCOME.-For purposes of subsection
(a) (1) (0), the term 'net foreign base company income' means-

"(1) the foreign base company income for the taxable year, determined
under subsection (e), reduced by

"(2) the increase in investment In qualified property in less developed
countries for the taxable year, determined under subsection (f).

"(e) FOREIGN BASE COMPANY INCOME.-
"(1) In GENERAL.-For purposes of subsection (d) (1), the term 'foreign

base company income' means the foreign personal holding company income
(as defined in section 553) for the taxable year, modified and adjusted as
provided In this subsection.

"(2) CERTAIN SALES INCOME INLUDED.-The term 'foreign base company
income' includes foreign base company sales income if, for the taxable
year, such income is equal to at least 20 percent of the gross income of the
foreign corporation (not including for this purpose other foreign base
company income under this subsection). For purposes of this paragraph,
the term 'foreign base company sales income' means income (whether In
the form of profits, commissions, fees, or otherwise) derived in connection
with the purchase of personal property from a related person and its sale
to any person, or the purchase of personal property from any person and
its sale to a related person, where-

"(A) the property which is purchased is manufactured, produced,
grown, or extracted outside the country tinder the laws of which the
controlled foreign corporation is created or organized, and

"(B) the property is sold for use, consumption, or disposition outside
such foreign country.

For purposes of the preceding sentence, a person is a related person with
respect to the controlled foreign corporation if he, directly or indirectly,
owns or controls, or is owned or controlled by, or is under common owner-
ship or control with, the controlled foreign corporation.

"i(3) RENTS INCLUDED WITHOUT REGARD TO 50-PERCENT LIMITATION.-AII
rents shall be included in foreign base company income without regard to
whether or not such rents constitute more than 50 percent of gross income.

"(4) INSURANCE AND PATENT INCOME EXCLUDED.-The term 'foreign base
company income' does not include any income derived from insurance of
United States risks (as determined under subsection (b)) or income from
United States patents, copyrights, and exclusive formulas and processes
(as determined under subsection (c)).

"(5) INCOME OF CERTAIN BANKS AND BANK-CONTROLLED CORPORATIONS EX-
CLUDED.-The term 'foreign base company income' does not include-

"(A) the income of any corporation described In section 552(b)
(relating to exception for banks and exempt corporations), or
"(B) the income of any foreign corporation If 50 percent or more of
the fair market value of its outstanding stock is owned directly or
indirectly by a domestic corporation which is either organized under
section 25(a) of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C., sees. 611-031), or
has an agreement or understanding with the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System under section 25 of the Federal Reserve
Act (12 U.S.C., sees. 601-604), if all of the stock (except qualifying
shares) of the domestic corporation is owned by a national or State
bank which is a member of the Federal Reserve System.

"(6) SPECIAL RULE WhEIRE FOREIGN BASE COMPANY INCOME IS LESS THAN
20 PERCENT OR MORE THAN 80 PERCENT OF GROSS INCOmE.-For purposes of this
subsection-

"(A) If the foreign base company income (determined without regard
to paragraph (7)) is less than 20 percent of gross income, no part of
the gross income of the taxable year shall be treated as foreign base
company income. #
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"(B) If the foreign base company income (determined without regard
to paragraph (7)) exceeds 80 percent of gross income, the entire gross
income of the taxable year shall be taken into account in determining
foreign base company income.

"(7) DEDUCTIONS TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUtNT.-The foreign base company
income for the taxable year shall be reduced so as to take into account de-
ductions (including taxes) properly allocable to such income.

"(f) INVESTMENT IN QUALIFIED PROPERTY IN LEss DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.-
"(1) GENERAL aUL.-For purposes of subsection (d)'(2), the increase in

investment in qualified property in less developed countries for any taxable
year is the amount by which-

"(A) the aggregate amount of property described in section 953(b)
(2) (0) and (D) and property (including money) which is located out-

side the United States and is ordinary and necessary for the active
conduct of a qualified trade or business described in section 958(b) (8)
(A) (ii) held at the close of the taxable year, exceeds

"(B) the aggregate amount of property described in subparagraph
(A) held at the close of the preceding taxable year.

"(2) INVESTMENTS AFTER OLOSE OF YAR.-Under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary or his delegate, a controlled foreign corporation may elect to
makd the determinations under subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph
(1) as of the close of the 75th day after the close of each taxable year.

"(3) AMOUNT ATTRILnUTAnDI TO PROPERTY.-The amount taken into account
under paragraph (1) with respect to any property shall be its adjusted basis,
reduced by any liability to which the property is subject.

"SEC. 953. INVESTMENT OF EARNINGS IN NONQUALIFIED PROPERTY.
"(a) GENERAj. RULE.-For purposes of this subpart-

"(1) AMOUNT OF INVESTMENT.-The amount of earnings of a controlled
foreign corporation invested in nonqualified property at the close of any
taxable year is the aggregate amount of such property held at the close
of the taxable year, to the extent such amount does not exceed the/sum of
(A) the earnings and profits for the taxable year, and (B) the earnings and
profits accumulated for prior taxable years beginning after December 31,
1962.

"(2) PRO RATA SHARE OF INCREASE FOR YEAR.-In the case of any United
States person, the pro rata share of the increase for any taxable year in the
earnings of a controlled foreign corporation invested in a nonqualified
property is the amount determined by subtracting-

"(A) his pro rata share of the amount determined under paragraph
(1) for the close of the preceding taxable year, reduced by amounts paid
during the taxable year to which section 950(c) (1) applies, from"(B) his pro rata share of the amount determined under paragraph
(1) for the close of the taxable year.

"(3) AMOUNT ATTRIBUTABLE TO PROPERTY.-The amount taken into account
under paragraph (1) or (2) with respect to any property shall be its ad-
justed basis, reduced by any liability to which the property Is subject

"(b) NONQUALIFIED PROPERTY DEFNED.-FOr purposes of this subpart-
"(1) GENERAL RULE.-The term 'nonqualified property' means any money

or other property (tangible or intangible) acitiired after December 31, 1902,
which is not qualified property.

"(2) QUALIFIED PROPERTY.-The term 'qualified property' means-
"(A) Any money or other property which is located outside the

Uflited States and is ordinary and necessary for the active conduct of
a qualified trade or business (as determined under paragraph (3))
carried on by the controlled foreign corporation.

"(B) Property which would qualify under subparagraph (A) except
for the fact that it is located in the United States, but only if such
property Is--

"(I) obligations of the United States, money, or deposits with
persons carrying on the banking business;

"0) property purchased in the United States for export to, or
for use in, foreign countries; or

"(iiI) any loan arising in connection with the sale of property
if the amount of such loan outstanding at no tine during the
taxable year exceeds the amount which would be ordithary and
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necessary to carry on the trade or business of both the lending cor-
poration and the borrowing United States person had the sale been
made between unrelated persons.

"(0) Stock owned by the controlled foreign corporation in another
controlled foreign corporation in which it owns at least 10 percent of
the voting stock and 10 percent of the value of all classes of stock and
in which it together with four or fewer United States persons, owns,
directly or indirectly, more than 50 percent of the voting stock (unless
under the laws of a less developed country such percentage of ownership
is not permitted, in which case such lesser percentage as is permitted);
but this subparagraph shall apply only if-

"(i) substantially all of the property of such other controlled
foreign corporation is ordinary and necessary for the active con-
duct of a trade or business engaged in by it almost wholly within a
less developed country or countries, and

"(i) such other controlled foreign corporation is created or or-
ganized under the laws of one of such countries in which it is so
engaged.

"(D) Any investment which is required because of restrictions im-
posed by a less developed country, and any investment which, when
made, was so required and which would result in substantial losses if
withdrawn.

"(8) QUALIFIED TRADE OR BUSINESS.-
"(A) A trade or business is a qualified trade or business if such trade

or business (or substantially the same trade or business)-
"(I) is carried on by the controlled foreign corporation outside

the United States and has been so carried on by such corporation,
while controlled by substantially the same United States persons
since December 31, 1902, or during the 5-year period ending with
the close of the preceding taxable year, or

"(i) Is carried on by the controlled foreign corporation almost
wholly within a less developed country or countries.

"(B) A trade or business which is a qualified trade or business for
a corporation in which the controlled foreign corporation owns at least
80 percent of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock
entitled to vote and at least 80 percent of the total value of all classes
of stock shall be treated as a qualified trade or business for the con-
trolled foreign corporation if such percentage of stock was owned con-
tinuously since December 31, 1962, or during the 5-year period ending
with the close of the preceding taxable year.

"(4) SITtS OF CERTAIN PROPRTY.-Property which is an obligation of,
or pledges and guarantees made with respect to obligations of, United States
persons shall be considered as property located in the United States.

"(5) LEss DEVELOPED COUNTRY DEFINED.-The term 'less developed coun-
try' means (in respect of any foreign corporation) any foreign country
(other than an area within the Sino-Soviet bloc) or any possession of the
United States, with respect to which on the first day of the taxable year,
there is in effect an Executive order by the President of the United States
designating such country or possession as an economically less developed
country for purposes of this subpart. For purposes of the preceding sen-
tence, an oversea territory, department, province, or possession may be
treated as a separate country. No designation shall be made under this
paragraph with respect to-

Australia Luxembourg
Austria Monaco
Belgium Netherlands
Canada New Zaland
Denmark Norway
France Union of South Africa
Germany (Federal Republic) San Marino
song Kong Sweden
Italy Switzerland
Japan United Kingdom
Liechtenstein
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"SEC. 954. CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-For purposes of this subpart, the term 'controlled for-
eign corporation' means any foreign corporation of which more than 60 percent
of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled tp vote is
owned, directly or Indirectly (within the meaning of section 955(b))o by United
States persons on any day during the taxable year of such foreign corporation.

"(b) SPEorAL RULE FOR INSUnANcE.-For purposes only of taking into account
income described in section 952(a) (1) (A) (relating to income derived from In-
surance of United States risks), the term 'controlled foreign corporation' In-
cludes not only a foreign corporation as defined by subsection (a) but also one
of which more than 25 percent of the total combined voting power of all classes
of stock is owned, directly or Indirectly (within the meaning of section 965(b)),
by United States persons on any day during the taxable year of such corporation,
if the gross amount of premiums or other consideration in respect of reinsurance'
or the issuing of insurance or annuity contracts in connection with property 114,
or residents of, the United States, exceeds 75 percent of the gross amount of all
premiums or other consideration In respect of all risks.

"(C) SPECIAL RULE FOn CERTAIN LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRMS.-In the case of
any foreign corporation to which section 953(b) (2) (0) applies, the maximum
percentage of ownership permitted under the laws of a less developed country
shall be considered, In lieu of the more than 50 percent requirement in subsec-
tion (a), the percentage required under subsection (a) In order for the corpora-
tion to be classified as a controlled foreign corporation.
"SEC. 955. RULES FOR DETERMINING STOCK OWNERSHIP.

14(a) FOR PuRPosEs or SEcTION 951(a).-
"(1) GENERAL RULE.-For purposes of section 951 (a), stock owned means--

"(A) stock owned directly, and
"(B) stock owned with the application of paragraph (2).

"(2) STOCK OWNERSHIP THROUGH FOREIGN ENTITIES.-For purposes of sub-
paragraph (B) of paragraph (1), stock owned, directly or indirectly by or
for a foreign corporation, foreign partnership, or foreign trust or foreign
estate (within the meaning of section 7701 (a) (31)) shall be considered as
being owned proportionately by its shareholders, partners, or beneficiaries.
Stock considered to be owned by a person by reason of the application of the
preceding sentence shall, for purposes of applying such sentence, be treated
as actually owned by such person.

"(3) SPEcIAL RUL FOR mUTUAL INSURAnCe2 COmPANrIEs-For purposes of
applying paragraph (1) In the case of a foreign mutual insurance company,
the term 'stock' shall include any certificate entitling the holder to voting
power In the corporation.

"(b) OTnER PRovsoNs.-For purposes of sections 951(b), 952(a) (1) (0),
and 954, section 318(a) (relating to constructive ownership of stock) shall
apply to the extent that the effect is to subject a United States person to the
requirement of section 951(a), to treat 5 or fewer United States persons as
owning more than 50 percent of all classes of stock entitled to vote of a
controlled foreign corporation, or to make a foreign corporation a controlled
foreign corporation under section 954, except--

"(1) In applying paragraph (1) (A) of section 318(a), stock owned
by a nonresident alien individual (other than a foreign trust or foreign
estate) shall not be considered as owned by a citizen or by a resident
alien Individual.

"(2) In applying the first sentence of subparagraphs (A) and (B), and
in applying clause (1) of subparagraph (0), of section 818(a) (2)--

"(A) If a partnership, estate, trust, or corporation owns, directly
or Indirectly, more than 50 percent of the total combined voting power
of all classes of stock entitled to vote of a corporation, it shall be
considered as owning all the stock entitled to vote, and

"(B) If a partnership, estate, trust, or corporation owns, directly
or indirectly, more than 50 percent of the total value of shares of all
classes of stock of a corporation, it shall be considered as owning the
total value of all of the outstanding stock of such corporation. The
application of this subparagraph shall not have the effect of increasing
voting power of a partner, beneficiary, or shareholder, for purposes
of subparagraph (A).

82190-62--1pt. 1---4
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"(8) Stock owned by a partnership, estate, trust, or corporation, by
reason of the application of the second sentence of subparagraphs (A) and
(B), and the application of clause (ii) of subparagraph (0), of section
818(a) (2), shall not be considered as owned by such partnership, estate,
trust, or corporation, for the purposes of applying the first sentence of
subparagraphs (A) and (B), and in applying clause (1) of subparagraph
(0), of section 818(a) (2).

"(4) In applying clause (1) of subparagraph (0) of section 818(a)'(2),
the 50-percent limitation contained in subparagraph (0) shall not apply.

"SEC. 950. EXCLUSION FROM GROSS INCOME OF PREVIOUSLY TAXED EARNINGS
AND PROFITS.

i(a) EXCLUSION FROM GROSS INCOME OF UNITED STATES PERsoNs.-For pur-

poses of this chapter the earnings and profits for a taxable year of a foreign
corporation attributable to amounts which are, or have been, Included In the
gross income of a United States person under section 951 (a) shall not, when-

"(1) such amounts are distributed to, or
"(2) such amtts would, but for this subsection, be included under

section 951 (a) (1) (B) in the gross income of,

such person (or any other United States person who acquires from any person

any portion of the interest of such United States person in such foreign corpo-

ration, but only to the extent of such portion, and subject to such proof of the

identity of such interest as the Secretary or his delegate may by regulations

prescribe) directly, or indirectly through a chain of ownership described under

section 955(a), be again included in the gross income of such United States

person (or of such other United States person).
"(b) EXCLUSION FROM GROSS INCOME OF CERTAIN FOREIGN SUBSIDrARIE.-For

purposes of section 951(a), the earnings and profits for a taxable year of a con-

trolled foreign corporation attributable to amounts which are, or have been, in-

cluded in the gross Income of a United States person under section 951(a),

shall not, when distributed through a chain of ownership described under sec-

tion 955(a), be also included in the gross income of another controlled foreign

corporation in such chain for purposes of the application of section 951(a) to

such other controlled foreign corporation with respect to such United States

person (or to any other United States person who acquires from any.person

any portion of the interest of such United States person in the controlled

foreign corporation, but only to the extent of such portion, and subject to such

proof of identity of such interest as the Secretary or his delegate may prescriberegulationsn.
bY(c) ALOCATion OF DiSTRIBUTIONS.-For purposes of subsections (a) and

(b), section 816(a) shall be applied by applying paragraph (2) thereof, and then

paragraph (1) thereof-
"(1) first to earnings and profits attributable to amounts included in gross

income under section 951(a) (1) (B) (or which would have been included

except for section 956(a) (2)), .
"(2) then to earhfligs and profits attributable to amounts InclUded In gross

income under section 951(a) (1) (A) (but reduced by amounts not included

under section 951(a) (1) (B) because of the exclusion in section 956(a) (2)),
and

"(8) then to other earnings and profits.
"(d) DISTRIBUTIONS EXCLtDED FROM GROSS INCOME NOT To 13 TREATED AS

DMDENDS.-Except as provided in section 957(a)'(9), any distribution excluded

from gross income under subsection (a) shall be treated, for purposes of this

chapter, as a distribution which is not a dividend.

"SEC. 957. SPECIAL RULES FOR FOREIGN TAX CREDIT.

"(a) TAXES PAID lY A FOR4ION CORPORATON.-
"(1) GENERAL =rE.-For purposes of subpart A of this part, If there Is

Included, under section 951(a), in the gross income of a domestic corporation
any amount attributable to earnings and profits-

"(A) of a foreign corporation at least 10 percent of the voting stock

of which is directly owned by such domestic corporation, or
"(B) of a foreign corporation at least 50 percent of the voting stock

of Which is directly owned by a foreign corporation at least 10 percent

of the voting stock of which is in turn directly owned by such domestic
corporation,

then, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, such

domestic corporation shall be deemed to have paid the same proportion of
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the total income, war profits, and excess profits taxes paid (or deemed paid,
if, paragraph (4) applies) to h foreign country or possession of the United
States for the taxable year which the amount of earning and profits of such
foreign corporation so included in gross income of the domestic corporation
bears to the entire amount of the total earnings and profits of such foreign
corporation for such taxable year.

"(2) TAXES PREVIOUSLY DEEMED PAID BY DOMESTIC CORPORATION.MIf a do-
mestic corporation receives a distribution from a foreign corporation, any
portion of which is excluded from gross income under section 956, the income,
war profits, and excess profits taxes paid or deemed paid by such foreign
corporation to any foreign country or to any possession of the United States
in connection with the earnings and profits of such foreign corporations from
which such distribution is made shall not be taken into account for purposes
of section 902, to the extent such taxes were deemed paid by such domestic
corporation under paragraph (1) for any prior taxable year.

"(8) TAXES PAID BY FOREIGN CORPORATION AND NOT PREVIOUSLY DEEMED PAID
BY DOMESTIC CORPRATION.-Any portion of a distribution from a foreign cor-
poration received by a domestic corporation which is excluded from gross
income Under section 950(a) shall betreated by the domestic corporation as
a dividend, solely for purposes of taking into account under section 902 any
income, war profits, or excess profits taxes paid to any foreign country or
to any possession of the United States, on or with respect to the accumulated
profits of such foreign corporations from which such distribution is made,
which were not deemed paid by the domestic corporation under paragraph
(1) for any prior taxable year.

"(4) TAXES PAMD DY A FOREIGN sUBSIIARY.-If subparagraph (A) of para-
graph (1) applies with respect to an amount included In gross income under
section 951(a) for a taxable year, then such amount shall be considered a
dividend for purpose of the application of section 902 (b).

"(5) INCLUSION IN GROSS INCOME.--
"For inclusion In gross Income of amount equal to taxes deemed paid under para-

graph (1), see section 78.
"(b) SPECIAL RULES FOR FOREIGN TAX CREDIT IN YEAR OF RECEIPT Or PREVIOUSLY

TAXED EARNINGS AND PROFITS.-
"(1) INCREASE IN SECTION 904 LIM1TATION.-In the case of any taxpayer

who-
"(A) either (i) chose to have the benefits of subpart A of this part

for a taxable year in which he was required under section 951 (a) to
include In his gross Income an amount in respect of a controlled for-
eign corporation, or (ii) did not pay or accrue for such taxable year
any income, war profits, or excess profits taxes to any foreign country
or to any possession of the United States, and

"(13) chooses to have the benefits of subpart A of this part for the
taxable year in which he receives a distribution or amount which is
excluded from gross Income under section 956(a) and which is attribu-
table to earnings and profits of the controlled foreign corporation which
was Included In his gross income for the taxable year referred to in sub.
paragraph (A), and

"(C) for the taxable year in which such distribution or amount is
received, pays, or is deemed to have paid, or accrues income, war profits,
or excess profits taxes to a foreign country or to any possession of the
United States with respect to such distribution or amount,

the applicable limitation under section 904 for the taxable year in which
such distribution or amouhit is received shall be increased as provided in
paragraph (2), but suchliuerease shall ti exceed the amount of such taxes
paid, or deemed paid, or accrued with respect to such distribution or amount.

"(2) AMOUNT OF INREAsE.-The amount of increase of the applicable
limitation under section 904(a) for the taxable year In which the distribu-
tion or amount referred to In paragraph (1) (B) is received shall be an
amount equal to-

"(A) the amount by which the applicable limitation under section
904 (a) for the taxable year referred to in paragraph (1) (A) was in-
creased by reason of the Inclusion in gross income under section 951'(a)
of the amount in respect of the controlled foreign corporation, reduced by

"(3) the amount of any income, war profits, and excess profits taxes
paid, or deemed paid, or accrued to any foreign country or possession
of the United States which were allowable ah a credit Under section
901 for the taxable year referred to in paragraph (1) (A) and which
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would not have been allowable but for the inclusion In gross income
of the amount described in subparagraph (A).

"(3) OASES IN WHICH TAXES NOT TO 133 ALLOWED AS DDUOTIOI.-In the
case of any taxpayer who-

"(A) chose to have the benefits of subpart A of this part for a taxable
year in which he was required under section 951 (a) to include in his
gross income an amount In respect to a controlled foreign corporation,
and

"(13) does not choose to have the benefits of subpart A of this part
for the taxable year In which he receives a distribution or amount which
Is excluded from gross Income under section 056(a) and which Is attrib-
utable to earnings and profits of the controlled foreign corporation which
was included In his gross Income for the taxable year referred to in
subparagraph (A),

no deduction shall be allowed under section 164 for the taxable year in which
such distribution or amount is received for any income, war profits, or excess
profits taxes paid or accrued to any foreign country or to any possession of
the United States on or with respect to such distribution or amount.

"(4) INSUFFICIENT TAXABLE xNCOE.-If an increase in the limitation under
this subsection exceeds the tax imposed by this chapter for such year, the
amount of such excess shall be deemed an overpayment of tax for such year.

"SEC. 958. ADJUSTMENTS TO BASIS OF STOCK IN CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPO-
RATION AND OF OTHER PROPERTY.

"(a) INOBEASE IN BAss.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or
his delegate, the basis of a United States person's stock in a controlled foreign
corporation, and the basis of property of a United States person by reason of
which he is considered under section 955(a) (2) as owning stock of a controlled
foreign corporation, shall be increased by the amount required to be included
In his gross income under section 951(a) with respect to such stock or with
respect to such property, as the case may be, but only to the extent to which
such amount was Included in the gross income of such person.

"(b) REDUCTION IN BASIS.-
"(1) IN OENERAL.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his

delegate, the adjusted basis of stock or other property with respect to which
a United States person receives an amount which is excluded from gross
Income under section 956(a) shall be reduced by the amount so excluded.

"(2) AMOUNT IN EXCESS OF BASIS.-To the extent that an amount ex-
cluded from gross Income under section 956(a) exceeds the adjusted basis
of the stock or other property with respect to which it is received, the amount
shall be treated as gain from the sale or exchange of property."

(b) TECHNICAL AND CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.-
(1) Section 551(b) (relating to foreign personal holding company income

included In gross income of United States shareholders) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The amount in-
eluded in the gross income of any United States shareholder for any taxable
year under the preceding sentence shall be reduced by such shareholder's
proportionate share of the undistributed personal holding company income
which Is included in his gross income Under section 951 (a) (1) (A) (relating
to amounts included in gross income of United States persons) for such
taxable year as his pro rata share of the subpart 1 income of the company."

(2) Section 901 relatingg to foreign tax credit) is amended by striking
out "section 902" and Inserting in lieu thereof "sections 002 and 957".

(3) Section 902(e) is amended to read as follows:
"(e) COoss REFEazNES.-

"1 1nFor application of subsections (a) and (b) with respect to taxes deemed
pald a prior taxable Year a' United States person *lith respect to a controlled
foreign corporation, see section 957.

"(2) For reduction of credit with respect to dividends paid out of accumulated
profits for years for which certain information Is not furnished, see section 6038."

(4) Section 004 (f) Is amended to read as follows:
C(f) Coss REFEUNES.-

"(1) For increase of applicable limitation under subsection (a) for taxes paid
with respect to amounts received which were included In the gross Income of the
taxpayer for a prior taxable year as a United States person with respect to a

controlled 'foreign corporations, see section,,, (b)
"(2) For special rule relating to the application of the credit provided by' section0 in the case of affiliated roup which include Western Hemisphere trae corpo'

rations for years In which the limitation provided by subsection (a) (2) applies, see
section 1603(d),""
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(5) The table of subparts for part III of nubehapter N of chapter 1 Is

amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
"Subpart F. Controlled foreign corporations."

(6) Section 1016(a) (relating toadjustments to basis) is amended-
(A) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (18) and in-

serting in lieu thereof a semicolon; and
(D) by adding after paragraph (18) the following new paragraph:

"(19) to the extent provided In section 958 In the case of stock ifi con-
trolled foreign corporations (or foreign corporations which were controlled
foreign corporations) and of property by reason of which a person is. con-
sidered as owning such stock."

(c) EFFEcTr DAm--The amendments made by this section shall apply'with
respect to taxable years of foreign corporations beginning after Decembeir 81,
1062, and to taxable years of United States persons within which or with which
such taxable years of such foreign corporations end.
SEC. 14. GAIN FROM DISPOSITIONS OF CERTAIN DEPRECIABLE PROPERTY.

(a) IN G1VNERAL.-
(1) Part TV of subchapter P of chapter 1 (relating to special rules for

determining capital gains and losses) is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new section:

"SEC. 1245. GAIN FROM DISPOSITIONS OF CERTAIN DEPRECIABLE PROPERTY.
"(a) GENERAL RU.-

"(1) ObINARY RUL&.--
"(1) ORDINARY xNcom.-Except as otherwise provided in this section,

if section 1245 property is disposed -of after the date of the enactment of
the Revenue Act of 1062, the amount by which the lower of-

"(A) the recomputed basis of the property, or
"(B) (i) in the case of a sale, exchange, or involuntary conversion,

the amount realized, or
"(ii) In the case of any other disposition, the fair market value of

such property,
exceeds the adjusted basis of such property shall be treated as gain from
the sale or exchange of property which is neither a capital asset nor prop-
erty described in section 1231. Such gain shall be recognized notwith-
standing any other provision of this subtitle.

"(2) RECOMPUTED BASI.-For purposes of this section, the term 'recom-
puted basis' means, with respect to any property, Its adjusted basis re-
computed by adding thereto all adjustments, for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1901, reflected in such adjusted basis on account of
deductions (whether in respect of the same or other property) allowed or
allowable to the taxpayer or to any other person for depreciation, or for
amortization under section 168. For purposes of the preceding sentence, If
the taxpayer can establish by adequate records or other sufficient evidence
that the amount allowed for depreciation, or for amortization under sec-
tion 168, for any taxable year was less than the amount allowable, the
amount added for such taxable year shall be the amount allowed.

"(8) SECTION 1241 rioPERt.-For purposes of this section, the term
'section 1245 property' means any property (other than livestock) which Is
or has been property of a character subject to the allowance for depreciation
provided in section 167 and Is either-

"(A) personal property, or
"(1) other property (not Including a building or Its structural com-

ponents) but only If such other property Is tangible and has an ad-
justed basis In which there are reflected adjustments described In
paragraph (2) for a period In which such, property (or other property)-

"() was used as an Integral part of manufacturing, production,
or extraction or of furnishing transportation, communications, elec-
trical energy, gas, water, or sewage disposal services, or

"(i) constituted research or storage facilities used Iti connection
with any of the activities referred to in clause (I).

"(b) EXCEPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS.-
"(1) Omrs.-Subsection (a) shall not apply to a disposition by gift.
"(2) T aANsRs AT DEAT.-Except as provided In section 601 1(relating

to Income In respect of a decedent),, subsection (a) shall not apply to a
transfer at death.
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"(8) 'CERTAIN TAX-FREE TRANSAOTIONS.-If the basis of property in the
hands of a transferee is determined by reference to its basis in the hands of
the transferor by reason of the application of section 832, 851, 861 871(a),
874(a), 721, or 781, then the amount of gain taken into account by the trans-
feror under subsection (a) (1) shall not exceed the amount of gain recog-
nized to the transferor on the transfer of such property (determined without
regard to this section). This paragraph shall not apply to a disposition to
an organization (other than a cooperative described in section 521) which
is exempt from the tax imposed by this chapter.

"(4) LIKE KIND EXCHANGE; INVOLUNTARY CONVERSIONS, ETO.-If property
is disposed of and gain (determined without regard to this section) is not
recognized in whole or in part under section 1031 or 1033, then the amount
of gain taken into account by the transferor under subsection (a) (1) shall
not exceed the sum of-

"(A) the amount of gain recognized on such disposition (determined
without regard to this section), plus

"(I) the fair market value of property acquired which is not section
1245 property and which s not taken into account under subparagraph
(A).

"(5) SECTION 1071 AND 1081 TRANSAOTIONS.-Under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate, rules consistent with paragraphs (8) and
(4) of this subsection shall apply in the case of transactions described in
section 1071 (relating to gain from sale or exchange to effectuate policies of
FCC) or section 1081 (relating to exchanges in obedience to SEC orders).

"(0) PROPERTY DISTRIBUTED BY A PARTNERSHIP TO A PARTNER.-
"(A) IN OGNEAL.-For purposes of this section, the basis of section

1245 property distributed by a partnership to a partner shall be deemed
to be determined by reference to the adjusted basis of such property to
the partnership.

"(B) ADJUSTMENTS ADDED BAOK.-ID the case of any property de-
scribed in subparagraph (A), for purposes of computing the recomputed
basis of such property the amount of the adjustments added back for
periods before the distribution by the partnership shall be-

"(I) the amount of the gain to which subsection (a) would have
applied if such property had been sold by the partnership immedi-
ately before the distribution at its fair market value at such time,
reduced by

"(ii) the amount of such gain to which section 751(b) applied.
"(c) ADJUSTMENTS TO BAsIs.-The Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe

such regulations as he may deem necessary to provide for adjustments to the
basis of property to reflect gain recognized Under subsection (a).

"(d) APPLICATION OF SEOTION.-This section shall apply notwithstanding any
other provision of this subtitle."

(2) The table of sections for such part IV is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following:

"See. 1245. Gain from dispositions of certain depreciable property."
(b) CHANGE IN MErHOD OF DEPRECIATION.-Subsection (e) of section 167 (re-

lating to depreciation) is amended to read as follows:
"(e) CHANGE IN METHOD.-

"(1) CHANGE FROM DECLINING BALANCE METnOD.-In the absence of an
agreement under subsection (d) containing a provision to the contrary, a
taxpayer may at any time elect in accordance with regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate to change from the method of depreciation
described in subsection (b)"(2) to the method described in subsection (b) (1).

"(2) CHANGE WITH RESPE9T TO SECTION 1245 PRoPET.-A taxpayer may,
within such period after the date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of
1062 and in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate shall by regula.
tions prescribe, elect to change his method of depreciation in respect of
section 1245 property (as defined in section 1245(a) (8)) from any declining
balance or sum of the years.digits method to the straight line method. An
election may be made tnder this paragraph notwithstanding any provision
to the contrary in an agreement tinder subsection (d)."

(C) SALVA09 VAUg'O PERSONAL PROPERTY.-
(1) AuN6tot TAKEN IN'tO AccoutI.-Section 167 (relating to depreciation)

ts amended by redesigning subsections (f), (g), find (h) as (g), (h), and
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(1), respectively, and by inserting after subsection (e) the following new
subsection:

"(f) SALVAGE VAMM.-
"(1) GENERAL RuL.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or

his delegate, a taxpayer may, for purposes of computing the allowance under
subsection (a) with respect to personal property, reduce the amount taken
into account as salvage value by an amount which does not exceed 10 per-
cent of the basis of such property (as determined under subsection (g) as
of the time as of which such salvage value is required to be determined).

"(2) PERSONAL PROPERTY DEFINED.-For purposes of this subsection, the
term 'personal property' means depreciable personal property (other than
livestock) with a useful life of 3 years or more acquired after the date of
the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1062."

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-
(A) Sections 179(d) (5) and 642(e) are each amended by striking

out "167(g)" and inserting in lieu thereof "167 (h)".
(B) Section 179(d) (8) is amended by striking out "167(f)" and in-

serting in lieu thereof "167 (g)".
(d) SPEoIAL RULE FOR CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF SECTION 1245 PROPiRTY.-

Section 170 (relating to charitable, etc., contributiOns and gifts) is amended by
redesignating subsections (e) and (f) as (f) and (g), respectively, and by in-
serting after subsection (d) the following new subsection:

"(e) SPEOIL RULE FOR CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF SECTION 1245 PROP-
ERTY.-The amount of any charitable contribution taken into account UTMRr this
section shall be reduced by the amount which would have been "treated as gain
to which section 1245 (a) applies if the property contributed had been sold at its
fair market value (determined at the time of such contribution)."

(e) TzOHNIOAL AMENDMENTS.-
(1) SPEoIAL RULE FOR PARTNERSHIPS.-Section 751(c) (relating to defini-

tion of "unrealized receivables" for purposes of subchapter K) is amended
by adding after paragraph (2) the following:

"For purposes of this section and sections 731, 730, and 741, such term also
includes section 1245 property (as defined in section 1245(a) (8)), but only to
the extent of the amount which would be treated as gain to which section
1245(a) would apply if (at the time of the transaction described in this section
or section 731, 736, or 741, as the case may be) such property had been sold by
the partnership at its fair market value."

(2) CORPORATE DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY.-Subsections (b) and (d) of
section 301 (relating to amount distributed) are each amended by striking
out "subsection (b) or (c) of section 311" and inserting in lieu thereof
"subsection (b) or (c) of section 311 or tinder section 1245(a)".
(3) EFEECT ON EARNINGS AND PROITS.-Section 812(c) (3) (relating to

adjustments of earnings and profits) is amended by striking out "subsection
(b) or (c) of section 311" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (b) or
(c) of section 311 or under section 1245 (a) ".

(4) COLLAPSIBLE CoRPOATONs.-Section 341(e) (relating to collapsible
corporations) is amended by inserting after paragraph (11) the following
new paragraph:

"(12) NONAPPLICATION OF SECTION 1245(a).-For purposes of this sub-
section, the determination of whether gain from the sale or exchange of
property would tinder any provision of this chapter be considered as gain
from the sale or exchange of property which is neither a capital asset nor
property described in section 1231(b) shall be made without regard to the
application of section 1245 (a)."

(5) INSTALLMENT OBItGATIONS IN CERTAIN LIQUIDATIONS.-
(A) Section 453(d) (4) (A) (relating to distribution of installment

obligations in section 332 liquidations) Is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new sentence: "If the basis of the property of the
liquidating corporation in the hands of the distributee is determined
under section 834 (b)'(2) then the preceding sentence shall not apply
to the extent that under paragraph (1) gain to the distributing corpora-
tion would be considered as gain to which section 1245(a) applies."

(B) Section 453(d) (4) (1) (relating to distribution of installment
obligations in liquidations to which section 387 applies) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following -new sentence: "The preceding
sentence shall not apply to the extent that Under paragraph (1) gain
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to the distributing corporation would be considered as gain to which
section 1245(a) applies."

(f) EFFEOTIvE DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply to
taxable years beginning after December 81, 1001, and ending after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 15. FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANIES.

(a) TREATMENT OF SALE OF STOCK OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANIES.-
(1) IN GENERAI.-Part IV of subchapter P of chapter 1 (relating to

special rules for determining capital gains and losses) is amended by adding
after section 1245 (as added by section 14 of this Act) the following new
sections:

"SEC. 1246. GAIN ON FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANY STOCK.

"(a) TREATMENT OF GAIN AS ORDINARY INCOME.-
"(1) GENERAL IULE.-In the case of a sale or exchange after December 31,

1062, of stock in a foreign corporation which was a foreign investment
company (as defined in subsection (b)) at any time during the period during
which the taxpayer held such stock, any gain shall be treated as gain from
the sale or exchange of property which is not a capital asset, to the extent
of the taxpayer's ratable share of the earnings and profits of such corpora-
tion accumulated for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1962.

"(2) RATABLE SUARE.-For purposes of this section, the taxpayer's ratable
share shall be determined under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, but shall include only his ratable share of the accumulated
earnings and profits of such corporation-

"(A) for the period during which the taxpayer held such stock, but
"(B) excluding such earnings and profits which were taxed to such

taxpayer under section 951 or under section 551.
"(3) TAXPAYER TO ESTABLISH EARNINGS AND PIWOFITS.-Unless the tax.

payer establishes the amount of the accumulated earnings and profits of
the foreign investment company and the ratable share thereof for the period
during which the taxpayer held such stock, all the gain from the sale or
exchange of stock in such company shall be considered as gain from the
sale or exchange of property which is not a capital asset.

1"(4) HOLDING PERIOD OF STOCK MUST BE MORE TIAN 6 MONTMs.-This
section shall not apply with respect to the sale or exchange of stock where
the holding period of such stock as of the date of such sale or exchange
is 0 months or less.

"(b) DEFINITION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANY.-For purposes of this
section, the term 'foreign investment company' means any foreign corporation-

"(1) registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended
(15 U.S.C. 80a-1 to 80b-2), either as a management company or as a unit
investment trust, or

"(2) engaged (or holding itself out as being engaged) primarily In the
business of investing, reinvesting, or trading in securities (within the mean-
ing of section 3(a) (1) of such Act) at a time when more than 50 percent
of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote,
or of the total value of shares of all classes of stock, was held, directly
or indirectly (within the meaning of section 955(a)), by United States
persons (as defined in section 7701(a) (30)).

"(C) STOCK HAVING TRANSFERRED OR SUBSTITUTED BAsIs.-To the extent pro-
vided In regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, stock in a
foreign corporation, the basis of which (in the hands of the taxpayer selling or
exchanging such stock) is determined by reference to the basis (in the hands of
such taxpayer or any other person) of stock in a foreign investment company,
shall be treated as stock of a foreign investment compahly and held by the tax-
payer throughout the holding period for such stock (determined under section.
1223).

"(d) RULES RELATING TO ENTITIES HOLDING FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANY

STOC.-TO the extent provided in regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his
delegate-

"(1) trust certificates of a trust to which section 677 (relating to income
for benefit of grantor) applies, and

"(2) stock of a domestic corporation,
shall be treated as stock of a foreign investment company and held by the
taxpayer throughout the holding period for such certificates or stock (deter-
mined under section 1223) in the same proportion that the investment in stock
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in a foreign investment company by the trust or domestic corporatoli bears to
the total assets of such trust or corporation.

"(e) RULES RELATING TO STOCK ACQUIRED FROM A DEOEDENT.-
"(1) BAsI.--In the case of stock of a foreign investment company ac-

quired by bequest, devise, or inheritance (or by the decedent's estate) from
a decedent dying after December 81, 1962, the basis determined under section
1014 shall be reduced (but not below the adjusted basis of such stock in
the hands of the decedent immediately before his death) by the amount of
the decedent's ratable share of the accumullated earnings and profits of
such company. Any stock so acquired shall be treated as stock described
in subsection (c).

"(2) DEDUOTION FOR ESTATE TAX.-If stock to which subsection (a) applies
is acquired from a decedent, the taxpayer shall, under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate, be allowed (for the taxable year of the
sale or exchange) a deduction from gross income equal to that portion of
the decedent's estate tax deemed paid which is attributable to the excess
of (A) the value at which such stock was taken into account for purposes
of determining the value of the decedent's gross estate, over (B) the value at
which it would have been so taken into account if such value had been
reduced by the amount described in paragraph (1).

"(f) INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN FOREIGN INVESTMENT.-Every
United States person who, on the last day of the taxable year of a foreign invest-
ment company beginning after December 81, 1962, owns 5 percent or more in
value of the stock of such company shall furnish with respect to such company
such information as the Secretary or his delegate shall by regulations prescribe.

"(g) CROSS REFERENCE.-
"For special rules relating to the earnings and profits of foreign investment

companies, see section 312(1).
"SEC. 1247. ELECTION BY FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANIES TO DISTRIBUTE IN-

COME CURRENTLY.
"(a) ELECTION BY FOREIGN INVESTENT COMPANY.-

"(1) IN OENERAL.-If a foreign investment company which is described in
section 1246(b) (1) elects (in the manner provided In regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate) on or before December 81, 1962, with respect
to each taxable year beginning after December 31, 1062, to-

"(A) distribute to its shareholders 90 percent or more of what its
taxable income would be if it were a domestic corporation;

"(B) designate in a written notice mailed to its shareholders at any
time before the expiration of 30 days after the close of its taxable year
the pro rata hmbunt of the excess (determined as If such corporation
were a domestic corporation) of the net long-term capital gains over
the net short-term capital losses; and the portion thereof which is
being distributed; and

"(0) provide such Information as the Secretary or his delegate deems
necessary to carry out the purposes of this section,

then section 1240 shall not apply with respect to the qudillfled shareholders
of such comnptly during any taxable year to which such election applies.

"(2) SPECIAL RULES.-
"(A) COMPUTATION OF TAXABLE INCOME.-F'or purposes of paragraph

(1) (A), the taxable income of the company shall be computed withotit
regard to-

"(i) the excess of capital gains over losses referred to in para-
graph (1) (B),

sectionn 172 (relating to net operating losses), and
"(811) any deduction provided by part WT of subchapter D

(other than the deduction provided by section 248, relating to or-
ganizational expenditures).

"(B) DISTRIBUTIONS AFTER THE CLOSE OF THE TAXABLE YEAI.-For
purposes of paragraph (1) (A), a distribution made after the close of
the taxable year and on or before the 15th day of the third month of
the next taxable year shall be treated as distributed during the taxable
year to the extent elected by the company (in accordance with regula-
tions prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) on or before the 15th
day of such third month.

"(C) CARRYOVER OF CAPITAL LOSSES PROM NONELEOTION YEARS DENIED.-
In computing the excess of capital gains over losses referred to in
paragraph (1) (M), section 1212 shall not apply to losses incurred in or

- -~ -. 1' -.
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with respect to taxable years before the first taxable year to which the
election applies.

"(b) YEARS TO WHICH flLEOTION APPLIES.-The election of any foreign in-
vestment company under this section shall terminate as of the close of the taxable
year preceding its first taxable year in which any of the following occurs:

"(1) the company fails to comply with the provisions of subparagraph
(A), (B), or (0) of subsection (a) (1), unless it is shown that such failure
is due to reasonable cause and not due to willful neglect,

"(2) the company is a foreign personal holding company, or
"(8) the company is not a foreign investment company which is described

in section 1246(b) (1).
'(C) QUALIFIED SHAREHOLDERS.-For purposes of this section-

"(1) IN OENERAL.-The term 'qualified shareholder' means any share-
holder who is a United States person, other than a shareholder described in
paragraph (2).

"(2) CERTAIN UNITED STATES PERSONS EXCLUDED FROM DEFINITIoN.-A United
States person shall not be treated as a qualified shareholder for the taxable
year if for such taxable year (or for any prior taxable year) he did not
include, in computing his long-term capital gains in his return for such
taxable year, the amount designated by such company pursuant to subsection
(a) (1) (B) as his share of the undistributed capital gains of such company
for its taxable year ending within or with such taxable year of the taxpayer.
The preceding sentence shall not apply with respect to any failure by the
taxpayer to treat an amount as provided therein if the taxpayer shows that
such failure was due to reasonable cause and not due to willful neglect.

"(d) ADJUSTMENTS.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his
delegate, proper adjustment shall be made-

"(1) In the earnings and profits of the electing foreign investment cohn-
pany, and

"(2) the adjusted basis of stock of such company held by qualified share-
holders,

to reflect the inclusion in gross income by such shareholders of undistributed
capital gains.

"(e) Loss ON SALE OR EXcHANOE OF CERTAIN STOCO HED LESS THAN 6
MONTHs.--If-

"(1) under this section, any qualified shareholder treats any amount
designated under subsection (a) (1) (B) with respect to a share of stock
as long-term capital gain, and

"(2) such share is held by the taxpayer for less than 6 months,
then any loss on the sale or exchange of such share shall, to the extent of the
amount described in paragraph (1), be treated as loss from the sale or exchange
of a capital asset held for more than 6 months."

(2) The table of sections for such part IV is amended by adding at the
end theerof the following:

"See. 1240. Gain on foreign investment company.
"See. 1247. Election by foreign investment companies to distribute income

currently."
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-

(1) EARNINGS AND PROFITS OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANIES.-SectIon
812 (relating to effect on earnings and profits) is amended by adding after
subsection (k) the following new subsection:

"(I) EAItNINGS AND PROFITS OF FOREION INVESTMENT COMPANIES.-
"(1) ALLOCATION WITIUN AFFILIATED oRmtU.-In the case of a sale or ex-

change of stock in a foreign Investment company (as defined in section
1246(b) ) by a United States person (as defined in section 7701(a) (30)),
if such company is a member of an affiliated group, then the accumulated
earnings and profits of all members of such affiliated group shall be al-
located, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, in
such manner as is proper to carry out the purposes of section 1246.

-"(2) AFFLIATED GROUP DEFINED.-FPor purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2)
of this subsection, the term 'affiliated group' has the meaning assigned to
such term by section 1504 (a) ; except that (A) 'more than 50 percent' shall
be submitted for '80 percent or more', and (B) all corporations shall be
treated as includible corporations (withofit regard to the provisions of
section 1504(b)).
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"(8) PARTIAL LIQUIDATIONS AND REDEMPTIONS.-
"(A) IN GENERAL.-If a foreign investment company (as defined in

section 1246) distributes amounts in partial liquidation or in a redemp-
tion to which section 802 (a) or 803 applies, the part of such distribution
which is properly chargeable to earnings and profits shall be an amount
which is not in excess of the ratable share of the earnings and profits
of the company accumulated after February 28, 1913, attributable to
the stock so redeemed.

"(B) EFFECTIVE DATE.-Subparagraph (A) -shall apply only with re-
spect to distributions made after December 81, 1962."

(2) SALE OR EXCHANGE OF INTEREST IN PARTNERSHITP.-Secton 751 (d) (2)
relating to inventory items which have appreciated substantially in value)
is amended by striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (B), and

by striking out subparagraph (0) and inserting in lieu thereof the fol-
lowing new subparagraphs:

"(C) any other property of the partnership which, if sold or ex-
changed by the partnership, would result in a gain taxable under
subsection (a) of section 1246 (relating to gain on foreign investment
company stock), and

"(D) any other property held by the partnership which, if held by
the selling or distributee partner, would be considered property of the
type described in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C)."

(8) HOLDING PERIOD OF PROPERTY.-Section 1223 (relating to holding
period of property) is amended by redesignating pargaraph (10) as para-
graph (11) and inserting after paragraph (9) the following paragraph:

"(10) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held trust
certificates of a trust to which subsection (d) of section 1246 applies, or
the period for which the taxpayer has held stock in a corporation to which
subsection (d) of section 1246 applies, there shall be included the period
for which the trust or corporation (as the case may be) held the stock of
foreign investment companies."

(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply with
respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1962.
SEC. 16. GAIN FROM CERTAIN SALES OR EXCHANGES OF STOCK IN CERTAIN FOR-

EIGN CORPORATIONS.
(a) TREATMENT OF GAIN FROM THE REDEMPTION, CANCELLATION, OR SALE OF

STOCK IN CERTAIN FOREIGN CoRPoATiONs.-Part IV of subchapter P of chapter 1
(relating to special rules for determining capital gains and losses) is amended
by adding after section 1247 (as added by section 15 of this Act) the following
new section:
"SEC. 1248. GAIN FROM CERTAIN SALES OR EXCHANGES OF STOCK IN CERTAIN

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.
"(a) REDEMPTIONS AND LIQttIDATIONS.-If a foreign corporation redeems its

stock in an exchange to which section 302(a) applies, or if a foreign corpora-
tion cancels its stock in a complete or partial liquidation in an exchange to
which section 331 applies, then the gain of a United States person (as defined
in section 7701(a) (30)) from the exchange of such stock shall be included in
the gross income of such person as a dividend, to the extent of such person's
proportionate share of the earnings and profits of the foreign corporation
accumulated after February 28, 1913.

"(b) SALES AND OTHER EXCHANES.-If a United States person (as defined
in section 7701 (a) (80)) sells or exchanges stock in a foreign corporation, then
the gain recognized on the sale or exchange of such stock shall be considered
as gain from the sale or exchange of property which is not a capital asset, to the
extent of such person's proportionate share of the earnings and profits of the
foreign corporation accumulated during the period the stock sold or exchanged
was held by such person.

"(c) LIMITATIONS.-
"(1) CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-Subsections (a) and (b) shall

apply only if the foreign corporation the stock of which is sold or exchanged
(A) is a controlled foreign corporation (as defined in section 954) at the
time of the sale or exchange, or (Bi) was such a controlled foreign corpora-
tion at any time during the 5-year period ending on the date of the sale or
exchange.

"'(2) 10-PEROENT OWNERSHP.-Subsections (a) and (b) shall apply only to
a United States person who can be considered, by applying the rules of con-
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structive ownership of section 955(b), as being the owner, directly or in-
directly, of 10 percent or more of the total combined voting power of all
classes of stock entitled to vote of the foreign corporation at the time of
the sale or exchange, or at any time during the 5-year period ending on the
date of the sale or exchange.

"(8) ELIMINATION FROM EARNINGS AND PROFITS OF AMOUNTS INCLUDED IN
GROSS INCOME UNDER SECTION 051.-In determining the amount to be con-
sidered a dividend tinder subsection (a), or as gain from the sale or exchange
of property which is not a capital asset under subsection (b), the United
States person's proportionate share of earnings and profits of the foreign
corporation shall be reduced by the amount previously included in the gross
income of such person under section 951, with respect to the stock sold or
exchanged, but only to the extent such amount did not result in an exclusion
from gross income under section 956.

"(4) REDEMPTIONS TO PAY DEATH TAXEs.-Subsections (a) and (b) shall
not apply to distributions to which section 303 (relating to distributions in
redemption of stock to pay death taxes) applies.

"(5) ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION IN CERTAIN REOROANIZATIONS.-Subsection
(b) shall not apply to gain recognized or exchanges to which section 356
(relating to receipt of additional consideration in certain reorganizations)
applies.

"(6) TREATMENT OF AMOUNTS WHICH ARE ORDINARY INCOME, ETC., UNDER
OTHER PRovISIoNS.-Subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply with respect
to any amount to the extent that such amount is, under any other provision
of this title, treated as-

"(A) a dividend,
"(B) gain from the sale of an asset which is not a capital asset, or
"(0) gain from the sale of an asset held for not more than 6 months.

"(d) TAXPAYER To ESTABLISH EARNINGS AND PROFITS.-UnIess the taxpayer
establishes the amount of the earnings and profits of the foreign corporation to
be taken into account under subsections (a) and (b), all gain from the sale or
exclnge shall be considered a dividend under subsection (a), or as gain from
the sale or exchange of property which is not a capital asset under subsection (b),
whichever applies."

(b) CLERICAL Am.E-ND.MNEENT.-The table of sections for such part IV is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following:

"See. 1248. Gain from certain sales or exchanges of stock in certain foreign
corporations."

(c) EFFECTIVE. DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply with
respect to sales or exchanges occurring after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
SEC. 17. TAX TREATMENT OF COOPERATIVES AND PATRONS.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Chapter 1 (relating to normal taxes and surtaxes) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subchapter:

"Subchapter T-Cooperatives and Their Patrons
"Part I. Tax treatment of cooperatives.
"Part II. Tax treatment by patrons of patronage dividends.
"Part II. Definitions; special rules.

"PART I-TAX TREATMENT OF COOPERATIVES

"Sec. 1381. Otanizatlons to which plirt applies.
"Sec. 1392. Ta\able income of cooperatives.
"See. 1383. Computation of tax where cooperative redeems nonqualified written

notices of allocation.
"SEC. 1381. ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH PART APPLIES.

"(a) IN GENERAL.-This part shall apply to-
"(1) any organization exempt from tax tinder section 521 (relating to

exemption of farmers' cooperatives from tax), and
"(2) any corporation operating on a cooperative basis other than an

organization-
"(A) which is exempt from tax under this chapter,

"(B) which Is subject to the provisions of-
"(I) part 1I of subchapter H (relating to mUtUal savings banks, etc.),

or
,(ii) subchapter L (relating to insurance companies), or
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"(0) which Is engaged in furnishing electric energy, or providing tele-
phone service, to persons in rural areas.

"(b) TAX ON CERTAIN FARMERS' COOPEBATIVEs.-An organization described in
subsection (a) (1) shall be subject to the taxes imposed by section 11 or 1201.
"SEC. 1382. TAXABLE INCOME OF COOPERATIVES,

"(a) GRoss INcQm.-]Except as provided in subsection (b), the gross income
of any organization to which this part applies shall be determined without any
adjustment (as a reduction in gross receipts, an increase In cost of goods sold,
or otherwise) by reason of any allocation or distribution to a patron out of the
net earnings of such organization.

"(b) PATRONAGE DIvIDENDs.-In determining the taxable income of an organi-
zation to which this part applies, there shall not be taken Into account amounts
paid during the payment period for the taxable year-

"(1) as patronage dividends (as defined in section 1388(a)), to the
extent paid in money, qualified written notices of allocation (as defined in
section 1388(c)), or other property (except nonqualified written notices of
allocation (as defined In section 1388(d))) with respect to patronage occur-
ring during such taxable year; or

"(2) in money or other property (except written notices of allocation)
in redemption of a nonqualifled written notice of allocation which was paid
as a patronage dividend during the payment period for the taxable year
during which the patronage occurred.

For purposes of this title, any amount not taken into account under the preceding
sentence shall be treated in the same manner as an item of gross income and as
a deduction therefrom.

"(C) DEDUCTION FOR NONPATRONAGE DiSTnmUTiONS, To.-In determining the
taxable income of an organization described in section 1381 (a) (1), there shall be
allowed as a deduction (in addition to other deductions allowable under this
chapter) -

"(1) amounts paid during the taxable year as dividends on its capital
stock; and

"(2) amounts paid during the payment period for the taxable year-
"(A) in money, qualified written notices of allocation, or other prop-

erty (except nonqualifled written notices of allocation) on a patronage
basis to patrons with respect to its earnings during such taxable year
which are derived from business done for the United States or any of
its agencies or from sources other than patronage, or

"(g) in money or other property (except written notices of alloca-
tion) in redemption of a nonqualifled written notice of allocation which
was paid, during the payment period for the taxable year during which
the earnings were derived, on a patronage basis to a patron with respect
to earnings derived from business or sources described in subparagraph
(A).

"(d) PAYMENT PERIOD FOR EACH TAXABLE YEAn.-For purposes of subsections
(b) and (c) (2), the payment period for any taxable year is the period beginning

with the first day of such taxable year and ending with the fifteenth day of the
ninth month following the close of such year.

"(e) PRODUCTS MARKETED UNDER PooraNO A1nRANEMNTS.-For purposes of
subsection (b), in the case of a pooling arrangement for the marketing of prod-
ucts, the patronage shall (to the extent provided in regulations prescribed by
the Secretary or his delegate) be treated as patronage occurring during the tax-
able year in which the pool closes.

"(f) TREATMENT OF EARNINGS RECEIVED AFTER PATRONAGE OCcURnED.-If any
portion of the earnings from business done with or for patrons is includible in
the organization's gross income for a taxable year after the taxable year during
which the patronage occurred, then for purposes of applying subsection (b) to
such portion the patronage shall, to the extent provided in regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary or his delegate, be considered to have occurred during
the taxable year of the organization during which such earnings are includible In
gross income.
"SEC. 1383. COMPUTATION OF TAX WHERE COOPERATIVE REDEEMS NONQUALIFIED

WRITTEN NOTICES OF ALLOCATION.
"(a) GENERAL RtL.-If, under section 182(b) (2) or (c) (2) (B), a deduction

is allowable to an organization for the taxable year for amounts paid in redemp-
tion 'of nonqualifled written flotices of allocation, then the tax imposed by this
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chapter on such organization for the taxable year shall be the lesser of the
following:

"(1) the tax for the taxable year computed with such deduction; or
"(2) an amount equal to--

"(A) the tax for the taxable year computed without such deduction,
minus

"(B) the decrease in tax under this chapter for any prior taxable
year (or years) which would result solely from treating such non-
qualified written notices of allocation as qualified written notices of
allocation.

"(b) SPECIAL RurEs.-
"(1) If the decrease in tax ascertained under subsection (a) (2) (B)

exceeds the tax for the taxable year (computed without the deduction de-
scribed in subsection (a)) such excess shall be considered to be a payment
of tax on the last day prescribed by law for the payment of tax for the
taxable year, and shall be refunded or credited in the same manner as if it
were an overpayment for such taxable year.

"(2) For purposes of determining the decrease in tax under subsection
(a) (2) (B), the stated dollar amount of any nonqualified written notice of
allocation which is to be treated under such subsection as a qualified writ-
ten notice of allocation shall be the amount paid in redemption of such
written notice of allocation which is allowable as a deduction under section
1382(b) (2) or (c) (2) (B) for the taxable year.

"(3) If the tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable year is the
amount determined under subsection (a) (2), then the deduction describe(
in subsection (a) shall not be taken into account frr any purpose of this
subtitle other than for purposes of this section.

"PART II-TAX TREATMENT BY PATRONS OF PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS

"See. 1385. Amounts includible in patron's gross income.

"SEC. 1385. AMOUNTS INCLUDIBLE IN PATRON'S GROSS INCOME.

"(a) GENERAL RuLE.-Except as otherwise provided in subsection (b), each
person shall include in gross income-

"(1) the amount of any patronage dividend which is paid in money, a
qualified written notice of allocation, or other property (except a non-
qualified written notice of allocation), and which is received by him during
the taxable year from an organization described in section 1381 (a), and

"(2) any amount, described in section 1882(c) (2) (A) (relating to cer-
tain nonpatronage distributions by tax-exempt farmers' cooperatives),
which is paid in money, a qualified written notice of allocation, or other
property (except a nonqualified written notice of allocation), and which
is received by him during the taxable year from an organization described
in section 1381(a) (1).

"(b) EXCLUSION FROM GROSS INCOE.-Under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary or his delegate, the amount of any patronage dividend, and any amount
received on the redemption, sale, or other disposition of a nonqualified written
notice of allocation which was paid as a patronage dividend, shall not be
included in gross income to the extent that such amount-

"(1) Is properly taken into account as an adjustment to basis of prop-
erty, or

"(2) is atribittable to personal, living, or family items.
"(c) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN NONQUALIFIED WRITTEN NOTICES Or ALLOCATION.-

"(1) APPLICATION OF SUBsECTIN.-This subsection shall apply to any
nonquallfied written notice of allocation which-

"(A) was paid as a patronage dividend, or
"(B) was paid by an organization described in section 1381 (a) (1)

on a patronage basis with respect to earnings derived from business or
sources described in section 1382(c) (2) (A).

"(2) BAsIs; AMOUNT OF OAIN.-In the case of any nonqualifled written
notice of allocation to which this subsection applies, for purposes of this
chapter-

"(A) the basis of such written notice of allocation in the hands of
the patron to whom such written notice of allocation was paid shall
be zero,

"(B) the basis of such written notice of allocation which was acquired
from a decedent shall be its basis in the hands of te decedent, and
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"(0) gain on the redemption, sale, or other disposition of such written
notice of allocation by any person shall, to the extent that the stated
dollar amount of such written notice of allocation exceeds its basis,
be considered as gain from the sale or exchange of property which is
not a capital asset.

"PART 111-DEFINITIONS; SPECIAL RULES

"Sec. 1388. Definitions; special rule.

"SEC. 1388. DEFINITIONS; SPECIAL RULES.
"(a) PATRONAGE DIVIDEND.-For purposes of this subchapter, the term

'patronage dividend' means an amount paid to a patron by an organization to
which part I of this subchapter applies--

"(1) on the basis of quantity or value of business done with or for such
patron,

"(2) under an obligation of such organization to pay such amount, which
obligation existed before the organization received the amount so paid, and

"(3) which is determined by reference to the net earnings of the organiza-
tion from business done with or for its patrons.

Such term does not include any amount paid to a patron to the extent that (A)
such amount is out of earnings other than from business done with or for
patrons, or (B) such amount is out of earnings from business done with or for
other patrons to whom no amounts are paid, or to whom smaller amounts are
paid, with respect to substantially identical transactions.

"(b) WRITTEN NOTICE OF ALLOCATION.-For purposes of this subchapter, the
term 'written notice of allocation' means any capital stock, revolving fund
certificate, retain certificate, certificate of indebtedness, letter of advice, or other
written notice, which discloses to the recipient the stated dollar amount allocated
to him by the organization and the portion thereof, If any, which constitutes a
patronage dividend.

"(c) QUALIFIED WRIrEN NOTICE OF ALIOCATION.-
"(1) DEFNF.--rFor purposes of this subchapter, the term 'qualified writ-

ten notice of allocation' means-
"(A) a written notice of allocation which may be redeemed in cash

as its stated dollar amount at any time within a period beginning on
the date such written notice of allocation is paid and ending not earlier
than 90 days from such date, but only if the distributee receives written
notice of the right of redemption at the time he receives such written
notice of allocation; and

"(B) a written notice of allocation which the distributee has con-
sented, in the mafiter provided in paragraph (2), to take into account
at its stated dollar amount as provided in section 1885(a).

"(2) MANNER Or OITANINo CONSENT.-A distributee shall consent to take
a written notice of allocation into account as provided in paragraph (1) (B)
only by-

"(A) making such consent in writing ,or
"(B) obtaining or retaining membership in the organization after-

"(t) such organization has adopted (after the date of the enact-
ment of the Revenue Act of 1962) a bylaw providing that member-
ship in the organization constitutes such consent, and

"(i) he has received a written notification and copy of such
bylaw.

"(3) PERIOD FOR WHICH CONSENT Is EFFEOM.-
"(A) GENERAL 1uL-Except as provided in subparagraph (B)-

"(i) a consent described in paragraph (2) (A) shall be a consent
with respect to all patronage of the distributee with the organiza-
tion occurring (determined with the application of section 1382 (e))
during the taxable year of the organization during which such
consent is made and all subsequent taxable years of the organiza-
tion; and

"(ii) a consent described In paragraph (2) (B) shall be a consent
with respect to all patronage of the distributee with the organiza-
tion occurring (determined without the application of section
1882(e)) after he received the notification and copy described in
paragraph (2) (B) (i).

"(B) REVOOATION, ETO.-
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"(i) Any consent described In paragraph (2) (A) may be revoked
(in writing) by the distributee at any time. Any such revocation
shall be effective with respect to patronage occurring on or after
the first day of the first taxable year of the organization beginning
after the revocation Is filed with such organization: except that in
the case of a pooling arrangement described In section 1382(e), a
revocation made by a distributee shall not be effective as to any
pool with respect to which the distributee has been a patron before
such revocation.

"(ii) Any consent described in paragraph (2) (B) shall not be
effective with respect to any patronage occurring (determined
without the application of section 1882(e)) after the distributee
ceases to be a member of the organization or after the bylaws of
the organization cease to contain the proylston described In para-
graph (2) (B) (i).

"(d) NONQUA]LIFIED WRITTEN NoTIcE or ALLOCATION.-FOr purposes of this
subchapter, the term 'nonqualified written notice of allocation' means a written
notice of allocation which is not described In subsection (c).

do (e) DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT PAID OR RECEIVED.-For purposes of this sub-
chapter, in determining amount paid or received-

"(1) property (other than a written notice of allocation) shall be taken
into account at its fair market value, and

"(2) a qualified written notice of allocation shall be taken into account
at Its stated dollar amount."

(b) TEoCNICAL AMENDMENTS.-
(1) Section 521 (a) (relating to exemption of farmers' cooperatives from

tax) is amended by striking out "section 522" each place it appears therein
and Inserting in lieu thereof "part I of subchapter T (see. 1881 and fol-
lowing) ".

(2) Section 522 (relating to tax on farmers' cooperatives) Is hereby
repealed.

(8) Section 6044 (relating to returns regarding patronage dividends) Is
amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 6014. RETURNS REGARDING PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS.
"Any organization to which part I of subchapter T of chapter 1 (relating

to tax treatment of cooperatives) applies which pays amounts described In
section 1382(b), or (in the case of an organization described in section 1381
(a) (1)) amounts described In section 1382(c) (2), shall, when required by
regulations of the Secretary or his delegate, make a return showing-

"(1) the name and address of each patron to whom It has made such
payments during the calendar year; and

"(2) the amount of such payments to each patron."
(4) Section 6072(d) (relating to time for filing income tax returns of

exempt cooperative associations) is amended to read as follows:
"(d) RETtUNS OF COOPERArrv v AssocrATIoNs.--In the case of an Income tax

return of-
"(1) an exempt cooperative association described In section 1381(a)

(1),or
"(2) an organization described in section 1881(a) (2) which is under

an obligation to pay patronage dividends (as defined in section 1388(a))
in an amount equal to at least 50 percent of its net earnings from business
(lone with or for its patrons, or which paid patronage dividends in such an
amount out of the net earnings from business done with or for patrons
during the most recent taxable year for which It had such net earnings,

a return made on the basis of a calendar year shall be filed on or before the
15th day of September following the close of the calendar year, and a return
made on tho basis of a fiscal year shall be filed on or before the 15th day of
the 0th month following the close of the fiscal year."

(5) The table of subchapters for chapter 1 Is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following:

"SuncnApTma T. Cooperatives and their patrons."
(0) The table of sections for part III of subchapter F of chapter 1 is

amended by striking out the last line thereof.
(C) JFFETEOTIVO DATES.-

(1) POR THE COOPZMtATMS.-Except as provided in paragraph (8), the
amendments made by subsections (4) and (b) shall apply to taxable years
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of organizations described in section 1881(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 (as added by subsection (a)) beginning after December 81, 1962.

(2) Foll THE PATRONS.-Except as provided in paragraph (8), section
1385 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as added by subsection (a))
shall apply with respect to any amount received from any organization
described in section 1381 (a) of such Code, to the extent that such amount
Is paid by such organization in a taxable year of such organization beginning
after December 81, 1902.
(8) APPLIATION OF EXISTING LAW.-In the case of any money, written

notice of allocation, or other property paid by any organization described
in section 1881 (a) -

(A) before the first day of the first taxable year of such organization
beginning after December 81,1002, or

(B) on or after such first day with respect to patronage occurring
before such first day,

the tax treatment of such money, written notice of allocation, or other prop-
erty (including the tax treatment of gain or loss on the redemption, sale,
or other disposition of such written notice of allocation) by any person shall
be made under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 without regard to sub-
chapter T of chapter 1 of such Code.

SEC. 18. INCLUSION OF FOREIGN REAL PROPERTY IN GROSS ESTATE.
(a) AMENDMENTS To INCLUDE FOREboN REAL PROPERTY.-

(1) Section 2031 (a) (relating to definition of gross estate) is amended
by striking out ", except real property situated outside of the United
States".

(2) The following provisions of chapter 11 (imposing an estate tax) are
amended by striking out "(except real property situated outside of the
United States)":

(A) section 2033 (relating to property in which the decedent had an
interest),

(11) section 2034 (relating to dower or curtesy interests),
(C) section 2035 (a) (relating to transactions in contemplation of

death),
(D) section 2030 (a) (relating to transfers with retained life estate),
(H) section 2087(a) (relating to transfers taking effect at death),
(F) section 2038(a) (relating to revocable transfers),
(G) section 2040 (relating to joint interests), and
(H) section 2041 (a) (relating to powers of appointment).

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the amendments made by sub-

section (a) shall apply to the estates of decedents dying after the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(2) In the case of a decedent dying after the date of the enactment of
this Act and before July 1, 1964, the value of real property situated outside
of the United States shall not be included in the gross estate (as defined in
section 2031 (a)) of the decedent-

(A) under section 2033, 2034, 2035(a), 2036(a), 2037(a), or 2038(a)
to the extent the real property, or the decedent's interest in it, was ac-
quired by the decedent before February 1, 1962;

(13) under section 2040 to the extent such property or interest was
acquired by the decedent before February 1, 1962, or was held by the
decedent and the survivor in a joiht tenancy or tenancy by the entirety
before February 1, 1962; or

(0) under section 2041(a) to the extent that before February 1,
1962, such property or interest was subject to a general power of ap-
pointment (as defined in section 2041) possessed by the decedent.

In the case of real property, or an interest therein, situated outside of the
United States (including a general power of appointment in respect of such
property or interest, and including property held by the decedent and the
survivor in a joint tenancy or tenancy by the entirety) which was acquired
by the decedent after January 81, 1062, by gift within the meaning of see.
tion 2511, or from a prior deceder f by devise or inheritance, or by reason
of death, form of ownership, or ot-er conditions (including the exercise or
nonexercise of a power of appointment) for purposes of this paragraph
such property or interest therein shall be deemed to have been acquired

82190-2-pt. 1- 5
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by the decedent before February 1, 1962, if before that date the donor or
prior decedent had acquired the property or his interest therein or had
possessed a power of appointment in respect of the property or interest.

SEC. 19. WITHHOLDINO OF INCOME TAX AT SOURCE ON INTEREST, DIVIDENDS, AND
PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS.

(a) IN GENERAL.-
(1) AMENDMENT OF SUBTITLE o.-Subtitle 0 (relating to employment taxes

and collection of income tax at source) is amended by redesignating chapter
25 as chapter 26 and by inserting after chapter 24 the following new chapter:

"CHAPTER 25-COLLECTION OF INCOME TAX AT SOURCE
ON INTEREST, DIVIDENDS, AND PATRONAGE DIVI-
DENDS

"SUBCHAPTER A.
SUBCHAPTERR B.
"SUBCHAPTER C.
"SUBCHAPTER D.

Interest.
Dividends.
Patronage dividends.
General provisions.

"Subchapter A-Interest
"See. 8451. Income tax collected at source on Interest."Sec. 8452. Interest defined.

"SEC. 3451. INCOME TAX COLLECTED AT SOURCE ON INTEREST.
"(a) REQUIREMENT OF WITHI OLDIN.-Except as otherwise provided in this

chapter, every person who pays interest shall deduct and withhold on such in-
terest a tax equal to 20 percent of the amount thereof.

"(b) PAYEE UNKNoWN.-If the withholding agent is unable to determine the
person to whom the interest is payable, the tax under this section shall be deduct-
ed and withheld at the time payment of the interest would be made if such person
were known.

"(c) CRoss REFERENCES.-
"(1) For credit, against income tax of the recipient of the income, of amounts

deducted and withheld under this section, see section 39.
"(2) For special rules as to credit or refund of such amounts, see sections 3484,

3485, 3486, 3487, and 3505.
"(3) For exemption from requirement of deducting and withholding on certain

interest paid to certain persons, see section 3483.
"SEC. 3452. INTEREST DEFINED.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-For purposes of this chapter,' the term 'interest'
means--

"(1) Interest on evidences of Indebtedness (including bonds, debentures,
notes, and certificates) issued by a corporation with interest coupons or in
registered form, and, to the extent provided in regulations prescribed by
the Secretary or his delegate, interest on other evidences of indebtedness
issued by a corporation of a type offered by c601lbrations to the public;

"(2) interest on deposits with persons carrying on the banking business;
"(3) amounts (whether or not designated as interest) paid by a mutual

savings bahk, savings and loan association, building and loan association,
cooperative bank, homestead association, credit union, or similar organiza-
tion, in respect of deposits, Investment certificates, or withdrawable or
repurchasable shares;

"(4) interest on amounts held by an insurance company under an agree-
ment to pay interest thereon;

"(5) interest on deposits with stockbrokers;
"(6) interest on obligations of the United States; and
"(7) in the case of a non-interest-bearinig 'obligation of the United

States-
"(A) issued on a discount basis, and
"(1) having a maturity date more than one year from the date of

issue,
the amount by which the amount paid on surrender or redemption exceeds
the issue price.

"(b) UXEORPTIONs.-For purposes of this chapter, the term 'interest' does not
Inclode-"(i) Interest on obligations described In section 108(a) (1) or (3) (re-

lating to interest on certain governmental obligations);

A0
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"(2) any amountpaid by-
"(A) a foreign government or international organization,
it) a foreign corporation not engaged in trade or business within

the United States,
"(0) a nonresident alien individual not engaged in trade or business

within the United States, or
'(D) a partnership not engaged in trade or business within the

United States and composed in whole or In part of nonresident aliens;
"(3) interest on deposits with persons carrying on the banking business

paid to a person described in paragraph (2) (B), (0), or (D) ;
"(4) any amount paid by one corporation to another corporation, If

both corporations are members of the same affiliated group which filed a
consolidated return for the preceding taxable year of the affiliated group;

"(5) interest subject to withholding under subchapter A of chapter 8
(see. 1441 and following, relating to withholding of tax on nonresident aliens
and foreign corporations) by the person paying such interst, or which would
be so subject to withholding by such person, but for the fact that it Is not
treated as income from sources within the United States;"(6) any amount on which the withholding agent Is required to deduct
and withhold a tax under section 1451 (relating to tax-free covenant bonds),
or would be so required but for section 1541(d) (relating to benefit of per-
sonal exemptions) ;

"(7) to the extent provided in regulations prescribed by the Secretary or
his delegate, any amount payable with respect to deposits in school savings
accounts; and

"(8) any amoun described in subsection (a) (2), (3), and (7) paid to a
State or a foreign government or internatilobthl organization (other than
any amotlit described in subsection (a)'(3) paid in respect of a trans-
ferable certificate or share)."(c) EXEMPTION FOR UNITED STATEs.-The Secretary may authorize exemption

from the tax imposed by section 3451 for any amount paid by the United States
or any wholly owned agency or instrUflfefntflity thereof to the Ullited States or
any wholly owned agency or Instrumentality thereof if the Secretary determines
that the it1positiotn of the tax with respect to such amount will cause a burden
or expens which can be avoided by granting the tax exemption.

"Subchapter B-Dividends
"See. 8461. Income tax collected at source on dividends.
"See. 8462. Dividend defined.

"SEC. 3461. INCOME TAX COLLECTED AT SOURCE ON DIVIDENDS.
"(a) REQUIREMENT OF WITHIHOLDIN.-Except as otherwise provided in this

chapter, every person who pays a dividend shall deduct and withhold on such
dividend a tax equtll to 20 percent of the amount th-ereof.

"(b) PAYEE UNKxoW.-If the witbhldtdg agent Is unable to determine the
person to whom the diVidend is payable, the tax under this section shall be de-
ducted and withheld at the time payment of The dividend would be made if such
person were known.

"(c) AMOUNT OF DIVIDEND UNKNOWN.-If the withholding agent is unable to
determine the portion of a distribution which Is a dividend the tax under this
section shall-be computed on the entire amount of the distribution.

"(d) CROSS REFERENCES.-

"(1) For credit, against income tax of the recipient of the income, of amounts
deducted and withheld under this section, see section 39.

"(2) For special rules as to credit or refund of such amounts, see sections 3484,
3485 3486, 3487, and 3505.to For exemption from requirement of deducting and withholding on dividends
paid to certain individuals, see section 3483.

"SEC. 3462. DIVIDEND DErINED.
"(a) GENERAL RumE.-For purposes of this chapter, the term 'dividend'

menns-
"(1) any distributionby a corporation which is a dividend (as defined in

section 816) ; and
"(2) any payment made by a stockbroker to any person as a substitute for

a dividend (as so defined).
"(b) ExcEPftqIos.-For purposes of this chapter, the term 'dividend' does notInlutde-
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"(1) any amount paid in the stock, or rights to acquire the stock, of the
distributing corporation if the disribution is not includible in gross income
of the recipient under the provisions of section 805 (relating to distribu-
tions of stock and stock rights) ;

"(2) any distribution to the extent that, under chapter 1-
"(A) the amount thereof Is treated by the recipient as an amoutft

received on the sale or exchange of property, or
"(B) gain or loss to the recipient is not recognized;

"(8) any amount which is includible in gross income as a taxable divi-
dend by reason of the provisions of section 302 (relating to redemptions of
stock), 806 (relating to dispositions of certain stock), 356 (relating to re-
cepit of additional consideration in connection with certain reorganiza-
tions), or 1081(e) (2) (relating to certain distributions pursuant to order
of the Securities and Exchange Commission) ;

"1(4) any amount paid by one corporation to another corporation, If both
corporations are members of the same affiliated group which filed a con-
solidated return for the preceding taxable year of the affiliated group;

"(5) an amount which-
"(A) is subject to withholding under subchapter A of chapter 3 (see.

1441 and following, relating to withholding of tax on nonresident aliens
and foreign corporations) by the person paying such amount, or

n"(B) would be subject to withholding under such subchapter A by
the person paying such amount but for-

"(I) the fact that it is attributable to income from sources out-
side the United States, or

"(it) the fact that the payor thereof is excepted from the appli-
cation of section 1441(a) by the provisions of section 1441(c) ;

"(6) any amount paid by a foreign corporation not engaged in trade or
business within the United States;

"(7) any amount described in section 1873 (relating to undisturbed tax-
able Income of electing small business corporations) ; and"(8) amoutits paid pursuant to the terms of a lease entered into before
Janattry 1, 1954, If under such lease the shareholders of the lessor corpora-
tion are entitled to such amounts without deduction for any tax which any
law of the United States might require to he deducted and withheld on the
payment of dividends.

"Subchapter C-Patronage Dividends
"See. 8471. Income tax collected at source on patronage dividends.
"See. 3472. Amounts subject to withholding.

"SEC. 3471. INCOME TAX COLLECTED AT SOUCE ON PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS.
_ "(a) REQVIAEMENT OF WxTH noLtnxo.-Except as otherwise provided in this

chapter, every cooperative to which part I of subchapter T of chapter 1 applies
which pays an amount described in section 8472 shall deduct and withhold on
such amount a tax equal to 20 percent of such amount.

"(b) PAYEE UNxzowN.-If the withholding agent is unable to determine the
person to whom the amount Is payable, the tax under this section shall be de-
ducted and withheld at the time payment of the aniount would be made if such
person were known.

"(0) CROSs REFERENCES.-
"(1) For credit against income tax of the recipient of the income, of amounts

deducted and withfield under this section, see section 39.
"1(2) For special rules as to credit or refund of such amounts, see sections 3484,

3 485, 8488, 3487o and 3505.
"3) For exemption from requirement of deducting and withholding on amounts

paid to certain Individuals, see section 3483. A
"SEC. 3472. AMOUNTS SrUBJECT TO WITHHOLDING.

"(a) GENERAL RLE.--Except as otherwise provided in this section or section
8483, the amounts subject to deduction and withholding under section 3471 are-

"(1) the amount of any patronage dividend (as defined In section 1388
(a)) which Is paid Iin money, qualified written notices of allocation (as

defined in section 1888(c)), or other property (except nonqualified written
notices of aliocaition as defined In section 1388 (d)'), and
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"9(2) any amount, described in section 1882(c) (2) (A) (relating to cer-

tain nonpatronage distributions), which is paid in money, qualified written
notices of allocation, or other property (except nonqualified written notices
of allocation by an organization exempt from tax under section 521 (re-
lating to exemption of farmers' cooperatives from tax).

"(b) EXEOEPIros.-The provisions of section 3471 shall not apply to-
"(1) any amount paid by one corporation to another corporation, if both

corporations are members of the same affiliated group which filed a con-
solidated return for the preceding taxable year of the affiliated group;

"(2) an amount which-
"(A) is subject to withholding under subchapter A of chapter 3 (see.

1441 and following, relating to withholding of tax on nonresident aliens
and foreign corporations) by the person paying such amount, or

"(1B) would be subject to withholding tinder such subchapter A by
the person paying such amount but for the fact that it is attributable
to income from sources outside the United States; and

"(3) any amount paid by a foreign corporation not engaged in trade or
business witlin the United States.

"(c) EXEMPTION FOR CERTAIN CONSUMER COOPERATIvES.-A cooperative which
the Secretary or his delegate determines is primarily engaged in selling at retail
goods or services of a type that are generally for personal, living, or family use
shall, upon application to the Secretary or his delegate, be granted exemption
from the tax imposed by section 3471. Application for exemption under this
subsection shall be made in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Sec-
retary or his delegate.

"(d) DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT PAID.-For purposes of this subchapter, in
determining amounts paid-

"(1) property (other than a written notice of allocation) shall be taken
into account at its fair market value, and

"(2) a qualified written notice of allocation shall be taken into account
at its stated dollar amount.

"Subchapter D-General Provisions
"See. 8481. Liability for return and payment of withheld tax.
"See. 8482. Return and payment by United States.
"See. 8488. Exemption certificates.
"Sec. 8484. Refund of tax to Individuals.
"Sec. 3485. Refund of tax to States, tax-exempt organizations, etc.
"See. 8480. Refund of tax to corporation.
"Sec. 3487. Credit for tax withheld on corporation.
"See. 3488. Obligation sold between Interest-payment dates.
"See. 3489. Presumption.
"See. 8400. Deflitilons.

"SEC. 3481. LIABILITY FOR RETURN AND PAYMENT OF WITHHELD TAX.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-Every person required to deduct and withhold any tax
Under this chapter shall, on or before the last day of the first month following
the close of each qutirter of his taxable year, make a return of the tax required
to be deducted and withheld during such quarter and pay the tax to the officer
designated in section 061. The withholding agent shall be liable for the pay-
nient of the taxes required to be deducted and withheld under this chapter, and
shall not otherwise be liable to tiny person for the amount of any such payment.

"(b) TAX PAID nY RECIPIENT.-If the withh6ldihg agent, in viAlati0n of the
provisions of this chapter, fails to deduct and withhold any tax under this chap-
ter, and thereafter the tax against which such tax may be credited is paid, the
tax so required to be deducted and withheld shall not be collected from the with-
holding agent; but this subsection shall in no case relieve the withholding agent
from liability for any penalties or additions to the tax otherwise applicable in
respect of such failure to deduct and withhold.

"(c) CRoss REFERENCE.-

"For limitation on the use of Government depositaries in the collection of taxes
deducted and withheld under this chapter, see the last sentence of section 6302(c).

"SEC. 3482. RETURN AND PAYMENT BY UNITED STATES.

"If the withholding agent is the United States the return of the tax deducted
and %i Ithheld under this chapter may be made by an officer or employee of the

1, 4-
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United States having control of the payment of the amount subject to withhold.
Ing, or appropriately designated for that purpose.
"SEC. 3483. EXEMPTION CERTIFICATES.

"(a) GENERAL RULES.-
"(1) INDIVIDUALS UNDE AO' 18.-Any Indiv'idual may file with any with-

holding agent an exemption certificate on which lie certifies the date of
his birth. If such a certificate is filed, all amounts payable by such with-
holding agent to such Individill, on and after the effective date for such
certificate and before the beginning of the calendar year during which the
certificate indicates that he will attain age 18, shall be exempt from the
requirement of deducting and withholding under this chapter.
ol (2) INDIVIDUALS OVER AGE 17.-Any Individual may file with any with-

hlig agent an exemption certificate on which hie certifies-
"(A) that he will have attained age 18 before the close of the calen-

dar year for which such certificate is filed, and
"(B) that he reasonably believes that he will not (after the applica-

tion of the credits against tax provided by part IV of subchapter A of
chapter 1, other than the credits under sections 31 and 39) be liable
for the payment of any tax under chapter 1 for each of his taxable years
any portion of which is included in the period for which such certificate
will be in effect.

If such a certificate Is filed, all amounts payable by such withholding agent
to such individual during the period such certificate is in effect shall be
exempt from the requirement of dedtictilig and withholding under this
chapter. Except as may otherwise be provided in regulations prescribed by
the Secretary or his delegate, an exemption certificate filed by an individual
described in this paragraph shall remain in effect only for the period begin-
ning on the effective date of such certificete and endlhg at the close of the
calendar year in which such period begins.

"(8) TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS.-
"(A) Any organization (other than a cooperative described in sec-

tion 521) which is exempt from the tax imposed by chapter 1 may file
with any withholding agent who pays amounts described in section
3452(a) (2), (8), or (7) an exemption certificate on which it certifies
that it is such an organization. If such a certificate is filed, all amounts
described in section 3452(a) (2), (8), and (7) payable by such with-
holding agent to such organization on and after the effective date for
such certificate shll (except as provided in subparagraph (B)) be
exenfpt from the requirement of deducting and withholding under this
chapter.

"(B) An exemption certiflcaite filed by an organization tinder sub-
paragraph (A) shall cease to be effective on the thirtieth day after the
day on which the withholding agent, with whom such certificate was
filed, is notified by either the organization or the Secretary or his del-
egate that the organization is no longer exempt from the tax imposed
by chapter 1. If an organization ceases to be exempt from such tax, it
shall, within the timle specified in regulationslw'escribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, so notify each withliblding agent with whom it has an
exemjitlon certificate lb effect.

"(b) EXCEPTIONS AND SPECIAL RULEs.-
"(1) CERTAkN ExCEPi)NS.-This section shall nbt apply to any amoint-

"(A) described in section 8452(a) (1) (relatitlg to interest on evi-
dences of indetedness),

"(B) described in section 3452(a) (8) p hid'if respect of a transferable
certificate or shiire, or

"(0) described i section 842(a)'(6) relatingg to interest on obiga-
tions of the United States).

"(2) SEUIEs H nONDS, ET.-In the case of transactiobs Involving the Te-
defiption of one or more obligations described In section 8452(a)"(7) (re-
iing to certain obligaitibs of the United Strites issued on a discount basis),

a separate certificate shall be filed with respect to each such transaction.
"(8) NOMINEES, CUSTODIANS, AND JOIN 0VNERS1r1Bs.-Utider regulations

prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, the exemrption provided by sub-
section(a) may be extended, in a maihier consistent with the other provi-
sions of this section, to-l
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"(A) amounts (other than amounts described in section 8402(a), re-

lating to dividends) paid through nominees;
"(B) amounts paid to custodians; and
"(C) amounts paid jointly to 2 or more individuals.

"(4) EFFECTIVE DATE OF CETIFICATE.-Any exemption certificate under this
section shall take effect on such day as is specified In accordance with regula-
tions prescribed by the Secretary or Iis delegate.

"(5) FORM AND CONTENIS OF CERTIFICATE AND NOTiOE.n-Any exemption
certificate under this section, and any notice under subsection (a) (8) (B),
shall be in such form and contain such information as the Secretary or his
delegate may by regulations prescribe.

"(c) Cnoss REFERENCE.-
"For penalty for filing fraudulent certificate, or for failing to provide notice, under

this section, see section 7205.
"SEC. 3484. REFUND OF TAX TO INDIVIDUALS.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-Except as provided in subsection (6), the tax deducted
and withheld tinder this chapter with respect to aniottiLts received by an Indi-vidual during any quarter (other than the fourth quarter) of his taxable year(together with any tax so deducted and withheld on amounts which were re-

ceived by him during any prior quarter of such year and with respect to which no
allowable claim for refund has boon filed under this seetto,) shall, to the extent
such tax does not exceed his refund allowance as of the tine the claim'for refund
is filed, be promptly refunded to him as an overpayment of tax. A refund of tax
shall be made tinder this section only if the amount claimed and allowable
equals or exceeds $10.

"(b) REFUND ALLOWANCE.-For purposes of this section, the reftifid allowance
of an individual as of tOe tiie the claim for refund is filed is an amount equal to
the excess, if any, of- '

"(1) an amount equal to 22 percent of-
"(A) the total of the deductions which, on the basis of facts existing

at the time the claim for refund is filed, such individual would be al-
lowed for the taxable year under section 151 (relating to dedtletiblls for
personal exemptions), plus

"(B) in the case of anindividual who, at the time the claim for re-
fund is filed, reasonably expects that he will be allowed a credit under
section 87 (relating to retirement income) for the taxable year, the
amount which, at such time, such individual reasonably expects to be
the amount of his retirement incoine (as defined in section 37(c) and as
limited by section 37(d) ) for the taxable year, less

"(0) the amounts (other than am onlits on which tax is required to be
deducted and withheld under this chapter) which, at the time the eltim
for refund is filed, such individtal reasonably expects to be iniludible
in his gross income for the taxable year; over

"(2) thealounts of tax with respect to which an allowable claim for-re-
fuld has been previously filed under this section during the taxable year.

For purposes of paragraph (1) (C), an individtl who files more thtn one claim
for refund tender this section for any taxable year may use the estimate for the
preceding claim for such year unless, at the thhe lie files the claim, he reason-
ably expects the atmoukits'referred to in paragraph (1) (0) to exceed such prior
estimate by more than $100.

"(C) MARRIED IxbMvYbtTALS.-For purposes of subsections (a), (b), and (d),
married individuAls shall be treated as an individual if, at the time the eliim
for refund is filed, they reasonably expect that they will file a Joint return for
the taxable yeattlh Whic6h such claim is filed.

"(d) , PrM on FILING CLAIM.-NOt more than one claim may be filed tinder
this section by any indIVIidti-fitduirig any quarter of his taxable yeafr. A refund
of tax deducted and withheld on amounifts received during a taxable year shall
be made ukldftr ths section only If claim therefor Is flied on or before the last
day of such taxable year.

"(e) INDIVIiIJALS NOT ELILMAE FOR REFND.-.No claim -for refund may befiled Ufllr tis section by-
"(1) any individual (other than an individual referred to in paragraph

(2) or (3))'iless, at theime the claim for refutid is filed, lie reasonably
expects that Ills gross income for the taxable year will not exceed $5,000,

i? "o, C, to
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"(2) any married Individual unless, at the time the claim for refund
is filed, he reasonably expects that the aggregate gross Income of such in-
dlivdIllil and his spouse for the taxable year will not exceed $10,000;

"(3) a head of a household (as defined in section 1(b) (2)) or a surviv-
ing spouse (as defined In section 2(b)) unless, at the time the claim for
refutfld is filed, lie reasoiatbly expects that his gross income for the taxable
year will not exceed $10,000; or

"(4) any clilld, unless, at the time the claim for refund is filed, he reason-
ably expects that no deduction would be allowed for him under section 151
(o) (1) (13) for the taxable year of his parent (or parents) beginning with
or within the calenditr year in which the claim for refund is filed.

"(f) CROSS REFERE.NCE.-
"For credit or refund of amounts not refunded under this section, see section 39.

"SEC. 3485. REFUND OF TAX TO STATES, TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS, ETC.
"(a) GENEitmL ltn..-In the case of a person which is-

"(1) the United States or a State,
"(2) an orgatiization (other than a cooperative described in section 521)

which is exempt from the tax posed by chapter 1,
"(3) a foreign government or international organization, or
"(4) a foreign central bank of issue,

if the tax deducted and withheld under this chapter with respect to amounts
received by such person during any calendar quarter exceeds the credit, if any,
claimed by and allowable to sUch person tinder section 3505 (relating to credit
against employment taxes) for such quarter, the excess (together with any such
excess for any prior quarter of the same calendar year with respect to which no
refund has been clalhied and allowed under this section) shall be promptly
refunded or credited to such person as all overpayment of tax. In the case of a
person to which paragraph (4) applies, the amotint which may be refunded or
credited under this section shall not exceed the amount of tax deducted and
withheld under section 3451 on interest paid on obligations of the Uited States
which are not held for, or used in connection with, the conduct of commercial
banking functions or other coffmnercihi activities.

"(b) Caoss REFERENCES.--
"(I) For period of limitation for filing claim under this section, see section 6511.
"(2) For presumed date of payment for purposes of (A) period of limitation see

section 6513(b), and (B) allowance of interest on overpayments, see section 0611(d).

"SEC. 3480. REFUND OF TAX TO CORPORATION.
"(a) GENERAL RULE.-If the tax deducted and withheld "under this chapter

with respect to amounts received by a corporation (other than a corporation de-
scribed in section 3485 (a)) during any quarter (other than the fourth quarter)
of its taxable year exceeds the amount claimed by and allowable to such
corporation under section 3487 as a credit against its ibility for tax under this
chapter for such quarter, the excess (together with any such excess for any prior
quarter of the same year with respect to which no refund has been claimed and
allowed under this section) shall be promptly refunded or credited to such cor-
poration as an overpayment of tax. A refund of tax shall be made under this
section only if claim therefor is filed after the close of the period covered by the
claim and on or before the last day of the taxable year.

"(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
"For credit or refund of amounts not refunded under this section, see section 39,

"SEC. 3487. CREDIT FOR TAX WITHHELD ON CORPORATION.

. "(a) GENERAL RtLE.--Any tax deducted and witihibd ttider this chapter with
respect to amounts received by a corporation (other thhn a coripration described
in section 8485 (it)) during a taxable year shall, to the extent not elaimed and
allowable as a credit or refund to the corporation under ection 3486, be allowed,
udder regulations prescribed by the Secretary or'his delegate, as a credit against
(but not In excess of) the tax for whict h such corporation is liable under this
chapter in respect of amoufits paid by it during such year.

"(b) DIVIDENDS AND PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS PAIn DUtfiNo TAXABLE YEAR.-
For purposes of deterintilfg tie credit allowable to any corporation udder sub-
section (a), a dividend, or amount subject to withholding bnder section 3471,
paid by it may be considered as having been paid diilhg the taxable year-

"(1) in the case of a personal h161ling comlpaby, if treated as paiddfiring
such taxable year under secti611-503(b),
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"(2) In the case of a regulated investment company, if treated as paid

during such taxable year under section 855 (a),
"(3) in the case of a real estate investment trust, if treated as paid during

such taxable year under section 858(a), or
"(4) in the case of a cooperative described in section 1381(a), if paid

during the payment period (as defined in section 1882 (d)) for such taxable
year.

"(C) SPECIAL RULE FOR CoRPoRATIoNs WHriOn ARE MEMi3ERS OF AN AFFILIATED
GaoU.-To the extent and subject to such conditions as may be provided in
regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, the tax deducted and
withheld under this chapter with respect to amounts received by a corporation
which is a member of an affiliated group which filed a consolidated return for
the preceding taxable year of the affiliated group may for purposes of this sec-
tion, be treated as tax deducted and withheld under this chapter from any cor-
poration which Is a member of the same affilifited group.
"SEC. 3488. OBLIGATION SOLD BETWEEN INTEREST-PAYMENT DATES.

"For purposes of any credit or refund provided in section 8484, 8485, 8486, or
8487, In the case of an obligation which is sold or exchanged between interest-
payment dates the amount required to be deducted and withheld on the Interest
at the end of the interest-payment period shall be treated in the manner provided
In section 39 (c).
"SEC. 3489. PRESUMPTIOi.

"For purposes of establishing that any person is entitled to a credit or refund
of any tax required to be deducted and withheld under this chapter with respect
to amounts received by such person, the correct amount of such tax shall, In the
absence of evidence to the contrary, be presumed to have been so deducted and
withheld.
"SEC. 3490. DEFINITIONS.

"For purposes of this chapter-
"(1) PERso.-The term 'person' includes the United States, a State, a

foreign government, and an international organization.
"(2) STATE.-The term 'State' includes a State, the District of Columbia,

a possession of the United States, any political subdivision of any of the
foregoing, and any wholly owned agency or instrumentality of any one or
more of the foregoing.

"(a) FORIGoN GOVERNMET.-The term 'foreign government' Includes a
foreign government, a political subdivision of a foreign government, and
any wholly owned agency or instrumentality of any one or more of the
foregoing.

"(4) NONRESIDENT ALIEN.-The term 'nonresident alien Individual' in-
eludes an alien resident of Puerto Rico."

(2) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS, ETC.-
(A) The heading for subtitle C Is amended to read as follows:

"Subtitle C-Employment Taxes and Collection of
Income Tax at Source"

(13) The table of chapters for subtitle 0 is amended by striking out
the last line and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"CHAPTER 25. C611etion of Income tax at source on Interest, dividends, and
patronage dividends,

"CHAPTER 20. General provisions relating to employment taxe3 and collection
of income taxes at source."

(0) The table of subtitles tifdier the heading "Ititernal Revenue Title"
at the beginning of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by
striking out the third line and Inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"SunTzTLm C. Employment taxes and collection of income tax at source."
oD) The heading for chapter 20 (as redesignated by pargaraph (1)

of ta subsection) is amended to read as follows:
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"CHAPTER 26-GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO
EMPLOYMENT TAXES AND COLLECTION OF INCOME
TAXES AT SOURCE"

(b) CREDITS AGAINST INCOME TAX FOR TAX WITHHELD.-
(1) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.-Part IV of sUbchapter A of chapter 1 (relating

to credits against tax) is amended by inserting after section 38 (added by
section 2 of this Act) the following new section:

"SEC. 39. TAX WITHHELD ON INTEREST, DIVIDENDS, AND PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS.
"(a) GENERAL RuL.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his

delegate, the tax deducted and withheld under chapter 25 (relating to withhold-
ing at source on interest, dividends, and patronage dividends) shall be allowed,
to the recipient of the amount with respect to which such tax was deducted and
withheld, as a credit against the tax imposed by this subtitle for the taxable
year in which such amount is received.

"(b) SPECIAL RULE FOR DEPENDENT CHILDREN.-If-
"(1) the taxpayer for his taxable year Is entitled to a deduction Under

section 151(e) (1) (B) with respect to a child, and
" (2) such child had, for the calendar year ending with or within the

taxpayer's taxable year-
"(A) gross income of less than $600, and
"(B) no wages (as defined in section 3401 (a)) with respect to

which withhbldifg was required under chapter 24,
then, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, the tax-
payer shall be entitled to the credit provided by subsection (a) with respect
to amounts received by such child during such calendar year, but only if such
child has not filed any claim for credit or refund of any portion of the tax
deducted and withheld with respect to such amounts.

"(c) APPORTIONMENT OF CREDIT.-For purposes of subsection (a), if an
obligation is sold or exchanged between interest-payment dates-

"(1) so much of the amount required to be deducted and withheld on the
interest at the end of the interest-payment period as is properly allocable
to that part of such period which ends on the date of the sale or exchange
shall be treated as an abiotnt dedtcted arid withheld froth the transferor
on the date of the sale or exchange, and

"(2) so much of such ambituit as Is properly allocable to that part of such
period which begins on the day after the date of the sale or exchange shall
be treated as an amount deducted and withheld from the transferee.

"(d) LIITATIONS.-The credit provided by subsection (a) shall not be
allowed-

"(1) REFUND TO INDIVibALS.-To any individual with respect to any
amount of tax allowed hitm as a refund under section 3484.

"(2) CREDIT OR REFUND TO STATES, ETC.-To any person with respect to
any amount of tax allowable to such person as a credit or refund under
section 3485 or as a credit under section 3505.

"1(3) CREDIT OR REFUND TO COPRATIbNS.-To any person with respect to
any amount of tax allowed such person as a credit or reffndl under section
3486 or as a credit under section 3487.

"(4) CERTAIN DEPENDENT oiftbumEN.-To any person with respect to any
amotit of tax which has been claimed and is allowable as a credit to such
person's parent by reason of the pfovisions of subsectioh (b).

"(6) NO MINEES, ETo.-To any person with respect to any amount of tax
allowed such perg6n as a credit under section 1444(b)."

(2) COMMON TRUST FUNDS.-Sectioh 584(c) (reliffng to the income of
partieloflhits inthe fttlfd) is amended by adding at the end thereof the fol-
lowing paragraph:

"(31) TAX WITtI9iELD AT SOURCE ON INTEREST, DIVIENDS, AND PATRONAGE
DIVIDENDS.-In any case where tax under chapter 25 is deducted and with-
held on any amdtitits received by a comnmin trust fund, for ptiroses of any
credit or refund provided in section 39 or 3505, or chaplter 25, such tax
shall, in accodanice with regulaitntis prescribed by the Secretary or his
delegate, be considered as having been deducted and withheld proportion-
ately from each participtnt."
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(3) ESTATES AND TRMSTS.-Section 642(a) (relating to special rules for

credits and deductions in the case of estates and trusts) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(4) TAX WITHflELD AT SOURCE ON INTEREST, DIVIDENDS, AND PATRONAGE
DiVtDENDS.-In any case where tax under chapter 25 is deducted and with-
held on any amoUhts received by an estate or trust, for purposes of any
credit or refund provided in section 89 or 8505, or chapter 25, such tax shall,
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,
be considered as having been deducted and withheld from each beneficiary
in an amount which, when added to the amounts paid, credited, or required
to be distributed to him, equals the amounts which would have been paid,
credited, or required to be distributed to him in the absence of chapter 25.
Any tax under chapter 25 which is deducted and withheld on amounts re-
ceived by the estate or trust shall be considered as withheld from such estate
or trust to the extent it is not considered as withheld from a beneficiary
under the provisions of the preceding sentence."

(4) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS.-
(A) Section 164(b) (1) (relating to deduction denied in the case of

certain taxes) is amended by-
(i) striking out the word "and" at the end of subparagraphM );
(11) striking out the comma at the end of subparagraph (C) and

Inserting "' and"; and
(ii1) adding after subparagraph (0) the following new

subparagraph:
"(D) the tax withheld at source under chapter 25 (relating to col-

lection of income tax at source on interest, dividends, and patronage
dividends) ,".

(B) Section 874(a) (relating to allowance of deductions and credits
to nonresident alien individuals) is amended by striking "81 and 82"
and inserting in lieu thereof "31, 32, antd 89".

(C) Section 1814(e) (relating to inapplicability of part II of sub-
chapter Q of chapter 1 of subtitle A to taxes imposed by subtitle C)
Is amended by striking "employment taxes" and inserting In lieu
thereof "employment taxes and collection of income tax at source".

(D) Section 6211(b),(1) (relating to rules applicable in determina-
tion of deficiency) is amended by striking "81" and inserting in lieu
thereof "31 or 39".

(E) The table of sections for part IV of subchapter A of chapter
1 is amended by striking out
"Sec. 38. Overpayments of tax."

and Insertingin lieu thereof
"See, 38. Investment In certain depreciable property.
"See. 39. Tax withheld on interest, dividends, and patronage dividends.
"See. 40. Overpayments of tax."

(0) INTEREST AND DIVDENDS PAD TO NONRESIDENT ALIENS, ET.-
(1) W1TH1tOLtJiG RATE.-

(A) Section 1441 (reliflng to withholding of tax on nonresident
aliens) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:

M(e TnEATiEs.-In 'the- case of amounts described'in section 3452 (a) (relating
to Interest), section 8402(a) (roltinitg to dividefidi), and section 8472(a) (relait-
ig to phtronage dividefidg), the tax required to be deducted and withheld tin-
der subsection (a) shall not by reason of the provisions of any treaty be less
thhn 20 percent of such aMoiunts."

(B) Section 1442 (relating to withholding of tax on foreign corpora-
tions) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
sentence: "In the case of ainfthts described section 8452(a) (relating
to fiterest), section 8402'(d) (relating to divIdeiWds), and section 8472
(a) (rehenting to patronage dividends), the tax refilired to be deducted
and withheld tnder the preceding sentence shall not by reason of the
provisli1s of any treaty be less than 20 percent of such amounts."

t-I'k-A. -
1, 7
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(2) NOMINEES, Ero.-Subchapter A of chapter 3 (relating to withholding
of tax on nonresident aliens and foreign corporations) Is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new section:

"SEC. 1444. INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS PAID TO NOMINEES; CREDITS TO WITH-
HOLDING AGENTS.

"(a) WITHHOLDINo OF TAX BY PAYo.-Under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary or his delegate, every person who pays amounts subject to withholding
under chapter 25 and who has been notified by a payee thereof that the payee
is a nominee required to deduct and withhold on such amounts under section
1441 or 1442 shall, in lieu of the nominee, deduct and withheld from such
amounts paid to the nominee the tax required to be deducted and withheld tnder
section 1441 or 1442, in the same manner as if such amounfts were paid by such
person directly to the beneficial owner thereof.

"(b) CREDITS TO WITitUiLDINO AoENTS.-In the case of any person who is
required to deduct and withhold tax under section 1441 or 1442 in respect of
amounts received by him during any calendar year on which tax was deducted
and withheld (or, in the case of amounts described in section 89(c) (1), was
treated as deducted and withheld) under chapter 25, the taxes so deducted and
withheld (or treated as deducted and withheld) under chapter 25 shall, under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, be allowed as a credit
against (but not in excess of) his liability for the year in respect of the taxes
imposed by sections 14,1 and 1442."

(3) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.-The table of sections for subchapter A of
chapter 3 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

"See. 1444. Interest and dividends paid to nominees; credits to withholding
agents."

(d) CREDIT FOR STATES AND TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS.-
(1) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.-Chapter 26 (general provisions relating to

employment taxes and income tax withheld at source) is amended by add-
ing at the end thereof the following new section:

"SEC. 3505. SPECIAL CREDIT IN CASE OF STATES OR TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS.
"(a) GENERAL RtULE.-In the case of a person which is a State (as defined

in section 3490(2)) or which Is an organization (other than a cooperative de-
scribed in section 521) which is exempt front the tax imposed by chapter 1, the
tax deducted and withheld under chapter 25 with respect to amounts received
by it during any calendar Qtuhrter shall be allowed, under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate, as a credit against (but not in excess of) such
person's liability (after the adjustments, if any, provided for in sections 6205 (a)
and 6413.(a)) for such quarter in respect of the taxes imposed by chapter 21
(Federal Insurance Contributions Act) and by chapter 24 (collection of income
tax at source on wages). Such credit shall be allowed only if claith therefor
Is made, in accordance with such regulations, at the time of the filing of the
return with respect to the taxes under chapter 21 and chapter 24 for such
quarter.

"(b) OBLIGATIONS SOLD BETWEEN INTEREST-PAYMENT DATES.-For purposes
of this section, in the case of an obligation which is sold or exchanged between
interest-payment dates, the amount reqtilred to be deducted and withheld on
the interest at the end of the interest-payment period shall be treated in the
manner provided in section 30(6).

"(6) CROSS REFERENOE.--
"For refund under chapter 25, see section 3485."

(2) TEO=NCAt AUENb ENTS.-
(A) Section 3502 (relating to nondeductibility of taxes in computing

taxable ifteole) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new subsection:

(c) The tax deducted and withheld under chapter 25 shall not be allowed
as a deduction. computing taxable income under subtitle A either to the person
deducting and withholdiig the tax or to the recipient of the amounts subjectto withhodiag."
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(B) The table of sections for chapter 26 is amended by adding at

the end thereof the following:
"See. 8505. Special credit in case of States or tax-exempt organizations."

(e) OTHER TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS.-
(1) DECLARATION OF ESTIMATED INCOME TAX DY 1NDIViDUALS.-Section

6015 (a) (relating to declaration of estimated income tax by Individuals)
Is amended by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (2) and in-
serting In lieu thereof "and amounts on which tax is required to be de-
deducted and withheld under chapter 25".

(2) ADJUSTMENT OF TAX UNDERPAYMENT.-
(A) Subsection (a) (1) of section 6205 (relating to special rules

relating to assessment of employment taxes) is amended by striking
out "or 3402 Is paid with respect to any payment of wages or compen-
sation," and inserting in lieu thereof "3402, 3451, 3461, or 8471 Is paid
with respect to any payment of remuneration, Interest, dividends, or
other amounts".

(B) Subsection (b) of such section is amended by striking out "or
3402 is paid or deducted with respect to any payment of wages or com-
pensation" and inserting in lieu thereof "3402, 3451, 3461, or 3471 is
paid or deducted with respect to any payment of remuneration, Interest,
dividends, or other amounts".

(0) The heading for such section Is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 6205. SPECIAL RULES APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN TAXES UNDER SUBTITLE C."

(D) the table of section for subchapter A of chapter 63 Is amended
by striking out

"See. 6205. Special rules applicable to certain employment taxes."

and inserting In lieu thereof
"See. 0205. Special rules applicable to certain taxes under subtitle C."

(3) USE OF GOVERNMENT DEPOsITARs.-Section 6302(c) (relating to use
of Government depositaries) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentence: "The Secretary or his delegate shall not require
the deposit under this subsection of any tax deducted and withheld under
chapter 25 (relating to collection of Income tax at source on interest, divi-
dends, and patronage dividends) In a Government depositary before the last
day prescribed in section 3481 for payment of the tax."

(4) EXCEsSIVE wITrf6f.rING.-SectIon 6401(b) (relating to excessive
withholding) Is amended to read as follows:

"(b) ExcEssrvE WITHhoIN.-If the amounts allowable as credits under
section 31 (relating to credit for tax withheld at source under chapter 24) and
section 39 (relating to credit for tax withheld on Interest, dividends, and patron-
age dividends under chapter 25) exceed the taxes Imposed by chapter 1 against
which such credits are allowable, the amount of such excess shall be considered
an overpayment."

(5) ADJUeTMENT OF TAX; OVERPAYMENT.-
(A) Subsection (a) (1) of section 6413 (relating to special credit and

refund rules applicaible to certain employment taxes) Is amended by
striking out "or 8402 is paid with respect to any payment of remunera-
tion," and Insertinig In lieu thereof "3402, 8451, 8461, or 3471 is paid
with respect to any payment of remuneration, Interest, dividends, or
other amounits,".

(B) Subsection (b) of such section Is amended-
(i) By striking from the heading of such subsection the words

"OF CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT TAXES"; and
(1i) By striking out "or 3402 is paid or deducted with respect

to any payment of remuneration" and Inserting in lieu thereof
"8402, 3451, 8461, or 3471 is paid or deducted With respect to any
payment of remuneration, Interest, dividends, or other amounts".

(0) The following new subsection Is added at the end of such section:
"(e) CROSS REFERENCES.-

"For special refunds or credits of tax withheld on interest, dividends, or patronage
dividends under chapter 26, see sections 3484, 3485, 3486. 3487, and 3505.',

4~'A J% ,
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(D) The heading for such section Is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 6413. SPECIAL RULES APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN TAXES UNDER SUBTITLE C."

(9) The table of sections for subchapter B of chapter 65 is amended
by striking out

"See. 641M. Special rules applicable to certain employment taxes."

and inserting In lieu thereof
"See. 0413. Special rules applicable to certain taxes under subtitle C."

(6) OVERPAYMENT NOT DEDUCTED AND WITHIIELD.-Section 6414 (relating
to income tax withheld) is amended by striking "chapter 8" and inserting in
Heu thereof "chapter 8 or 25".

(7) TIME TAX CONSIDERED PAI.-Section 0518(b) (relating to time tax
considered paid) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new sentences: "For purposes of section 0511 or 6512, any tax deducted and
withheld tinder chapter 25 which is allowable under section 89, 3484, 8485,
or 3486 as a credit against tax or as a refund of an overpayment (or an
amount treated as an overpayment) of the tax imposed by chapter 1 shall,
in respect of the person entitled to such credit or refuid, be deemed to have
been paid by him on the last day prescribed for filing the return (deter-
mined without regard to any extension of time for filing such return) of tax
under chapter 1 for his taxable year in which the amount subject to with-
holding tinder chapter 25 Is received by him or, if such person has no taxable
year, on the fifteenth day of the fifth calendar month following the close of
such person's annual accounting period witllin which such amount is received
by him. In the case of an amount allowable as a credit under section 39(b)
to the parent of a child, such amount shall, if claimed by the parent, be
deemed to have been paid on the last day for filing his return (determined
without regard to any extension of time for filing such return) for his tax-
able year which begins with or within the calendar year in which amounts
subject to withholding under cliter 25 were received by the child."

(8) FAILUItE TO PAY ESTIMATED INCOME TAX.-
(A) INDIvIlUAL.-Subsections (e) and (f) of section 0054 (relating

to failure by individual to pay estimated income tax) are amended to
read as follows:

"(e) APPLICATION OF SEcTION IN CASE OF WITHIIELD TAxEs.-For pur-
poses of applying this section-

"(1) the estimated tax shall be computed withllot any reduction for
amouthts which the individual estimates as his credits under section 31 (re-
lating to tax withheldtt source on wages) and section 89 (relating to tax
withheld on interest, dividends, and pitrolge dividends) ; and

"(2) the anliuht of the credits allowed under sections 31 and 39 for the
taxable year shall be deemed a paymfict of estimated tax, and an equal part
of such amount shall be deemed paid on each installment dlite (determined
under section 6153) for such taxable year, unless the taxpayer establighes
the dates on which all amotifnts were actually withheld (or in the case of
amounts described in section 39(c) (1), were treated as withheld), in which
case the amounts so withheld shall be deemed payments of estimated tax
on such dates.

'(f) TAx CO UTED AFTER APPLICATION OF CnEIrs AGAINST TAx.-For pur-
poses of subsections (b) and (d), the term 'tax' means the tax imposed by
chapter 1 redfidd by the credits against tax allowed by part IV of subchapter A
of chapter 1, other than the credits against tax providedby section A1 relatingg
to tax withheld on wages) and section 89 relatingg 'to trax withheld on interest,
dividends, and patrkihge dividends)."

,(B) ConPonATioNs.-Sectidn 6655 (reldtig to failure by corporation
to pay estimated income tax) is amenddd-

.(i) by strllg alitthe period at the eidof subsection (e) '(2) (B)
and inserting in lieu thereof ", other than the credit against tax
provided by secti6n' 89 (relating to tax withheld on interest, divi-
dends, and p.t.hage divide."... ; Mid

(11) by redesignatifig subsectiona (f) as subsecti6n- (g) and In-
serting after subsection (e) the following new subsection: d

"(f) APPLICATION OF SE1tRbN IN CASE or TAX WITHHELID ON INTEREST, DIVI-
DENDS, A1D PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS.-For purposes of applying this section-
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"(1) the estimated tax shall be computed without any reduction for the
amount which the corporation estimates as its credit under section 30 (re-
lating to tax withheld on interest, dividends, and patronage dividends);
and

"(2) the amount of the credit allowed under section 39 for the taxable year
shall be deemed a payment of estimated tax, and an equal part of such
amount shall be deemed paid on each installment date (determined under
section 6154) for such taxable year, unless the corporation establishes the
dates on which all amounts were actually withheld (or in the case of
amounts described in section 39(c) (1), were treated as withheld), in which
case the amounts so withheld shall be deemed payments of estimated tax
on such dates."

(9) PENALTY ron FILING FRAUDULENT EXEMPTION OERTIFICATE.-SectIon
7205 relatingg to fraudulent withholding exemption certificate or failure to
supply information) is amended by adding the following new sentence at
the end thereof: "Any person who willfully files an exemption certificate
with any withholding agent under section 8483, on which the certification is
known by him to be fraudulent or to be false as to any material matter,
or who is required to file a notice under subsection (a) (3) (B) of section
3483 and who willfully fails to provide such notice in the manner, at the,
time and showing the Information required under such subsection (a) (8) (B),
or the regulations prescribed thereunder, shall in lieu of any penalty other-
wise provided, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $500, or
imprisoned not more than 1 year, or both."

(10) OFFENSES WITT! RESPECT TO COLLECTED TAXES.-The last sentence of
section 7215(b) (relating to offenses with respect to collected taxes) is
amended to read as follows: "For purposes of paragraph (2), a lack of
funds existing immediately after the payment of wages or amounts subject
to withholding under chapter 25 (whether or not created by the payment of
such wages or amounts) shall not be considered to be clrc mstances beyond
the control of a person."

(11) DEFINITION OF WITHHOLDING AGENTS.-Section 7701 (a) (16) (defin-
ing the term "withholding agent") is amended by striking out "or 1461"
and inserting in lieu thereof "1461, 3451, 8401, or 3471".

(f) EFFECTIVE DATES.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-Except as provided in pargraph (2), the provisions

of this section shall apply in the case of interest and dividends paid on or
after January 1, 1963.

(2) SPECIAL RULES.-
(A) In the case of transferable obligations described in paragraph

(1) or (6) of section 3452(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the
provisions of this section shall apDly only to interest paid with respect
to interest-paymnefits periods comfmencing on or after Jnllary 1, 10 3.

(B) The provisions of this section shall apply to Ambunts described
in section 3472 of such Code paid on or after January 1, 1903, with
respect to patronage occurring on or after the first day of the first

taxable year of the cooperative beginning oh or after January 1, 1963.
SEC. 20. INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN FOREIGN ENTITIES.

(a) INFORMATION To BE FunNIsitgD nY INnIVIlluAtS, Do.rEsTIO CoftPORATi6Ns,
ET0., WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN FOREIGN CORP9ATIMNS.-Secton 0038 is amended
to read as follows:
"SEC. a038. INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

"(a) ItEQUtL1EMENT.-
"(1) IN GENERA.-Every United States person shall furnish, with re-

spect to any foreign corporation whIeh such person controls (within, the
meaning of subsection (d) (1)), such information as the Secretary or his
delegate may prescribeby regulatiohs rel~itifg to-

" (A) the name, the principal place of business, and the nature of
business of such foreign corportion, and the colitry under whose'laws
Incorporated;

"(B) the accumilated profits (as defined in section 002(e)) of such
foreign corporation, including the items of income (whether or not
included in gross income under chapter 1), deductions (whether or not
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allowed in computing taxable income under chapter 1), and any other
item taken into account in computing such accumultaed profits;

"(C) a balance sheet for such foreign corporation listing assets, lia-
bilities, and capital;

"(D) transactions between such foreign corporation and-
"(i) such person,
"(i) any other corporation which such person controls, and
"(ii) any United States person owning, at the time the trans-

action takes place, 10 percent or more of the value of any class of
stock outstanding of such foreign corporation; and

"(D) a description of the various classes of stock outstanding, and a
list showing the name and address of, and number of shares held by,
each United States person who is a shareholder of record owning at any
time dtuting the annual accounting period 5 percent or more in value
of any class of stock outstanding of such foreign corporation.

The Secretary or his delegate may also require the furnishing of any other
information which is similar or related in nature to that specified in the
preceding sentence.

"(2) PERIOD FOR WHIOn INFORMATION IS TO BE FURNISHED, FTO.-The in-
formation required under paragraph (1) shall be furnished for the annual
accounting period of the foreign corporation ending with or within the
United States person's taxable year. The information so required shall be
furnished at such time and in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate
shall by regulations prescribe.

"(3) LTMITATION.-NO information shall be required to be furnished under
this subsection with, respect to any foreign corporation for any annual ac-
coutifting period unless such information was required to be furnished under
regulations in effect on the first day of such annual accounting period.

"(b) EFFEOT'OF FAILtUIE To Fit.ISiT INFORMATIN.-1
"(1) IN GENERAL.-If a United States person fails to furnish, within the

time prescribed uider paragraph (2) of subsection (a), any informatl6h
with respect to any foreign corporation required under paragraph (1) of
subsection (a), then-

"(A) in applying section 901 (relating to taxes of foreign countries
and possessions of the United States) to such Uttited States person for
the taxable year, the amou t of taxes (other than taxes reduced under
subparagraph (B)) paid or deemed paid (other than those deemed paid
under section 004(d) ) to any foreign country or possession of the United
States for the taxable year shall be reduced by 10 percent, and

"(B) in applying sections 902 (relating to foreign tax credit for cor-
porate stockholder in foreign corporation) and 957 (relating to special
rules for foreign tax credit) to any such United States person which is
a corporation (or to any person who acitires from any other person any
portion of the -interest of such other person in any such foreign corpo-
ration, but only to the extent of such portion) for any taxable year, the
amount of taxes paid or deemed paid by each foreign corporation with
respect to which such person is required to furnish information during
the annul accoftibg period or periods with respect to which such
information is required tinder paragraph .(2) of subsection (a) shall
be reduced by 10 percent.

If such failure contitUles 90 days or more after notice by the Secretary or his
delegate to the United States person, then the amount of the reduction under
this subsection shnll be 10 percent plits an additional 5 percent for each
3-moflth peridd, or frictio'n thereof, during whith such failure to furnish
information continues after the expiration of such-90-dAy period.

"(2) SPECIAL IRt7LES.-
"(A) No taxes shall be reduced under this subsectioniiiore than once

for the same filue.
"(B) For purposes of tlts subsectibn, the tithe prescribed tinder para-

graph (2) of subsection (a) to furnish information (and the beginiilng
of the 90-day period after notice by the Secretary) shall be treated as
being not earlier than the last day on which (as shown to the satisfac-
tion of the Secretary of his delegit6) reasonable cause existed for fail-
ure to ftrish such information.
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"(0) In applying subsections (a) and (b) of section 902, and in
applying subsection (a) of section 950, the reduction provided by this
subsection shall not apply for purposes of determining the amount of
accumulated profits In excess of income, war profits, and excess profits
taxes.

"(c) Two OR MORE PERSONS REQUIRED To FURNISH INFORMATION WITH
REsPEOT TO SAME FOREIGN CORPORATION.--Where, but for this subsection, two
or more United States persons would be required to furnish information under
subsection (a) with respect to the same foreign corporation for the same period,
the Secretary or his delegate may by regulations provide that such information
shall be required only from one person. To the extent practicable, the determina-
tion of which person shall furnish the information shall be made on the basis of
actual ownership of stock.

"(d) DEFINIiONS.-For purposes of this section-
"(1) CONThOL.-A person Is in control of a corporation If such person

owns stock possessing more than 50 percent of the total combined voting
power of all classes of stock entitled to vote, or more than 50 percent of the
total value of shares of all classes of stock, of a corporation. If a person is
in control (within the meaning of the preceding sentence) of a corporation
which in turn owns more than 50 percent of the total combined voting power
of all classes of stock entitled to vote of another corporation, or owns more
than 50 percent of the total value of the shares of all classes of stock of
another corporation, then such person shall be treated as in control of such
other corporation. For purposes of this paragraph, the rules prescribed by
section 818(a) for determining ownership of stock shall apply; except that
clause (i) of section 818(a) (2) (C) shall be applied without regard to the
50 percent limitation contained In such section.

"(2) ANNUAL ACCOUNTING PERIOD.-The annual accounting period of a
foreign corporation Is the annitihl period on the basis of which such corpora-
tion regularly computes its income in keeping its books.

"(e) CRoss REFERENCES.-
"(1) For provisions relating to penalties for violations of this section, see section

7203.
"(2) For definition of the term 'United States person', see section 7701(a)(30)."

(b) INFORMATION AS TO ORGANIZATION OF REORGANIZATION OF FOREIGN CORPORA-
TIONS AND AS TO AOQVIsITioNs OF THEM SToo.-Section 6046 (relating to returns
as to creation or organization, or reorganization, of foreign corporations) is
amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 6046. RETURNS AS TO ORGANIZATION OR REORGANIZATION OF FOREIGN

CORPORATIONS AND AS TO ACQUISITIONS OF THEIR STOCK.

"(a) REQUtfiEMENT OF RETURN.-A return contilying with the requirements of
subsection (b) shall be made by-

49(1) each United States citizen or resident who Is an officer or director
of a foreign corporation on January 1, 1963, or who becomes such an officer
or director at any time after such date,

"(2) each United States person who on January 1, 1963, owns 5 percent
or more in value of the stock of a foreign corporation, or who, at any time
after such date-

"(A) acquires stock which, when added to any stock owned on Janu-
ary 1, 1908, has a value equal to 5 percent or more of the value of the
stock of a foreign corporatlon, or"(B) acquires an additional 5 percent or more In value of the stock
of a foreign corporation, and - -'

"(8) each person who at any time after January 1, 1063, becomes a Uited
States person while owbibig 5 percent or more in value of the stock of a for-,.
eign corporation.

"(b) FoRM AND CONTENTS Or RETUsNs.-The returns required by subsection
(a) shall be in such form and shall set forth, in respect of the foreign corpora-
tion, such information as the Secretary or his delegate prescribes by forms or
regulations as necessary for carrying out the provisions of the income tax laws.

"(c) OwNERsHn OF STOOC.-For purposes of subsection (a) (2) and (8),
stock owned directly or indirectly by a person (ihcluding, In the case of an in-
dividUal, stock owned by members of his family-) shbll be taken into account.
For purposes of the preceding sentence, the family of an IndiVidu61 shall be
considered as including only his brothers and sisters (whether by the whole or
half blood), Spouse, ancestors, and lineal descendants.

8210--62-pt. 1-6
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"(d) TIME FOR FILINa.-Any return required by subsection (a) shall be filed
on or before the 90th day after the day on which, under any provision of sub-
section (a), the United States citizen, resident, or person becomes liable to file
such return.

"(e) CROSS REFERENCE.-
"For provisions relating to penalties for violations of this section, see sections

6678 and 7203."
(C) CIVIL PENALTY FOR FAILURE To VILE RETURN.-Subchapter B of chapter

68 (relating to assessable penalties) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new section:
"SEC. 6678. FAILURE TO FILE RETURNS AS TO ORGANIZATION OR REORGANIZA-

TION OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS AND AS TO ACQUISITIONS OF
THEIR STOCK.

"(a) CIVIL PENALTY.-In addition wto any criminal penalty provided by law,
any person required to file a return under section 6046 who fails to file such re-
turn at the time provided in such section, or who files a return which does not
show the information required pursuant to such section, shall pay a penalty of
$1,000, unless it Is shown that such failure Is due to reasonable cause.

"(b) DEFIOIENoY PROCEDURES NOT To APPiY.--Subchapter B of chapter 63
(relating to deficiency procedure for income, estate, and gift taxes) shall not
apply In respect of the assessment or collection of any penalty Imposed by sub-
section (a)."

(d) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS.-
(1) Section 318(b) (relating to cross references) Is amended by striking

out "and" at the end of paragraph (5), by striking otit the period at the end
of paragraph (6) and inserting In lieu thereof "; and", and by adding at the
end thereof the following:

(7) section 6038(d)(2) (relating to information with respect to certain foreign
corporations)."

(2) The table of sections for subptirt B of part III of subchapter A of
chapter 61 is amended by striking out

"Sec. 6046. Returns as to creation or organization, or reorganization, of foreign
corporatifts."

and Inserting in lieu thereof
"See. 6046. Returns as to organization or reorganization of foreign corpora-

tions and as to acquisitions of their stock,"
(3) The tiUble of sections for subchapter B of chapter 08 Is amended by

adding at the end thereof the following:
"See. 6078. Failure to file returns as to organization or reorganhatt6n of for-

eign corporations and as to acquisitions of their stock."
(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.-

(1) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply with respect to
annual accounting periods of foreign corporations beginning after Decem-
ber 31, 1962.

(2) The amendifteits made by subsection (b) shall take effect on 3ainu.
ary 1, 1063.

SEC. 21. TREATIES.
Section 7852(d) of the titernhl Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to treaty obli-

gations) shall tit ajpily'lnrespect of any amendment madeby this Act.
Passed the House of Representatives March 29, 19062.
Attest:

RALPH R. ROBERTS, Clerk.
The CHAIRM AN. The first witness is Secretary Dillon. Secretary

Dillon had tvt eiggemfnt to go down to Soutlh America tbmWorrw
but he ao61 cekd it beckise of the revoltiisn. [Laughter.]

I atn very glad he did because he is a very valuable man
in the offlial family of the GoV01iMMt, and I think he shotild
protect himself and not go whore there is any danger of being killed.

Mr. Dilflot, you may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF HON. DOUGLAS DILLON, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY

Secretary DmLoN. Mr. Chairman, as you have pointed out, this is f
highly complex bill which covers a great many items and, therefor%
my statement which must cover these all of these items, at least ini
some detail, is longer than I would'ordinarily like to have a statement,
and I beg your Indulgence for that.

During my appearance before you this morning, I hope that I shall
be able to convey my strong personal feeling of urgency concerning
the need for favorable action on the balanced tax revision bill so
painstakingly constructed by the House Ways and Means Committee.

H.R. 10650, entitled "The Revenue Act of 1962," was passed by the
House of Representatives last Thursday. This forward-rooking mea.9-
tire was developed on the basis of the tax recommendations contained
in the President's message to the Congress of April 20, 1961.

The President pointed out in his message that although the basic
framework of our tax system is generally acceptable, constructive
reforms are essential to insure that it serves our changing domestic and
interttional economic goals and that it continues to meet the require.
ments of tax fairness in a changing economy.

The bill before you incorporates most of the President's recom-
mendations, although some of them in modified form. The House
Ways and Means Committee merits high commendation for its
thoughtful and truly prodigious efforts over the past 11 months.
Those efforts have produced a bill that moves the tax structure a
considerable distance in the directions sought by the President and
at the same time provides a modest revenue gain.

I appreciate being able to discuss with you the features of the bill
which I consider satisfactory as well as our recommendations for im-
provements. I will not follow the order in which these features are
taken up in the bill. The sequence used ifi the bill does not group
related subjects together but rather takes up sections in accordance
with the order in which they will appear in the Internal Revenue
Code. Thus, I will depart from this sequence in order to treat related
items in close conjunction with one another.

TAX CREDIT F0R 1V1WSTMENT IN CERTAIN DEPRECIABLE r OPERTY (SEO. 2)

The central element in the bill is the tax credit for investment in
depreciable machinery and equipment. The bill provides in general
for the deduction from taxes otherwise due of 7 percent of the cost of
new machinery and equipment. A similar result c6tild have been
achieved by a 14 percent investment allowance, under which 14 per-
cenft of the investment woitld be deductible in computing taxable in-
come. This metld of investment stiuilatiftnis presently In -use in
the United Kingdom, Belgitm, and the Netherlands and is in the
process of being enacted by the Australian Patilinment. It is a tried
and-proven approach. We have preferred the 7 percent tax credit
to the 14 percent investment allowance because it gives full credit
to small businesses subject to the 80 percent corporate tax rate atid to
those inii crporated businesses whose tax rate is less than 52 percent.
With an investment allowance a small business would receive only 80
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percent of the benefit compared to 52 percent for larger companies.
With a tax credit the full benefit flows to small businesses. The credit
will apply to investment in eligible assets acquired after December 31,
1961. it will stimulate investment in modernization and expansion
of our industrial capacity, strengthen our whole economy, contribute
to economic growth, and substantially increase the competitiveness of
American products in markets at home and abroad.

American industry must compete in a world of diminishing trade
barriers, in which the advantages of a vast market, so long enjoyed
here in the United States, are now being or are about to be realized
by many of our foreign competitors. Our balance of payments posi-

tion, as well as our standard of living in the long run, can be improved
or even maintained only if we can increase our efficency and pro-
ductivity at a rate at least equal to that of other leading industri-
alized nations. These nations have now largely achieved the condi-
tions needed to attract massive investment in productive facilities-
including external currency convertibility, price stability, and politi-
cal stabilfity-and they are providing effective tax incentives designed
to accelerate investment and growth. We cannot, therefore, afford
to stand by and do nothing, or put off affirmative action to a later
day. We need to increase our investment in machinery and equipment
now-delay can only place greater strains on our international pay-
ments position and put off the achievement of the rate of growth we
must achieve if we are to meet our domestic and international com-
mitments and provide jobs for our ever-increasing labor force.

Machinery and equipment expenditures-the type of business capi-
tal expenditure which is basic to the creation of new products and
which also makes the most direct contribution to cost-cutting, pro-
ductivity, and efficiency-constitute a smaller percentage of the gross
national product in the United States than in any major industrial
nation of the world. In recent years we have devoted less than 6
percent of our GNP (less than 5 percent in 1961) to this type of vital
capital outlay, only half the proportion devoted to this purpose by
West Germany, only three-fourths that of the United Kingdom, and
about 60 percent as much as the combined average of the European
members of the OECD. Perhaps even more significant is the fact
that in the United States this percentage has recently been declining
steadily, whereas it has been increasing in these other nations.

Recent studies indicate a close correlation between the ratio of in-
vestment in productive equipment to GNP and the rate of economic
growth. In view of the relatively small proportion of GNP that
h3as been allocated to investment "in machinery and equipment in
the United States, it is not surprising to find that the average annual
rate of growth (in constant prices) experienced in the United States
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in the decade of the fifties was only 8 percent, compared with more
than 7 percent for West Germany, and with a range of 4 to 6 percent
for most other industrial countries of Western Europe. In order to
minimize unemployment, to satisfy the desire of our people for rising
standards of living, to meet our defense and other domestic and
international obligations, and to demonstrate the vitality of our free
economy, we must achieve a higher rate of growth. This we cannot
do unless we achieve a more satisfactory rate of capital formation.

We cannot hope to achieve the increased rate of capital formation
necessary to more rapid economic growth and full employment unless
we bring our tax treatment of capital investment into line with the
standards which our European competitors have used so successfully
over the past decade. To attain this result the administration is pur-
suing a two-pronged course in the area of depreciation. One step in-
volves administrative action to modernize depreciation guidelines in
keeping with the statutory provision of a "reasonable allowance" for
depreciation, including obsolescence. In addition to more realistic
recogition of obsolescence and technological trends, the Treasury
aims to achieve a simpler, more flexible system of depreciation.

The revised depreciation g uidelines, to be announced in late spring
of this year, will constitute the first really major change in the admin-
istration of depreciation since the early 1930's. The establishment of
a modern depreciation system which takes account of the current
faster tempo of obsolescence will help to stimulate investment in this
country. ut, I must emphasize, the shortening of depreciable lives
to a fully realistic basis will not bring American industry abreast of
its foreign competitors. For all the other major industrialized na-
tions of the free world provide for either the use of unrealistically
short lives for depreciation purposes, a practice which distorts income
and cost statements, or for special initial allowances or investment
allowances which supplement regular depreciation charges, or for a
combination of two or more of these incentives.

The impact of depreciation plus initial and investment allowances
on the amounts that may be deducted in the year in which a new asset

~ ~
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is acquired in Canada, Japan, and the seven leading industrial na-
tions of Western Europe is shown in table 1:

TABLE 1.-Comparson of depreciation deductions, initial and investment allow-
ances I for industrial equipment in leading industrial countries with similar
deductions and allowances in the United States

Repre-
senta-
tive
tax

lives

Yearsf elglumn ........................................... 8
Canada ------------------------------------------- 10
France -------------------------------------------- 10
West Germany ..................................... 10
Italy ............................................... 10
Japan .............................................. 16
Netherlands ........................................ 10
Sweden ------------------------------------------- 5
United Kingdom ---------------------------------- 27
Unied States:

Without investment credit and lives equal to
current Bulletin F weighted average of 19years.................... ..... ........ .........

With lives of:
1 6 y e a r s .................................... .........
14 years .............................................
13 years .............................................
12 y ears ................ . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 years .............................................
10 .years .............................................

With Investment credit and lives equal to
current Bulletin F weighted average of 19years I ----------------------------------------. --- ......

With lives of:15 years ------.......................................
1 4 y e a r s ....................................
13 years ................................... ... "
1 2 y e a r s .................................... .........
1 1 y e a r s .................................... .........
1 0 y e a r s .................................... ........

Depreciation deductions, initial and In.
vestment allowances (percentage of cost
of asset)

First year First 2 years First 5 years

22.5
30.0
25.0
20.0
25.0
43.4
26.2
30.0
39.0

10.5

13.3
14.3
15.4
10.7
18.2
20.0

(24.5)

(27. 3)

29.4)30.7)
32.2)
34.0)

26.5
29.3
30.3
31.4
32.7
34.2
30.0

(33.0)

40.5
42.4
44.0)
47.1)5O.0)

45.0
44.0
43.8
30.0
50.0
51.0
49.0
51.0
46.3

19.0

24.0
26.5
28.4
30.0
33.1
36.0

35.9

40.9
42.5
44.4
46.6
49.1
52.0

(6. 7)
(85.1)07. 7)
(70.0)
73. 8)
77.0)
81.2)

92.5
71.4
76.3
07.2

100.0
08.2
85.6

100.0
64.0

42.7

51.1
53.7
50.6
59.8
03.0
67.2

68. 7

87.1
09.7

72.0
75.8
70.0
83.2

I The deductions and allowances for each of the foreign countries have been computed on the assumption
that the investment qualifies fully for any s ecial allowances or deductions permitted. The deductions
In the United States have been determined under the double-declining balance depreciation method,
without regard to the limited first-year allowances for small business.

I For purposes of this table, the 8 percent Investment credit has been considered as equivalent to a 10
percent Investment allowance. For corporations subject only to the 30 percent normal tax it Is equivalent
toan Investment allowance of 27 percent. The figures in parentheseq indicate the effect of a 7-percent
credit, equivalent to an investment allowance of 14 percent (23 percent for corporations subject only to the
normal tax).

Source: Treasury Department, Office of Tax Analysis, Apr. 2, 1062.

Here it may be seen that the percentage of the cost of an asset that
may be deducted in the first year ranges from 20 percent in West Ger-
many to 43.4 percent in Japan compared with as low as 10.5 percent in
the United States. For the first 5 years of the life of the asset, the
relevant proportion falls within the range of 62-70 percent for West
Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom, between 70 and 80 per-
cent for Canada and France, and 85 to as much as 100 percent for
Belium Italy, the Netherlands, and Sweden. 11n sharp contrast, the
applicabe percentage in the United States is 42.7 under the present
average Bulletin "F" life and 51.1 percent for the most commonly used
15-year life.

'the data presented in the table demonstrate clearly that even a
drastic downward revision of depreciable lives beyond anything that
can be justified by realistic asset lives would still not bring capital
allowances in the United States to a level comparable with that per-
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mitted by our foreign competitors. Should our overall administra-
tive revision of depreciation bring about reductions in guideline lives
as large as those which were found appropriate for the textile in-
dustry, not more than a quarter of the current gap between deprecia-
tion practices here and abroad will be closed. Administrative mod-
ernization of depreciation simply cannot do the job. The reason is
simple. Realistic depreciation cannot be expected to produce de-
preciation chargeofis equal to the special incentive provisions in gen-
eral use abroad. Nor can it provide the additional incentive which
the experience of other industrialized countries has demonstrated is
needed to broaden and deepen the flow of investment into new, more
efficient equipment. The combination of both the forthcoming mod-
ernization of depreciation guidelines and a special incentive such as
the investment credit contained in the bill before you is required if
U.S. business firms are to be placed on substantially equal footing with
their foreign competitors in this respect. It is essential to our com-
petitive position in markets, both here, at home, and abroad, that
American industry be put on the same basis as foreign industry. Un-
less this is done, increased imports and decreased exports will unneces-
sarily add to the burden of our balance-of-payments deficit.

The investment credit will stimulate investment in a number of
ways. Because it reduces the net cost of acquiring depreciable assets
it increases the rate of profitability. Thus, for example, a 10-year
asset that is expected to yield a rate of return after taxes of 5 per-
cent under straight line or 5.6 percent under double-declining balance
depreciation will, with an 8-percent investment credit, yield a return
of 7.9 percent per year. This rel)resents an increase in profitability
of more than 40 percent (for a 7-percent credit the 7.9 and 40 per-
cent become 7.6 and 35) percent). An increase of this magnitude
will provide a major stimulus to business firms to replace older, less
efficient machinery and equipment and, in the process, incorporate
the most recent technological developments into productive facilities.
Detailed explanations of the procedures involved in computing pro-
fitability and the cost of the various incentive measures that have
been suggested at one time or another are contained in exhibit I.

Investment decisions are influenced as well by the availability of
funds. Since the credit will increase the flow of cash available for
investment, it will stimulate investment through this effect as well
as through its effect on profitability. The increased cash flow will be
particularly important for new and smaller firms, which do not have
ready access to the capital marketss and whose growth is often
restrained by a lack of capital funds.

Still another way in which the credit may be expected to stimulate
investment is through a reduction in the payoff period for invest-
ment in a particular asset, which is one measure of the risk associ-
ated with any investment. This reduction in risk, coupled with the
higher rate of profitability and increased cash flow, will shift the
margin at which positive decisions to invest are made and will help
to restore to past levels the proportion of our annual output that is
devoted, through investment in machinery and equipment, to build-ing the strength, vitality, and competitive force of the American
economy.
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Another interesting comparison may be made, one that should in-
trigue those who favor a low-interest rate as a primary investment
stimulus. An 8-percent investment credit reduces the gross financing
costs of a 10-year asset as much as would a reduction of the interest
rat, from 5 to 31/3 percent, for a 15-year asset from 5 to 3% percent.
But the credit does not entail the balance of payments and other dif-
ficulties that would accompany a concerted effort to bring long-term
interest rates down by such a large extent.

Some critics of the investment credit have suggested that we should
approach the problem of increasing investment through tax changes
by giving first priority to measures designed to add to consumer de-
mand. An increase in consumer demand will, of course, induce addi-
tional investment, but this is not the only way in which the level of
investment may be raised and it would be wrong to place our entire
reliance on this approach. This is because investment induced by
consumer demand suggests primarily expansion using existing kinds
of equipment and techniques, rather than more efficilent and-larger
quantities of capital per worker and, therefore, greater productivity.
We cannot be content merely with the level of capital formation that
will result from response to increased consumer demand. We must
have both more capital equipment per unit of output and in-
creased demand for that output. Thus a higher rate of growth re-
quires a more rapid accumulation of productive facilities than would
be forthcoming if investment were induced solely by an increase in
final demand. The American economy now is mich in need of mod-
ernization of its capital equipment which, in the technological environ-
ment of the 1960's, requires an increase in the ratio of capital to out-
put. One of the important means of achieving a higher rate of
economic growth lies precisely in increasing this ratio, and a direct
approach to investment incentives is needed to accomplish this. We
must increase the overall attractiveness of investment at any given
volume of consumer demand in order that our productivity and
growth may be maximized.

With this objective in mind, the credit should be viewed pri-
marily as a means of encouraging the modernization of industrial
mining, agricultural, and other equipment, increasing the produc-
tivity of the American economy by adding to the quantity and quality
of capital available per worker, and increasing the relative attractive-
ness of investment at home compared with investment abroad.

Those who are properly concerned about the existin gap between
current and full employment output urge that this gap should be filled
by expansion of consumer demand. But the increase in overall de-
mand required to bring the economy closer to full employment need
not consist solely of an increase in consumer demand. Increased in-
vestment adds equally to aggregate demand, and in the transition to
full employment the rising aggregate demand due to increased invest-
ment will, by transmitting itself through the economy, add substan-
tirlly to constmer demand.

MAoreover, in this transition period the total increase in demand-
generated by increased investment but including additional outlays
on consumer goods and services-will far exceed any overall increase
in capacity. Thus the credit will contribtite significantly to our objec-
tive of adhiem ing a higher level of employment. It should be clearly
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noted that the increased productive capacity resulting from a more
rapid rate of capital formation will also in the long run make possible
for higher levels of consumption.

Another objection to the investment credit stems from concern
about our ability to maintain full utilization of the increased pro-
ductive capacity after it has been acquired. I believe thot this con-
cern reflects a viewpoint that is far too pessimistic. The under-
lying forces of expansion in our economy are strong and will be
strengthened further by the enactment of the investment credit. The
substantial anticipated increase in the labor force in the years ahead
provides a challenge and an opportunity, if the necessary tools of
production are forthcoming, for a more rapid rate of economic growth
than we have experienced in recent history. I am confident that this
administration will take such steps as dre needed to maintain the
required level of total demand. The economic effects of the invest-
ment credit will make its task easier. It is in the context of this
approach to public policy that the merits of the investment credit
must be appraised.

Another criticism which was heard frequently last year was based
on a misunderstanding. This was the thought that the credit is a
temporary remedy for recession or that it would be somehow offset
by more restrictive administration of depreciation. The arguments
I have made for the credit clearly reveal that such legislation must
be a permanent part of our tax code if we are to meet foreign compe-
tition, and our administrative action in the textile field is a harbinger
of what is being prepared for other fields-more liberal rather than
more restrictive administrative action.

Finally there has been the criticism that holds that the credit is
a form of subsidy which other incentive measures are not and that
it will not be sufficiently effective as a means of increasing invest-
ment. Those who hold this view, including the National Association
of Manufacturers, usually favor the acceleration of depreciation
beyond what is justified on the basis of realistic accounting. Careful
study and consideration of a wide variety of alternatives to the invest-
ment credit show, however, that all of these alternatives, without ex-
ception, share the same characteristic of giving the investor in equip-
ment a monetary reward beyond what he would receive on the basis of
realtistic accounting. The element of subsidy or incentive is equally
present in all of them. We have chosen the credit primarily because it
increases the profitability of investment far more per dollar of revenue
cost than any of the other alternatives. For example, the first 5 years'
revenue cost of a 20-percent initial allowance would exceed that of an
8-percent investment credit by about $1 billion, but the allowance
would increase the profitability of investment in a 10-year asset by less
than 10 percent, compared with more than 40 percent for the invest-
ment credit. Even a 40-percent initial allowance, the cost of which
over the next 5 years would be more than twice as great as the cost of
the credit, would have an appreciably smaller effect on profitability
for assets with expected useful lives of up to 20 years.

Similar conclusions emerge from our analysis of such incentives as
triple-declining balance depreciation and adross-the-board percent-
age increases in depreciation allowances. In addition all of these
alternatives which go beyond realistic depreciation suffer from a
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number of important disadvantages which are not associated with
the investment credit. Unrealistically high depreciation charges ten(
to distort income tccounting and produce higher costs for tax and in
the case of a great number of firms, book purposes. Such h igher
costs may frequently be reflected in liher prices. Since they also
cost the Government more and provide a fesser stimulus to investment,
it seems clear that the investment credit is the best way in which to
supply the additional incentive that is so badly needed.

In general, the House bill carries out the President's recommenda-
tion on the investment credit in an acceptable manner. As you
know, however, the general rate of the investment credit was reduced
in the final stage of Htouse consideration of the bill from 8 to 7
percent in order to achieve an overall revenue bhiance in the bill.
At the same time the House reduced the limit on the credit allowable
against tax liability in any taxable year from the first $100,000 plus
50 percent of the excess to $25,000 plus 25 percent. Although a 7-
percent credit would provide a substantial stimulus to investment,
the 8-percent figure was originally chosen because it produced the
maximum stimulus consistent with our revenue needs. I therefore
urge the committee to restore the credit to the original level as re-
ported by the Ways and Means Committee. It wouh(l also be helpful
if the committee would restore the limitation over $25,000 to the 50
percent figure origin ally adopted by the Ways and Means Committee.
These two changes can be accomplished at a gross cost of $375 million,
which would be more than offset by other changes in the bill which I
shall suggest. In order to reduce the revenue cost of the credit for
fiscal year 1963 1 recommend that the 25-percent limit be retained for
the current year. This would hold the gross increase in cost for fiscal
year 1963 to $135 million, which would be more than offset by other
reductions in the cost of the credit itself which I shall suggest.

Under the House bill the credit can be taken on up to $50,000 a year
in used equipment which otherwise meets the tests of eligibility. This
feature is intended to aid small businesses, which frequently purchase
used equipment. It should help those smaller firms with limited
capital resources which seek to upgrade their equipment by replacing
wholly obsolete assets with used but more recent models. At the same
time adequate safeguards are provided to insure against abuses that
might otherwise arise as a consequence of fictitious trading in used
assets.

H.R. 10650 provides a partial credit of 3 percent with respect
to otherwise qualified outlays by regulated public utilities such as
electric power, gas, and telephone companies. The full credit is
allowed transportation companies which do not enjoy the monopoly
privileges of the other utilities and whose rates are not regulated in
a manner designed to permit a specific rate of return for each com-
pany. The full credit is also allowed to gas pipelines.

The President's original proposal recommended that the credit
not apply to regulated p...ublic utility corporations. This recommenda-
tion. was made with full recognition of the great contribution the
utilities make to the American economy. It was based on the fact that
public utilities are regulated monopolies with substantial assurance
of a given rate of return on investment after tax. Moreover, invest-
ment in publicutility facilities is based largely on demand, governed
by public requirements.
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After evaluating serious conflicting considerations, the Ways and
Means Committee and the House adopted a compromise position,
granting a 3-percent rather than a 7-percent credit to eligible invest-
ments of the utilities. While we recognize that industrial power costs
are an important, element in manufacturing costs, we have not been
able to separate this eh-'ment of the utility business from the regulated
fields of commercial and household consumption. For this reason and
for the reasons more fully set out in exhibit I, the Treasury considers
that on balance the issue would be better resolved through the exclu-
sion of the regulated utilities in the electric, gas, and communications
fields. The Federal Power Commission has informed us that the gas
pipelines share the basic characteristics of these regulated utilities and
would be treated for ratemaking purposes in the same manner. For
this reason gas pipelines should be grouped with other regulated public
utilities and be excluded from qualification for the credit.

The revenue gain from exclusion of these utilities from the credit
in the House bill would amount to more than $250 million. With the
changes I have suggested the annual gross cost of the investment
credit when fully operable will be $1,350 million, based on the level
of investment anticipated for 1962.

I should like to make a few concluding comments on the investment
credit proposal before passing on to other aspects of the bill.
Throughout our economy there will be thousands of investment deci-
sions involving billions of dollars during the remainder of this year
and in succeeding years which may hinge on the outcome of this legis-
lation. There is often a thin line between a yes and no decision in the
investment area. With the credit we will have affirmative actions
where there would otherwise be none.

This matter has top priority in the agenda for tax reform. As
chief financial officer of the Nation, I do not lightly regard tax abate-
ments on the scale proposed here. I urge this legislation because it
will make a real addition to growth consistent with the principles of
a free economy; because it will provide substantial help in alleviating
our balance-op-payments problem, both by substantially increasing the
relative attractiveness of domestic as compared with foreign invest-
ment and by helping to improve the competitive position of American
industry in markets at home and abroad; and because, far f roi adding
to the forces responsible for alternative recessions and recoveries, it
will be of major assistance in strengthening our present recovery and
enabling us to attain a higher rate of growth and sustained full em-
ployment. Early action Will resolve uncertainty or hesitancy and
begin at once a strong and lasting incentive for nodernization of the
productive facilities of our national economy.

The rest of the bill and our further recommendations will bring
substantial improvements in tax equity and will more than offset the
gross cost of an 8-percent investment credit.

GAINS From T wlE ISPOSiTON OF DEPECIAbL PROPERTY (SEC. 14)

The President recommended that capital gain treatment be with-
drawn from gains on the disposition of depreci able property, both real
and personal, to the extent of prior depreciation allowances.
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Such gain reflects depreciation allowances in excess of the actual
decline iii value of the asset and under the President's proposal would
be treated as ordinary income. Any gain in excess of the cost of the
asset would still be treated as capital gain. This reform would
eliminate an unfair tax advantage which the law today gives to those
who depreciate property at a rate in excess of the actual decline in
market value and then proceed to sell the property, thus, in effect,
converting ordinary income into a capital gain. It is particularly
essential at this time in view of the impending administrative revision
of depreciation guidelines.

Under H.R. 10650 gain on the disposition of depreciable personal
property, and certain other property which is eligible for the invest-
ment credit, will be treated as ordinary income to the extent of depre-
ciation taken for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1961.

However, the House failed to act on the President's proposal as it
applies to real estate, largely because of difficulties in reaching a
consensus on the appropriate reined.. There nevertheless appears to
be recognition that excessive depreciation in the real estate area is a
serious problem and that some action is required.

It is my view that it would be unwise to delay action. I therefore
renew the recommendation for legislation at this time. Specifically
1 recommend that depreciation, with respect to all real estate here-
after acquired, be limited to an amount not in excess of the deprecia-
tion allowed under the straight-line method. Under present rules
depreciation at accelerated rates applies not only to the taxpayer's
investment, but also to the amount of mortgage indebtedness to which
the property is subject. Since the acquisition of real estate is usually
heavily financed by mortgage indebtedness accelerated depreciation
often provides deductions far in excess of the income from the prop-
erty. In such cases the investor is able, because of the depreciation
deduction, to amortize the principal of the mortgage, to obtain a non-
taxable cash return of 10 to 12 percent or more on his equity invest-
ment, and even to wipe out tax on other income at top bracket rates.
When the depreciation deductions cease to produce such spectacular
results, the property is frequently sold. Thus the excess depreciation,
having been charged against income taxable at ordinaTy rates, is re-
couped and taxed only as capital gains.

Concrete examples of this process are contained in exhibit VI.
Furthermore, accelerated depreciation applied to real estate is not

an appropriate measure of decline in value. Real estate, unlike pe.r-
sonal property, does not generally suffer unusually heavy deprecia-
tion in the early years of its life.

In addition, gain on the sale of all real estate should be treated as
ordinary income to the extent of depreciation for taxable years be-
ginning after December 31, 1961. To meet the assertion of real estate
investors that such ordinary income treatment would operate
peculiarly in the real estate area to lock them into their investments
after a long period of time, such treatment could be subject to a slid-
ing scale cutoff as follows: In the case of real estate held for 6 years
or less at time of disposition, gain would be ordinary income io the
extent of 100 percent of depreciation for taxable years beginning after
December 81, 1961, in the case of real estate held for more than 6
years prior to disposition, the percentage of such depreciation which
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would be treated as ordinary income would be reduced by one per-
centage point for each month the property has been held in addition
to 6 years.

A sliding scale cutoff, starting as early as 6 years after acquisition,
is approp rate only if depreciation of real estate is limited to the
straight-Iine method. Even with straight-line depreciation, taxation
of gain on the sale of depreciable real estate at ordinary income rates
to the extent of prior depreciation is necessary for at least the period
provided in the sliding scale cutoff. This will relieve the pressure on
depreciable lives that would otherwise obtain and will permit more
flexibility to the taxpayer. It will therefore limit disputes in the
determination of tax lives, salvage values, and expenditures allowable
as repair deductions for depreciable real estate.

The House bill also should be amended to provide for the treatment
as ordinary income of gain on the sale of depreciable property to the
extent of prior deductions for amortization of interests in depreciable

roper y, in order to prevent avoidance of this section by the use of
leaseholds of depreciable property.

The revenue gain to be realized from the enactment of the House
bill's provision for taxation of gain on the sale of depreciable prop-
erty is $100 million. Adding the features I have recommended with
respect to real estate will adda further $80 million to our ttax receipts.

EXPENSE ACCOUNTS (SEC. 4)

One of the most publicized and troublesome areas in our tax system
today is the deductible expense account. The problem is not simply
one of the tax avoidance that arises through abuse of existing rules,
such as disguising as business expense the entertainment and recrea-
tional activities of members of the family or the gross overestimating
of expenditures on business entertainment. The requirement in the
House bill that entertainment, traveling, and gift expenses be properly
substantiated represents an effective step forward in controlling this
abuse. But even where business associates are involved and proper
records are kept, present law allows members of a select group to
charge a large portion of their recreational and personal living c. -
penses to the Federal Government.

Tighter enforcement of present law is not the answer to the problem.
Under present law the use of a yacht to entertain acquaintances osten-
sibly to seek potential business, or wining and dining acquaintances
in night clubs and at cocktail parties for similar purposes, can be
charged against income otherwise taxable. This confers substantial
tax-free personal benefits upon those offering the entertainment and
the beneficiaries of the entertainment. Personal expenses disguised
as business expenses present difficult enforcement problems. Only
clear-cut decisive legislation will remedy this ever-worsening situa-
tion, with its unfortunate effects on the morale of the general tax-
payer and on tax revenues.

Originally in the House and today before this committee, we urge
that the cost of business entertainment, including club dues, and thle
maintenance of entertainment facilities (such as yachts and hunting
lodges) be disallowed in full as a tax deduction. 'Restrictions should
also be imposed on the amount to be deducted as business gifts, and on
travel expenses for vacations that are combined with business travel.
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To permit the normal conduct of business affairs, a number of im-
ortant exceptions should be provided. Thus, deductions should not
o denied for the cost of meals in surroundings conducive to business

discussions, employee recreational programs, entertainment extended
to the public in general, and similar items, as set forth in the House
bill.

As it relates to entertainment and facilities, H.R. 10650 it designed
to require a closer connection between the entertainment and the carry-
ing on of business activities. While this will enable the Internal
Revenue Service to disallow the cost of entertaining which is not di-
rectly related to the actual conduct of business, the House provision
obviously draws only a vaguely defined line. It seems certain that con-
siderable controversy and litigation will ensue.

Moreover, the House approach does not fully solve the basic prob-
lem. It still permits the deduction, for a relatively small and select
group, of expenditures which, unlike other business expenses, confer
substantial personal benefits upon their recipients.

As regards gifts, the House provision denying deductions for busi-
ness gifts having a value of more than $25 would effectively curb pres-
ent abuses.

The bill before you will also effect an improvement in the area of
travel expenses if, as we assume, the standard of "reasonableness" in-
serted in the statutory provisions dealing with the deduction of travel-
ing expenses, is intended to curtail lavish and extravagant expendi-
tures. However, the bill fails to provide for any allocation of travel-
ing expenses when a trip is devoted partly to business and partly to
vacation; deduction of the total expenses of such travel is a serious
abuse problem today and a reasonable allocation provision is needed.

Tn its present form, the expense-account features of H.R. 10650
will add $125 million per year to tax receipts. Adoption of the provi-
sions we are now recommending will increase this figure to $250 mil-
lion.

WITHHOLDING OF INCOME TAX AT SOURCE ON INTEREST AND
DIVIDENDS (sLOc. 19)

An obvious defect in our tax system lies in the failure of some in-
dividuals to report dividend and 'interest income on their tax returns.
Most dividend and interest recipients are responsible taxpayers who
faithfully report each year about $15 billion of such income. There
is, however, about $3 billion of interest and dividends received by
taxable individuals which is not reported. That shortage e results in
a revenue loss of more than $800 million annually, which must be
nmede up by the general taxpayer.

This nonrepoi-ting of dividends and interest is a chronic problem
which must be dealt with effectively. Billions-of dollars in Govern-
ment revenues have been lost, over tei years and the substantial, con-
tinuing avoidance of tax in this area has a demoralizing effect.

The Government has not let this problem go unchallenged. Strong
efforts have been made, with the full support and cooperation of the
financial community, to improve voluntary compliance through edu-
catniotal drives. The Internal Revenue Service.,has enlarged its audit
enforcement and educational] activities in this area. But the overall
results have been disappointing.
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It ias been suggested that in the future, with automatic data proc-
essing, additional information reporting by interest and dividend
)ayers and more audit enforcement effort, the nonreporting gap

might be closed. This approach has been carefully studied by our tax
administrators. But the failure to report dividends and interest is a
mass compliance problem involving milions of transactions and ADP,
although helpful in the sorting of information documents filed by
paye.ns, will not, in itself, collect any taxes. To collect taxes by this
1roceduro would require an inordinate .amount of time, manpower,
and money in audit-Tollowup and collection procedures as well as the
use of at least 250 million information returns. Moreover, at best
ti Government could be expected to recover only a small portion ol
the unpaid taxes which, though large in total, represent an aggrega-
tion of a large number of rather small sums.
Tile Commisioner of Internal Revenue has concluded that the

ADP-enforcement approach alone, as compared to withholding
"would be burdensome and expensive to business and Government out
of all proportion to the effect it would have on the sporting gap."
ie estimates that, even with a substantially enlarged enforcement and

collection effort, based upon greatly expanded reporting by payers of
interest, this approach would only reduce the nonreporting gap by
about 25 percent, as compared to 80 percent for withholding. At the
same time, withholding will cost the. Service about one-third less-
$19 million, as compared with $27 million.

The Commissioner regards withholding as "the most workable,
business-like approach" for closing the gap, by assuring the automatic
colection of tax at the first tax bracket rate. ADP, as a system com-
plementary to withholding, can be efficiently and effectively applied to
assist in achieving tax compliance in the higher income brackets.

The President's recommendation for tax withholding does not in-
Volve a new tax on dividend and interest income; it is simply an ad-
ministrative device to assure collection of existing tax obligations.
W1re have had tax withholding on wages and salaries for almost two
decades. It is a proven tax collection method-helpful not only to
the Government but also to taxpayers as a gradual and systematic
inethod of tax payment and collection. Since most dividend and
interest recipients also are, or have been, wage and salary earners,
withholding on dividends and interest would in large part cover tax-
payers already familiar with withholding operates. The House
bill provides for exemptions from withholding for most interest and
dividends receivable by all children under 18 years of age and for
adults who do not expect to owe any tax. It also provides for prompt
quarterly refunds in all cases involving overwithholding.

The mechanics of withholding on dividends and interest will be
simple. The institution paying the dividends and interest will merely
total up the amount of dividends or interest due to persons who have
not filed exemption certificates, deduct 20 percent of this total amoutit,
and pay the 20 percent over to the Government at tihe end of the month
following the quarter in whi.h the dividends or interest are paid.
It will pay each dividend or interest recipient who has not filed an
exemption certificate 80 percent of tile am6itnt of his dividend or
interest. It will not be necessary for payers to furnish information
statements e,"ther to fle Government or to the reeipleot of dividends
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or interest. Persons who have filed exemption certificates will be paid
the full amount of the dividend or interest.

Dividend and interest withholding is equally simple for the recipi-
ent. Since withholding will always be at a flat 20-percent rate, the
recipient can easily determine how much has been withheld. In fact
the recipient does not even have to know how much has been withheld
in order to complete his tax return. The return will carefully lead
him through a simple gross-up procedure whereby he can determine
the amount of his dividends and interest to be included in his income
and the credit ie is allowed for the amount of tax withheld.

The mechanics of the Treasury's original withholding proposal,
with no provision for exemption certificates, were even simpler. The
Ways and Means Committee after full consideration, however, de.
cided that a system of exemption certificates for nontaxable individ-
uals is more desirable. Although this will mean some additional
record keeping for payers, the House felt that the benefits of an
exemption procedure clearly outweigh the additional work involved.

The withholding provisions of H.R. 1060, which would be made
effective on January 1, 1963, meet the President's objective in this
area. It is estimated that the withholding system provided in the bill
will recoup $650 million of the annual revenue loss resulting from
the nonreporting of dividends and interest.

PROVISIONS INVOLVING TAX EQUALITY AMONG COMPETING BUSINESSES

1. TAX TREATMENT OF COOPERATIVES AND PATRONS (SEO. 17)

Legislation enacted by the Congress in 1951 was intended to tax
cooperative income on a current basis at the cooperative level if the
income was not paid out or allocated as patronage dividends, or at the
patron level, if it was paid out or allocated. As the result of court
decisions which held that certain noncash patronage refunds are non-
taxable when received by patrons, even though the dividends con-
tinued to be deductible by the cooperatives, this intent has not been
carried out.

The President recommended that the law be amended to make the
intent of the 1951 legislation effective. Another recommendation
would extend the roposed tax withholding on dividends and interest
to patronage dividends. Withholding on patronage dividends at the
20-percent rate would assure the average patron of the funds with
which to meet his tax on noncash dividends.

The House bill provides an adequate remedy for the unintended
exemption of some cooperative income. Under the bill, cooperatives
would be permitted a deduction for patronage dividends paid in cash
and for noncash dividends paid in the form of written notices of
allocation. These written notices of allocation, in the form of non-
cash of "scrip" dividends, would be deductible by the cooperative
either if they are payable in cash within 90 days at the option of the
patron or if the patron ha§ consented in writing to inclilde them in his
income, or if the cooperative has adopted a bylaw requiring, all patron
members to pay tax on these written notices of allocation. As under
present law, patrons would not have to pay tax on dividends received
with respect to purchases of items for personal use,
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Cooperatives engaged in furnishing electrical energy or providing
telephone service in rural areas would not be subject to these provi-
sions as these cooperatives are exempt from taxation or are in the

process of qualifying for exemption. The enactment of the House
gill will insure that the earnings of cooperatives will be taxed cur-
rently, either to the cooperative or to the patrons. This provision
will yield $35 million per year in additional revenue.

2. TAXATION OF MUTUAL FIRE AND CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANIES (SEC. 8)

The House bill, in line with the President's recommendation, is de-
signed to achieve more equal treatment of stock and mutual fire and
casualty insurance companies.

Since 1942, the mutual companies have been taxed only on their
investment income, subject to a minimum tax of 1 percent on gross
income from all sources. This formula disregards both underwriting
gains and underwriting losses. On the other hand, the stock companies
carefully taxed on all of their income, in the same manner as other
corporations.

Under H.R. 10650 mutual fire and casualty companies, after gener-
ous provision for reserves for losses in a deferred income account,
would be subject. to tax at ordinary corporate rates on net under-
writing and investment income. Amounts equal to 1 percent of claims
paid plus one-quarter of underwriting gain may be deducted from
currently taxable income and credited to a deferred income account.
If the amount set aside in this account in any taxable year is not used
to absorb losses in the following 5 years it will be added to taxable
income in the sixth year, but only to the extent of the 1 percent, of
claims paid and one- half of the one-quarter of underwriting gain that
remains. Thus one-eighth of underwriting gains may be permanently
deferred from taxation and, in addition, taxation of a large portion-of
underwriting gains is deferred for 5 years.

The 5-year deferral provision' is continuous in its effect; taxation of
each succeeding year's underwriting gain is deferred for 5 years.
Thus it is more than a mere transition to regular corporate taxation.
If the growth trend of the mutual companies continues, each successive
year's underwriting gains will exceed the gains of the fifth preceding
year, so that current full taxation will never be achieved. In addition,
permanent deferral of one-eighth of underwriting gains is a windfall
for the most profitable companies; only those companies with con-
sistent underwriting profits will be able to enjoy this permanent de-
ferral and the larger their profits the greater the value of the benefit.

The House provisions represent an important step toward placing
the mutual fire and casualty insurance companies on a tax basis
which recognizes underwriting as well as investment sources of income
or loss. But the regular corporate basis of taxation, as *originally
recommended by the President, and as now applied to the stock com-
panies, wotild provide simpler and more eqttble treatment. In effect,
this recommendation woTd eliminate both the 5-year aid permanent
deferral provisions of the House bill. Consideratidt, however, might
be given to providing a gradtial transition to regular corporate tax-
atioh over a 5-year peri d. This would be preferable to the coitinuing
and permanlent'deferral provisions of the Hduse bill.

82190 O-2-pt. 1-7
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Full corporate taxation would yield about $50 million of additional
revemne annually. The provisions iii tile House bill will yield about
$4(0 million after the lapse of 5 years.

3. MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS AND SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

[Tnder present law, mutual savings banks and savings and loan
associations can deduct, from their income amounts added to a reserve
for bad debts until reserves, surplus, and undivided profits equal 12
percent, of deposits or withdrawable accounts. As a result,, during the
etfire decade, 1952-1961, all mutual savings banks and savings and
loan associations paid total Federal income taxes of less than $70
million, while at the same time they stained $5.5 billion as additions
to reserves, surplus, and undivided profits. From an economic and
accounting point of view a large part. of the untaxed additions to bad
debt reserves constitutes net income which, were it earned by compet-
ing financial institutions, would be subject, to corporate income tax.

H.R. 10650 goes part of the way toward implementing the Presi-
dent's recommendation that the tax laws should assure nondiscrimina-
tory treatment of competing financial institution. It reflects the
conclusion of the House of Representatives that mutual thrift insti-
tutions do retain a considerable amount of income which should be
subject to tax. The bill would substitute for the present reserve pro-
vision an annual deduction for reserves for bad debts of either 3 per-
cent of the net increase in all real estataloans or 60 percent of the
retained income of the institutions.
# The proposed substitute reserve provision is still more generous than
is warranted by any reasonable concept of a bad-debt, reserve. The
alternative deduction of 60 percent of the retained income of these
organizations is not. related to bad-debt reserve needs. In effect, it
provides that. the mittual thrift institutions will pay tax on about 55
percent of their operating income, computed after deduction $of a
reasonable reserve for bad debts and after distributions to depositors.
In contrast the estimated comparable percentage for commercial banks
is equal to about 80 percent.

I believe your committee will wish to reexamine this provision of
H.R. 10650 in the light of the President's recommendations to assure
nondiscriminatory taxation among competing financial institutions.
The action by the House of Representabves will yield $200 million
per year in revenue, contrasted with $365 million under a proposal
that would provide taxation more closely comparable to that applica-
ble to commercial banks. Such comarability could be achieved by
alowing these insitutions to deduct from net income after distribu-
tions to depositors an amount equal to either 3 percent of net additions
to real estate loans, as in the House bill, or 3T/3 percent of retained
income before deduction of a reserve for bad debts. This alternative
would permit tax-free additions to reserves of amounts well in excess
of bad-debt reserve needs and would allow, in effect, substantial tax-
free additions to capital. Under these aternathres the miitttal thrift
institutions would pay tax on about 80 percent of their net operating
income, and thus this approach would, ahieve substantial equality in
the taxation of competing financial institutins.
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LOBBYING EXPENSES (SEC. 3)

Section 3 of the House bill would permit taxpayers engaged in busi-
iess to deduct certain lobbying expenditures. These include the cost
of appearing before committees of Federal State, or local legislative
bodies, contacting individual legislators, transmitting legislative in-
formation between a taxpayer and an or anization of which he is a
member, and the portion of the dues paid by a member attributable to
carrying on of such activities by the organization. The Treasury is
opposed to this substantial change in the law.

THE TAXATION OF FOREIGN INCOME AND INVESTMENT

The President's recommendations on the tax treatment of foreign
income and investment all support the general principles of equity and
neutrality in the taxation of U.S. citizens at home and abroad
and as such would promote fairness and the efficient allocation of
resources here and a road. Moreover, since the special tax prefer-
ences we seek to eliminate tend to favor foreign over home investment.,
the President's recommendations have two important additional ad-
vantages for us at the present time. They will promote domestic cap-
ital formation and. employment., and thus stimulate economic growth
in this country. They will thereby reinforce the stimulating effect
of the investment credit, which is limited to domestic investment.
Implementation of these recommendations will also contribute to an
improved balance-of-payments position for at least the next 10 to 15
years when we expect we will most need that improvement. These
considerations lend urgency to the enacment of the recommendations.

H.R. 1050 contains provisions relating to' all of the President's
recommendations, each of which I will take up in turn. In addition,
I will deal with the growing problem of artificial tax incentives to
short-term capital movements. The bill includes several technical
provisions which I will only mention here, such as those dealing with
gains from the liquidtition of foreign corporations, distributiohns in
kind, rules for allocating income on sales between U.S.
parent corporations and their foreign subsiditAies, and reporting
r'quirements with respect to foreign corporations. Under the House
bill gain from the sale or liquidation of a stock interest in a con-
irolled foreign corporation is taxed as ordinary income to the extent
of the stockholder's share of earnings accuilated abroad, since 1918.
The committee may want to consider whether it wishes to retain the
applimllity of this provision to earnings heretofore accumUlated.

1. EXEMPTION OF EARNED INCOME OF INDIVIDUALS IMNG ABROAD (SEQ. 19)

Under existing law an American citizen who qualifies as a foreign
resident is tax exempt on all of his income earned outside the United
States. A citizen who does not establish foreign residence but remains
abroad for a period of 17 out of 18 consecutive months is exempt on
earned income of up to $20,000 a year.

H.R. 10680 would continue the $20,000 afiiiual exemption for those
physically present abtoad for 17 out of 18 months but would lin it
the exemption to $20,000 a year for our' citizens who have been resi-
dent abroad for 3 or less years, and to $35,000 a year for those who
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have been residents of foreign countries for more than 3 consecutive
years.

There are about 50,000 U.S. citizens living abroad who claim an
aggregate exemption of more than $500 million under these two
provisions. The President recommended elimination of the exemp-
tion privilege for American citizens living in economically developed
countries, since neither'living conditions in such countries nor national
policy requires special tax benefits in these cases. Because it is in our
national interest., however, that Americans skilled in industry educa-
tion, medicine, and other professions be encouraged to go to less de-
veloped countries and contribute to their economic growth, the Presi-
dent also recommended continuing the exemption for our citizens
who qualify as foreign residents of these less developed countries or
who are present there for 17 out of 18 consecutive months, but only
to the extent of $20,000 a year.

The limitations in the bill of $20,000 and $35,000 are generous in
,iew of the allowance of the foreign tax credit and the fact, that in-
come that is exempt from tax is income that would otherwise be sub-
ject to higher statutory marginal rates than the remaining taxable in-
come. For instatice, an American citizen living abroad and'earning
a salary of $50,000 would pay no U.S. tax whatever on that salary
under $20,000 exclusion if the foreign tax rate is as low as 19 percent,
and under the $35,000 exclusion he would pay no U.S. tax if the for-
eign tax rate is as low as 7 percent. Equity, revenue needs, and bal-
ance-of-payments considerations all warrant. modifying this section
of H.R. 10650 to accord with the President's recommendation.

The bill's provisions on this matter will yield only $5 million per
year in tax revenue, compared with $25 milflowunder the President's
proposal.

2. ESTATE TAX EXEMPTION- OF FOREIGN REAL ESTATE (SEO. 18)

At present., foreign real estate is exempt. from the U.S. estate tax.
A number of persons have made investments in such property to take
advantage of this exemption-in one known case, for the specific pur-
pose of avoiding estate tax, $13 millbn'wwas invested in this way with-
in 6 months of death, with an estimated tax saving of $5 million. Un-
der legislation adopted in 1951, a tax credit is allowed for estate and
inheritance taxes paid abroad, and there is therefore no longer any
possible justifkation for continuing the special exemptin for foreign
real estate. The amendment included in H.R. 10650 would correct
this defect in the law and would involve renegotiating only one estate
tax treaty, that with Greece. The effective date of the House amend-
nent is July 1 1964 but it would seem appropriate to change this to

January 1, 193. ihis provision would add $10 to $15 million per
year to our-tax receipts.

8. SHARES IN FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANIES (SEO. 15)

Unlike regulated domestic investment companies, foreign invest-
ment companies whose shares are held by persons resident in the
United States are not subject to U.S. tax on hviblme currently earned,
unless that inconie is from U.S. sotirces. Hence, these companies
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provide a means for shareholders in this country to accumulate in-
vestment income indefinitely without paying American taxes at either
the corporate or shareholder level. Moreover, when a shareholder
receives his pro rata share of such accumulated earnings by submit-
ting shares to the company for redemption or by selling the shares,
he obtains capital gains treatment on the income.

H.R. 10650, following the President's recommendation that this
escape from ordinary taxation be ended, will eliminate the preferential
treatment of income from foreign investment companies. Gain on
the sale of shares in such companies, to the extent of the shareholder's
undistributed portion of the company 's earnings, would be taxed as
ordinary income. An exception is allowed if the company elects to
distribute 90 percent of its ordinary income annually and if, in addi-
tion, the shareholders report their portion of the company s realized
capital gains, whether or not they are distributed.

It was not possible to estimate the revenue gain from this particular
change. There are currently 13 of such companies, most of them
Canadian, registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission,
having total assets of $422 million. In addition, there are apparently
many more companies not so registered..

4. FORETIN 'TUSTS (SEC. 0)

Under present law many American citizens are accumulating in-
come in foreign trusts. 'Ihe accumitlated income is subject to little
or no foreign tax. When the trust, is finally terminated after a num-
ber of years, the corpus and income are brought back home to Ameri-
can beneficiaries who, in turn, pay little, if any, U.S. tax on the
distribution. The House bill taxes the American beneficiaries on
termination of the trust substantially as if they had received the
trust income as it was earned. The bill therefore ends an unjusti-
fiable device through which Americans are now able to accumulate
income abroad solely for the purpose of escaping the U.S. income
tax. While this provision of the bill will undoubtedly increase our
revenues, it is again not possible to make any valid estimate.

5. CROSSINGG UP" DISTRIBUTION IN COMPUTING FOREIGN TAX CREDIT ON DIVIDENDS
FROM FOREIGN RtUJISIDIARY CORPORATIONS (SEC. 11)

The income of an Amerikan-owned foreign subsidiary corporation
is now subject to U.S. tax only when dividends are remitted to the
parent company. The U.S. tax is computed as 52 percent of the
actual dividend paid to the parent company less a tax credit approxi-
mately equal to the effective foreign tax on this dividend. Tie for-
eign income tax is, in effect, deducWl from taxable profits in comput-
ing the U.S. tax, but a good share of it is also allowed as a credit
against the U.S. tax lialifilit. The combined effective foreign and
U.S. tax rate under this method of computation can be reduced, de-
pending on the foreign tax rate, to about 45 percent, or even 40 percent
in cases involving two levels of foreign subsidihries.
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The following table illustrates this point:

TABLe 2.-The computation of corporate tam8 on foreign income

Existing Proposed

law 
law

Dollars Dollar,
Profits of subsidiary ............................................................. 100.00 too
Foreign taz (assumed rate: 30 percent) .......................................... 30. 00 s
Divided to U.S. parent ......................................... 70.00 70
"Gross-up" of dividend ...................................--...'...... ......... ...... 30
Tentative U.S. tax at 52 percent ................................................. 6.40 62
Credit for foreign tax paid by subjdiary ......................................... 21.00 30
Net U.S. tax ............................................ . 18.40 22
Combined foreign and U.S. tax ..............-------....-"- .... ...... .... .' " 45.40 82

To eliminate this unjustified tax advantage, H.R. 10650 contains
an amendment that would require the U.S. taxpayer, as a condition
for obtaining the foreign tax credit, to include in reported taxable
income the full profit before the payment of foreign tax.

This results in a combined effective U.S. and foreign tax rate of
52 percent, where the foreign rate is not above the U.S. rate. This
amendment will add $30 million per year to tax receipts.

The House bill postpones the effective date of this provision in two
ways. It will not apply to pre-1963 earnings of foreign subsidiaries
distributed as dividends before 1965, and it will not apply to dis-
tributions of current earnings prior to January 1, 196. There is no
reason to postpone the application of the grossup provision, especially
since this change has been under consideration by Congress since 1959.
I therefore Urge that this change be made applicable to all distribu-
tions after December 31, 1961.

6. TAX-HAVEN TRANSACTIONS (SEC. 18)

Certain countries of the world, among them Switzerland, Panama,
and various Western Hemisphere dependencies such as the Bahamas,
do not tax at all, or tax at very low rates, corporate earnings attribut-
able to activities carried on outside their borders. This situation,
together with the privilege of deferring U.S. tax on retained earnings
of foreign subsidiaries of American corporations, has invited the
establishment of what may be termed "tax haven" corporations.
Profits on oversea operations may be channeled into these tax havens
as they are earned and taxes on these profits reduced to a level far
below that applicable in the United States. The typical activities of
such corp orations include the handling, as middleman, of many trade
transact ions-transactions which often are largely paper transactions
so far as the tax-haven corporation is concerned. They also include
the sale of management services, the collection of licensinff and other
royalty payments, the insurance and reinsurjnce of U.S. risks, and
the like. In addition, dividends and interest may be paid to these
tax-haven companies from foeign subsidiaries in other countries, in
a way that involves large savings in taxes.

The existence of these tax-haven operations constitutes a most
serious breach in our principle of tax neutrality, one which is gw-
ing in quantitative terms by leaps and bounds every year. We are
dealitig here with a tax differential on retained income, not of 5 or
10 percentage points, but of 40 to 50 percentage points.
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H.R. 10650 contains reasonably strong provisions.with respect to
tax-haven corporations, subjecting their trading earnings and income
from dividends, interest, rents, and royalties to U.S. tax except
where they are reinvested in less-developed countries. Receipts from
insurance against U.S. risks, and front licensing of patents, copy-
rights, and so forth, which have been developed in the United States,
are subject to tax without any exception for reinvestment. These
tax-haven provisions, with technical refinement to clarify their appli-
cation and to include certain tax-haven service income, will achieve
a substantial improvement in equity and contribute as well to the
solution of our bialance-of-payments problem. They will also bring
in an additional $75 million per year of revenue.

I would like to suggest only one major change in this section of
the bill. While it is desirable to promote investment in less-developed
countries, it is not necessary to do so by providing an artificial stim-
ulus to investment in advanced industrial countries. The exemption
of tax-haven profits invested in less-developed countries should be
limited to earnings generated in the less-developed countries them-
selves. This change would add $25 million to annual revenues, in-
creasing the receipts from this provision to $100 million.

7. GENERAL ELIMINATION OF DEFERRAL IN THE TAXATION OF FOREIGN SUBSIDIAEXrF

(ago 18)

H.R. 10650, as passed by the House of Representatives, apart from
tax havens, deals only peripherally with tax deferral for foreign in-
come, another important tax preference now accorded foreign, as
compared with domestic, corporate income. It responds to the Presi-
dents recommendation in this area only insofar as it specifies that
the undistributed foreign income of U.S. subsidiaries operating abroad
will be subject to U.S. tax as it is earned unless it is reinvested in
substantially the same trade or business already conducted by the
firm in question, or in a less-developed country.

By not treating the tax deferral issue fully and directly, the bill still
retains a substantial tax advantage for investment abroad rather than
ot. home. The privilege of deferring U.S. taxes'until income is repa-
triated as dividends should simply be eliminated for our subsidiaries in
advanced industrial countries, as the'President has requested. The
deferral privilege should be retained, for income earned in less devel-
oped countries, in line with our general foreign policy objectives.

To the extent that the U.S. tax exceeds the foreign tax liability,
tax deferral provides at least an interest-free loan to American cor-
porations which operate through a foreign subsidiary-a loan equal
to the U.S. tax due on earnings retained abroad-and at most perma-
nent forgiveness of a tax domestic corporations must pay..

Tax deferral thus serves as a special tax stimulus for American cap-
ital to go abroad and to stay abroad. No useful purpose or American
interest is served when this artificial diversion is to highly developed
countries. The efficient allocation of our own and world resources is
upset. A drain is imposed on our already. adverse balance of payments
and the reduced domestic investment limits employment opportunities
and retards our economic growth.
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Let me turn first. to the effect on employment, Artificial stimulation
of American investment in developed countries makes it more difficult
to maintain a high level of employment at home. The evidence re-
lating to foreign investment in manufacturing as a whole indicates
that an American dollar invested in Europe today generates a con-
tinuing annual flow of about 10 cents worfh of U.S. exports of cap-
ita-l equipment, raw materials, intermediate goods, and finished prod-
ucts sold to and through overseas subsidiaries. That same dollar also
generates each year, however, about 6 cents of U.S. imports from for-
eign subsidiaries. Moreover, the "net, export" factor of 4 cents per
dollar invested does not allow for sales made abroad by the foreign
subsidiaries which displace actual or potential sales that would other-
wise be made directly from the United States. If only a little over 1
percent of the more than $9 billion of sales by American-owned sub-
sidiaries of the goods which they produce in Europe serves to displace
sales from U.S. markets or if 8 percent of estimated sales by these sub-
sidiaries made outside the country in which they are located displaces
sales from IT.S. sources, the net export impact on the United States
of foreign investment in Europe would be effectively offset.

Comparison of the precise immediate and long-range employment
effects of investment of American capital in Europe and investment
in the United States depends upon how much of our 'capital goods
exports to Americagn subsidiaries in Europe is assumed to be new
equipment and how much is assumed to be for replacement purposes.
The most favorable measure of the immediate employment effect in
the United States of a dollar invested in Europe, on the basis of recent
data, would be that it generates 10 cents worth of capital equipment
exports from the United States, that is, that a dollar invested in
Europe has an immediate effect on employment equivalent to 10 cents
invested here at home. But under these assumptions, this dollar in-
vested in Europe then generates only 3 cents worth of continuing net
exports of, raw materials and intermediate products, whereas the
dollar invested at home would generate 40 cents worth of continuing
production, assuming in both cases that demand is sufficient to absorb
the increased output.

We find a very different picture in the relationship between U.S.
investment and contifnfing export and import balances with respect
to manufacturing subsidiaries in Latin America and other less de-
veloped regions. -A dollar invested in these regions generates about
40 cents worth of net U.S. exports annually. The nature of manu-
facturing investment in these regions is radically different from that
in advanced industrial countries. This difference explains why data
for the world as a whole differ from those fordeveloped countries only.

The artificial stimulation of U.S. investment in developed countries
is harmful to our baltuice-of-payments position. Returning to my
analysis, we find that each dollar thus invested contributes substan-
tially tooutir balatnce-of-payments deficit.. It has been argued, however,
that lis is the case only in the short rimt. Sooner or later, it is
claimed, this outflow wilTresult in compensatifg inflows in the form
of dividends, fees, and royalties, in addition to inflows frbm con-
tinuing net exports. But in every year since 1953 the new capital
outflow to Canada and Western Europe exceeded the new ifereases in
inflows associated with the capital outflow in these years. It is clear
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that the catching-up period will take at least 10 to 15 years, and
much longer if capital outflow keeps growing. Obviously our cur-
rent and foreseeable balance-of-payments needs will not permit a
continuing drain on our resources for so long a period.

The various factors, data, and limitations involved in this analysis
of the balance of payments impacts of foreign investment are fully
disctissed in the accompanying exhibit IL. I wish to ainphasize the
importance of this exhibit for it clearly demonstrates two things:
First, that the immediate balance of payments drain of new invest-
ment in the industrialized countries is not made up for at least 10 to
15 years. Second, that such investment stimulates little in the way
of net new exports and so is of little help in creating jobs in the United
States.

Looking ahead, we can see that elimination of tax deferral in de-
veloped countries would have two types of effects on our balance of
payments. First, there would be smaller net outflows, because of a
somewhat smaller growth in foreign investment each year, as a con-sequence of the elimination of the tax inducement to send capital
abroad. The second effect on the balance of payments from the elimi-
nation of deferral arises from the fact that there would no longer be
a tax inducement to leave earnings abroad.

In the hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee in
the spring of 1961, the question of the effect of removing deferral was
illustrated over and over again 'by reference to the experience of in-
dividual companies. Typically the new capital outflow reported ascoming from the United States, usually year-by year over some period
of time, was compared with dividend income and with receipts from
exports sold to or throu h foreign subsidiaries. "Inflows" so com-

Iuted generally exceeded "outflows" by a substantial amount. This
eft the impression that the stimulus given foreign investment by tax

deferral clearly contributes both to our employment situation because
of the large export sales generated, and to our balance of payments
position because total 'iiflows exceeded outflows. There are five things
wrong with this type of evidence.

First, the behavior of one company, or even a selected group of com-
panies, may not be typical; net inflows of one may be more than offset
by net out Ows of others.

Second, the data on capital outflow as reported by individual com-
panies often include only purchases of stock in foreign subsidiaries;
but a very large amount of the new capital outflow to Europe and
Canada as reported in Commerce Department data consists of net in.
creases in intercompany accounts, for example, short-term credits for
working capital which are not repaid.

Third, even if all the measurable inflows and outflows are correctly
included in such data (and many company studies ignore sales by sub-
sidiaries made directly to the United States--an impOrtatit payment
whidh may be an important offset to export receipts) one important
flow is inevitably excluded because it cannot be readily measured-
that is, foreign subsidiary sales abroad which displce actual poton-
tial U.S. exports.

Fourth, the illustrations are almost invariably on a world-wide
basis, whereas the Treasury proposal affects only ifieome earned in
developed countries. But as we have seen, there is a remarkable dif-
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ference between the value of exports generated by a dollar of invest-
ment in advanced industrial countries and the value of exports gener-
ated by a dollar of investment in less developed countries.

These four limitations to the approach which has been typically
employed to support tax deferral are serious enough, but it is a fifth
limitation which is crucial.

The two types of flows being compared-the outflow of new capital
and the dividend and export receipts for a given year or period-are
not related one to another. The dividends, and most of the export
receipts, of one year or period, have been generated by investment over
many years prior to the current year or period; that portion of the in-
flows which has been generated by past investment, then, should not
be considered when we are evaluating the employment and balance of
payments effects of current outflows.
to return to our recommendations, we are concerned only with arti-

ficial tax inducements to investment abroad. We do not wish to im-
pede such investment beyond removing these special preferences.
Those who urge the continuation of these tax inducements must bear
a high burden of proof that investment so induced contributes to em-
ployment at home, to an improvement in our balance-of-payments posi-
tion, or to effiiency in the allocation of the world's resources. I sub-
mit that in the light of our analysis this argument simply cannot be
sustained, even if one assumes a wide margin of error in our data.

It has also been argued that achieving tax neutrality between in-
vestment at home and abroad will unfairly affect the competitive
position of U.S. subsidiaries vis-a-vis foreign firms, especially
in the third-country markets. But let me here point out that
most European countries impose direct controls on foreign
investment-something we do not wish to do here-and that these
controls adversely affect the position of corporations competing with
American foreign subsidiaries. Insofar as taxation is concerned, our
foreign subsidiaries at most would feel the effect of elimination of
the deferral privilege only through a reduction in retained earnings.
If this portion of the retained earnings is needed in the business
the parent can pay the U.S. tax or supply the additional
needed capital in other ways. This situation is still preferable to
that facing, for example, a British company, which must seek per-
mission from the British Treasury to invest more abroad. The ex-
tent of the controls exerted in the United Kingdom today is illustrated
by the following quotations from a statement delivered in Parliament
last July by the Chancellor of the Exchequer:

I now come to private investment overseas. The volume of investment in
the nonsterling area which is subject to control has been rising steadily. It
Is true that it produces earnings 'in the long run. Bitt these earnings do not
always benefit the balance of payments in the short term-partly because of
the tendency to invest further in the oversea enterprise concerned and partly
because of local restrictions on remittances.

I therefore prolose a more severe test than at present. The test for new
investment in the nonsterling area will be that it will produce clear and com.
mensurate benefits to U.K. export earnings and to the balance of payments.

It is our understanding that this test may be considered satisfied
if the investment is covered by dividends and/br Increased exports

- wi thin 2 years, a test under which few investments would appear to
qualify.
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With respect to the remittance of oversea profits, the Chancellor
stated:

The powers to control Investment in the nonsterling area apply equally to
Investment made out of profits earned overseas by British companies and their
subsidiaries. I am not satisfied that In all cases an adequate proportion of
profits earned overseas is being repatriated to this country. I propose to
request U.K. firms "operating overseas to look at their policies In order to
insure that a higher proportion of earnings is remitted home. So far as
nonsterling Investment is concerned, I propose to reinstitute on a selective
basis the examination of company accounts by the exchange control authorities
to insure that this policy is followed.

I simply fail to see how anyone can logically claim that our tax pro-
posals are either unfair or restrictive, when compared with this sort
of treatment.

The question we must .sk ourselves is whether or not it is in the
national interest to provide a special subsidy, through tax prefer-
ences, for the growth of foreign subsidiaries in industrialized coun-
tries. I feel that the answer is clear-elimination of the special pnvi-
lege of tax deferral is an appropriate changefrom the standpoints
of letting the free market allocate resources recently of assuring tax
neutrality between operations here and in other highPy industrialized
countries, of stimulating growth and employment in the United States,
and of supporting our essential balance-of-payments needs in the criti-
cal years ahead. Complete elimitfiation of deferral with respect to
corporate subsidiaries in the advanced countries should add a further
$180 million to our tax receipts, over and above the $10 million that
would result from the House bill.

8. ELIMINATING ARTIFICIAL TAX INOENTIVES TO CAPITAL MOVEMENTS ARISING OUT
OF FOREIGN TAX CREDIT COMPUTATION

Last summer Canada revised its tax laws to provide ao 5T7/- percent
effective rate of -Canadian tax applicable to income going to United
States corporations operating in ranch or subsidiary form in Canada.
This Canadian tax rate in excess of the U.S. 52-percent rate has high-
lghted the operation of the existing method for computing the for-
eign tax credit as an artificial inducement to the outflow of short-term
U.S. capital. This. is harmful l to our monetary stability and to our
balance-of-payments position.

Under existing rules, a U.S. company deriving income from busi-
ness abroad through a branch or a subsidiary may have an unused
foreign tax credit where~the foreign rate of tax on te income exceeds
the U.S. rate. If, however, additional foreign-source investment in-
come can be generated which is subjected to a foreign tax rate lower
than the U.. rate, the two kinds of income can be lumped together
under the existing foreign tax credit rules. In this way the U.S.
tax on the income from such investment funds can be completely elimi-
nated by the excess credit from the tax on the business income of the
company.

For example, the 571/-percent effective rate of Canadian tax appli-
cable to income going to U.S. corporations operating in branch or
subsidiary form in Canada leaves an excess credit of 5Y2 percent over
the U.S. 52-percent rate. The Canadian rate of tax on interest in-
come flowing to such corporations is only 15 percent. Consequently,
some of these U.S. corporations have transferred to Canada short-
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term funds, such as bank deposits, which ordinarily would be held in
the United States. Since the excess credit from the business income
will eliminate the U.S. tax on the interest income, the effect is to leave
that income taxable at only a 15-percent Canadian rate, as compared
with the 52-percent U.S. rate that would apply if the funds were held
in the United States. Thus the existence of this situation serves as
an artificial inducement to the movement of U.S. capital abroad.

In my report to the President on the balance of payments, trans-
mitted to the Congress on March 28, 1962, I recommended that this
situation be corrected. I suggest that the foreign tax credit for cer-
tain investment income be computed apart from the foreign tax credit
for all othee foreign income. In this way a foreign tax credit will
be allowed against investment income only for the actual foreign taxes
paid on such income. This will result in the same tax rate being
paid with respect to short-term investment income of U.S. compa-
nies whether it is earned at home or abroad. We believe that this
is an effective and fair way to correct this tax-induced disruptive
monetary situation. A more detailed explanation of this recommen-
dation and the proposed statutory language is submitted as exhibit
III E.

9. TREATIES (SEO. 21)

The Housie bill provides that section 1852 (d) of the code shall hot
apply with respect to any amendment made by the bill. The effect
is that the statutory amendments would supersede inconsistent existing
treaty provisions. The Treasury believes that no part of the bill is
contrary to any existing tax treaty, with the single exception that
the elimination of the exclusion of foreign real estate from the estate
tax runs counter to the 1950 estate tax convention with Greece. None
of our income-tax treaties are affected by any section of the bill. Prior
to the time when the foreign real estate provision becomes fully opera-
tive, we intend to renegotiate the treaty with Greece.

Some persons, however, have raised arguments, which we are con-
fident are legally unsound, that certain other provisions of the bill con-
flict with some income-tax treaties. The Ways and Means Committee
inserted section 21 to forestall useless litigation. We have no doubts
about the outcome of such litigation ad since section 21 may give
the impression that we are overriding our'treaty obligations, it would
be desirable to dispel that impression. In that light, therefore, I
recommend the elimination of section 21 to make it clear that we are
honoring our treaty obligations.

REPEAL OF THTI DIVIDEND CREDIT AND EXCLUTSION

In 1961 and again this year the President has recommended repeal
of the provisions enacted in 1054 which permit individuals to exclude
from their taxable income the first $50 of dividends and to take a
credit against tax of 4 percent of dividends in excess of this amount.

In 1959 and again in 1960 the Senate voted to repeal the 4 percent
credit, but this action was not accepted by the conference committees.
H.R. 10650, as passed by the House of Representatives, contains no
provision on this important subject.

The dividend credit and exclusion were adopted in the light of
current high rates of the individual income tax law on the ground
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that they would provide a partial offset to the "double taxation" ofdividends and encourage investment in corporate equities. Despite
their large cost in revenue, however, they have failed to accomplish
their objectives.

To the extent that double taxation of dividends exists, these pro-
visions grant relief in a discriminatory fashion. They give the most
relief to dividend recipients with high incomes and reTatively little
or no relief to dividend recipients with small incomes. The percent-
age reduction of the so-called double tax is about 8 percent for low
income taxable stockholders, while it is about 40 percent for high
income stockholders. This is illustrated in exhibit IV.

The present dividend provisions represent a dead-end approach
toward the equitable taxation of dividends. In 1954 they were repre-
sented as only a first step for the relief of "double taxation," eventu-
ally to be made more complete by, raising the credit to 16 percent of
dividends. It is not feasible, however, to increase the credit to this
level without giving those in the high tax brackets reductions exceed-
ing the extra burdens they are presumed to bear as a result of the
corporate income tax.

In the 8 years since the adoption of the dividend credit and exclu-
sion the proportion of total corporate public long-term financing ac-
counted for by stock issues has not been significantly higher than it
was in the 8 years prior to 1955. The evidence does not support the
contention that these provisions of the tax law have encouraged in-
vestment in, or the issue of, corporate equities.

We recognize that an argument can be made in favor of postponing
action on tis item until it can be considered in connection within over-
all tax reform. This in effect was the position taken by the Ways and
Means Committee. However, we feel that the case on the merits is
clear and do not see why this matter should be postponed. Therefore
we recommend that the dividend credit and exclusion be repealed as
of July 1, 1962. The resulting annual revenue gain would amount to
$476 million.

SUMMATION AND REVIW

I.R. 10650, as you have it before you, is a good piece of tax legisla-
tion. It will provide a much needed stimulus to the growth of the
American economy help substantially to alleviate our balance of pay-
ments problem, anA achieve important gains in the area of tax fair-
ness and neutrality. But as I have pointed out, we feel that there are
certain improvements that can and should be made.

The following are my principal recommendations for changes in the
bill. The investment credit should be restored to an 8 percent level
and it should not be extended to regulated public utilities, including
gas pipelines. Depreciation with respect to all real estate hereafter
acquired should be limited to an amount not in excess of the deprecia-
tion allowed under the straight-line method. Gain on the sale of all
real estate should be treated as ordinary income to the extent of depre-
ciation for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1961, subject
to a sliding scale' cutoff for property held more than 6 years. The
provisions dealing with entertainment and travel expenses should be
strengthened in the manner I have suggested. Provisions for taxa-
tion of mutual banks and savings and loan associations should also
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be strengthened in order to achieve substantial equality in the taxa-
tion of competing financial institutions. The deferral now permitted
under the bill to mutual fire and casualty companies should- be elimi-
nated, with the result that these companies would be taxed on the same
manner as stock companies. Tax fairness, revenue requirements, and
our balance of payments position all demand that the tax deferral
privilege now enjoyed by controlled foreign corporations in indus-
trialized countries be eliminated. The provision in the bill which per-
mits the deduction of certain lobbying expenses should also be elimi-
nated. Finally, the dividend credit and exclusion have proved in-
effectual in meeting the objectives they were designed to serve and
should be repealed.

Table 3 presents the revenue effects of the bill, for a full year when
all of the changes are fully effective, but without taking into account
the effects on the economy of its various provision.

TA= 3.--eitmated revenue effet of H.R. 10650, when changes are fully elec.
tive, without any consideration of its stimulative effects on the economy

[Millions of dollars)

Aspad With
bjtlie Treasur

ranges

Investment tax credit ....................................................... -1,175 -1 350
Capitl gains on depreciable property ...................................... 00
Withholding on dividends and interest ......................................
Expense accounts .----------------------------------------- 125 250
Mutual banks and savings and loan associations------------------------.00
Mutual fire and casualty companies .........................................
Cooperatives ............................................................... t

11t foreign corporations ...................................... 98 +270
Oros-up of dividends ................................................... 03
All other S"oreg Item _j ........................................

Repeal of the ivi and exclusion--- ...-........... . .. ........... - 47

Total .................................................................. +120 +065

At levels of income and investment estimated for the calendar year 1062, except for mutual thrift insti.
tutions, for which the revenue gain is based on income estimated for calendar year 1963.

'Including effect of restricting depreciation deductions for real property to stralght-line method.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis Apr. 2,1062.

The revenue effects are presented both with and without the effects
of the changes proposed by the Treasury. You will note that for the
full year the bill is more than balanced. As passed by the House
it will yield a revenue surplus for the year of $120 million. With
the Treasury's proposed changes this revenue surplus rises to $965
million.

In examining the revenue effects of the bill-for the fiscal year 1963,
it is necessary to follow the procedure employed in developing revenue
estimates for the budget and take into account the impact of the
investment credit and other features of the bill 6n investment, income
profits, employment, and other factors affecting tax bases and
revenues. This approach is essential for fiscal 1963 b-cause the revenue
ons.quences of the bill must be coordinated with budget estimates.
On this basis, table 4 indicates that, as passed by the House, H.R. 10650
will reduce budget receipts by $320 million for fiscal year 1963, while
incorporating the Treasury's proposed changes will yield a revenue
gain of $90 million. W
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TABLE 4.-Etimatea net revenue effect of H.R. 10650 for fiscal year 1968, after
taking partial account of Hs stimulative effects on the economy

(Millions of dollars)

Recommended As paeed With Tress-
effective date q the ury proposedchanges

Investment tax credit ..................................... Jan. It 1902 ...... -60 -465
CapltaI gains on depreciable property ........................... do .......... +.............. +5
Withholding on dividends and Interest ................... Jan. I, 1963 ...... +198 +195
Expense accounts .................. . July l, 162..... +40 +80
Mutual banks and savings and loan associations-------Jan. 1, 163 ...... ............................
Mutual fire and casualty companies ---------------- do.......... ....... ..............
Cooperatives ................................................... do .......... ........... .. ..............
Foreign Items:

Controlled forelen corporations .......... % ............ d..... do ..........-............................
Gross-up of dividends ................................. Jan. 1, 1962 .... ........... +30
All other foreln items ................................ Various ......... +5 +5

Repeal of the dividend credit and exclusion ............... July 1, 1962..... . ....... - - +240

Total (se note)--...... .......... ............. 0 ... ..... - +90

I The effective date of the bill is Jan. 1, 1963.
Nomz.-In estimating the net revenue cost of the Investment credit, Its favorable effects on the level of

investment were computed from statistical relationships In past years between investment and gradual
changes in the cost of capital goods (profitability) and cah flow. This procedure thus does not ake Into
account the especially favorable impact on businessmen's decisions to Invest of the sudden ma mprove-
ments In these factors resulting frqmi th enactzont of the credit. Taking this Into account should produce
more favorable effects and a larger surplus than the small net revenue gain shown in the table.

source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis, Apr, 2,162.

The figures presented in the table, however, take only partial account
of the stimulative effects of the investment credit. They ignore the
especially favorable impact on businessmen's decision to invest of
the sudden major improvements in the cost of capital goods, or profit-
ability of investment, and cash flow that will result from the enact-
ment of the credit and are based, instead, on relationship in past years
between gradual changes in these factors and investment. With
proper consideration given to this fact, it is clear that the bill as it
stands is approximately in balance and that with the Treasury's
proposals added we can confidently expect a larger surplus than the
!mall net revenue gain shown in the table.

The provisions of this bill should be regarded as the first major
step in the tax reform program envisaged by the President when he
delivered his tax message of 1061. The second step will be presented
in the tax reform message which he is planning to send to the Con-
gress later this year. By the time the second step comes before you
for your consideration the revenue gain we expect the present bill to
produce in a full year may provide some of the leverage that, together
with the broadening of the tax base, will be needed to permit a sub-
stantial readjustment of income tax rates.

In view of the importance of the investment credit it is desirable that
this bill be enacted as soon as possible. To accomplish this end I hope
that you will concentrate your efforts on the subjects recommended
by *the President without the injection of new issues at this time.
While there are many changes in the tax system that warrant con-
sideration, they can better be treated in connection with the next step
in the program.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The exhibits referred to follows:)
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EXHIBIT I

THE INVESTMENT CREDIT

A. Greater Efficiency of the Credit as an Investment Stimulus1 Compared
with Alternatives

Table 1 - Profitability of Investment and Gross Revenue Cost Under the
Investment Credit, Including Partial Credit to Utilities and
Alternative Investment Incentive Programs

Table 1 presents a summary analysis of the effects of the investment
credit, compared with alternative proposals on the rate of return (after
tax) on a typical investment in a 15-year asset. It also shows the
associated revenue loss in the first full year and over the first 5 years
which would result from each of these alternative approaches.

This comparison shows that the investment credit would be superior
to any of the alternatives as a means of increasing profitability of
Investment for the revenue loss involved. (A detailed explanation of
the calculations underlying these profitability estimates appears in the
Appendix to Table 1, A Detailed Explanation of the Method of Estimating
Profitability of Investments).

As the analysis demonstrates, an 8 percent investment credit would
increase the rate of return on a 15-year investment earning 5 percent
after tax under present law with straight-line depreciation or 5.6 percent
with double-declining balance depreciation to 7.3 percent. A 17 percent
initial allowance which would involve somewhat greater revenue losses
would increase the rate of return to only 6.1 percent or by less than
one-third as much. To produce a stimulative effect on profitability
equivalent to that of the 8 percent credit by means of an initial allow-
ance approach, it would be necessary to provide a 10 percent initial
write off. Such a 40 percent initial allowance would reduce revenues
by some 2-1/2 to 3 times as much as the credit.

Compared with accelerated depreciation formulas which would operate
by increasing annual depreciation by a prescribed percentage, an 8 percent
credit would be more than 3 times as potent in stimulative effect as a
20 percent speed-up in depreciation which would cost nearly half as much
revenue over the first 5 years. As the table .hows, it is equivalent to
a 90 percent speed-up in depreciation which would cost nearly twice as
much revenue over the first 5 years.

As shown in Table 1, an 8 percent credit increases profitability
on a 15-year asset by almost as much as 5-year amortization, which would
cost more than 2-1/2 times as much revenue. For shorter-lived assets,
the credit would have still greater effect in increasing the rate of
return, while 5-year amortization would have less effect.
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A comparison between an 8 percent credit and trLple.declining balance
tepreciatLon indicates that the credit would increase the rate of return
nearly 2-1/2 times as much as the trple-declining balance formula Which
would cost over 50 percent more revenue in the first 5 years.

The 7 percent credit proposel Vould involve a reduction in benefits
by one-eighth or 12.5 percent on a given investment., The effect of the
credit on rate of return on assets would be reduced proportionately.. Rovavr,
even at the reduced 7 percent rate, the investment credit is vastly su-
perlor in its effects on profitability to incentive depreciation proposals
costing the same amount of revenue.

Table 2 - Rate of Return on Investments with Different Economic Lives
Under the Proposed Investment Credit

This table ahows the comparative impact of both 7 and 8 percent credits
on rates of investment return for assets with different Lves, ranging from
14 to 20 years. This analysis indicates that the credits would have greatest
stimulative effect in the 6- to 15-year asset life range which comprLses a
major segment of productive machinery and equipment.

Table 3 - Present Discounted Value of Future Tax Deductions

This table provides a systematic analysis of the present discounted
value of future tax deductions and benefits under the 7 and 8 percent credits
and various depreciation formulas. These calculations are made for assets
of different lives and assume a $1,000 investment, a 5 percent rate of dis-
count, and a 52 percent tax rate.

This table affords a basis for evaluating the actual benefit of ac-
celerated depreciation proposals as compared with the investment credit.
The figures show, for example, that the present discounted value Of double-
declining balance depreciatLor on a 15-year asset is $408.58 and would be
increased to $453.15 with a 40 percent initial allowance. Thus, a 40 percent
initial allowance on a 15-year asset would increase the present discounted
value of depreciation deductions under the double-declining balance method
by $44-.57 ($453.15 - $408.58). This particular benefit is slightly more
than half the $0 present value of an 8 percent investment credit.

B. Need for the Investment CredLt

Table 1 - Machinery and Equipment Gross Capital Formation as a Percentage
of Gross National Product

Table 1 presents a summery comparison of machinery and equipment
gross capital formation as a percentage of gross national product for
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the United Sttes, selected leading industrial countries and the combined
average for the European membersof the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (O.11.D.), annually, for the period 1950-1960.

These date show that the machinery and equipment ratio for the U. 8.
was in general substantially lower than that of the various countries shown.
In 1960, for example, the U. 6. ratio was 40 percent lover than that of the
United Kingdom, 55 percent lover than that of Germny, and 14 percent lower
than that of the combined average of the European members of the 0.8.0.D.
This confirms a finding by the Machinery and Allied Products Institute based
on similar O.E.C.D. data that in terms of its productive equipment ratio,
the United States is apparently at the bottom of the list of leading indus-
trialised countries. Moreover, the U. S. ratio trended downward during the
1950-60 period while the ratio for the European members of the O.E.0.D. in-
creased by almost one-fourth.

Table 2 w Average Annual Increase in Gross National Product at Constant
- Prices, Selected Industralized Countries, 1950-6Q

This table discloses the fact that for the 1950-60 period as a whole
the average rate of economic growth of the United States, measured in terms
of changes of ONP in constant dollars, was lower than that of any other of
the leading industrial countries, with the exception of the United Kingdom.

Comparison of the ranking of the countries in terms of growth rate
shown in Table 2 with the ranking with respect to the machinery and equip-
ment ratio shown in Table l, indicates a significant direct correlation
between growth and investment in machinery and equipment.

Table 3 - Gross National Product and Business Expenditures for New Plant
ant xguri-e-RT, 195:.1-l

This table compares changes in ONP and business plant and equipment
expenditures in the U. 5. In current dollars for the period 1951-61.

During the period, GNP increased by $192 billion or 60 percent while
business plant and equipment outlays increased by roughly $9 billion or
35 percent. Moreover, during the latter half of the period, while 0P rose
about one-fourth, plant and equipment outlays receded. From a high of $37
billion in 1957 these business capital expenditures decreased to $31.5 billion
in 1961, a decline of 7 percent. This divergence between GNP trends end
plant and equipment outl-ys my be further understated to the extent that
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equipment prices he. risen more than the average prices entering into
the measurement of GNP (GAP deflator). The growth in business plant
ind equiLpment expenditures heo lagged behind the general . 8. growth
rate, which in turn has been relatively low as compared with thet of
msost other countries.

Table 4 - Estimeted Age of Gross Btooki of Business, IftzMent

This table, basedon data compiled by the obehinery and Allied
Products Institute, shows a creeping rise in the average ae of our
business equipment iLuce 1955. It also show#'a striking increase in
the proportion of equipment over 10 yeamr old from about one-fourth
in 109 to more then one-third in 1959.

An aging stock of productive feciltties, such as thet -shown in
this tables is not heraeterLtic of an economy which t increasing
its efficiency through formtion of new equipment in proportion to
its general growth.

O. Reasons for the Zxclusion of Public Utilities from the InVestment

This .exhbit contaLns both a sumnory or the reasons why it would
be inappropriate to grant the credit on investment by, the regulated
public utilities end a detailed discussion of the pertinent conaid-
eratLons, with supporting evidence.
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Rate of return I Gross revenue cost t7
Proposal onas et W wih 8 First full i First five

Present lsv depreciation taken under
-traighTj line method ,5.0 a..
Double-deolining balance method .6 --

Proposed investment credit,
-depreition taken under double.
declining balance method I/
8 percent credit 4/ 7:3 1.8
7 percent credit Y/ (7 1) (1.2) (6.6)

Incentive depreciation proposals
Initial allowances, Vith double-
declining balance depreciation
40 percent Initial allowance 7.3 5.3 21.l
17 percent initial allowance / 6.1 2,2 10.2

Acceleration of depreciation
otherwise allowed under double.
declining balance methods:
90 percent Increase in annual

depreciation / 7.3 1,3 19.0
20 percent Increase in annual

depreciation'=/ 6. .3

Office of the ecretary, l.J W l .:y b :eL.-.. ... k.i.jo,
Office of Tsx Analysis

See next page for footnotes.
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Table 1

Profitability of Investment and Cross Revenue Cost
Under the Investment Credit, Including Partial Credit to
Utilities, and Alternative Investment Incentive Proams
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Footnotest

I/Rate Of return IN calculated on the assumption that pross revenues decline with
the length of time that the machine Is in place. A 50 percent tax rate is used.
Alternative assumptions yield sidilez results.

/Revenue coat ioebaaed on the assumption that about half of the new seats ore
depreciated uoder stiaight-lble and half under declining balance methods, Tho
cost is gross aS recoupmnt of re"nues from increased tax yibld i disregarded,
Allowances are made for lose corporations.

The goss cost assumes a 3 percent annual growth In Investment for all
measures. A more realistic calculation would prorate growth according tO the
impact that such proposal has on profitability.

,/Similar computations with alternative depreciation methods indicate that the
credLt increases rate of return by en approximately constant number of percentage
points. *

V/Revenue estimates for altrnative proposed 7 and 8 percent credits take account
of accompanying variations in the treatment of public utilities and in the
statutory limitations, on the emount'of the credit applicable to the current tax
liability.

e purpose of comparing the rate of return under a 17 percent initial allowance
with the 8 percent investment credit is to provide a comparison in which the
present value of gross revenue cost under both investment incentive plans is
equal over the first five years. The net revenue cost of the 8 percent invest-
ment credit will be @sller than the net revenue cost for the 17 percent Initial
allowance because the credit stimulates more' investment end recoupent; however,
gross revenue cost of the 17 percent initial allowance will be smaller than the
gross cost for the. credAt it present value of cost over a period longer than five
years is considered.

P= 13.3 percent depreciation allowed in the first year under present methodsis
increased to 25.2 percent. Depreciation in the second year is increased from
11.6 percent to 22.0 percent end so forth, until 100 percent of the investment
has been depreqiated.

/The cost ounulates to f15.2 billion after ten years# compared to $18.9 billion
for the 8 percent investment credit.

!/As the profitability effect of this" method hinges 'on the shift to nw depreciation
mthods, it is assumed that all new investment is depreciated under triple-deolining
balance for purpose of the revenue estimates. Any. nvestment not depreciated under
tripl.declining balance would reduce qkst but would simultaneously eliminate the
inoresase in rate of return associated with the new method.
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APPEIIX TO TABLE 1
EXHIBIT I-A.

A TAILED EXPIAM vn OF THE MHEHD Or ESTI4ATImG pROFITABILITY O INYl'WT

Principles Underlying the Profitability Calculations

The profitability, or rate.of return, of. an investment i calculated
in the same manner as the yielD on a bond. The buyer of the bond (or
investment) (1) projects the return obtained after tax, year-by.year, and
(2) finds that rate of discount which reduces future returns to the price
of the bond (or asset). That rate is the yield, profitability, or rate
of return of the bond. To give a simple exam Fle, a. 20-year I4 percent
bond selling at $771, has a rate of return of 6 percent (before taxes).
The 10 in interest received annually for 20 years plus the return of
$1,000 in the twentieth year exactly equal $771 when they are discounted
6 percent per ',sar, compounded. To calculate rate of return after taxes
involves the . computatioa except that the income from interest coupons
must be reduced by the amount of Income tax payable, and the terminal
repWment of $1,000 b the capital gins tax assessable.

The investor in equipment cannot foresee revenues with the sam
accuracy as the bondholder. Nevertheless his rate of return t based on
the identical, albeit more uncertain, calculation.. A manufacturer
investing $1#,00 in an asset expected to last I4 years and yield $300 cash
return net of taxes in each year of operation, would obtain a 7.7 percent
rate of return. The computation to illustrated in the table below:

Present value
of the cash

Cash return return discounted
Year (after tax) at 7.7 percent

1 $300 $ 78.56
2 300 063

300 2 1
300 222.96

Total $30oo $l,000.27

If an 8 percent investment credit is granted to the investor in this
example, his cash return at the end of the first year ts increased to $380.
The rate of return over the 4-year life rises to ll*l percent as shown in
the table below. The increase in profitability from 7.7 to 111 percent
(approximately 44 percent increase) measures the incentive effect of the
Investment credit.
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Year

1
2

Total

Cash return
(after tax)

380
300

300
1,0200

115

Present value
of the cash

return discounted
at 11.1 percent

*342.,04
243.06"218.79
196.92

$1,00W.82

This calculation method was followed In the Treasury calculations of
profitability. Revenues after taxes were obtained by making three assump-
tionst (1) the applicable tax rate t 50 percent# (2) the rate of return
after taxes obtained under present law and straight-line depreciation methods
is 5 pereebtp and (3) the amount of revenue that an Investment yields tapers
offs so that net revenues in later years are smaller than net revenues in
early years. The declining net revenue assumption i based on the idea that
maintenance costs rise with the age of the asset and demand for its product
may decline with the passage of time.

Explanation of Increase in Profitability Associated with the Investment Credit

(1) Under straight-line depreciation a $1,000 10-year investment must
produce 41,242 (cash after tax) in order to yield a rate of return of 5 percent.
That t, if each year's cash flow is discounted by 5 percent interest, com-
pounded annually fro.the date of investment, the total present discounted
value of the cash returned by the investment equals $1,000.

(2) A switch to double-declining balance depreciation raises the rate of
return from 5.0 to 5.6, as taxes are reduced in early years and the investment
yields a higher proportion of its cash return in those years of its life. A
comparison of cash flow available with both methods of depreciation is shown
in the table below*

3 3 • Revenue under
N r double-declining
Net revenues after taxes . balance less revenue

2 3t under straight-
$ Double-declining i line depreciation

2 Straight-line 3 balance, f -ea-01r- I 0NUMVe
Year z depreciation : depreciation I Year : difference

1 184 $234 +50 +50
2 .171 202 +31 i8l
3 158 172 +14 +95-

411. 146 1496
5 131 12 -947

10 63 4 56 -17 +17
Total 1,242 1,242 0 •10
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(3) The 8 percent investment credit increases rate of return from 5.6
to 7.9 percent by increasing the cash return of the asset during its first
year of operation by $80, that is, from $234 to $314. That is, the total
cash return from the asset is increased to $1,322, and the rate of discount
which will make the present value of $314 in year l, $202 in year 2, etc.,
equal to the price paid for the asset, $1,000, is 7.9 percent.

(4) A 7 percent credit w0uld obly increase the first years cash return
by $70. It therefore produces only 7/8 of the increase In profitability
associated with the 8 percent credit. (7/8 of the 2.3 increase associated
with the 8 percent credit is 2.0. Profitability under the 7 percent credit
therefore rises from 5.6 to 7.6 percent,.)

The Relationship Between Profitability and the Cost of Funds

The increase in profitability of investment associated with the investment
credit may be regrded as equivalent to a reduction in the financing costs of
new investment. In other words the increase in profitability has the same
effect on the firu's ability to finance new investment as a reduction in the
rate of interest* The argument follows,

(1) It is assumed that assets are debt financed under a level payment
plan whereby the principal and interest are repaid over the life of the asset.

(2) For a $1,000 15-year investment the annual payment of interest and
amortization is $96.34 if the interest rate is 5 percent. If an 8 percent
investment credit is available the net cost of the asset is $920 and the
associated payment is 92 percent of 496.34 or $88.63,

(3) If the interest rate drops to 14 percent, the level payment on a
15iyear investment of $l,000 becomes $83.9*9 while if the interest rate is
3-'1/2 percent the payment is $86.83. The $68.63 cost of financing the $920
at 5 percent clearly lies between the. cost. of financing the full investment
of $1,000 at 3-1/2 percent and the cost at 14 percent. Interpolating between
these amounts yields a 3-2/3 interest rate which is the interest rate that
achieves the same reduction in financing cost as the 8 percent credit.

(14) For a $1,00 10-year asset the financing cost at 5 percent interest
is $129.50. 92 percent of that amount is $31U914, the financing cost when
the 8 percent credit is available, The financing costs of $1,000 at 3-1/2
percent are $120.20 per yeari at 3 percent the financing costs are $1U7.20.
We conclude that.for 10-year assets the financing cost, when money is at
5 percent and the 8 percent credit is available, is equivalent to the
financtng .cost without a credit when money is at 3-1/3 percent.
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Table 2

Rate of Return on Investments with Different
Economic Lives Under the Proposed Investment Credit

Ms~ti of return after tax on assets with lives of:s
4 years: 6 years 10 years : 15 years: 20 years

Present la
strain ghline depreciation 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

double-deolining balance
depreciation 5.7 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.5

Investment credit wLth
double-dealining balance

depreciation
8 percent proposal 7.2 7.8 7.9 7.3 6.9
7 percent proposal (7.0) (7.6) (7.6) (7.1) (6.7)

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury April 2, 1962
Office of Tax Analysis
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years 20 lures : yers 20 pars

egreciation mtbods vresentI allovwud
etraht-lim depreciation 611.89 1.12.61 377.82 3110.22

Double-deolining balaoce depreciation 180.12 1U6.14 1.58 376.33

8---of-the-years-dfite depreciation 480.64 52.-3 420.45 391.97

8 1peent investment credit with
a. straisht-linh depreoitLon 511.89 501.61 W20.22
b. Double-declints balance depreciation 5/ 533.12 506.1 0. 156.33
a. Sum-of-tho-years-digits depreciation 533.61 532.31 500. 171.97

7 percent investmnt credit Vwth
a. Straigbt-Uins depreciation (M.8) (1191.61) (10.82) (11.22)
b. 'Double -declining balance depreciation &(527. 12) 15111 417Z.8 (.633)
o. Bus-of-the-ye ra diits depreciation (527T.611 52231 (190. 1 1.61.97)

Incentive depreciation p roaelu

xenaning tn years of puroblse 520.00 520.00 520.00 520.00

Five-year amortization 172.78 172,78 '172.78 172.78

Initial allovences vith double-decliningbalanc depre cat on 2
balancen 196.05 175.67 1153.15 133.88

17 percent W 9 8.63 W-80

Acceleration of depreciation otherwise
allowed uqdar doubledeoltini balsne
methods_1

20 periont increase i annual
depreciation 92.91 165.39 131.38 .06.70

90 percent increase in amnal
depreciation 10.02 195.50 10 k59.7

!iriple-declining balance depreciation M49700 1.69.57 139429 112.28~

Office of M secretary of the S7 sury Awl" 21, 1962
Office of To* Analysis

Vl Computed with switch, to straight-lin e utbod.
Notes Present discounted values are computed as of the end of the year in Which

the investment is made, using the compound discount forals An ,
(assumin6 a 5$ rate of diucoun). P T (* r)u
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Uble 3

Present Discounted Value ot Future TsX Deductions
5Percent mte o Discount

41,000 Asset, 52 Percent Test rate



libohlnq sud3 Iuimmt Qroscpta2. lrzumt:c as a Emomcess.. cC 0=s ht~Iol Product

Tow Cc VID 0JL.. Cammis Prafce 0012= D3Ltai Kngdo MtsA Stintm

1950 8.a% 8.30 T.4.5 9.1% 7.0% 6.6%
293. 8.3 8.8 8.2 10.2 7T31 6.4.

392 .28.. . 10.5 6.8 6.2.
1953 8.1 8.7 7.1. 10.5 6.9 6.1
2954 8.I 7.9 7.A 11.2 7.2 5.7 0
M95 8.9 7.7 7.9 323 7.6 5.8

1"56 9.1 9.0 8.3 12.1 7.7 6.5 0

1957 9.2 9.2 8.8 12.3 8.2 6.1.
1958 9.2. 7.7 8.6 U1. 3 5.20

3999.2 7.8 8.3 32.. 8.2 5.3
1960 9.8 7.6 8.1. 32.1 9.1 5.5 6

CMi. cc tim m ety or th mceftoy Apail. 2, 1962

~Includes f.tencow6 ?ses, GwnWy'(L), Itam3 , Ust,3auss Amtsla,

1utt& 1106441 z~ld dats Tfw Spain.

Note: T" es t S3 Imgns vroductiv* equvaut botzt by govrmt and gmaamm estwues,-5
but ozeluas soak% eqtipmet used fcv =M~tary purpoes.

so-ce: 0.3 LC. Statistical Sulletinp juy 3961.
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Table 2

Average annual Increace in gross national product at
oonctunt pries, s3o.lotea £naUstrialized countries # 1950-60

Country -

Japan

Germany

Austria

Italy

N etherlands

France

Switzerland

Canada

Sweden

Belgiuu

United States

United Kingdom

NPrcent

'.9

i.8

1.3 P

3.7

3.3

3.1

3.0

2.6

Ott ice-bf the SeCretaiz7 of the TreasuryArl ,16
Office of Tax AnalYsis

1/1953-6o
1 954.,60

Sources Machinery and Allied Products Institute,
Caital Goods Review1 January, 1962# p. 1.

i i _ _
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Table 3

Gross National Product and Business Expenditures"
for New Plant and Equipment 1951-61

(in current dollars)

121

I G.N.P. : Business expenditures for
new plant and equipment

(bi s... . of dollars)

1951 $329 $25.6
1952 347 26.5
1953 365 28.3
1954 363 26.8
1955 398 28.7
1956 419 35.1
1957 13 37.0
1958 145 30.5
1959 48 32.5
1960 50 35.7
1961 521 34.1

Office of the Secretary of t rsury Apri1 2, 1962
Office of Tax Analysis

Source: Economic Indicators, Iarch, 1962.
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Toble 4t

ZStOUMIat Ago of Orosa 8tooks of Du e 9quZiuit 

19917.....
.9,8.....

1929.....
.9.....

952.....
3.....

1955.....

19586.....

196,,...
395....•.

199.....

.9.... '

96....

Average
age

9.0

8.8

8,7

0.6

8.5*

8.6

8.7

8.8

9.0

n.a.

Office of the Seoreta of the freae A*i1 2 1962

Office of Ta& Analysis

Sources Machinery and Allied Pr'oduots Imnttute

I/ 1nmcludes griclturl equipment.
n.. Not available.

Percent
0oe

2.0 lm

35.6%

32.6

30'.09

30.

30.2

.284

264-

2.9

27.194

29.8

32.14.

33.14

n.a..

122
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£XW)T I-C

MOSONS FOR T E EXCLUSION OF PLIC ITILITIgM flR4 T99 IWIBgSXMW CRWIT

I. Public utilities are regulAted moappoly industries with l obll4p-
tions to servo public convenience and nsees*Atyo

1. Investment in utilities thus is determined by publiodemand. ,"

2. The rates utilities charge consumers for their services
are determined in a maner that allows just and reason-
able rates of return on investment. Cost of interest
payments is considered an expense and return on equity
is set sufficiently high to attract the capital required
to serve public needs#

3. It is questionable v e 4 of the credit, it
extended to uttes, would be passed consumers in
the form of er service chargess to shareh i4rs in the
farm of d dead, or retained. Whether or not 1aebene-
fits ar Aetleated in'reduced vice charges, the 'egu-
lata r mes would be grave!c a cated by co=!ft-
Ing pessureso resu5 ±6, in un~ertaint o and litigate

hi V huld order rateadJustmen s,

II. Ass the cre r oee pantqd to th. ut) ties ; that the
utility a thesselve rotaudWve a .th t, &aal.-\
able e dence indicates t it ct ot hi ve its

1. Regula ut iss ;0tax iun~ejoivi Jidcthem t~ thar~o~p4ui~t t u~i and
would not Sonres conet*OotJ"o proram izresponse
to the Inv staet o it in te e raw or to the sam

2 a t i s.ies. , -" ' /.i •th

nowexit ~j1the
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4. The lack of evidence in support of the need for capital
in small utilities, coupled with the cncentz~tion ao
utilities' investments in firm with ready access to the
capital market, does not support the need for the credit
'as a source of capital.

5, Recent uneatiafactory experience with accelerated amos-
tirzation in the electric utility field# eulainating in
the refusal by Congress to issue further amortistion
certificates in 1957, is illustrative of poblm involved
in attempts to stimulate public utility investment.

[M. Assuming the credit were granted to the utilities# but passed on to
consumers, in lower service charges, there would be little benefit
to the economy and an aggravation of present problems in rate-meking
procedures.

1. he pass-through of the credit to users would not produce
significant decreases in utility rates. Federal Power
Comission data indicate that a pass-through of the credit.
to consumers would decrease the average householders#
electric bill by a mere 7 cents a month.

2, A reduction in rates of this magnitude would have an
insignificant impact on the level of consumer and
industrial demand,

3. Rate regulation agencies would be faced with an impossible
task in monitoring rates to follow the fluctuating invest-
ment expenditures and acco.paning investment credits for
which utilities would be eligible.

IV. The primary goals of the investment credit would not be furthered by
including utilities.

1. The investment credit is needed to encourage investment
in firm requiring modernization of equipment in order
to copete with foreign producers for markets here and
abroad# to stimulate domestic stagnant economic condi-
tions, and to strengthen the internatiorel competitive
position of American industry, By their nature utilities
produce for a domestic market and are not subject to
foreign competition.
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2, OrantLng the credit to utilities vould cost $30 million
under the 4 percent. proposal and $M million under the
3 percent proposal. Little productive use vill be rde
of that amount and the net cost to the gowrment will
be substantLalLy hLgser Wa In mnufaoturing vbere ova.
petition will enforce productive use of funds.

j /
~ A

82190 0-42--pt. 1-9
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DETAILED-ARGUIT FOR TE EXCWSION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES FROM THE
INVES'UT CREDIT AND SUPEORTINO DATA

l. Utilities, Investment Nee4s Are Determined BY Public Demand

The public utilities are regulated monopoly' industries which are legally
obligated to serve public needs and which construct their facilities on a
demand basis to meet public requirements# Studies of investment in both the
Te one and electric power industries conclude that the relationship between
present demand and capacity is 'the'primary determinant of. investment. Invest-
went in utilities does not occur spontaneously to create new demand but is
determined by demands )J
2. Utilities Are Reguated Monopolies Afforded the Opportunity to Earn Just
and Reasonable Rates of Return After Tax

In return for their authorization to operate as regulated service corpor-
ations, they are assured consumer rate charges which will cover their costs of
operation, including Federal income taxes, plus a just and reasonable rate of
return on investment. This rate of return is set so as to attract the capital
needed to serve the public convenience and necessity. 2/ For the vast majority
of utilities the rate of return presently available, Zen adjusted for the lack
of risk on that investment, equal or exceeds the rate of return in other
industries. Furthermore, the rate of return is Vauged to enable the utility
to obtain adequate capital at whatever cost is required.

(See Appendix A to Exhibit I-C.)

Because the corporate income tax is treated as a cost of operation the
utilities and their investors do not bear the burden of the tax. They are
therefore not subject" to the disincentive effects which the tax way have on
investment decisions of other industries not sheltered by regulated monopoly
:conditions. In addition, the risk of investment in the utility field is 10o
than in industry generally. The utilities have no difficulty raising capital
needed for expansion. %

3. Utilities Will Not Raise Investment Significantly in Response to the
Credit

With a captive monopoly market, guaranteed rates of return, ready accoo.;
to capital funds, and need for new investment determined largely by long-range
trends in consumer demand, public utilities are not likely to respond in Lhe

i see Avrom KissleGoff and Iranco, ~dIltani .. Private investrmno In th
electric power industry and the acceleration prxnciplet" Review of' .:conomles
and Otatistice 39 (1957), PP. 363-379 and Paul 0. Clark !1 The toilPjii a
Industry: a study in priv'tc investment," in Wassily LoontitTf, aJtutll.o: In
the structure of the American economy (New Yorkt Oxford Univornity Pros
1953)s pp. 243-94.

2/ Typically the firms rates are individually regulated in such a way An to
provide the full amount of revenue required to service its lo,.;-tor e. dbt
and preferred stock, as well as a return on common stock uh!ch in "#hi."
as judged by price earning ratios and.pimilar measures of the cost o:;*
equity capital.
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same manner as other industrial corporations operating t competitive mrkets
to tax incentives such as the tvestment credit.

Unlike manufacturers who can 'stimulate new markets by developing now
products# the gas and qpleotric utilities offer a commodity that has changed
Imperceptibly over the post hialf century* They cannot Ottoulate now types
of' demand that the manufacturing firm can tap with new products Rather, the
utiltttest nee investment satisfies roving comeumer needs that'they are
legally required to meet and that they can readily project for the years
ahead.
I * Experience With Amortization Program in Regulated Industries Was

Unsatisfactory

The unsatisfactory results of attempts to stimulate public utility
investment are exemplified by the recent experience with accelerated
amortization in the electric utility field. This experience Vas critically
reviewed by the Congress when it restricted the further issuance of amortt-
zation certificates in 1957 Chairman Byrd of the Senate Finance Committeie
in commenting on the matter in 1951, stated that he regarded such rapid tax
write-offs for utilities as without any justification whatever because
utilities are guaranteed profits. /

The report of the Senate Judiciary Committee made by its 8utcommittet
on Antitrust and Monopoly concerning the experience of regulated industries
under rapid amortization stated:

"Grave consequences have followed the enormous grants of tax
amortization to operating utilities in the electric power field.
Consumers have fared badly, for the Federal Power Commission rules
that lover rates were not the purpose of the tax amortization
statute, and the courts have sustained the FPC. As a result of the
hearings, the Federal Power Commission surveyed operating utilities
and it was established that to an unsuspected extent, tax-free
dividends were being paid. Public power witnesses complained of
predatory practices by utilities enjoying the lower net taxable income
coming from high-depreciation charges, and the subcommittee obtained
a listing of all acquisitions made by utilities subsequent to
obtaining amortization," 2/

(See Appendix B to Exhibit I-C)

j U. Ss Senate, Committee on Finance, Rapid Aortization of Emerg ncy
Facilities, Hearings before the Committee on Finance, Eighty-fifth
Congress, First Session on . 179%, May 7 and 9, 197f, p. 9.

2/ U. S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary# Subcommittee on Antitrust and
Monopoly, Rapid Amortization in Reglated Industries, Eighty-fifth
Congress, Second Session, Senate Report No. 13 0, March 12, 1958 p. 67.
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5. Investment Credit Would Tend to Be Passed On to Consumers and Tn
the Process Would oravely Complicate Rate Regulation

The extension of the investment credit to the utilities would tend
to bring heavy pressure on the various regulatory commissions to pass the
benefit on to consumers in the form of lower rates. Assuming such a
pass-through, there would be little, if any, incentive effect to utility
investment. While some of the-pess-through would serve to reduce costs
slightly for industrial users, much of the benefits would affect residential
consumption",

There is, however, serious doubt as to how the investment credit might
be treated by the various regulatory agencies. While existing law would
appear generally to call for the "flow-through" approach, it is possible
that the credit might lead to pressures for some type of "tax normaliza-
tion" approach which would permit the utilities to retain the credit in
addition to their fair rate of return on investment. In any event, the
credit would gravely complicate the regulatory process and become a
continuing source of controversy and litigation.

In view of the conflicting pressures on the regulatory agencies, the
treatment of the credit would probably not be uniform in all jurisdictions.
Moreover, before the issues were resolved there would be a period of un-
certainty and confusion which would not be favorable lbr investment or the
orderly operation of the utilities. Granting the credit to utilities would
introduce discriminatory treatment of different firms, as regulatory agencies.
responded with different procedures for passing the credit through to consumers.

Special difficulties would be involved in applying the flow-throuch
principle to the credit because, unlike general tax reduction, the credit
would vary from year to year with the capital expenditures of the utility
corporation. This variance in the tax reduction from year to year would
make it extremely difficult for the regulatory authority to determine the
proper rate adjustments. Substantial tax credits would be likely to go
neither to lower rates nor to additional investment, but into dividends to
shareholders. The resulting erratic distribution of the credit in the
regulated area and the numerous disputes it would engender would not nerve
the best interests of either the utilities industry or the Nation in the
long run.

(See Appendix C to Exhibit 1-C.)

6. Insignificant Effect of the Credit On C6nsumer Demand

some utilities have contended that if the credit were pascol on so n.a
to lower the cost of service to consumers. this would increase. demand tt.1
therefore provide a basis for additional investments in production faclt len.
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Estimates of the possible effect of passing on the entire amount of
the benefit of a 3 percent credit in the form of lower utility rates
suggest an average reduction of cost to electricity consumers of less
than one percent. X/ For the average residential customer whose electric
bill was about 47.25. a month in 159, the resulting reduction would amount
to about 7 cents a month. Similarly, for industrial and commercial ousto-
mers whose average electric bill in 1959 was 4M0 a year or about 473 a
month, the adjustment would be about $69 a month. These reductions are
so small as to be an insignificant stiulus to the consumer in changing
his use of electricityp even if the demand were reasonably elastic. While
reliable estimates are not available on the elasticity or responsiveness
of demand for electric power to price changes, there is reason to believe
that it has a relatively low degree of elasticity. R/

7. High Levels of Excess Capacity Nov Exist in the Electric Utility Industry

The high levels of excess capacity which now exist in the case of the
electric utilities suggest that the investment credit would not be effective
and ts not needed in this area.

The data on the growth of excess reserves of kilowatts stated as a
percentage of December peak loads indicates that in the postwar period
reserve capacity over the peak load reached a level of 19.3 percent in
1954. declined to 17.3 percent in 1956, but rose steadily since then to a
high of 28.6 percent for 1960. I/

(See Appendix D to Exhibit I-C.)

I/ The one percent figure is based on an estmate of *W5 million credit
which the electric power utilities would have received on their 1959 eligible
investment in relation to 49.5 billion of operating revenues.

W_ Franklin Fisher and Carl Kaysen estimate that household demand for electri-
city is inelastic; sales would not respond to price declines sufficiently to
maintain their revenues from households. Industrial demand tends to be
somewhat more elastio, but on the average., one must conclude that over-all
elasticity. of demand in industry is probably close to unity, indicating
only slight, increases in gross revenues from industry with decreasing prices.

(See Appendix E to Exhibit I-C.)

Demand for gas ts also inelastic. A.4. Trout estimates that elasticity
of demand for all heating fuels is about three-tenths, indicating that a one
percent decrease in price would stimulate three-tenths of a percent increase
in quantity sold or a loss in revenues of approximately seven-tenths of one
percent. (See A.° Strout,"Weather and the demand for space heat" Review
of economics and statstic",143 (Pay,1961) pp. 185-192s) Though gre&ter.
sUbstiMUtion among fuels can be anticipated in the long-run and the long-
run elasticity will be higher, competition between fuels is effectively
limited by the high costs of conversion and one can expect little response
from the consumer to a reduction in prices.

/Data from June, 196l;issue of FPC "Electric Power Statistics".
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The 1956 report of the Joint Comittee on Internal Revenue Taxation
on the 57ear amortization program indicated that- the 'Office of Defense
obilization operated on the assumption that an excess capacity reserve
in the neighborhood of 24 percent would be required for full mobillkation
in 1955, which. Is vel above the actual reserves maintatndd during the
KoreanWar. When reserve capacity reached 20 percent, the oal was
closed, presumably because this level was deemed adequate. l/

8. The Investment Credit . Especially Inappropriate for Gas Pipelines

The natural pas pipeline industry has expanded at a very rapid rate
without the Investment credits As of the end of 1960, the index of plant
investment was around 350, as compared to 100 at the end of 1950.

So far as is knovn, no desirable expansion or modernization has been
prevented by lack of readily available funds.

Expansion of interstate natural gas pipelines can be effectuated only
with a certificate of convenience and necessity, issued by the FPV. The
Commission requires an affirmative showing of the adequacy of reserves
before any such certificate Vi3l be granted. Certification procedures are
desiped to assure orderly growth in the Industry, and vll limit the extent
to which the Investment credit can stimulate growth#

9. The Investment Credit as a Stimulus to Investment

The investment credit is required to provide the maximum stimulus to
investment that will raise our rate of growthp Increase productivityp and
assist sectors of the economy where economic conditions have caused business
to fall behind In its modernization of equipment. The utility industries
ore not in special need of such a stimulus,

?_/U. B. Congress, Joint Comittee on Internal Revenue Taxation, "A Report
on 5-year Amortization of Emergency Defense Facilities Under Section 168
of the Internal Revenue Code of 19.5," December 1956, p. 25.
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The investment credit specifically excludes buildings and residential
construction, as investment in those areas contribute little to moderniza-
tion of the Nation's industrial productivity. Excluding utilities is but
another way in vhich the impeat of the credit would rema in focused on
investment that will best strengthen our industrial, efficiency.

10. The Credit ts 1fot D1sciminator to Public Utilities

Exempting utilities from the credit is not discriminatory to the
public utility industry. The legally intended incidence of the income
tax paid by the public utilities is on their consumers. Consistent with
this principle, the benefits would be passed to to consumers and the
utilities would have no net gain from receiving the credit.

1. Purpose of Strengthening International Competitive Position of American
Industry is Primariy Applicable to Businesses Other Than Public Utilities

The credit is intended to aid manufacturing and other industries in
strengthening their ability to compete with foreign producers for Mrketc
here and abroad. This goal is largely inapplicable to utilities vhich nre
only indirectly concerned with problems of foreign competition.. The need
for the credit is clearly greatest in the case of manufacturing.and other
businesses which need to keep abreast of foreign competition that already
receives special investment tax incentives.

12. Industries Would Not Construct Theit Own Utility Facilities to Obtain
Advantage of Mhe Ckedit

The proportion of the total electric power generated by industrial
firms has declined steadily since the late 1930s.

(See Appendix F to Exhibit I-a)

This suggests that the utility industry has been able to make Increasing
use of economies of scale in large generating plants. Increasing size Qf
generating installations makes it uneconomic for most manufacturers to
generate their own power. As the 4nittal investment has an expected, life
of about 30 years, and most industrial plAnts would have a highly variable
need for power over that period, it is highly unlikely that a shift to
nelf-gencrating power by industrial corporations"vould be stimulated by
the credit. 1/ In fact the current trend would appear to be in the opposite
direction. Many companies now lease production machinery, vehicles, and
oalocial equipment, no well as buildihgs, in order to minimize the capital
investment required and permit flexible changes in the product lines, method
of production, and location,

I/ Profitability calculations Indicate that the value of the. credit Is' len
on 30-year assets than on asooets with a shorter life. Hence there in les
incentive to the Industrial producer here than in an investment 'in produotiorl
machinery and equipment vith a life of 15-years.
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1. Impact of the Credit On Small Utilities

It has been contended that the investment credit would be a boon to
sma.l utilities that do not have ready access to the capital market and
have a low rate of return, With the exception of a few firms that account
for a very small part of the market, there does not appear -to be any support
for the contention that rates of return are lover in small utilities. In
electric utilities, for example, many of the-smaller companies with assets
of $5 to $50 million enjoy a rate of return of 3.1 to 4.5 percent a return
substantially in excess of the 2.8 percent return enjoyed by the industry's
'largest firms. 1/

About four-fifths of the investment in utilities is concentrated in
firms with over a quarter of a billion dollars in total assets that have
ready access to the capital market and a rate of return that appears
comparable to manufacturing when it is discounted for the lack of risk in
utilities and the greater ratio of debt to equity financing. This implies

- that only a minuscule portion of the credit granted to utilities would go.
to smaller firms.

(Sue Appendix Gto Exhibit i-0.)

1.. Revenue Consideration

The extension of the credit at 3 percent to the public utilities
would involve a revenue cost of $225 million at anticipated 1962 investment
levels. This cost is considerably more than the cost of raising the
proposed credit in other areas by a whole percentage points a rise which
can be expected to stimulate considerable quantities of new investment in
,manufacturing and elsewhere.

The investment credit would not only have a substantial initial cost
ifn the utility industry, it would also be more expensive in the long run.
Due to the fact that the credit is expected to stimulate less invontmcw;,1
in the utility sector than in other industries, less growth in ONP and
eventual recoupment of initial revenue losses can be expected from area!t.::
extended to the utility then can be expected from credits granted eloc . .

15. If the Credit to Not Passed On to Consumers, Windfall Benefito Ace-
to Stockholders

UtIlitiou have had ready access to funds for financing new tnV-..t; .Al
*during rAst years They aee much less likely than other inductric.. V .. 7v

.cklog of investment projects which could not be financed if runo."
riot made aw:lblo throuGh the investment' credit. For this reason th.
utilities are more likely than any other group to pay out the coc b-:ne¢ lt:

" 'h-e -aes are bsed on- net income6 w er taxes as reported on t. :: r :
Book incomes will be somewhat higher, and will indicate a grerll.cr :-'t-
return.
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of the investment credit in the form of dividends. As, a consequence much
of the reduction in tax liabilities made possible by a credit to utilities
will become an immediate benefit to the stockholders rather than a stimlus
to additional investment.

16. competitive Position of the Utilities in Relation to Other Energ"
Suppliers Who-Will Receive the FuIl Amount of the Credit.

Even though the utilities do not receive the credit there ts little
reason to believe that their sales will suffer as a result of competition
from oil, coal, and other energy sources. Use of these other energy sources
on existing equipment would require conversion of equipment that could only
be undertaken at great expense*

Thus only new investment would be strongly affected by the price
differential. In the case of electric utilities a large part of demand
resulting from new investment Is entirely independent of other fuels as
there are not satisfactory substitutes for electric illumination, small
electric motors, and electric power tobf chemical purifying and refining
uses which account for a high proportion of the sales of electricity.
In the case of natural gas, it iv questionable whether the price differ-
ential arising from'granting the credit to non-utility 'industries would
give oil and coal a sufficient competitive edge to capture a greater share
of new installations for heating, where the automatic delivery, cleanliness,
and low maintenance costs of gas are important factors in the choice of
heating fuels.

17. Conclusion

The available evidence indicates that the credit would not achieve
it intended incentive to investment in the case of the regulated monopoly
industries. The application of the credit would be inappropriate in tho
case of corporations enjoying sheltered markets and just and reasonable
rates of return which in effect insulate them from the corporate income tax.
Exclusion of utilities from the credit will not impair their right to
realistic depreciation revision which may be found appropriate in the
light of Treasury depreciation studies.* Extension of the credit to
utilities on the other hand would cost disproportionate amounts of revenue.

Au recognized by important sectors of the utility industry itself, the
credit might be prejudicial to the beat interests of the utilities in the
long run.
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Appendix A to exhibit I-C

S 'T COURT OPINIONS FAVORING PASS THROUGH OF TAX ICW IVE =WITS

In holding that *utilities should be required to pass On to their rate-
payers the benefits of liberalized depreciation under Section 167 of the
Internal Revenue Code, the Pennsylvania Superior Court said. (cit of Pitts-
burah vo ennsylvania, PelioO., 189 Poo Superior Ct. 551,' 125 A d32

* * •Counsel asserts that, since utilities are an important
segment of the national economy, they must likewise benefit.
The weakness in this assertion t in failing to recognize
the distinct nature of a utility as a regulated quasi-monopol*
As such it may obtain funds for modernization and expansion at
the current reasonable cost, and it is allowed to pass this
cost on to its customers in an annual depreciation allowance
and its annual allowable net return as well. In fixing the
rate of return the commission takes cognizance of the cost of
capital to the utility. It appears therefore that this gene-
ral desire of Congress to provide working capital and funds
for modernization and expansion ts and has been for mny
years, adequately met for public utilities through rate pro-ceedings. ***

Similarly, the Sppreme Court of Illinois, said (City of Alton v.
Commerce Commission, 19 Ill. 2d 76, 165 N.e. 2d 513, 52-5):

** Under the policy of this State, utilities are allowed
a rate of return calculated to attract the capital required
for necessary expansion.'* * * Since in this respect utilities
differ from other corporations., the purpose of section 167
would not be thwarted nor would discrimination be introduced
into the Federal tax law by requiring utilities to pass the
savings of accelerated depreciation on to their customers.
* * * utilities are at least partial monopolies, a d no com-
petition exists to induce them to pass savings on to the
Public..* * *
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Appendix B to Extbit I-C

HISTORICAL PRWEDEW OF ACCRULATED AMORTIYATION

The FPO. in line with perhaps the majority of other regulatory
bodies' passing on the issue, permitted utilities to normalize income
taxes paid with the benefit of accelerated amortization under Section
168 of the Internal Revenue Code. '(The FPO and many state eoistons
have adopted the same procedure with respect to liberalized depreciation
under Section 167.) Utilities thereby accumulated very substantial
reserves. Yet the fact is, as set forth at some length in a report of
the Subcommittee on Anti-trust and Monopoly of the Senate Judiciary
Committee that accelerated amortization had no real tendency to encourage
construction of emergency facilities.

For example, the subcommittee satd:

" * * * Under the policies then (i.e., Aril, 1955 7 in
force, no clear relation to defense needs was required for
approval of certificates for ,electric power generation as
they were' granted on the basis of total demand, including
civilian as well as military needs. The lack of incentive
was Indicated by the fact that in the f6w instances where

proposed facilities were held Ineligible -- because of oca-
tion in target areas -- the utility cominies constructed
them despite the rejection. * * L emphasis supplied.J"

The subcommittee further said:

"Of the applications considered by the Department of
the Interior and the Office of Defense Mobilization, ap-
proval was given to facilities scheduled to bring in
13,013450 kilowatts. Applications which were denied
because of their target area location totaled 5,298,000.
All of the projects so denied still are scheduled for
completion in 1958, despite the.withholding of the tax-
amortization Inducement."
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Appendix 0 to Exhibit I-C

"FLOW-TROUGH" OF THE CREIT TO CONMRS AND ASSOCIATHD COMPLICATIONS

The rate-regulating agency would have to monitor each utility*s investment
in every year to assure that the, company did not earn an excessive.return through
the investment credits The following table indicates the varying effect of the
credit among companies during the period 1958-190,

Estimated Effect ,of 3 Percent Tax Credit',
Customer Benefit vs. Stockholder Benefit

Selected Utilities - 1958-9-60 Data

3 Results Whether Customer
or Stockholder Gets Benefits

3 Customer : Stockholder
Benefit t Benefit
L. : Extra Retur 2

Company t Year 1 on Equity 2

Consolidated Edison Company of New Y'rk.
1958 * .83 1.04
1959 1.11 1.33
1960 1.99 2.17

Northern States Power Company (Minn.)
1958 $ .61 .66%
1959 1.18 1.13
1960 1.35 1.32

The Detroit Edison Company
1958 41.37 1.00%
1959 1.14 .84
1960 .45 .33

Pacific Gas & Electric Company
1958 $1.36 1.20%
1959 .85 .78
1960 .81 76

Appalachian Pover Company
1958 $2.88 2.78%
1959 .57 51960 .57

Office 'of the secretary of the Treasury April 2 1962
* Office of Tax Analysis

1/ Average reduction in residential electric bills consequent to rate
reductions on residential sales made possible by the investment credit.

2/Average percentage point increase in rate of return to equity made
possible by passing the investment credit through to stockholders,

I I - 'r e. - I' ' , 11 - - , I '.1 - - - - ,, I 1, - I I , , I " I ,, " ; - ., 2 ; - t7;,
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Appendix D to Exhibit I-0

system Capacity aM Peak Loads 19340 . .1960

United States Totalb for Major Systems (Kilowatts)

I 3 . Ididated Reservel
Dependable : : (Excess of Depend.

End of (Adverse ater : December : Over Dec.Peak Loid
Year J Year).. , Peak Loads , As h- ot Peak)

1940 34,403,434 Zi,98,071 23.1$
1941 37353709 31,531,206 18.3
1932 392665335 3,92,464 20.
1943 242,o16,767 37,060,061 14..5
1944 43,760,322 37,853,847 15.6
1945 45,373,031 37,368,925 19.8
1946 45,701,894 43,173,803 5.9
1947 48,146, 326 47,554,537 1.2
1948 52,689,808 51,611,873 2.1
1949 59,285,449 54,238,069 9.3
1950 65,574,230 61,719,096 6.2
1951 72,687,954 67,869,836 7.1
1952 80,035,407 73,055,4039.6
1953 89,802,220 78,592,567 19:3
1954 102, 055, 25 85,580,848 19.3
1955 114, 12,107 98,291,077 16.5
1956 120,453,230 102,723,432 17.3
1957 128,325,252 107,388343 19.5
1958 141,827,422 113,679,31 2.8
1959 154,537,818 121, 561,168 27.1
1960 165,536,249 128,713, 483 28.6

Offlc: 0' t.h.:ecretary of the Treasury April 2, 1962
Office of Tax Analysis

Source: June 1961 issue of FF0 "Electric Power Statistics."
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Appendix B to Exhibit I-0

EmASTICITy OF LETRIC DOM

Household Demand

Long-run household demand is influenced primarily by' the acquisition
of electric appliances. A recent statistical study concludes i/:

"In summary, these long-run results indicate that the growth of the
stock of appliances is insensitive to the price of electricity within
the range of experienced prices. Whether much larger differences in the
prices of appliances than those previously observed would make a difference*
in the rate of growth of the appliance stock is not clear from these data,
nor are these regressions a really adequate explanation of appliance owner-
ship as such. They do suffice to indicate the effect of electricity price,
hoever, which is all that is at issue here."

Industrial Demand

Long-run Industrial demand is shaped by changing technology as vell
as the price of electricity. The same study concludes:

"The results are generally significant and correlations are quite
high. The upper limit to price elasticity is somewhat greater than unity
in six out of the ten industries (highest 2.6, for the chemicals Industry),
unity or less in two more and zero in the remaining two (fabricated metal
products and transportation equipment). Similar results are obtained for
the mineral industries. Altogether, there is reason to expect a fairly
high degree of sensitivity to electricity price in industrial demand given
the technology of 1956. The paucity of the data makes it fairly difficult
to be certain, hoever, and tbeeffects of technological change are
certainly more important than in the price effect just discussed."

1/Fisher, Franklin M. and Kaysen, Carl, A Study in Econometrics:
The Demand For Electricity In the United States, Amsterdam:
North-Holland Publishing Co. (1962) 5-7.

. .4
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Appendix F to Exhibit 1-4

G enerating "Capacity .
Privately Owned Electric Utilities and Tndustrial

Establishments, 199.-196O

(thousand kw)

t WIVately Owned. i Industrial Batablishments "
: Combined : Utilities S " N e or '

Year : Capacity : Capacity : Caacity : Combined Capatcty

1939 44,83 33,908 10,575 e4%
1940 45,433 34,398 11,35 24
19i41 47,631 36,041 11,590 24
1942 49,626 37, 102 12,184 25
1943 51717 39,128 12,589 24
1944 52,610 39,733 12,877 24
1945 53,064 4.0,307 12,757 24
1946 53,104 40,355 12,749 24
1947 54,816 41,987 12,829 23
191.8 58,1436 45,381 13,055 22
1949 63,954 50,4 13,470 21
1950 69,106 55,175 13,931 20
1951 74,44 60,192 14,352 19
1952 79,435 64,39 15,086 19
1953 87,053 71,201 15,852 18
1954 95,413 79,127 16,286 17
1955 103,311 86,887 16,424 16
1956 107,790 91,145 16,645 15
1957 114,474 97,376 17,098 15
1958 125,256 108,202 18,054 14
1959 136,510 118,999 17,511 13
1960 145,793 128,000 17,793 12
'Office of the Secretary of the Treasury April 2, 1962

Office of Tax Analysis

Source - FPO
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Appekdix 0 to Exhibit I-C

THE INVEMT CREDIT AND SMALL UTILITY COMPANIES

It has been argued that the credit will provide aid to small utility
companies that hav6 difficulty financing new investment projects by issues
of stock and bonds in the capital market. Clearly buch companies are an
infinitesemal portion of the industry. If future investment is roughly pro-
portional to the present investment in utility companie corporations with
assets in excess of a quarter of a billion dollars will receive four-fifths
of the $225 million benefits that would be granted by a 3 percent credit.

The attached tables present the Investment in utility companies, their
rate of return, and the percent of total investment held by companies, by
size of total assets. For purposes of comparison a similar tables has been
prepared for all manufacturing corporations, The tables indicate:

(1) Investment is heavily concentrated in utiltt comEpanies with more
than a quarter or a billion dollars of assets. (See Table 1.) Firms or that
size have ready access to the capital asarket and can attract equity or debt
capital on favorable terms,

(2) The rate of return as reported by utilities of dIfferent size does
not appear to vary systematically, l while the rate of return in manuracturing
increases with the size of the firm, (See Tables 2 and 3.) Thus while there
mny be some justification in special aid to small manufacturing corporations
to help thom raise their return, no such aid to the utilities would appvnr
'.ecessary or desirable,

The rate of return as reported by the telephone industry appears h .;-nc-r
than that reported by the gas and electric utilities, but th& is pnrti.ly
the result of the fact that 30 percent of the investment in as and elct,,.lc
utilities is being depreciated under accelerated methods while only 1 'v .rceni'
of the investment in telephone and telegraph is being depreciated unler thc:,.
methods. Taking account of the reduced risk of investmenL In utilities ::'-d
the typically high ratio of debt to equity capital, utilities' rates of
are roughly comparable to rates of .return in monufacturig. Prtios of b.. I,:'th
mIturity of one or more years to total capital account are about 16 parcel-.t
for manufacturing, 35 percent for communications ,and 52 percent for rts r ail
e'..ctric companies, .Tr eqtey financing requires a yield approximately 1'. t,
2 dimes that required for bonds, the difference in capital structure uotold
account for most of the observed difference in rate of return.

If Variation in rate of return does occur as utilities are indviT;hn.TT,
regulated in n way to reflect difference in the structure or ..nvAr
capital and the cost of capital which may vary according to .2rl,t
valuations or the firm's minagement, potential for growth, ano .' .
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Investment in Electric, os,
and Te3plone Utilities Dy

sia of rim
(19W859)

e.s of till
Under $M,000

$l100,0 Ufea than 5M.000

$500,000 les then 1.0 million

$10 million .e than 2.5 million

$2.5 million lese than 5 million

$5 million less than 10 million

$10 million less than 25 million

$5 million leos than 50 million

$50 million less than 100 million

$1 million less than 250 million

$250 million and over

Total percent
Total amount

(in billions of dollars)

I I I I 31Lor a,"1

"U*=0n t ts prodkution - 3 camponi..
Comunistions t &M distribution I/ sand arsteis

.2

.8 .3 0

.7 .1 "

.4 .5 .2

.6 .

.8 1.2 o2

1.2 3.1 .9
.8 k b

1.9 5.6 295

.5 1.67 18.3

92.0 67.5 76. -

100.0 100.0 100.0

, .o $14.5 4o.8

orrLoe or the Secz'etr7 or the Treasury
orriee or the seeretar7 or the Treury

Office'of Tax Analysis

Sore: Statistics of Incom ita Bourcebook

*less than .05 percent

,/excluding netuml ps production

82190

April 2, 1962

82190 0-62--pt. 1- 10

i|
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Pate of Betun . Investment In Publ1@ Utl.teusAs Nasured By the Natlo of Net t-ftts After Tax" toTotal Asset iaess, Aomlte4 D pe=latiom and

Amortizatio By Si" or Corpaotion
(taz Year: 519)

*~~c&t . . ;a prdctoa:Eectric cmne.Televbone Cammmcation: snd distribution 11 sd systems
S:ate of: : Rateof: PlateOf: Investment : return :nvset: retur returTotal assets Of cororatiom : (uillicos- parentt): (m iows): percent ) (mi ) : parentt)

4M0,000 les tbm $500,000

$Sco,oo less than $1.0 million

$1.0 million less than 2.5 ,illic

$25 millm i e tbn 5 milinm

$5 m ilIo less thn 10 illion

$10 million less tve 25 millo

$25l iwon less than 50 111cm2

$50 milio las than 100 million

millionn lss than 25 million

$2 u ilin ad over

TO=

42.3

190.9

158.2
3.8o.o

99.

203.3

255.3

202.7

457.2
120.1

22,092.9

2,3,002.6

2.9

2.9

2.1

is.9

4.1

3.6

4.0

3.6

8.8

5.7
5;.5

OMfce of Tax An""si

1/ Exlug ustwkl 0s pzoductzpn
OT:Tb.s rate& f I beunestiinte ame based an net lace for tax waposes eTb.. rtesvij besack smaller than book net Iern related to equity.Sonic.: Statistics Of Income Data Sourcebook

5.2 .9

37.8

15.0
65.6

86.7

11.2

451.3

633.4,

81M6.2

2,112A.7
9,798.7

14,50.7

3-3 3.0

1.7

.2

4.0

5-3

3-7

3.9

3-7

3.0

1.7

2.A

2.3

16.7

19.9
68.2

165.0

88.4

382.3
553.1

1,002.7

7,467.7

31,o19.3
4O0"4m.6

April 2, 1962

Maed to net total assets.

13.9
4.2

6.9

LO

11.5

3.1

3.8

3.3

2.8

2.8
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Total sste of

Under 25

25 under 50

50 under 100

100 under 250

250 under 500

500 under lO00

1,000 under 2p0

2,500 under 3#

5,000 under 101

10,000 under t5

25,000 under 50,p

50.,000 under MA

100.,000 under 2!

250,000 and ovex

TOTAL

Office of the 8e
Office of Tax

Investment and Met of Return in ManuftoturIng as Measured
Dy.the Ratio of Not Profits After Taxes to Total

Assets Less Accumulated Depreciation and Aortivatiac
(tax year: 1950-1959)8 8 ... I ... . roI

corporation s Investmsnt : Rate of return I of tol
Ine (millions) i (percent) s invests

310 *1 .

697 -.

5,11 1.3 24

6,131 3.8 2.6

7,942 3.7 3.4

301,31 4.6 5.2

O 10,237 5.3 4.3

0oo Ur17 6.0 4.8

000 17,695 5.6 7.5

000 13,523 5.5 5.7

,O00 18,532 6.1 7.9

0000 25,58 6.2 3.8

235,836 5. 100.0

oretary of the Treasury - April 2,
Analysis

143

eat

1962

Sburcoe: Statistics of Income Dat ourcobook

I/ sLe reported in 1958-1979.
r: The rat. of return estimates are based on

related to net total- assets These rates
book not income related to equity.

dot Income for tax purposes
vill be much smller than

0.v
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WITR-HOLDING ON DIVtDENDS AND TN'-ET

Table 1 provides the estimated dividend gap for 1959.

Table 2 provides the estimated interest gap for 1959.

Table 3 shows the revenue effect of the gaps and the imposition of
withholding.

Table 4i presents the results of IRS case studies of reporting of
interest credited to bank accounts during 1958.

Table 5 presents the results of an IRS survey of reporting of interest
on Series E savings bonds redeemed during 1951.

Tables 6 and 7 list selected fraud prosecution cases of substantial
underreporting of dividends and interest in which convictions
were secured during 1960 and 1961.

Tables 8 and 9 list examples of substantial underreporting uncovered
by audit in the 1960 information document survey conducted by
the IRS.

Table 10 presents a comparison of the relative costs and relative
revenue gains from a withholding system, an ADP-enforcement
system, and a withholding system supplemented by ADPand
enforcement.

Chart A illustrates graphically the relative effectiveness of the
three systems shown in Table 10.

Exhibit It-A presents excerpts from the January 25, 1962 speech by
Commissioner Mortimer M. Caplin in which he discussed in
detail the I1S conclusions after exhwstive study of with-
holding and ADP-enforcement as alternative systems for
remedying the problem of nonreporting of dividends and
interest.
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ITEMDING ON DIVIDENDS AND NTE.

Gap estimates.

The dividend and interest underreporting gape are estimated from
agrerate figures of the amounts of such payments to individuals and of
the amounts reported by individuals on their tag return. , TUhi method'
has also been used by the Nov York Stock Exchange and independent tax
experts whose estimates have corresponded closely with Treasury estimates.

1. Dividends (Table 1)

For dividends the estimate is based on cash distributions to stock-
holders by domestic corporations; as reported in the Internal Revenue
Service Statistics of income and adjustments are made to add foreign
dividendsrie b y 'idduals and to exclude dividend payments to
corporations tax-exempt organizeaIons, and persons not required to file
tax returns and to exclude distributions vhich are not taxable or are
capital gains. The balance presumably should appear on individual tax
returns if there were complete compliance in tax reporting. This type
of calculation is shown in Table 1 for the year 1939. The 1959 under-
reporting gap was 940 million the underreporting gap attributable to
taxable individuals was estimated at $810 million.

2. Interest (Table 2)

The interest underreporting gap has at times been estimated start-
ing from the Commerce Department's estimate of interest receipts by in-
dividuals, unincorporated businesses and nonprofit institutions. The
Comerce Department's concept of personal interest income Includes about
410 billion of imputed interest (largely interest assumed to be earned
on bank deposits, which is not paid to individuals but is absorbed by
the bank in lieu of service charges). The large adjustments involved
in the Coimerce Department concept cast a good deal of doubt upon such
a gap estimate. In consequencep the Treasury has used a different approach
namely, estimating directly amounts of interest payments to individuals
and then deducting certain relatively small amounts of interest received
by sole proprietors as business income, by individuals not required to
file tax returns, and by tax-exempt organizations. This type of calcula-
tion for the year 1959 is shown in Table 9. The interest underreporting
gap for 1959 was estimated at $2,#780 million) the gap attributable to
taxable Individuals was 41940. million.
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Revenue effect (Table 3)

To estimate the revenue effect of dividend and interest underreporting,
an adjustment to made to exclude the amount assumed to go'to persons re-
quired to file tax returns but vho voP3A not be taxable even if they had
reported properly. Table 3 shoes these adjustments for dividends and Interest
for 1959. The table shows an estimated revenue gain of $850 million by con.
plete elimination of interest and dividend nonreporting. The table also shove
the estimated $170 million revenue gain from the application of the 20 percent
vithholding alone, and the estiated 60 million revenue gain if in addition
to vithholding there is an Improvement in tax compliance by perona subject
to individual income tax rates above the 20 percent bracket.

Case studies of reunotina ot bsk denoit Unereat (Table 4)

The Internal Revenue Service undertook to study the reporting of interest
credited to bank deposit accounts during 1958. A random sample of depositors
vas selected in eight banks in three New gland States. The amount of inter-
est paid or credited to each depositor's account va compared vith the amount
reported on the income tax return of the depositor.

The Service found that in moe than half of the cases studied the de.
positor failed to report the deposit interest on his tax return (Table 4).
In 5 percent of the cases, the depositor undermtted the amount of interest
paid or credited.

In term of amounts of interest, 38 percent of the interest recorded by
the banks for the cases studied was not reported on tax returns.

Case studies of the reportin of Series 3 savings bond in.ereet (Table 5)

During 1953 and 1954,p the Service studied bond redemption cases to
determine the extent td vhich those who redeemed Series 2 savings bonds
in 1951 reported the interest on 1951 tax returns. The names and addresses
of those vho redeemed the bonds vere noted and the amount of interest received.
The income tax returns of these individuals vere traced to determine whether
the bond interest vas reported.

In the case of a few texpqWe no returns could be located, probably
largely because they vere not required to file returns. For those whose
returns vere located, it was found that 86 percent failed to report aww
savings bond interest whatsoever (Table 5). In only 11 percent of the cases
was the interest fully reporteds and in 3 percent partially reported. In
term of amounts, 71 percent of the bond interest that should have shoved up
on tax returns vent unreported and untaxed.
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Selected cases of substantial ngm otlna (Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9)

To provide eplicit evidence of p oeful Umdeptn ot Interest
and dividends, the Treasury selected recent frood precaution cases in which

substantial amounts of such incom were unrepwted, These are 'ola in
Tables 6 and 7. All of the 34 cases stmarized in Table 6 were prosecuted
and resulted in convictions being secured during 1961. All of the 33 cases
summrized in Table 'vere prosecuted and resulted n conv6otions being secured

during l9(pe

Tables 8 and 9 contain lists of exmleus of substantial underreporting.
which were uncovered in the 1960 information document surveys. All of the
underreporting was confirmed on audit.

Automatic data processing Is no substitute for withholdinm (Table 10 and Chart A)

The Internal Revenue Service has carefully studied the application of
ADP and withholdIng to the problem of unreported dividend and interest income.

It is the Service's conclusion that vithholding would be much more effective
and considerably less costly than-an AP.udit system. The latter could re-

capture at the most only 00 million in taxes at a cost of $27 million.
In contrast, withholding will recapture $650 million in taxes annually at a
cost to IRS of only $19 million. Table 10 and Chart A present the relative
costs and relative gains of the two alternative systems. In addition the

table and chart show the revenue gains and costs of a system of withholding

supplemented by ADP and audit enforcement activity.

In Exhibit I A, the conclusions of the DW are detailed in excerpts

from a speech entitled "Automatic Data Processing and Withholding for Dividends

and Interest" by (cantssioner of Internal Revenue Mortimer H. Caplin delivered

before the Section, on Taxation, New York State Bar Association Annual Meeting,

New York, January 25, 1962.
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Table 1

Estimated dividend Income of individuals not accounted for
on tax returns for 1959

(In ,Aflons of dollars)"

1 1959

Cash distributions to stockholders bY domestic corporations,
Statistics of Income ..0 ... * ....... ............................. .s 16,160

Domestic dividends received by domestic corporations#
Statistics of Incomep less dividends received from Federal.
Reserve Banks oe... . eo.... .. e.ee..sseet 29.. s0.....e.e ,0

Net dividends paid by domestic corporations ... o......................... I3,240
Domestic divIden4s paid abroad *...*....,..* ,** **...430
Foreign dividends received by individuals ....................... ,. + 120

Distributions paid to individuals, fiduciaries and tax-exeapt
organizations 0........4.°. .4...........60o.a...so6.60.6. a. oaa..0..s. 12,P930

Distributions of small business corporations taxed as partnerships .... - 160
Distributions exempt from tax *...................................... - 200
Distributions taxable as capital gains .. .... ...... b..............,.. - 510
Dividends received by corporate pension fun~s / ..... ... ............. - 380
Dividends received by other tax-exempt orgAnizations Y _/ .... *....... . - 500
Dividends received by persons not required to file or who use 1040-A .. - 120
Dividends retained by estates and trusts ...... ....................... - 400

Total deductions *,............*. *O.... ........ ... 0 ....... 2,270

Dividends includable on individual tax returns .... ... ..... ... . ....... 10,660

Dividends reported on individual tax returns ........................... 9,710

Dividend reporting gap '.................... .. .... .... .. ** 950

Attributable to non-taxable filers .......... •. ................. ....... 110
Attributable to taxable filers 8.........O .. . ............... .. 840

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury April 2, 190
Office of Tax Analysis

NOTE: Figures are rounded and will not necessarily add to totals.

if Estimate limited to corporate pension funds as defined by SM.
Joint, union controlled and non-profit institution funds are
included vith other tax-exempt organizations.
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Table 2

Estimated interest income of individuals not acouted for
on tax returns for 1959

(In millions of dollars)
I 2 ,

.1959

Interest payments to individuals:
Cash interest paid on Government securities /6 ........................ 1,600
Interest paid on corporation bonds and notes 8/ .. . .............. 50
Interest on time and savings deposits _/ 0;66 .. $so .. $.ob 2,500
Interest on savings shares 1/ .0....................................... 1950
Interest paid on holdings o? foreign bonds ............................ 70
Interest on farm mortgages paid to non-farm individuals ................ 240
Interest paid on non-farm mortgages .* . . *****.**....,. *.***.* 1,320
Interest paid to unincorporated brokers and dealers .................. 110
Interest paid to unincorporated consumer credit companies .............. 160
Interest paid on life insurance dividends left to accumulate ........... 90
Interest paid to retail auto dealers .. ,, ***o***************,, . .
Total payments *................o * e,* e.,,**,,.... *..O

Deduct:
Interest reported as business income by sole proprietors ... ......... .o o70
Interest received by low income individuals not required to file ....... 190
Interest receipts of non-profit organizations ......................... 0
Total deductions 9...,0.....,.,.*.,, .** ... * ***6.

Interest includable in individual tax returns ..... ... *.....#............. 7I980

Interest reported as such on tax returns:
Individuals - Form 1040 .......................... 4.......0............... 0390
Individuals - Form 1040-A ............ * .e 20
Partnerships ............. ....................... " ...... ... ... ... # o330
Fiduciaries . . .............. . ........................ 0

Estimated amount of interest payments not accounted for ................. 2,780
Attributable to non-taxable filers ..................................... 830
Attributable to taxable filers )......0....e..**e***,.*.*.**o°.** 1,9iO

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, April 2, 1962
Office of Tax Analysis

NOTE: Figures are rounded and vill not necessarily add to totals.
1/ These items include payments to non-profit organizations.
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A. Tt* estimated gap

To nontaxable filers *****,**** .******

To taxable filere ***so*** **.****

B. Revenue gain fra complete enforoeeMnt ,....

0. Revenue gain from 20 percent withholding
only *eeeeeeeoeee~*oee90

D. Estimated improvement in upper income
brackets due to withholding ..******.*.... ,

9. Revenue gain from withholding plus estimated
improvement in upper income brackets
(0 + (D)

Dividedds

950

110

840

350

150

1140

280

3 2
: Interest Total

2,780 3,730

830 9410

1,9110 2,790

500 8350

320 1170

50 180

370 650

Office of the Secretary of the Tressuryp
Office of Tax Analysis

REVENUE ACT OF 1962

Table 3

Revenue effect of withholding on dividends and interest under H. R. 10650
.(1959 WA)

(.llion of dollar)

AJWLI Up IYW

Ii ii iii ii |

,, -- If , I , • ll I m -
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Table 4. Tax Compliance in Repoting Savings Accotmt Xnterest in 1958 --

Sample Surve Based on Depsitore in Mutual Savin Banks

in New England

Percent
wwber Of Total

Number of Cases

Total insurvey 1,2.T 100

With interest fully reported 539 42

With interest partially reported 69 5

With no interest reported 671 53

Amount of Interest on Savings Accounts

Total in survey $1, o 100

Reported on returns 80,6. 62

Unreported on returns 49,1146 38

Internal Revenue Service
Research Division I April 2, 1962
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Table 5. Tax CoEpliance in Reporting E-Bond Interest by Taxpyers

Who Redeemed Bonds in 1951 -- Sample Survey /

Number Percent

(Thousand) of Total

Number of Individuals Redeeming Bonds

Total number earning interest where
tax return was located for inspection 4,060 100

With interest fully reported 49 11

With interest partially reported 128 3

With no interest reported 3A83 86

Amount of Interest on E-Bonds .(thousand dollars)

Total paid out by Treasury, where tax te46,357. 100
return was located for inspection

Reported on returns 71,930 29

Unreported on returns 174#427 71

Internal Revenue Service I April 2, 1962
Research Division

1 The survey sample results have been "blown up" to represent
all taxpayers who redeemed E-bonds in 1951.

, * ;- V .1 . - ""F .. a P",", 11,14 1- -1- -- , - A!M- 1-11IZ-1 -
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Table 6 Selected Examples
Interest in 1961,

of Substantial Under-reporti of Dividens ador
Fraud Prosecution Cases 1/

Dividonda ind/or Inttirest :
Detemined to: Reported: Under- t
be Renortable: on Return: reported:

I
Tax I
year:

Adjusted Gross: ocupation.
Income Fer : of

Return t Taxaer

1. 3,823
5,303
6,130
6,969
7,089

2. 1,281.
1,403

1,905

3. 567

1,233

4. 267
2,149

5. 3,353
4,562
4,167

6. 6,109
5,778
5,704
5,387

7. 493

636
901

8. 1,002
985

1301
1,173

9. 1O,410
11,733
13,336

S3,462
.3,995

4$118
4s,163
41,007

361
. 1,308

2,012
2,806
3,082

1,281.
1,319
1,403
1,905

80 487
11o 690
148 1,085

19534
1955
1956
1957
1958

1954
1955
1956
1957

1954
1955
1956

-~267 1957
- 2,149 1958

924
1,556
2,184

250

908

4,235
5,75511,977

2,429
.3,oo6
1,983

5,859
5,778
5,704
5,387

493
591
728
636
901

1,002
985

1,301

6,175
5,978
1,358

1955
1956
1957

1954
1955
1956
1957

1954
1955
1956

19514
1955
1957

1953
1954
1955

* 10,727
. 11,79

10,631
104

1,518
2,639
4o571

(52-1)
528
121

Bus Driver
Schoolteacher

Insurance Agent
and Farmer

Attorney

5,838 Farmer and Dairy
5,.485 Operator .

10, 451
8,810
7,375

1,581
1,6401,604
1,621

No Ret.

4,025

1.,147(50)
3,673.

4 ,403

70 18

Insurance
Salesman

Truck Gardener

Check Casher

Doctor

Wholesale Merchant

ifConvictions secured during 1961.

153
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- Dividenda ad/or Interest t
Case: Determined to: Reported: Under- :

No.:z be Renortable: on Return re~orted!

S
Tax :
yeart

Adjusted, Oross:
Income For :

Return

10. * 95
368
346

no

ptm

802
1,068
2,948
2,518

12. 1,038
1,220
1,615

13. 12,248
14,640O
9,209

14. 16,70318,852
19,100

15. 866
1, 189
1,987

16. 3,590
4,727
5,402
6,305
7,283

17. 2,648
4,1484
4,514
4,584

18. 1,893
1,952
2,129
2,257

2,505
2,901
3,137

655
1,105

480
520
650
732

1,991

38
34.6

802
1,068

2,518

1,038
1,220
1,65

9,743
11,739
6,072

16,7o3
18#052
19,100

753
1,075
1,332
1,513

3,110
4,207
49,752
5,573
5,292

2,648

4,514

1,893
1,952
2,129
2,257

1956

1959

1956

1954
1955
1956

1955
..1956
1957

1955
1956
1957

1954
1955
1956
1957

1954
1955
1956
195
1958

1954
1955
1956
1957

1954
1955
1956
1957

* Attorney and
-NO get. Tax Practitioner

7,951
*2,75

5,341

2,576
3,582

13,401
26,180(17,968)

No Rat.

1440
462

2,424
1,512

6,086
4,400

,*337
11,O84

6,207
6,185
6,6136,805

2,216
2,101
233

780

Printer

Dance Studio
Mnamer

Retail ?erohant,
Investor

Retired

Chiropractor

Dentist

Service Station
Appliances

Dentist

IN4

Occupation
of

TAxtaver
N... . .... .. . . . .. be-i --rt bl on--- -- Re u n W---w, m--. . .-t--e-d
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: Dividendo a /or Inqu
Case: Deterinedit %dReportedt

rest .. s
Under- s Tax 1

Adjusted ora" Ooa tio
110 o r.;4 Of

-----. Z 2 IL A "Jmwh"" I SUAISJU;

19.* 4,181
3,800
34,666
8,499
9,725

20. 6,916
6,233

8,906

21. 24,666
31,771
31,.12
29,168

22. 8,125
11,417
9,121

23. 2,602
2,082

24. 3,621
3,960

25. 2,082
1,7141

855
1,811
3,016
5,837

27. 2,427
2,939
3,334
3,o48
3,*909

.* .51

2,00
1,556
8,60

1,533
1,1109

897
871

1,439

13,729
19,82
20,p462
22,176

1.,723
1,252
1,826

4,L30
3,8002,56

6,943
1,125

5,j232
5,124
6,191

10,937
11,944
11,150
6 992

6,3402
10,165
7,.295

1953
1954
1955
195,6
1957

1954
1955
1956
1957
195

1954
1955

.1956
1957

1954
1955
1956

;8 2,602 195460 2,762 1955

270
510

2,082 1954
- 1,741 1955

813
9981.,214

1,633
1,942

855
.,811

3,016
5,837

1,614
1,941
2,120

2,215
.,967

1954
1955
1956
1957

1954
1955
1956
19

*21,.027)* (1.5,0o41)

1,735
14,079

(524)

(1e831

16,561

*9,032
12,056
19,431

hv meaning
Man Lawr

hutt Dealer andt
)bns Lender

Loan Business

Atton nA
Yatuing Rentals

.*680 Naval Officer

4,089 lee OCapw
6,677 Operator

No Ret. Attorney

No Rot. nurance Business

3,781
3,416

3M

Salesmn

155

3 , 50 1.957

26.
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: Dividends and/or Interest : :
Case: Determined to: Repotted: Under- Tax :
I*o.: be ,eportable, on Return: reported year:

28. 3,1458
5,250
3,992
4.,030

990
2,o86
3,076

30. 8,936
14,681
23,338

31. 1,059
1,689
1,975
1,779

32. 14,h89
7,562

33. 21,474
21,197
2 ,675

314. 1,278
1,139
1,347
1,477

$ 806
757

4,083
1,383

$ e,6 a
40493
2,909
2,647

3,076
8,936

14,651
23,338

1,059
1,689.
1,975

.1,T19

1954
1955
1956
1957

1955
1956
1957

1954
1955
1956

1954
1955
1956
1957

397 4,092 19514
2,292 5,270 1955

10,421
9,759

13,568

192
137
130
127

11,053
11,43811,107

1,0361,302
1,217
1,350

1954
1955
1956

1955
1956
1957
1958

Adjusted Oross: Occupation
Income Per : of

Return t qPnxaver

$ 3,412
5 ,068
3,935

577

3,997
6,003
6,191

..324
40380

Funeral Ha%
Operator

Funeral Director

Engineer
Investor

No Ret. Attorney

22,o431 Partner-Bottling
3,020 Co.

6,886
9,145511,450

12,999
11,530
10,981
12,841

Investor

Doctor

Internal Revenue Service
Research Division

April 2, 1962

* ~ ....*-,,,,*****,.,.

Return t Tnxiavor

156

29.
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Table 7,. Selected Exmples of Substantial Under-reporting
of Dividends and/or Interest in "1960!, Fraud

Prosecution Cases

s Dividends and/or Interest t Tax DQuted roessoccupatfton

No8 sDetermined tot Reported : Under- I year S Income Per I of

:be Reportables on Return r reported : S Return t Taxpaer

1 6o110
5,779
5,705
5,388

2 41490
1,962

927
2,194

3,143
5,695
6,046

5 T) 3,71
10,459

6 16,321

7 7,009
5,914T
5,631

11,725

8 20,785
455,682
47,689

9 3,186
4,283
4,828
5,665
5,292

10 1,396
1,576
1,835
2,400

* 250
0
0
0

397

871
837

0
1,.686

0
0
0

3,030
3s 439
2,899
7,709
5,183
9,466

29,046

75
75
75
92
0

0
0
0
0

* 5,860
5,779
5,705
5,388

1954
1955
1956
1957

4,093 1954

1,091
1,157

927
508

3,143
5,695
6,024

1954
1955
1956
1957

1953
1954
1955

0 7,371 195?
0 10,459 195

9 12,872 1955

3,979
2,508
2,732
4,016

15,602
36,216
18,643

3,111
),208

4,753
5,573
5,292

1,396
1,576
1,835
2,400

1951
1952
1953
1954

1954
1955
1956

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

1953
1954
1955
1956

4 1,582
1641
1,605
1,621

22,432

4,079
4,912
8,379

1.4go1,.101
1,9402
4.,366

24,464

19,062

11,766
12,563

(831)
20,841

8,403

500400

7,720
8022

10,892

3,2892,.764

26

Farmer

Ptr6. Theater

Maintenance
Service

Broker-Sales

Home Builder and
Farmer

Furniture Store

Attorney

Rental Propefty

Dentist

Self-Employed

Convictions secured during 1960.

82100 O-62--pt. 1- -11
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Table 7. (Continued)

Cize : Di'&1rnIz azdfor Ihtekest. I Ta tAdjustel Grows 0cupition
:Deter.r.e4 to: Reported: UnIer- Yea : inc,.e Per : oi
:be Rpo able:on Return: reported : I Return : Tax."er

11 t2,377
3,610

12 12,473
15,216
21,777

13 2,961
3,171
3,677

114 100,..5778.t673
7,p96
7j,1496

15 3,110
3,109
3,269
3,231

16 28,69326,*143

17 1,778
1,939
2,341

18 2,37

19 7,163
12,82T

20 114,647
114,989

15,412
16,704
18,552
19,101

0 $2,377- 1953 $ (e63)
O 3,610 1954 14,736

6,128
6,442

18,947

1,961
2,035
2,269

0
0
0

22,649

0
0

755
1.,420

2,830

1,000
1,136
1,)408

100,457
78,673
69,086
51,8T7

3,140
3,102)514
1,8l1

1955
1956
1957

1955
1953
1955

1953
1956
1955
1956

1953
1954
1955
1956

0 28,693 1953
0 26,143 1954

325 1,1453
350 1,58
365 1,976

1,i19

1953
1954
1955

1,229 1956

0 7,163 - 1955
0 12,827 1956

14,64714,989
153412
16,704
18,852
19,101

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

8o,661
79,800
96.223

12,438
12,637
10,l400

9,554

382;043

2,000
2,117
2,945
1,557

Catle Dealer

Executive

Salesman and
Salesgirl

Real Estate

Extractor

No Ret, Not Stated
70, 347 (Delinquent Return)

1,660
2,124
1,960

7,45o

16,876
16'239

No Ret.
It

It

'I

Farming

Not Stated

Farmer

Not Stated

r' ~--# -

158
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Table 7., Contnued)

c~ Die nds~ and7o Mnerest : Md Gross: OccupatIon.case e t ae to: Reported: r - t r , Rome Per ofo,:be Reportablewon Returnt regp~ded t- I Return ,...Txwer ,

21 11,,78
15,266

22 3,132
2,640

23 973
1,117
3.,p4233,609

24 422
1,669
2,520
2,14

25 2,239
2,48.
3,113

26 7,504
5,303
7,456

27 2,334
2,086
3,203
3,664
3,714

28 4,550
4,654
6,010
7,308

29 2,721
12,082
12,877
14,902

30 5,504
7,1328
8,453

10,262

0 ' 11,718 1954
0 15,266 1955

0 3,132 1955
0 2,640 1956

0
0
0
0

0
658
792

o.46

4,976
5,271
5,646

361
6n12,310

2,580
2,697

0
0
0
0

4,043
6,469
6,8928,3~o

523
873

1,023
1,523

973
1,117
1,423
3,609

422

1,011

1,9728
98

2,978
3,113

2,528
32

1,810

1,973
1,975

80

1,*084
1,0017

4,550
4,654

7,308

8,678
5,613
5,985
6,.512

4,981
6,255

1953
19534
195
1956

1953
.1954
1955
1956

1953
1954
1955

1952
-1953
1954

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

195
19553.955
1956

1954
1955
1956
1957

1953
1954
1955
1956

No. Ret.

No Ret.
o,

*5,800
7,652

24,659

3,9232,N7

8,615
9,#045

1.0,638

16,161
14, 409
15,969

12,212

1,632
1,632
1,664
1,824

8,514
11,247
11,950
13,612

7,863
9,038
8,558
6,761

Nob Stated

Not Stated

Store Man or

Farming

Tax Assessor wa
Movie Operator

MWoo. Warehousin
and Trading

PIsician and
Surgeon

Retired Mail
Carrier

Dentist

Not Stated
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Table 7. (Conciledi)

Case : Dividends and/'-l Interest I Tax- jA4dJusted Groes OEcupation
' :Determied to: Reporteft: 'Undr- i e Income Per : ofNO$ :be Reportable:on Return: reporte a I : Return I Taxiper

31 7,26 4 121 7,105 195? 4 3,288 se.f..*lye
6,76 508 51 195 7,600
911 3.64 9,647 1955 10,652
18p61 ,36 18,33 1956 i0,762
15848 8 .76 15,372 1957 13,610

32 117,367 89,940 27,427 195? 89,90 Investments
113,671 93,532 20,139 195 409,516
66,592 6o,5 6,267 1955 163,899

112J,950 91110 21,9540 1956 A0,i16

33 5,515 2,548 2,967 3.953 6,10o5 Printer
4,903 2,023 2, 1954 6,494
6,015 2,885 3,10 1955 7,86
6,803 3,426 3,377 1956 9,100

Internal Revenue Service
Research Division

April 2, 1962

- ' ". -- 1 4 , . ,1 -, , ,
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,;.;terna- Eevonue Service
--5earch Division

/ nderreporting confirmed by audit.

April 2, 1962.

T'ablo 8. Selected Examples of Substantial Under-reporting of Interest
Income Uncovered in 1960 Information Document Survey ./

rInercst Covered by Information Documents: Adjusted Gross: Payer of
C.;se: Determined to. Reported: Under- Income Per : Under-ReportedRno.: be Reportable: on Return: reported : Return : Interest

1. * 1,254 * - $ 1,254 * 1,373 Commercial Bank

2. 1,055 75 980 120,305 Savings & Loan Assn.

3. 3,235 - 3,,235 7,034 Corporation

4 1,211 - 1,211 No. Ret. Commercial Bank

5. 2,598 - 2,598 No. Ret. Corporation

6. 1,o52 1,052 3,120 Commercial Bank

7. 1,010 - 1,010 11,736 Savings & Loan Assn.

8 1,468 - 1,468 102,330 Comnerolal Bank

9. 946 - 946, 9,163 Life Insurance Co.

10. 1,O15 - 1,015 373 Commercial Bank

11. 2,263 - 2,263 7,549 Credit Union

12. 1,552 - 1,552 5,681 Savings & Loan Asons.

13. 2,875 - 2,875 6,902 Corporation

14. I,028 - 1,028 5,913 Commercial Bank

15. 2,152 - 2,152 No,.Ret Life Insurance Co.

1,311 - 1,311 No. Ret. Commercial Bank

7. 2,636 - 2,636 6,534 Commercial Bank

1"3. 1,227 - 1,227 21,084 Commercial Bank

9. 1,962 - 1,962 55,062 Commercial Bank

0. 1,200 - 1,200 54,620 Corporation

6,970 - 6,970 No. Ret. Corporation
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Table 9. Selotod Examples of Bubotantial Under-reporting of Dividend'
Inco.e Uncovered in 1960 Irfonmtion Document Survey ./

Cat-oP~o
10.

I.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

13.

lk.

15.

16.

17.

19.

210.

* i~rna1 Rc~veni.w Sei~viee

-'...iernal Re-venue Service
i'- er Dh Division

1/ Underreporting confirmed by audit.

April 2 1962

182

Dividend Covered
bta-i'eAned to .
be Reportable .

$1,250

3,962

2,520

5,80k

5,383

1,76k

5,367

2,724

18,864

16,81k

18,075

1,7k2

97k

25,238

947

3,161

5,507

3,515

-V, k , . . . -- , 11,, , . " -e- . -, I , ,, -, , - ,

By IrgowTa!tion Documents
Reported t Under-

on RetLrn : reported

$ - *1,250

2,98k 978

1,317 1,203

4,642 1,162

1,983 3,0400

583 1,181

4,387 980

9,845 4,311

1,603 1,121,

17,496 1,368

15,890 924

12,220 5,855

3,278 1,266

905 837

97k

23)728 1,510

" 947

1,974 k,107

" 5,507

" 3,515

Adjusted Gross
Income Per

Return

$354
2,098k

93,893

7,1.66
6,76k

15,256

8,366

49,274

2,231

45,88k

34,161

18,932

3,247

No Ret.

55,235

No Ret.

No Ret.

3,562
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Table 10

Comparative Goet and Revenue Data

(millions of dollars)

E thoig syst., Information
:ithholding : supplemented by I f"6lo-up
system alone:lnformation. return: system without
* follow-up t -withholdi

A. Costs

1. Data processing 416.6 $19.2 $ 5.5

2. Enforcement -withholding
follow-up 2.4 2.4 -

3. Enforcement - information
follow-up - 7.4 21.3

Total Costs V. .o 426.8

B. Revenue

1. Total estimated gap $850 $850 *850

2. Estimated recovery 650 700 200

3. Remaining gap 200 150 650

Treasury Department April 2, 1962

U



Effectiveness of Alternative Systems in Recovery of $850 Milion Revenue Loss

Withholding
system alone

$850

3650 million.
recovered

by
withholding-

Office of the S cretIry of the Treasury
Office or Tx A -lysis

Withholding system
supplemented by

information return
follow-up

M 1 1 1 0

Recovered by $information I
follow-U r

Information return
follow-up system

without withholding

R e v e n u e L o s s

Cost $10 million

cost $19 million "

Cost $27 iloi.E

f oz
recovered

$200 milim

recoveredby
LaZoz7 _aioa
Ifol~u-u-p

I I

Apri1 2, 1962

Chart.A

4

L
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EIBtIIT II - Appendix

Excerpts from a speech entitled "Automatic Data Processing and With-
holding for Dividends and Interest" by Commissioner of Internal
Revenue Mortimer M. Caplin delivered before Section on Taxation,.
New York State Bar Association Ahnual Meeting, New York, Thursday,
January 25, 1962.

" Because we expect ADP to be such an extremely valuable tool in tax
administration, we frequently are asked why it won't eliminate the need for a
withholding system for income tax on dividends and interest. ..

".. Those who favor the former and Who oppose withholding urge that
we go after the $850 million ffevenue lossg with machine and muscle. The
structural underpinning for this proposal consists of information reporting
tied in with and keinforced by automatic data processing. Payers of dividends
and interest, the argument goes, report these payments to the Service on
Forms 1099. We then feed the 1099 data into our ADP system, along with what
is reported on individual tax returns, and ccppare them. fa discrepancy
turns up--if the 1099 shows that he received more dividends or interest than
he reported--we go after him.

Up to now, the argument continues, we've been unable fully to exploit
information reporting because we didn't have ADP and we didn't have taxpayer
account numbers to enable the machines to distinguish one John Smith from
thousands of others. Now, however, we're beginning to move on ADP, and we
are in the process of assembling taxpayer account numbers. Thus. for the
first time, we will have the capability to take on a full matching operation
of 099's against 1040's.

Why, then, do we need withholding? . . . The answer to this question,
as we shall see, is that an information reporting system alone, even a well-
developed one, would be burdensome and expensive to business and Government
out of all proportion to the effect it would have on the reporting gap.

Under such an approach sound information reporting woild require:

(1) Maintaining dividend-reportihg requirements at the present $10
door (This means about 100 million 1099's on dividends each

(2) Lowering the interest-reporting floor. (Thnere is wide agreement
that the current interest-reporting floor of $600 would have to
come down substantially. If it were dropped to $10, the number
of 1099's on interest would go from the present half-million to
150 million--50 million on savings accounts, 60 million on
Series E bonds and 40 million on Federal and corporate coupons
and registered bonds. Counting dividend 1099's, it would
amount to 250 million 0099's in all. The 1099's on coupon bonds,
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incidentally, would not necessarily cover those sold between
interest payment dates, and the value of these particular
1099's, as you might suspect, would be questionable because
they would not reflect the true allocation of interest between
the man who redeems the coupon and the man he bought the bond
from.)

(3) Fncourorina notices from paera to ]2yees. Such reminders and
stimulants to voluntary compliance would have to be introduced
into a sound information-reporting system.

These are some of the "paper" consequences of the information-reporting
alternative to withholding.' The cost of simply processing 250 i llion 1099ts
into our ADP system, incidentally, would come to $5.5 million a year. And,
after we finished the processing, the entire operation would have directly
produced for us in tax not one dollar. We could, however, expect the
psychological effect of broader information reporting and electronic matching
to bring about some improvement in voluntary compliance.

A match of the 1099's against tax returns would only identify the indi-
vidual who apparently hadn't properly reported all dividend-interest income.
It would only show us where the potential tax was. Information reporting
and ADP obviously do not collect the tax. Further positive action would be
required of us--through correspondence, office auditors, internal revenue
agents and revenue officers.

I am not sure tht those who favor this approach over withholding fully
appreciate its formidable dimensions and effects. Let's consider for a

-oaent what's involved in a system combining full information reporting and
ADP, along with full enforcement follow-up on leads:

(1) Administrative problems:
In the first place, it's one thing to think in terms of the
capacity for' i00* matching mid follow-up enforcement opera-
tion aid quite another thing, as a practical administrative
proposition, to go forward with on undertaking of such heroic
proportions in terms of paper, machines and manpower.

(2) Iure correspondence:
This kind of a saturation approach, with full matching and
enforcement follow-up) could be expected to produce several
r'Ilion underreporting leads. Moht of these leads, indi-
viducaly, would involve simll amounts of a level that would
o',tail exorbitant collection costs--oven if we went after
tcm vith correspondence, Collectively, however, they add
up to a great deal of tax. Going: after these small amounts
by correspondence irould mean dzopping a small blizzard of
p,,ar on the country--and inviting a similar response in
return.

-4; 7 , , -,, '!or ', I ,, '4 " , , - I"! '- , r , % .' , , - n Ak ", I' -, , e , .j . I" I' , , , -, ." I , - "- , , I ,,, 1:1,t4 ' 'e
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(3) Doubled office audit:
At the same time, for larger amounts of tmderreporting,
we would use office auditors. Ttis would mean asking
taxpayers to leave their work and come into Revenue
Service offices for an accounting and explanation of
apparent discrepancies between 10991s and tax returns.
A full office audit follow-up, incidentally, would
require us to more than double our office auditor force..

(4) Expanded field audit:
Returns indicating the largest amounts of dividend-
interest underreporting) and possibly other inadequaoes,
would be assigned to the internal revenue agents for
follow-through investigations in taxpayers' homes and
offices. This would mean at least a 10, increase in our
agent Xforce.

(5) Collection difficulties:
Finally, as part of this system we would have to hire
more revenue officers to locate.lndividuals who received
dividend-interest income, but who apparently failed to
file returns.

To do this job right--to produce an appreciable effect on the revenues
gap-- we would have to bring to bear so much muscle on dividends and inter-
est alone that our over-all enforcement program would be thrown far out of
kilter. And this is not to mention the unrealistic cost of this kind of
approach.

Selective Program

To reduce the scope and costs of a system of information reporting and
ADP to more realistic, manageable limits, we would have to cut it back drasti-
cally. This would mean restricting our audits generally to the most productive
leads, the big amounts, and letting most of the rest go. Even this kind of a
trimred-down approach, however would cost us about $21 million in enforcement
manpower alone--manpower which would have to be diverted from other areas
where it might be much more productive in terms of revenue yield and in stiu-
lating voluntary compliance.

Now let's see what the combination of information reporting and ADP
would produce for us in revenue--what it would do to the $850 million gap.
We have no solid platform of experience with enforcement drives on dividends
ard interest alone from which we can build reliable estimates. We do,
however, have estimates of how much revenue is produced by office audit and
fiald examination. We albo can project how many of these audits and examina-
tions we could make with $10 reporting floors. On these bases, we estimateS
very rou. -, that an information reporting-ADP system of realistic dimen-
sions woula close the revenue gap by less than one-fourth leaving more than
three-fourths unclosed. This estimated pickup$ incidentally represents the
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total additional tax from enforcement--from adjustments which would include
items in addition to dividends and interest. Once we undertake an audit
from a dividend or interest lead, we naturally go on to a scrutiny of other
items. Assuming, however, that the entire pickup is from dividends .and
interest alone, as most of it probably would be, that would still leave us
more than 75 percent short of the ultimate goal--with well over one-half
billion dollars of gap still remaining.

One-fourth is better than nothing, but T do not believe it is good
enough. For that reason we have taken a lbok at what withholding would do
to close the gap and what it would cost. Because so much has been said about
the effects of withholding on business and on individuals, we also have
studied its probable impact--how it would work.

WTMOLDNo

I nave been taking a hard look at withholding for about a year. We have
examined the subject in broad outline and in depth. We have gone into it on
our own and with industry. We have read and heard sme hard truths on both
sides of the subject, and some half-truths, too. During this process I have
reached some judgments on withholding which I want to pans on to you now.

At the outset) let me say that ADP complements withholding--one does not
replace the other.

At the same time, we recognize that withholding presents problems. just
as information reporting-ADP does. I do not intend to sugar-coat withholding
end pass it off as a palatable, easy-to-take remedy for a serious fiscal ail-
ment. One item obviously is costs to pMers. There is not much doubt that
withholding on dividends and interest would add something to payers' process-
ing costs They would be offset in some measure, however, by the lower
infontation reporting costs under withholding than would be needed under full
information reporting. Also. under the draft bill, payers may retain the
vithhs.d tax until the end of the month following the quarter in which the
dividers or interest involved are payable.

#

I do not believe, therefore, that costs to payers are the significant
pr ob e. The principal problems to payers) instead, are mainly administrative
in cliracter--of a kind associated with getting any new show on the road.
Once we got it moving things would fall into place, and the problems would

I aive you woae withholding as a case in point--an operation of much
"renter mcgnitude and complexity which, within two or three years after its
inception, became a smoothly functioning fact of our fiscal life--a fact for
wh.ch we all can be grateful.
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Administration

On the administrative or operational side of the subject, withholdng is
not all minus. It has some plus featres, too. A conspicuous plus feature
of withholding is its much lower enforcement costs--about $2.4 million com-
pared to $21.3 million Under information reporting. Tho reason is slmplet
withholding is, almost by definition, self-enforcing, especially at the small-
amount levels where our enforcement costs are disproportionately high in terms
of yield. Withholding is tailor-made to pick up these small amounts which
add up to a large portion of the $850 million gap.

A somelrhat related consideration is that a withholding structure is
essentially a mechanical operation; and machines and the complementary
clerical force are relatively easy to acquire. Information reporting, on
the other hand, represents not only a machine, paper-pusing operation of
staggering proportions, but calls for the deployment of large numbers of
highly technical manpower for a massive follw-through on leads generated
by machines. These technicians--internal revenue agents and office auditors,
for the most part--are not easy to come by; and it takes at least two to
three years to train them to journeyman proficiency.

A third consideration is that withholding would free much of our enforce-
ment personnel now pinned down on dividends and interest for assignmentsto
areas which require more audit attention and where withholding is not feasible.
So much for administration.

Revenue Effects.

In terms of revenue effects, the two competing systems, as you might
expect, present striking differences. We estimated that information reporting
Would close one-fourth of the gap. Withholding, in sharp contrast, would
close tiro-thirds--about 65 percent, according to Treasury estimates. About
4)'l0 million alone, which we are not getting today, would be recovered auto-
matically by withholding at a 16-2/3 percent withholding rate. About $120
million more would come from heightened voluntary compliance. This amounts
to a total of about $530 million in additional tax.

This arithmetic alone adds up to a rather compelling argument in support
of withholding. More is collected at a much lower operating cost.

Effect on Taxoyers and Tax System.

Novr that we have translated withholding in terms of dollars and cents,
itrant to exanina it in terms of its effect on taxpayers and on the tax
system.
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Broadly, the plan is designed to withhold and retain tax on dividend
and interest income ol from people who would have to pay the withheld tax.
For a closer look, let's examine few blows--sone high and sow low--that
have been thrown at withholding. It is said:

'Nithholding woul be burdensome to payers."

Withholding, of course, would put some burden on payers of dividends
and interest. It is a burden, however, which is not an great in
terms of magnitude and complexity as wage withholding--and it is
one which can generally be undertaken without much difficulty by
our industrial and financial communities. To the payer, withholding
means fewer information returns than would be involved in a full
information reporting-ADP system, and no reminders to payees would
be necessary. Finally, the single withholding rate . . .would
do much to simplify the operation for payers.

Vithholdng would create refund headaches."

Refunding presents no real prQblema. We would have quarterly refunds,
which would be new, but we could accomplish this with relatively
little break In stride under our existing refunding program. In
fiscal 1961, we distributed over 40 million refunds under wage with-
holding--far more than we would ever be called on to process under
dividend-interest withholding. (A great many of these 40 million
refund cases were due, I might add, to the deliberate understatement
of exemptions by taxpayers who wanted a. refund instead of a tax bill
at their annual reckoning.)

'"ithholdin would impose a tax on dividends and interest which, it
is suested, have not heretofore been subject to tax."

The simple answer 'to this, of course, is that the dividends and
interest we are talking about are already taxable. Withholding
legislation would not impose the tax; it would simply provide a
more efficient way of collecting it.

'IIithholding would impose hardships on people with limited incomes,
people liviM exclusively or mainly on dividends and interest."

The House Ways and Means Committee has introduced into the draft
bill a variety of relief provisions calculated to minimize these
hardships and virtually eliminate them in a great many cases.

The serious criticisms leveled at withholding have been thoroughly
co'.iidcred. Many of them, I am pleased to say, have found expression in the
drax;- bill on withholding which was released by the House Ways and Means
Cr:.i'ttee last summer for public study and comment.
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Eqtaity of Withholding.

This leads me now to the equitable side of withholding--the element of
Justice that I mentioned earlier.' All taxpayers--individuals, corporations,
trustu--voluntarily assessed themselves and paid 97 percent of the $94.4 bill
in revenues collected last year. The other 3 percent came from direct enforce-
mont. This is part of the very conspicuous evidence that the heavy majority
of our taxpayers pay their full tax liability.

They pay their taxes in full measure' under a deeply engrained tradi-
tion of voluntary complAance--the most valuable asset we have in our tax
system. If that asset ever begins to deteriorate, we would be in deep,
serious fiscal trouble. It is essential, therefore, that voluntary oompliu
ance be kept strong and flourishing and be pushed to even higher levels. In
this connection, all of us are under an obligation to those who pay their
ta:es faithfully to see that others pay theirs, and under similar conditions.

An individual whose income is exclusively from wages and salaries is
wi'Lhheld on. Why, in the name of common justice, shouldn't dividend-interest
income also be withheld on? We do not promote voluntary compliance by tolerat-
ing a condition, year after year, under which most people pay and watch others,
sirxdlarly situated under the tax laws, get a free ride--or ride at a reduced
fwa e. Such a condition is not only fiscally uhsound--it is equitably and
morally unsound.

Other nations have decided in favor of withholding taxes on dividends
and interest. For example, Belgiwum, France, Japan and West Germany withhold
on both dividends and interest. In the Nqtherlands withholding extends to
dividends alohe. Italy and the United Kiilgdom witfibld only on interest.
This foreign experience--like that found in depreciation and investment credits
provide helpful comparisons in appraising the advisability and teasibility of
such a new tax program.

To sul up, our essential, imncdiate problem is the dividend-interest tax
ga-j--)85O trillion. Related, but conally critical, problem is the strain that
th, Vcry ex*istence of this gap puts on voluntary compliance.

On ba .mce, I see withholding w. the most workable, businesslike approach
foe :c.ra'owing this gap. Further, I see withholding as a measure which will
stS.,.latc bott r voluntary complia,*,co and help strengthen our entire Federal
tai: system. And I see withholding as an opportunity to produce revenues
critically nccded to meet the heavy revenue demands on us generated by unavoid-
able domestic and global forces. .* "

-~
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WEXHIB III

TAXATIOX OF FORION INC= AND INVESIN

A. Taxation of Inoome of Uo S. Sbsidiaries Abroad:

Econom1ic Conseatin

B. Incom Earned Abroad by Individuals

Cs Data on Tax Raven Subsidiaries

D. Admtnistrative Problems Connected with the Autin of Cases
Involving Controlled Foreign Corpwations

3. Separate uLnitation on Foreign Tax Credit with Respect to
Investment Incme

F. Foreign Investeent Copanies

•.1

172
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EXEIBI XXX

TAXATION O ISCOM OF MeoS. BSIDIAX AMAD:

=0NOMa0 CONSIDEAON

sWO6AR STATWIT

1. Neutrality is a fundamental principle of taxation in the
United States. The purpose of neutrality io to promote equity and
the most efficient possible allocation of existing resources.
Ideally corporate tax rates should be everywhere the same, assuming
roughly equivalent government services. We cannot control foreign
tax rates and the fact that they may contribute to inequities. But
ve can prevent the American tax structure from contributing to the
artificial diversion of funds into lov-tax areas, by taxing the
income of our overseas subsidiaries at the same rates as are appli-
cable to income earned at home. The burden of proof for not following
the general principle of tax neutrality should be on those who vish
to continue a departure from 'that neutrality.

2. The arguments advanced for preserving tax preferences which
favor foreign over home investment, as they relate to the national
interest and not to the particular interests of individual business
firms, are that tax inducements stimulate foreign investment and that
this foreign investment in turn (a) stimulates income, employment,
and growth in this country, and (b) improves our balance of payments.

3. The evidence which has been offered from time to time by par-
ticular companies in support of the national interest arguments with
respect to employment and the balance of payments, in particular with
respect to exports generated, runs counter to the evidence for the
economy as a whole, for various reasons: (1) the behavior of one
company, or even a selected group of companies, is not necessarily
typical; (2) the data on capital outflow as reported by individual
companies often include only purchases of stock in foreign subsidiaries,
that is do not include net increases in inter-company accounts whlch
form a large part of the total capital outflov reported in Department
of Comerce data; (3) even if all the measurable inflovs and outflows
are correctly included in such data, one important element is inevi-
tably excluded because it cannot be readily measured - that is sales
by foreign subsidiaries abroad which displace actual or potential
U. S. exports; (4) the illustrations are frequently on a world-wide
basis, whereas the Treasury proposal would affect only income earned
in developed countries; (5) most important of all, the two types of

82190 0-42-pt. 1.-12
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flows being compared -- the outflow of new capital and the dividend
and export receipts for a given year or period -- are in good part
not related to one another: the dividends, and most of the export
receipts, of one year or period, have been generated by investment
over many years pr to the current year or period; that portion
of the inflows wiich has been generated by past investment, then,
has nothing whatsoever to do with the outflow of the current year
or period in question.

4. 7he available data on the econony as a whole indicate the
following. A dollar invested in manufacturing in Europe returns only
4 cents worth of "net exports" annually, and a dollar invested in
manufacturing in Europe and Canada together, divided in the propor-
tion of 10W30, respectively (which has been the ratio of new capital
outflow in recent years), returns only 8 cents worth of "net exports"
annually. In contrast to this, a dollar invested in less developed
countries of the world yields over 40 cents worth of "net exports"
annually. The data on hich these results are based do not take
account of the possibility that there may be some exports which are
not sold to or through foreign subsidiaries (the sales which are used
for our "net export" ratio) but are in some way nevertheless dependent
upon the existence of subsidiaries; and they exclude the possibility
that a substantial amount of sales by subsidiaries abroad, particu-
larly in developed countries, may displace U. S. exports. But in
view of the fact that these two major exclusions might at least tend
to offset each other, and that more likely the displacement factor
is the larger of the two, we believe that the above "net export"
ratios if anything overstate the export content of investment in
developed countries. If only a little more than one percent of the
sales by foreign subsidiaries of goods they produce abroad displace
U. S. exports, the "net export" factor is eliminated; if 3 percent
displace U. S. exports, any reasonable estimate of the "related
export" factor is offset as well.

5. The low "export content" of investment in Europe, or Europe
and Canada considered together, means that elimination of tax deferral
in these areas would almost inevitably have a favorable effect on
income, employment, and growth here at home. For even if only a
relatively small fraction of t e dollars deterred from moving abroad
as a result of elimination of the tax preference accorded foreign
income were invested at home, the net effect of the switch would be
positive.

6. When all inflows which are related to a given capital out-
flow are taken into account (including dividend income, income from
fees and royalties, and receipts from the sale of exports minus pay-
ments for imports), the evidence available indicates that our overall
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balance of payments situation will be improved ai a result of
eliminating tax preferences, for at least 10 to 15 years ahead.
For the period 1952 to 1960 it is clear that new capital outflow
to Canada and Western Europe exceeded inflows related to that out-
flow in every year after 1953, ie., that there was a cumulative.
widning of the deficit as a result of private foreign investment
in these regions. To out back on a small amount of tax-induced
investment can hardly do damage to our balance of payments position,
and should improve it. When account is taken of the fact that income
remitted to this country should increase with elimiiation of the tax
incentive to leave it overseas, the favorable effect becomes still
more pronounced. While at* estimate of how much of a difference it
should make in our balance of payments position is fraught with
hazards, a reasonable "guess" would be that there would be a net
favorable effect of $200-400 million in the early years following
the new legislation. This improvement would have erased between
one-third and two-thirds of the $600 million deficit in the basic
balance of 1961.

7. The question of what effect elimination of tax deferral
may have on the competitive position of individual firms must be
thought of in this context of national interest. But even if
viewed from the aspect of the individual firm,, the effect could
hardly be as severe as is sometimes imagined. FIrst, the fact often
referred to that some subsidiaries pay high indirect taxes abroad
and so elimination of deferral may mean that total taxes are in
excess of 52 percent of income is not relevant in assessing the
effect on a firm's competitive position. Such taxes are treated as
a part of operaing costs, they are not borne oUt of profits, and
they are charge& to foreign competitors as well as to American
foreign subsidiaries. Second, so far as a subsidiary's position
in third-country markets in competition with other foreign firms is
concerned, it must be remembered that most other developed countries
impose exchange control restrictions on new investment by their
nationals, as well. as on repatriation of earnings from their foreign
investments. Such controls can be far more burdensome to a firm
than higher tax rates. Third, many foreign subsidiaries may not be
unfairly affected at all by elimination of tax deferral -- it may,
for example, simply limit diversification, or the subsidiary may
have sufficiently substantial real cost advantages that it will still
be able to grow relative to its competitors even while paying some..
what higher taxes. Some foreign subsidiaries, on the other hand,
may experience a decline in retained earnings consequent upon elimina-
tion of tax deferral--a reduction which reduces their rate of
expansion and slowly cuts in to their market share abroad. Faced
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with this situation, the subsidiary could offset this by (s)
reducing the level of dividends paid to stockholders, or (b)
borrowing funds from the parent company or from elsewhere.
Whether or not it chooses to do this would depend, in the last
analysis,, upon the relative profitability of alternative invest-
ment opportunities--for example in the United States. If the
rate of return abroad over a number of years proved to be greater
than the rate of return at home when the tax on both incomes was
the same/ it would maintain and expand its position abroad rela-
tive to its position at home. If this were not the case, it
would do the reverse. In short if elimination of tax deferral
hurts at all, it will do so only by limiting the growth of foreign
subsidiaries and thus possibly reducing its market share vis-a-vis
foreign competitors. But this would in fact be the end result only
for those firms for whom the tax inducement was or is an important
reason for investing abroad.

8. The issue with respect to the taxation of foreign income
thus would seem to come to the following. We must ask ourselves
whether or not it is in the national interest of the United States
to subsidize, through tax preferences, the growth and/or maintenance
of market shares of some of our subsidiaries which produce abroad,
in order that these foreign subsidiaries may retain their existing
competitive position, at the expense of growth of production here
in this country. !&is subsidization would at the same time also
result in giving unneeded tax benefits to other foreign subsidiaries
which do not need tax benefits to remain competitive. The only
justification for doing this is that in the very long run subsidiza-
tion may contribute positively to our balance of payments liquidity
position, although it will clearly worsen our balance of payments
liquidity position over at least the next 10 to 15 years.

TI
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=IBT III

THE TAXATION OF INCOME OF U. S. SUBMIDIARIES AROAD:

ECON4IC CONSIDERATIONS

MAIN 8TATBIT

The Concept of Neutrality

One of the most fundamental of the guiding principles in American
income taxation is that there should be equality in the tax treatment
of similar groups of taxpayers. Applied to corporations, this prin-
ciple must be interpreted to mean that the income of any branch or
subsidiary of an American corporation operating overseas should as
far as possible be subject to the same corporate income tax rates as
the income of any branch or subsidiary operating at home.

Justification of this basic principle, as a principle, is made
on two grounds: (1) it is "fair" or "equitable"; (2) it promotes the
most efficient possible allocation of our own and wrld resources.
Ideally, given the existence of corporate income taxes, the situation
which in general would least interfere vith efficient resource al-
location, and would be most equitable, mould be one in which corporate
tax rates would be everyiti. , the same, assuming that government ser-
vices are comparable. We can rot control tax rates established by
foreign governments any more than they can control ours. We thus
cannot alter the fact that a relatively low corporate income tax in
certain countries of the orld artificially induces capital to stay
in that country and artificially induces some other capital to come
in from the outside, even though such investment may not be justified
on true economic grounds, i.e., on the basis of relative rates of
return on investment before taxes, a measure which embodies relative
costs of production. future market possibilities, risks, etc. But
by taxing the income of our overseas subsidiaries at the same corporate
rate as domestic activities in the same way that overseas branches
of U. S. firms are now generally taxed in the same manner as domestic
branches, we can at least prevent the American tax structure from
contributing to the artificial diversion of funds into low-tax areas.

Breaches in the Neutrality Concept

1. A failure to "gross-up" dividends

Historically, we have not adhered to the tax neutrality concept
as it relates to domestic and foreign corporate income. Ever since
1913 we have taxed the income of foreign subsidiaries only when it

411 WU
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was remitted to the United States as a dividend. In addition we
have not taxed that income at the fNll existing rate, with a credit
for foreign income taxes paid by the subsidiary, but rather have
taxed the dividend at the full rate, allowing credit for the percent-
age of income paid in foreign taxes times this dividend, as shown in
the left-TM column of Table 1. Even if all income after payment
of foreign taxes is remitted as a dividend as it is earned the
foreign subsidiary will normally pay a tax equal to around 115 percent
of earned income if the foreign tax rate is lower than the U. S. rate,
as compared to 52 percent for a domestic subsidiary.

Table 1

The Computation of Corporate Taxes on Fdreign Income

Existing law: Posed law
(dollars)

Profits of subsidiary 100.00 100
Foreign tax (assumed rate: 30 percent) 30.00 30
Dividend to U. S. parent 70.00 70
"Gross-up" of dividend 30
Tentative U. S. tax at 52 percent 36.40 52
Credit for foreign tax paid by

subsidiary 21.00 30
Net U. S. tax 15.40 22
Combined foreign and U. S. tax 45.40 52

If the dividends are "grossed up" in computing the U. S. tax
due and the foreign tax credit allowed as illustrated in the right-
hand column of Table 1, we will eliminate an unjustified tax advantage
accorded income from foreign investment when that income is paid as
a dividend. But to the extent that foreign tax rates are lower than
the U. S. tax rate, we would still continue to grant a tax advantage
to foreign income which is not distributed.

2. The deferral privilege

In deferring U. S. tax until income is remitted to this country,
we are giving foreign corporations an interest-free loan equal to
the U. S. foreign tax rate differential on the undistributed profits,
a loan which can be profitably reinvested in plant and equipment
abroad, a loan which is not available to a domestic business. More-
over, if the earnings are never remitted as dividends the "loan" be-
comes a permanent exemption.
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If a foreign taX rate nearly approximates the U. S. tax rate,
the tax advantage is relatively small. Representative statute
corporate tax rates for a mmber of countries are shown in Table 2.
With the exception of Belgium and Italy, statutory corporate income
tax rates in most developed countries appear to be over 40 percent
and thus at least fairly near the existing U. S. rate. a/ But in
the case of Belgium and Italy, a tax rate of approximately 30 percent
offers a substantial advantage over the 52 percent U. S. rate, as
can be seen from the example given in Table 3.

Table 2
Comparison of Maxiim Rates of Corporate Income

Taxes in Selected Countries
Country Rate

(piircet)
Australia 4o
Belgium 28,5j
Canada 50
Denmark44 g
France 50
West Germany 51
Italy 31
Japan 49
Luxembourg 42
Netherlands 47 /
Sweden 40
United Kingdom 53.571

1 Income tax paid in the previous year is deductible so that the
nominal tax rate of 40 percent is reduced to approximately 28.5 per-
cent.

g/ Because of a special deduction measured by a percentage of capital
stock outstanding and allowed to all Danish corporations, the rate
may be reduced to as low as 22 percent. The average rate for most
corporations is 36 percent.

3/ The German corporate rate of 51 percent is reduced to approximately
22 percent if all profits are distributed.

_/ Thiq rate of tax is increased by 15 percent on profits in excess
of 6 percent of capital. plus certain allowable reserves. The
Italian corporate tax is limited to profits from domestic sources.

5/ The rate on distributed profits is 42 percent.
The Netherlands does not impose tax on profits derived abroad.
Takes account of tax rate increase--1961-62 budget.

W In fact, however, various Sby both the Comerce and Treasury

Departments indicate that effective tax rates, as evidenced by
foreign taxes actually paid by U. 3. foreign subsidiaries as a

(continued on next page)
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Table 3

The Effective Advantage of a 30 percent Foreign Tax Rate

Investment: $500, 000
Rate of return: 20 percent on previous year's capital investment
Foreign tax on income: 30 percent of earnings
Assumption: Deferred U.S. taxes used for expansion over

5-year period

Year
1 : 2 3 : 5 : 6

Earnings $10,00 W714 00 MW9 V.13,753 g.lt3,760 7123)9~

Foreign tax 30,000 31,320 32,698 34,126 35,628

American tax
ploughed back 22,000 22,968 23,797 25,026 26,127

Capital 522,000 544,968 568,765 593,801 619,928

In this example the firm has earned over a period of five years
$569,893 or $69,893 more than it would have if it had paid the full
tax on income earned at the time it was earned, as it would have had
to do if it had made the same investment in the United States. If
it brought that amount back in dividends at the end of five years, it
would have to pay 22 percent tax on 469,893, leaving $54,517 (as-
sning dividends are "grossed up"). Without deferral, the firm would
have earned $240,000 after taxes, which could be paid as dividends,
for a five-year return of 48 percent on original investment. With de-
ferral the firm earns $295,000 after taxes over the five-year period,
for a return of approximately 60 percent. And it is currently earn-
ing z24, 000 more a year, or $11, 520 more a year after all taxes, than
it could do with a comparable investment opportunity in this country.

percentage points or so below statutory rates, either because of
special provisions in the law or because of special arrangements
vith the foreign government. These lower effective rates do take
into account special investment incentive allowances such as are
allowed in the United Kingdom) but do not take into account the
fact that in recent years a more rapid write-off of plant and ma-
chinery has been allowed in many other European countries as com-
pared with the United States, since this affects reported income
and does nst alter the foreign t rate coated on thedbais of
that reported income. It is est-ated tha the proposed invest
meant credt, and strativdereciAtion rqv s n in the United
State io bring theunited Stat milch more nto ione with hey
M-ropean countries with respect to capital consumption allowances.

t , . 1 , . , "
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It is clear from this that there do exist some considerable in-
equities in the taxation of home and foreign income of corporate sub-
sidiaries. But the above describes only one part of the problem. The
fact of the matter is that in recent years the crevice in neutrality
created by the existence of the deferral privilege as pictured above
has been widened substantially by the growth of "tax haven" operations
until now it is more like a canyon, and it may soon be a iride and deep
valley.

3. Tax haven operations

Certain countries of the morld, among them Switzerland, Panama,
and various Western Hemisphere dependencies such as the Bahamas, do
not tax at all, or at least tax at very low rates, corporate earnings
which are attributable to activities outside their borders. This
situation plus the deferral privilege has invited the establishment
of vhat may be termed "tax haven" corporations in these regions.
Profits on overseas operations may be channeled into these corpora-
tions practically free of income taxes, or at least at a very sub-
stantial reduction in taxes, on income as it is earned. The typical
activities of such corporations include the handlingp as middleman.*
of many trade transactions--the transactions may be largely paper
transactions so far as the tax haven corporation is concerned or
there may be a warehouse or a sales force involved--. the sale of
management services the collection of licensing and other royalty
payments, the insurance and reinsurance of U. S. risksp and the like.
In addition, dividends and interest may be paid these base companies
from foreign subsidiaries in other countries, in a way that will in-
volve a saving in taxes. Gennany, for example, allows a substantial
reduction in corporate income taxes if earnings are distributed as
dividends, and clearly they may be distributed to a base company in
Switzerland as well as to the parent company in the United States.

Although it is not possible to gauge accurately the full megnitude
of "tax haven profits" which exist today (it is known that Commerce
Department data on foreign investments do not report all of these
profits) for example, and indeed may miss a substantial portion of
what is involved), there is little doubt but that tax haven profits
of U. S. corporations operating abroad are (a) large, and (b) growing
by leaps and bounds. Undistributed earnings of U. S. subsidiaries
as reported in Commerce Department data for 1960, other than those
in mining, petroleum, and manufacturing, were as follows in these
principal "tax haven" regions:
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Switzerland y28 million

Panama 42

W. Hemisphere
dependencies 52

Total *122 million

This was double the reported amount for 1959. And 65 percent
of the earnings of these corporations were undistributed in these
years as compared to 55 percent for U. S. foreign investment earnings
generally. But as indicated, such data tell only part of the story.
The number of American corporations orgmized in these countries has
risen sharply since 1957, until today there are over 1,000 such cor-
porations in Switzerland alone.'

There is thus reason to believe that the "tax haven" problem
is both qualitatively and quantitatively important. Qualitatively
there is established a substantial breach in the tax neutrality
principle; we are here dealing with a tax differential between for-
eign and domestic operation not of 5 or 10 percentage points, but of
40-50 percentage points, and clearly the existence of such a dif-
ferential provides a substantial preference for foreign rather than
home investment. Quantitatively we know that such operations are
of considerable magnitude, and growing sharply every year.

Analysis of Arguments Advanced for Continuing Preferential Treatment.
in the Taxation of Foreign Investment as Compared with Domcstic
Investment

Justification for contiming United States preferential tax:
treatment of income from foreign as compared with home investment
has been based essentially on tn arguments: (1) to tax U. S. sub-
sidiakies abroad at full U. S. ra%es as income is earned i..11 deter
foreign investment, which will in turn it is claimed (a) dampen
growth in employment and income in this country by reducing exports
to subsidiaries which would have been established or expanded with
the deterred investment funds, and (b) worsen rather than improve
our balance of payments position because net inflows from direct for-
eign investments tend to exceed net outflows; (2) Equality in taxation
as between firms in this country and U. S. subsidiaries abroad will
put the subsidiaries abroad at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis
foreign firms. Almost all of the economic arguments advanced against
the Treasury proposals are related to, and indeed hinge upon the
validity of these basic contentions. Let us consider each matter
in turn.
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1. Possible adverse effects from deterring tax-induced foreign
investment

The primary economic impact of removing tax deferral centers upon
the possible effect on the outflow of new direct investment capital to
manufacturing subsidiaries from the United States and on related in-
flows from dividend- receipts and sale of exports generated by the foreign
investment. It is generally agreed that the proposal will probably not
affect the activities of petroleum companies. Most of the activities
of the latter are carried on through branches rather than through foreign
subsidiariesp and there is no deferral of taxes on broach profits.
Further, foreign taxes paid by petroleum companies are generally more
than 52 percent of income so that no U.S. tax liability arises.

In the hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee in the
spring of 1961, the question of the effect of removing deferral was
illustrated over and over again by reference to the experience of
individual companies. Typically the new capital outflow reported as
coming from the United States, usually year by year over some period
of time, was compared with dividend income and with receipts from exports
sold to or through foreign subsidiaries. "Inflows" so computed generally
exceeds"outflovs # by a substantial amount* and this has left the impres-
sion that the stimulus given foreign investment by tax deferral clearly
contributes positively both to our employment situation because of the
large export sales generated, and to our balance of payments position
because total inflows exceeded outflows. There are five things wrong
with this type of evidence.

Firs t the behavior of one company, or even a selected group of
companies, may not be typicalj net inflows of one may be more than
offset by net outflows of others. Second$ the data on capital outflow
as reported by individual companies often include only purchases of
stock in foreign subsidiaries; but a very large amount of the new capital
outflow to Europe and Canada as reported in Commerce Department data con-
sists of not increases in inter-company accountsp i.e. short-term credits
for workiVscapital which are not repaid. j Third. even if all the
measurable inflows and outflows are correctly included in such data (and
many company studies ignore sales by subsidiaries made directly to the
United States--an import payment which may be an important offset to
export receipts)# one important flow is inevitably excluded because it
cannot be readily measured--that isj, foreign subsidiary sales abroad
which displace actual or potential U.S. exports. Fourth, the illustra-
tions are almost invariably on a world-wide basis# whereas the Treasury
proposal affects only income earned in developed countries. But as we
shall seep there is a remarkable difference between the value of exports
generated by a dollar of investment in other advanced industrial countries,
and the value of exports generated by a dollar of investment in less
developed countries.

I/Capital outflow of this type comprised over half the totul to Canada
and Western Europe for 1961.

* .... 2 - - .. ' ~ 2
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These four limitations to the approach which has been typically
employed to support tax deferral are serious enough, but it is a fifth
limitation which is crucial. The two types of flows being compared--
the outflow of new capital and the dividend and export receipts for a
given years or five-year period, or ten-year period--are, in good part,
not related one to another. The dividends# and most of the export
receipts, of one year or period# have been generated by investment over
many years prior to the current year or periodi that portion of the
inflows which has been generated by Piet Investment. then, has nothing
whatsoever to do with the outflow of the current year or period in
question. To Illustrate, suppose a corporation at the end of 19 1 had

100 million of outstanding investment overseasp and was returning
annualUy $20 million to this country in the form of dividends and pay-
ment for exports, royaltiesp fees, etc. Between 1952 and 1960, $50 million
more in new capital goes out from this country (an amount which must
include net changes in inter-comspa accounts)# and annual inflows rise
to $25 million. It is surely meaningless to say that the outflow of
$50 million between 1952 and 1960 brought back $225 million ($25 million
for each of 9 years) in inflows. Even to compare the $5 million increase
in annual inflows with the $50 million outflow is misleading, since the
former was generated in part by reinvested earnings from returns on the
investment outstanding in 1951.

Because opinions have been so sharply divided over this isste, the
Treasury Department recently undertook extensive re-study of the data
in full consultation with interested business groups. We believe that
the new investigation yields good measures for the major direct effects
ste ming from the outflow of direct investment funded and serves to put
the central issues involved in the tax deferral question in proper
perspective.

As Elimination of tax-induced foreign investment and the effect on
income and employent

If elimination of tax deferralp or restrictions on the tax status of
"tax haven" income, deters some new foreign investment# this will affect
the export Of some goods and services from the United States and the
import of scm goods and services into this country. This in turn may
affect the current production of home substitutes for these imports. It
is, however a most difficult task to measure the fall effects on current
output--on income and employment--of new foreign investment, and thus
to compare what would happen if the deterred foreign investment takes
place with what would happen if it does not take place.

What we need are figures for all of the exports from and imports to
the United States which are directly attributable to the existence of
foreign subsidiaries# i.e. which would not have existed had the subsidi-
ary not existed. More specifically, what we would like would be data on
all of the following:
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1. Any increase in American exports in a given year or
average of year de to:

(a) The purchase of new United States plant and machinery
because of reinvestment of earnings overseas and/or new direct
investment from this country;

(b) The purchase of raw materials and intermediate products
from the United States by newly created or expanded foreign
subsidiaries of United States fims which would not have been
sold by United States producers, for example to foreign fims,
had the United States subsidiary not been in existence;

() The sale of finished goods exports from the United
States through newly created subsidiaries which wuld not have
been made through other channels had the subsidiary not been
established;

Sd) The sale of exports in general (i.e. not to subsidi-
aries iihich arises from a stimulus to growth in income or in
productive capacity, or from creating pressure on existing
capacity) which is directly attributable to United States in-
vestment abroad;

(e) The sale of exports generated by "intangibles" as-
sociated with foreign investment--new contacts, the creation
of an "international psychology" on the part of American
businessmen, etc.

Less

2. The increase in United States imports from the newly
created foreign sbsidiaries which is additional to airports
which ould have entered the American market anyway, e.g.,
from foreign competitors of the subsidiary;

and less

3. The reduction in United States exports to the country
where the subsidiary is located or to anywhere else in the world
because of production and sale by the newly created foreign
subsidiary.

All of these elements, which should enter into the "net export
factor" in computing the effect on current production of new foreign
investment may be thought of as continuing phenomena. with thi ex-
ception perhaps of (1)(a). The purchase of new United States plant
and equipment by United States subsidiaries should probably be

*~*~-~ ~
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considered a once-and-for-all phenomenon, and therefore be subtracted
from the initial outflow of investment funds in our computations
rather than added as a (continuing) export receiptp although the
argument can be made that a sufficiently large proportion of such ex-
ports is for replacement that it is Just as well to consider them as
an integral part of the regular export bundle.

So much for what we would like to have. hat we actually have
is the information provided by1 the 1961 survey by the Department of
Commerce of 155 manufacturing corporations comprising 80 percent of
all United States manufacturing investments abroad; information
which is suaarized in Table i. These data are not as complete as we
would like. / And they contain some items that we do not want but
cannot separate out. 2/ The qualifications work in both directions,
however, i.e. in some situations they understate export receipts,
for example, while in other situations they overstate export receipts.
In general, the data are sound, and they do provide a foundation for
analysis.

Y We are ld, for example, that they do not pick up all of the t
of subsidiaries with the United States because reports were made
by the parent company and some subsidiaries both buy and sell in
the United States independently of the parent. Since we subtract
United States imports from subsidiaries from United States exports
to subsidiaries, however, it would seem that'such trade might tend
to cancel out.

_/ Specifically, we are faced with the following principal limita-
tions. First, the data do not adequately separate capital goods
exports from other types of exports; we are forced into consider-
ing the former as continuing phenomena in spite of the fact that
the very rapid but uneven growth of new investment in Western
Europe in particular would suggest treating at least a good part
of such exports separately from the main stream of goods moving
there. Second, the data include all goods exported to subsidiaries;
and there is no separation of raw materials and intermediate
products on the one hand from finished goods on the other. Thus,
there is absolutely no ray, on the basis of Commerce data, even to
enter a rough estimate of the volume included which might have
been exported even if the subsidiaries had not existed. If a man-
ufacturing subsidiary exists, finished goods exports will often
be channeled through it, but a large portion of such sales might
have been made iithout such a subsidiary. (It should be noted
that some people have stated that a manufacturing subsidiary, not
simply a sales and/or distribution outlet, is almost essential for
such sales. There vould surely be some validity for this position'
with respect to packaging and the like, but how far back in the
production process one has to go to sell the finished goods would
appear to be a debatable point.)
6(footnote continued on paoe 11)
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Table 4

Exports from the United States too and Imports to the United States from
Subsidiaries Abroad, 1959-1960 (by Region) (Survey of 155 Ramtfeturing Companles) 1/

(in millions of dollar)

I S
1959 1960 Average19 19-996o

Canada
ManufseturinSg subsidiaries investment
Exports from U.S. to subsidiaries 736 x 1.25 a
Exports on commission basic

Gross exports -9 2 1o95 a
Ratio ot gross exports to Investment '

Less Imports to U.S. from subsidiaries 112 x 1.25 m
Not exports r X 1.25 .

Ratio of net exports to investment

11.1167

p01/ 732 x 1025 a
14

lots 1.2

140 M 2,25 afq 92 1.25 . 792
11.7%

-Mnusfaturing subsidiaries investment
Exports from U,, to subsidiaries
Rxports on omission basis

Oross exports
Ratio of gross exports to investment

Less imports from subsidiaries
Net exports

Ratio of net exports to Investment

Latin A erica
Manuf -rng subsidiaries Investment
Exports from U.S. to subsidiaries
Exports on commission basis
Gross experts

Ratio ot gross exports to investmon
Less imports from subsidiaries
Not exports

Ratio of net exports to investment

17 : log5 -
21

ri"x 1.25 .

S.880
21"265 2 1.25 a

lt5 0

2068a 1 5 w 260 Pj 3t1Is".
71: 1,25 - MI 0 X logs2-

1,323
301 X 1.25 a 376

395 x 1.25 8

6X 125 a 8

331 2 75

106%
1,114,1

33 X 1.25 - 118 ' 97

S1.25- ..
X # 1:2.0

X 125 -511
41,50

Rest of World
ManuWfaoturing subsidiaries Investment
Exports from U.S. to subsidiaries
Exports on commission basis

Oross exports
Ratio of gross exports to investmen

Less imports from subsidiaries
Met exports

Ratio of net exports to Investment

World
Manufacturing subsidiaries investment
Exports from US, to subsidiaries 1a
Exports on commission basis

Oross exports 1.
Ratio of gross exports to Investment

Less imports from'subsidiaries
Wet exports 1,

Ratio of net exports to investment

Eu pe and Canada
Manufacturing subsidiaries investment
Oross exports

Ratio of gross exports to investment
Net exports

Ratio of net exports to investment

Rest of World
Manufacturing subsidiaries investment
Gross exports

Ratio of gross exports to investment
Met exports

Ratio of net exports to investment

217 X 12
-a
232 a 1l25s

722
271 293 1*5 366

2 x 125 2 2 x 1ogs.
230 ,:1.. -w T1 1.25.

1.25
1,25

9,285
I 1786 1,625 2 1.25 - 2,031

170
1&795 X 1.25 a o

1.25. 410 213 x1:251- 266
1.25 - 1.555 1.*-52 x 1.25 - 169W

7,347
16180

780

1,95
784

1,297

1,038

319,

W-y
118.0$
9

109

22.7% J/

1,238
16,90~

910
12,114$

946 865

938 863
4.2%

Office of the Beetsr of the Treasury,
Office of Tax Analysis

Yor footnotes and sources, see following Paco

Apit 96
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Footnotes and sources for Table 4,

L/ All data in the table are multiplied by 1.,25 because the Commerce Department
sample is said to cover "at least 80 percent of all U.S. manufacturing investments
abroad.*

2/Of which it is estimated that $21 million in 1959, and $54 million In 1960 Vere
capital goods exports, the same approximate amount being sent to subsidiaries
in Canada and to subsidiaries In Europe,. The Commerce Department survey states:

The manufacturing subsidiaries abroad reported imports of
$129 million of capital equipment from the United States in
1960g compared with about halt that much In 1959. Canada and
Europe each accounted for about one-third of the 1960 total.
A number of reporters were not able to segregate exports of
capital equipment from other exports, so that the total for
equipment is comparatively Incomplete,

One-third of $129 million is $43 million, multiplied by 1.25 as per footnote _
yields $54 million, and a comparable calculation for a $65 million 1959 total
yields *21 million,

/These are unweighted ratios, but the weighted ratios are little different. See
footnote 4. The weighted net export ratio for the world as a whole on the basis
of new capital outflow, 1957-960, is 16.6 percent.

4/These are unweighted ratios, Total outstanding Investment In manufacturing
in 1959 was about equally weighted as between Canada and Europe# but over
70 percent of the new capital outflow between 1957 and 1961 was to Europe&
less than 30 percent to Canada. The weighted net export ratio to measure the
effect of an average new dollar invested in developed countries ts 8.0 percent*

Sources:
Data on exports and Imports are from the survey of 155 manufacturing companies
made by the U* S, Department of Commerce in 1961, the results being published
in Hearings on the Presidentls 1961 Tax Recommendations# Committee on Ways
and Means of the House of Representatives, Volume 1, pages 427410. Data on
manufacturing subsidiary Investment outstanding are from Table Al in the
appendix to this exhibit.

,,-~ ~. ' '
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The evidence accumulated in Table 4 can be interpreted in either
of two ways, depending upon our assumptions about the nature of capital
goods exports. We can assume that capital goods exports to subsidi-
aries are a once-and-for-all phenomenon) associated with new capital
outflowS; or we can assume that these capital goods exports are largely
for replacement purposes and can therefore be interpreted as a con-
tinuous stream once investment ias taken place, much like ray material
and other exports. The two interpretations lead to similar results
as it turns out, but it may be useful to delineate both so that there
will be no confusion.

Consider Europe first, the main area which might be affected by
elimination of tax deferral and by tax haven legislation. If we think

2/ VontinUed fro page 10)
A third limitation of the data has to do with items L.,(d). and
l(e), Presumably item L,(d) is small since United States invest-
ment is a small proportion of total investment, especially in
Western Europe. It has been suggested, however, that the fact
that European production has been close to capacity in recent
years could have meant that the addition of new U. S. investment
funds created a substantial increase in exports from the United
States, not directly related to the operations of U. S. subsidiaries.,
simply because Europe did not at the time have the needed capacity
to meet the additional demand for equipment and supplies. Some
businessmen feel, furthermore, that the data, which include all ex-
ports made to subsidiaries on a commission basis (and thus pre-
sumably include some "contact sales"), substantially understate
item L.(e). Management becomes more "internationally minded" with
existence of manufacturing subsidiaries, and this leads to more
thought about exports, more interest in the promotion of exports,
and so forth. However, one weights this factor, it is clearly one
which cannot be expressed rigorously in quantitative terms.

When we come to the negative items which must be subtracted from
"gross exports," we m est first of all that 2. may be overstated
in the data to the extent that subsidiaries' sales in the United
States simply replace imports from'foreign competitors which mould
have been purchased had there been no subsidiary. This is a
counterpart to that considered with respect to export items l.(b)
and L.(c) above. On the other hand, item 3. does not appear in the
data at all, and there are good reasons for believing that this
item might be very large indeed, as suggested in the text.

82190 0-62--pt. 1-18
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of capital Goods exports as a once-and-for-all phenomenon, we can
reason as follows. Total capital outflow to manufacturing subsidiaries
in E trope for the two years 1959-60 was $838 million (see Appendix
Table Al). Capital equipniont c:..ports to manufacturing subsidiaries
in Europe over those two years amounted to approximately $;,75 million.
A dollar of now investment (enerated, therefore, something less than
10 cents vorth of capital Goods exports, on a once-and-for-all basis.
Subtracting the '75 million from the two-year gross export total of
:$1608 million, we obtain a figure of $ 533 million for the two year
period, or a figure of .0267 million as an annual average. These are
the continuing exports of raw materials, intermediate products, and
finished. goods sold to or through manufacturing subsidiaries in
I-Atrope-cxports which mist be related to the total outstandiMn plant
and equip ent existing in Europe at this time. )ivii3a (Y million
by the $2,880 million of outstanding investment in 1959 yields ap-
proximately 9 cents worth of continuing gross exports. We can say
that a new dollar from the United States, or a dollar of European
earnings which is reinvested, %rill yield 9 cents worth of continuing
exports of raw materials, intermediate products, and 'inis-i goods
sold to or through manufacturing subsidiaries in Europe. But invest-
ment in Europe also means new sales by subsidiaries to the United
States,much of which probably displaces American production and all
of which implies an additional import payment in balance of payments
terms. Dividing the annual average 4186 million'of imports by *2,380
million implies that a dollar invested in Europe generates 6 cents
worth of iports from subsidiaries into this country. In summary,
treating capital goods exports on a once-and-for-all basis we reach
the conclusion that a dollar invested in Europe yields something less
than 10 cents worth of capital goods exports in the first year, and
a continuing stream of "net exports" thereafter of 3 cents a year. i_

This approach to the problem, as a first approximation, implies
that the immediate em loynt effect in the United States of a dollar
invested in Europe might be at most approximately 10 cents. A dol-
lar invested at home has ten times the immediate employment effect of
a dollar invested in Europe. Or in other vords, if a dollar which

_/ It should be noted that terie is a marked distinction between
the year 1959 and the year 1960 in the data for Europe. The 1959
data imply a negative "net export" factor, whereas' the 1960 data
imply a ratio of nearly 7 percent. Our general conclusions
would seem to be little affected, however, even if we chose to
use the 1960 data alone, rather than averaging the two years.
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is induced to go to Europe by special tax privileges is deterred from
going there by removal of those privileges, and anything more than
10 cents of that dollar is then invested at home, there should be a
favorable short-run effect on income and employment in this country.

Before discussing possible long-run growth and employee nt ef-
fects of elimination of tax deferral, let us consider the second ap-
proach to the question of capital goods exports--treating them as
part of the continuing stream of exports on the ground that many such
exports are to replace existing equipment in European plants rather
than designed to go into new plant financed by new capital outflow
from this country. Here we would simply divide the total annual
average gross exports of $304 million by $2p88O million, obtaining
10.6 percent; or subtracting tor European subsidiaries' sales in this
country, we wuld obtain a *net export* ratio of 4 percent, rather
than the 3 percent found under our first assumption. We can say
that a new dollar of capital outflow from the United Statesp or a
dollar of European earnings which is reinvested, will yield 10 cents.
worth of continuing exports from the United States, of goods of all
kinds, and 6 cents worth of continuing imports into the United
States. Noting the above possible qualification with respect to im-
mediate employment effects, it seems best to use this second approach
for work which follows, for a number of reasons: (1) many capital
goods exports are surely for replacement purposes, that is, there is
a steady stream; (2) the figures for capital goods exports are only
rough estimates as noted in footnote E/ to Table 4; (3) the two ap-
proaches clearly yield very similar results; and (4) the second is
far simpler than the first.

It should be noted that the "net export" factor of 4 cents which
we arrive at does not include related exports--exports which are not
sold to or through -ubsidiaries even on a commission basis but may
nevertheless be dependent in one way or another on the operation of
subsidiaries abroad. Nor does it include displaced exports--exports
from the United States either to the European country where the sub-
sidiary is located or sales to third-country markets which may be dis-
placed by sales of the U. S. foreign subsidiary. The "related ex-
ports" which were claimed In one private study of 19 major manufacturing
companies, on the basis of world-wide'data, amounted approximately to
one-half of the total gross exports sold to or throilgh foreign sub-
sidiaries. I/ This would imply a figure of $150 million so far as
Europe ias concerned, which might be thought of as an upper limit
for any estimate of "related exports." So far as the displacement

1/ See'the Heinz study in House Ways and Means Comniitee, Hearings
on the President's Tax Program, 1961, 3185-3209.
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effect is concerned, total sales of U. S. manufacturing subsidiaries
in L\irope arontcd to 9,b310 million in 1960 vith appro:inatoly

..... one-cixth of such sales comprising exports to countries other than
the United atatec. / Thus, we can say the follovin. If only a

S .little over one percent of the total sales of Arerican-oimed sub-
sidtiries in 2irope serve to displace sales from the United 8tateos,
or it' d percent of estimated sales by those subsidiaries made out.
3ido the country in wich they are located displace sales front the
United States, the dircct "net export" impact on the United states
of foreign investment in Iuropo vould be vipod out entirely, i.e.
the :*A18 million shovn in Table It m)uld be completely offset. If
only 1.5 percent of total salos, or 9 percent of export sales other
than to the United Utateu, served to displace U. S. exports, the
hypotneical "related export" factor of 1;150 million vmuld be off-
not by the "dioplaceitent factor.' And if these percent oo on dis-
placoment itere as high ac 3 percemit and/or 17 percent, WtJ the
ponible "related exports" and the "net exports" Goina directly to
and throuGh nubsidiaries wvour be offset by export displacement.

lie have already considered the immediate employment effects in
the United states of investment in Nurope, under the Prost favorable
pocsible assumptions, and dotaxrinod that elimination of tax deter-
ral should lead to Incrennd erployment in this country. Removal
of the tax incentives to invest In uorpo should also have a favor-
able lon-run effect on economic growth in this country. The dollar
- hch is InduWcedWogeo to l~trope tor these reasons o:,pands plant
capacity there, wich leads to a continuints 4 cents worth of "not
exports" from this country, asotmin( that demnnd keeps up irith
capacity. A dollar invested in this country in new plant and equip-
ment is normally thought to create a continuing stream of 40 oents
%onrxh of eurrvnL output, if dwauid hunps up with oupacity. Ttus, if
anythtnt: meor than 10 cents of the dollar that is deterred from
going to trope by elimination of deferral is invested at home,
there wiill be a favorable lona-rxu effect on income and anployment
in this country.

i-bou Suvcy or Mir-enti ORM o ptembe; 191, p. 23, 0r 196 -
cse...0infoation ic available on sales made outside the

country of location in this year, but Department of Commerce data
for 1957 show that over one-sixth of total sales in that year were
exports to countries other than the United States. flee U. S. Do-
partment of Comaerce, U. S. Business Investments in 1oreign
Countries (1960), Tabl p . 1...
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When investment in Canada Is added to investment in Europe, we
get a slightly more favorable picture of the effect of new foreign
investment on exports. Between 1957 end 1960, 71 percent of the
isv capital outflow to these twe regions went to &iropo, 29 percent
to Canada, and this ratio was even more pronounced in the direction
of EArope in 1961, according to preliminary data. Assuming, then,
that any deterred Investment consequent upon elimination of tax de-
ferral to distributed in these proportions as between Canada and
Western Ihrope, it turns out that elimination of a dollar of tax-
induced new Investment in these developed regions means eliminotion
of 8 cents wsrthj rather than 4# cents worth, of "net exports." /

So much for developed regions. We get a very different picture
when we look at the relationship between (a) direct investment in
manufacturing subsidiaries located in Latin America and in other
less developed regions of the world, and (b) exports to these sub-
sidiaries minus imports from them. If we eliminated tax deferral
and this step deterred a dollar of new investment in theoe regions,
it would) according to the dt ltJ. eliminate over 40 cents
worth of exports front t Etted States. Th#iW ture of manfactur-
Ing investment In t e! regions is radically diffi t from that
in advanced Indus al countries# Obviously alterna e sources
of supply are ,adh more limited) And z.sujidiaries are n oasarily
thrown much me back on the Americ t)c both for a tal
equipment u or raw mater ab and I ormedaae parts.

Thnexpot ;'ta-io ' rII alone V I7 peon, ai.
vol hting thi by 9 r~en~b\o dt1) =urojtea tj' by 71 perc nt

yo- 3.0 per oet. 0 ouroe, 41O, ,tteso ratios arc beaed n
the eumption that av 0e ratioa- tot exports divided by tal
dire t inveotm t out) t n& -correot 4 reftlet incremental tios,
whiocl is what w aa really aes ) measure. -"1!1ere Is no e8ao
to e qcct that a would not -ea cas, and the differen a
could ot under any circurnstancev be sui*icientl$ lignifie t to
alter ,t basic concl 01.60- is..
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13. Fal ,'tn of tax-induceA foreign! .nvestent end the overalle f e t o n o r b a a c ? V ! t

Thero has been much discussion, and considerable disagraownt on
the Issi e of the overall effect on our balance of ptvcnte of eliminat-
ing the cpocial tax incentives now existing which f&vor investment In
other developed countries as coipare4 with investment at home. Tee
are various ways of attempting to show this, but per.npe the bet Is to
a.qk ourselves: "WhAt tas boon the effect on our boalince of pmento
of invectisnt in munufactur~ng in Cnnala and Western EuYrope over the
last few yenrs, ry from 1952 to 1960?" Presuwbly only a small pro-
portion of new capital outflow (war this period va actually tax-induced#
but however largo or wmwl.l it shovld have had the same kind of general
effect on the balanote of payments iAs the total groFs Inventmont outflow
t thoe rtilons. V1

To annuar this qu ntionp wo must add to not export receipts
generated by now -'pltnl outflow and reinvested earnings other Inflows
generated in the cauno Ptchlon, muleJly, income from mnagament fees and
pntint and copyright roylties, an well as dividend income. Again we
stress that the Inflow.i we add together must be those wfich are related
to t optfloi ove" thin period, 1952to 1 960,not those related
to inveuotmnt prior to this period) nor to the reinvestZifeainga of
plants already existii g in 1951. To compare total inflows with total
outflowa, even over a nine-year poriod, as ma -i-ndividual cojnany
statements have done, tells us nothing about the magnitude of the
inflows Cenerated by the now investnUent outflow over the periodp since
a substantial portion of such inflows were actually the result of
investment pr.or to the poriod.

In Chart 1, based on the data in Tables Al-A5 in the appendix to
this Exhbit, we show the cuulative amount of capital outflow to Canada
and Western Europe over the period 1952 to 1960, and the cumlative
uwuont of dividend inflows, receipts from fees and royalties) and net
export receipts estimated to have been generated (a) by Uto new Invest-
ment cnd (b) by the reinvestment of earnings over the period which were
made on this new investment.

Y~Aotu&lly, if investment was rally induced by ta alia"ntos an
would not have been made without this inducement, it would imply that
the rate of return was below the average* This would mean that the
not balance of payments effect of such investment was les favorable
or more unfavorable than that derived from aggregate data on total
investment,



EF-EC OF CAPIrTAL OUTFLOW TO MANUFACTURING
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It is clear from Chart 1 that the cumulative deficit generated by
new direct investment in other developed countries grew in every year
after 1953, i.e. that every year the new capital outflow axcceded the
inflows generated by the groirth in investment outstanding subsequent to
the year 1952, We hasten to add immediately that at come point thin
situation should right itself the cumulative deficit should get saler
and eventually disappear unless new investment continues to grow at an
ever-increasing rate as it has been doing in recent years, and this
hardly seems likely. But clearly the catchingj up" period is a long one
indeed if the capital outflow keeps growing, oven at a steady rate. If
the outflow from 1963 forward grow at a steady 10 percent a year, which
has been the average over the last eight yearn, there would be no not
improvement in our balance of payments until 1975s i.e. inflows would
not catch up to outflow* on a ewalative basis until 1975. Even if the
growth rate drops to 5 percent a year it --ill still be the early 1970's
before the capital outflow over this period) to developed countries,
ceascs to add to our balance of payments difficulties and begins to
make a positive contribution.

Put another way,. the evidence indicates that the elimination of any
investment vhich may now be going to other developed countries primarily
because ?%f the tax in&coments provided by the existence of the deferral
privilege and/or tax haven opportunities, would contribute favorably to
our overall balance of parents position over at least the next 10 to 12
yearn, and probably over a longer period. Because of the difference
with respect to the generation of exports already discussed, on the
other hand, deterring investment in less developed countries by alter-
ina present tax incentives would improve our balance of payment position
over a very much shorter period. Here cumulative inflows would be
expected to catch up to cumulative outflows in three to four years.

2. Elimination of tax deferral will stimulate the remission of a
larger Proportlon of earnings o th united t .ts

The possible "deterrent effect" on new tax-induced foreign invest-
ment as a consequence of removing existing tax preferences with respect
to investment in developed countries is an economic issue vhich has been
widely discussed. Less often analyzed, but perhaps more iiortant from
the point of view of our overall balance of paymento position, is the
"switch effect" which may be expected to follow from the elimination of
tax deferral and from the tax haven legislation--the ponibility that
vith removal of the special incentives to keep earnings abroad, a larger
amount may be sent home, both as dividends and in order to pay the taxes
due.

I $, ,I I - I -I'-
.0 1 P - - I
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At present# the proportion of earnings which are remitted s
dividends from subsidiaries in Canada and Western Xurope to substantially
below that which prevails for domestic corporations in the United Otates.
Forty-five percent of earnings after foreign taxes# or somewhat leos
than this after payment of the U.S. tax on distributed earnings as wel.
(it the foreign tax rate is belov the U.S. rate) is paid in dividends
on foreign manutaoturing operations# where the proportion for domestic
aanufacturing corporations Is 53 percent. With a foreign tax rate of
40 percent# the typical situation at present would be as shown in the
left-hand column of Table 5. If the tax advantage to leaving earnings
abroad were removed, we would expect the a itatLon to approximate more
nearly the domestic situatou, as shohn in the right-hand column of
Table 5o This might not occur lnmediatoly, at course, and if the rate
of return on investment after taxes were higher abroad than in this
country the proportion of earnings after a taxes paid a a dividend
might be somewhat less than 53 percent. But in general there should
surely be some 'svitch effect -- en effect which vould be stronger the
lover the foreign tax rate and, thus the greater the tax incentive no
to leave earnings abroad.

Table I

The Efeot of liminating Tax Deferral on Roeisston ot
Income to the United States

Existing After eliminationsituation of' de ferral ,,

If Income 0$00
g. Less foreign ta khh
to !-iome after tore tax

U.S. tax on Income as earned
3o Amount remitted as dividend to

parent 4g
6. u48. t"~ 3f
7o Total Income remitted (dividend

plus U6S. tax) 2Y37

Assumed foreign tax rates 40 percent.
.Aorty tvo percent of income after foreign tax.
/ifty-three percent of Income after all taxes# which to the
average for domestic manufacturing corporations in the United
States.

AlfNelve percent of total income remitted (line 7).
/orty-five percent of income after foreign taxes Bee Table A3

in the appendix to Exhibit MI.
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In 0hart 2, supported by data in Tables A-6 and A-7 in the appendix,
we cQ *ie the switch effect" under the above asuations with the"deterent effect" in accordance vith the general aswxtons treated
in the previous netion in an effor to in at least genera
picture of vhat the total effect on our balance of payments aght be
as a result of full acceptance of the proposal to eliminate tax deferral
with respect to the taxation of foreign corporate inome In developed
countries.

With a steady gr*O in capital outflow of 10 percent a year,
incee remitted to this country vil be highr than at present, and
this differential viwi Let steady larger, in spite of the fact that
less earnings vtll be reinvested and tLU4 the overall growth rate of
our outstanding direct investment in developed countries will be reducedo
On the other hand, the slower growth rate should gradually reduce our
earnings from fees and royalties and muet exports" assming that this
factor i not coop letely offset by the displacement of UM. domestic
sales in foreign markets as a result of sales by foreign subsidiaries.
But even if net exports, fees 0 and royalties are positivep it will take
a long time for these losses to catch up to the gain in income reomit-
tancesj the cumulative "switch effect" will be favorable at least until
1978 on our assomptione,

Below the line in Chart 2 ve measure the gains and related losses
from the "deterrent effect " and it is seen that this too# will have a
favorable effect on our balance of payment until ZI at any rate on
our conservative assumption that there is no displacement taftors or
that It Just offsets any "related export" factor# as discussed in the
previous section*

It is clear that subsidizing foreign investment through tax deferral
cm contribute positively to our balance of payments liquidity position

In-the very long run# but it viii clearly vorsen our balance of payments
liquidity position over at least the next 10 to 15 years.

But if our actions are to turn on this issue, to last points are
relevant. We are not mrtattlists, We do not want a chronic surplus
in or balance of payments We want a increase in infloes nov as come
pared with outflows because we have a deficit. But balance of payments
liquidity problems come and go, governed to a large extent by the be.
havior of relative prices here and abroad. We may still be in difficulty
in the early and middle 1970's. Surely we hope that this villa not be
the case# hoveverj we hope that ve can keep our prices under better
control than prices elsewhere in the vorld in the immediate years ahead
and so get out of our present difficulties.
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The true long-run value of sacrificing goods and services nov
in order to invest abroad turns, then, on the real benefits to be
derived Orom doing so, not on the m bencf~ts. But the real
benefits turn on the rea ionship ofpta cutfios to dividend
inflovs alone. When we receive dividends from our investments we,
as a nation, can consume mores EXport receipts generated by our
investment improve our liquidity position but in real terms they
simply mean that we are giving up some Goods in order to obtain
other goods, or in order to obtain gold. As ve hAve seen, however,
it vill be a lone, long time before dividend inflows alone catch up
to our ever-increasing capital outflow.

What ve really vish to do, then, is to Improve our liquidity
position in the immediate years ahead so as to eliminate our present
"chronic" defiit, and to think thereafter of benefiting in real
terms, both from our foreign trade and from our foreign investments.
Eliminating deferral, in addition to being sound from the point of
view of allocating our resources efficiently and from the point of
viev of stimulating income and emplo nant in this country, upports
both our short-run and our long-run balance of payments objective.

3, Taxation and foreign competition

kuchhas been made of the argument that the elimination of tax
deferral will put U. S. subsidiaries abroad at a competttive dis-
advantage via-a-vie foreign coupetttoro, in particular in third-
country markets* In considering this contention, it is important
to maintain perspective, to analyze carefully what "being at a om-
petitive disadvantage" is likely to mean.

First, consider tvo extraneous issues, but issues vhioh have
nevertheless been raised over and over again. It is argued that
some countries have turnover and other types of indirect taxes, and
that elimination of tax deferral may therefore mean total taxes in
excess of 52 percent. BIt such taxes are not the same as income
taxes. Like excise taxes in the United States they are passed on to
the conuumer in tho form of higher prices since they add to operating
costs. They are not borne out of corporate profits, and they are
charged to foreign conotitors as iytoaus to American subsidiaries
operating abroad. In short, the existence of such taxes is not
relevant to the issuo of tax deferral and the competitive position
of American foreign subsidiaries. A second argument frequently heard
is that foreiCn companies are not restriotel in third-country markets,
are fro* to ue tax havan operations, and so forth, so that U. 8.
firms viii be at a competitive disadvantage in this respect. Bmt
companiou in most European countries are subject to direct controls

, I" -A
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of one kind or another, to limit evasion of taxes, to restrict foreign
investment which will be harmful to the balance of payments--the latter
true of the United Kingdom especially (where stated government policy
currently is to restrict nov foreign investment unless the pay-back
period is two years), and to control remission of dividends and rein.
vestment of earnings.

Turning to relevant issues with respect to the effect of eliminat-
ing tax deferral on the competitive position of U, 8. subsidiaries in
Europe, what It may in fact mean depends upon how each particular firm
reacts to the chage. In some cases, the parent firm in the United
States may choose to pay an additional taxes due, in which case there
will be no effect on the foreign subsidiary's competitive position at
all. In other cases, payment of the tax by the subsidiary my siAply
limit investment in nov activities, completely unrelated to its exist-
ing activities, or even from lending money to the parent cosTpa in
the United States -- again not affecting its ooztitive position at
all.

But suppose none of these situations exists# and that elimination
of tax deferral reduces retained earnings and reduces expansion in
existing activities. Then there are still tvo possibilities. If,
folloving elimination of deferral, the rate of return after all taxes
is greater for the subsidiary than for its foreign coqetitor there
Is no real problem The subsidiary will presuoably continue to prov
relative to its cosqetitor if they pay the same dividends to stock-
holders. [1e stbsidiary in this case has substantial real cost
advantages over its coqetitor--enough to outvsigh the disad vantage
of having to pay a higher corporate income tax if U. S. rates are
higher than those applied to its coetitor,

Ifp on the other hand) after elimination of tax deferral, the
foreign subsidiary's rate of return after all taxes is nov less than
its foreign co*Vetitor* the subsidiary may slowly experience a decline
in its market share. Faced with this situation$ the foreign subsidiary
could maintain the level of retained earnings overseas, and thus re-
tain its market share, if it vished top in one of two ways: (a) reduce
the level of dividends paid to stookholdersj (b) borrow frud4 from the
parent company or elsewhere# equal to the interest-free loan it had
been getting as a result of tax deferral--the approximate short-run
cost of reminin fully conretitive would be the interest charge on
borrowings equal to the nev taxes which would have to be paid.

Whether or not the foreign subsidiary vehed to pursue one of
these two courses and maintain its share of the foreign market vould,
in the last analysis, depend upon the relative profitability of

L I L IL , ' " " 11, "I "I - ". 11 '.i I , - 1- 1-1; -1 -j "5 , 11 'J- Ow .. "., '- . 1,
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alternative investment opportunitiec--tor example, in the United
States. It the rate of return abroad over a number of yoars proved
to be greater than the rate of return at loe when the twt on both
incomes vas the samej it vould maintain and expand its position
abroad relative to its position at home. If this yore not the case,
it would do the reverse.

And so we inevitably come back oeain to the principle of neu-
trality in taxation. A subsidiary abroad will be put at a competitive
dioadvantoae only in the sense that elimination of deferral ay reduce
its retained earnings and thus limit its overseas growth. It will
allow this to happen only if the incentive to invest abroad is in
fact basod, at least in part# on tax considerations. And it is pre-
cinoly this type of artificial inrdocament, which is inequitablep which
leads to misallocation of our own and world resources$ which has an
adverse effect on employment# income, and Growth in this country# and
which vill, if allowed to continue, damage our balance of payments
position in the critical years ahead.
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EXHIBIT III

GENERAL STATISTICAL APPEDIX

Note on Sources

All of the data used in the tables in the
appendix and in the text are from published
information of the U#S. Department of Commerce
unless otherwise noted* The basic information
on direct investments in Table Al is derived
from annual surveys on foreign Investments#
published in the Survey of Current Business each
yearl using always the latest revise data
available.
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cU.i'mir.3 2J.829W 16#329 4,935 5,226 17,626 ,270 5,712
c~plu1 ouatflow 8542, 108 453 66 27? 112
.oiAvs3td 6&rbig 876 38 361 9 376
.,2 Ishi 1,398 765 309 1,725 1.9 M1I

- .. .. "71 10) 66e-r-I,'-- . 698
.y..tIo. , ,,,, " .. Mum./.

% .4
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TWWI (COot4uod)

a .111 I £,N a
104I tal *N.w eus)4n.,X ontu , ng Toa s)'toa euma ra otu,, W ng a

r, L',, m outo
standing M914 1,350 2,8841 7,#440 1,768 3,0196

caiaotlw300 a h1 -012 gad 101
AwAnvy.etad .a.rn.p 298 is 567 3? 6 237

Z-r.or.* 293 172 353 27 3.56
1.1rd01s 593 330 720 75 393
1.yo¥.toes A toes .

onv,*atn% 0o&t,
at.nd.ng 3,0004 764 664 1,W90 13

Ctpitl outflov t0 3 386
'rcizv:ol& oanos . .29.0 19 904 .63 in..1

1:1-mitngs 1683 I"to 39 i
)hylltie A toes m3/ 24 48 4

YATflM AMIAM mmmmZ
nvoest.ont Out-
itanding l608 1,8011) 7..4% 5 232 1#5)4)

capital ouiittler 193 169 36 76
lnvet.d oaWAIi, X"1 44 67 1 47 72

-,oo o.-4 678 2 800 5.30 53
.0 16 119 jP 041 597 2
,.*yaUea 6 fees -........... ..

AX' 0? W. ~TWI0
ivxa.to nt (mt.*
, ..nd1, .%L 1,9a 1696 3,73 20288 552

czita1 outtlov 10 23 50
RAnL ase d ea br g 19 561 In 8a

3rnim40 876 59 9

outflow 5,810 1W 1,859 1,139 26891 200 423 1,000 258 1468

"*o-.5 10912 1,039 398 g,2O0 1#3148 35
:n~a 281 1,2e39 .21 3,120 116 06

, o t.eS -.......... & toss

82100 0 ---pt. 1--44
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Table Ai(goAttwid)

Total iPNt1*=iYAmafat&1 TOWa *tuV14MA~us~taot g

8,637in so ,2016 3o &.5 9*470 2,293 hola
C4~1l.1 outflow 1 5 8 421 2

G~coc4.agwa 357 10

135~ 56 *371 315 27 108

S 'Ylzos s'fe 166 3 38 65 34

4,1131 1,2953 21,1095432 #7
C.1A)tal GutfCov 287 -135 1209 0
.2j,nvostc4d e4z4min 294 95 154 w238

28). 58 145 5 6
5ua 152 306 0 i 4

ILvr.rt Out-
jt;Mn 1,o 2 270 7#731 2,82$ 34,316

Ca:Aitc outflow l1,13 102m 4
Ro'astcA cara±3.p 239 6467 1 1

880 P662 A41 382 47
1,096 638 129 760 31A

~' 1k 4 foas 70 17 21 66 21

SOut-
n~s5,040 5,084 6L~o M,93 3,37

al.L out.,ow 675 161 26 n4

753 506 51845 685 60
123 Ak 107? 1,121 71 124

ic c 52 31 13 61 4 15

2522 905 8,00 27, 387 M,17 M7~3
C .io.?.J 2,i4O2 1,468 432 1,181 6429

.V Zc Q~rnl 1,363 68 455 A"15

2,249 i 2 1,276 429 2,10 1,189 460
3519,3726 M0804 14442

4 rCS 241 56 17 280 782. 136

-t , L ,,1
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.Z1. %I ontinuad)

8 I - It . , 959 ,1'fl.U"A"w
ITotx.4 4O 1W1,,' .'Z .t

a 1960
TotalA POtDaoliu%

tLrolLn .I (uta.
( Lro . Al ?t.&l.)

calt. l outfow 1417 39 4 25
Ratnvatlv od raixta 393, 2 . ,'. I24A

.- 345 41 206, 368 60 ,761 328

:C-yaltcs & tee 78 10 46 h ,10 43!

.tn, . Ish 2,.,927 6,64 1,726 3,797 11,.0
ca1 ouat2.ov 231 962 .73 60? 604
P.oLnv~stod oamnngs 2 - 2 207 , 326 1 237 H*A,

rnoorc. .393 125 ,226 427 2141 1495.
rntnda 114 A ~ 4 7625. 48 H.A.
o,,a.t , tee. 5 20 72 113 3$ 86 vA.

A'.7 :: C) EP"=LT '
Xn'octmt ONt.. ' , 4

s~d~O8006 2,961 1,l405 8,365 2,882 106101 W.A.
CAPit3tflowlO 95. 129 63 95 ,- 125 257
Rainvted earning 202. 31 71 215 . .86 N.A.

Incowis , 600 29 Soj 641~ 311 63 614
IarninS3 .774 321 120 8g 34 16
r Oy.~1tidl too# 74~ 17 25 ?C 5 ' 31~ W.As

]:n...otrnt Out-

cL. 1- Out loW 698 121 2 I m 1 39 136
p,jiflvas.4d earnings 228 41 J 6 3214 77 70 NOA.

868 614 27 919 687" 70 937ISM o+:,, 6 6 6 12 1$2)7 e R.A.

.u t . . , '
29$605 10,1423 9,692 32l141W ~ 44 1,5 'A

C..ti .1 1,372 1 11,0 80, 1 94 1
~.-..3.,, ,"i .: 1,0$9 109 5714 1A , 157 627 ;.'.,"::co 22o 9 1,100 " 149 2,3148 1,143 553 2,l01

3,o241 1,165 0 ,2' 3546 122 116 ~.
S&te 25$ 90 15 11 ? ' 171 N.A.. I.. ~ ba~o~~r Wm Apri..,.

or tho sacratury or too livosurY
O.-Y11J.3 Of Tux A"IYAL4

AprilZ 14 aV
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ZX'Y-,IT III

uz: 'Al

1OOTh'OZS

•Of liioh4 million II pa.troli m an , 134 million in manurtaotrin.

4/014b dat& for fes goe. royalties prior to 39fl an not eav&12Able.

~/of vhioh 4332 Million, in pero.eumn and 01',0187 M41,101 in noaaturinse

Of' vi~h 04377 MiL1io in patroloum and~ $4,166 minlion in'mmufaturicS,

~/of v1ch $), *4,67 minlion in potroloum' and' $326 million in manufactua'±ngo

~/Of wicho 4I.,a91 million in petrolouA and *44,92O million ipi zarnuf4turixgs.

V/ Protection of -data for first throe quartems
SOLr"S COaMPLiO4 tros Us 8. DePOrMMOnt Of COOiMor dat asuepandi

general note on, souroo



T oTObie A2
TU. S. Direct X sta -t. O.a ,1953 - 3960 (by reglIx)

Nmlun 
cc do~

1 9 5 3 -5 6 1 9 2 5 - 9 5 -6 D 9 6 . ~ :1 5 - 0 : 9 2 5

A11 l
Netro3:m

VeAt.westernVsteu

All lrUtrae

Cem of ta = anw

All nuti

Srub e i m& Rest of 1IwIA

AU loius -.

.Ba ca a.

.50
1,216

1,657
397

5

2,298

35,.

22,io30,20

2e,513

32,35T

6,6j7125,665

.2.,64ui
6 .=

65,7530

681

. l.

" 3,,T2

2.3 1,527

16&3

12.18.2

13.62 -T
9-9

29.j
32.0

29.8
12.9

AIM

3,.13

.3,oa9*

A03

4023
;A9200.

5,8

9,448

23,05W
25o3DO

7.1k.o

9-6

-9.0

26.8

9.85-92-3

31,0M92~

5#53 z9.0

2293 2%.6
2,692 38.7

25052D.5.

(conelUdeda nex v0,).

S85i.

9,151

1,~.

5,32

-O,8

11,~o~
8,788

2692

25,931

s0,5T

36,63T

17,0m3

804
26-923.9

3t5.3

30.7
6.6

32.2
23.1

20.0

21.0
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TAbl2 (Costlaed)

2953-)o- g13-52 15T6 ~6 9l-0:925

All ufsztkiaa 2D4 6BT 25.4 23,3k 2l 23A8% MAT~65 1346
U. mtac bq1z UO" 2243D6 15.6 36,575=A 15.1 2DA29! W 33*%6 12.3 UM5 .55A~2 128

Office fteSebtm 7 o h Apia1 2, 1962

sm o a COMP1ed from - 1gms for e.?uia, an diret iamsum oassie in m1a Al.'
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I =HIBIT III

as *ownm M"1, fta 04oaei MA A

199 19 1 9 I9 .1231.191 lot4' Ite191C 19?b 101a

tsgi

a Guv1a all Mu

I)4 ,)Ub844,,W.

MOM) v . ' 43
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*4 , fL4~
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19 PA Iu W #1 111$ff SI g i I f IM 1~d 19(4 SI-do H040d

I ~. ... .. H 0 * ,,
n 4eDnv € 0 ', , . ... .$a~u too"J 'i g.ot' "

o • I

Un0 40 __omm.

0iv 0

, %10"'I ) I , ; . 4 o .

,., M ' a n:

0 t 0

' Ullu d . , . Si 5" " , "f ' ' '

, d 5 A l 5 ,T 5~If I

t* Iu ,

.U % .++' - ' m mo .,3.5
I 'JIa .,, "e"

'IM I , .?. .Dll.'0

WAWA,"1 I',

::-~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ Add...... l l|l,+ l il Ikll I n .... . . .

W :

e 'miL. (1l) 0

jaiulr .

, GALt. ( l) ,,

1, 159 1:0" 10s 5,503 *jfl ~3:;~

4 i6 . .

+~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ O 1- Is 
14€lOM41 4 IOM IOklt4Q1

""57ie or th olcretary of M e "asuiry April 2, 1.962 '
Office of Tax Analysis 6

'Sources Xvforation supplied by U. 8. ,Depart4at of Comroj series vill be
0. * publisheA sometime in 1962# probably oid yeas'. earnings differ from

data In Table At tn that they exclude profits of U.S. branches abroad.
Dividonda differ from Income datu in Table Al in that they exclude
branch profits (all of vhich are reported s incomee" in the dat& in
Table A))As .Vql~l. as preferred diVidad and Interest payments.

HEVENUE ACT OF 1962

"ebi. A3 (Conclud4d)'
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Table A4
Royalties, Management lees end Other Inflowys

from Direct Invstments, 1957 (by region)
(Millions of Dollare)

I : Atin tReat Ri a ionsa &:stio America &
All Industries i Canada luropetAvsi. oi i~rd !m R i Mal Ret ofWorld

Preferred Dtvidod 3 1 3 a 7 4 3

Interest 49 3 6 12 90 52 38 '

Bub-Total 52 4 29 12 7 56 41

Royalties 12 25 10 7 54 37 17

Mansemnt ess 48 33 60 46 187 8M ft 1
Sub-Totel 60 58 T0 53 241 n8 123

TOTAL 112 62 99 65 338 174 16

Direct Znvestmant,195 7P460 3520 7?459 34738 22PM 10,980 . 1iv

Ratio % 1.5 1.7 1.3 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.4

Hnufacturtin

Preferred Dividnds 2 13 1

Interest 18 2 2 a 22 20 2

Sub-Total 20 2 3 - 25 22 3

Royalties 7 19 9 3 38 26 12

Mnagemnt love 1 26 3 10 79 57 22

Sub-Total 38 45 21 13 117 83 34

TOTAL 58 47 24 13 142 10 37

Direct Investment,156 3,196 1,861 1,43 552 1152 5,057 2,0

Ratio 1.8 2.5 1.6 2.4 2.0 '.1 1.8

0711ce of Mh Secretary o37 tM Treasury Aril vo 1W~
Offte of Tax Analysis

Source: Compiled fm data in Tablas 41 and 47, U, S. Department of ComoaeV a. Dusiom
Invesent# In rorein ount es (1960), Sinee preferred dividends and interest payment
from U, B. Subsidliriel abroa ire excluded from the series on Comon Dividends in Table A3
but they are nevertheles inflows, they have been added here to royalties (which include
licensing fees) and management fees in order to include s3.1 Inflows on vhLoh information
to available.
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ZtmEm ~ect an the Biel a ~uso vCs~a ~twt
3b~~~~uctur1 ~ ~ ~ ~ Dwge 2usdaisL eid ~Wsenho. 952-2960

atnusc doll=*s)

z in1a. z Cmpted, : aremt to: 105, fees,: 2teL : Cm-tI:CMaaeZssptalAhirmestedL IustM :DLiMviSz end mt 1Im~m : uptta1z 1t hl

1952 24 22 2273M3 20 10 157 9 33 22' 2A 12 251951 72 33 A2 33. 36 2f 229 49 21703955 90 19 351 16 -25 1. 309 90 -2192528 28 563 A 6 6 0 " -341957 3* 15 92 3 58 96 ?W6 -551
13959 310 92 3620 TF 3.18 295 3333 596 -353960 228B. 2376 208 366 27 969 &P0 -3099

Cfflc at tbe Secetary at th ?omwy
OffitceC ax Asyis April. 2m 1962

Mmers a.TLs table maes -m at atm. &-to cm ospitel osul aMdC Una I Iszr uls for~~i~~sislris cu x-e ct yetmn en LInvstt I-C~tjm CC gmui.p dtributel and rsuse rfteat psqmut at fees end royalties par "ow at I wetim-tv and VDist cme eat, to -sdasmd"
Par dolla Of L PI tlet ccOMted ift TOWIM Alm. In th anandft and b3. 1k in te Ut. It ewe6-Witii* th &ftj, th Vemminter al. are 1"Ote In aoa~n-m mith the at c Cepita Cutrufu I fat C fig to asch regimove the vaie ~i IM5-960,, iee. the eigbts fee f~ sm-tota3.CazaMIS and Weterm kZrPe are 289 an& 11 percet, rmspetiwly. Mme Weight differ aimbt, fromftae mbich wre in effect epV1.ied In arriving at Igsrmtba valns for sub-'OmWs Tebbes AI41. inTh apandix ad U~ 1. In the teats for in tbse tableas th velhlfts are direction a m ut MOVEni
rathe thn nwcapital autflw. Mae latter wei~ds vuldI see to reflect the m a P- ition mrths the form.
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Thus, the relevant A..a.tam values used are ecupated as follows:

Fanns (Table A2)

Bmrpe, 195T-60:
Canada, 195T-60:

16.8 percent x
9.6 percept x

71.1 - llg.94

8.9- percent

PtOnoftloni of earnings rtitted (Table A3)
Europe, 1957-60:
Canada, 1957-60:

46.7 Percent x 71.
42.3 percent x 28.

Pate of turn on investmnt vhich is remitted as a dividend:Bate of ret rn Investmnt which is reinvested:

L - 33.2
9 w 12.2

6.1 percent
6.7 percent

These two figues are =mltiplied by the c=21ative -ncre -P to oUtaing 5vest t o rheprevIous period to obtain the figures in col. 2 and col. 40. The cmulatlve Inc rnt to out-standin InvestmIent each 3yar, then, is the s=t of the Previous year's invesmnt and the newcapital amrtfl-, plMs reinvested earings of the c=rent year.
In a similar mamr, the 'rate of return" for royalties wd fees, wd for net export areccputed as follows:

l&Valties andi fees (Table A)

B=oWe, 1957:
a4, 1957:

2.5 percent x 71.1 =
1.8 Percent x 28.9 =

1.78
2.p

Euroe, 1959-60: 4. percent x 71. 2.92
Canada., 1959-&0: 17.7 percent x 28.9 51

he sm of th se two res is then multiplied by the previous year's outstanding 5wes t toyielA the data in col. 5. col. 6 is the s of col. 4 and cl. 5.



EX1T Ii,

Estimt4lm of o3multch mzieeto a the smumce of pargmuts as & Dmat cc
ZLI2ttsza 2m Deferzal In hAae lodutram Cmres It

Deol1ms. with Deferna Developents itbout Deraxzal Amlysi at "b15d4 Zrfec

Z1 CmU nIfeeseeow Is Amol rm- aTo ot3. Oalt~bf Direct Xtzztd izt I:ivi~dxg :Cmnsez Vibt LOW Losia: ca m P- rilts 1 -ve.tm xvl4eus: lProfit. .:XMWVasMt:DiIdt Xoj.. (7) -: Qdu in D fs = : in wse : Inset" :C: . (" ) :=m.ft t Defwral : Moowts, etc. :aem.s, etc."() . .(5 € (6) (1C 8)(2 () (1() -2LD )
S1,00 -2, 2 0

1 ,ooo 650 21,650 550 550 22,5W 65o * o * 100 - 00 - 20 - 202 1,.=0 75T X3,5T 6.1 635 13,05 751 + n0 + 220 - 2-22 - 323 10 88 5,595 3 31 25,26 8. 22 * 331 - 33 -65I h 1,3 101. 1,91.0 858 816 17,4.3T 992 +13. W16 503 - 50- 225III,66 2,o570 9T 9 29,86W 1,133 * .6 6.1 - t - 71 - 286 1,610 -1,33?' 23.517 2,=.3 ism 224562 1,29 * 160 * 72. 955 - 96- 2-7 1,17 1,529 2,&1 1,29 1,21.1 25,571% 1,1)67 .7 * 9165 -. 1,24.3 -21 - *8 1," 1,7*3 30,509 1,.75 1,.07 28,93o 1,662 * 18T * ,2 - 1,579 -158 -9 2A,.,3 1,983 -*,635 36"8 1,591 32,6". 1,88 * 02 + 1,z3k - 1,9 - 299 - 76320 2,358 2,1 39,2U 1,905 1,9 36,797 2p= * 1,551 - 2,1U1.7 265 - 2,00821 2,59 2,551 ".,388 2,15 2,Mk1 4.1,141 2,3se - 23h. * 1,785 2,97%-2. - 100522 2,853 2,885 50,226 2,1.1. 2,8 1.6,51.5 2*692 * 251 + 2,036 -3,581 - 358 - 1,66313 3 3,8 56,522 2,757 2,560 52,2k3 3,025 * 28 * 2,30- - 2,0931. 3,1.52 3,671. 63,648 3,109 2,87 58,5&8 3,396 *287 * 2,591% 5,OW w -o -2,60115 7 13M 71,582 3,501 3,"1 65,586 3A0 * 306 + 2,89T - 5,996 - 6 - 3,236 4A1 4.,653 80,.22 3,937 3,60 73,370 4,263 . 326 * 3,223 - 7,02 - - 3,90517 1,5"5 5,=2 90,231, 1,123 4 1,035 82AW0 1,769 3b.6 * 3,569 -8,231, - e2-12
0=%ce or the Secxv tsz Tb 2rms 

ARE~12,Office of ma £.aftlyis
_TO e6 Is bee co the fonoding -s=1tic: 1. (i.a.l Cluttm grow Sit 30 Peren a yuw, dSh - vIb dfera (I.e., fo P-CC ma2UwIS vW aqawe wt the *det=2%ut effect to be cosm e oui beeqat, and amm. It zero here). ftft Geftesi sermo =m 22 pe-am p t 1 of d ct Iesmt outWtag mWe A6 pw Of semrn.= aw dst ib"ted. 51. ; m rw Am e t, a.t re . e.. 6--.5s t"ofirect IwSV=2t s m & ,Zwg Is the Peviam YO", f -- & 5.5 pe:.am of t, f . l f .m. the SCePOR r tif CC 49m1UW xetand distributed awe rieversed, asd +11 6.5 par CC direct Isveftt motandIg Is fisftrted, 5.5 patM reftlood. wt e Bis n4nukndU'S C02- (8) U Is the ftffezesm in avi et iitt aeerra an set VIdends pt. w±b 4CtxX Ccal (7) mdim colT. (41). SNeno, bome,the* re aw mar r~i t e profits emft yw ubmes fewzia Is elizdnwte4, eso U direct iUeSOM~ =M iUmm mim msa, tmaffect& reca fros fee, ryalties, and 'set er ets,w vlc awe dijat.neso by a SmborraD10 mt of the 6ecrm ine Is eboo om -Stomalg becomme CC the redwm In reizeasted em~a h begiazing fIguv of $10 biflio is a Inooe2 ry etimt Or U.S czisvesmt cattmodng In & ef l. miped couries in 1961, fr eme io comtatns.
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_utal of betert =Teat a the ,,,e , pey as &
XCR1t ofM~qw Tax Deferra In Advace 3~tra Cmura

('uc.or &Aurm)

zcn 'ednetoz tan A l1 :-cbaM In in direct A : Amrn1 :Cat.e:c i In- Aza : dg In : Anm.l : ca in cbmage: ebe:i= =rm..-i tmp:c~ In~reiestdg4Ingwa :cbane Iif: dbmae Iamr'aut.: cbew In zrc,±ltles, : 1 4 1 : tta : 12 net: L, naf-r--.- :ez : inarnings =outstadimdIven: dividends: aM feesemt eot: fees, an :In total: jaulms :ZatT ol( 1 ( 2 t -4 : n e e x o : J ~ z : l ,n '.o ::

0 2000 0 0 - 100 -- 00 *100
I 10 220 - 15 - - os - 7 - 7 - 2 - - 20 -1T 2 * 93 .193z 2 331 -3 - 1 - 356 - 5 -- - - 17 - -37 31 * h *2-3 133 U&G - 52 - 29 - 5i8 - 2 -1.6 - 8 -29 - 69 -61 -3= +*2 ,.-5C:6 116 610 - 76 - 1 - 706 - 35 - 8 -32 -11 -322 -8B -~ 203 * .z +o5 1&3 711 -101. - 57 - 93 - 47 -228 -26 -5S7 - 195 -320 - 33 4!. .L.6 1-$ T 91.8 -336 - 7? 1,17. - 6 -190 -20. - 7 - 290 -257 - MO8 *20.1.697 195 1,11.3 -173 - 9 - 1,,63 - 79 -269 - 2T - 9 - .ai - 200 - 68D - 5 65 221. 1,357 -225 -31U -1,791. 9 36T -. .. 31 -.1 .. 56 - 249 - 9 - 34 .1-30P 236 1,593 -26. - 2k; -217g -320 - h87 -1.1 - 2A4. - r _ 305 -1,23. _ 69 .3a3.0 250 1,35Z - 320 -24 -- ,60T - 1"6 -633 -50 -171 - 971 - 31o - 1,6 -20 .25121 255 2,37 -383 -209 -331 -75 - we -60 -209 - 1,2.0 -4.13 - 2018 -158 . 9332 31.. 2,.51 - W5 -28 -3,663 -208 -1,0.6 -71 -24.8 -1,559 -527 - 2,M75 -223 -121

Q -. , of Se c Isys Ay 2&1 2, 962

SM=' This UWK IS Cognta In the sw bjw s t A5, eegt ttt iwdtmed of von am data an jmy CspVta~'w=r7W fce' 1952'.6Or, this rlabls Is asmd to grm at . Iper m=: yaw.
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B. Income Earned Abroad bX Individuals

Table 1 - Humber of individual returns claiming bons ftide foreia
residence, amount of income excluded, and amount of adjusted
gross Ilncome reported, classified by amount of e-xclude4

This table shown that there were over 41 000 individual tax returns
claiming exemption from tax on earned income derived abroad because they
were bona fide residents of a foreign country. They excluded approximately
4440 " o'wf income and reported taxable income of $65 isillion, Data
with respect to persons remaining abroad for 17 out of 18 n)onths are
shown in the following two tables.

Table 2 - Number of returns claiming exemption from tax on income earned
abroadA amounts of excluded income and of taxable income, by
eleeoted countries and in the aggregate, 1960

This table shows that approximately 1,O00 returns wore filed by
individuals who are bons fide residents of Western Europe and industrial-
ized countries elaewRe- MW"he world. Over 27,00 returns were filed
by persons resident in other countriesp which may be considered the lees
developed countries of the world* It also includes the data for the
individual countries.

Table 3 - Number of return claiming exemption from tax on income earned
abroad,, amount of excluded income end of taxable income,
classified b sito of excluded income, for (a Western European
countries and otier industrialized countries ot, (b) Othr

ountri -'" and- (c i the aggregate., 1960

This table contains substantially the same data as the preceding one
but classfies the information by the amount of income exempt from tax.

Table 4 - Individuals claiming exemption of $100,000 or more in 1959 or1960 a bona fide residents of a foreign country shoving-the

country or residence, occupation and the amount of Income
excluded from tax in each year

This table shows for individuals who claimed exemption of $100,000
or more in either 1959 or 1960 as bona fide residents of a foreign
country the country of residence, occunation and the amount of income
excluded from tax in each year. While there is some flu6tuation from
one year to the other, in most cases large amounts were excluded in both
years.
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Table I

Ilibor of LALvi4usl retun oULaUL bow t4e foreign resdl~oc,
Smouat of iome exolvd.d4 and oaosnt of ljIrted Iros loo s

reporteip clasLtle by auow t of eolu A4 lo*, 1960

(Amonu In tbmods)

und, 4r -* $000 LiU 4 350u1 * 13,3

$ 500 - 3.0,000 86 00,63 .to"

100000 - ,000 MAUif1 1.51,1 .OM OU

0,0000 - 30000, ,3 9,61
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Co DATA 0ON TAX LAVflff SMMXARIES

Table 1 - Jlmber of foreign Corporations created by U.S. interests as
reported to IRS on Form 929 for selected W -  hayen" countis.le

ad for all countries-by years of incoroaton 1955-El and
for all years

lhis table indicates that about 300 information returns vith
respect to the creation of a foreign subsidiary have been tiled with the
Internal Revenue Service through 1961, his f1i14 was purs$unt to re-
quirements of the Internal Revenue Code. The inadequacy of both the
requirements and the compliance in most past years is revealed by a
comparison of this table with the following one.

Table 9 - Subsidiaries in selected "tax haven" countries and total in
owt~Res In 15fora grupo 0 7 Q Socorprat one

iilassiff.ed y year of incorporation of subsidiaries

lhIs table vas based on information collected by Internal Revenue
agents vith respect to a group of corporations aq eised in large measure
of those that happened to be under audit during a particular period in
1961. fhese companies reported that they had more than 14200 foreign
subsidiarieo, which were organized duving the yearq through 1959. Ibis
table indicates that the bulk of the subsidiaries incorporated in so.
called tax haven countries were formed subsequent to 1954. Tables 1
and 3 confirm this.

Table 3 - Miles corporations controlled by U.S. interests and by those
in selectM Ropean coutries, by ye 1252.6l an in the

agegate

This tables based upon a study of information published in the offti.
cial Siss comarcial register# indicates that over a thousand Wiss
subsidiaries crated by U.S. interests were in existence at the end of
1961. Most of these were established from 1958 on. Subsidiaries created
by interests situated in other industrialized countries are also shown,
and the number of such subsidiaries controlled in each of the other
countries Is substantially less than thoie controlled by UoBS interests,
oreover, most of them were established prior to 1958. .

Table M . eiss firms owned by M,. interests1 classified by to of
business actiVity 1961

Wi table indicates that of tho SMiss coMpanies established by
U, interests# one-fourth of the com*nies reported mnnufsaturins &song
the purposes for which they vwere established. About tothrds are sales
licensing and holding coqanies. Notion picture producing was relatively
liortant, counting for 39 companiess.
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Table 1.
Number of torelp corporations oreated by U. B. interests U reorted to

10 on Pon 99, tor eeleoate4 "tax haven" countries sa for c.11
countries by years t incorporation 1935-61 an tor a&U years

Year Bvi$eaA ftau" Veneos2A' SGha Mabri&

2.955 40 2.0 14209 232

1.956 64 1.7 14 2.3 3149

1957 99 83 u s,2.3 364
.958 2 95 16 15 82 336

2959 6 .34 8. 97 59 423

1960 70 1.0. 16 6 149 676

78 42 9 37 17 603

Total,
1-955

1.96:. U6 M7 99 2.50 592 2,983

Total$
All
years 17 730 0 2.52 59 3179

Aw w4 I 0. t1O0
Source Intarnal Reveu Service ArY. f
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Table 8
Subsidiaries In seleaoted "t have" couat'i" and total In
al oountrie s 1959 tor a g1U* of M U8.8. orporstionap

olu fL4o by' y at orportion of a sidiarLes

1959 10 33 1 49 3 339

A.,58 31 16 26 7- 296

1957 9 143 37 12 6 316

I' 26 05 12 8 277

523 OL 14 6 267

1955 36 1%6 103 103 30 1,149

1950-59 146 200 126 U8 $4706$

1940-49 8 go as 1 3 623

1939 &
prior yere 3 13 3 16 1,25s

Tota,
aU years 57 833 357 245 140231

April 9# 15M6

8ouret Inoternl bvamao 8erfL (ZO0* Vt)

I/ includes BArA
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Table 3
Swiss corporations controlled by U. S. interests

and by those in selected European countriesp
by years 1958-61, and in the aggregate

year U.se &'~onroarw U/1.K. V1 Fproas I~~ Nehe- Belgium
-lt MI M r . I I.. i la d i UN]tlln t J ngunlD

1961 229 124. 27 12 14 4

1960 287 110 38 '2 1

19,9 1& 92 22., 26 15 6

1958 , 88 12 20 e9 6 2

Wior to I>
1958 257 3480 an51 62 52

all years 1,025 716 so 347 112 69

Source Compiled from the official Swiss commercial register.

/Total includes 229 firms considered American controlledp because
tho listed director, officer, or other responsible functionary
Is & Swiss attorney known to specialize In the organization of
Swiss companies for American clients* Experience has shown
that in these cases often after a time a U.S. firm emerges as
the controlling interest. Some of the companies considered ovned
by the U.K., *to# may also be American controlled. See foot-
note 3/.

/German tax officials consider the figures to be too high as an
Index of tix haven operations) and ascribe many of the companies
to German nationals living in Switzerland and conducting small
enterprises there that have no direct tie to the German economy.

/ Includes an undetermined number of Swiss companies controlled by
U.K. companies which in turn are subsidiaries of UoS. companies.
This may also be true of the other countries shown.
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Table 4

Sviss firms ovned by U.S. interest, classified
by type of business activity, 1961

Business activLty 1/ Number

Manufacturing 243

Sales or purchasing offices 293

Licensing of patent&$ know-hov, engineering
and technical services 151

Notion picture produaig 32

Holding companies 177

Other activities 126

Not reported 3

Total 1025

Source: Intern~al Revenue Service April 2,p 1W6

m/ ost companies are organized to engage in more than one type of
activity Duplicate counting has been avoided in this table by
excluding f n each category companies that have been included
in categories listed.above it. Thus, 'omanfaturing" includes
all companies that engage In other activities besides nufactur=
ingp while none of the other categories include any company
engaged in manufacturing.
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Do AMWISVXAIVB PROBM0 00 =ZD W=H TH3 AWNIN
(W CAS EIIVOWW C0OZOMOLLUM 7RION OPOMION

The following memorandum from Mortimer Caplin, the 0Cnsioner
of internal Revenue Service detail the aftinJitrative problems that
are encountered in the handling of oases by the Internal Revenue
Service Involving the use of controlled foreign corporations. Much
of the data contained In the memorandua Is based on the Internal
Revenue Bervi o's experience with 39 cases involving avoidance of
U. B. Income tax in foreign activities thatwere contained In a
mewrandum of the Commissioner dated June 19, 1961. This morandsm
vas made purt of the record In the hearings before the Committee on
Ways and Means of the House of Representatites on the PFesidentes
1961 tax recomedations held June I through 9, 1963, (see Vol. i4

Jan. 30, 192

I0OR ND FOR Honorable Strnloy 8. Surrey
Assistant Secretary

SU =t1 Problems of Administration of the Revenue
Laws Relating to the Taxation of Foreign
Income

Under dates of June 19, 1961, and June 22, 1961, the Service
addressed anorands to you on the above subject in which was
described typical caen under examination involving tax avold-
once In foreign activities of domestic ta*ys, and the
principal administrative problems encuntered by the Service
in connection with ouch cases.

In response to your request, I am submitting surplemntae
detailed data (Exhibit A) developed during the examination of
these oases, and additional information concerning the
potential over-all workload of cases involving International
transactions and the estimated average time vhich wil be
required to examine those returns.

WORKLOAD OF CASES

A recent survey discloses that as of January 1, 1962, the
number of caces Involving substantial foreign transactions
selected for examination by our district offices totaled 3#0ui
domestic taxpayers, involving 6,800 foreign affillates. Those
returns were selected on the basis of lzaWted audit informa-
tion reflected in the returns tiled for taxable years prior to
1961. However, for taxable years beginning after December ll
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1960, aowporations will be required under the provisions
of Section 6038 of the Code, to finish additional info-
tion regarding foreign corporations and subsidiaries of
foreign corporations controlled directly or indirectly by
the domestic corporation. This additional audit Infora.
tion viin facilitate the selection of cases for examination,
and we can expect that this wil result in a substantial
increase .in the umber of returns Identified and selected
for examinations

Aside from the question as to the number of returns filed
by taxpayers engaged in forotp activities that must be
examined in connection with our foreign enforcement programs
notice should be taken of the time and skills required to
adequately examine this type of cases A was pointed out
in the maaorandum of June 22, 1961, the examinations require
the use of only the most experienced revenue agents who have
been thoroughly trained in the application of Section 4W of
the Code which is applicable in practically all of this type
of case.

Our experience with the 39 asses submitted to you with our
memorandum dated June 1961, discloses that the tim expended
by revenue agents averaged 44 days* The other cases vhich
are still pending Involve an expenditure of an average of 98
dayn As to these latter eases, It has been estimatedthat
an average of 47 additional days will be required to complete
the examinations. This data relates to the time required to
close all of the tbx years involved n these eases. In
terms of tax years, our cazutations result in an average
examination time of 214 days per tai year to aeoplete the
exainations'

The complexity of the examination of returns Involving for.
eign trensactions and its Jaot on our enforcement program
Is vividly illustrated by contrasting the man-hours of
examination time required in such cases with the an-hours
spent on all corporate returns disposed of by examination.
fow purposes of comparison, the average examination tim per
eocporate return, broken don by asent classes isa
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2194cc Kh ReurnAmeage Man-I*urs

No balance sheet 13,
Under $Wo,000 10.6

0,0000 Wder $100,000 12.0100,000 wnde. S2 O, 00 13.8
50,000 unme $0,000 16.9
1 O0 0 'ia" 91,000,000 20.1

, 000 Wnder 10,000,000 1.2o

1000000 dr ,000000 66.1
50000,000 under 100,000,000 9.0

It can be readily deter ined tion this table that the average
examination tim pe return raps tirs a low of 1.23 das to
a high of 12.4 days.

The 39 oases Involving substantial foreign tran nations upon
which the aveage wmination tim Is based do not Include ay
of the so-called Industrial gate so we have not included In
the above table the average examination tie devoted to returns
filed by t ese ompmations.

The matter of greatest conce to the Service is the tremendous
Inoads being mde on utbe available examination tim of experi-
enced agents so vitall essential to the audit coverage neces.
sary to maintain the hight degree of voluntary compliance
mng taxnayers whose returns ae gene Uy examined by these
reeue a4ets.

Thee retum must be examined by the met eperlenced agents,
08-12 and 0813. AplyinS the avea* exaination tims of
2 inays per case determined In comeotion with the 39 cuses
described above to the 3l returns In Inventory as of
January 1, 19#, the examination of thee returns would Involve
an exediture of 73,06 mn-days, or qncoximately 289 manayw
these 289 man-yurs re ieent about 20 per cent of the 08-12

and 0813 revenue agents available throughout the Nation for
this tye of works (Bee 2bhibit S)9 If these agents were
available fr r egular eoxmatious In the sam ratio, they would
be elected to examine About 20 ,000 re4t rather thea only3,0iJI,,

This data clearly Indicates that a disroportionate mount of
revenue agent tim Is devoted to the exmination of cases with
international Issues, vdoh will kave an adverse effect on the
over-all. desirable total audit coveMe so essential to sure
a high degree of voluntary ocGplance "
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AUDITING TEw I

In the examnati o at op ate returm involving foegp
trammations, vmy dote and tim-ousnlg auditing
tehnlques ast be utilised by the eatOing officer. I
vould lUke to mntion briefly sow of the extenuive audit-

M step the anU mst take to determne the yrcsM
allocation of ioam and deductions between related aorpo-
atlows

In making allocations of lncom nd deductions btwem related
ompoations, the ezeninn officer is required to do a nu r

of thlop depending ae the type of activity# ioeo, sales of
goods or services It onY the sl of sods Is involved the
exanination my require certan data not pertinent repirding
mles of seryvcesp and vice vers If sal of both goodsand
services ae involved tb the requimeubs ot both ast be
nt$

O0MRAL OWUIMW

In theourse of amy emwination the sat m=t d0temine
heter the foreign and dmstic entities sre doin bustmns

vith ech otes it so, he must detrmine vhetw the corpma-
tions (1) have omm offlcrs, (2) bve interlocking
directorates, or (3) are dmimad or controlled by the
dostic entity.

If the corporatons wre doing business with each othe, and
espoiall I it the anser to C), (g) or (3) is atImtiveo
the agt st inquire Into matters of special cOnsidration
depending upon het pods, servias, or both# e inve 5 ,

Where sales of goods ae Involved the senot nt determine the
need, or 1k of It, to reallocate incom raising Is int4r.
comaW sales. This ms the agent Must determimo wtb the
intalme v 0y Pr-ce ae Trioes tbat voud prevail In transations
between unelated p rts Usually this is done brt

a. Securing copies of the sales ageements between the
related entities and o~aring t)b with any siala
aemnts with unrelated entities# both before and
after the cation of tm foreip entity.

b, Analsing sales Journals o other 6ale invoioe dota
to determine the mot of sais between the dmstio
entit$ and reted and related foreign entities.
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o. Obtaining information regarding foreign activities
prior to the creation of the foreign entity to
establish a carat.ve basis of operations.

de Exaining and catering sales and credit meoranduas
a between unrelated dowstea ecqp ies and foreign
purchasers either related or unrelated to establish
whether there are unwarranted price dMerenti4s.

e. Questioning ecAy officials regarding differences
In selling prices or unusual dhoomts and allowenes.

f. aeconstruoting intercoan y sales found "out of line"
to fair market basis.

If it Is determined that price reallocations are necessary#, there
ore two principal courses available, both fraught with difti ulty.
First, the agent can obtain data regarding selling prices and
practices of caarable products and cceting sellers. Stoond,
If there are no cospetIng products he must resort to cost
accounting methods and make a decision as to the fair market v~lue
or cost of each activity to fairly allocate the Incme,

What I have said regarding pricing of sales is, of course, equal'
applicable regarding costs of sales and similar examination
techniques must be sloyed to ascertain that seh affiliated
comany boars all and only its proper share of costs,

Where &les of services are involved such as the providing of
"know how and the cupaies are related, or there are patents
and copyrights involving royalty income and exense, the problem
is even more difficult to solve. In these situations shifting of
incono is oaily arranged but difficult to detect. Also, the
dowstio my divert its royalty Income by transfer of Its patent
or copyright to the foreign affiliate without regard totie nature
of any ruling piwsuant to Section 367 of the Code. In these
situations, the agent must$

a. Obtain copies of the licensing agreements to accae
this with licensing arements that may have been
ode with unaffiliated licensees.

b. Copare the inyslty rates with those usually pros
veiling in the iustry.

as Determine whether the licenses are exclusive.

do Determine wether provision ha been made for
technical assistance.
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e. Determine whether or not there are
provisions relating to patent improve-
ments and nev patents. The agent must
also establish whether the royalty
income of the domestic entity was
greater or less before and after the
creation of the foreign entity. He
must also determine whether the
licensees of the foreign entity to whom
the patent or copyright was transferred
were the same licensees under the
patents or copyrights when hel4 by the
domestic entity.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Income shifting t accomplished in other ways, for example:

a. Intercompany loans.

b. Charging or paying excessive manage-
mont or technical service fees.

Here, again, the agent must have access to intercompany agree-
ments he must obtain data of abarjes for comparable services
from competitive or third-party sourcee he must determine
whether the interposition of the foreign entity has resulted
in any real substantive change other than the shifting of
income*

All of these matters relate to facts peculiarly within the
knowledge of the taxpayer concerne4, without whose cooperation
the agent Is v".. -hs. an ed.

ILWUSTIRATION OF EXAMINATION TIME REqU RED

The following partial case history is illustrative of the
obstacles, complexities and delays encountered by examining
personnel In auditing the olasA of case under discussion.
The experience with this case is typical and accounts for
the disproportionate amount of time devoted to these cases.

In 1959 the corporation selected for examination had $.04.,759,000
in assets and had 13 foreign subsidiaries. It also was affili-
ated with five other foreign corporations in which it owned
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les than 50 percent. The majority of these corporations
were organized prior to 1956 and are manufacturing corpor-
ations. One of the corporations is considered as a tax*
haven subsidiary, and was organized in 1956. The parent
company granted the subsidiary a non-exclusive licence
to grant sub-licenses to its products for no consideration.
Tax-haven subsidiary also purchased the license opera-
tions of a third party. The parent company also had a
foreign license business, but only one of its licenses
was transferred to the subsidiary. The parent company
continued to receive license Income, and nearly all the
license income from its products received by the sub-
sidiary was new business generated by that company.

The tax-haven subsidiary through 1960 returned approxi-
mately $470,000 of the earnings of over 4600,000 in the
form of dividends to the parent company. In recent years
the domestic parent company's operations have resulted in
losses.

During the examination much opposition was received from
the taxpayer in obtaining basic information. The exami-
nation was conducted through the corporation's tax sec-
tion which contained an attorney and an accountant who
was the Federal tax administrator.

There follows a summary of the types of information
requested, and a recitation of the disputes and delays
which were encountered in obtaining responses:

I. History'of each foreign subsidiary, capitaliza-
tion#, and a brief summary of the type of
business operations.

P. Financial statements of the foreign subsidi-
aries for the current years under examination.

The tax section of the corporation took the position that
the agent had no statutory authority to obtain this infor-
mation since Settion 6016 was enacted to include only
years subsequent to the examination. The agent replied
that this information was necessary to verify the tax
returns. The question was referred to the corporation's
legal section# and after several days of cajoling the
taxpayer presented the information in a piece-meal
fashion. The information on the tax-haven subsidiary was
withheld for a period of time since the taxpayer considered
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that the economic espionage laws of the tax-haven country
prevented them from giving the Service the information.

3. Books and records of the tax-haven country
subsidiary,

The taxpayer requested that the agent oite his authority
to require the production of records of an alien corpora-
tion not engaged in business in the United States. The
agent explained it yas necessary to have the records to
verity the parent company's returns The economic espion-
age lays of the tax-haven country prevented the parent
company from bringing the records to the United States,
according to the tax section.

1, License agreements of the tax-haven sub-
sidiary,

The taxpayer's tax section stated that the foreign sub-
sidiary wrote the license agreements and they did not
believe copies were available in the United States, The
tax section also asked why the agent needed the informa-
tion* The agent explained he needed the information to
determine if Sections 482 and 367 applied. The tax*
payer wanted a detailed explanation of what this infor-
mation would prove under these sections, and then started
to argue the case before the agent had obtained any
basic facts. The taxpayer also stated that this type
of information was not available to the Service because
of the foreign country's economic espionage laws.

After about a vek of exchanges of this type, the taxpayer
relented and brought the licensing agreements out, ond
at a time, in a painfully slov process. It was neces-
sary to obtain this information to determine whether any
license income had been shifted from the parent company
and to verify allocation of the license income among
the licensed products.

5, Correspondence between the managing director,
also the founder of the corporation, and
the parent company.

The taxpayer claimed privilege on this correspondence under
United States v, United Shoe Machinery Corporation p 89 Fed.
Supp* 3570 since this correspondence was either with parent
company's secretary who is an attorney in the corporation's
legal section or in some other undisclosed capacity. The
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tax section varned the agent to confine his examination
to the audit of financial data and not concern himself
with Internal management documentes The tax section
also wanted to know the direction of the audit at this
stage since they stated they had provided enough infor-
mation to prove that both BSections 367 and 482 did not
apply. They also stated that they were not providing
any more information to support a fishing expedition,
since most of the agent's questions did not directly apply
to the domestic return. In this case# the taxpayer actually
had all of the internal, management documents necessary to
audit the foreign subsidiaries' transactions which were
relevant to the Service's examination#

6. Verifying items of income and expense
on the profit and lose statement of the
tax-haven subsidiary.

Each question had to be asked with a lengthy explanation
of why it was necessary to have the information to verify
the domestic corporation's return. The agent had to ex-
plain the issue that the information was related to, and
in general had to argue the case before the facts were
obtained. The taxpayer's explanation for this action is
that information was not being furnished to further a
fishing expedition. The examination of this case is
still in process.

CUWrRN TRAINING PROGRAMS IN IRNATIONAL AREA

In an attempt to cope with this difficult enforcement
problem we have developed extensive training programs de.
signed to broaden the knowledge of agents in tax law and
auditing techniques pertaining to domestic-foreign con-
trolled transactions. Particular emphasis is placed on
tax avoidance devices which have been or could be employed
to divert income to foreign areas which should properly
be reportable in the domestic parent's returns* The
enrollees in this intensified training program include
08-12 and 08-13 revenue agents as well as some viewers,
conference coordinators, conferees and group supervisors.
Approximately 1,000 employees will be enrolled in the
training courses during the fiscal year 1962, and the re-
maining 08-12 and 08-13 agents and group supervisors will
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be trained during the fiscal year 1963s These specially
trained agents will be assigned those returns involving
foreign transactions. In addition, they will be able to
draw on our regional coordinators and agents assigned to
the Office of International Operations who have been more
intensively trained in the examination of international
transact ionse

While we feel confident that the successful completion of
this training course will provide the revenue agents the
basic knowledge* and techniques which are essential to
achieving an effective examination, it will not alter the
need to allocate a disproportionate amount of manpower to
these cases$

(clgred) Mortizer M, Caplin

Commissioner

Attachments
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B. Separate Limitation on Foreign Tax Oredit writh
*5P00; 03 nv@Otmnt Income

Existing law limits the amount of foreign income tax that a taxpayer
can credit agi nst his United States tax. The limitation either is com-
puted separately vith respect to each foreign country and possession of
the United States, or, at the taxpayer's election, Is computed vith respect
to al. foreign countries and United States possessions together.

In substance, the limitation provides that the credit cannot exceed
the taxpayer's average United States tax rate multiplied by his taxable
income for the particular country or possession or his total foreign
taxable income (depending upon which method is elected). Consequently,
here the average foreign tax rate exceeds the average United States rate,
credit cannot be claimed for a portion of the foreign taxes.

The limitations formulas as presently drawn, however does allow
full credit for foreign taxes exceeding the United States average rate
where taxpayers also obtain sufficient other foreign income vhich Is
subject to a low rate of tax abroad. In other words, if foreign tax on
business income is imposed at a high rate and on interest income at a
lower rate, the two taxes are combined and the aggregate average foreign
tax rate is somewhere betiteen the two specific rates.

For example, a United States corporation doing business in Canada
through a branch might be subjected to a combined Canadian tax of 57-1/2
percent consisting of the normal 50 percent Canadian corporate rate plus
a branch profits tax of 15 percent on its remaining income (if not re-
invested in certain assets in Canada). If the corporation had 450p000
of Canadian business income, and was subjected to a tax of $28P750 by
Canaa (57.1/2 percent of $5O,oo) it would be allowed a credit by the
United States of only :6,000 (52 percent of 50,000). This would leave
the corporation with an unused foreign tax credit in the amount of t2,750.
However, to avoid this result, the taxpayer might transfer sufficient of
its funds invested in the United States to bank accounts or investments in
Canada to produce 7',500 of investment income. Assuming that this invest-
ment income was subjected to only a 15 percent withholding tax by Canada,
the corporation would pay a Canadian tax on this investment income of
$1,12$. Its total Canadian taxes now would be $29,875 which is only
slightly less than 2,900 (592 percent of its total Canadian income,
4,7p50). Accordingly, under present law the corporation would be allowed
full credit fol all of its Canadian tax payments, Similarly full credit
would also be allowable if the investment income had been obtained from a
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different foreign country also Imposing a 15 percent withholding tax
provided that the overall limitation (rather than the per-country
limitation) had been elected by the taxpayers

In this example, the effect of allowing use of the unused credit
of $2750 would be to raise the corporation's after-tax return on the
,500 of Investment income from $3,000 ($7,500 les 52 percent of
,500) to 6350 (,50Q less the Canadian withholding tax of $1,125

less additional U. S. tax of $25). Thus, under the circumstances
the credit mechanism would provide a strong artificial incentive for
the corporation in this example to transfer short-term investment funds
from the United States to Canada.

The proposed amendment to-the foreign tax credit provisions requires
that the limitation on the foreign tax credit for foreign investment Income
be computed separately from the limitation for other foreign incomej
whether the limitations are computed on a per-country basis or on the
overall basis. Foreign investment income is defined to include only
interest income from sources outside the United States and dividend
income from sources outside the United States other than dividends
received by United States corporate taxpayers owning 10 percent or
more of the foreign corporation distributing the dividend. It Is be-
lieved that these are -the principal forms of foreign investment income
obtained by taxyers in response to the above-described tax incentive.
Application of the proposed amendment in the preceding example would
permit full credit for the $1,125 tax in respect to the $7,500 of
Canadian investment income but would not allow the taxpayer to use the
$2,750 excess credit arising out of its business income to be applied
against the U. S. tax on the investment income.

The enactment of this proposal would remove an unwarranted stimulus
now provided by the foreign tax credit provisions to the flow of short-
term capital abroad and thus would have a favorable stabilizing impact on
this country's balance of payments.

Statutory l e to Implement Separate Limitation on Foreig TPx Credit
with - esa ct to Investment Inco..

(a) section 904 (relating to limitations on the foreign tax credit)
is amended--

(1) By redesignating subsection (f) thereof, relating to a
cross referencep as subsection (g), and

(2) By adding after subsection (e) thereof a new subsection (f)
as followsI
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"r) 8 al eas in case of investment income.-
"(1) Ingeneral.--In the case of a taxpayer who has

foreign Investment income as defined in paragraph (3), this
section shall, as provided in paragraph (2), apply separately
with respect to--

."(A) Such income, and

"(B) Other taxable income from sources
without the United States,

"(2) Aplication of per-countly or overall limitation.--

"(A) In a case where the limitation provided in
subsection (a) (1) applies, such limitation shall be
applied separately to the foreign investment income
from sources within each foreign country or possession
of the United States and to all other taxable income
from sources within such country or possessions but in
each case both types of income shall be included in
determining the taxpayer's entire taxable income. In
making any computation or determination of taxes paid
or accrued to a foreign country -or possession of the
United States, such taxes shall be divided between those
paid or accrued with respect to i'oreign investment income
and those paid or accrued with respect to all other Income
from sources within the foreign country or possession of
the United States.

"(D) In a case where the limitation provided in
subsection (a) (2) appliesp such limitation shall be
applied separately to the total of foreign investment
income and to the total of all other income from sources
without the United States, but in each case both types
of income shall be included in determining the taxpayer's
entire taxable income. In making any computation or
determination of taxes paid or accrued to all foreign
countries and possessions of the United States, ouch
taxes shall be divided between those paid or accrued
with respect to the total foreign investment income and
those paid or accrued with respect to the total of all
other taxable income from sources without the United
States,
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(3) oreIM investment Inh ..- As used in this sub-
section, 'foreign investment income e means the taxable income
from interest and dividends (other than dividends received by
a domestic corporation from a foreign corporation in which
it owns at least 10 percent of the voting stock) , but only
to the extent constituting taxable income from sources without
the United States.

.(4) r tonal rules for carrybacX# and oarrovers.oo

"(A) Where under the provisions of subsection (d)
foreign taxes paid or accrued in any taxable year too
which this subsection applies are deemed paid or accrued
in one or more taxable years preceding the first taxable
year to which this subsection applies, any excess foreign
taxes which are separately determined solely by reason of
the application of this subsection shall be combined (as
if this subsection had not been enacted) but only for the
purpose of determining the amount of taxes deemed paid or
accrued in such preceding taxable years. To the extent
such excess is not, under the preceding sentence, deemed
taxes paid or accrued in such preceding taxable years,
such excess (in the other years for which under subsection
(d) it is deemed taxes paid or accrued) shall be deemed
paid or accrued with respect to foreign investment income
and with respect to other taxable income from sources
without the United States in the same ratio as the excess
foreign taxes so separately determined bears to the excess
taxes as so combined.

1(10 In determining under the provisions of sub.
section (d)p the taxes paid or accrued in any taxable year
preceding the first taxable year to which this subsection
applies which are to be deemed paid or accrued in any tax.
able year to which this subsection applies, the excess
taxes for such prior taxable year shal. be deemed to be
excess taxes with respect to foreign investment income in
the ratio that the taxes paid or accrued, in the taxable
year to which this subsection applies, with respect to
foreign investment income bears to sum of such taxes and
the taxes paid with respect to other taxable income from
sources without the United States# and shall be deemed
to be excess taxes with respect to other taxable income
from sources without the United States in the ratio that
the taxes paid or accrued) in the taxable year to which
this subsection applies, with respect to other taxable
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Income tr= sources without the Unite4 States bears
to sun of such taxes and taxes paid or accrued with
respect to foreign investment income; and shall be
deemed taxes paid or accrued in the taxable year to
vhich this subqeotion applies to the extent provided
in subsection (d)9"

(b) The amendments made by this section shall be applicable with
respect to taxable years beginning after the date of the enactmnt of
this Act,
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F. Foreign Investment Companies

This memorandum summarizes data available on foreign investment
companies. The memorandum is based on material made available by the.
Securities and Exchange Commission, including financial reports filed
by the companies. The prospectuses of some of the companies, and
Canadian balance-of-payments data pertaining to the Canadian companies,
have also been examined,

1. Number of Companies

There are fourteen foreign investment companies registered with
the Securities and Exchange Commission: 10 Canadian, three Bermudian,
and one South African. A list of these companies is attached (Table 1).

The first Canadian company began operations in 1954, the South
African company began in 1958, and the first Bermudian company in 1960.
The second Bermudian company began operations in 1961 with the sale of
$23 million of stock. A third Bermudian company, registered as an
investment company in September, 1961, has a registration pending with
the Securities and Exchange Commission for the issuance of an initial
$10 million of capital stock. One small Canadian company was liquidated
during the past year.

2. Method of Operation

The foreign investment companies generally invest only outside the
United Staten so that they have no business in or income from the United
States. They generally retain for reinvestment their investment income
as well as gains realized from the sale of portfolio investments, and
declare no cash dividends, although they may on occasion declare stock
dividends. Except for the South African company and one of the Ber-
mudian complies the companies are open-endl their shares are sold at
net asset value [plus a sales commission in most cases) and redeemed at
net asset value.

The South African company (closed-end) is believed to be the only
foreign investment company which has paid cash dividends. This company
holds the bulk of its net assets in the form of shares of South African
gold mining companies, a number of which also produce uranium.

The Canadian companies have invested primarily in Canada during moot
of the periodj there has recently been a tendency to shift some of their
investments toward other areas principally Western Europe. Canadian data
'ndicate that at the end of 1959 the nine Canadian companies then in opera-
tion held an estimated $331 million in Canadian securities and about
million of non-Canadian securities, most of which were European. The

A' .
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Bermudian companies appear to be oriented largely toward estern
LXuropej although investment in other areas, such as British
Commonealth countries and Japan, is not ruled out.

3. Capital Flo s

Information provided by the SEC indicates that (up to latest
available dates in 1961) total stock sales and redemptions were ap-
proximately as follows (in millions of dollars): •

Ten One TWo
Canadian South Airican Bermdian

Tt2 Companies CoMpany Companios

Sales of capital stock 553 484 31 38

Redemptions of capital
stock _.1. - _

Not proceeds 299 230 31 38

Not all of these transactions were with U. S. investors. In the
case of Canada, it may be assumed that at least 95t wore with non-
Canadians, in view of 1he provisions of Canadian tax law regarding
Canadian tax treatment. Data from Canadian sources suggest that U. S.
ownership of the Canadian funds was somewhat above 95% at the end of
1959. No similar basis for estimating the proportion of U. S. owner-
ship of the South African and Bermudion companies has been found.

A time series on sales and redemptions of capital stock of the
foreign investment companies is presented in Table 2. This series
is based on an analysis of quarterly data within the fiscal years of
these companies; the data do not in all cases coincide precisely with
calendar years. The data indicate that there was a net redemption of
the shares of the Canadian companies ounting to 4094 million during
1959-1961$ in contrast to 195-1957, when there were largo net sales.

4. Earnings

The foreign investment companies typically do not distribute In-
come. Accumulated investment income and appreciation of investments
enter into net asset value applicable to outstanding shares, so that
the redemption of shares involves an element of investment' income,
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An analysis of annual investment incoe and annual ohMso in the
wdiotributod net Inveotmont looin f ot M 9o'4m nlvanatot MO0,niaoa
is contained In Table 3. For the Canadian companies, the dittorenoo
botvieZn net income and changes in undistributed net Income is oonsidorod
to represent the amount of Investment income'aistrbuted in oonnootion
w'ith share redeWption, In the case of the South African company these
f±res represent cash dividends paid.

. lat AIAMA

The available data on the net amounts of the foreign invistmont
companies (a of the latest available dates In 1961) have bein sum-
marized In Table 4.

January 12p 1962

Attaohmnts
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To.al One Scuth ."rica and"TlZ d -T'hirt.z=o C'qnaies ,es msrd, " Cwiarates- TUCae Bian CO PnIeZSuary Bet ZmeNtSaL=-I.-.4dtptlons Prooeeds- Sales e~cd,tO- n Procezds Sales Red~ptions Proceeds

19h ........ 83
1956 ....... . 80

t95& .......... 8

1960ow.0000 31
1961 (to latest
available dates 2/) 30

TO .... 553

15 68
29 61
'21 at
31 37

A -12
52. -21

Data for faw cwqarcs
year.

2re inluded on bsL.s of fiscal quartersedindg closest to end of the caed~

Data e --vAlable only t wvo h a portion of 1961 (rangingfrom lon 30 to October 31).
~fSouth sfrIcan cvmpaw.

rmiumun companies,

Te,.s than '£00,000.

I!ct%,: Cztail =~y not add to totals bece of romding.
'X1L~~~o t ii:teriat =dc nwilable by the Scurwities and E=anr e Cemmission.

Jmixy 12, 1962

12A
83
80

85
37

16

15
19
21

31

_a
2

SI

68

61

7
-12

-36

230.29 7

313,

ish/

31.3/

69

Mx

zx



Th1): 3. tAnalysiz 0- nwct-z A. I I'ICCvIz tf Fcrcitn 1wnust~rt. ConP~.ies
(In Z*iic o.- col1ars)

LTen Ci11CCEP-32es
'C? =rt 1iet Invjnccg-e

A.CCQ=L'*td

Year-Fd Anntl

k-Z.±ec -

Distribu-
tion it

Det
Invest-
=00t

cat S=Lb Afr-*c.n Coz,-.cy
uftdistrizuted 1 ct Lzw.n)C6
Acca- lted

956

2957

1959

(Lo 1ntest
moilable

.9 .9

16.0 k-7

5.8 9.8

8. 22.11

8.0 27.6

7.0 31.3

4.4 32.1

Total 0 16.8

.9 *

3.? .3

5.1 .7

6.0 1.6

6.6 1.5

5.1 2.9- 1.6 1.8

3.7 3.3 1.9 3.1

.8 3.6 LO 3.9

32.1 13.7 5.1 -

.6

41 .5

.8 .2
-3.9 .

1.2
j/ Cu.miaia rA South Africaa coqpoafles only income reported by the B.ziitan cosmiies has been ninwof Data f',r fiv. cc=p=ics are ,ncluded on basis ci half-.yewr ending closes to end of the calcar yew.21 r!er'd 7 a-act~rc9 the nwml claqne in u istrijbued wct investment, mose from net izlstzent incoMe fortUe yk-r.C:h dividtnds.

G= DL' zm .- 'r . ble oniy tl-cujh 2 Pcrtion of 1961 (r .n.Ci April 30 to Oct,.. 31).
aLss UM -n $SC,eCOO.

"rLe: -t.'ll :=y r." culd to tet-is because of rounding.
e: ed cn ~~-"- :'-' .- ~ilyle bythe Securities Eaxc2.-e CaissIou. JWK=Y 12, 1&

Ye. -

~eL
7RLet

LACn flistriha-
tioa h/

MINN



Vet proceeds frm s

ftumlae net.

T-le I,- Sowcces of Zet Assets of Foreicn Inwstrget Cujmies as ofLatest Available Dates in 1961

(In millions of dollars)

Ten cu TwoCanadiasx Sou.th African Eerzdfan
Totl mPavides Ccxpa d Cowpanies

Ies of cataL stock...... 293 22; 31 37
LIsed gain on 6

Unealized eaion of inv-stwets.......*

--1364 32

Bet assets %plicable to outstanding
" " -' " " " ' "1 .....2 2 3 46 3 8

Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.it Data are eluded as of various dates ranging frm y"a-ch 31 to August 30 and may not cross check wititable 2 dcc to exchange rate changes and date differentials.
Source: Eased on data mode available by the Secucities and Exchange omission.

January 12, 1962

86 Ah . #
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aIM!. ClP TO DIVJEND RICUMY CREDIT AND ZOUNIGU

Table I- mer of leglyvdal Incom Tsx Re v willRvdog a! E

This table 61a's thet On except ot dividends is WIN3 ocoastrated
in biagb$.oomp'goup In 1959 oly perentof tetable returnsalit
tocoms uofr 45,000 repor teOviden" and for' Smh returs dtvidn8s
amounted to less tbon I. percent of twms -n In oontrest, 96 percent of. on
returns wth incomes between $200,000 and $500,000 reported dtvid*WW.
amounting to about 37 percent of tbs total boom reported by rtu to
this incom proup.

Table 2 - Dxtrm Burden on stocktolder, AsegIuS Dule Taxation gf Divides"e
a7o aSigae dolar Af 2orp 1*_QGMniM beforeta

This table above thet the extra burden of '"double taintiam" per do3llar
of corporate earnings ts greater for soha~r with low boooms them for
stockholders with high booms. e extr burden io the am of (1) the cor-
Potete incom tax on the dollar of pro ts plus (2) the individual bocom
tax on the dividens received from ft profits remaining after the payomt;
af cor porate tax, minus (3) tbe individual incom tax that woulA be -ito
curred if the entre dollar of corporate profits vea distributed to the
individul in the absence of a corporate boom tax*

Table 3 - Reief from "DoWbl Taxqtion of DiTIaeadS Provided by n 4 &Ercnt
Dividend Credit

IZ29 a sialk dollar of corpot earning before tax)

This table sa's thet the 4 percent dividend creit rems a very *b
stentill part of the extra burden at "double taxation" at h1imabom levels
but only a smll portion of th extra burden at low boom level*

Table 4 Reief from "Double Taxtion' of Dividends Prooided by a 1D Nrzoent
Dividend Credit

Table 5 .. Rere from double Taton" -or Dividends Provi~fdd a 1 ecn
Di1viden Crdi

Table 6 *Relief from Ouixble Taxation" of Dividends Providd b a 2D Percent
Di)vidnd Creit

(For a Sinl dollar of corporte earnings before tal)
Tbe i, 5,9 and 6 indicate howa'mc or the extra burden of double e

ation" would be removed for ahereholfte at various boom levels if b present
Ii percent credit vera incrsed to .10 percent, 15 percent or 20 percent*
They ohow thet at high bocom levele credits of these magttdes would produce
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tax savings exceeding the extra burden t 1i' the shareholder is pressed to
bear under the double taxation concept. In other wre, with credits of
this size shareholders at high Incone levels woud )e in a better position
than if there were no corporate Inco tax ana the entire earnings were
taxed to them directlyt.

Table 7 - Relief from "Doublep Teationw of Dividends h'ovided by the _
fxclusion I

(lbr a pinge dollar of, corprate earning. before tax)

-This table illustrates how the absolute mount of tax reduction gmnted
by the present $70 dividend exclusion increases with the size of the 'tax
parer's income. At high income levels the relief provided per dollar of
dividend eligible for the exclusion exceeds the extra burden resulting
from the corporate income tax,

Table 8 - Relief from "Double Taxation" of Dividends Provided by the
nv rei n Eclusion fr is3Z; 0celvn te

Average unt of n -S ea a mir c-ome v
on e R urns h Dvidends
- ol 'of vretax corFrte e&riM attributed to

This table shovs the effect of the credit and exclusion on share-
bolders who are assumed to have the average mount of dividends reported
on 1959 returns with dividends at cmoarable inoc=e levels. The dividend
credit, given the distribution of dividends removes a much larger
percentage of the extra burden of "double taxation" at high Income levels
than at lw inoc=e levels. Because it is lialted to 40 (4100 for a
married couple where each spouse has dividend income) the exclusion Is
more favorable than the credit to individuals with mall and moderate
Incoe. However) the Important point is that at high Inc=* levels,
the cbined credit and exclusion reove a very much greater part of
the ext a burden of "double taxation" at high income levels thabi at low
and moderate incce levels.

Table 9 - Co ate Public La-ter m M A 12M6-i ExclugBwke andt Insurance Cbp es) I... .

This table shovs that there has been no sinaficant chang in the
proportion of corporate external long-teram financing acooumted fat by
stock aince the adoption of the 1954 dividend provisions.



Table 1
Nueer at Saii i ncome tax returns wit dvdmas and amunt CC

diwidmmds in 1959

Adjusted gfs

lumer
of

returns
With

Dii ~d OL MAjusted :ret~u~tbw= ~ 5 a
: l eun : agr et : imero uitrt wo *as adn

aual returns gO Ainxem

(dofler awts in t~sns
Taoais returns

5l

10-M0

W0100

200-5W0
500-1,00O

1,000 ad oVe

Nontaxable returns

Ittal.

1,1.2,168
2,008,751
1,369,308

518,881
301,520

700
261

$ 675,392
1,2 3,645
4,731,5102,219,331

845,098

190,6"17
263,163

5,98,378 9,7T1,394

23..15,11T
19,305,707
3,909,998

723,682
114,711
21v91.

I&P776

717'265

6 1,2438

133, 0,2M6
1.9,701,599
20 81A 6,981
2,8",906
1,361,93

545,633

17.3191.§Z

5,091.,979 9.9

0.9f
0.9
3.5

10.6
18.8

294.T
37.1.39-9
448.3 -

3.5

2v .2

93.
96.

9.9

Treasury DepsirtametS UICe at Tax A=JMis!/coveis domstic and foredi dnd befcere dividend eulu saDoes not in1md datak far Pova lOsAretwmn vhich do nOt XC f t o
dividends receivednt..'*te O'to



258

* U $ 8tt* If' I
"Corpor&tAonsunLv8~d I oor'rate kzta

Adjused pose I iom tax II.ciq taittuL teanitng oi $ aburdn
Lwow I ol #I ato M of spresentier distributed tde to

i earinidSat i tax I with no a... or.. 1 e
I tion Sono"ex Iaation

3(a) 1 (3) )s1.16)

*1500 W~ 01 w
5000 58 10 68 gw

10,000 58 62 R
1,000 58 2
200000 $9 A 66 3000,000 P8 18 T0 38 38
50,000 52 a? 79 56

1)00000 P8 33 s 69850,000 2 9, 6
500,000 ,. 96 91 l

100006000 58 96 91

Treasury Deprtment
MiesOf tax Anslysis April , 16 8

fates Table ssamse that the Si8 cents of corporate earnings
remaining after payment of the "8 percent corporate
income tax ane distributed and a*e eligible for the
credit* It also asueam that the stookholhvr has a
GPoM$e am4 WvO ohilden.

REVENUE AOT, 0? 1982

Table 8

btr& Buden on 11tockboder# Asteiua Double T# xatiLa at Divids

for ssivle . a of corporate as nve betore tax
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Bl41t of &in *WAbO Teutioo' of DividsoO4 f tb
Spercen DtvUad Credi ,

For a s12 doUar ot.foqrporto sand boo,-o

-- loft utr b 1 ur Fn .I..I.. 1. Woleatr 0- O of
AdJat*4 8 trcm 404** I DivtWgd I afte r extra bw *,,
gross I tAaxtt or I qdlt I dIvt4I x m 4 by .

items 1.o. 3.O"9

L.OWo 0.4 0., "'boo 0
0000 U2. 1.9 30l.

10000 1*6 1.9 i1. 14

50#000 22.9 1.9 21.0Uoo0oo0 16o1 19 146,

9"O000 7193
1,000000 1. 1.9 2881011#oo00o0o JLoT 2,0I8 .4*1.4

TnMS7 ep rtmnt
Oftloe of ta AW its April 8, 36

lots eble aumse that the 8 cents of corporte earitup
resatlou after payment of the $9 percent oorporate
tpom tax ar d1trlUte4 nA art eligible tot the
eredtto Ut S3.ue.ime that.the stookbdr be a
spouse en& two obldn,
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Table 4

Belief frm "Doible Texation' ot Dividende Prowide4 by a 10 percent

DLydgnd Oredit

for 'siu dollw of ow te earninm before tax

AdJwwted
gross

lox*o
0000

20,000

25#p000"0000

1000000

250,000

1,001000

Iktra burden
frm double
taxation" at
dividends

38.

36.4

32 .2

22 .9

1 .1
'.7

5.7

4.7

I
I Dividend 
I credit

o.oA
4.8

4.8

4.8

h.e

h.8

4.8

4.8

4.8

4.8

i xxtra buren.* afterI &Mron
S dividend
.81 credit

36.8
" 35.8

33.7

31.6

27.4
18.1

.09

Mel Wl
MeldW

8 ftroent of
* extra burden

r*Wed b$
$dividend credit

o.o%

L1.5
11.

1.s

13.2
14.9

21.0

g e

840.

102.1 i

Mreairy Department
Office ot Tax Aalyuis April 9, 1969

Note$ Table aems that the 8 osts ot corporate earini*
reuanli after peant at the 52 percent corporate income
tax are distributed and are eligible for the credit. It
also aussme that the stacoker has a spouse and two
ehilAren.

W/ktwa burden converted to tax saviap.

- -, - .. -.tl , 11..-. - -1-1- 1 1 -
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SeUsef fm *Double Texatioo of DivIdeaft Provied. W a J.5 eresent
Divtiou4 Oredst

For a single do"M a oor~ote eanings b r tax

I SI IR AIIIirws 1r"1c

AdJusted I trom "dovbe 8 Dividend stter 8 extra burm
ose 8 txatLono= a oeIM t Me divided I romwed b

inwm I dVidonds 8(4~% ot Ii) 8 cedt 1div16e1d redit

* 1,joo a.oe o.od ,od o~o%

4100o .06 7.2 34.4 3.7.3
10vo00 ho,6 7.2 33.4 37.7

15000 38.5 1.2 31.3 18.7

2000O 36.4 7.2 29.2 19.8

2,000 32.2 7. 25.0 22.4

20.90o209 7.2 4.7 31.4

00,000 16.1 7.2 8.9 44.7

M,000 507 7.2 .1.5 / 126.3 i/

500,000 47 742 *2.5 &/ 153.2 Al

1,000,000 4.7 7.2 -.25 43.2

Treasury DeprtMnt
Office of Tax Analysis April 2# 1962
Motes Table "sums that the h8 osuts of ororate. ings

reaining after pqmenrt at the 52 peroent oowporate inoom
tax ar distributed md we elgible tar the credit. It
also asme that the stockholder has a spouse A tw

A/wxra burden converted to tax *aWvgs.
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Relief from "Doub Ie Tsxatio" of ivtdeUde Provided by a 90 Percent
Diyieu4d oredit

for a single dol of corporate earning before tax

. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .. .. _ _ ' - -0... - . .. . _ - - -

tra, burden I
rMu "doable I Dividend
taxation" of I credit

div14ebda I (Wo% o .

o~.6

4.o6 9.6

2o. 9.632.2 p.6

22.9 9.6

1601 94.6
. 9.6

107 9.6
4,7 9,6

4,? 906

Extra burden
after

dividend
credit

32.0

31.0

22.6

13.3

65

-3*9 /
.4.9 1/

.41.925/

Iftroont or
w extra bur n

I removed by
$dividend credit

0.0%

23.1

23.6

2604

59.6

look j/

20.3s/

904*.3 JV

Treasury Departmnt, Office ofax Anlysis April 8, 1962

otel Table auumes that the .8 ceAts of corporate earning.
rmainind water payment of* the W percent corporate
Income tax are distributed and are eUible for the credit.
It also assumes that the stookholder ha a spouse and two
children.

A/Xxtra burden converted to tax savings.

, 31

Adjustedp065
gross

Income(11

1500

1000

13000

10000

50+00o

500000

1I000,000

m

I| I
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Table7

Relief from "Double Tsattoc" of *iL14enMa Wovda bY the 450 3*o10,e10

For a stual oLLw of corporate e a re ip beto tax

tr&buramn 8 . .
Adjusted I from 0oimbl. sfleduations SZxtre, burden I Mreeut of extra

pome I txatioO" ot I =Ur * otter , I buwion romvw4
timne I diven" JlezoluIou ecX0uto I exalmsonJ (a u (_q) a (2) . (ii) ... a.. ( )..(a) ._ ......

JLOW0 $21 521 0.00r
3#000 4210 32 23.8

50000 '.2 10 32 2.

30,000 1 30 26.8

5.000 38 12 26 33.6

20,000 36 Ai 22 38.9

950000 32 1 I

500000 23 2T 40o 3x7 A

U*0016 33 .47 1 206.2'*1
250,000 6 l43 -37 J/ 71.6.7 *1
50000 5 4 -39 880.02/

10000,000 5 44i -39 W8040 A/
. 5.. o te eor.teq of ta M M g .. t'3 2,"1962

Office of Tax Awdait

Notes Table sems the 48 cents of corporate ernings romaiani
after p#ment of the 2 percent corpow te loom tax ae
diatributed wan are e1gble for the exiahtoe. It also
ans that the stockholder bse a spoue wa two children.

Wuxtra burden convrte& to tax earlup.



Table 8
Belie fron O'DoUbLe# 211oatIon! CC Dividens Ps:ovided byr tb* Dividend Credit an m Ezc n for TaxpqwersBeceiv ne z Averge immt of ivdend. Baported at Thei mom~ level caL Taxab]e 1959 Returns with Dividend.

For doLbw of pretax corporate earnings attributed to tazqpqe

Ajutedz

gram

(i)o

jb rb "tnh
frem (d)oub
taxaticm" of

dividends
(2)

-x x ed ctmm e tr M n

c dividend : credit i: :Lvidend credLtd
lsio :creit 2/: exclusi :E lu e •(

: (3) + 06. (2) Ok 2: (2):(5) 0 2)
o.oj 041
1.6 1.6
1.3 1.-7
0.8 1.8
0.6 1.8
0.6 1.9
0.3 1.9
0.1 1.9
01 1.9
* 1.9

Office CC- the Secretary, CC thaeasr
Office at Tax Aam]7si

o.oj
3.2
3.0
2.6
2.4
2.5
2.2
2.0
2.0
1.91.9

0.0%
3.8
3.2
2.2
1.72.2
1.5
0.8
0.9
0.6
02

0.0%
3.8

4.1
4-75.0
6-3
8.3

11.9

33.5
h1.0
U1.0

o.0%
74.'
7.3
6.9
6.T
8.5
9.8

32.7
34.5
41.2

ApU . 16
*fCredit caqpxtea ,c diLvidend rmiuizig after ezeIlm.by t_/zo ea ccmauted fmrw Uoded dat am& difer aj y frcm p, qwticdervedbydiLviding table data.Note: Plp. es for c (2), (3), (18), a (5) rre e t m e toalfor each or the colm divided, by tbe amount c al eazning I' ijrd total.

thetokole at emb h mog 1e.1 cm tba basis orf - -~ 'u~ dszlxin a teiedt
at, tat ]&V*L by returns with dividends. eable tm. 6porMIe drnizs refveditiuto.Cqutatim uebsd mtat liiltiej fa~~d spWith two q identso O C&mridcgg

AL thin .1 Of & C632t.

$ 1,500

JD00
20VO00
15,00

25,O0
50,000

250,V0o
500,0oo1,000,0O0

Is1.6
3&5

29.6

26.1
5.7
4.7
4.7

m



,ble 9

Corporate Public long-term F imiuci, 191.6-1961 (zxiu.1ng Banks aM mi I -ac oCaiPanies)

Year Stock 19Mg-ern debt 1/ Total Stocks: lo"gtr et1:oa

In bL1Is af dolin Percen of total.
.194.6 $1.3 $2.9 $1.2 32$ 6 10197 1.2 .9 6.3 22 78 301918 1.2 6.0 7.,2 17 83 1009.9 1.6 2.7 1.3 37 63 101950 14 2.5 1.2 40 60 3001951 2.7 5.1 T.8 35 65 1o1952 3.0 6.1 9. 32 68 .0953 2.3 5.3 7.6 30 70 10019511 2.1 11.3 6.1. 33 67 1001955 2.T 5.9 8.6 33. 69 1001956 3.2 9.9 1.1 29 11
1957 3.5 8.A 21.9 711958 3.6 T. 31.9 33 6
1959 3.7 5.6 9.5 39 63L 101960 3.0 6.6 9.6 33. 69.1961 4.9 6.0 10.9 .5 55 100

Apri 2,962
Saice:U. S.D De tnt of Cmece and Securit~as and Ixou m amsai

I/ Lwnlu. debt with a maturity ovr a 3ioar.
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EXHIBIT V - EXPSES FOR ENWERTAXN4T, TRAVEL XI) ISIn OXM

Table of Contents

PART ONE - Report on the Results of the Simultaneous Examination
of 1959 and 1960 Returns With Respect to Travel and
Entertairnent Expenses

(a) Description of the administrative measures
Initiated in 1960

(b) Description of the unsuccessful outcome of the
voluntary compliance program begun in 1960

(o) Analysis to the effect that even 100 Percent
oMp.liance with existing law would not
solve the expense account problem

(d) Portion of Comuissioner Caplin's Speech on
October 25, 1961, Before the University of
Chicago Law School Tax Conference presenting
a historical survey of the failure of ad-
ministrative devices to solve the expenses
account problem -

PART TWO -- Report by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
on administrative problems under present law
relating to deduction of travel and enter-
tainment expenses

PART Analysis of some court decisions and admin-
istrative cases allmwng deductions of
entertainment and related expenses* These
cases illustrate that these expenditures
are fully deductible under present law
if some slight business association v4th
the making of the expenditure is son.m

PART FWR -- Curpliation of curnt moments in news-
.papers and periodicals relating to expense
accounts and business Gifts* These editorial
cents give some indication of the :pblo
oncem vith the problem created by 'the

present deductibility of entertainment of
related expense.

.. .p ,
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RWUIAS OF THI SD4ULTAI EXMNATION OF 1959 AND 1960
REMO WITh RESPECT TO TRAVEL AND N TAIN EXPENSES

Administrative Meosuros Initiated In 1960

The income tax returns covering the year 1960 and filed in 1961
Vere the first to reflect the efforts of former Comissioner of Internal
Revenue Dana Latham to Improve the travel and entertainment situation
by administrative action. An intensive educational program vas - .
launched in 1960 whereby taxpayers vee Informed gain of the abuses
which were prevalent in the area and were exhorted to improve the
picture by a higher degree of voluntary compliance with'the lay.

As a more tangible asslt in this voluntary compliance process.
the Internal Revenue Service added a series of new questions to the
1960 returns. These questions in 'the case of the individual income
tax return, Form 1040# pertained to the taxpayer and his five highest
paid employees. The questions concentrated on areas of greatest
abuse, with the thought that this might deter taxpaers from excesses
If it were known that such items would be highlighted on the returns.
Among the questions asked were: Did you claim a deduction for expenses
connected with a hunting lodge, fishing camp, resort property# pleasure
boat or yacht? Did you deduct the cost of vacations for you or members
of'your family, or employees or members of theig families? Did you
olam a deduction for the attendance of members of your family or
your employees' families at conventions or business meetings?'

Similar questions appear on the 1960 partnership snd corporate
income tax returns andp in addition$ these returns contain separate
schedules requiring the listing of the expense account allowances
provided to the 23 highest paid partners vnd officers. However, this
need pot be done with respect to partners or officers receiving less
than 1,0000 in salaries and expeme account allovances combined.

Voluntary CgaIance Emim Unsuccessful

What has been the effect of this renewed effort at solving the
expense account problem under the exipting lav A study of the ro-
turns of 1,00I5 'usiness" taxpaers claiming deductions for travel
and entertainment expensesp selected at random# involving siiaml-
taneous audits for the years 1959 and 1960 indicate thatp as has

.. .... ..
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repeatedly been the eerience In the post. 1 the solution to the
problem cannot be accomplished by adtainistrativ means ,V A studAy
vas made of Income tax return for 1959 and 1960 vich were beiW.
audited at the some time in order to remove the effect vhich an 1*-
mediately prior audit mey have had upon t retflin of the 1960 return
1e lxoering sonoluerone ors reached

s Aoem an the ng e 1960 returns revenue agents reomended r*&-
tion i the amount oceied o for travel and entertai ent In ou ot
thepe0the turns volvedT cue despite ael the ublionty aduo&-o
tonal effrte and 19e6tionnare ofi the return s over 79 percent ot
the returns ero cuoly lamed entertainment dedutioneo Perhaps
even more eintant es the feet that in 19 this a e toup of
coer tayayere had eroneouley elaed swh deductions on 8Ui returns
Loe In 0 percentof the case, In other vordte no Improvement euav
shown in the umber of erroneous returns Mps a d e

sprthermore over one-hal of the h individual tao r did not
complete the expense account esphodulee or anser the questionnaires

on the 1960 tax return fore Over lO percent of the corporate tax-
payers failed to cmply vith this requirement*

The foregoing resulted even though about 80 of the taxpae~rs
covered by the study ndicated they were aware of the publicity pro.
gram of the Internal Revenue Servie*'

speech last year before the Universty of Chtoaao Tax Confernces
His description In set forth an the lat porton of this dle-

ouesion.
lurthermorep as illustrated by Part Three of this Study on Rmter-
taiment Expenses and as discussed briefly below even It the
educational and other almintotrative devices utilized by the
Commissioner vere completely effective the basic problem Involi-
ing entertainment expenses Iotild remiin unsolved because present
law permits the deduction of ihat are essentially personal items
benefits
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Even 100 Percent Compliance With Existing Law Would
tIot Solve The EMenae Accun Problem

Batter compliance vith and enforcement of the present lav re-
lating to travel and entertainment expenses will not remedy the
fundamental weakness hioh the deductibility of these expenses creates
in our seolf-assessing tax system. This is so because of the unique
character of these particular "business" exenses. Unlike other bui-
nfes expenditures, eptnse account items alveys confer substantial
tax-free personal benefits in the for of entertainment, amusement#
or recreation either upon the person being entertainedp the one doing
the entertaining, or both. It is because of this characteristic that
the expense account deduction has gradually grovn into one which is
much abused and one, even here the business connection is clear,

which has become a great source of resentment on the part of the great
bulk of our taxpayers who do not participate in the benefits of this
deduction but vho* nevertheless, mubt help to provide those benefits.
The keystone of the success of our self-assessing tax system is the
respect hich the taxpayers have for the fairness of the systems Con-
tinuation of the expense account deduction threatens to undermine that
respect.

As stated by President Kennedy in his tax message of April 20,
1961: 1lo many firms and individuals have devised means of de-
ducting too many personal living expenses as business expenses,
-thereby charging a large part of their cost to the Federal Government,
Indeed, expense' account living has become a by.,wrd in the American
scene." The President vent on to point out that "This is a matter of
national concern, affecting not only our public revenues, our sense
of fairness and our respect for the tax system but our moral and
business practices as vell." lie pointed out that this was all largely
a creature of the tax system and emphasized that tighter enforcement
of present legislation vould not suffice to cure it.

This is the nub of the Treasury's basic ,position. Essential
items whioh confer substantial tax-free personal benefits to the
recipients at the exense of the great bulk of taVaeoys vho are not
privileged to participate in the expense account operation should as
a matter of sound tax policy be eliminated for the long run welfare
of our self-assessin, tax esytem As Commissioner C06lin said in
his report of March 1A 1961, part twop Exhibit V to Secretary Dillon's
statement before the House Ways and Means Comittee: "Perhaps the
most Important feature in our relations vith taxpayers concerns those
who have no opportunity to claim T & B or other business expenses.
Many newspapers and magazines have published articles uhiah have
caused a large number of taxpayers to become incensed at the apparent

.1 e
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inequities in the administration of the tax lawn. There is evidence
in our recent T & E study that those articles may have motivated some
taxpayorc to clam T & B exponoes which they dd not actually incur#
Whilo we do not feel that this situation is videspread at this time#
any breakdown in voluntary compliance is viewed with extreme concern
since the very foundation of our tax system is built on this principle."
The Commissioner further stated: "In view of the personal nature of
T & Z exponcss, it is Impossible to accurately delineate betwoon busi-
ness and non-business expenses. Each decision must necessarily be
arbitrary to some extent. Although .tax, administrators have been faced
with this problem for more than 40 years, no solution has been 'advanced
to resolve it on an equitable and sound basis,"

Specific case studies showing that a very slight business element
is sufficient to require a revenue agent under present law to allow
the deduction of an essentially personal expenditure are set forth
in Part Throe of this study on entertainment expenses.

Portion of Commiesionor Ceplin's Spoech on October 25 1961.
Before the UiversitY of Chicogo -Lav Bcooe Tax Conference
Fresenti a Ifictorical 'urve of the Failuro of Adinistra-
tive Deoves to S e pth en ,,nao Account . .

Tax treatment of travel and entertainment expenses ("T & S") has
long plagued the tax world and has, inspired a host of suggested
remedies by numerous commentators. The true depth of the problem was
recently plumbed at the Committee on Ways and Means Hearings on the
President's current proposals for legislative remedy and it is antic-
ipated that further debate vill ensue during the second session of
the 87th Congress.

Why is the T & 9 problem so significant? The essential reason
is that experience discloses widespread abuse of the tax law in this
area -- abuse which strikes at the heart of our self-assessment tax
system -- with no satisfactory administrative solution apparent.

Dissatisfaction over the T & 9 problem is not new. Yl Remedial
efforts of pact Comissioners have been widely commented upon, and
extended discuseisn of them would merely repeat what has been thoroughly
stated before 5 -5 Nevertheless to put the issues in better focus,
it is helpful to review the highlights of the past while emphasizing
some of the more current developments.

Anto 1952,

The general T & 9 problem first manifested itself significantly
during World War M and the period following. Prior consideration re-
lated primary to the question of travel expenses and per diem
allovancon. I.
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Almost 10 years agot in Fobuary 199*2, Comissioner John B. Dunl
expressed concern over lavish travel and entertainment Items claimed
as tax deduotionsp and announced that revenue cents wore being in-
structed to examine carefully it=&n on returnsenvolving T & a ex-
pensoop p eoutive expense sllovanoes* business gifts and similar
iteel. 21 op We istralle officil. b t that time believed that
corrective legislation as necessary.

195349255.

Following change in administrationj T. Coleman Andrew, Coam.
missioner Dunlop's successor# although expressing substantial concern
over T & N, believed that pending legislative proposals were not
necessary and stated that the problem could be remedied by adminietra-
tive motion. A broad pyublie informion program van instituted,
stressing that revenue agents had been alerted to invejtsate T 8 3
abuse cases. Id' 195 he losuod Reene1 51 vioih
emphasized the Seivie's avareneso oTf causes and. outlined guides
to be used by revenue agents in determining the aglovability of T & I
deductions. The ulainxonstituted the first official recognition
of the Co doctrine, U but emphasized the need of secondary evidence
at loasI" substantiate a claimed dedution. for exonple, a taxpayer
vho claimed travel expenses would not be entitled to a deduction, even
applying Coha unless he produced evidence showing he ves on business
travel status--for a certain number of days at a certain location.
The allowable imout of the deduction could then be calculated throtwh
resort to kno train or plane fares and coaable hotel prices.

l95.5- ,

Commissioner Russell 0. Harrington attempted to Improve on the
administrative soltion by amphasising the need for record substantia-
tion by employees on -e- account or allowance arrangements. The.
line 6 (a) adkition to Form 1040 aos announced in Noveamber of 1957.
It would have. requ$tre taxpaers first to include expense account
allovances or re maib ments in gross. inme and then clam offsetting
deductions on line 6 (a) for T & B expenses

For many yer rasury regulatlons have required full reporting
of expense account allowances and reabursemant in income together
with provision for offsetting dedu'tionsb o1 ero 19 1 through
1913 a space vas provided on Yeno 1040 for these deductions. 'There*
after, the instructions sacompanyiqg the return advised the taxpayr
hov to rport such te.so Insertion of line 6 (a), acordingly, made
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no substantive change in the rules# Nevertholess, heavy public protest
resulted because of the alleged accounting burden Imposed on taxpaVers,
and a short uhile later it was announced that line 6 (a) could be dis.-
regarded for returns filed for calendar year 1957,

The line 6 (a) proposal was thereafter dropped completely in
favor of compromise approach. Treasury regulation section 1.162-17
was issued in 1958p shifting to the employer the obligation of
policing most expense account allowances. The regulation was premised
on the theory that most employers maintain acceptable business practices
in requiring "accounting" by employees on expense account arranements,
and adopted the concept that an employee should be required to account
either to his employer or to the Governmentp but not to both*

The regulation provides, in essence, that an employee who is re-
quired to "account" and does "account" to his employer and, vho does
not claim deductions in excess of allowances or reimbursements could
consider the expense account arrangement as a "wash". On the other
hand, if the emloye (1) is not required or does not account to his
employer, or (2) claims tax deductions for T & B items in excess of
allowances or reimbursements, he must report all reimbursements and
allowanoos on his return and maintain substantiating records. "Ac-
count" is defined to mean a written statement to the employer shoving
the business nature and amount of all the enmpoyeeo' expenses (in.
eluding those charged through credit cards) broken down into such
broad categories as "transportation"$ 1 eals and lodging vhile away
from home overnight", "entertainment expenses", and, "other business"
expenses. As the equivalent to an accounting, it Is further provided
that the Commissioner may approve reasonable mileage and per diem
allowances in lieu of requiring itemization of these expenses.

The regulation stressesp however that:

"The Internal Revenue Code contemplates that
taxpayers keep such records as will be sufficient
to enable the Commissioner to correctly determine
Income tax liability"o 2/

In addition Fbrm 1040 was modified to include question boxes
for identifying taxpayers who received expense account allowances or
reimbursements. But the general T & H problem continued, to the in-
creasing concern of pevenue administrators.

In December, 1959, after a series of 8 zferences with representa-
tives of business and his Advisory Group, -Cownis sioner Dana Latham
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launhed his comprehensive T & B enfterment program by Issuing TIR
1980 _ / outlining tentative poic ya.uestions, His program, as an-
nounced in final form in TIR 221 in April, 1960, again did not
represent a change in the basic rules governing T & B dedutions, but
did constitute an Important administrative steps Added to income tax
returns wore (1) an expense account schedule for certain officer.
partners and highl-paid employees, and (2) a questionnaire concorning
hunting lodges, yachts, apartments, conventions and similar items#
Although the primary purpose of the schedule vas to aid 'in adminetra-
tive identification of T & 3 items, the program had the practical ef-
fect of requiring a change in taxpayer record-keepin systems.
Commissioner Latham also issued fey. Iul. 60-120p vthch defined
in greater detail the type of information required to be furnished
by an employee to his employer in "accounting" for T & B expenses.

In further implementation of the TIR 221 program, a nov form,
L-67, was devised as a notice to a taxpayer who does not maintain
adequate records The notice calls attention to inadequVate record-
keeping and advises the taxpayqr of minimum record-keeping require-
ments expected# An automatic follow-up audit system va also
established covering taxpayers who had been served with form L-67,
In the follow-up examination# the adequacy of the taxpayer's record-
keeping is tested under a strict standard. At the same time1 examining
agents are instructed to Grant reasonable T & B .allowances when It
appears that deductible expenditures wore incurred* If only the
amount is in question, the minimum normally incurred under the circum-
stances will be allowed.

Negligence Penalty.

Beginning in 1960, agents have been inetruoted to consj qr the
assertion of the negligence penalty under section 66 3 (a)
when a deficiency is attributable to a taxpayer's failure to keep
records.

To recapitulates during the last decade all ComiLasLonere of
Internal Rovenue have carried out serious administrative programs
attempting to check T & E abuses; button current analysis the prob-
lem still continues unsolved.
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1. Current statutory provisions are sections 1620 212 and 262 of the
1954 Code. Essntially similar provisions first appeared in the
Revenue Act of 1918, Section 214 (a) (1) and Section 2.5 (a).

2, Bass G roht "Travel and Entertainent Expenses", 39 Taxes 253
(1961j jai, 'Uncle Sam y. The Expense Account", 39 Taxes 329 (1961)j
Sandeo "fdelines for Handling the Reporting of Business Expenses
id reimbursement"$ 38 Taxes 972 (1960)j Perkins, "Recomendations

for Preventing Disollovnces of Expenses forTravel and 1htertaiment"s
4 Journal of Taxation 10 (1956)o

3. See Beg. 33* Arts. 4 and 8; Reg. 45 Art. 292; Revenue Act of

1921P Section 214 (a).

'4o Bureau of Internal Revenue, Release S-2979p February 26p 1952.

5. This vas the era of investigation of administration of the in.
tornal revenue laws by a oubcomuwttee of the War s and Means Coznitteep
under the Chainanships of Congressmen King and Kean.

6. COD. 1951-l, p. 47#

7. Cohan ve Comiosioner (CC.A. 2d 1930) 39 Fs 2d 540. See
t p.* 28.

8. See eg. 101, Art. 23(a) - 2 (o); Beg. 103, See. 19.23 (a) - 2 (c);
Reg. 111, Sea. 9.23 (a) . (o); Reg. 118, Sec. 39.o23 (a)- 2 (o).

9. Reg. Bc. 1.162-17 (d) (2).

10. The Comumiseioner's Advisory Oroup, bompoeed of 12 experienced tax
practitioners from the legalp accounting and teaching professions.

11. Issued Dec. 29, 1959o 1960 OCH Stands Fed. Tax Rep. Pare.62 .5.

12. issued April 40 1960. 1960 CCH S".and. Fed. Tax Rep. Para 6405.

13. C.. 1960- 1I, P 83.

14. 1..C. 195t, § 6653 ().
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U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

OIA
March 14, 1961

IGbOMLDM Ifto Mr. Stanley S. Surrey
Assistant 8ecretary Designate.

SU~ir Problem Incountored by the service in
AdnisterLng the Present Code Provisions
belatig to Deductions of Travel and
hatertaLnuent expenses

This is is response to your request for information concerning the
administrative problems of the Service in connection with travel
and entertainment expenses. for the sake of clarity the following
narrative has been broken down into broad problem areas.

problem in the Ixamination of Roturns

The problems of the Service i admilsterLng the provisions relating
to entertainment and traveling expenses of Section 162 of the 110 of
1954 are tvofold! (1) ascartaining the facts and (2) deciding
whether the expenditures are ordinary and necessary business expenses,
Although it has often been difficult to apply the concept of ordi-
nary and necessary, the principal and most time-consuming problem,
the Service has in this area is to determine the facts in each eas
in which entertainment or travel expense is claimed.

Sies entertaLumt expenses are normally of the type incurred by
individuals in their personal life# the service is continually re-
quired to distinguish between business and nonbusiness expenses,
The significance of this factor is illustrated by the statistics
we recently received i connection with our current study of TM
expenses. This study covered resulted of examinations of 37,933
business returns made during the period of October 1, 1960 through
December 31, 1960. These statistics show of dsal~owences made to
TU expenses 56% involved personal expenses claimed as business ex-
penses. The types of personal expenses deducted cover every fact
of personal life, ranging free purchases of entire estates to cse
of dog food and boxes of pink tissue paper. Rere is a list of som
of the personal expenses cooly claimed as T62 expenses!

(a) Country club and athletic club dues and charges;

(b) Travel expense of wives, children, and relatives
who accompany an officer, employee, partner or
proprietor on a business trip
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(c) Travel expense-of a personal nature, coupled with
or incependont of a business trip, particularly
when vistts &ae node to resort or vacation areas
or to hone's of friends or rslativesj

(d) Maintenance, operation or rental of automobiles,
yachts, hustig lodges, fishing *"pe, resort
properties, houses, apartments, hotel suites#
oe.; and

(a) 0ifts to members of the taxpayer's fally.

It has bon our experience that may offiLer-&tockholders of
closely-held corporations claim personal expenditures as business
expense, The beneficiaries of these expenditures are usually
those in manaeSment and the Incentive is greater since the core
porate tax liability as well " the Individual tax liability
can be reduced by this action.

It is difficult to obtain receipts for payment of many items of
entertainment and travel expense. *a A a couaequence, taxpayers
resort to estiatoes or keep diariess and there to usually'no
practical way to ask a Judgmnt as to the credibility of ites
claimed either as to amount or business purpose, In many esees
the only information available are checks made ot to Uom ea
book entries of flat dollar amounts support by vague sad
inconclusive oral statements, In those cases where the tax-
payer's business activity Ls are such, that he would be expected
to incur some TEE expenses the courts hve consistently applied
the so-called Cohen rule. In vew of this, the $*tyice has also
widely applied this doctrine. There ti however, no satisfactory
standard which the revenue agent can esploy; consequently, his
Judgment as to the correct mou*t of deductions frequently
differs from that of the taxpayer. This not only causes cono-
siderable controvraies, at the examinng officer level, but
Sives rise to the charge that the agent Is questioning the
taxpayer's intority* %hec examinations are time-consuming
for both taxpayer aid the Service, and tend to create a poor
public imago of the Service.

The rule in the Coba case, while basically equitable, has
caused a Srat deal of administrative problems Altheugh in
theory the taxpayer oust bear the burden of proving deductions,
in actual practice, under the Col w'ruls, thi revenue agent,
in exa in a return of a taxpayer who has estimated his'
entertaisment expenses or hose records are ineaoplete, must
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reonestruct the allowable expenses through tM use of secondary
soureos of information or collateral evideno&. Revenue Ruling
54-495 otto forth methods and techniques to be used in vecon-
structing business expenses We have beer able to reconstruct
travel expenses, although the procedure to timsecousumi 8n tad
to subject to considerable controversy. However, ve have
encountered extreme difficulties in applying this Revenue
Ruling to entertainment expenses becauv, there is no starting
point or past experience that can be toled on.

Ixper iqT 'discloses that apparently many taxpaers who incur
a nominal ount of entertainment expeases consistently take
advantage of the Cobn rule by making generous estimates of
entertainment expenses Incurred# A typical cas io that of a
successful businessmen who claim all the entertainment ex-
penses he paid by check and, in addition, claim large amounts
for cash entertalnmat. Usually i oa audit of a return of
this nature a part of these expenses are allowed under the Cohen
rule. However, in any ases of this type the amount allowed
may be in excess of what Oh taxpayer actually spent. Me i
result seems to spur the taxpayer to claim a greater amount atn
his subsequent returns and tell his friends that the more you
claim for entertaLment expnses, the wore you will be allowed.
Vs have recently instituted an examinattom procedure in an
attempt to counteract this situation. This procedure requires
a follovup after the first application of the Cohen rule so
that a more strict Interpretation of that rule can be applied
in the event the taxpayer does tet mintai adequate recorded.
in subsequent yoars to substaotiate winuts claimed. Although

ve believe this proewLure wa the best that could be devised
in the current ciruestances, we are avaru that It will sot
cure the basi* problem created by taxpayers estimating certain
of their deductions. Also there are problem Inherent in
making two differeAt applications of the Cohen rule. As
indicated abpv, the examiner has no standard to guide him and
our new procedure aggravates this situation by requiring a
"more stricl interpretation of the rule i appropriate lastaces
on subsequent examintions, Uniformity of determination, of
course, caot be promoted in this way.

lbs Servides problems in this area are not confined to
estimated entertaimnt expenses sod cash transactions. As
you know, cwedLt cards and hotel charge accounts are used to

...9. , ./ .
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purchase a wide variety of items and services. In many instances
detailed receiptscovering the individual Iteas charged by the
taxpayers are not available to examining officers. oreat diffi-
culty is therefore often encountered in distLnguishing between
personal and business expenses'when a taxpayer presents as sub-
stantiation monthly statements from credit card companies and
hotels. A similar problem exists vith respect to country club
expenses

Another type of entertaining which creates enforcement problems
is that Involving business acquaintances who take turns picking
up each others luncheon or entertainment checks without regad
to whether any business purposes are served. In these situations
the person being entertained and the person entertaining often
have an apparent business relationship# makins detection of the
practice very difficult.

tn addition to the foregoing problems, the service is faced with
the possibility that taxpayers may take advantage of the prom
visions of the so-called 6(a) regulations (Section 1.162-17).
Under these regulations employees who receive expense account
allowances or reimbursements from their employers need not
include them on their income tax returns if they account to
their employers for such expenses. Tf all eIployere maintain
adequate methods of requiring an accounting from their em-
ployees, the above regulations would not bring about any now
problems. However there are some cases in which employers
give their employees expense account allowances which are in,
reality additional compensation. In a limited study conducted
in late 1959 to determine the extent of abuses in this par-
ticular area we found that 26 employers of the 174 employers
examined did not use acceptable business practices in requiring
an accounting of business expense by their employees. In
these 26 cases it was found that 153 employees of a total of
339 employees' returns examined resulted in additional taxes
as a result of erroneous treatment of amounts received from
their employirs " expense account allovancen or reimbursements.

Another examination problem the Service has in connection with
T& expenses results from the fact that many taxpayers bury
their entertaimint expenses in several different accounts.
This is sometime done by design in order to obviate the chance
of the Service selecting the return for examination. In other
cases, especially with respect to large corporations, the
entertainment expenses are not identified on the return as
such, but are broken down in the functional activities that
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generated the axenweso e.o. Adminise,rotts expenses, prow
ductio oxposaoep *et. In one case It vet found that $76,000
paid to stockholder-offcere fer entertaJnent expense was
included i the deduction formatal purchase expense. This
pracLice mot only makes the selection of returns for exinL-
nation mre difficult, It make it impossible for the Service
to obtain measinful statistic* tesardiag the total mount of
TE and similar expenses claimed by taxpayers.

The Service also has difficulties vith respect to so-oslled
business, 8ifes. Frequently, taxpayers cannot prove that they
made the expenditure at all* Furthermore, many taxpayers who
can prove that they purchased lift items cannot or refuse to
give exfmminig officers the maws of the douses. In som
cases this is dose to protect the do&ee from possible In-
position of as inaome tax on the value of the gift. In other
aues we believe the purpose La to conceal gifts made to public
officials in violation of public policy or to protect employses
of. vendors or vendees who accepted gifts contrary to the policy
of their employers. furathernme, gifts to friends and relatives
are often claimed a business deductions.

The examination problems ca beat be illustrated by so example
of a taxpayer in business who buys 41,000 vorth of liquor and
claims a deduction for that aunat as a business gift. He can
support the expenditure by slwin8 a canceled check; however,
further supporting evidence cocernia tho douees of the liquor
is seldom available. It may will be that the entire amount is
fully deductible; yet, it is difficult for the taxpayer to show
the nams of the beseficlries ad more difficult for the exanin-
ing officer to determine wbthnr the deduction claimed contL-
tutes an ordinary sad necessar? business expenoo.

We have also had difficulty in enforcing Section 1.162-2(b) of
the regulations relating to the primary purpose of travel as
distinguished between personal and business. In enforcing this
provision the Srvice has to dual vith the intent of the tax-
payer a well as all the other difficult Zect-findln8 problems.
Some cases are black or white - the personal or business purpose
is so clear that no problem are involved* In other ceases it is
extremely difficult to determine whether the trips were prisiarily
for business or personal purposes. Many times a taxpayer will
combine a business trip vith a vacation. Perhaps the business
trip would not have been made f it weronot for his vacation
plans. As you know, we encountered this problem in the exami-
nation of returned of lawyers attending the recent Ameriean Bar
Association conference In Londwn and continued on a sightseeiag
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trip throughout Europe. One of the objective methods used by
our field offices to considering such cases is to determine the
relative amount of time spent on personal vs. business activi-
ties during the trip and to ascribe as the primary purpose the
activity to which the taxpayer has devoted the greatest length
of time. However, our experience reveals that the "all or notbhig".
approach of the primary, purpose rule impairs our public relatims
because some taxpayers ho receive no deduction tor a combined
vacation end business trip wosy be aware that other taxpayers, sm
slightly differing facts, obtain a cosnplete deduction for travel
to the business destination.

Scone of the robl!9 .

The number of returns exmimed each year in wbich T&U expense
are involved and the average sixe of adjustments made in these
cases are not known. Without question, information of this type
would be valuable. To date, however, our reporting system has
not had sufficient capacity to permit incorporation of the data.
As you will recall from our discussion of February 14th, in
connection with our present study of T& expenses we asked our field
audit examining officers to subwLt, during the period October l, 1960
through December 31, 1960, certain statistical information on all
examined business returns on whict deductions were claimed for
travel, entertainment and similar expenses. For the purpose of
this study business returns were considered as all returns in the
1120 series, all 1063 returns, and 1040 returns reporting adjusted
gross income in excess of $10,000 v4th Schedule 0 or V attached
or a separate schedule in lieu thereof. The statistics showed
that 37,933 returns were examined and in 18,169 cases it was
necessary to adjust T&B expenses. In these cases adjusted, the
average tax change was *615.

To further illustrate the scope of these problems, at the present
time entertainment and travel expenses (vtiich are grouped together
for statistical purposes) are the most frequent issues in informal
conferences held by the Service on field audit cases. In office
audit informal conference cases, these cases rank second to de-
pendency questions.

We believe that there is a small percentage of cases in which the
abuse in this area is so flagrant that there is outright fraud.
At the present time several of these cases are being considered
by our Intelligence people for consideration of criminal prosecution.
However, I understand that in this type of case i, is difficult to
secure convictions because of the heavy burden of proving the tax-
payer's intent to defraud the Government.

82100 0--pt. 1-10
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fue uref on th. *etvice in Termse of Kmloyasat of its
a

11W *ervite dose tot adstaisArecords regarding the snt of
t ime "x644dd by exam ~a offUcers and other tecncal personnel
VItb respect to specific abuse of provisions of law. Therefore,
WS Are 809 iS a PCitOn tOS quote ay fius rearin the
amount .1 ttas' and omey expeded is scanestios with administae
WSg tM p1ess.. provisiona of-the Code ad regulation so they
apply to US~ expeassas UewVeorp as the bas is of the experience
of our operAtin8 official$ a"d svloyess a St deal of the
Service'a r~sourcsh are spent to this area. We believe that
under existing substantive rules 041168 expenses our current SX-
penditure of time to osdentiel Is order to Insure voluntary
ecumpliae by tapayer ad to prevent further abuses.

fte §1ffet o f oar TEE tgolicy0 on ayel kelations

"na 61f the moat difficult Prbles our examining agents fase
during the tourse of their audit of returns is to maintain good
taxpayer relations during the course of verifying USE expenses,
2tee is ao problem Involved Is those -cases where the taxpayer
bas coeiloto records and supportiS data to substantiate his
claimed deduction, Nowever, where'the examining officer fiade
It necessary to ask the texpayer questions retarding the ature
of the claimed deductions, the taxpayer very frequently adopts a
defensive attitude. This attitude is natural since the examining
officer imay be considered to be questioning his veracity. This
problem ib a Aude when It Is necessary to reconstruct the
taxpyer's deduction under the Cohan rule. It is likely that the
exaslinn officer cannot accept all of the unsupported oral
testimony offered by the taxpayer. to that case, the taxpayer
will feel that the Service does not accept his statements as
being truthful.

On the other bead, if the taxpayer has overstated his TUS expenses
end up"o examination he is not question regarding then or the
examination is not sufficiently thorougb we believe It is likely
for' the taxpayer to Owcrasse his overstatements of these exposes@
In the future.

4 1
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oestiMes the $orVie receives so0laits ethat there is a lack of,
uniform treatment of taxpayer* is allowing claimed expenses for,
'jt. in may of those ase$, however, the facts axe eiter not.
lest ow are unavailable to the examiig officer. It Is iqasible

to ake umiform deoisions " to whether a particular oxpeadituro is
an ordinary and aecassary business expense whoa there is no corewto
information resading the nature of the expeaditure or Oe business
purpose thereof. It is eoessery for each examines officer to
weigh all the awilable evidence and to determine the welht to be
gives to the oral testimony $ive by the taxpayer. Ts .is primarily
a judgment aresa where reasonable and competent examisnS officers
cen differ in the treatmnt gives in the ens case.

With respect to travel expense we find that it is easier to
live uniform treatment to taxpayers than with respect to enter-

tainment expenses. However, we hew had difficulties even Is
this ares Vhe a uniform rate of automobile expesme deductions
ha been used La certain localities.

The costs of operating a& automobile not only vary between areas
but between different taxpayers within the saw are. If a tax-
payer drives 50,000 siles a year his cots are les per mile tha
for a taxpayer that drives the sam kind of auto only 10,000 miles
a year. Also it costs lees to drive a Volkswagen tham It does to
drive a Cadillac. For those reasons, axcpt where we are required
by regulatio. to accept uniform fisures, for example, we prefer.
to use the actual costs or, if these costs are not available, to
reconstruct his deduction based on the facts of the prticular'
cOe. Perhaps the most important feature in our relations with
taxpayers concerns those who have no opportunity to claim TO or
other business expenose. Mauny newsapers and measles have
published articles which have caused a lUrge number of taxpayers
to become Lcenoed at the apparent inequities in the administration
of the tax laa. There is evidence In our recent T&K study that
these articles my have motivated same taxpayers to claim T&I
expenses which they did not atually Incur. While we do not (eel
that this situation is widespread at this time, any breakdown in
voluntary compliance it viewed with extreme concern since the very
foundation of our tax system is built on this principle.

Sudden on -the Taxpayers to CoqplylIuA wilk, 0he Service Is lJ ra

The Service reconies that none expenditures for T"l expenses
such as those involving nominal amounts for tips and taxi fares

- -, .", ' , ' " '. - , I , ? ' k '. '.. , " "tt, ' I , " 41 "' 4 'I i ,, TA , - " '; Lit - , 1 1,; 1 9.1 - -
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are difftiult to support. because of this the Service has been
compelled to adopt a policy of r asonablenoss in requiring
supporting reords for this type of expense. To support of T69
deductions, Revenue Ruling 60*120 requires taxpayers to maintain
records reflecting the following informationt

(a) The relationship of the expenditure to tbe tax*
payer Is business;

(b) The payee and place of the expenditure;

(a) Tb amount of the expenditure;

(d) The nature of the product or service resevedl

(e) fte Identity of the person or persons entertained,
or the recipient of any lift (by name of title or
otherwise); and

(f) BvidI=e of payment were the amount of the expendio
ture As large, or the nature of the expenditure is
unusuill.

Basically Revenue uling 60-120 contains nothing new with
respect to recodkaeping requirements sine* the Service has
always required thie information. However, we have found from
experience that many taxpayers fail to keep records to support
their T& expenipos ev though they maintain excellent records
with respect to all other business expenses. Moreover, when we
request these t.payero to support their claimed U deductions
the) feel that th. Service is Imposing a burden upon then. On
the boeks of our prior experience, we do not anticipate any
appreciable improvement it recordkeeping by taxpayers in this
area as lon as the Cohan rule continues to be an integral part
of the law.

Conclusion

From the standpoint of the tax administrator there are certain
difficulties which have proven to be insurmountable barriers to
the achievement of our goal of effective and equitable enforce*
ment of the provisions of tht present la relating to T&
expense.
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The service's enforcement program announced in TIA No. 221,
together with the newly established examination procedures, is
the most effective administrative stop feasible under the Code.
This measure, however, viii be.-Ineffective to eliminate the
basic administrative problems inherent in the present law.

In view of the personal nature of T6E expenses, It is impossible
to accurately delineate between business and non-business expenses.
Each decision must necessarily be arbitrary to se extent.
Although tax administrators have been faced vith this problem tor
more than 40 years, no solution has been advanced to resolve it
on an equitable and sound basis.

The failure of large numbers of taxpayers to maintain adequate
records to support their TEE expenses coupled with the wide and
generous application of the Cohen rule results in controversies
which can never be resolved with assurance that the taxpayer has
paid the correct amount of tax, As we have indicated previously,
this aspect renders our task of makLng'uniform determinations more
difficult. furthermore, we fear that this is an area where there
is a likelihood that our examining officers may make overallownces
of T&S deductions in order to close cases on an agreed basis.

Another problem in effectively and equitably carrying out our re-
sponsibilities in this area is the fact that we can nov examine
only little more than 4% of all returns filed. Although by our
classification procedures we attftmpt to identify those returns on
which T&E expenses appear to be overstated, our total enforcement
effort in this area does not provide sufficient examination
activity to insure a high decree of voluntary compliance. However,
even if the enforcement staff wms increased to permit the exati-
nation of all returns on which T&K expenses are claimed, the
problems caused by the personal nature of' Tg expenses and by the
failure on the part of taxpayers to keep supporting records will
not be resolved.

issioner
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Collected here are ownnarico of Judicial decisions and administrative
cases which illustrate the type of' expenditures for entertainment and re-
lated itemo whieh nre allowed as buuincus deductions under present law.

RIceetly the National Office of the Internal Revenue Service requested
district offices to sulnit cases involving expenditures for parties, busi-
ness oiftap yachts, hunting lodges and similar items which would illustrate
how a relatively slight busineu elenent is sufficient to require a reve-
nue agent to allow the deductlun of an essentially personal type of ex-
penditure under present law. h'he cases collected here are typical of
expenditures for entertainment which are claimed and allowed in a large
number of cases.

These cases show that stricter enforcement procedures cannot solve
the problem. Stricter enforcement can only require more detailed documen-
tation of amounts expended and the purpose of' the expenditure. But, as
these exhibits show, this documentation already exists in a large number
of these cases. And where the doctaentation exists, the present law re-
quires that the entertaimenteoxpenoes be Fully allowed. When existing
law allows the cost of1 a nafarf to Africa) undertaken by a hunting enthu-
siast and his wife, to be deducted on the ground that It provides adver-
tising for dairy milk, one cannot expect revenue agents to successfully
question the business necessity for duck hunting or night-clubbing with
business associates.

Excerpts from the reports of two revenue agents; subinitted in con-
nection with this study, highlight the situation under existing law. One
revenue agent reports that:

"The President and one Vice-President (of the taxpayer cor-
poration) are father and son. ** *. The father and son own
memberships in the ---- Club, ---- Couitry Clfib, and various
supper clubs. * * * The corporation pays all dues and enter-
tainment expenses * * *. It is, however) believed that the
entertainment involves friends, and that the officers are
in turn entertained by the same people whom they entertain
when they pay the bill. f * * IEach member of the club is
supposed to give a party once each year for the others.

"It has proven impossible to prove such entertainment and
parties as personal expense because the officers can always
point to some of the parties Aho were supposedly instrumental
in their having obtained some (business] * * *.

"One thing is ever present vith this taxpayer. A trip to
Las Vegas, NeVada; Jlavann, Cuba; or come other place has always
been opportune to attend some lew Year's Day bowl gojie or other
affair, yet the trip was to see some concern about selling * * *."
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Another revenue agent states:

"Tho president of the corporation is a gun collector and
hunting enthusiast. Each year he Mes on a hunting trip to
Vyoming in the company plane or car [with four hunting com-
panions ** *.

"The four hunting companions were from * * * firms who
may be Instrumental in the award of contracts * * and are
hunting enthusiasts themselves as vell as friends of the
president * * *.

"It has further come to the attention of the examiner
that officers' salaries are held to a minimum * * *, but the
expenses of the above nature are paid in behalf of the
officer. It should be added that all events of the trip and
associations of the companions are carefully documented and
reported to the firm to posib e ble in connection
with the deduction.

"Under p ent law there has been found no ba as for
disallowance, f the expense."

Administ Iva cases bet through numb 4.1 were su itted
as Part Three of the en tainmen expense stu presented to he
House Ways a Means Cd uttee laot yfur ... C ses nuwfiqr 42 thr h
60 further lustrate the-i'bl*.o nse amount problem. These
cases are s ples from subseque tdts. Ii cass number 42
through n er 54 substantial a etire aiou i claimed as a
deduction as allow * Cases n r-53 through number 60 are
examples o a great wumbeoficaqus 4lier a psbktentialfportion o
the deduct on claim is dis ilowvebecpus*.the expenses are. pure y
personal v th no bus ness co section bik.the remainder is allow
because a s eight busi ess c n~ction O shoiho Qo course, to th
extent that cases of hisInd a notex-itid by'&,revenue ag t
the entire unt cla Includi -Uepur~l y personal part, a
effectively ucted. /

/'
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30. NUSIRMS BYSE 3

TAZPAX~
BY BrL

31 EN1 M A

4 Lo 416,44J3 In 1950 the taxpaer, aL closely beld CorpOrtm
enmdIn the business (C processin*M distribut.

ing mile Ad M4i11 prd=Uts Paid theexassfra
African hnting safari for its principal sh feor ean
president and his vife. Tepresident n x
peienOced hunter. "flu trip, vbkich incened stays at
London., Paris and R=Ve, lasted spzxiatel.y six
acuths. TOxpaYer received publicity as tbe sponsor
Of the trip, both in the no spaper =36 by thexii
tian Of Wtion pictures and hutin trophes.Th

'Tax C~t cMbU.d that the ta3Wqmr' WIiWyi WetuS to Fablciz th business sad w, not tobeeit the officer ad bis wife. fe cut slowedthe 4ddctc of 43cPnGes in fUll by taper
Sani~y am. iry In . 25 T.C. 4.63 (1M5).

2. Dairy Safari
to

Africa

$ 16,8i

2 Brewing Cabin
cospany Cruser $ 3.0,2& $ 6,-785 $ 10,..& Cabin cruiser expese incurred during the years 94s9and 1950. President of company testified that thecrUiser uOs used solely to bold sales metings and

to entertain customs sd distributors; that it usespecially necessary to oAn a& cruiser because cO@Psny'
plant Ifta located in a slum area where it mus not
feasible to canduct sales Meetis or to meet withCUStMI-rMs and distributors; that there ms a constant
ne~ed to Generale goodwill. "custagamIiy on Ileakamis
tb*y took aL *XO of distributors or take out peojlaor large aealers fishig down to the. islands if the,veather perMitted." b Tax courtt Allowed thbe -dduc-tiOM in fulI l. Cveland ISaduk Bein Crp.,30 T.C. 539 (l9g5M
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CASE NO. Tm OF TIM OF AUdD
asix Emmm IrB

TAZA~CmISION Cm

am porati. rei-ksed its principal
-officer for a portion of the cost

Ofsin the first flowr 6f his resl-
dence., ftapv~er deducted this reizibreet,o', that this residence vas used for

en. ' its customers and thus served itsbusiness s. The u s instructed
that van noibing vrong with the use of
a private residence for a business purpose if
it at and necessary. The Court said
that the eton for the jry was whether a

ineft., anagevus expected and whether

3 Diversified ecor-

ing pMncips1

/= ,

aeewi

re-ien

/ LRNJes claimed 4epreciatiom a &swming I.ClonstrMCted On lend Uhich it
owned, pool us adjacent to the

er-officer's residence, and cmUl be
only from tbat residence. The juryVag to find for the taxpayer if it

MUS e tbatp as taxpayer contended,. the
vus Purchased for business use and in

cipatim of benefits to the business.
RTMN lmdstres, nc.v. united states,
4 FM2 5a ( D is 95-9T=

s. SMGUW (IF VAM-wk
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ST3~9AA~I OF FA&~IS

of
VItch hazel

Sorse racing
secretary and
hzmdizeyper

Yacht

Yacht and
entertain-

$10,99

$2,o0

The paye, an Individual engaged in msnfactur-
lag u ,-h hazel, puheased a yacht for the

nc $ 9,789 enterta,- t of custoars and potential cstors.
The yacht vas used to encourage snch persons to
visit tspa yr's plvnt. Althouah the Co ssioner
disalow the expenses as personal, they were
for the' mst part allowed by the Board of Tax
Appeals because of the bmasinsrltosi whichthe taxpayer bad established.
E.X. Dicinson 8 3.T.A. 722 (19WT) I

Txpayer, an individual engaged in the occupationof s ling and mEsk other arangezent fornone $2,000 horse races and -andicappi g hrsezs, entertained
racing officials, track owners, borseze. and tr=f
voters by arranging dinners and theater parties
and providing recreation aboard his yacht. The
Court found that taxpayer's business vas highly
co peUve. The expenses for enter-.-fn=t
claimd as a deduction by taxpay were held to be
expended for the purpose of pra=ting taxpayer's
business. Taxpaer's effort to maintain friendly
relations mith those enter iled vim viewed as
essentiaL to his .cotied success. Mme deductions
dlaiid war. alowed In full..
Chwles T. McLean T.C. !Ie=. Op. Docket
No. 4M7 (.Jne 25 19), 1 45, M7 P-H T.C. Memo.

TWIM
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CASE T E OF
No. 33ESlIMS

TM OF CAEIE

31XPAMM
_ !AZAX~ COeISSI

Br

COME SKDOURY OF -PAM

6 Manufactu-- Cabin
ing paints cruiser
and
related

'products

7 Automobile Cabin
dealer cruiser

$ 28,.039

M9

Taxpayers were general partners engad in the
business of macturing, buying and-' selling
paints and related products. Ihey claimed a
deduction for fiscal years 1952 and 1953" for$ 2,~0O $ 21,1c29 the operatn expenses and depreciation of aboat. bao boat as p used for enter-
taining financier, suppliers, and other persons
vith vhm t Ptnership had business dealings.
It ws also u for testing vwk in -owection
with MIm Pats and for the personal pleasure
of the taMyrs and their families. The Cow
alloyImd 7% of tbe boastexpnse as a businessdeduction.

Greb rgY. Riddell, i Ar 2 501i0 (S.D. Cal. 1959

'0 Taxpaye us one Of two partners in'a& partnership0 $ 3M sell14ig used cars at retail. fTe partnership
maintained a cabin cruiser mhich us used partly
for business purposes and partly for personal
recreation. h Tax Court stated: "An expense ofthis nature, where reasonably related to the *
operation of the busmess, may be deducted as an
ordinary and necessary expose. .. .Ezept forgeneralities, the criteria upon which the peti-
tianer's basis for determining whether they merebusiness or personal expenses vere not disclosed
in hs testimony. Nevertheless, with respect to
taxable year 191a9, the Court alloyed about one-
third of the claimed expense.
Cales x. Kilborn, 29 T.C. 102 (1957)
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CASE m OF ANOF
CM TM Tm aAWTAX

MD.B31R S 31
Tm cornu- coaR -SUUBT OF ACm

8Solicits ed
Uwitea
ingutum

vacation

$1,833

9 Actr

?azRPs~r OR ldividual engaged in the gwisral
insurnee business, Od & ationM cottage hIdchms62 used pertly for fini2ly vacation med pertlyto entinrtaia augtomrs w* proseciv cut.
TazPqOr frqmet~ hl stag parties for business-Men onL Uskisn. itevrea-ion took the form of
boating, eating, &rinking md Viqing polar. no
cottWg 8s on AL late en boating faci 4tieas wxrmintaid by, the tazpe~er It propety was so.U
in 19"l at & loss. IN P i clalmud & deduction
for 75 perseat of the loss en 75 percent of the
depreciation far thst yewr. ft& Tm Comt fosed
tbAt ft- roperty vfs used two-thfds of the tim
in taxpayer's businead &allod tvDAthirds ofthp loss =d depr~eiton as a business ezpens

water 0. Kraft, ?*C. aImo, Op. rocket No. 11.97
15mm 419, 159 P-3 TC Kam.

$1,681 -za;sl qr, a, Profew sIaml aacr, iered ezpins
for th Utrtikts ugcems, sqppws md ote
ent aInmet which be povided to & vaieity ofledividuals for Puposes of IpabIcity sme public
=2elmxsnd to enable hia to secom theatri-cal

@mw-at. ec *wsily. gm Doad of ma Apeassustained th com.Sioww'S dism~ome but -e
roeved on appal sor Circuit cut note that

L-his -w -teed to prouw the taxpayer's
popularity med thereby to 1ie his 1camfm
acting; the expemws were therefore helL to be.
ordinary en necessry. MIS Ct said *Am, t
wod ImcessaI is used here, we +hin rIt mans
emmy mlylatef n 'helpful.' R Iacke v.
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CASE T OF T o 0r
N0. JM SINEr E

1 Makmfactcrer 3bumting

2 Mareacwne
of resort
faci lities
an sub-
tropical,
island

Airplang

depreciation,

OF TAX CASES 331VOLV3IG DEMJNS FCR 1 TIK AND REIA ZPSE

cAMw AIUID

$61,146

55,065 51,0655,065

$353,713 $269,666

90,666 90,666

20,1.39,

OR PRIOD

19561957
1958

SMOLRI OF FAM1

Closely held corporate -taxpay maintainsa 2m= Us biting ldip .dich had a 1958
taz basis of over 230,000 a&W is constantly

initaiedby.caretaker and wife. Streams
stocked. with, tr , Sm12 game raised by
farm=r for PurPoa -of stockiug, and large

deaw popeation. ILog iitia hwn-s aJates, eof -cusves t at homerss
aUR etr d .o4 also used for enter-
tainMt of :key personnel of taxpaMe.
IAo indicates mse by 500-600 persons

Taxpaer, admstc u VwMzig corpora-tion, o i failt.l,,.-tesoo a sub-
tropicSa sland. 'Me pri=cipa use of theproperty is for entertalia0 of, executives

9-30-57 ' key perso l of customer firms. Fishing
crasers; are antained and air traporta-tion furnished gwus ZW Cbairmn of theBoard, VIM is the Control~ling stockholder,and Ote officers and key aly"M s
accouganx by their fAmilIM& BPent considerabletime at islad. LjUstment vas m-de for

ots considered personal expenses of these
officers an eploys.

15,27
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SU_".,ARY A.ALYSIS OF TAX CA.==- LCLVI., DE=CT!ONS FOE E ARNI---T r A", %,7 -. Tc MT-MSE
TIPE OF
EXPEM.

Yacht
Ranch-
bhrting
lodEes

Xight club
expenses

O Mer enter-
taimment

CLAfln AZZJ
TAX YE.R
OR ?-RIOD

$11-,80h 1953-54 Taxpayers stock is owned by two individuals.
Yacht. was used by com;ary for fishing parties
for custrs and campcny personnel. Yacht116,.4o 1953-59 expeses shown- a only Tor 1953 and 195k';
it is estimated that operating exrpeses,106,21t9 I951a-59 exclnsive of depm iotj, are $75,ODO er
year. Ranch ropertles are leased bylI9,6l67 1953-59 taxpayer from stockboller and from others
and are used by cutomers for bunting and
fishing. Right club expense was paid by
cpany. to s club owned by stockhol.er to
cover charges male by cmany executives
an:! s3les rersoasie ($23,000 of this amountwas cbarge at club by sto k older). Parties
are held at club dwin% Christ us season
and cost of ea-h party ranges from $8,000
to $14.,000. Eacb.yuar the company finances
a hunting trip to Canada for executive
Personnel a customers and muluimmu cost ls
$5,000 to $6,000 for a party of 8 to 12 mn.

opoaeexpenditures which1 were notallowed as a deduction I=clned over $20,000pail for add i ons tc personal residence of
-stockholder and over $9,000 for vacatior
trips to Europe and Afria by stockholder
an:! family. Item Of mother entertamnet"represents reabursen.nt for travl and
entertainment by stockholder.

SMYTARY OF FJM--T



SUHMARY ANALYSIS OF TAX CASES INVOLVT3N r T_05S FOR W T;IAIJ AND PAM ,EXPENSES

CASE T r 0 TYPE OF
NO. BUSESS EXPENSE

Insurance Meals

Tofipo-

tation
Food and

beve=age for
entertainment

Tickets
Conventions
Apartment
Gifts
Other
Auto

5 Food Hunting
Products tripI

AMOU=
CLAIMED

$25,000
20,000

30,000

30,000
2,000
1,000

10,500
3,000

10.000

TAX YAR
ALOEE at PERIOD

1957

$97,500-
$ 12,21. $12,211- 1951

1A325 14,325' 1952

SMUQWARY OF FACTS

IOU kdiualtaxpaYer travels widely whilevisiting Insurance e~ncy offices. Ateach of f.ce the taxpayer entrtanins

office period L lavisl~y for the apparentpu=po of .!estqb. lg. h good manent-
employee relations. Taxae also lavisUyentertains manament personnel at Florida
vacation resQrts. The disallowance of
$4O,000 of expense vas based. on.-eiber
lack of substantiation or claim stated in
vrongyear; it was not based on failure
to establish #L business rel-ationship. forthe expense.

trip was given considerab le average
by the nwspapers. Film of the trip
were exploded succesfully In connection
vth taxpayer's. busigs. The deductionws allowed based on decision -of the Tax Court
on a similar issue.
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CASE TM OF TnM OF
NO. BUSINESS EICm

6 Supplier Gifts

Falter-
talument

CLA3IWM M

$10,521
9,t304
5,9941

51,259
44230
23,898

$10,521
9,301
5,9141

38,A"41
33,172
17p924

TAX XR
CR PERIOD

1953
195b,
1955

1953
1954
1955

50MARY OF FALf

Presid*Ut Of Closely held corporate. taxpgyrw
traweld extensively with officers of a
cost to various plants, convention,
and n the "bors sho circut. On these

a lms be nte rtAn officls of
customer at okftal partLes, dimrs, etc.
Tamnpae contended that it was essential to
maintain close personal relations with
offices 4= qiloyes of its CUStOmr.It
was tavpyeres policy to ie gifts to key
employees of customr. lutartanament 43enseof $"0,230 for 19%,. Is typical a was
expeed as follow:

Local hotels ad clubs
Out-of-town botls & clubs
Cash to officers etatan

Transportationt
Fool, liqonr, cigars for

off ice.an& farm
Florid botel expen

$T,500

8,700
1 ,00

Koat of the z1, M,14tMM were meft by the
president of taxpayer .

C3rporate taxpayer expended $W,000 to
aiain a large plantation aI farm type
residence in a resort area for -tertai,,
of top echelon executives of various ]Azgei
COS'Mor of the taxpayer. The ex M itnre
of $*5,000 was for a eolf party for exeutives
of various clusters of the taxpew. This
un situation existed In PrIor years m
was accepted..

7 Sales oft
steel
equip-
amnt

Farm
resort
golf
party

$50,000 -

%,000
1958

1958
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CAM TM OF10. NJS-IU a~S

8 MrtUary
business

TWE OF

Yacht

MM Ta IM
-CIA.0D, .TOA OR PERIOD

13fLP4i5511,096
22,776

Cottage

Personal rei-
dence andayrtai nt

9 Ship repair cbristms
party

10 Beverage - Kentucky
inno acur Derby

12,271
11u,686
O,762

$ 8,591
8,322
9,582

2,875

7,362
8,811
6,457

1955
1956
1957

1955

1955
1956
1957

$ 23,t58 $ 23,758 1956

$10,903 $ 10,903 k-30-58

Sb!M24ART OF FACIS

Yacht ovned by this closely eld corpora-
tion ,is used, to entertain visiting
mrticrars, clergymen, and for meetings
of employees. Tinzqmrw prepares andsips. bodies to other areas for blriai.
Personal residence of principal share-
holder has an office ard residen=e is
used for business meetings and entert a.nmt
of business gsts.

Taxpaer is a closely beld family corporla-
tion. During the Mxists season of 1956
the coporka ve -a di~nne- at a large
hotel, mbich vas attended by- custmr of
the fim and business, -aquaiatAnes of
the corporate mcives. !Ow cost of tbe
affair was allowed as, deduction- on thegond theat the purpose for the ezpediture
vas to Crest. goodwill and to enhance therepute of the coration

Cu us and their vives are entertained

by Derby parties such m breakfasts andIVM ch oM I etc.; by furnishing box smats
end tickets for the Derby; and entertain-

ment at the Derby.



SUO MARY ANALYSIS OF TAX CASES INVOLVING DEDUCTIONS FOR ENTERTAI AND RELATED EXPENSES
TYPE OF AMOUNT TAX YEARN EC L A I M E D .T . . . . .
EXPENSE CLAIMED Ar Trwawri

'.~' rz.zu.uu

Plantation $ 314,258
resort 31,950

29,o22
32,924

-- rov m Guest '
products Rouse i14

Resort area

13 -.Coa.&iron Cottage in
mining Cnd

$13,500
14,300

$ 22,839
21,300

1 ,511

9-3-55
9-1-568-31-5T
8-30-58

$ 13,500 2-28-5;9
14,300 2-28--60

$ 11,983 $-11,983
10,509 10,50

'959
1960

CS TYPE OF
NO. BUSINESS

11Tetile
manufac-
ture

SUMARY OF FACTS
The corporation leased a plantation from astOheoolder of the corporation for an annual
rental of $1.00. The stated purpose ofthe lease was to providethe. corporationwith a place to entertain customers andbusiness associates.. Altboh it appearediat some business Purpose was served by
, rental of the, plantato it vas-deter-

min: a portion of the -eMA1iture to be
persona! to the stockholder. The disallowedportioUZ of the deductions were taxed tothe stockholler.

Taxpayer corporation is located on west
coast and Moat of its sales are mde
through brokers from the eastern U.S. and
Europe. While they are out on the vest
coast, the brokers expect the sellers to
provide thim a place to stay and taxayerestablish that the puchas of ttwgwgst
houses a for this purpose. The taxpayer
also established that the facilities wer
used by its sales representatives for=king sales.

Cot~tage on bay in Canada was used to,ntertai people connected with ingot
steel industry. Eighty-seven persons
were- entertained In 1.9W.



SUMARY ANALYSIS OF TAX CASES INVOLVING DEDUCTIONS FOR EN'ETAemNT AND REIAr D E.X- MS

CASE TYPE OF TE OF
NO. BUSINESS EXPENSE

14 Steel PResidence
Products._ Mum' Beach

15 Hosiery Beach House
Kill and Boat

AMOUNT
CLAIMD AIDWlED

TAX )TAR
OR PEIOD SUMM4ARY OF FACTS..

The taxpayer, which in located.i4n -the$ 33,206 $ 28,706 4-30-56 miduest, asserted that lavish entertain.
ment is essential in obtaining business
and it established a Mimi residence for
this pugse. Th tw principal ocers
and their wives am AuUy present -at the
residence when entertaining customrs.
Deductons allowed inebdeepreciatjemo
residence, food, liqm r, bot axpewa m
salaries of service employees and enter-
taiment. Disallowance was made for amounts
deemed to be personal expense.

$ 25,367 $ 25,367 1957 Expeses of -beach bome and boat -meintained32,713 32,713 1958 by corporate taxpayer to entertain busi-
ness guests was allowed In fUl.

16 mineral..
Products

Sumner home
& residence

$ 40,256
42.,858
36,696

$ 20,128
21,429
18,348

1956
1957
1958

Closely he]d caporate taxpayer located in
=dwest- mitains -a sum r boe. in (aine
and a residence. in aidwstem ,l'c.
Principal stockholder. and W1fe spend
2-1/2 mnths each su r atAhe Nane
bome ard. entertain bigh 4=i-ca15- Z(and
wives) of customers. Th e n

midwest is used. to eiirtain visiting-buyers and is used ocasionally by
president of company end his wife.



O.MY ANAL.YSIqy.i,,v... -OF.J.u,1. .TA' tAU AND REIA-
OF

:RMS TXM OF

Club expense
ding
p.mt Liquor

Season Foot-
ball Tickets

Convention

tLADW.
AMU IT TAX "aq

AlLOD OR MJIOD
$ 6,700 $ 6,700

13,750 13,750

2,oo 2,0
4,250 4.p250

Convention * 10W $ 104MO

Travel to $ 2,600
Co= me tion
Job of acm of
TuqcIqures

4 2,600

CAME TXM

L17 RoadoEqu

1960 Such shrhlder aahi wf t ~ela t .Alaska vwith matmmnr anfif e.. te m

of ife allowed bead on zs.P-eesn.
tion tba. customer veal not so without his
wlfe and i wIfe Vaud not go wthout such
I azhblzas vife.*

(cou=imd an next siet)

1959 & These expenses era iuc=wz& Prmzwi3, by1960 the top thrOe Officers of-the -~ny
V mIn s.a, the club enns w m. for

Imncbes, dinme=, pertUs, nd
expense on behalf of cst=s. The lquor
is Pchaaed for t am bar in them efics d
:f srkeptfor'cmtOmers iaho dro in.for centics we for variow groups mho
have their ccavuntioms in th tXXPIMWr'S
home dltyr howve a gnd. share is far.
conVentis that the officers attend In
resort cities.-

1959 Expenses fir ftctior 8~tai~ atedw
by corporate toka~he a grinlpal Officer-
shereholIder and bis, -Aft. A Pupotod-
busia reason for the- ifes travel was
establishd based on allaomwe of exeses
for sUimlW tael in the Vest.

SU?,2-LM OF FPZM
gJ .t& 

OF FAC S
-EXPZNSES



SU(RY ANALYSIS OF TAX~ CASES INVOLVN WrOKIOS FOR EXTERA== AND BXMES

_LME AIMM

2.7 Speedboat

Party

Les Veoas
Vacation

18 memc- lAss ofa
taxer at bmtilg
eqm4p lodge

* 43&1 $ 1,110 1s

$ 675 $ 675

IP.500 $1,v500

Approx.

~, ,OW
Approx.

$75,000

TAX I=E
OR PEMOD

p59-1960

-SUN4Y OFPAOM

Speedboat us used bsv~ at. officer.
shareWlder's persona cottWa, yet a logus. kept ifti ch sheud that the boat mes
=ed, solely tar the pleaure en cf.eainace

1960 ChristasPartygeob uchA o=fice.
ahezehoMW. cot45. -It ws cI~amm that

MOst at -nts mw business oatmm or
potentia ontm . Aco "ul "67 af.the 4850 us cleaimed and allowed as abu~siness e03W=s0 at tAzqer.

1960 OtfiCO-heebolder aid wite d
customer, ed wife -toj4as Vegas br 12 dw-.
vacatico. TWPLr paid the c~as fmrth~e fO~r 1ndiil._ _OVtjCr..s
asserted tbat he mm'lA vat bavs uM* the
trip- 1eom1;t tar business purposes -and U
his vito's Prence us required byth
customer aM his Vito.

1956 Tamayor leases a -buntizg lodso and duck1957 kamtiag PLOrsy for a mimm rutal _of
1958 4L,8oope mfth. rt is. -esm..Aammm_

faebam of eqiiet-anMsba its puoftt
distribuzted by several tIrm located tb=%s-- out the -U.S. Otm or ea ftim aro--
entertained at the kutug preserve. A logIS i4ntained end it discose W persami
Use by stockholders* Taiayer share ex-
pOUSs Pat lodge iotk hW_ er 1444740z.MW total oxeeI Itur clamed tar this lodgeby the three' fozyestr the es
1953-1959 is =6600M it"r te
most at this e3Wme vas aLlamd.

40
m~



SM2MEY MNALISS 01P TAX CASES INVOLVNG DRDUCTIOS FOR DEMAND RELAIED MCES

CASE WSP OF TM OF
NO. BNSIMMS XE

19 a turer Yacht

20 Automobile
Dealer

21. Cake and
CookieBaker

22, 1Shoe
manufac-
turer

Yacht

Yacht

AMUNT
CLAD1ED ALLOWED

TAX YEAR
OR PERIOD

$272,60 $253,035 2-28-54
2-28-55
2-2B-56

$ 290
6,204
7,401

10,761

$ 1&,000
22,000
26,000

Yacht

$ -0-
-0-
7,101

10,761

$18,000
22,000

6,ooo

$ 2, 907 $16j94i3

1946
19147
1948
1949

SW.ARY,.OF FACTS

Ta payen edition t-o other, Uarge
TeteraMnt expenses, ialta4 de a yacht
,rIInri1ly for the purpose of entertaining

dealers who sell taxpayers pr cs. The
disllowed portion of the expenses vas for
the estimated personal use by taxpayer's

Corporation purcaed yacht for purpose of
pro vI g f ree rides to customers upon
purchase of an automobile. Log MaIntained
indicated passengers were customers. No
boa trips verdeMa less- ep
stockholder was aboard. T' ase was
settled by stipulation while in a docketed
state In Tax Court.

1957 Taxpayer-sells cakes and cookies to grocery
1958 stores.- Te yacht-was used exclusively
1959 to entertain s er market aM chain store

buer and branch mnaers on deep sea
fishing trips for promotion purposes.

Not avail- parpoa. of exeniture was stted-.to be
able the use of the boat to te to

customers a aon-skid sole sneaker mae
by taxpayer. Used at various Atlntic
aid Gulf coast Ports..



SUMEMARY ANALYSIS OF TAX CASES INVOLVING DEUTI M -.I E1?IFERAINMENT AND EMED .EXFBNSES

CASE TI OF TYPE OF
50. BUSINESS ''IISE

23 Atosobile Yacht
Dealer F epe

214 Oland
Refining
Corp.

25 Auto"
Dealer

26 Metals.
mfnufac-
turer

Hunting trip

Fishing trip

Airplane

Yacht

AME N TAX YEAR
CLIMED ALLOWED OR PERIOD

'Not
Available

4 22,692 1956

$ 1#21.0 $ 1,21.0 1958

3,855

$a ,oo0

3,855 1959

$ 2),OOO 1958

$ 7,999 $ 5,500 1957

SM41O4ARY OF FACTS

The txae4r mantad a st lit record
v 'disclo.ed that the yacht was used
f1or enetiment ofo,. customers, officialsof an autobile facturer ' tole
dealers a prospectie customers,

E I. 2ntIng trip for paxty of six.
Fishing trip to Canada for party or

• eleven. These t rp *z-eses vere inc-ed
-to entertain. officers and usbagazi otfVarious on and pipete companies from
'which taxpayer acquIrad 'Its crude oil.

'Used for ente.rtaLnment, travel, advertising.
EecRda support .claiwa deduction 4for
depr clati ail maintenance of airplane

-used in entertain eust 'arbd pros-
pective customers.

Boat was acquired in order to create a more
Intimte relationshietwee ths cor0o
ration, through- Its officers, and itir
I ources otr supplyr The ant' allovd
rep,,,, te. the por, ion spent which
related to business purposes.



CASS
3D.

27

TM OF

Sale of
fl

26 saleof
ful

SUKMr JULMS P CIE n~Mr , U M

TM or

gote"I ,

boat obab,
Parties,
gifts, etc.

YaCht

$60,000 * ,000,

$34-,1892kv063
34,78T

$316,189
2i&,063
316,7

a PwIOD

1958

9-30-57
9-30-58
9-30-59

~UUVf

ft a ts claimed Inbcded epenem-pad
vacation s for offcLc s =d eupoyees
of custmrs at resort cities; In Florida.

so tacpaw Contend"d th- t each entertain-sea seve to wafttaina Increase its
Sales vobm1.

T acht, Uich w= , acquired by thecIaea n 95k at a cot of$80,31Ii, is usdfor sa&Us Vromto
Puposes. Custmrs and prospectiveCietosers awe freqsently eaterta±d anLt. Ubm used for sUbusXizus pwes,.either by t4MqeMr*S officer or by other
parsos, a rental charmp of $250 Wa day
is mdep uic~h IS credited to the, yacht
expense account.

29 Kood Yacht 8a
Products resort

residence $26,031 $,
Corporate taxpayer is Q'ned by two Individ-als, is located In a' sdvstern State and

10-3-58 maintains a residence in NId, Florida.
The31t58payr establsheo that the Florida

residenae is mniataimd far the imse of
Persolme of cwtomrs d prospective us-
tamrs and ust be staffd A- available-for use all through the year. fetampayer

* contended tat, Uhe Florid esdnc n
yacht Mere, used to peat adrtw. withsuppliers, who expedited delivery schedules,and 'mrs helpful also In persuading lar
packers to place orders. A sufficient busi -ness elema t ma considered to be presentand the deduction was alleged under present1w.



9t . ARALMSIS OF AX CASES DMLVTUr.

CASET OF
HO. USM3ES8

lat to

ac :tro

TE OF

Club , .

37 .a-er Yacht

32 Bxc-USiVe Mt2tadn-.
Sales Bep- menmt
resemtmmive

A~WM

CLAMED ALUMwED 0a

4 '&,a3 $ 2U

$ 6,1qT5 $647

$55,00o 453,61a5

13.710 3,710o

.... m FOR TAI] A emL-AhD

IM AR
a PERIOD 3tftm0F P. CA:C - .

In~vchaltaiPayer serve, as -omti to
1957 ~ ~ copo ~ufczig~ Iy th mAn3.~ Coqiensa-1957 t of ,25,00. & name ma- incurred for

entertaining astoerm of .0 b a
duck )zmting dub Vmed by taxper. .

1958 Tetaxpayer is eagaged in ths litigation of
claims as a specialist. Zn IM5 be icqmireda cabin czdoer. The cost of the mite-
nanea and operatuo of this boat in 1958minted to 6,975 Of this mwnt the tawo-
payer, : cadmed- and. wm& a24ioe $6,475 as anozdimryand Dbcesary badness expanse on
M .8hovine that the boat was ued vrimriay
for eateftainlng clients nd basues .e-uztves for, the Pazose of establishing

p1~fesio~contacts.

Corporate -tarpaers a inefcerlrs sales1959 rpreseatutve, leased tl yect ln- 19.29-
for $1,000 pee month fro -a pim-tar ls...

1959 consisting Of -tvo 1udvi oals mazofficrs. -of 'taaer Patesi ws1 -

fomed in 1959 an aqqUire& yacht tI Ap-.-Uof that Year. *ozramt .nts the yacht
back to the matne i fror fto Months each
year. at~ la mwthu renta Of 41,2-50. yachtexpm e *d rtam 4m30mm am In-
cu~rred to dmitain gxodvil Vith austems
of the taxpayer.



MUet JaUALSI or TAX CAE INVOLVIM DEMCflONS FOM U'TAIDOM~ JO RM1AE WUESE

CM. TM M TM OF
30. BUSnESS EXPNS

33 Processing
Cloth

Residence
Jntertaimuwt
Io.e1 suite

FootbaUl
tickets

31-. Woeae Promtion.
Football
tickets

Food M

Atm-aM
CLAcD~ AUCM OR MUM0

$21483t
32,0517,200

3,300

1,21.6

* 49,329

31,963

124,600

$ 8,47;2
23,101.
3,600
3,300

1,246

under
exazina-

1955, 193 6 it va .tar.1c~d toat- 4. percent of the
and 195 ,,al paid .bythaa corporate taxpayer to

Its Vresident-sbarehoder ws So reiUerne
bin for enteranig business guests ar
the corporate taxpayw.and thus we.

* a U.b~. So@ guest register %vs mit-
tained but taxpaer va able to establish
tbat customs wre, enteirtalned at the
president's 2esidence. Mialun er~ e
based In pert an lack of *stantitUM and
In pwt an. fai3;ume to relate saw expeses
to a basiness 74rpOse.' f eXpense of a
hoteL suite mtaiained by tk, taxpayer va
allocate betwen business and nonbusiness
use. Gifts. w football tickets for

onpye' customs me sl~oied in fUl

I95, 1958 - payer carporation is -a lbolesale
a=1 1959 -Supplier vrimly serving ltilities,

* Ctractors, saA lec=l goernts"W. 250
expenses claimed wre for the called vw.
Pose of increaing taxpymrs sales.Ths
expenses uhich Wre related. to businesor
potential business vithlocal. Iporntu
VIUl be dIsallowd as contrary to public
Policy



~WAM XMMYSI OF TAX CASS IN VOLvI,,lm xJ ca orP m MOMM CFJ
TOF 2M OF

BumImss S

Buflng and Resort
sem5ia of wesiamoce
corpozstiow an 1cuzy

LI;NZ m-!-

$21,399

26A78 6,593.

OR PEIOD

1956

1957

~acp~~tnzpqmz' o n Is that
ofbu~tg a usfig F R p tw-Po. -22

tapmr *mks bsirgsUa p.robmm CC cmn-
tt*2a1vg Stock Il a . Q II Imy 21as0.* - _

Tetaxslmzr o3Ad 14b PMin of- mia-
tlulm T e m uldaom Is-to bave& 103c WaLlable tw baluss cuo~cs
go zqurt mesije has failtes for

a OM26e om b.G the lpam11 4co--
venemst p~masiv m bum3.th *f- t
Call== of tba Dowd or th tmzpqwer isthe Vriucipul =am=n for; umntajdz the
rvIesiene wI tiw Iest tf. - an havfiuc*am lupiat tboru faw am
vapouss ad a vortLaw-oC tt expnew a 

3E Mafsct~rsr Yacbrt
ezpaUSes

2 3,495
32,52r

2 3,795
32P527 1i~

A'-

3D-55 waa -,1ts
30-56 Staft acquin ta. %b I= 94 a dae.30-57 it 495A'g gous.4iau~ or h

.9 Y-Mc to F*01020 DIg US- enter-
tlyvarlbas buiness associates, distribators,

su~~~p3±ers,211T etc. viiigtar nvcto.

CASE
30.

35

MOMM
CLADGM AUOM

I



-LIMMJM or~KF WW PYAM t WUMV" 7Wl? 1wuiw M- a W ZA - MEM -a"
CAS

37

wF O T n
-3PE

Oel Ling
o-w an
used car

38 Ship buiding

39 al and gas

Yacht

Yacts

Lodge, and-
bbat
OZPG=*

~ANOMrZ

$ 8,3yg

$292,627
354,258
285,617
2DI.50

$23,219

$ 5,796
12,530
10,270

6,91.6

293,330
247,671
176,046

Ce PBM=

-1955
1956

1958

Corporate -tucpr claIIum -IEO of th
deweclation ad evuesa IMMurd in@plaD & yAcht. L09 eCords -atained
wU not compete. Nay affidavits VM

SUtsd by-cuastomiw tbich stated that
thy vue eaestsan the boat an atm the
receiLed a "Aas Vtc,' whileboard.
The tcqmqlrs president took the bost to
Moarida, each yaer for & Versonal vacationdhich "asted aba 3 mothu. on several
of thse trips tb peident.vs accem-
vanied by aL busiossa associate oa~ sny
Vacation 1102100" associats we enter -taimed. Expenses -wee .a]lovd for portion
deezed -attrjhetsb]& to. baxiness.

1955 Cocrertion cum Seewral achts. Oneof1956 the 7achts waUs vr~iu-lj- r eprizanta
1957 The others vere used Priuarily for enter-1958 'taliMW cUstomrs mo psectLYve customers.

Me iniida:tCXPQMMWmlocated in a
19,73 195-1959-dwa trcty.I fti -2odgean boats we

use toentrtan ivestors from New York19,v37 1 56-959 Ifia taxpaye s u ght to Interest in
development of oil adgae proetis
2 ,10-p also entertafned local. repo
- ntatie. of oil canies '~n drillers

'to encowmW their Waticipatic In
Aeveme mnt of oil =0 S IpoertIes.

Amm



~3ULP ANLr1 ci IA CASEN IW0MI ICONTZTiB P AND XLM~ zxzfz
CASE 2M g
NO. BJSIMS

i.0 cmsfrm-
%Ion af

Pleasure
resort

CL D ALD

77.1,697 * 53,0

Iii ~ozmr Naertma~- *M006T $12,067

C23ab boom*

aR PMOD -SJMIMM OfF ?M

1960 beavy Cs!eisl-o ~tutsqpluies.~ Its auw feder, sae
ISM a eav.M~t~ mets, M oth r r to

and the geneal publiC. The tzee
acMuired a resort estat webhi muaie
and sericed at & c-ost;S qpw1tiUzO,0
pw mr '. MO estate bas fac-i Iities for

afting, boatift --M fisbia. as rpose
of -mum~~n the -estat Au to creste goodllu nug,-b v 'erious pp. ftbf the

~eifca3~used vbM it -is attgeig to
*ugtigteU or m-Axmosftt The dis-slloww -of a portic5-tfV ensc covers

V""e a other ;Ipn"itbums i n
cmctid~wth aw, tapqm'coprti.u

private club boae whioh la!Used. for theea t rtaimt at customer aod oectv
Cutmrs.

SUMLWr AKUZM OF TU CASES IWOLVnM



'M hXA UM Ih IT 1WWI ~19 M]E r - AID .E[ , I I

1.3 NItacti- :.I=ct
6Z5. BUS3

sa42ii

CL fLMM * -U

$1,956 $l,956

195 203wmw &m8aboat ub1ch was =4e

1.8 am m vw a "zsoda estmbISAW 4-3O-

l~ boat ijmxe -~
t~l rm tan -tmvee his.,o

it mm .stuaisd th =M
Pnlff xeamin3y 21v&-o the boat.*
A wtn at tUm oilinm ampnm vow

izma to tan 3inAat

1956 T~vmws WrAct )nM smm tht a
zwjariW. ot the Gou -1 -cat at
vpwt mm to Vetedft I ia m.
Un 7t at -the r act 'p -I AR
w" .o~otM %Wbi the bat mmft
pwt. no_ a-m snwe m am
was 5% at Us qpmtt gam l



SU~RYAULYSS F AXCASS nVOLvInM reIn3CTimN Fl UMTAGEZ= AND RELAM EmjS

TYM OF
BSIESS

TYE OF

a Manufacturer Boat

145 General
contractor

16 Banker

Yacht

Country Club
Entertain-
ment

CLAD=D ALTA

$3,257 $3,257

$3,985 $3,985

$2,145 $2,154

$2,212 $2,212

$3,000 $3,000

TAX IYR

1958

1959

1960

1959

1960

SI OAY O FA

The boat was purchased In 1958 mnd sold
,n 1960. It was used to entertain
'Cstomers an. prSpec,&w C tmer,

nine times in-1958, thirteen times in
.959, aedpix times In 1960. Deuctios

Included eMe=Oe for 60s,. oil a
Sutrtamoet, mud drca~s

TaXPayr's Yacht was used to entertaincustomers on fishing trips. Taxpaye
maintained a log of the trips mde and
the persons on board.

Taxpaye held a debut for his daughter.
Approxinately one-fourth of -the guests badbusiness -u ee with the tpayer.
Deduction ala an as. approxi-
-mt ly 25% of the 100t of, the debut.

17 Manufacturers Yachts,
of Automobile Club
Accessories dues and

related
• .expeneee ,

board con-
'entionst
bunting and
fishing trips,
parties.

$993,565 M991665 1959 Taxpayer corporation da not maintain a
separate trel. and entertanmnt account.
Aditiayacht expanse and airplane
expenses weare also spread smeog aious
accouts Th 2e. o0*n48f exAc 1isalowedws the purchase price of one shame of
stock In a county club. Al other epenses
w allowed blame taxpayer qnftai
detailed reos, fully on m le

ZxpnSes.

SMC=y AnAIYSIS OF TAX



CI~~~5!! Afl W TMGMAUN~~ ~in~~A,wwdM WM A- j1

2D. -~n imo

ii8 pwalaun 2bve to

2P mm

1960JK

111 qmt 6 CC 21 &qs in Baye

sInadle - nis -atIa

to tom Mn as a dehs.
Morn bomome be um *g~qis hi

~~tkLtU.

JAND -

$ 1,1k 10,i&

mpg !ptim 0
sals-
ope t
mim"n.
.000w

rnutj rb%
be3.2. sj
fwshin 40C

2,80B

1,967 16967
I"60 ?aRwsinu iw~ in =L~ado~n ~ s vo as - CPG

autmA~o -i~~t It Is wt

__u paAalerq. 2m.

tim Sa 19W -bft. fmw tv twzty



SMgM AMAZX E= aC OmmIG T a a mm p =E Ava&ADI at

50 Vlaksy

m= (KP
!Eta
TAC mK11 :-,-
21dw .

51 BWAl Of
medi--
zU -m

41I9,Gl. P325

4-3941 4 39

2aX I=
caPlIC A -PA

1959 111;PI 'O~dpajlat1amn~s 80169
Mu pm*., A lo~g =A gusmga

tar va m~al to eb the at A"
t~mbu he zail V'"h urnsiO4 to mtwt1n
oiwtm sadot abba g bruw sm omml-

t1m vftb th bqs s bluess

1960 Sm - wp a mw .fLC Its
intl. 09wait wqps! a~eh

* beamen *be 3iU log Gsul0ed &ame
of soak D -, jmees cn each
tris9 ml their buslaess euoutm to

klm. An3 wae fuy dosu
ana ad wl tips a aa~bea
=% vw. - n fMd..

52 x 4 520472,pw0 JIM5 42 q o~ta puoz.l a s h
1111,60 1951 tD SMUft~ fltIng affi~la of otw

- ,5L ',93 195IeM~ t attzcmmaud"m IMr ,60 15 binaw-@q~vtkf caits. -" Uvftm6
-~~ aty*.oodt

*~~b Msommrn resume me inrbl

-ost vb the -C" ma ay.

0



aSRMiY AmLVMi OF TAX CAB INVO)LV I r M JKM1 F TADBBt ICE
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FORIWOBD

In recent years, the millions of taqpayers vho are not so fortunate

as to have an expense account and vwhsincidentallyp are the bulwark

of our tax system, have been reading and hearing more and more of ex-
U

pense-account abuses. Collected here are excerpts from articles pib-

lished in magazines trade Journals, and nevspaperSp vhich illustrate

the publioe proving concern with this problem.

The portrait presented by these articles is that of a privileged

class vhtch has become knovn as the "expenhe-accolut society" .- a

society made up of .tndividuals iho, because of the liberality of our

tax laws, practically live on expense accounts. According to many of

these commentator there are very fey of the necessities of life, such

as meals and lodging, or even of the luxuries# such is vacations at

fancy resorts, club membershipsa, and cruises, that such taxpayers canest

somehow deduct on tax returns as business expenses. These articles

describe people who can "charge" almost everything to the company; the

type of taxpayer vho, vhen questioned about his return# vould say "I

have no personal life -- all I do is for the company."'

I:.
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EXMlSE ACCOUNTS

The ! yth of the Magio Expense Account# Clarence B. Randall* Dun's Pw$AV

August 19600 pp. 39-4

"Certain it i that entertaining by business in this country is
nov Itself big ,business. ' -Bow ooanies aM morev$.oLy knovn for
their parties tha they a* for, their prodsot. eo .oooasoa tO s.
busimss entertainmet range all the VW frm twp' to, ;orlunh in the
executive dining roos to evral thousand in ttm b#llroom. o* tho big.
hotels with name bans, and orchids flown in frmt avail for the 4wj t

Gone aee the days Vhen a salesman occasionally vined and dind 00.
favorite customer# or perhaps gave a small theater party. Nowadays,
when the deal gets big enough# the ompany yaoho wei&s anchor and ,
moves into position, the compny plane takes off for a duck blind .i
Arkanseep or the best hotel in Moa , thrown ,open itp. doors to, " e aWtant
dealers for a week of continuous cirous.

"The distaff sid# is out in, too, on both sides of the deal. Nov
the ladies love itt With Jet travel what it is, those who were.'gettint
a little tired of White Sulphur may now hope to look In on Capri or
the Riviera*

'$"The unseen partner in all this largesse, of course# the man
who rides, the afterdeok of the company yaoht,* co-pilots the duck
hunters' plane, sits by while the caviar is spooned out and the
crepes surettes are *.szling, the man who spa ts the check at the
nightepot and hands the big bill to the headwaiter* is none other
than Uncle Same Lights would go dim along the Strip 16 Las Vegas
and chorus girls would be unelloyed from New York to Xoo Angeles it
it were not for that great modern invention, the tax deduction.'

"But who are the silent underwriters of this frenetic spending?
You and I, the general taxpayers. It is we who make up to tie U, B
Treasury the revenue loot through expenoe-eaqount deductions.

"This orgiastic abuse of thdeipense accowt as bY'ib mama'
universal, or evern iq a broad sepe, cha qoterittic of our business
comun$.ty. today,. It i*as Ilowver, o uopectac~air mi a 6. arming t~'end-

.participated in by. enough osmpan$O and hdivldu l t,I ti' all tof us
upon caution for the good reputation of business naOn a "wsA,. A

"So far, expense-account, entertaliimoknt is hold 'smewhat i A h66'
by two factors.
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Dun's Review
August 1960

"First of all, the boot companies - thooo who value the good
opinion of thoughtful people - reject it* They behave with dignity
and self-restraint in relationships with their customers.

"Soeondly - and. this t altoether discreditable in some of
those copanies that practice, excessasp the president himself has no
part in it. i. ieJust passes the word'to thegeneral auditor
not to bear down. e. And the dirty work indelegat.d to the
younger men. .

"It 16 disturbizagthat business does not. put its own house In
order whi'" there' In still tmne that it doom not speak out boldly
against e lense.-aocotunt abuses. The Whole purpose of ,a trade assoola-
tice, or of any nationwide industrial organization, Is tO provide a
collectIve voice on matters of mutual concern. The trouble Is that
we use that voice steadily against others# but, seldom turn it inward
toward ourselves. * . ,

. * If we cannot correct these things ourselves# we can

hardly protest if Oovernment steps in to do it foi us.

"But beyond theso moral overtones, and the damage currently being
done to the good name of business in the eyes of the general public
comes a practical question. Do these practices, in tAct, pay off?
There would seem to be serious reason to doubt whether lavish display
and heavy-handed entertaining are really Worth the cost Whether In
the long run they actually sel the merchandises"

e o' on the law of chances, there are-probably as many mon Who.

Will be offended, even insulted, by over-exponditure to Vin their
favors as there are those who will be itpreseds

"'ometiswe the' use' of entertainment and gifts reaches the point

where It, crossos the 1.ne of proper oustmr' relationships Altogether
and becomes comrtotal brilbry.' A set' of o.f Oluba at Christmas to,
the third assistant purchasing agentp or a carton of cigarettes with
a $100, bill tucked inoide, is completely venal. Business purchased by
such means has too precarious a base to be enduring. 0 '0•

6 9 0
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Dunl R review
August 1960

"In the oug, rune the product must .eL. itself It takes -on no

added value from exposure to neon, lighted no Is It likely that its
special -virtues can be explained awe. clearly at two in the mornln
than at two in the, afternoon., If it Is Insufficient in quality or, un-
certain in delivery# no amount of entertaining can long conoeal ,thoe
basic deficiencies. * ,

"Objective students of the current business oe must view .this
phenomenon of the reckless use of expense-account money vith con-
siderable dismay. They would be hard to convince that extravagant
parties make a significant contribution to the nation*. Party or no
party# the ommodity to be sold remains the same# having no greater
utility for the buyer afterwards than before# and no greater profit
potential for the seller. To say those things, however, is sorathing
of a vaste of breath - for those on the lunatic fringa of Industry Ywo
ooiaoit the excesoes are not given to taking serious thought for the
welfare of the economy or for the preservation of the private enter-
prise system in the midet of the great world struggle in which we are
engaged.

*They seldom pause to speculate on what Image f the American
free eoonomy their conduct creates in the minds of men from the new
countries who come to study our way of life. From Pakistan to 8igera ,
from Ecuador to Indonesia, the battle is on between sooialiem and
free enterprise. Which v1I. be the basis for developing untapped
Industrial strength? We are the models upon whom men who wish to
preserve private initiative in their econoxmio base their hopes.

No cannot be too careful in what we teach thom. They imitate

the bad as readily us they do the good, and they may easily attribute
our success to the wrong causes*"

(Reprinted by permi htion from D &rs Review and Modern Industry,
August, 1960. Copyright, 1960, Dun & Bradstreet Publoations Corps)
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Expenso Account Caviarp Lucius Beebe, San Francisco Chronicle,
March 20# 1961, p. 36

"If the Now Administration in Washington WUld like to come by a
program of readjustment which would evoke rousing cheers from all but
a very small segment of the American people, it could hit upon nothing
more felicitous than the often promised but never yet, actually inaugurated
crackdown on executive expense account.

"The expense account society that has been brought into existence
by the past attitude of the Treasury toward this aspect of the national
business structure is not only one that costs the Federal Government a
good. deal of money-.hov much let Sylvia Porter tell you--but is a much
resented affront to a great many people who are themselves unable to
sell It in expensive resorts, restaurants and foreign travel tax free
and out of various corporate pockets on the slim excuse that they are
doing company business, * a

"There are precious fev Americans of private means who oan or will
patronize restaurants where the luncheon tab for the chffs suggestion
can come to $45 for two, but ouch plush premises as the Four Seasons in
Nev York are jammed to the reservation desks with expense account patrons
paying $200 for dinner for five . . .

"This is the aspect of expense account civilization that is most
distasteful to people of ordinary means and prudent ways with money,.
even if they have it in am)le abundance. Probably corporate expense
accounts are the greatest single inflationary agency in the entire
national economy, in addition to which well-upholstered jerks pre-empting
the best of everything in restaurants, theaters, night clubs and
airplanes are a damned poor advertisanant for big business. They make
more enemies among a clana of people naturally sympathetic to corporate
vastness than all the radical agitators anid socialisto put together.

* 0 0

"An abatemnnt of the expense account society could win the
Government wild plaudits from a great imany taxpayers who, by indirection,
are tired of picking Up t'u tab every time uome crumb bum with an
executive title, who couldn't treat a friend to a Coke on his om money,
decides he wants a week in low York vith a suite at the St. Regis and
ringside table at El Morocco every evening.

9,•
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Life at Uncle Samls Expense, The Eoonomistp April 14 1959p pp4.31 34,3

"The maximum tax that an American could be charged by the federal
government on his income this year would be 8T'percent~ but. fev are, so
rich and so ingenuous. as to- be caught: In that top bracket -. Thle
minimum he coul4 p depends les on the actual incwm he receives
than on his deftness in charging items off against the expense. account
allowed him by his employer. (who then deducts It. from the cost of. doing..
business) or in seeking his own loopholes in the tax laws and or4aring
his life so as to take advantage of them. Way people do both. Living
on an expense account Is a recognized technique, loopholes in the lav
are many .

* .The man who dines only at the best restaurants# and takes
his clients to see only the moot popular.-plays mightp were he paying
the full bill himself persuade his wife to cook supper and then take
his guests around the corner to the cinema. But the privilege of
writing these gestures off, either on the company$ s expense account
or from his own taxable income, makes a different man of him. He
becomes a free spender, bigger than life-size, and headwaiters bow,
while the bill Is ultimately delivered to Uncle Sam.

*The effect is felt by more than the individual taxpayer.
Critics charge that the interaction of expense account habits and
income tax rules distorts the price system and weakens the moral
fibre of the country. The evidence offered includes such trends as
the climbing prices of beefsteaks and theatre tickets, the sea-going
convention) and the recently disclosed business interest in ladies
whose telephone numbers can be bought."

. *The annual convention is of course no novelty. For years:
these holiday Jaunts,' masked as educational meetings and therefore
properly chargeable to the costs of doing business, have helped to
support big report hotels with convenient golf courses. Ths year,
however, the Furness Bermuda Line reports that 26 per caht of
its cruise booking in 1959, as compared with 18 percent in 1958,
will be convention business. The growing popularity of holding
conventions at sea is said to be due to the fact that more members
attend educational meetings oh board shtp just because there are no
golf courses attached."

82190 0-42--pt. 1----2
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The Economist i
April 4, 1959

'The Ohio State Univereity-.6ho.ol of Journalism recently
questioned six hundred presidents of big Industrials. Insurance,
commercial and. banking firm on their tax.deduotible- Christmas giving
under promise of anonymity nearly a. quarter of them responded andp
with considerable aorimonyp noun of them described the custom bluntly
as Iblackmailc which they could neither approve nor escape. In their
vorld, such ifts ranked from trinkets to Cadillacs, and on to the
#loan of a yacht, liquored1 fuelled and gfrled,. * * & Thus for there
is no evidence of a concerted move to and even the most flamboyant of
these praoticesj indeed no reliable study exists to tell the whole
story or to clear the reputation of the business firms which keep
free of purple frings."

HIj& on lo Editorial,, The Nations Dec.IT 17,1960# p. 467

"(Business ontertsinwntj no longer gets business, Mr. Auohin-

closs [lavyer-novelist] pointed out, since everyone 'is perfectly
avare that his hoot is passeijn the bill onto Uncle Sam in the form
of a business deduction. e . * 'The vice of the system is not In
its attempted bribery$ said frs Auchincloss "but in the privilege
of a fey to dine and vine uti the expense, of the taxpayer.' He

proposed that Congress disallow the cost of entertainment as a
business expense.

* .The racket has reached such proportions that in scmo cases
it is scarcely necessary for a business executive to earn a salary

- - he can lIvq like a millionaire on his expense account*" . . .

Therets no Business Like Lunch Duaeo William K. Zinaserp Nev York

Tizvan MaGiAMe, March 20, 1960, p. 60

"With expense accounts, many have found they can eat ell - -

and make money at itI

S0 *"W hat the country really needs is more restaurants, ;or

that s where much of the nation's business Is tranoaoted. The

Ibusineso lunch', that lavish exercise in spending the boss's money#

hug fastened such a grip on otu cities that to lunch vlth someono

for pleasure is almost indecent.



Ne York Times Magazine
March 20, 1960 t

* .Many, in fact, rely on these daily banquets to tide them
over the haxb tventyrfour hours By oaref1l' planning, iwek after veek,
a man can literally eat 'himself Into sOlvendy. f 'If* he eaten on the
expense, aao6unt eVery day, he, saves about' $6, Thatis 430 a, wek, 0
*1,500 a year' tax.free-.the equivalent of, several thousand; Gbllars
more in salaryj,'. - ,4' .Of, course, it the man puts Sn an expense accunt
when actually heWntout alone and-had a hot dor,hec anumake $2a. 6,
day.'

"This form of obicaneryin so ommon' that manV a oompanY bookkeeper
has been startled to see that two eloyeesi took the same client to-
different restaurants for lunch the sarn day. Influential ooleimlsts
believe that they are listed on four or five expense accounts every
noon.. . .

Presidents of coqanies, do not, on the whole, eat business lunohes. ,
But In an lower strata, business lunohes are almost routine.,. one'.
elderly ad man, asked how frequently he ate on his or somebody else
expense accounts looked amazed at the naivete of the question. #why* I
havenOt paid for my lunch' he' said, $in thirty-ong yearso"

Expense Acounts, Richard Oehman, Cosmopolitan, March 1957P, Yp.14447

"Today ve live in what has been called the Era of the Expense
Account. Ever since World War 1i1 the expense account has been playing
an increasingly important part in our lives and our economy. o,

"The extent to which the expense account has influenced the
economy in indicated by the fact that multimillion dollar businesses
have been founded and nov exist almost solely by virtue of the expense
account. The increased traffic in restaurants and in liquor, unusual
foods jewelryp flowers, leather goods, books and other luxury items
is directly traceable to the new American habit of blithely charging
off nearly everythina in eight to expenses.

0 0 .
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cosmopolitan
march 1957

"Food, drink and expensive sifts are not~ the only Items that
turn up regularly, on e nee accounts lOome men also feel justified
in putting down upkeep of, their' homes, entertainment in their homes,
clothes for their wives, and services provided for business assoolates--
services such as nnAshing chartered planes or railroad cars
limousines, and chauffeurs, or supplying private secretaries' complete
with typewriters and dictating machines . .

".* *G.0v&5 expense accounts to its salesmen and executives
has three distinct advantages for a. corporation,

"First, It saves money, Most larger companies nov pay a 59
percent corporate tax. When a salesman spends a dollar in attempting
to cajole a customer Into buying the companyls product, it actually
costs the company only forty-eight cents. . .

"Second, it enables the company to reward or remunerate its
emrployees without making then subject to further personal Income taxes . *.

"Third, it enables the company to get more work out of Its employees.
The man who has no expense account works a given number of hours each
dayj his evenings are free. The man who is expected to entertain clients
and prospects usually does it after business hours

* . .

"But the expense account economy does not work exclusively to
the benefit of the large corporation. The small businessman may
benefit from the structure of the tax laws, too. By incorporating
himself, even the man with a modest income can live on a scale
comparable to that of a maharajah. . .and, in general, enjoy himself
at the governmental expense . . .

.Aotually the expense account has created a nov upper
class--a group of men whop while paying themselves relatively small
salaries, actually can live as though thoir incomes equaled those of
oil barons.

U 'Bxpense account spending first reached a peak during World
War ntT says a Pennaylvania manufaoturor, . . .in my opinions It's
helped contribute to inflation, by jacking up prices far out of reason.
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Cosmopolitan
March 1957

. .,Under the expense account econogyp huma behavior io,
sometimes subjected to severe stress, ..

I 'Ive known of 'several cases in which anexpenue account aV -

the office caused trouble in the home, 0 saysxan advertlsi agency4-,
executive. Points out that a young man who takes tolents to the
Colony, Le Pavillon, and other high-priced restaurants for luncha , '.

merrily charging the $35-for two tabs to his company leads a
schizophrenic- existence.,'. . -

*Unless the young mano moral fiber is stronger than most ments -

he is bound to react unfavorably. So ishis Lidfej at, luhoh, mMahi
a cheese sandwich, she cannot be blamed for thinking bitterlybf
her husband at that moment eating pheasant in Twenty-One. She Is
bound to be jealous; she is bound to demand to be taken along on his
expenso account pres, . 0

"The expense account may cause-bther domestic difficulties . , .
the husband and wife may actually find themselves living on a higher
standard than they can afford.

*09

we . .any people who operate on expense accounts augment their
incomes by falsifying. It is not uncommon for a man, signing a
tab in a restaurant where he is known, to put down an amount double
the size of the check and take the remainder of the money for himself 0@

We're Meeting In Siam, Bring the ife, Eugene Do Fleming,
Cosmopolitan, May 1960, p. 60

*Ever see a busikiess meeting on a tropical beach?, Or a million-
dollak contract signed at a cocktail party? Or a salesmn's wife
taking part in company policy? Conventions in exotic places are
the newest travel bonanza, Best of all# the cost is tax-deductible.

"Pay It and' night out during 1960 from the Roosevelt Hotel in
Cedar flapids, Iowa, to the sunbaked villain of the Italian Rivieraj at
millionaire playgrounds in the Caribbean, such as Laurence Rockefellerto
elegant Dorado Beach Hotel; on board luxury cruise ships; and at world-
famed spas like Frenboi Lick. Indiana, whose two golf courses and thiee
pools make thinking.less fatiguing, some sixteen million Americans from
every ralk of, life--saleimen# executiveos horticulturists, railway surgeono--
Vill be discuoing cbpon problema,' wakinfg valuable oontacts, closing
multimillion-dollar deals--and drinking like the ell" was going dry.

0 6 O
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Cosmopolitan

"Ten allio of these travelers are freely associated Joiners
Weho attend over t"enty tbou4sad lpt-togethersa raging frm that of
the Aerican Medical Association to the Concatenated Orer 'of loo4oos
a national lumberman's fraternity. In addition# six allion business-
ws tl hitter and yon -to. sop - corporate wisdom (among other i ng)
at over sixty t ousad ocaq convenb ions. Thes steadfast pursuers
at conolaves spendd wel over a billion dolars on ocnvntion-going:
tr l alone.

"Comation travel, it seens# knows no bounds. . . Delegates
would certainly rather spend a week In Paris than In Chicago, the
reaoning goes. he travel time is only a difference of hours and
Just as taxodeduotible so why not meet there? Bring your ftfe, of
6ourse She'll love t.

An tWmn_ Side of Resource Allocationhe Invisible Hand of TAx- + m mxem Novae 190, pp . 8.0

"The tax treatment of expense accounts is about the most thorny
problm In the income tax. Tit typical situation Uhioh causes so muoh
fmuo imolves a cqanay's salas representative who spends. lay.
ish y in an effort to secure or retain a customer, Caribbean cruises,
theater ti ckts, a season's box at sporting events# expensive gifts,
ar a few exale, For a comspy's executives, there may be country
o3.l meamrs'hs use of the co pany's cars, hunting lodges, perhaps
even A hom -m l at the company's expense.

OJatertainment expenses which show up on the expense account
often Include those incurred on behalf of the eMloyee's wife and the
spouse of the prospective customer. Exciting Journeys with gun and
eamra through what we to be darkest Africa show up on the conpanyls
tax return as sales expenses. The cost of the boos honeymoon has
been k141 n to, appear in the saws way.

"To the extent that these expenses are allowed as Aeduetions
the government - therefore, all of us -. pas the bll for the goods and
service provided for the employee his sales prospects and others
loaded into his expense aount. Those on the receiving end do not
'Iloude the value of these goods and services in their taxable income.

"The cpanyv in other vords, is allowed a'deduction for a+
coat of producing income, but the recipients of these expenditures do
not report them as income* This creates an anomaly. Though what
is cost to one economic entity (in this case the compao) must be
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Challenge
November 1960

Income to some otber (in this case the reolpient), this is not always
so from tho point of view of tie federal income taxi.

"Why not just disalow all such deductions? ,l Ifthis vwr done#
clearly this type of sales promotion would, cost the Oviypany .oon-
siderably more* With the present corporation income tax rate of 52
per cent, every deductible dollar on an expense account costs the
company only 48 cents. Remove the deduction and the cost shoots up
a dollar of expense is then a full dollar of cost.

"Where should. the line be drayn?_ The statute's 'o;d ay a
eeoosaoryl' rule for deductions Is not much help in many oases. What
is ordinary in one line of business is frequently extraordiar 1 .
another. In fact, the courts interpret $ordinary$ to man not
unique in the business coaunity -- rather than oustoary in-Z particular
business, On this baais, it is hard. to conceive ot an expense which
could not qualify an ordinary.

"If 'ordinary' won't do no a criterion for deductibilityp what
about 'necessary$? Necessity 14t6ht seem to be an easier test to
apply. D4t.how should one distiigtiish between thelegitimacy of an
expense and the necenity for it?.

"The Afriaan safari, for example,' had a legitimate buuinos
purpose it did indeed contribute to sales promotion, or no'it'was
ruled. Was it necesaary,"however? Host or us would answer# unhesitatlngly,
that it wasn't. But what kind of objective criteria are we to use in
deciding that the expense of this trip was not as necessary as ,an equal'
expenditure on ooe othar actlVity which produced the sam effect ob
sales?

o "ikecause of those difficoltieo in', applying the vague language
of the Internal fRevenue Code, this kind of sales promotion efort
meets with extremely liberal tak treatment. This situation encourages
the allocation of a greater volume of resources to lavih salds pro iotioa
mothodo than would otherwise occur. moreoverj,'this result vasnot 'on-
templated vhen the Internal Revenue Code was framed.

"The frivolous -- and wall-publicized -- activities for'vhih -tax
deductions are claimed, offends Congressmen and Senators just aS
greatly as novelists and TV scenario writers. Thb apparent disinclifla-
tion to amend the taxr law in this area1 however does not ip1y approval
of its results. It is rather, evidence of the Sifficulties in'mak.iga
change which yill conform with legitimate business requirements*" * * ,
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i11 Just Sip, Those Big-Figure Expense Accounts# Newsweek,
May 20, 1957, pp. 87-92

"While U. S. prosperity rests on a solid, base of production and
sale, its facade is brightened considerably by a hoot of Ideductibles t--
the appurtenances froe first-clans fares to crepos suztte, that many
employes can rarely afford on their own incomes but can enjoy when
traveling on an expense account.

"Hothing on the U. 8. bunincss scene has provoked more elbow
digo and thigh-slapping than the expense account, including racy bits
about traveling salesmen who are among its chief devotees.

*.More people are spending more money on the company cuff
than at any other time, at a rate that would astound lwidndle-oheet t '
artists of a decade ago.

"Some 80 percent of luncheons nerved at top Manhattan restaurants
like '21' Lo Pavilion, and Chnnibord . . .are expensed. On the
Florida Gold Coast, expense accounts are the backbone of the winter
economy. s.Without expense accounts, big yacht basins like
Fort Lauderdalo'u Dahia Kar might be almost deserted.

The Convention--Work, liard PlaX, Business Week, May 16, 1959,pp.176-182

"Last week some 200.memberos and guests of tho Magazine Publishers
Aeon. spent three days luxuriating at The Oreenbrier, posh resort hotel
at white flulphur IJprlncos, W. Va. (pictures).

"What drew tlom was MPAos 4Oth annual spring meeting. -plus the S1f,
tennis, swinunixg, finu food, and secluded luxury that over since the
war have been luring an incrtawing shltre of convontionceoring Amricans
to the resort hotels...

th •TAhe Anmricaa pmncluilit for convuntionn--increaoingly beuring
the more elegant l]bel of coturecce--lis reached its do luxe flovuring
in thoe rural spau that oncu wuru the exclusive domain of iAlthy families
and doiuagaro who ure moving over for th gqo idig number of oxpcnoe-aocont
guests...a
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Bunittio Ieek 1
may 16, 1959 ,

, *,fen the report hotels--safely secluded from the hurly-burly
of the metropolitan area3--got into the convention buoinosn tapy
introduced ja newnote. Tie flotoboyance an4, conv.p'roialiom of, many ot
the older, shows was replaced by a fev days of IwuriQus lvinp spiced j'

with refined business contacts and Idiah-levol formal programs.. Bq4wisS
deals, to be sure, are sonetimes started or even concluded, but such
trafficking is fr'oewed on except In private iriendJ.y conversation.,

"This special type og ovsiort hotel convention iq the elite Cio,.
And the Gatherilns are kept smallish both by the limits of the hotel's
facilities and the fact that they draw mostly from hli&er, bigger-
expense-account echelons of business.

.The lseazine Publishers$ confab at The Ureenbrier last week
was thoroughly typical of the resort hotel convention. The MPA devoted
the first day to comi ttee reports and pressing industry problems. In
te eveningp special coiindttees met.

"For the rest of the time, it was half work, half play..

*The talks--serious, sometimes valuable and interesting--
serve as a psychic payoff for the enjoyment of the other half of the
meeting--the hard play in the afternoon. This conscience factor
helps account for the reimrkably high attendance at formal metings, * *

Visit to the World o F ExPenco AccounL, flussell Lynes, N. Y. Times

magazine, Feb. 24p 1957, P. 17

"The expense account--its wry pleasures, its hangovers, Its
bonanzas and its abuses--has become one of tha'uneasy national Jokes
of our time. 0. #

". ,Since not all of us can sink oil wells and have at benign
Government emile on our profitu and bemoan our loanest we find ways
of charliflg ou' appetite for luxury to Otho comply.,' Mich, in t ,e
final analysis, is charging ib to otr noighboro' tax billum . . ,

"A system of rewards iu obviously eoential to the auccesotful
operation of the capitalist cytum. 11to trouble if it is a trouble,
in that the rwnards that are repreuuntAd by thu priveto use of the
company plane, the company car and thu company shooting lodgo do not
seem like rewards for perforLutllcej they auum to a (roat many People
liko special privilue,, and that, in u vary reel sonse, is what they
are nuiant to look lilto." . . ,
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N. Y. Times Hailazine
Feb. 24 1957

so ,-.the tax structure seems to create one- ethic for certain
business men whose services are greatly in demand by corporations and
another for the rest of use" # o.

"Seen from a'distance* the group portrait of expense-acount
society presents a rather curious picture.. *.To a great many people
It Inevitably looks and iil continue to looks like the society of
ke n.*"

Nxens Account Soandal, U.S. News & World Report Ja. o 196D#

pp. 50-54 (Copyright 1960 an

" "An expwnae-account soandal--1.j billion dollars i size--is
starting nov to get special attention from this aountryTs tax
collectors.

*The scandal grown out of the use of businessexpense accounts to
evade taxes by hiding taxable income. Income that should be taxed,
but is not taxed, is estimated at L.5 billion dollars or more a yearo
Tax loss Is reported to exceed 700 million a year.

"Wiie of the partners in an accounting firm comments8 1I don't
think the Internal Revenue Service is exaggerating the extent of the
expense-account scandal. There isn't any doubt that the total of money
being taken as tax deductions is enormous.0

"Pnony branch offices. A growing practice, tax men say# is for a
small firm to maintain an unused office as a tfrontl in a resort area.
This gives executives an excuse to deduct travel expenses for visits
ostensibly mede to the branch office* Atually, these visits can be 4
cloak for personal vacation trips.

o 0 0 0.
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BUSINESS " 01MT
I

Printers' Ink, Sept. 2, 1960, pp. I#-45

ODurip ior 'are the shaw4. rise In, the rep.aer #orporats.
income t4X ratp ioff for. a time byan exzossprft its tax.. , "
had brought 1 in s#' generoity, largely .at uncle aP$# expense
to ani all-time high.

"NoV a resaton, quiet, but all pprvsotve, 4as set in. In*.
regular t - Iat i still high, and our Treasury still pickaup
most of 'the tab for corporate gts but there is differencece.
change in attitude and practice is really a product of the times. .e

"Two effects have been notices. One is the decision by some
companies that they vifl not permit their employees to accept any,
gifts at a1X or; in some caseop .any gifts of more than nominal val eo
Some businesses have stopped giving gifts to customers, In other
instances, some former gift-givers have replaced their largesse to
individuals with donations to charity in the name of business friends.

"Corporate gift-giving is conducted on a scale estimated to have

grown from $.20 - million in 1950 to almost a billion dollars this
year, with the average coat per gift nov about .$7 o .

"What the corporate gift buyer must do now is try to find a
middle defensibl9 ground between the lush gift that has caused so
much public eyebrov-raising and the gift with so little intrinsic
value that it would utip up more ill vill than good will in the
mind of the recipients." .

Spirits, Oct. 96 Pp. 13, i40

"Over one billion dollars, or about 10 percent of all expenditures
for alcoholic beverages in the United Btates may come out of the
corporate treasury . .

"As for gift buyiigsthe every-men-for-himself land of estluatej,
has to be entered once more. Sale Management, 'the haaasine of marketing,1

vhich surveyed 900 American industrial companies in sprin -smr 190,
about their gift giving proclivities, put it succinctly when it said
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Spirits Oat. 1960

'In the absence of exact reporting, marketers must guesstimate the
national gift-incentive volume. Esquire puts it at $2.5 billion dollars.
(The people over at Fortune set th ienti-re market at $2.2 billion-)
The Business 0ooduil" A aiory Council is more cAutiost the 01 report
oontihued,--1Almost $300 million, not counting liquor and purchases at
retail stores.

* #.the international nes magazine for sales and marketing executives, 9

has stated that tT0da4 corporate gift-giving adds up to a $300-million
industry at Christmas time 't

.. lIndustrial and comerial buying apparently fell off to some
extent primarily because of the $payola$ scandals that rock the
nation.# '

.It is clear that there is a reaction to business entertainment,

if only through a fey voices.

*It is also clear that there is an texpense-account audience' that
helps pay the distiller's bills to the tune of hundreds bf sions
of dollars each year .

The Reporter, Dee. 25, 1958, pp. 20, 21

"Wring a year-long study recently completed by the School
of Journalism at Ohio State University, the presidents of the country's
five hundred largest industries, fifty major merchandisers, fifty
big insurance, companies, and fifty biggest banks were polled. ..

"Nearly a quarter of them replied. They spoke their minds
in the bluntest of blunt language. They used words like $blackmail$ and
#sucker' and #shakedown.$ They told of gifts ranging from trinkets to
Cadillacs to $280,000 in cqsh to 'the loan of a yacht--liquored, fueled,
and girled.9.

. early half of the big industrialists say their companies
give to customers, suppliers, prospects, public' officials, newspaper
people, and others. Yet seven out of ten dontt like the" idea.
(Six of ten flatly disapprove, one out of ten ha" serious misgivings.)
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The leportor .- , 4.

Dec. 25, 1958

*Why this, difference between what companies doadwhat -their,
presidents believe in? Vary simple:. money. Nine out of ten say
they give tfor business benefits or to7imeet competition.' The tenth
gives as a gesture of good will .

,..What is the most expensive gitft--whiah you personally
know about--that any company has given to gan a benefit?'. the ooqmpy
presidents wore askedA1 Examles of their, repliesr,

"_idvestorn applance dealers "A trip to Jamaica."

"Oil z'efip. s $Fifteen shares of stock, oost, 43#500. .

-afeavy-e&LtUirent manufacturers *Caillaa to got shipping oontmaotel

"Ore producer: 'Boat trips and other gifts, $ ,000 to $5,000.o

"Life-insurance wa: "Trip to Europe.

"Ore refiners OFurnace for a brand-new house.#

"Mentioned most often were hi-fis, television sets, automobiles
(with 0aillas far outnumbering other makes), oases of whisky fanoy
luggage, trips, hotel acoommodatione, and lavish enteotainun. .e

Fortune, Editorialnote, Oct. 1939, p. 108

* 0* " *

"And does the business gift really express the spirit of -

Christmas? Since everybody knows it is written off as a business
expense, its qualification as a token of affection or esteem would
seem to be highly dubious. In any case the practice Is a nuisance,
and can turn out to be a source of embarrassment to both sides . .
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Business Record, ov. 1959, pp. 503-508

"Giving Christmas gifts to customers and other business friends
is a practice that most of the 291 manufacturing firms participating
in this month's survey of business, practices strongly oppose in
principle* Typical is the attitude of one construction materials
producer who regards 'the giving of Christmas gifts for business
purposes as a most unhealthy practice, which in its vorst form
borders on bribery, and in its lesser form Is a useless business
expense.

*Even more' outspoken in his disapproval Is one company president
who states that 'the giving of Christmas gifts on the part of business
is becoming a racket, and we shall do everything we can to discourage
tJ~

"To the extent that business gifts $are intended to Izfluence
the placement of an order, they are a source of embarrassment to the
recipient,' according to respondents.

*A small minority of the firms surveyed maintain that there is
nothing inherently wrong with the practice of Christma business gifts

"Mother group of companies, while agreeing with the sentiment
of business Christmas remembrances replies that #our Christmas
greetings to customers are very vell expressed through the medium of
a Christmas card . .

MWhile most responding companion would prefer not to participate
in giving or receiving business Christmas gifts, almost half do send.
out gifts at Christmas time. Considerations of precedence and
competition are most often cited by respondents to explain their
continuation of Christmas giving . .

• O a
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Sales wanoment, Spt. 10, log , .,.

"HoV aoi oo AG pent thiar gft dogut ars

Up to $2. . . 0

$2.01 to $j . 6 . .U0

45.o to 10. .... 62.3
t q, q 0 "0 T.6-$1.lto$,.... ....

$20.01 to $o0. •.• • .5

2 .. o

'When does agift boom a brtbel

T58exeoitives..

too .3#@ respondents set dow a dollar dividing line. Delov
tha, is~,tpisy believe, business gifts rfieb1asw ies

Above it, les eztyopmze and b~riby,

f .Ths 30 specift mounts ,n2 e of sntonsdiavidd lntOs

$'440 28

$1045 18,

$'0l.4 -- 8,

U
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American Lmbermanq Nov. 24, 1958, pp. 690-80

"Cash to contractor's favorite oharity 'is replacing loot to
individual builders. Dealers give new vievi on holiday. gift problem."

"Who kUled Santa Claust

"That is a question that nowe contractors may be asking themselves
next month. More and more dealers say they are letting awfully tired
of the insiduous seasonal shakedown coamwonly known as the Christmasgift. ..' :

"A coast-to-coasa check of dealers by ,Aerican Lumberman
indicates that many dealers are gradually calling a halt to promls-
euous gifts to contractors at the holiday season.

"Adverse dealer comments on gift.giving ranged from $a necessary
evil# and 'parasitic expense' to $vicious cycle, which should be
brought to a stop.'

"Most dealer Admitted tht' they, g& along with, the idea, of gift-
giving siply because it Is expected, Other dealers eal' more
strongly."

"Elimitatlha gifts'to contraotors couldn'tt hurt their businebs -a
bit, several dealers predicted. admitting that once started. Wt-" -
giving is a hard practice to stop."

?touhaaing Maguinei, Dec# 1957, 6- 73, 76, 77 328

o o 75.6 of the PoA.'s [purchasing agonta]jand 76.0% of the
sales managers would $like to see &tft.giving eliminated entirely'#"

. . The fact 1i; gifts aro a waste of money in many caono.
Although half the aalusi managers surveyed said thoy bought gifts
for their customors, Itan than 20% of them bolleved sales and earnings
would be hurt if they lit out the practice. In other words,
over half tho o pnie,, tat ivo gifts to customers don't do It
on an oconotd ic * o oio'F6
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Purchasing Magazine
December 1957

0O

"Just about everyone in sales and purchasing agrees that a really
big gift -- particularly cash . Is, in effect a bribes.

Business Week, Nov. 28, 1959, pp. 161, 162

"This Is the time of year when the question of giving Cbristmas
gifts to business associates often crops up•

"it's always been a ticklish problem, but wade doubly so this year
because of the current scandals concerning 'Payola' and business bribes
in general. For in making a Christmas gift, the question is often
raised whether the gift isn't really made for services rendered or
anticipated.

"That's one reason quite a few business executives donst accept
such presents and a growing nmber of businessman uiily dont give
business Christmas Gifts.'

TJme, Dee 1, 1958, p. 74

"Hardly anyone anywhere celebrates Christmas more impressively
-- or does retailers more stood - than the U. S. businesawn.. * s
The list has grown so long that today the Santas-in-pinstripes spend
something lie $1 billion on yuetide cheer: $300 million for
liquor, the rest for a stockingful of loot ranging from $2.50 puddings
to $2,500 pianos. The giving is not necessarily due to an excess of
Christmias spirit businessmen slMly think that they must* o * o
'Giving business Christmas presents is 11km drinking at lunah. Nobody
wants to, but everyone scared not to.' Now at last, the tide i •
turning. The aweoany Chriatmas present, like the office party, Is on
its way down."

"Companies have found that the present produces some king-shed
headaches. . . # soa cotmanie spend $100,000 or more on gifts alone
each Christmas."

82190-0--02--pt. 1-28
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OTHER REFr-'RE1ICE8

EXPENSE ACCOUNTS

Administration of Executive Exipense AccountaA Studies in Business Policy.
Conference Board Ieporto No* 96.

Business Groupt Take to the Seas. Now York Times, March 12, 1961,
Finance Section*

Company Ohristmos Parties: What SIrvoys Show. Dun's Revie, 70:6, 85,
December, 1957a

Eniployeos are on Their Own in Reporting to I.R.S. eot C ompanie.s By.

Business ".enk, p. 77, February 0, 1950.

ExPenso Accounts. The Nation, January 21, 1961, p. 43 (an editorial).

Expense Accounts: the Crackdown and What to Look for. Newsweek 57s64-6,
January 9, 19

Expanse Account Praotices. Harvard Business Review, 38: 6--7, March -
April, 1960.

Expense Account Society. Time, 7658.-9, August 29,'1960.

Exp.ne Account Trouble. Time, 70:101, November 18, 1957.

Few Companies fave Cut-and )ried Rules on What 'Can'be put on an Expense
Account. Business Weeko August 27, 1960.

Government Probing Business Deductions. Nationse Business, I8t14#,4

..ept.. mber 1960.

Industry Tigtens Up on Executive Expense Accounts. Duns Revlews 72840-
S October, 1950.

New Accountif of Expense Accounts. Now York Times Magazine, 1$. 481,

April 20, 19U

New Look in Business Entertaining* Management Roviewp 46t 4-8, May, 1959.

Personal Duolleso Busiles Week, p. 85-6, January 9, 1960.

Sales Executivus Clm. Sales Manoement, Of 101 - 2 A# May 6, 1960.

To Whom it Ny concerns Tax Mcmo on .:xp*nsjoAont Re ortin.
PotrolutunEnginoering, 3: WAZO-2.2 o 0, November .. 1960.

Watch your xponso Account * llarvrd lusinoao floviw, 36: 1,10.-6.
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Ethical Payolas The Nation, 192t1* JanuarY 7,'4963.a

eifta, Presents and Craft. Amrioa, o100 363-4, Dcer 20, 1958.

Executives Express Misgivings on Christma livings. Conference Board
Business R~ecord# pp. 560, 565, December 1957.

Gifts to Oil Mon Boingt Soft.,edaled. Oil nd Gas Journal, 58:50-1,
Auut 22p 1960. pedaled#

The "Ordinary" 1125 Billion Markets Fortune, 601 132-13%,
September, 1959.

The P*Ao,g the Vendor & Santa Claus. Piwhasing, I15, p. 83, November

1956.

no: Those Business Gifts. Rotarian, 931 6"7, December 1958.

Special BuoinOs Gifts Inite. Sulos Managementq September 10, 1957,
79:7-D

Bpooial Business Gifts Inoue. Saleoweek, September 5, 1960.

When Business Pleys Santa Clauo Dun's Reviewp "JO(:15 j December 1957.
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ELEIDI VI

GAN ON BALE OF DROXABL RM ESTAN

As Excemaive Tax Allovances on Depnoiabe Real etate a RecomenCed
ResmIal Action

S. Ewqiles of Cases In thich Real Notate vas Sold after Depreciation
Allow aes had Substantially Exeeded Aotual Deli e In Value

a. ampe of Relationship Beeen Deproation and Nontaxable Cash
Flow In a Typical Projeotion

D. Analysis of RealN tate Corporation Prospectuses

N. Projection of Cash Flov and Taxable Inoees Ib noorporate aIl
Estate Oyndicates Based on Actual Prosmpetuses
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E2WM~T VI

GAIN ON SAE OF DEPRECIABLE R ETATB

A. Excessive Tax Allovances on Depreciable Real Estate and Recomended
Remedial Action

The allovunce of excessive depreciation deductions for real estate
is a defect In the existing tax law vitch results, on disposition of
the propertV, in an overstatement of gains. Under existing lav, a tax-
payer deducts depreciation from ordinary income. but pays tax upon gain
from sale of the property at capital gains rates. In those cases In
vhich the allowances for depreciation exceed the actual decline in
economic value of the property, the tayer is permittedp, in effect
to convert ordinary income into capital gain. This advantage Is
compounded by the fact that the acquisition of real estate is usually
financed by a mortgage on the property, and depreciation deductions
are allowed on an amount equivalent to the indebtedness as vell as
the taxpayer's equity investment. 'hese large depreciation deductions
permit the tax-free amortization of the mortgage to vhioh the property
is subject. They also permit a substantial tax-free cash return on
the investment and frequently they enable the taxpMer to shove a loss
from year to year vhich he may offset against other ordinary income
vhich yould otherwise be subject to tax at the taxpayer's top marginal
tax rate. To deal vith this situation the President recommended that
capital gains treatment be vithdrawn from gins on the disposition
of depreciable real propertor to the extent of prior depreciation
alloances.

Straight-line Depreciation more Appropriate for Real Estate

As an alternative to resting entirely on ftul recapture at time
of sale of the excessive depreciation vhich is almost invariably
present in the case of sales of real estatep it is recommended that
there be at least a limited recapture, as described belov and that
depreciation, wiLth respect to depreciable real property hereafter
acquired be limited to an amount not In excess of the depreciation
allowed under the straight-line method. Experience has demonstrated
that the accelerated methods of depreciation being applied to real
estate produee, in general, unrealistically high deductions.

Restriction of real estate depreciation to the straight-line
method of depreciation is supported by (1) the realities of real
estate finance and the views of the real estate investing public
as to actual economic depreciation suffered and (2) technological
and economic distinctions between depreciation of machinery and real
property*
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1. he realities of real estate finance

Evidence that the accelerated methods of depreciation are unrealistic
as applied to real estate is found (a) in the great disparity between the
rate of depreciation under the accelerated method and the rate of amorti-
zation of real estate mortgages typically required by lenders of money,
and (b) in the fact that hundreds of millions of dollars are annually
invested in real estate securities on the basis of projections shoving
negligible or extremely small net income for tax purposes. In this
connection see the taxable income projections in the prospectuses of
eleven real estate corporations in Part D of this exhibit, and the
projections in prospectuses of several real estate syndicates in
Part E. The role of depreciation in real estate investment today Is
illustrated by the following example, based on figures cited in 1955
by Miles L. Colean, a real estate expert and investment consultant,
in articles explaining the tax saving potentialities of the accelerated
depreciation method. /
Exampe

A builder buys for $100,000 a site on which he constructs a build-
ing at a cost of $900,000. The building produces gross earnings of
$150,000 a year and a net income of $82,500 after all operating ex-
penses but before depreciation and mortgage interest.

The investment is financed with an $00,000 mortgage at 4-l/2 per.
cent interest and amortized over 30 years. The builder's own investment
is therefore $200,000.

The mortgage interest payments over the first five years vould
be p72,5001 the mortgage amortization in the same period vould amountto 47o, o.

The double-deolining balance method of depreciation based on a
lb-year life or 5-percent rate would provide income tax deductions
totaling $203P600 over the first five years. Straight-line deprecia-
tion would provide $112,500 deductions.

Rues Le Clean 3 series of aRtiles titled "Realities of T o's
Real Estate Inves ment.," particularly Part II "The Role of Depreciation,"
Architectural Form, April 1955.
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Results of the investment over a five-year period under double-'
declining balance and straight-line depreciation are compared belov.

: Dudble eclinin : Straight
I balance I line

I. Operating income before interest
and depreciation $412,500 $112,.500

2. Less mortgage interest 172,0 l72,W-0
3. Wet-income before depreciation 24000
4. Less: depreciation 2 6 0
5. Table income 3,0 2P0
6. Mortgage amortization 70,900 70,900
7. Available for tax-free dividend 132,700

(item .minus item 6)

These figures, designed to show the attractiveness of a good
"deal" for the real estate investor, demonstrate the implausibility of
the accelerated depreciation as a realistic measure of loss of economic
values in this situation.

In the first place, it implies that the value of the property,
originally 200,00 in excess of the mortgage loan, vould in the first
five years decrease by nearly three times as much as the unamortized
loan principal. Similarly, as is shown in the following table, it
implies that the value of the improvement alone, originally $100,000
in excess of the loan, would shrink to $32,700 below the unamortized
loan, and that the over-all margin of security by which the collateral
exceeded the outstanding loan would be reduced by two-thirds.

tNet book : 95namortzed : Excess of bok value

t value : loan t over outstanding loan

Xear 1I

Building and land 1,000,#000 2000000uildin only € *oo, oo¢o,ooo(a.)

Deduct: 5-year
depreciation and
loan amortization -203.00 -132,7)

After 5 years
Building 696,400 - 7 .
Building and land 796,400 729,100 .67s300 (9.2)
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Use of doube-declining balance depreciation in this situation
;mlies that the net income before tax on a $200,000 equity invest-
xent in an essentially attractive deal is, roujohy, 18.2 percent
for all five years.as a whole (36,100 + $200,000) or about 3.6 per-
cent annually. On the straight-line depreciation method the five-
year rate of return is 63.8 percent or 12.9 percent annually, which
is a vach more realistic rate of return to expect on equity invest-
ment before income tax.

These computations assume that none of the investor's initial
equity is withdrawn. Since, however the funds available, in addi-
tion to taxable income, after payment of all operating oxpensos$
interest and, amortization, were withdrawn as a tax-free return of the
original equity investment) by the end of the sixth year the taxaer's
remaining investment in the property is less than $O,000. In other
words, by the end of the sixth year more than three quarters of his
original investment has been returned to him. At this point the tax-
able income of approximately $15,000 represents a rate of return of
about 30 percent per year on his remaining investment.

The double-declining balance depreciation in this case amounted
to 2.9 times the mortgage amortization over the first five years in
spite of the fact that the depreciable life usedI was one-third longer
than the term of the mortgage and the original loan was almost 90
percent of the original depreciable basis. Even straight-line deprecia-
tion would have been 60 percent higher than the loan amortization
requirements.

The depreciation allowances projected in the kind of deals illus-
trated here are not regarded by real estate experts as a realistic
cost reflecting capital usage and obsolescence. The allowances are
regarded as a source of tax-free dividends or cash flov whereby the
property may be milked prior to its resale to re-establish a basis
in line vith its true value. Actual depreciation is substantially
less than these allowances. As was stated by Mr. Mark H. Johnson,
a recognized authority on Federal taxation and author of standard
vorks on the subject in testifying at the hearings before the Ways
and Means Committee on the President's 1961 Tax Recommendations

(Volume 2 at page 1217, "* * * it seems to be accepted in the real
estate industry that depreciation is measured by mortgage amortiza-
tion -- the amount that you have to pay off on the mortgage., by and
large, is considered about equivalent tO current wastage of asset."

2. Technological and other distinctions between buildings and
productive equipment

Buildings, like other depreciable assets, are subject to vear,
tear, decay, and deterioration which ultimately result in retirement
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after a period of years. The process is much slover, however, in the
case of a vell-constructed and adequately maintained building tha
it is in the case of machinery and equipment. Moreover, it can be
substantially compensated for by periodic repair# renewal, and replace..
mert of particular parts.

Obsolescence may affect buildings as it does equipment. Experience
demonstrates, however# that obsolescence of good buildings is conqxra..
tively slow and has not increased in recent decades in the same way as
obsolescence of equipment. For a building, any hazard of obsolescence
due to change in neighborhood is thoroughly predictable for the early
years after construction or acquisition. The rapid technological
changes in electronics, automation, and production machinery do not
equally affect real estate. The components of a building which may be
affected (heat ing air conditioning, lighting# electrical conduits,
elevators, etc.) mnay be renewed or replaced without the building
becoming obsolete. As long as production. commercial activity or
residential needs require enclosed space, a sound building is not
likely to become rapidly obsolete.

Moreover, there is no indication that a building suffers rapid
fall-off of value in the early years of its existence. The contrary
appears to be true. The value of a building tends to be sustained
and may even rise during its early years, as tenancy and reputation
become established, initial technical defects are eliminated and smooth
operating conditions are developed. Some real estate experts believe
that in view of the remaining value of a building from year to year
and the generally accepted timing of mortgage amortization. the annuity
or sinking fund method of depreciation, with low depreciation in the
early years and increasing depreciation in later years, would be
appropriate for real estate. According to this viev even the stra4ftt-
line method provides too rapid a write-off for real estate investments.

It is clear that there is no recognized pattern of loss of the
value of buildings which corresponds to patterns established for cer-
tain machinery and automotive items that would justify the accelerated
depreciation methods for buildings. As real estate promoters have
pointed out, actual depreciation is of. relatively little consequence
for the real estate investor who plans to resell and reinvest in a
never promotion within a few years. Yet this is the Investor who
benefits most from the accelerated methods.

When the Congress originally adopted the faster depreciation
methods in 1954.. no distinction was drawn between tangible personal
property and realty, although the general tenor of the Conmittee
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reports strongly suggests primary concern with depreciation policies on
machinery and equipment to assist industrial modernization and to aid
small businessmen and farmers who are dependent on earnings and short-'
term loans for expansion. It was emhasized that the objective was
to provide a realistic timing pattern, not an unsound or distorted
rate of write-off. In explaining the reasons for the denial of the
new methods to used assets in particular it was indicated that the
Conmrittes were adverse to use of the new methods in ways which might
artificially encourage transfers and exchanges of partially depreciated
assets motivated only by tax considerations.

The Senate amendments in 1954 to permit +he switch from double-
declining balance vo the straight-line method and use of the sum-of-the.
years digits method reflected concern that full recovery of costs over
the life of the asset should be assured, after allowing for realistic
salvage. The amendments were designed to meet the requirements of the
taxper who buys an asset to use over its full service life, not one
who would skim off the cream of the liberalized depreciation in the
early years and then pass the asset on to another taxpayer who would.
re-establish its basis in line with its actual value and depreciate
it all over again.

The legislative history indicates that the intent of the Congress
was to afford a more realistic timing of depreciation with proper
recognition of early obsolescence, primarily in the machinery and
equipment fields, and to adjust the timing for writing off capital
costs of businesses vhich genuinely used up their assets in their
operations.

There is considerable turnover of some types of equipment. The
mobility and relatively low transfer costs for automobiles and trucks
make resale transactions readily feasible for this type of equipment.
On. the other hand, the fact that such assets are acquired and disposed
of on a group or mass basis, establishing regular patterns of business
policy, permits checking unintended abuse of the fast depreciation
methods in their case.

Real estate is readily transferable without excessive costs in a
way that factory production line machinery and equipment are not.
Real estate has a broader market than most specialized equipment and
transfer costs are limited to legal fees and brokerage. Moreover, a
real estate transaction typically involves a specific property with
some distinct characteristics, so that checks on excessive deprecia-
tion in relation to consistent resale practices cannot readily 1e
applied administratively.
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Although the 150 percent declining-balance method of depreciation
was permitted with respect to used ;eal estate under the l939, Code by
a ruling issued in 1946, its use -as very limited. With the adoption
of the accelerated methods in 1954 attention was focused upon the
possibilities of generating "cash flow" in the early years of depreciat-
ing an asset under an accelerated method. Since that time increasing
numbers of real estate offerings# public and private, have been made
in vhich heavy emphasis has been given to the special advantages of
the favorable tax depreciation rules. While these offerings were
originally limited primarily to the real estate syndicate, more
recently they have been made by real estate corporations and since
1960 by real estate investment trusts. A recent survey of some of
these transactions shovs that for 1959, 1960, and 196 there were
25 offerings registered with the Securities and Exchange Conmission
by so-called "cash-flow" companies involving over $300 million. In
Nev York alone, over $1 billion of real estate securities were offered
in 1961.

Modified Rlecapture Provisions

In addition to the foregoing proposal to make the accelerated
methods of depreciation inapplicable to real property, it is reccm-
mended that gain on the sale of real property be treated as ordinary
income to the extent of depreciation for taxable'years beginning after
December 31, 1961, such ordinary income treatment to be subject to a
sliding scale cutoff as follows: In the case of real property held
for six years or less at time of disposition, gain would be ordinary
income to the extent of 100 percent of such depreciation. In the case
of real property held for more than six years prior to disposition,
the percentage of such depreciation which would be treated as ordinary
income would be reduced by one percentage point for each month the
property has been held in addition to six years Teus after 14-1/3
years, none of the gain would be treated as ordinary income.

Such a limited recapture wil help with enforcement in three
difficult areas involving real estate by reducing the significance
of errors in: (1) the determination of useful life; (2) the deter-
mination of whether repairs should be currently deducted or capital-
ized; and (3) the determination or allocation of purchase price
between land which is nondepreciable and the improvements thereon.
Since examination of cases involving sales of real estate in recent
year reveals many instances in vhich straight-line depreciation has
been in excess of the actual decline in value and the straight-line
method can be and has been used to generate nontaxable cash flow in
the early years after acquisitionp a limited recapture will help to
limit the use of the depreciation deduction to convert ordinary
income into capital gain. without being subject to the same criticisms
that apply to unlimited recapture.
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On the other hand, it is clear from examination of current real
estate practices that a limited recapture, duch as in recommended "'
here, without the removal of the accelerated depreciation methods for
real estate, will not eliminate the present abuse of the accelerated
methods in the real estate area. The effect of a limited recapture
without removal of accelerated depreciation would be to cause those
investors who now plan to sell after seven or eight years to defer
the sale until most of the gain is no longer subject to recapture.
The tax benefits of holding property for 15 years are readily apparent
when it is considered that at that point a property with 30 years
of useful life has been 64.5 percent depreciated under the double-
declining balance method, whereas such property would have been only
50 percent depreciated under the straight-line method. Without the
removal of the accelerated methods of depreciation for real estate,
a full recapture as proposed last year would be necessary.

B. Examples of Cases in which Real Estate was Sold after Depreciation
Allowances had Substanti Exceeded Actual Decline in Value

Examples of a few of the many cases which have come to the atten-
tion of the Internal Revenue Service in which depreciation allowances
with respect to real property have exceeded the Actual decline in
economic value, followed by sale in which gain reflecting such exces-
sive depreciation is realized, follow.

EMle 1

Hotel

In 1953, Corporation A acquired a hotel at a cost slightly in
excess of $13 million of which approximately $2 million was attributable
to land. After three years, the property was sold for $20 million, for
a profit of $9,500,000, a substantial portion of which was attributable
to the building. During the three-year period, the taxpayer had taken
a little over $2,700,000 in depreciation allowances. Thus, almost
$3 million of the gain on the sale of this property is represented by
depreciation deductions which had been taken against ordinary income.

Exmle 2

Store and Office Building

In 1953, Corporation A acquired, a piece of real estate with a
store and office building thereon at a cost slightly in excess of
$1 million. Over one-half of the cost was allocable to the land.
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After deducting a total of a little over $174#000 depreciation, the
property was sold in 1959 for $1,1501000 for a profit of $219,000.
All of the gain attributable to the depreciable portion of the
property, approximately $100,000, is represented by excessive
dcpreciation deductions.

Office Buildina

In 1953, Partnership A acquired an office building for approxi-
mately $925,000, took as deductions for depreciation $192,000# and
sold the property in 1958 for approximately $973,000. Approximately
one-third of the cost was allocated to the land. All of the gain
attributable to the depreciable portion of the property, approxi-
mately $140,000, is represented by excessive depreciation deductions.

Example 4

Hotel

In 1955, Corporation A acquired a hotel on leased land for
$1, 965,000. After claiming depreciation in the amount of $197,000#
the hotel was sold in 1956 at a gain of about $1;390,000. Since
Corporation A realized such a large gain it is clear that the
entire first years depreciation of approximately $197,000 was in
excess of the actual decline in value.

Example 5

Shopping Center

In 1956, Corporation A acquired a shopping center at a cost
of about $2,200,000, of which amount slightly under one-half was
allocable to depreciable buildings. After claiming a total of
about $150,000 for depreciation, a capital gain of $324,000 was
realized in 1959 upon sale of +he property. She portion of the

in allocable to the depreciable portion of the property, about
4.000t reflected depreciation allowances in excess of the actual

decline in economic value of the depreciable improvements.

Example 6

Hotel

In 1955, Corporation A realized a gain of approximately
$3,500,000 on the sale of the hotel costing approximately $8,750,000,
and with respect to which prior depreciation had been claimed in the
sum of about $4)850,000. A substantial portion of the gain of
$3,500,000 was allocable to the depreciable real estate and reflected
depreciation allowances in excess of actual decline in economic value
of the hotel.
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Egle 7

Hotel

In December 1952, Corporation A acquired a hotel on leased land
for 4800,5OO. After claiming depreciation in the amount of $405,500,
the hotel vas sold in 1959 at a gain of about $172,000. The entire
gain of $172,000 reflected depreciation allowances in excess of
actual decline in economic value of the hotel.

Exmpe 8

Hotel

In 1953, Corporation A realized a gain of approximately $5,400,000
on the sale of a real estate and hotel thereon costing approximately
$22,000,000, and with respect to which prior depreciation had been
claimed in the sum of about $12,600,000. A substantial portion of the
gain of $5,)400,000 was allocable to the hotel and such amount re-
flected depreciation allowances in excess of actual decline in
economic value Of the hotel.

MEple 9

Apartment and Office Building

In September, 19147, the taxpayer acquired an apartment and office
building for $137,000 of which $107,000 was allocated to the building.
The estimated useful life of the building was 25 years. After taking
depreciation deductions amounting to $041,000 under the straight-line
method, the taxpayer sold the property in 1958 for $150,000 of which
an estimated $115,000, a sum exceeding its costp was allocable to the
building. The entire $44,000 of depreciation deductions was thus
recovered as a part of the capital gain on sale of the property. If
an accelerated method of depreciation had been used, -he excessive
depreciation deductions recovered at capital gains rates would have
been considerably greater.

Example 10

Office Building

In'1950, Corporation A acquired .an office building at a cost of
'$5,300,00 of which approximately $1,000,000 was allocated to the
land. In 1960, after taking $2,300,000 in depreciation deductions on
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the straight-line method, Corporation A sold the property, for aproxi-
mately *6,250,000, of which approximately $1,500*1000 was allocable to
the land. Of the total gain of approximately $300 0000, about
$500,000 of the capital gain was allocable to the land, iich indi-
cates that the entire $2,300,000 depreciation deductions from ordinary
income were recovered at capital gain rates. If accelerated deprecia-
tion had been used, the income converted to capital gains would have
been considerably greater.

Commercial Propertk

in 1948, Corporation A acquired a commercial property for approxi-
matelY $35,000, of which approximately $28,000 was allocated to the
building. Corporation A estimated the useful life of the building as
33-1/3 years, and took deductions for straight-line depreciation which
amounted to $9,500 by 1960. In 1960, Corporation A sold the property
for approximately $35,000, of which approximately $27,500 was allocable
to the building, thus recovering almost the full original cost of the
depreciable property. Of the $9,500 capital gain realized from the
sale, $9,000 represented excessive depreciation deductions from ordinary
income hich had been taken under the straight-line method over the
12-year holding period of the property., f an accelerated method of
depreciation had been used, the ordinary income thus deferred and con-
verted to capital gain would have been considerably greater.

0. Example of Relationship Between Depreciation and Nontaxable Cash
Flow in a Taical Projection

The following table is taken from the prospectus of a typical
recent public offering of interests in a new office building.
Although the estimated wful life of the building is 33-1/3 years,
by the use of accelerated depreciation under the 200 percent declining
balance method it is projected that 42.7 percent of the cost of the
building will be written off against ordinary income for tax purposes
in the first nine years of its useful life, as Opposed to 27 percent
allowable under the straight-line method.

0n the firat year, only 41. percent of the cash kf6v to the
investor is taxable income; 95.9 percent is tax free cash equivalent
to the depreciation deductions taken in that year. The depreciation
deductions would decline in subsequent years, and the percentage of
cash flow which represents taxable income would reach 93.6 percent in
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the ninth year, and 102.9 percent in the tenth year. The entire cash
return for the first nine years would include 50.6 percent non-taxable
cash flow resulting from depreciation deductions.

The following table shows the return to a purchaser of one $2,600
share in the property. In nine years the investor vill have received
*2,032 in cash and vill also have increased his equity in the property
by ,238 through amortization of the mortgage. Of this total return
of $3,270 only $,,004 will have been subject to income tax, while
$2,166 wili be treated as a return of capital as a result of the
depreciation deductions.

The prospectus states that the principal tenant of the building
has an option to purchase the land and building after nine years and
three months for a price approximately 20 percent above original cost.
As the prospectus points out, "the gain upon such sale would be taxed
at capital gain rates."

If the projected sale occurs after nine years and three months,
as seems to be anticipated by the prospectus, it is clear that the
investor will have suffered no actual economic depreciation in his
investment. Yet under present law, he would be permitted to pay a
capital gains tax on his recapture of the $2,166 of depreciation taken
as a deduction from ordinary income in earlier years, as well as upon
the remainder of the gain. This is another illustration which clearly
indicates that the double-declining balance method overstates depre-
ciation in the early years for typical real estate investment.
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TAX TEADMIT OF CASH DISMhtTANM TO EACH HOLDE

(1)

Not
Distributable

Year Cash

204.50

228,50

228.50

228.50

228.50

228.50

228.50

228.50

228.50

(2)

Increase in
Eq ity by

Amortization

108.31

121.41

128.54

136.09

1414.0

152.55

161.52

171.01

(3) (4)
Total of Net

Distributable
Cash Plus

Increases in Le~s
E uity Depreciation

(dollars)

312.81 304.44

343.17 286.17

349.91 269.00

357.04 252.86

364.59 237.69

372.59 223.43

381.05 210.02

390.02 197.02

399. 51 185.58

(5)

Net
Taxable
Income

8.37

57.00

80.91

104.18

126.90

149.16

171.03

192.60

213.93

Taxable Income As
Percentage of Net

Distributable Cash

14.1

24.9

35.4

45.6

55.5

65.3

74.8

89.3

93.6

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury

82100 0-62-pt. 1- 24
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'D. ANALW3IS OF RAL ESTATE CORPORATION PROSPECTUSES a

Net Cash Return: Inorease in 1,uity: Net Profit : Depreciation and
Available For : Through Principal : (or Loss) : Amortization of
Distribution to: Payments on : For Income Tax: Buildings and
Stockholders : Indebtedness : Purposes Leaseholds

(douas)

1. New York
Equities, Ino. 468,5oo (141,000) ( 88,500) 658,ooo

2. Tenney
Corporation 1,579,000 372,000 ( 17,000) ,645,000

3. Basic Properties,
In.. 7o,746 33o201 3,0) 1,094817

4. Ka arq Consolidated
corporation 27,451 597,526 (131,035) 993,000

5. Kratter
Corporationb 1,500,000 9,000,00 (1,762,272) 14, 049, 671

6. olickuna
Corporation 4,094,804 924,870 235,950 ' 4.,873,353

7. FuttermanCorporation 2443,000 851,000 266 000 d  2,95000

8. First Republic
Corporation of
America 1,368,800 434,100 96,200 i,874,800

9. Real Properties
Corporation of
America 636,710 337,090 (138,379) 1,100,750

10. Transcontinental
Investing
Corporation 2,447,400 1,032,600 (1,042,800) 4, 522800

11, H.R. Weissberg
Corporation lo089393 478,725 ( 2,413) 1, 598,833

Total 26,67218b 14,217,112 916,425 35,366,024

a The prospectuses of the respective corporations were dated as follows: 1,.-l0/31/61;
2.-9114/60; 3.-9/28/61; 4.-9/1/61; 5.-9/27/61; 6.-8/3/61; 7.-6/18/61; 8.-5/16/61;
9.-10/16/61; 10.-1/13/61; and 1.#-//61. The figures were taken from pro-forms

b anual statements.
bIlures are for 27 months actual operation.

0 Including profit of (approximately) $4 million on sale of a hotel in July 1961, as to.

which the prospeettus states at page 57, Note C: "Ib federal income taxes are payable
for the period of seven months ended July 31, 1961 because of the application of
carrover losses of prior years and the use of the installment method of reporting
a gain from the sale of a property during the seven month period."

d Before net operating loss carryforvard and another tax adjustment.

Office 6f the Secretary of the Treasury
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The above analysis is derived from prospectuses issued in
connection with recent public stock offerings by eleven largo real
estate corporations of the "cash flow" type. Seven of the eleven
corporations project losses for income tax purposes. The eleven
corporations as a whole will have available $26,672,000 in cash
for distribution, yet their income for tax purposes will be only
3.5 percent of that amount, or $936,000. In addition, these corpora-
tions will increase their equities in properties by making mortgage
amortization payments of $11,217,000. Their $936,000 taxable income
will be only 2.2 percent of the $40,890,000 total of their cash
available for distribution plus their mortgage amortization payments.
The reason why these companies can provide a cash flow which is 96.5
percent tax-free and also make substantial principal payments on
mortgages lies in their tremendous depreciation deductionsophich
will amount to $35,366,000.

E. Projections of Cash Flow and Taxable Income by Noncorrate
Real Estate Syndicates Based on Actual Prospectuses

Unit of investment
Annual cash flow
Percentage - cash flow
Taxable income exceeds

Examle 1

Apartment Building

to investment
cash flow in 8th year.

: Cash flow : Amount constituting : Percent not
Year : to : ordinary loss : reportable as

: investor : income deduction : ordinary income

1 $550 $119 100*
2 550 45 i00 *
3 550 $60 89

550 129 76.5
5 ' 550 162 70.5

550 527 4.3
550 754 37 'I*"

* Plus loss deduction equal to 21.6 percent of cash floW,
* Plus loss deduction equal to 8.2 percent of cash flow.

t4* Minus amounts indicate taxable income in excess of cash distribution.

367

$,000
550
11%
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Unit of investment
Annual cash flow

Percentage - cash flow

to investment

Taxable income exceeds cash

$5,000
Varies from *500 in early years to $773
in 13th full year

lt full year 10.0%
13th full year 15.5%
flow after 14th year.

Cash flow : Amou nonsti ine : Percent not
Year : to ordinary loss : reportable as

investor : income deduction : ordinary Income

l (6 mos.) $25o 89 100*
2 500 123 100
3 500 27 l0-.*

o500 62 88
5 506 147 71
10 596 501 16
11 731 559 24
14 773 685 11

• Plus loss deduction equal to 36 percent of cash flow.
Plus loss deduction equal to 25 percent of cash flow.

.Plus lose deduction equal to 5 percent of cash flow.

Example 3

Hotel

Unit of investment $50,000
Annual cash flow 6000
Percentage - cash flow to investment 14
Taxable income exceeds cash flow in 10th year.

Cash flow : Amount constituting • Percent not
Year • to : ordinary loss : reportable as

: investor " income deduction : ordinary income

1 $5,300 $ 929 82
2 6,000 .1,643 73

10 6,000 6,000 + Taxable income will
exceed cash flow

REVENUE ACT OF 1062

Example 2

Industrial Park and Buildings



Unit of investment
Annual cash flow
Percentage - cash flow
Taxable income exceeds
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Exngple Z4

Office Builin

45,000
500

to investment 10%
cash flow in 15th year.

t Cash flow : AEZU-t constituting Prcent not
Year : to t ordinary loss a reportable as

investor : income deduction : ordinary income

1o 4 100
2 500 .31 100
3 500 4 25
4 500 79
5 500 133 73

15 500 500 + able Income will
exceed cash flov

Plus loss deduction equal to 18 percent of cash flow.
** Plus loss deduction equal to 6 percent of cash flow.

ExamyX o 5

Motel

Unit of investment 412,000
Annual cash flow 1,200
Percentage - cash flow to investment 10%
Taxable income exceeds cash flow in 12th year.

: Cash flow a Amount constituting a Percent not
Year s to a ordinary loss t reportable as

investor a income deduction : ordinary income

1 $1,200 1,941 100
2 1, 200 1,577 ' 100
3 1,200 1,195 100
4 1,200 8 8 100
5 1,200 0 * 100
8 1,20o $ 0 - Less than 00%

12 1,200 1,200 + Taxable income will
exceed cash flow

* Note) at end of 5 years the total of loss deductions and nontaxable
. income distributions exceeds original investment of $12,000.

-W .. -A
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Unit of investment
Annual cash flov
Percent . cash flow
Taxable income exceeds

REVENUE ACT OF 1902

Ex.pe 6

Apartment Budng

$5,000
500

to investment 10%
cash flow in 10th year.

: Cash fl1ow Armunt constituting : Percent not
Year : to : ordinary loss : reportable as

investor : income deduction • ordinEry income

1 $500 $ 53 89
2 500 112 78
3 500 170 68
4 500 227 5
5 500 284 3
9 500 500 0

Example 7

Apartment Building

Unit of investment $10,000
Annual cash flow 1,200
Percentage - cash flow to investment 12%
Taxable income exceeds cash flow in 14th year.

Cash flow : Amount constituting : Percent not
Year : to : ordinary oss : reportable as

investor : income deducticn : ordinary income

1 $1,200 * 633 47
2 1,200 666 44

12 1,200 1,189 1

I
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The CRAIRmAW. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. I
Mr. Secretary, I want 0 ask this question at the beg'filing' Is it

your judgment that American industry is either unwiling or untAble
to modernize its plant without a special tax incentive?

Secretary DILLON. I think thdit the record is clear, Mr. Chairman,
that American industry will be unable to modernize its indUstry to
the extent and at the rate necessary t6 help build our economy without
a type of tax incentive similar to that which has been used so effectively
over the last decade in all the other industrialized countries in the
world.

The CIIAmyAN. Why does that condition exist? I thought we had
here in America the most progressive businessmen ahd ample capital.

Why haven't we modernized-our plants I
Secretary DILLON. Because when you modernze, Mr. Chairman

you take into account the cost the profitability of the investment, and
taking that into account, it is less profitable after taxes to make a new
investment in modernization here than it is anywhere else in the indus-
trialized modern world.

The CHAIRMAN. What particular industry has failed to keepabreast
of the--you have mentioned the countries in Europe as being ahead
of us. Is that due to the fact that many of those factories were
built with our foreign aid?

Secretary DILLON. Early and after the war that certainly was cor-
rect, Mr. Chairman. There was a big help there. But since then
and continuing right through the current year, as tables in the annex
show, something like 10 percent of gross national product on the aver-
age is devoted to modernization, and improvement of equipment in
Europe compared last year to less than about 5 percent in this country.
In other words, twice as much.

The CHAIRMAN. It's'.not correct then, that we excel the rest of
the world in mass production?

Secretary DILLON. I think we have an advantage which we have
accUmilated over the years, but that advantage is rapidly being dis-
sipated and in many lines Of equipment, many lines of production,
there are factories being built abroad now that are fully equal to
and that surpass our factories.

The CHARMMAN. Do you think it is the lack of funds or the lack of
desire, or what is it; why is it they do not modernize?

Secretary DILLON. One of the reasons is, the main reason is, that it
is not profitable. Businessmen operate through the profit motive, and
we wish to give them the same profit opportunities for modernizing as
are recently available to their corn etitors abroad.

1e CIIARMMAN. Well, certainly there are some that have kept
abreast?

Secretary DILLON. That is true. There are some industries where
profits are so high-

The CHAIRMAN. What industry have you got particularly in mind
that is backward; that-needs a V or 8-percent tax incentive subsidy?
I don't want to injure your feelings about this, but I regard this in-
vestment credit proposal as a gimmick. Is the steel industry back-
ward in modernizing its plants?, . . ,

Secretary DILLON. I thinko'6ur steel industry has to modernize more
rapidly than they have because certainly many of the plants in Europe
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are now producing steel as effectively and probably cheaper than here
because of better equipment.

I think certainly the textile industry needs every help they can
have to modernize to meet their foreign competition.

The CHAMIRMAN. How about the automobile and the movie industry,
are they backward, too ?

Secretary DILLON. I think obviously our automobile industry is
one of our leading industries because it has had the benefit of a mass
market here over a number of years whereas a market is only pres-
ently developing in Europe.

The CHAIRMAN. And you don't think our free competitive enter-
prise-I always like to put that word in there--Do you think the sys-
tem must change in order to exist?

Secretary DILLON. I believe entirely in the free competitive enter-
prise system and it is just because of that that I feel our industry
ought to have an equal chance to compete with foreign industry which
it does not presently have, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Has the steel industry indicated to you that they
desire this special incentive?

Secretary-DLLON. Most certainly and aggressively, too.
The CUAMMAN. Has the automobile industry indicated that?
Secretary DILLON. I don't remember so from them; I haven't talked

with them. The steel industry, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well now, is it true that the steel industry will get

a tax benefit or incentive or whatever you may call it of $100 mill on
in the first calendar year of this operation?

Secretary DILLON. The steel industry? I wouldn't think so.
The CHAIRMNAN. You wouldn't think so?
Secretary DILLON. I wouldn't think they will.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the figure I have.
Secretary DILLON. Is that true?
The CHAIRMAN. Consider A.T. & T. They are not lacking in funds

or progress, they are one of the leading companies in the world. Is it
true that A.T. & T. will get $104 million?

Secretary DILLON. I agree with everything you have to say about
the A.T. & T. because we are recommending that the investment credit
not apply to the A.T. & T., and they don't want it to apply because
they are a regulated public utility and they agree with us it shouldn'tapply to regulated public Itilities.TletCHAirA N. T OU didn't answer the question, will they get $104

millk tax credit?
Secretary DILLON. Under the House bill they could, but we don't

think they should.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you veto the bill on account of that?

There are a number of other industries in that same position.
Secretary DLLON. We hope the Senate will wanted the bill by re-

moving publicUtilities from this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. I am, I have to confess, very much surprised to

see the Secretary of the Treasury come before the Senate Finance
Committee and ask for a tax incentive of 8 percent; you still stand for
the 8-percent figure, don't you?

Secretary DiLoN. That is correct.
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The CHAIRMAN. We are supposed to have the most progressive
business enterprises in the world and they are so recognized all Over the
world, I think, otherwise we couldn't have survived. But you think
they are not progressive, you -think they lack funds or lack the will,
or lack something else?

Secretary DILLON. During the last, 10 years, Mr. Chairman, the
average age of our equipment in our plants lis steadily grown older,
as a gain shown in the exhibits, whereas the average age of equipment
ill the plants of our competitors has steadily grown younger, and
many of these plants now are more modernly equIpped thanours, and
the are providing increasing competition-r--

TheCHAIRMAN. Is this due to lack of money or lack of enterprise or
lack of progressiveness on the part of management I

Secretary DILLON. No, it is due to the fact it has not been so profit-
able here because these incentives were available, tax incentives have
been available, to people who operate abroad and not available to this
country. Certainly our companies which operate abroad take full
advantage of this.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a remarkable indictment of American enter-
prise.

Secretary DILLON. It is no indictment.
The CHAIRMAN. I always 'thought we led the world in mass pro-

duction and certainly our companies have enormous assets running
sometimes into billions, yet you think they haven't got the funds on
hand to modernize their plants, is that it?

Secretary DILLON. I didn't say they didn't have the funds on hand.
I said it was not profitable for them to do it under certain circu -
stances and with the same speed.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be profitable for them to do it under tl e
competitive enterprise system, will it not?

Secretary DILLON. Not if you don't make a profit.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you want to encourage them, t

do something which they think wouldbe uniprofitable? Eight percent
isn't any big amount, and I-

Secretary DILLON. Eight percent is a very big amount. As I sai
it increases the profitability of investment in a 10-year asset by some-
thing like 40 percent and that is a very dramatic increase.

The CHAtMMAN. Wy should they have an incentive more than
other businessmen?

There are different kinds of businesses that don't need moderniza-
tion.

Secretary DILLON. We don't intend in this bill or don't try to differ-
entiate between types of businesses except for regulated public
utilities.

The CHAIMAN. It is a subsidy?
In other words it is a-subsidy to induce them to do something for

whidh they already have the money ?
Secretary DILLON. Any type of depreciation, accelerated deprecia-

tion, as I pointed o6ut, has an element of subsidy in it, and the invest-
ment credit sitm'ply is the cheapest methodof achieving this.

The CHAIRMAN. You have made it retroactive. I have heard you
and all the other Secretaries of the Treasury denounce all retroactive
tax bills.

K ~ .
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Now, you have a retroactive tax bill here, haven't you?
Secretary DILLON. The reason for th.,.-, Mr. Chairman, was that

if we had suggested that this should go into effect, at some time in the
future, it would have meant that all business would have stopped
ordering new equipment and waited until the new thing went into
effect.

There is also presently very clear indication from the report of
the machine tool industry for February that, in view of the uncertain-
ties as to the passage of this legislation, this is already happening, and
their orders were substantially down because of this.

This is what they have stated and it is for that reason, not to hold up
our economy that we felt it was necessary to make this provision
effective as oi the first of the year so business would go ahead I nvesting
at its ordinary rate. That is the only reason.

The CITIAN. Well, is this going to be a general plan on the part
of the Treasury? You have always opposed every retroactive tax-bill,
so far is I can remember, and I have been on this committee for many
years. You are askirig for a retroactive tax relief bill; and what about
the man who did his modernization before January 1, is he entitled
to any relief ?

Secretary DIuLoN. The credit only applies to investment from this
year on out.. Now companies have to continually modernize. Any
of the other sufggestions, and there have been many made, all have the
same aspect. They apply to new investment as it is made, and not
prior investment.

The CTAIRTMAN. This bonus that you atre going to give will amount
to a huge sum, will it not ?

Secretary DILLON. The total cost of the investment credit as we
pointed out would be, when fully operative, $1,350 million.

The CHAIRMAN. The staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Rev-
enue Taxation says it will be $1.4 billion.

I don't think this bill wil . be passed much before July 1. So the
bill would be retroactive by 6 months. Has that ever been done
before?

Secretary DiTJLON. I have made very clear the reasons why we felt
that we had to take this position so as not to bring all activity, busi-
ness activity, in the form of investment in new equipment to a stand-
still in the United States with resulting unemployment and everything
that would go with that for 6 months. (Note: When the liberalized
depreciation provisions of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code were en-
acted on August 16, 1954, they applied back to investment after Decem-
ber 31,1953.)

We felt there was no other course we could possibly pursue. It is
obviously up to the Congress to dispose of this and decide when this
thinop should be effective. But we didn't see how at that time time we
coula take any other course, and since we have taken that course we
have to stand by it.

The CHAIRMAN. Then, of course, a retroactive action like this would
not provide incentive to industries that had done their modernization
before the bill is passed ?

Secretary DILLON. We do think a number of industries may have
taken action because they hoped and expected that this law would
become law. In that case they-
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The CHAIRMAN. Why would they hope and expect that?
Secretary DILLON. Because the administration recommended it.
The CHAIRMAN. There is still a Congress here.
I don't think businessmen take all of the recommendations made by

this administration.
Secretary DmILoN. Mr. Chairman, it was more than that. The

majority of the House Ways and Means Committee had indicated in
writing last year that they favored this and were going to report it
favorably to the House and I think-.

The CHIAIMAN. Did you make any pledges to them in any way
that it would be effective back to January 1.

Secretary i)ILLO. We had simply made this statement. Always
in our testimony we felt that this is what it should be and this is our
recommendation. We couldn't make any pledges, because the Con-
gress makes the final decision on that.

The CHAIRMAN. I have never known any hardheaded businessmen
who took the recommendation of the administration as basis for invest-
ing large sums of money, but maybe they do.

I want to ask you a few questions, Mr. Secretary, in regard to the
deficits. What is your estimate of the deficit for this fiscal year?

Secretary DILLON. The latest estimate in January was about-
The CHAIRMAN. Before we leave this question of these tax credits.

I want to present for the record a statement prepared by Mr. Colin
S. Star, of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
whereby he shows that, if there was an increase of 5 percent in the
investment, in assets that you covered by the investment credit pro-
posal the loss in 10 years would be $20,990 million. I don't expect
you to answer this offhand, but I hope you will give the committee
a statement as to whether you think this is accurate. The estimate
starts at $1.4 billion in the 1st year and goes to $2,430 million in
'the 10th year assuming a 5-percent increase in these particular
investments.

It is quite a formidable proposition.
(The statement referred to follows:)

APRIL 2, 1962.
Memorandum for Senator Harry F. Byrd, Chairman of the Senate Finance

Committee:
The attached table gives, for calendar years 1962-1072, the estimated revenue

loss under the Investment credit provision of H.R. 10650 as passed by the House
of Representatives on March 29, 1902. The estimates in this table were pre-
pared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
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ESTIMATED REVENUE LOSS UNDER INVESTMENT CREDIT PROVISION OF H.R. 10(W)
AS AMENDED BY WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE FLOOR AMENDMENT, 19062-72,
ASSUMING AN ANNUAL INCREASE OF 5 PERCENT IN INVESTMENT IN FILIGIDLE
A TS I

Revenue loss attributable to investment credit on a88et8 acquired or con8truoted
in calendar year

(In millions]

On current revenue loss basis I Including deferred revenue
loss$

Calendar year Revenue loss Calendar year Revenue loss

1962 ........................................................... $1, 400 1962 ......... $1,400
1963 ........................................................... 1,470 1903 ....... . 1,500
1964 ........................................................... 1.540 1964 ......... 1,610
195 ........................................................... 1,620 1985 -------- 1,730
1966 ........................................................... 1,700 1066 ......... 1,810
1967 ........................................................... 1 780 1967 --------- 1,900
198 ............--------------------------------------------- 1;870 1968 ......... 2,000
1989 ........................................................... , ow N9 ......... 2, 100
1970 ........................................................... 2,060 190 ... 2,200
1971 ........................................................... 160 111 2,310
1972 ........................................................... 2,270 1972 ......... 2,480
1962-66 ........................................................ 7,730 1962-8 ------ 8,050
1962-72 ........................................................ 10,830 1962-72 ...... 20,990

I This is the level of increase assumed by the Secretary of the Treasury in address on Mar. 19, 1962.
J Without allowance for fact that some of the revenue savings arising out of the $25,000 limitation will be

lost in subsequent years through operation of the carryforward provision.
s With allowance for the assumption that 60 percent of the revenue savings arising out of the $26,000 lini-

tation will be lost in subsequent years through operation of the carryforward provision.

What is your estimate, Mr. Secretary, as to the deficit for this
fiscal year?

Secretary DILLON. As I said, Mr. Chairman, the latest estimate was,
I think, $7 billion.

The CHAIRMAN. $7 billion. When you are going to reestimate that?
Secretary DILLON. On June 30, I should think.
The CHAIRMAN. June 30-you will have the actual deficit at that

time.
You made quite a few estimates on the budget last year, as I recall

it. I was called to see the President in January 1961 and he said that
he was told by you that the deficit last year would be a billion, five
hundred million.

I said, "I hope that you will check on that," so lie called you on the
phone. I don't know whether he gotyou but he got the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget and they confirmed that.

Now, the deficit just a few months later was actually approximately
$4 billion as you know, that is for the last fiscal year.

The budget document for fiscal year 1961-submitted in January
1960-estimated a surplus of $4.2 billion.

This was followed by four downward revisions in two offidtal state-
ments by the past administration, and two by the present administr-
tion.

In the last of these revisions the Secretary of the Treasury at the
National Press Club last Julie 20, said the 1961 deficit would "ap-
proach $3 billion."

Ten days later when the fiscal year ended, the actual deficit for fiscal
year 1961 turned out to be $3.9 -billioh.
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For fiscal year 1961 there was 'deterioration of $8.1 billion between
the first estimate of a $4.2 billion surplus and the actual deficit of
$3.9 billion.

Now *consider fiscal year 1962-the current year which ends in 3
months, on June 30

The original budget document, submitted in January 1961, esti-
mated another. surplus-this time a surplus of $1.5 billion.

Since then six major revisions can be documented-all downward.
The latest estimate for this year was published in the President's
budget document of January 18, 1962, which estimated a deficit of$7 billion.

To date there has been deterioration of $8.5 billion in estimates for
fiscal year 1962-from an original estimate of a $1.5 billion surplus
to the latest prediction of a $7 billion deficit.

There have also been some estimates for fiscal year 1963 which
begins next July 1.

Last June 20 at the National Press Club, the Secretary of the
Treasury said tie administration anticipated revenues in fiscal year
1963 "adequate to meet all our needs with something left over."

Since then there have been 11 other statements by Federal officials
making approximately the same estimate.

The President, in his 1963 budget document of January 18, 1962
said "the administrative budget for 1963 shows a modest surplus oi
about $500 million."

I don't claim any more ability to predict deficits than anybody else;
but with some credit to myself, I must say that the joint committee
which I head has been more accurate in its estimates throughout the
years than officials of the various administrations.

Instead of the present official estimate of a $7 billion deficit in the
current fiscal year, ending June 30, I predict a deficit of between $8
billion and $9 billion.

If you add to that today's estimate by the staff of the Joint Com-
imittee on Internal Revenue Taxation that the deficit next year will be
$4 billion or more, you will have a combined deficit of $13 billion in
2 years, and up to $17 billion in 3 years.

You know what happened to us in 1958-59 when the Eisenhower
administration had combined deficits of $15 billion. How important
do you think it is to balance the budget?

I submit for the record an estimate of the Federal deficit for fiscal
year 1963 prepared today by the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation.

(The material referred to follows:)

ESTIMATE or DEFIoIT FOR FISdAL 1963 PREPARED BY JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL
REVENUE TAXATION ON APRIL 2, 1962

APRIL 2, 1962.
lon. HARRY F. BYRD,
U.S. Senate,
Wa8hingtotk, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: In accordance with your request, we have made an
estimate .of the receipts for the fiscal year ending Sune 30, 1903. This estimate
assumes the expenditures in the budget for 1963. It does not take into account
expenditures not Included in the 1963 budget which, of course, may Increase 'the
deficit. We have given two estimates for the fiscal year 1963--ne not taking
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into account the pending tax bill and the other Criving effect to the pending
tax bill.Sincerely yours, COLIN F. STAM, Ch1ef of Staff.

Receipts, expenditures, and deficit of the Federal Government, fiscal Vear 1968

A. Staff estimate of budget receipts (assuming extension of present
rates of corporate and excise taxes, but excluding revenue effect of
pending tax bill, H.R. 10050) ---------------------------- $88, 719

Budget expenditures (as shown in budget for fiscal year 1962) - 92, 537

Deficit (excluding revenue effect of H.R. 10650) ----------- , 818

B. Staff estimate of receipts (including revenue effect of H.R. 10650) . 87,620
Budget expenditures (as shown in budget for fiscal year 103) 92,587.

Deficit ------------------------------------------- 4,908

Personal itwome and corporate profits

[In billions)

Calendar year 1062 estl.
Calendar year mates underlying fiscal
l61 (Depart. year 1063 budget receipts

mentorCommerce) -Treasury staff
estimates estimates

Personal income .............................................. $416.7 $448.0 $443
Corporate profits ............................................. 46.1 56. 5 53

Secretary DILLON. I think that it is most important to balance the
budget in a time of reasonable prosperity, and over a business cycle.
I don't think that you can achieve full balance in years when you have
de session revenues which is the case this year.

£t looks like our revenues from our corporate taxes will actually
be smaller this year, this fiscal year, than they were in the last fiscal
year.

The CHAIRMAN. That cycle theory is thoroughly discredited by the
facts you well know. How many balanced budgets have we had in
the last 25 years?

Secretary DILLON. I think very few.
Do you have any reason to think that the future holds forth hope

for a balanced budget ? You are here advocating a proposal that is
going to take over $1 billion out of the revenue. If this bill is passed
do you believe the budget is going to be balanced the next fisca year

Secretary DILLON. We certainly hope so. But as regards this bill,
MHr. Chairman, in this area I could only say that we have to agree here,
and we do agree, with the position that 'Was taken by Oie of my
predecessors, Secretary Ht mphrey, in 1954 when a large tax reduction
in the form-of depreciation changes was made. And before this very
committee they stated that they felt that this reduction would so
stimulate business that business would move faster, and overall the
Government would get more money. And events, I think, proved
them right.
I I think events will prove the same thinihere, thati this will stimtthlite
business to suoh. n extent that we will not-

The CJIAIIIMAN. It did not prove him rigrt in 1959 when we had a
deficit of $12.4 billion, the largest peacetime deficit of all time.
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Secretary DI LON. That certainly was not attributable to the fact
that they changed the depreciation laws in 1954.

The CHAIRMAN. There is obviously no flrm determination on your
part of trying to get a balanced budget by' cutting expenditures.
That is the only way to get it.

Secretary DILLON. We are recommending an increase in taxes here
of $965 million a year.

The CHAIRMAN. A report by Mr. Cohn Stam, Staff Director of the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue, available to the Finance Com-
mittee today, does not show any net increase in revenues.

Secretary DiLLos. I am not sure that Mr. Stain has, in fact I am
sure that lie has not had a chance to evaluate as yet our recommenda-
tions which I just made before the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking of the House bill that is before us
now.

Secretary DILLON. Oh, yes. The House bill shows only a very
small balance.

The CHAIRMAN. How much of a deficit have you got in the House
bill?

Secretary DILLON. As we show it, the House bill shows a surplus
of $120 million, and Mr. Stain's figures show that there is a deficit of
some hundreds of millions of dollars. I do not know what his figures
are. But the changes we have recommended would add some $845
million of revenue to the House bill and would produce a surplus of
$965 million by our estimates, and would certainly produce a surplus
by any estimate Mr. Stam would make, too, although itmight be a
somewhat smaller one.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Stare figures that the House bill would bring
about a shortage there of $1,090 million, which is pretty far apart.
Your estimate is $800 million on the House bill.

Secretary DILLON. We are adding, we recommend adding, $800
million-plus, $845 million, to the House bill.

The CHAIRMAN. As I say, you yourself estimate a $800 million loss
on this bill, do you not ?

Secretary DILLON. I do not quite understand, because our estimate
of the effect of the House bill, when fully operative, is a surplus of
$120 million.

The CHAIRMAN. When fully operative. But in fiscal 1963 Mr. Stam
has furnished me a report showing the estimate of loss to be $1.445
billion, and there is a gain of $625 million by reason of the amend-
ment adopted by the House which, as I understand, you want to strike
out.

Secretary DILLON, I think there is-
The CItAMAN. I believe we have taken the Treasury's own figures

there, and that leaves a shortage in the next fiscal year on this par-
ticular legislation of $800 million.

Secretary DILLON. I am aware now of what you are referring to.
These were the figures without giving any consideration at all to the
effects of any of this legislation on the economy durilig this year. As
I poihted out, when you make a change in midstream like this we
have to reconcile it with the budget and take into accofit the effects
that there will be on the economy. On that basis our, table 4 shows
that we feel there would be a deficit of $320 million in the bill without
giving effect to the basic stimutlative effect or the ful stimulative
effects of the credit.
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'With our changes we expect there will be a $90 million surplus.
Mr. Stain's estimat does not consider the effect on the economy at
all. Our estimate was for a gross loss of revenue of $835 million in
the bill, as it passed the House, and with the changes we su tested
here that would be reduced by about $500 million to $345 million in
the next fiscal year. Certainly it is unrealistic not to take account of
the effect of these major actions on the economy and, in so doing, we
think that the bill as we have recommended it here today, will not
have any adverse effects on the budget, for 1963.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree with Mr. Stam that the loss from the
investment proposal will be $1.4 billion the first year, and $2.4 billion
in the 10th year'I

Secretary DILLON. I think our figures for 10 years probably would
not be far different from Mr. Stam's, but we do not think there would
be any loss, because we think, as a result of this bill, there will be a
great deal more business, a gr-eat deal more people employed a great
deal more activity, which will all bring in additional taxes which you
would not get otherwise, and that, therefore, this would pretty well
offset itself.

As I point out, this is exactly the same position as has always been
taken by tle Treasury in tile past on this type of legislation.

The CHARAN. If you overstimulate or influence any industry to
produce more than they can sell? what will be the effect of that?

Secretary DILLON. I do not think industry will overstimulate itself
to produce more than it can sell. We have got to let industry make
these decisions themselves in a competitive system.

All we are asking is to give them the same opportunities that their
competitors have abroad, and which would put them on a basis of
equality with the rest of the world.

The CAIRAMAN. You do not think then that under the present tax
system and these industries with enormous resources can do it if they
desire? They have not got the finances to do it?

Secretary biLLON. There is not the profitability there. They sim-
ply are not on a basis of equality with an investment on which, if
made in any one of the countries of Europe, they would get a far
better and far more profitable deal in the way of depreciation.

The CHAIRMAN. Some few of these companies have been progres-
sive, have they not?

Secretary DILLON. What is that, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Some few of these have been rogressive.
Secretary DILLON. Of course. I am talking agout the economy as

a whole,
The CHAIRMAN. What about those who spent this money before

January 1 last?
Secretary DILLON. I am talking about the economy as a whole,

which is the only way we can look at it. .
The CHAIRMAN. Take the steel compafles; the steel industry is

reported to be operating at 79 percent, is that correct?
Secretary DILLON. I think they are about 80 percent: yes, sir.
The CIMICHAN. If you iireased the production of steel, where

will y6t sell it?
Secretary Diuoir. This does not necessarily increase the produc-

tion. It just means that they have a profitable incentive to modernize
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their steel facilities so they can produce steel at a cheaper price and
do not have to increase the price of steel. That would probably be
the most important fact.

The CHAIRMAN. Aluminum is about 78 percent of capacity, is It
not? The capacity to produce aluminum is about 78 percent; tools,
and so forth.

I am frank to say, Mr. Secretary-and I have great respect for
you and personal affection, I have known you for many years-to
me this is an amazing proposition in the way you present it. Namely,
this country is backward, in the way you present it; the industries are
not willing to use the money they have on hand to save money for
themselves; they have to have a tax incentive, which I say to you is
a subsidy, just as the farmers who get a subsidy not to plant. And
now you are giving a subsidy to industries to produce more or produce
efficiently. In other words, the Government enters into a field that
they should not go into. What are you doing to the competitive
enterprise system we have in this country I

More and more, the Government is trying to interfere with it.
Government is trying to dictate to industry. If industry is made to
depend on sudi a subsidy as this, and if 8 percent is not enough, later
on it will ask for 10 percent or 12 percent or 15 percent, and you have
opened up a new avenue of spending in a sense that you reduce the
taxation to that extent; is that right ?

Secretary DILLON. The main thing here is that we feel just as
strongly as you do, Mr. Chairman, that competitive American indus-
try is the keystone of our success. We feel we have got to keep it
that way. And the rest of the world--

The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me a minute, who is "we"? Do you mean
the U.S. Government?

Secretary DImoN. The Treasury.
The CHAMMAN. Or the people of this country, the manufacturers,

the business people?
Secretary DILLON. I believe they feel about this way, too. I am

talking about "we" in the Treasury. We do feel, though, we have to

Five our industry equality before the tax law with their competitors
in the rest of the world. We are moving into a world where we are in
much closer competition. The competition is becoming much
stronger. We are talking about reducing our tariffs which will make
the competition even greater. We just cannot live in that world if
we do not give our industry the same rules that the rest of the world
has.

The CHAIRMAN. Have other countries done this by government
subsidy?

Secretary DILLON. What?
The CHAIRMAN. Have the other countries done it by government

subsidy ?
Secretary DILLON. If yOU call it a government subsidy. Every

single one of these other governments, by one special means or another,
givo incentive depreoiatif6n allowances over and above the reasonable
lives of machinery and equipment, which this investment credit would
just offset. So thay give them about the same.

The CHAIMAN. Do they extend tax credit such-as you pr lose, in
addition to depreciatiit I
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Secretary DIuhox. They have investment allowances over and above
depreciation, the same thing as tax credits, in the United Kingdom, in
the Netherlands, in Belgium, and they are presently just in the process
of enactig one in Australia. So there are four countries that have the
identical type of law we are talking about.

The CHAIRMAN. Isn't, it possible that a good part of that they are
able to do because of the fact that we hav given them $100 billion in
foreign aid all around the world and have rebuilt the factories with
the most modern machinery that could be obtained I I know that is
true with Japan because I have just come from there. You have got
to look at that end of it.

I do not say that all of the $100 billion was used in that fashion, but
I think a good deal of it was. Yet we are continuing the foreign aid.
If we must give a tax incentive to our people here in order to get them
to be efficient, it is certainly news to me.

I thought that we had a pretty efficient business organization in this
country. I am very much surprised to hear you say that we are so far
below the rest of the world in efficiency.

Secretary DILLON. I did not say that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you say?
Secretary DILLON. I merely said we were not investing at the rate

that the rest of the world was,'and so our relative situation was worsen-
ing, and that is true.

We started so far ahead of the others that we are still ahead, I am
sure. I am sure in many industries that are very profitable we still
have the most modern plants in the world. Bit there are others
where it is a well-known fact, such as the textile industry which is an
example--and it is a great industry-that we have had great difficulty
in keeping up. The credit is designed to help this situation, and it is
strongly supported by all the members of the textile industry. The
Cotton'Manufactureis Association has come out strongly in favor of
this, as ]lave the textile machinery people. They feel it is necessary
if they are going to continue to compete against the imports that are
being produced with more modern machinery abroad.

The CHAIRMAN. You do not think that's a matter for the indi-
vidual consideration of a company? You do not think that your plan
will create any differences between different manufacturers? Some
have already done this modernization, and if they have already done
it they certainly do not want to do it again, and they will not get the8 percent... .Secretary DILLON. Modernization is a continuing process, Mr.

Chairman,* and there is no way of giving this for past effort without
having a cost to the Federal Go vernment that would be so high that it
would be infeasible.

The CHAIWMAN. As I see it, you are simply creating another de-
pendence upon the Federal Treasury for maiufacturing plants to do
what they shoiuld do themselves and for which they have the money.
I do not know the total cost of the assets of these companies, maybe
you do, bfit it runs -ito billions of dollArs, ahd the rich companies will
have the same redadetion in this incentive plan as the poorer ones, will
they not?

Secretary DiLON. I can give an example of what I mean in the case
of a very strong industry where this would&probably have a decisive
effect. I think maybe it is easier to consider this in the case of an
example. Take the steel industry.

.. ;,44
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We have a need in the steel industry to have iron ore, and there have
to be additional sources. The steel industry is faced with a consider
tion of whether they will put n~w taconite'mining facilities in the de-
pressed area of northern Minnesota or whether they will go abroad
to Labrador and put more facilities there to get the higher grade ores
that come from there. I I I
• A very essential element in their decision, in fact the only element

in their decision is going to be the costs. And if they can have this
type of credit, the chances are very strong that that investment will
go into a depressed area, will help American industry, and will not go
to Canada; that is the case of a very welthy industry. So it is not
a question of whether they have the money or not. It is a question
of where they are goingto spend the money.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose a company is up in Labrador. Do they
get a tax credit up there

Secretary DI Lroy. They do not.
The CHAIRMAn. In other words, if an American company has a

branch in Labrador?
Secretary DILLON. It is just limited to the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, I am awfully sorry I cannot

agree with you on this, and I want to make it clear that my opposi-
tion is not based entirely on the costs. It is based on the fact that
we are subsidizing private industry to do the things it should do for
itself in a competitive field. If it does not modernize and it is going
downhill, and that is thd incentive that keeps this great private
enterprise system of ours going. Is the government going to come in
here and say,"Now, we offer you a big inducement to modernize despite
the fact that you have the money to do it yourself." You do not deny
that?

Secretary DILLON. Some of them have, some of them do not have.
Many smaller-

The CHAIRMAN. Mention some industry that does not have consider-
able funds on hand.

Secretary DILLON. I can think of very many small businesses
among the hundreds of thousands of small businesses all over this
country that do not have the money to buy the equipment they would
like to buy.

The CHAIRMAN. A lot of small businesses are not going to get
much benefit out of this.

Secretary DMLON. They are going to get a great deal of benefit out
of this. It is supported very strongly. by the National Small Busi-
nessmen's Association which feels it is very favorable to small
business.

The CHAIMAN. What other associations have endorsed this bill?.
Secretary DILLON. The American Railroad Association, Edison

Electric Institute, the National Coal Association, the machine tool
people, the electronic produts industry. These are just a few of those
who support the credit. I

The CHAIRMAN. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce endorsed it I
Secretary DiLLON. The U.S. Chamber of Comhmerce last year op-

posed the investment credit as we recommended putting it into effect,
Idonot know what their position is this year. When their tax policy
comiittee met in Washington, recently I think they took no position
on it one way or the other.
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The CHAIRMAN. What about the National Association of Manu-
facturers?

Secretary DILLN. As I mentioned, the National Association of
Manufacturers as an association is opposed to it, continues to be op-
posed to it, and prefers to have the incentive with a subsidy in another
manner through higher depreciation.

The CHAIRMAN. Couldn't you approach the situation by giving them
relief through depreciation; so that when they go through the base
and use it up there is no further deduction from taxes.

Secretary DILLON. But our accelerated depreciation is just as
much of a subsidy because the Government never gets the acceleration
back unless a company goes out of business. It continues along on a
level basis. It keeps a certain amount of subsidy. If it continues to
grow, that subsidy grows as it grows, and I would be very glad to
show just how that works. We have made a table here because it is
most easily shown in a table, which, I think, might go into the record
here if you would permit it. It shows how under our present 200
percent declining balance depreciation and under triple declining bal-
ance depreciation, as compared with straight line, this is a gift or a
subsidy, or whatever we want to call it, that does not come back to the
companies who take advantage of it. And double declining balance
depreciation is in our law at present; so what we are doing is nothing
much different. I would like to ask that it be passed around.

(The table referred to follows:)

Comparison of straight line, 200 percent declining balance, and 300 percent
declining balance depreciation methods, annual purchase on each Jan. 1 of a
5-year asset, no salvage value

CONSTANT AMOUNT PURCITASED EACH YEAR

Straight. 200 per- 300 per-
line de- centdeclin. Excess Cunula- centdeclin- Excess Cumula-

Befinning Annual precia- tngbalance deprecia- tiveexcess ingbalance deprecia- tiveexcess
of year purchase tioncharge deprecla- tioncharge deprecia- deprecla- tioncharge deprecla-

each year tioncharge each year' tioncarge tioncharge each year$ tioncharge
each year' each year

1 ............ 1,000 200 400 200 200 600 400 400
2 ............ 1,000 400 640 240 440 840 440 840
3 ............ 1,000 8 00 784 184 624 38 336 1,176
4 ............ 1,000 800 892 92 716 974 174 1,350
S............ ,000 1,000 1,000 0 716 ,000 0 350
6 ............ 1,000 1000 1,000 0 716 1,000 0 1,350
7-------.. 1, 000 1,000 1,000 0 716 1,000 0 1,350
8------------1,000 1,00 1,000 0 716 1,000 0 1,350
9------------1,000 1,000 1,000 0 716 1,000 0 1,350
10 ........... 1,000 1,000 1,000 0 716 1,000 0 1,350

GROWING AMOUNT PURCtTASED EA0h! YEAR 3

I............ 1000 200 400 200 200 600 40 400
2------------1,'100 420 680 280 480 .900 480 880
31............ 210 682 892 230 90 1,086 424 1,304
41............1331 928 1088 100 850 233 '305 1,809
5_--------- 4 1221 1,308 85 935 1,381 160 1,769
8 ............ 810 13 1,437 94 1,029 1,520 177 1,946
7 ............ 1771 1,477 1,680 103 1,132 1,672 195 2,141
8 ............ 148 1,625 1,738 113 1,245 1,840 215 2,356
9---------2. 2143 1,788 1,912 124 1,369 2, 028 235 2 ,691
10- --------- ,357 1,988 2,103 137 1,58 2, 224 258 2,850

With switch to straight line after 3d year.
2Growth of 10 percent per year.
'Excess over straight line.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury,'Office of Tax Analysis, Apr. 4,1962.
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The CHAIRMAN. I am trying to say that although I am chairman
of this committee, I have had no demands made upon me from busi-
nessmen-I think the railroads atnd others might want it-but in
general businessmen havoc been very silent aboutit. I get a big mail
about matters that come before the committee, and I am surprised to
know that there is such a big demand for it.

I assume you have for the record, the position of the different or-
ganizations, on the investment credit proposal I ?

Secretary DirON. Oh, yes, we have a record of those.
(The material referred to follows:)

The goals of the investment credit are universally favored by business groups.
The credit itself, as a method of achieving these goals, is now favored by many
organizations, Including the following:

American Cotton Manufacturers Institute.
American Hotel Association.
American Textile Machinery Association.
American Trucking Associations, Inc.
Association of American Railroads.
Edison Electric Institute.
Electronic Industries Association.
Machinery and Allied Products Institute.
Machinery Dealers National Assoplation.
National Lime Association.
National Small Business Association.
National Coal Association.

The CHAIMMAN. Now, Mr. Secretary, I am going to ask you about
one more situation. Do you think there is any connection between a
deficit and the seeping away of our gold? I understand your im-
balance of payments is improving, but you are still losing the gold.

Secreftry DmLoN. Well, the reason for that.loss in this particular
quarter, Mr. Chairman, is that the dollar holdings abroad have been
shifting from countries whith hold dollars traditionally to countries
which make a practice of holding all their reserves in gold, partic-
ularly the United Kingdom. In other words, funds have been flow-
ing from the continent of Europe to the United Kingdom, and when
they get there the United Kingdom transfers them into gold, and the
place they get gold is from us.

So that is the reason largely for the substantial gold outflow in this
first quarter that was so-

The CHAIRMAN. We have the lowest gold supply for how many
years?

Secretary DILLON;. We have the lowest gold supply for some 22,
23 years. During the war-

The CmiimRrAN. You remember when I met you over in Geneva?
Secretary DiLLoN. Yes, I do.
The CHAMMAN. That was shortly after that big drain on gold began

in 1958, I think, was it not?
Secretary DLLON. I think it was a little later than that. It was

probably in the summer of 1960, maybe, or 1959.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I asked the Ambassador there if he would

arrange.'a meeting for me with Swiss bankers so that I could ask
them why it was that they called for the gold in large quantities,
begintifng in the year 1958. They told me that they themselves did
not do it. I talked toyou at the tithe.

,,, , h , iz ( 4 ; I , I -, t, -'1 ,,Z1- Af, , "'p, I - ; -
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They said thby did not do it, but we had a deficit here of more than
$12 billion which they could not comprehend, they could not compre-
hend why we had such a deficit. There was no great depression, they
thought we were entering into a heavy inflation, and they started to
take gold, as you know, and it has not stopped yet, has it? 'How much
free gold have we got-left?

Secretary DILLON. We have $16,600 million.
The CHAIRMAN. Free?
Secretary DiuoLN. Free? $5 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose that goes and we cannot give gold in our

settlements that we make abroad we cannot give to those central banks
tho choice of gold or dollars. What will happen?

Secretary DILLON. We still give them their choice.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not ask that. I said suppose when the time

comes that our free gold is gone, what will happen when we make the
settlements and some foreign nation demands gold and we have not
got the gold?

Secretary DLLON. If we have not got the gold and do not give
them the gold, we would then be off the gold standard and our dollar
would depreciate in value.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be a great catastrophe, would it not?
Secretary DILLON. It certainly would. I cannot imagine a greater

one.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe these constant deficits have some bearing

on it. It certainly was in 1958-59. That is a reason I am anxious
"hat it not be continued. You say there is some prospect of having a

lanced budget, and I want to make a prediction, and I hope I am not
i is t, in these 2 years, this year and the next fiscal year, we are going
t ,,.ye a deficit almost as great as we had in 1958-59. In other words,
i is gting to be $13 billion in 2 years. If you want to bet a hat on it I
v.will TAt you you a hat. [Laughter.]

Secretary DILLON. Since last year's results must depend on the
course of economic recovery over the rest of the year, I am only bet-
ting on this year's results.

TheCRHAIRMAN. I want an Alpine hat, by the way.
Senator KERR. Alpaca?
The CHAIRMAN. Alpine, a Swiss hat. I am confident of winning.

I hope I do not. I hope I am wrong.
Senator KERn. That is no relation to Vicuna? [Laughter.]
The CHAIRIMEAN. Senator Kerr?
Senator KERR. Did the Chairman put the tables submitted by the

Secretary into the record?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator KERR. I do not want to ask very many questions. I want

to make an observation or two, and only ask three or four questions.
I personally think that the industrial environment which now exists

in many highly industrialized countries, and in our own, has resulted
primarily from certain policies of this .(.overtnfent which have been
made possible by the action of the Co: ,*i ss upon the recommenda-
tions of this comlMitttee which, for m Any years, I opposed.

Not all of them resulted from actions of Congress recommended
by this committee, but I thifik a majority of them were actions taken
by the Congress upon the recommendations of this comiilittee.
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I think the efficiency of the foreign industrial communities has
resulted from a number of causes, including our foreign aid, invest-
ment by American companies in modern industrial facilities abroad,
the incentive for which, of course, has included lower labor costs
abroad, but, those alone would not have brought about the result that
now exists.

The tremendous investments of American capital in modern indus-
trial facilities abroad would not have occurred lad it not been for the
lowering of tariffs under the extensions of tie Reciprocal Trade
Agreements, which the Congress has provided upon the recornmenda-
tion of this committee, and the increased imports from those highly
industrialized and modern facilities .abroad producing competing
products with those of industries in this country, to the detriment of
the products produced in this country.

Preceding Presidents have negotiated these agreements under the
authority granted through these extensions of the reciprocal trade
agreements program, and a very great deal of the modern industrial
productive facilities now operating abroad, producing products not
only for the world market but for this market, have cbme about pri-
marily because of the availability of the American market for prod-
ucts of those industrial developments abroad.

That, however, is a reality, not a theory, and I think that the pres-
ent approach of this committee and of the Congress should be on the
basis of conditions as they exist and not as they would be had it hot
been for the mistakes made by the Congress upon the recommenda-
tion of this committee in the past.

We talk about competition, Mr. Secretary, and in the world in
which we now live and compete we have competition in more than
one area and of more than one kind. Domestic industries compete
with each other for the domestic market. They also have to compete
with the industrialized facilities of other countries with access to this
market; is that correct?

Secretary DILLON. That is correct; yes, Senator.
Senator KERR. Now, as I understand the situation, not only from

the basis of your testimony but also from any -accurate analysis of it,
there are many areas of production opportunities today in which it is
still more profitable for an American industry to build productive
facilities abroad than for them to build those productive facilities at
home; is that correct?

Secretary DILLON. Very much so; yes.
Senator KFRR. And a continuation of that advantageous situation

for American industries to expand their foreign productive facilities
merely accentuates the adverse position in which domestic production
facilities now find themselves in their effort to compete, either with
productive facilities owned abroad but with access to world markets
and this market, or with their own productive facilities abroad now
or about to be built and with productive facilities built abroad by
other Americtns or other foreigners in the favorable environment that
exists in these other highly fidustrialized countries as compared to
the situation that exists here with reference to the incentive to improve
and modernize our prodtietive facilities.

Is that tn aMlirte statement, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary DtJLOX. I think it is entirely accurate; yes, sir.
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Senator KERR. Under present laws is there any other highly indus-
trialized country which provides greater incentive for additional pro-
(1lietive capacity, or for modernizing existing industrial capacity, than
the provision in this bill for modernizing present American industrialcapacity?

Secretary DILLON. This bill would put the United States about in

the middle compiar'ed with countries of Europe.
Senator KEARR. I am not talking about what this bill would do. I

amn talking about without this bill.
Secretary Dir.toN. Without this bill, every single one of the other

industrialized countries in the world l)rovide substantially greater in-
('entives to modernization.

Senator KERR. Not only to production facilities owned in those
,countries by their own nationals or nationals of other countries than
our own, but also to American industrial enter p rises?

Secretary DILLON. That is exactly so, and'that is why one of the
effects of the investment credit would )e to give investment opportuni-
ties for our own industries in this country comparable to what they
now have abroad.

Senator KEIut. As I said a moment ago,.I think that condition pre-
vails, whether right or wrong, by reason of conditions that have been
largley conttibuted to by actions of this Congress on the recommenda-
t ions of this committee.

Therefore, it would seem to me that, even though it is late for this
committee to move to rectify a condition which it itself has helped to
create, it certainly is a matter with reference to which the most en-
1 ightened and favorable consideration should be given.

Secretary DitLoN. I hope it will be.
Senator ICERR. Now in view of the fact. that present laws in every

other highly industrialized coufltry in the world with whom we have
trade agreements and trade arrangements, and who have access to
this market, provide greater incentives for more efficient industrial
machinery, the building of which would provide further competition
with American industry, both in the world markets and in our own
market, how much of that advantage, Mr. Secretary, would be elimi-
nated by this bill ?

Secretary DitLoN. Well, this bill, Senator, in combination with
administrative revisions which we are able to make uhder the law
in our administrative guidel ines for depreciation

Senator KERr. That is with reference to depreciation ?
Secretary DiLLON. That is right. The combination of the two

would, we think, put American industry in a position of rough cam-
parahility to European industry.

There would still be countries in Europe where the situation was
more favorable, but there would be some countries in Europe where
it would be less favorable, and I think we would be right about in the
average.

In reaching this position I would say about something over three-
quarters of that result would be achieved through this bill, and some-
thing less than a quarter could be achieved thFrough modernization
of depreciation allowances.

SenatOr KERR. That is the regulatory approach you are talking
a)Out.
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Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator ~KFRR. There is not any way for this Congress, under our

American way of life, nor would it if it, could, pass legislation that
would give American industrial units an equal labor cost with those
that produce in foreign industrialized countries, is there?

Secretary I)'I4 AN. No; it is impossible and undesirable.
Senator KERR. We could not if we would, and we would not if we

could.
Secretary DILLON. Right.
Senator KERR. So in contemplation of this and in a coldblooded

analysis of the competitive features insofar as the position of Ameri-
can industry contrasted to industry in foreign countries is concerned,
if we are going to provide anything like equal opportunity for Amen-
cun industry to compete, we have to do it, in areas other than in-the
area of equalizing the labor costs?

Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator KERR. It is the judgment of the Treasury Department that

the recommendations you bring to us would help to the extent of put-
ting American industry, general i . "ofn-wvrage competi-
tivewise with industrial capac ii other countries?

Secretary DILON, That i orrect..
Senator kBRR. Part of e drain of our gold part of the un von-

able balance of payme. of our gold sjtlatio or Art of our de it
in the balance of pa cents, has n use by the* vestment
American dollars in foreign i sial apacitie, has t notI

Secretary DILLo That is eight. I
SenatorKERR. an you tell this-co itt'e average,'n4ount of

annual investmen by American indus ifiwo forgn indist1aI pro-
ductive, facilities f r the past 12 years?, V/

Secretary Dit, ox. Cap' outflow kt oa~l deveooed cotintries,
Which include C iada ,W ter op11 J~An.. Sot th, fica, Aus-
tralia, and New ealand a 1 thn iIeig ;itfl . $60 lion a
year or a little less up to the .ear 19..

Senator KERR.I ow, beg.ii... / eI
Secretary Diuo . 1953,1 95 nd 1 '
Senator RR. at is about $1.5 billion I1TI953, 1954, and 1955?
Secretary DMLON. That is right. J -nir96 r and 1157 it ww. over $1

billion in each of the ars 1 , /
Senator KP.R. Now, 'n 1956 an it wa a totatl4 how mtuh1?
Secretary DILLON. 2. billion. /
Senator KERR. $2.16 bill . /
Secretary DhELON. It was t $700 million in 1958.
Senator kERR. $700, million in I
Seretary DILLO. And 1959 it wen t billion. (j
Senator KER. In 1959, $1.06 billion.
Secretary DILLON. In 1960, $1.486 billion.
Senator kERR. In 1961 do you have an estimate?
Secretary DILLON. 191, it would be approximately the same as

1960.
Senator KRR. A billion-
Secretary DILLON. Pretty close to a billion and a half dollars.
Senator KM. $11/2 billion.
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Theii, beginning in 1958 and proceeding through 1961 tile total out-
flow of dollars for capital investments abroad, primarily in productive
facilities, manufacturing or extractive facilities, equals about $81/
billion ?

Secretary DiyToN. I think that these figures also include portfolio
investment, which is investment in stocks and bonds in these different
countries, in addition to direct investments in plants. But that is much
the smaller part of it.

Senator KERR. You mean the investment in productive plants is
much the larger percent. of it?

Secretary DuLoN. That is correct.
Senator KERR. In other words, had it not been for that outflow of

dollars for investment in foreign productive facilities, we would have
as much free gold today as we had 8 or 10 years ago?

Secretary DmrroN. \Well, I do not know whether it would work
exactly that way, but

Sen ator KEiRi. Well. limiting
Secetary DmroN. We woud1 have a lot more than we would have

)low.
Senator KEmI. Limiting the calculation to that item.
Secretary ILON. Yes; we would have a lot more than we have

'low.
Senator KMRR. in the opinion of the Treasury, if con petitive in-

centives are provided for the building of modernizing facilities in the
United States and for the modernization of existing facilities in the
United States, it will favorably affect the balance of payments in gold
in at least two ways: Number one, it would decrease or reduce the
amount of Amerian dollars that would be spent in what are now
more favorable environments in other highly industrialized countries.

Secretary DiLLoN. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Number two, it would give us more efficient produc-

tive facilities here that would enable us to better compete in the world
market, which would result in an increase comparably speaking in
our exports which, within itself, would also improve our position in
the matter of our balance of gold payments.

Secretary DirmoN. Yes. And in talking about this export increase,
I am sure that you have in mind that increasing our competitiveness
also increases our competitiveness against imports into this country.

Senator KERR. I said by the modernization of our own plants we
would be able to iodtce, more efficiently.

Secretary DiLON, That. is right.
Senator KERR. And thereby compete more efficiently not only for

the world market whereby we would sell and receive dollars, but also
we would compete more efficiently for the domestic market and, there-
by, reduce the imports that come in here.

Secretary DILLON. That is what I had inmntnd.
Senator kERR. In both ways, improve our balance of gold payments

position.
Secretary Dmt.o. That is exactly correct, and this is why we feel

this investment credit is one of the important elements in our ef-
forts to right the balance-of-payments deficits which we have had for
so many years.
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Senator KERul. With reference to corporations or individuals or com-
panies having the money to build prouctive facilities, would this not
indicate they had the intelligence to make the money?

Secretary Di~oN. That is correct.
Senator KRim. And if they use the intelligence to the same high de-

gree of efficiency in spending the money as they did, in making the
money, they are going to spend it where they can make the most money
out of what they spend, are they not?

Secretary DILLON. That is absolutely correct.
Senator IRR. It is your position that. under present environment

the inducement is greater to them to spend that money for increased
and additional productive facilities in other highly industrialized
countries than to spend it, here?

Secretary DILLON. In many cases that is correct.
Senator KEm. And it is to overcome that adverse influence or the

overcoming or the lessening of that adverse influence which is one
of the reasons for your recommendation of this provision?

Secretary DILLON. It is one of the major reasons; yes, sir.
Senator HER. That is all, Mrhi
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sec .- y, have you got the re on the total

amount spent for moderi.i tion of plants in this country
Secretary DILLON. Ye have already submitted that, it ears in

table 3 of exhibit 1-.
The CHAIRMAN.Ae will rec l 2: 0 this a rnoon.
(Whereupon, 1 p.m., th mmitee r essed, to convene at :.30

p.m., the same y,) 7

AF'ER AWWN

The CHAIR AN. Theomnmitte e f come to orler,
Mr. Secret -y, I hae jus few q st1i§ here.
The' invest ent cred t can o b6fic-l Io k axye.- who have

sufflient cash or credit o buy ni equiphiq.nt,. "Because of this, wil
not the credit nerease t e adva e thatitli~lirJ.kusiness holds ove
small business because arbusibqs, g jbrliy spdwkiptg, can rai
capital more re dily? --

STATEJMT 0 HON. DOU W1 r)SRETAftY oFr~
~TRA FAUY-suMed "/

Secretary DILLON. o not think so, Mr. Chairman, and tt is not
the.opinibn of the Sma Business Men's Association. These small
businesses, because of the p icularly favorable as ctof the credit
for them, will have a very great

Now, of course, the business that does not make any m i'Jat all
will not benefit from the investment credit and will not ben from
any form of depreciation practice.

There has to be'a business that is making some money. But assum-
ing that it is a small business which-makes some money, which, of
course,.the great majority do, I think that the record will show that
this incentive will be more favorable to smallbusiness than any possible
change !ind improvement in depreciation practice.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any figures of those companies that
would do this modernization, regardless of the tax incentive?
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Secretary DILLON. Mr. Chairman, I did get these figures. They are
all in this annex 1, showing the amount of money that has been spent
on new plant and equipment in 1939, and then from 1945 to 1946, and
it shows that overall on new plant and equipment we spent in the last-
from. 1956 on, we have spent $35 billion, roughly, or a little less. It ran
a little over that, about $37 billion, in 1957.

Every year since then, it has been less, and what was spent in 1961
was less than ini 1956. So there has been no increase at all in that
period.

But I assume that something like this would be spent, in any event,
and I assume that, as our economy grows, the expenditures would grow
with it. However, they are not adequate in relation to the size of
our economy.

What we are. trying to do is to have a more adequate percentage of
our gross national product spent in plant and equipment, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. The figures that you have just given, this is only
for equipment?

Secretary DILLON. Plant and equipment.
The CHAIRMAN. Plant?
Secretary DILLON. Plant and equipment. We have got them for

p!ant and equipment; we have got them 'ust for equipment. I can
give you either.

Just for equipment, it shows that we spent $27.2 billion in 1956; it
reached a high of $28.5 billion in 1957 ;and it has been lower every
year since then. Last year it was $25.7 billion, which was 4.9 percent
of our gross national product which is the lowest amount that has
been spent since, these figures show, in 1947, which is the first year that
I have here. For the last 15 years, this is the smallest amount.

The CHAYRMAN. How much do you think that this incentive will in-
crease that expenditure?

Secretary )ILLON. Well, the expenditure rate of other industrial
countries varies.

The United States dropped from 1950, which was about 6.5 percent,
down through the years to this 4.9 percent last year, whereas t1-e Com-
mon Market countries, as an average have inreased from 8.5 percent
up to something over 10 percent. 'The various countries in the Com-
mon Market have different percentages.

But I would think and hope that this investment credit would lead
to an increase of maybe up to 7 or 8 percent, something of that na-
ture, which would make a very radical difference and would be of
tremendous help in stimulating our economy and the competitiveness
of our business against foreign competition.

The CHAIRMAN. The loss of $1.4 billion, that is based on what per-
cent of increase?

Secretary DILLON. The loss of $1.4 billionis based just on what
we would expect to have spent this year. That particular figure is
not based on any percentage increase.. The CHAIRMAN. It could be more, or it could be less, could it not?
I mean that is not a fixed figure?

Secretary DILLON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. It depends on how many industries take advan-

tage?

/
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Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
As the figures were shown in a memorandum that the joint commit-

tee staff, Mr. Stain, gave you, this indicates a steady rise in expendi-
tures for equipment and postulates a 5-percent annual increase over
the years in the expenditures for plant and equipment. Of course,
that is not what has happened in past years, but it is what we think
would happen with this procedure, and that was the basis on which
those figures were figured-by the joint committee staff.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the average increase, then?
Secretary DILLON. In the United States ?
The CHAIRMAN. Say, in the last 5 years; what is the average in-

crease, percentagewise?
Secretary DILLON. Zero.
There has been a decrease.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean the money spent for modernizationI
Secretary DILLON. Is smaller now than it was 5 years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. If course, there are more plants.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
We are spending on more plants less than we spent on fewer plants

5 years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. What I am trying to arrive at, what is your esti-

mate of increasing the present amount? Even though it is minor, it
must be something.

Secretary DILLON. We think that the credit will make an increase of
at least more than 5 percent a year, but we use that 5 percent a year
in our-

The CHAITIMAN. That is your tax calculation?
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
Looking ahead for 10 years, that is what we use, but we think it

will be more than that.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the $1.4 billion loss?
Secretary DILLON. For this year. when we calculated losses we

calculated $1,350 million; and the Joint Committee $1.4 billion. ThIt
was based just on estimates of the Department of Commerce and the
Securities and Exchange Commission as to how much was apt to be
spent for equipment this year. It does not take into account any
stimulating effects of the credit. So there could be a larger figure,
if the credit works and more money is spent on plant and equipment.
But then, of course, we would be getting profits from that extra busi-
ness. We would be getting taxes from those extra profits.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you think that if this jI5an is
adopted, there will be a 5 percent increase each year?

Secretary DILLON. I would say at least, yes, on the average.
The CHAIWmAN. Then you agree with Mr. Stain that in 10 yeaxs the

loss should be $20 billion
Secretary DILLON. I think that Mr. Stain's figures are based, as he

says in his table, on an assumed rate of growth of investment of 5
percent-I assume that because that is the figure we used-lie men-
tions that that is the figure that Treasury had taken.

I do not think he tried to compute any separate rate of growth. He
just took the same one we did.

The CHAIRMAN. If it is successful, you will lose more in taxes as
the years go on, as you do nowI
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Secretary DILLON. No, sir.
We will gain in taxes because there will be more business; more

people wil lbe hired; more people will be at work; and there will be
more profits; and we will make up from those more profits, certainly,
as much as we lose on this particular incentive.

The CIIAIirMAN. That may be wishful thinking, may it not, just like
these deficits?
* Secretary DILLON. It could be, but it has been the consistent position
of the Treasury for the last 10 or 15 years that that is the way in-
centives work.

The CITAIRMAN. If the same accuracy would be applied to these defi-
cits-I have not seen an accurate estimate, yet, and I have been here
a long time.

You recognize that?
Secretary DILLON. I recognize that. It is very difficult to forecast

business conditions.
The CHAIRMAN. It is very difficult to forecast, also, how much more

goods it will make and how much more profit it will make by reason
of this bill, is it not?

Secretary DILLON. It is difficult, but if you have more profitability,
you can only assume that business will recognize that; there will be
more business; and, therefore, you will get more taxes.

It is very diAcult, exceedingly difficult, to measure that.
The C1AMIMAN'. I have no doubt this is your best judgment, but,

after all, it is a guess?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, as I understand it, the basis of

your recommending this 8 percent investment credit is because of a
concern which you have over the declining rate of expansion of
American industry, is that correct?

Secretary DLLON. Not necessarily just rate expansion. It is
rate of modernization, as well as expansion. It is rate of expenditure
on plant and equipment, particularly eqttlpment.

Senator WILIAMS. And you cited the decline as beginning in 1957,
is that correct?

Secretary DILLON. It is most marked there. The figures show that
it has been going on fairly regularly right from 1947 when we had
7.1 percent of our ndtitlohn product that went into producing durable
equipment.

That increased in 1948 to 7.3 percent, and then declined right after:
6.7, 6.6, 6.5, 6.1, and so forth.

It has now gotten down to 4.9 percent.
Senator WiLLIAMS. Would not part of that high rate immediately

after the war be the result of the fact that for the 5-year period of
the war they were unable to keep their plants in a proper state of
repair?

Secretatry DzroN I would think so.
I would think that is probably right.
Then maybe if we want to pick a better time, we can pick 1951 and

1952, when' it was 6 percent or so. Now it is down below 5 percent,
Senator WILLAMS. When did we repeal the 5-year amortization

rates?
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Secretary DILLoN. When that was repealed I do not know. I do
not have that in my mind.

Senator WIxLIArS. It was about 1957, was it. not, and, would not
that have served. as some incentive for the modernization of plants
during that period?

Secretary DILLON. Oil, it certainly did.
I think you can see there is an effect here which, I think, was due

to the adoption of the double declining depreciation method, probably
where in the years 1950 and 1957 there was a temporary increase, and
then that increase has fallen off and stayed lower ever since then.

There was an increase in 1956 to 6.5 percent from 5.8 the year before,
and that level was pretty well held in 1957, when it was 6.4but, there-
after, it went back down to 5.21, 5.4, 5.5, and 4.9.

Senator WILLIAMS. I think your assistants, I understand, have this
date on the repeal of the 5-year amortization?

Secretary DILLON. I am sure they have yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Would they furnish that at this point, if they

do?
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
(The information referred to was later submitted for the record

as follows:)

Antount of InvestMent certified for 5-year atnortizatiou

[In millions of dollars]

1951 ------------------------ 6,781 1955 ------------------------ 2 071
1052 --------------------- 6, 766 156--------------------- 2,678
1953 ------------------------ 2,06 1957 ------------------------- 752
1054 ---------------------- 1,061 1958 -------------------------- 87

NOT.---Certiflcations for 5-year amortization after Aug. 22, 1957, were limited to certain
specialized types of investment directly related to defense. RNo certifications were permittedafter Dec. 31, 1959.

As the above table indicates, the major impact of the 5.year amortization program was
felt in 1951 and 1952.

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Apr. 4, 1002, Office of Tax Analysis.

Senator WILLIAMS. I notice in your statement you make this state-
ment, and I am quoting:

It is essential to our competitive position in markets, both here at home and
abroad, that American Industry be put on the same basis as foreign Industry.

An then later you refer to certAin countries in Europe as having
already adopted a formula similar to that which you are proposing
now; is that correct I

Secretary DiLON. Certain countries have similar formulas. Others
have other types of formulas which provide the same sort. of incen-
tives, either large first-year special initial allowances or something of
that nature.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do any or all of those countries allow industry
to write 6ff mhore than 160 percent of the cost?

Secretary DI.uow. Yes. That is the case in Eigland, Belgium and
in Holland, which have the same or a similar thing, to what we have.
They call it there an-investment allowance.

In their case, instead of a tax credit, it is taken before prflt§ are
computed, in Zhe same manner as depreciation, but it is an allowance
over and above the 100-percent level. It is a, special allowance that is
just taken the first year, and then they permit 100 percent deprecia-
ti6n, in addition to that, SenatorWilliams."
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Senator WILLAbS. Now, how much is that credit for those respective
countries?

Secretary DILLON. Well, in England it is 20 percent, which would
be the equivalent of a 10 percent investment credit here. We have
got the figures. In fact, maybe I ought to submit for the record here
it compilation which we made of some 43 pages which goes into detail
on the depreciation practices in all these foreign countries and gives
the full detail on each country.

Senator WMLIAMS. You wanted to submit that report, you mean?
Secretary DILLON. Yes. I think that would be a useful thing to give

you those facts.
The CHAIR3IAN. That will be included in the record.
(The compilation referred to is as follows:)

DEPRECIATION PRACTICES IN CERTAIN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

The following outline is designed to provide information on depreciation prac-
tices in leading foreign industrial nations. Countries surveyed are Belgium,
Canada, France, West Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, and United
Kingdom. Replies to a questionnaire sent by the Treasury Department to the
United States embassies in the various countries were the main source of data.
Among the additional references consulted were published and unpublished ma-
terial from the World Tax Series, prepared by the Harvard Law School Interna-
tional Program in Taxation; Taxation in Western Europe, published by the
Federation of British Industries; Common Market Fiscal Systems, by E. B.
Norteliffe; Canadian Tax Reporter, published by CCH Canadian Limited; and
Information Guide for Those Doing Business Outside the United States of
America, published by Price Waterhouse & Co.

The information for each country has been classified under general headings
as follows:

Corporate tax rate.-This section is designed to give the approximate rate
of tax imposed on income of industrial corporations.

Method of computing depreciation.-The various methods (straightline, de-
clinitg-balance, etc.) of depreciation permitted or reqtlired to be used, together
with any limitations on the use of a particular method, are covered in this
section.

Rates of depreiationo.-The method by which adepreciation rates for assets
are determined (i.e., statutory rates, negotiations with individual taxpayers,
etc.) is discussed in this section, together with the treatment of salvage value
and the relationship of straightilne and declining-balance rates of depreciation.
It is difficult to determine with any degree of certainty the useful lives or rates
of depreciation allowed in countries where statutory lives or rates are not pro-
vided. Just as tax lives of assets in the United States may vary widely -from
the administrative Bulletin "F" publication, lives may also differ considerably
in foreign cothtries as a result of administrative practices. Thus, the rates
of depreciation listed for individual assets in these countries must be regarded
as rough averages from which a considerable degree of dispersion might be
expected.

Types of buildings or equipment not subject to depreciaton.-Listed here are
assets, which would be depreciable under U.S. depreciation provisions, but on
which depreciation is not permitted to be deducted in the foreign country.

Accelerated depreciation.-Under this heading are discussed initial or first-
year depreciation allowances and statutory reduction of lives of assets. Coun-
tries having general provisions for initial or first-year allowances are France,
Italy, Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, while Italy also has a general
provision for reduction of lives. Special allowances, applicable only to certain
assets or industries, are also permitted in a number of the countries.

Incentive allowance.-This topic covers provisions for deducting allowances
in excess of the cost of the asset, but not including deductions based on the
change in the price level. Countries currently having Incentive allowances are
Belgium, Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.

Adjustmen-ts for price level changes.&-None of the cofttries covered currently
permit adjustment for changes in the price level, although they have previously
been permitted in Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, and Japan. How-
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ever, these prior adjustments, generally, uay be used in computing current
depreciation allowances on assets purchased prior to the time of the latest re-
valuation.

Treatment of gafis on sale of depreciable property.-Under this heading
are discussed any special provisions for the taxation of gains on the sale of
depreciable assets. Also discussed are provision for the deferral of recognition
or gain upon reinvestment of proceeds of sale.

Treatment of losses on sale of depreciable property.-The tax treatment of
loss on sale of depreciable property is covered under this heading.

Relation8ship of book and tax dcpreciation.-Provislons limiting tax deprecia.
tion deductions to depreciation recorded on the books of account is covered in
this section.

Provisions of prior laiv.-Expired provisions of the law, concerned either with
accelerated depreciation or incentive allowances, are. outlined under this heading.

BELGIUM
corporatee tax rate

The maximum effective rate of tax (after taking into account the deductibility
of the previous years' tax from the current year's taxable income) is 80 percent
on undistributed profits. The maximum effective rate on profits distributed as
dividends is 47.2 percent.

Method of computing depreciation

The straight-line method of depreciation is used almost exclusively.
Rates of depreciation

Depreciation rates are determined by negotiation between the taxing authori-
ties and individual taxpayers on a case-by-case basis. The fact that an asset
may have a shorter useful life than its physical life may be taken into account
in determining the rate of depreciation. Generally, salvage value is not con-
sidered in computing depreciation deductions. The following might be consid-
ered as average for negotiated depreciation rates: Percent

Industrial equipment ----------------------------------- 10-20
Office furniture ------------------------------------------ 10
Industrial buildings .------------------------------------- 8
Trucks and cars --------------------------------------- 20-25
Types of buildings or equipment not subject to depreciation

Commercial buildings and administrative offices are not subject to depreciation.
Accelerated depreciation

There are no general provisions for accelerated depreciation. However, spe-
cial accelerated treatment Is given maritime and inland vessels. Depreciation
is allowed vessels at the rate of 20 percent in the first year, 15 percent in each
of the 2 succeeding years, and 10 percent in each of the following 8 years.
Incentive allowances

A special deduction is allowed for 30 percent of the excess of investment during
the year in industrial property over the sum of (1) depreciation for such year
on property held at the close of the preceding tax year and (2) the proceeds
realized during the year from the sale of land, buildings, machinery, and certain
investment securities. The deduction is available only if the excess if more than
BFr3O,000 ($600). The special deduction was enacted originally for 1959 and
1060 and has been extended to 1961 and 1962. The deduction in normally dis-
tributed in equal amounts of 10 percent over a 8-year period beginning in the
year in which the investment is made. However, if the profits In any year are
insufficient, the unused portion of the deduction may be carried forward for 5
years. The deduction does not affect the devreclation allowance otherwise avail-
able on the property. Thus, the total of the special deduction and depreciation
will exceed the cost of the property. The special deduction gives a maximum
benefit of 9 percent of the investment (80 percent of the 80 percent maximum
effective tax rate on undistributed profits). Since the deduction applies only
to the undistributed profits tax. the result is, in a sense, only a tax deferment,
with the deferred tax being collected at the time of distribution of the profits
as dividends.

82190 O--2-pt. 1- 26
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The deduction is available only to industrial enterprises engaged in the extrac-
tion, fabrication, or transformation of items. It does not apply, for example,
to farmers, transportation firms, hotels, and beauty parlors. The source of funds
used for the investment is not restricted. The tax Incentive Is aimed at expan-
sion rather than mere replacement and, for this reason, the proceeds from the
sale of capital assets during the year must be subtracted from the qualified
expenditures during the year. Thus, an enterprise which replaces its buildings
or machinery with other buildings or machinery of the same value does not
obtain the benefit of the deduction. Investment qualifying for the special deduc-
tion must be made in business real property and machinery. Such property In-
cludes land bought on which to erect industrial buildings as well as business
buildings, apparatus, tools, office equipment and furniture, and laboratory equip-
ment. It is immaterial whether the taxpayer buys new or used items. However,
leased equipment may not be taken into account either by the lessor or the lessee.
Only Investments In items used in Belgium qualify for the deduction, although
there is no rule that the items acquired must have been made in Belgium. Items
under contract but not yet delivered may be taken into account to the extent that
progress payments are made during the year. For new enterprises the entire
amount of the Investment during the first year qualifies for the special deduction.

Adjttstments for price level changes
Taxpayers were allowed in 1947 to revalue assets acquired before December

31, 1940. Subsequent depreciation deductions are permitted on the basis of such
revaluation in order to make allowance for the extraordinary rise in prices
during and Immediately after the war.

Treattinent of gains on sale of depreeiable property
Generally, gains on the sale of buildings and equipment are treated aq ordi-

nary income in the case of corporations. However, under a law enacted in 1950
and subsequently extended to 1962, only one-fifth of the gain is subject to tax
if the proceeds of sale are reinvested In fixed assets or equipment located in
Belgium. Total exemption of the gain Is permitted if the reinvestment Is made
In designated regions which have suffered from high rates of unemployment.

Treatment of losses on sale of depreelable property
Losses on the sale of buildings, equipment, and machinery are fully deductible

from Income.

Relationship of book and tax depreciation
Depreciation allowed for tax purposes is limited to the amount shown on

the books.

Provisions of prior law
A special deduction of 80 percent for "productive investment" in excess of

Br2),000 (approximately $5,000) per year was allowed between mid-1954
and mid-1.6. This deduction was spread over a 3-year period and was Inde-
pendent of the depreciation deduction. It differed from the special deduction
introduced in 1959in that it was not related to depreciation or the proceeds front

the sale of capital assets.
CANADA

Corporate tax rate
The maxintM corporate tax rate is 50 percent including the 3 percent old age

security tax.
lf etlhod of computing depreciation

With the exception of certain farmers and fishermen permitted to use the

straight-line method, all taxpayers are required to compute depreciation under

the declining-balance method.. UMider the declining-balance method, depreciable

assets are grouped Into classes set forth In the income tax regulations, and de-
preciation is computed with respect to each class as a whole rather than for In-

dividtin assets.

Rates of depreciation
The rates of depreciation which must be used under the declining-balance

method are set forth in the income tax regulations. TInder these regulations,
nl depreciable afsets are grouped into classes with a specified maxilmwn rate

applying to each of the classes of assets. The classes and declining balance rates
of depreciation ar6 as follows:

I I . '. t
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Class 1 (4 percent) : Property not Included in any other class that Is (a) a

bridge, (b) a canal, () a culvert, (d) a dam, (e) a Jetty, (f) a mole, (g) a road,
sidewalk, airplane runway, parking area, or similar surface construction, (k)
railway track and grading that is not part of a railway system, or (i) tile drain-
age.

Class 2 (8 percent) : Property that is (a) electrical generating equipment, (b)
a pipeline for oil, gas or water, and (o) with certain exceptions, generating and
distributing equipment and plant (including structures) of producers or distribu-
tors of electrical energy, gas, water, or heat.

Class 3 (5 percent) : Property not included in any other class that Is (a) a
building or other structure, including component arts such as electrical wiring,
plumbing, sprinkler systems, air-conditioning equipment, heating equipment,
lighting fixtures, elevators and escalators, (b) a breakwater (other than a wood-
en breakwater), (e) a dock, (d) a trestle, (e) a windmill, or () a wharf.

Class 4 (0 percent) : Property, that would otherwise he included In another
class that Is (a) a railway system or part thereof, or (b) a tramway or trolley
bus system or a part thereof.

Class 5 (10 percent) : Property that is (a) a chemical pulp mill or ground
wood pulp mill, but not Including hydroelectric powerplants and their equipment,
or (b) an integrated mill producing chemical pulp or ground wood pulp and
manufacturing therefrom paper, paperboard or pulpboard, but not including
hydroelectric powerplants and their equipment.

Class 6 (10 percent) : Property not included in any other class that is (a) a
building of frame, log, stucco on frame, galvanized Iron, or corrugated Iron con-
struction Including component parts, (b) a wooden breakwater, (o) a fence,
(d) a greenhouse, (e) an oil or water storage tank, (f) a railway tank car, (g)
a wooden wharf, or (h) an aeroplane hangar acquired after 1958.

Class 7 (15 percent) : Property that Is (a) a canoe or rowboat, (b) a scow,
(o) a ship, (d) furniture, fitting or equipment (except radar and radio equip-
ment) attached to a property included in this class, (e) a spare engine for
property included in this class, (f) a marine railway, or (p) a ship under con-
struction.

Class 8 (20 percent) : Property that is a tangible capital asset that Is not
Included in another class (except an animal, a tree, shrub, herb, or similar
growing thing, a gas well, a mine, an oil well, radium, a right-of-way, a timber
limit, and tramway tracks).

Class 9 (25 percent): Property that is (a) auxiliary electrical generating
equipment of a taxpayer not engaged In business of distributing electrical
energy, (b) radar equipment, (o) radio transmission equipment, (d) radio re-
ceiving equipment, or (e) electrical generating equipment having a maximum
load capacity of not more than 15 kilowatts.

Class 10 (80 percent) : Property not included In any other class that is (a)
automotive equipment, (b) harness or stable equipment, (e) a sleigh, (d) a
trailer, or (e) a wagon, and property that would otherwise be Included in an-
other class that is (f) a building acquired for the purpose of gaining or produc-
ing income from a mine, (g) contractor's movable equipment, (h) a floor of a
roller-skating rink, (i) gas or oil well equipment that Is normally used above
ground, (J) mining machinery and equipment, (k) property acquired for cutting
and removing timber which will be of no further use to the taxpayer after all
merchantable timber has been removed from a timber limit, (1) mechanical
equipment acquired for logging operations, (m) access roads and trails for the
protection of standing timber against fire, insects, and disease, or (n) property
that was acquired for a motion picture drive-in theater.

Class 11 (35 percent) : Property not Included In any other class that Is an
electrical advertising sign owned by the manufacturer thereof and used to earn
rental income.

Class 12 (100 percent) : Property not included in any other class that Is (a)
a book that is part of a lending library, (b) chinaware, cutlery, or other
tableware, (o) a kitchen utensil costing less than $100, (d) a die, Jig, pattern,
mold, or last, (e) a medical or dental Instrument costing less than $100, (Q) a
mine shaft, main haulageway or similar underground work, sunk or constructed
after the mine came into production, (g) linen, (h) a tool costing less than
$100, () a uniform, (J) the cutting or shaping part of a machine, (k) apparel
or costume used for the purpose of earning rental income therefrom, and (1)
video tape.
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Class 18 (40 percent) : Property that 19 (a) an aircraft, (b) furniture, fittings,
or equipment attached to an aircraft, or (c) a spare part for a property included
in this class.

Class 17 (8 percent) : Property that would otherwise be included in another
class, that is a telephone or telegraph system or a part thereof, except radio
receiving and transmission equipment and property included in class 10.

A taxapayer may elect to include in class 1 all properties which would other-
wise be included in another class, or a taxpayer whose chief depreciable prop-
erties are in class 2, 4, or 17, may elect that any other property from tv same
business be included in class 2, 4, or 17.
Toype of building or equipment not subject to depreciation

None.
Accelerated depreolation

A special depreciation allowance to encourage reequipment and modernization
was part of the 1961 budget proposals to encourage and assist Canadian business
to become more competitive in markets abroad and at home. The purpose of the
allowance is to help business undertake new capital installations including
machinery, equipment, and buildings.

The reequlpment and modernization allowance takes the form of a 50 percent
increase in the rates of capital cost allowance for the year in which a new asset
is acquired. This additional allowance will apply to new assets acquired in the
period Julne 21, 1961, to March 81, 1968. Since this allowance is intended to
encourage reequipment and modernization it applies only to those capital ex-
penditures which are in excess of normal or ordinary capital expenditures. The
regulations provide that the expenditures which qualify for the additional allow-
ance are those made in the taxation year which exceed a certain base amount.
The base amount is the aggregate of the amounts spent for depreciable property
acquired in the last complete taxation year of the taxpayer ending before June
21, 1961, or the average for the last 8 years if the average is smaller. In order
to guard against existing operations being split up into new ones for tax-savings
purposes, there are provisions for the carryover of base expenditures in the case
of certain Incofporatiohs and reorganizations.

Nearly all assets depreciable on the diminishing balance basis will qualify for
the additional allowance. Property which is already eligible for accelerated
depreciation under a certifi.te issued by the Minister of Defense Production,
and property which is already eligible for a 100 percent rate of deprecition
does not qualify for the new allowance. In addition, second-hand assets are not
eligible nor. is property acquired for use entirely outside Canada.

The amount *of capital expenditures qualifying for the allowance is the excess
of the aggregate expenditures over the base amount. The excess is not computed
on the basis of expenditures for various classes of assets under the Canadian
class depreciation system. Thus, qualifying expenditures might all be for auto-
mobiles, while the base period expenditures were for buildings. If the taxpayer
has acquired property of more than one class, he may allocate the qualifying
expenditures in any manner he desires to the various classes of acquisition.

The following example illustrates the operation of this allowance:
Computation of base amount: Assume that capital expenditures for depreciable

property for 1958, 1959, and 1900 (the last complete taxation year ending before
June 21, 1961) were $60,000, $50,000, and $40,000, respectively. The base amount
would be $40,000 since this is less than the 3-year average expenditures of
$50,000.

Computation of amount on which additional allowance may be claimed:
Purchases of depreciable property In 1062:

Buildings classs $) --------------------------------- $20,000
Machinery (class 8) --------------- ------------------ 30,000

Automotive equipment (class 10) --------------------------- 15, 000

Total ---------------------------- 65,000
Base amount .......... 40,000

Amount on which additional allowance may be claimed ------- 25,000
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The taxpayer may claim the additional allowance with respect to any of the
property acquired by him In 1062. Assume the following allocation:
Buildings (class 8) ------------------------------------------- 0
Machinery (class 8) -------------------------------------- $10, 000
Automotive equipment (Class 10) ----------------------------- 15000

Total --------------------------------------------- 25,000
The additional allowance would be computed as follows:

Normal Rate of Cost of
rate additional property Allowance

allowance

Percent Percent
Machinery ............................................ 20 10 $10,000 $1,000
Automotive equipment ............................... 30 15 15,000 2,250

Total ................................................................................ 3,250

The taxpayer's total deductions under the class system would be computed as
follows given the undepreclated cost at December 31, 1961, and disposals credited
to the accounts during the year:

Class 3, 5 Class 8, 20 Clhs 10, 30 Total
percent percent percent

Undepreciated cost at Dec. 31, 1981 ..................... $110,000 $135,000 $5,000 $250,000
Additions, 1962 ........................................ 20,000 30,000 16,000 66,000
Disposals, 1062 ........................................ . (5, 000) (6,000) (11,000)

Total .......................... . ............. 130,000 160,000 14,000 304,000
Normal allowance ..................................... 6,500 32,000 4,200 42,700
Additional allowance ............................................... 1,000 2,260 3,250

Depreciation, 1982 ................................ 6, a 33,000 6,450 45, 950
Undepreclated cost at Dec. 31,1962 ............... 123,500 127,000 7,550 258,050

Another form of accelerated depreciation may be claimed in respect of most
types of asset.4 acqflired after 1960 which are used 6tther (1) In making a product
not previously produced in Canada or (2) in making a product not previously
produced in an area of labor surplus. The taxpayer must apply to the Minister
of Trade and Commerce for certification of the project as qualifying under the
regulations. Structures, machinery, and equipment, and patent and license
costs are eligible for the special allowance. No distinction is made between new
and used assets. However, office furniture and equipment, automobiles, and
assets having a capital cost allowance rate in excess of 30 percent are not eligible.
The additional allowance is equal to the maximum normal allowance for the
year in which the assets are acquired. The full amount of the allowance may be
taken in the year of acquisition of the assets or in either of the two years follow-
ing acquisition or the allowance may be apportioned in any manner over these
three years. The additional. allowance reduces the undepreciated cost of the
asset and thus also reduces the normal depreciation allowance in the following
years. Both this allowance and the reeqdIpmeht; and modernization allowance
discussed above may be claimed with respect to the same property. Special
provisions are als) in effect for accelerated writeoff of certain cori property,
fishing vessels and defense facilities.
incentive allowatces

None.
Adjustnient for price level changes

None.
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Treatment of 1o88c8 on sale of depreciable property
Under the Canadian class system, gains and losses as such are not competed

upon the sale of depreciable property. Proceeds up to the amount of the original
cost of the assets sold from a class during a taxable year are deducted from the
undepreclated cost of the remaining assets in the class. Any proceediA which
exceed the original cost of the assets sold constitute a capital gain not subject to
Income tax. Under "recapture" provisions, proceeds applied in reduction of the
undepreclated cost whivih exceed the remaining undepreclated cost of the class
are required to be included in ordinary income and are taxed at ordinary tax
rates. Any undepreclated cost remaining after a taxpayer has disposed of all
property in a class and has no property of that class at the end of a taxable year,
may be deducted as a "terminal loss" from ordinary income. In general, the
operation of the class system results In (1) the deferral of recognition of gain
on the sale of depreciable property along with a reduction of future deprecia-
tion deductions, (2) deferral of losses on sale of depreciable property with an
increase in future depreciation deductions, (3) ultimate recognition as ordinary
Income of gains on sale of depreciable property to the extent of depreciation pre-
viously claimed and ultimate recognition as ordinary deductions of losses on sale
of depreciable property.

The following examples illustrate the operation of the class system with re-
spect to disposals of property of a particular class:

1 2 3 4 5

Original cost of assets in class ---------------------- $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000
Accumulated depretdation -------------------------- 7, 000 75,000 75,000 40,000 50,000
Undepreciated cost before disposition ................ 25,000 25,000 25,000 60,000 50,000
Dispositions:

Original cost...._------------------------ 35,000 35,000 35,000 20,000 100,000
Proceeds . ................................. 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 40,000

Proceeds deducted from undepreciated cost --------- 20,000 25,000 25,000 20,000 40,000
Capital gain ---------------------------------------- 0 0 5,000 30,000 0
Ordinary income under "recapture" provisions ------ 0 5,000 10,000 0 0
Ordinary loss under terminall loss" provisions ------ 0 0 0 0 10,000
Undepreclated cost remaining ---------------------- 5,000 0 0 40, 000 0

Relationship of book and tax depreciation
Depreciation is allowed for tax purposes without regard to the amount of de-

preciation recorded on the books. For the years 1949-53, depreciation could be
deducted for tax purposes only to the extent that it had been recorded on the
books. This provision was repealed effective for 1954 and subsequent years.

Provis0ons of prior law
In general, dopreciation was deferred on assets purchased after April 10, 1951,

and before January 1, 1953, unless the Minister of Trade and Commerce had
issued a certificate of eligibility for depreciation. The original term of deferment
was 4 years. However, this restriction was lifted and beginning in 1953 de-
preciation was allowed to commence on such assets.

FRANCE
Corporate tax rate

The corporate income tax rate is 50 percent.

Method of computing depreciation
For all depreciable assets acquired prior to January 1, 1960, straight-line de-

preciation continues in effect until the assets are fully depreciated. The declin-
Ing-balance method becomes mandatory for certain types of assets acquired after
January 1, 1965. The taxpayer has an election to apply the declining-balance
method to qualifying assets acquired between January 1, 1960, and January 1.
1905, or may continue using the straight-line method. However, the same system
lust be applied to all assets acquired during this period to which the election
applies. It should be noted that the various special acceleration provisions will,
in general, contiine to apply under the straight-line method, but may not ie used
in conjunction with the declining-balance method.
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Assets qualifying for the declining-balance method must be new when acquired
by the taxpayer and have a normal useful life of more than 8 years. The folloW-
ing types of assets qualify for depreciation under the declining-balance method:
(1) machinery and equipment used in industry for manufacture, transformation
or transport; (2) handling equipment; (8) water and air purification installa-
tions; (4) installations for the production of steam, heat, or energy (5) fire-
detection and firefighting equipment, burglar alarms, and industrial safety de-
vices; (6) medical equipment; (7) business machines, except typewriters; (8)
machinery and equipment for scientific and technical research; (9) equipment
for the storage of merchandise; and (10) all buildings and equipment of enter-
prises in the hotel business (lodging or meals and lodging) but excluding instal-
lations for enterprises in the restaurant business only. Other types of assets
must be depreciated under the straight-line method. Such types Include all
buildings, except hotel buildings, trucks of less than 2-ton capacity, passenger
cars, bises, office furniture, and typewriters.

Under the declining-balance method, a switch to the straight-line method may
be made when the point is reached at which the straight-line method produces
a greater annual deduction than the declining-balance method.

Rate8 of depreotion
Rates of depreciation must be "within limits of those customarily applied In

each branch of Industry, commerce, or business" Negotiations for rates are in
most instances with individual taxpayers, but may sometimes be with Industrial
groups. Factors such as obsolescence and particularly Intensive use may be
taken into account In determining depreciation rates. Typical rates under the
straight-line method are:

Percent
Industrial buildings ------------------------------------------- 5
Commercial buildings or housing -------------------------------- 2-3
Machinery and office furniture --------------------------------- 5-10
Motor vehicles -------------------------------------------- 20-25

The rates under the declining-balance method are determined by applying co-
efflcients to the straight-line rates. The coefficients are 1.5 for assets having a
normal useful life of 3 or 4 years, 2 for assets having a life of 5 or 6 years, and
2.5 for assets having a life of longer than 6 years
Type8 of blfldin 8 or equipment not subject to depreofatiton

None.
Accelerated depreciatioi

As explained above, the declining-balance method is mandatory for certain
categories of assets acquired after January 1, 1965, and may be elected for
qualifying assets acquired between January 1, 1960, and January 1, 1965. A
number of forms of accelerated depreciation have been In effect and continue in
effect for assets acquired between January 1, 1960, and January 1, 1965, If the
taxpayer continues to use the straight-line method. However, these acceleration
provisions do not apply if the taxpayer elects to use the declining-balance method
with respect to such assets.

For office equipment--other than typewriters-handling equipment, water and
air purification equipment, equipment for production of steam, heat, or energy,
security equipment, and equipment for scientific research acquired new after
January 1, 1954, and utilized for purposes of modernization, a 10-percent initial
allowance is permithl, If the 10-percent allowance is claimed, other deprecia-
tion deductions are on the basis of 90 percent of cost. For orders placed between
May 29, i959. and January 1, 1960, the 10-percent initial allowance was extended
to: (1) machine tools for metalworking and other named industries; (2) machine
tools having a life of at least 5 years for the food, rubber, plastic, ceramics, shoe,
textile, paper, and certain other industries: (3) equipment of building contractors
having a life of at least 5 years: (4) trucks weighing 5 tons or more: and (5)
various kids of electrical and radiologlcail equipment.

New niachinery with a useful life of at least 5 years, If used in ltdhitry for
manufncture, transformation, handling, or transportation, Is subject to acceler-
nted depreciation. This accelerated depreciation takes, the forin of a double
deduction in the first year. The taxpayer, underthia procedure, compubtes annual

epreclatlon for each year In the normal manner, takes two annual deductions-in
the first year, and the period of depreciation deduction Is reduce -by 1 year.
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For qualifying equipment, both the 10-percent initial allowance and the double
deduction in the first year may be claimed. The following table compares the
annual deductions available under the straight-line method assuming the 10-
percent initial allowance and double deduction in the first year are both appli-
cable with the deductions available under the declining balance method for a
$1,000 asset having a useful life of 10 years.

Straightilne Straight-line
method with method with

10-perent Declining- 10-percent Declining-
Year initial allow. balance Year initial allow- balance

ance and method ane and method
double de- double de-
duction duction

in 1st year in 1st year

I..................... 280 250.0 6 ...................... 90 69.0
2...................... 90 188.0 7 ...................... 90 4
4 ...................... 90 141.0 8 ...................... 90 44.6
4....................90 105.0 9 ...................... 00 44.55....................... 90 79.0 10 ....... *.----- 0 44

Under a 1958 provision, 50 percent of the cost of buildings or machinery ac-
quired for scientific or technical research may be deducted in the first year.
The remainder of the cost is deducted in the normal manner over the useful life
of the facilities.

In order to stimulate exports, a special "export" depreciation deduction was
established in 1957. The amount of the deduction is determined by multiplying
the ordinary depreciation allowance for the year by the ratio between the firm's
export sales and total sales for the year. In 1959, this deduction was increased
by 50 percent. - Steel and coal companies have been permitted to use "output"
depreciation based upon a percentage of sales or output.

To encourage modernization of facilities, newspapers and magazines were
allowed to expense their acquisitions, writing off the cost of equipment in full,
in the year of acquisition. They are also entitled to deductions for certain
amounts put in reserve for future acquisition of equipment. The 1901 Finance
Act extended these incentives for another 2 years.

Incentive allowances
None.

Adjustments for price level changes
From 1945 through 1958, taxpayers were permitted an annual revision of

their balance sheets to reflect, by the use of government-specified coefficients,
the decline in the purchasing power of the franc. Depreciation and gain or
loss on the disposition of assets were computed on such revalued amounts.
Under a 1959 law revaluation was abolished. However, firms were permitted
(mandatory for taxpayers with an annual turnover of more than 500 million
old francs) a final revaluation as of June 30, 1959. Such revaluation is made
by multiplying the cost of the asset (less, where taken, any 10-percent initial
allowance claimed) by a stipulated coefficient for the year of acquisition. Simi-
larly, each annual depreciation allowance applicable to the asset is multiplied
by the coefficient for the year for which the depreciation was claimed. The
total of the revalued depreciation allowances is subtracted from the revalued
cost of the assets to obtain a new value which-is used as the basis for
computing antbal depreciation allowances for the remainder of the useful life
of the asset. The difference between the old value of the asset and the new
value constitutes a special valuation reserve and a tax of 3 percent was im-
posed on the amount of such reserve. The coefficient of revaluation for de-
preciable assets acquired in 1914 and prior is 248; 1924, 51.8; 1935, 64.8; 1944,
10.3; 1954. 1.25.
'Preatmctwt of gains on sale of depreotable assets

Gains on sale of depreciable assets are taxable at ordinary income tax rates.
However, the taxpayer may defer the taxation of the gain by reinvesting the
proceeds of sale in other capital assets within 8 years following the end of the
year within which the sale took place.. The reinvested gain serves to reduce the
basis of the assets in which reinvestment is made.
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Treatment of 1088e8 on sale of depreciable property

Losses on sale of depreciable property may be deducted In full from ordinary
Income.
Relationship of book and tax' depreciation

A taxpayer may deduct for tax purposes only such depreciation as is actually
recorded in the books of account.

WEST GERMANY
Corporate tax rate

The corporate tax rate is 51 percent on retained income and 15 percent on
income distributed as dividends.

Method of computing depreciation
Either the straight-line method or the declining-balance method may be used

in depreciating movable property. However, only the straight-line method may
be used in computing depreciation on buildings. Individual items costing not
more than DM600 (approximately $150) may be fully written off in the year of
acquisition.
Rates of itepreolatton

Depreciation rates are based on the economic life expectancy of the assets
under the particular conditions of the taxpayer. Rates are negotiated between
the tax authorities and individual taxpayers. Unusual .wear and tear and tech-
nical obsolescence may be taken Into account lih settling the depreciation rates.
Normally, salvage value need not be considered unless it can reasonably be
expected to be substantial. Rates of depreciation under the declining balance
method are twice the applicable straight-line rates. However, the declining-
balance rate may in no case exceed 20 percent. Some typical lives and deprecia-
tion rates under the declining-balance method are as follows:

Declining
Estimated balance

life depreciation
rate

Iron and steel industry: Years Percent
Blast furnace ----------------------------------------------------------- 10 20
Open hearth furnace --------------------------------------------------- 10 20
Electric furnace (for melting) ............................................ 10 20

Automobile industry:
Boring and turning mills .................................. ------------- 2-6 20
Radial drill ............................................................ 10 20
Steel forging hammers -------------------------------------------------- 10 20
Engine lathe (automatic) ----------------------------------------------- 6 20
Hydraulic press ......................................................... 8 20
Shearing machines ----------------------------------------------------- 1 0 20

Textile Industry:
Carding machines ------------------------------------------------------ 10 20
Combers ---------------------------------------------------------------- 12 16
Dyeing machines (wood) ----------------------------------------------- 5 20
Dyeing machines (metal) ............................................ -10 20
Looms (single) -------------------------------------------- - -- 12-15 13-16
Knitting machines ...................................................... 8-12 16-20

Industrial buildings, which may be depreciated only under the straight line
method, typically have an estimated life of 50 years.
Types of buildings or eqWlpment not subject to depreciation

None.
Accelerated depreciation

In addition to the acceleration provided by the use of the declining-balance
method a number of special provisions are in effect. These special allowances
are not applicable to the acquisition of used assets. Buildings, If two-thirds of
the capacity Is used for dwellings, may be depreciated 7% percent in the year
of completion and an equl amount in the following year. For the next 8
years, 4 percent per annum may be claimed. All investment In Berlin is eligible
for special acceleration provisions. Movable assets may be depreciated up to
75 percent during the first S years If they Will continue to be held in Berlin
for an additional 3 years. Housing in Berlin may be depreciated up to
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10 percent in each of the first 2 years and up to 3 percent in each of the
following 10 years. Refugees and victims of Nazi persecution are granted an
initial allowance of 10 percent of business construction costs iII each of the first
2 years. Accelerated depreciation is also granted on t case-by-case basis for
investments in certain eastern border areas. A special first year allowance of
from 20 to 30 percent Is permitted on certain imported items which are either
subject to wide price fluctuation or are vital to the smooth functioning of the
economy.

Farmers who keep books of account may depreciate movable assets up to 50
percent and fixed assets up to 30 percent during the first 2 years. These
allowances are in addition to the normal depreciation during this period. How-
ever, the total depreciation may not exceed 50 percent of the gross income from
agriculture or forestry. Other farmers may write off 25 percent of the cost
of movable assets and 15 percent of the cost of fixed property in the year of
acquisition. Improvements to buildings constructed before June 21, 1948, and
with more than MS0 percent of the capacity used for dwellings, may be written
off up to 10 percent per annum during the first 10 years.

Private hospitals primarily serving low income groups inty write off up
to 50 percent of the cost of movable assets and up to 30 percent of the cost of
fixed assets In the year of acquisition and the following year in addition to
normal depreciation for these years. However, total depreciation may not ex-
ceed DM 100,000 (approximately $25,000) In a single year. Fifty percent of
investments in movable assets and 30 percent for fixed properties used for the
control of sewage and waste may be written off in the first 2 years. Mov-
able assets for the control of air pollution ipy be depreciated up to 50 per-
cent during the year of acquisition and the following year. Both of these al-
lowances are in addition to depreciation otherwise allowable for these years.
Incentive allowances

None.

Adjustments for price level, changes
Currently no adjustments for changes iii the price level are allowed. How-

ever, taxpayers were permitted to revalue assets acquired prior to June 21, 1948,
on the basis of replacement cost in August 1948. Subsequent depreciation is
computed on the basis of such revaluation.
Treatment of gains on sale of depreciable property

Gains on the sale of depreciable property are taxed at ordinary rates except
upon the sale of an entire plant. In such cases, special tax rates of from 10 to
30 percent are provided.
Treatment of losses on sale of depreciable property

Losses on the sale of depreciable property may be deducted in determining
ordinary income except when an entire plant is sold in which case losses are
only partially deductible.

Relationship of book and tax ideprealation
Depreciation need not be recorded in the books of account to be deductible for

tax purposes.
Prosktmos of prior lato

The declining-balance method of depreciation was introduced In 1952 for all
depreciable assets having a life expectancy of 10 years or more. The usual rates
of depreciation were 3.5 times the straight-line rates. 'i In 1956, the declining-
balance method was limited to movable assets, but was allowed regardless of the
expected life. At the same time, the rates were reduced to 2.5 times the straight-
line rates with an absolute maximum of 25 percent. Xn 1960, the rates were
further reduced to 2 times the straight-line rates with a Inaximum of 20 percent.

A number of incentives to Ifivestment through depreciation allowances have
been available to taxpayers in Western Germany since 1948. Under all of these
incentive provisions the total chargeoff was limited to the original cost of the
asset. Generally, the incentive allowances in the early years of the life of the
asset were in addition to the regular depreciation allowed for such years. For
new assets acquired between January-1, 1949, and June 80, 1951, taxpayers could
write off a total of 50 percent of the cost in the first 2 years up to an annual
linilt of DM100,000 (approximately $25,000). For ships acquired or constructed
after January 1, 1949, and before June 11 1958, a deduction of up to 15 percent
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of the cost was allowed In each of the first 2 years. Under the investment assist-
ance law of 1952, investment in coal, iron ore, Iron, steel, and energy producing
Industries was encouraged by allowing a writeoff within the first 5 years of
50 percent of the cost of newly purchased equipment and 30 percent of the cost
of buildings, provided these expenditures served immediately, directly, and
exclusively to increase the output in these basic industries. This prov1kio n ex-
pired in 1960.

ITALY
Corporate tav rate

Because of the complexity and variations In the tax structure it is not possible
to give a precise total rate for corporate income tax. In general, the maximum
Central Government rate may be said to be approximately 40 percent.
JfotlWoi of comnptltng depreoation

Depreciation must be computed under the straight-line method.

Ratcs of depreotatIon
Although not having the force of law, Ministry of Finance tables of deprecia-

tion issued in 1957 are the standard base for maximum depreciation allowances.
These rates are established, generally, for broad groups of items within a
specific industry rather than for specific types of equipment. In exceptional
cases of intensive production processes this maximum may be exceeded. Salvage
value is not considered in the computation of depreciation. Some typical rates
of depreciation are as follows: Percent
Iron and steel industry: Furnaces of any type --------------------- 10
Rod And wire mill:

Automatic -------------------------------------------- 14
Nonautomatic ---------------------------------------------------- 10

Metal products industries-machine tools:
Automatic --------------------------------------------- 8
Nonautomatic ------------------------------------------ 12%

Textile industry (cotton, wool, and other natural fibers).
Ordinary machinery and equipment___. -------------------------- 10
Machinery used in corrosive solutions ------------------------ 12%
Special equipment ----------------------------------------------- 25

Industrial buildings (of any construction and size, including plumbing,
lighting, and heating) :

Agricultural buildings ------------------------------------ 3
Nonferrous metal fabricating buildings 4------------------------4

Types of buildfngs or equitpmeit not s8bject to depreciation
None.

Accelerated depreeiaton
The normal period of depreciation of new plant and equipment and of expendi-

tures for expansion, conversion, and reconstruction of existing plant and eifp-
ment may be reduced by not more than two-fifths. Thus, an asset which nor-
mally would be depreciated over 20 years at a 5 percent rate may be depreciated
over 12 years at an 8% percent rate. In addition, for the Initial period and for
each of the three succeeding periods an additional amount not exceeding 15
percent of the cost of the asset Is added to normal depreciation.
Tneentive allowances

None.

AdJustment for price le ,el changes
At the present time, there Is no general provision for adjusting depreciation

to take account of changes In the price level. However, not later than 1953,
taxpayers were permitted to revalue assets acquired prior to 1948 by coefficients
reflecting the depreciation in the value of the currency. Such revalued amounts
are used in computing subsequent depreciation.
Treatment of gains on sale of depreciable property

Gains on the sale of depreciable property are taxable as ordinary income.
Treatment of losses on sale of depreciable property

Losses on the sale of depreciable property are deductible from ordinary income.
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Relationship of book and tam depreciatim
In order to be deductible for tax purposes depreciation must *have been re-

corded in the books of account.

Provisona of prior law
The present system of accelerated depreciation was originally adopted in

1951. In 1957, this system was temporarily superseded by a special deduction
for 10 percent of the excess of expenditures for new plants over the depreciation
for the year. The deduction was limited to 5 percent of Income and was inde-
pendent of and in addition to the depreciation otherwise allowable on the prop-
erty. This special deduction was permitted for 1957, 1958, and 1959. In 1960,
the original accelerated depreciation provisions were substituted for the special
deduction.

JAPAN
Corporate taw rate

The maximum corporate tax on undistributed profits is 38 percent. The maxi-
mum rate on profits distributed as dividends is 28 percent.

Method of computing depreofation
Either the straight-line method or the declining-balance method may be used

in computing depreciation. Generally, assets having a cost of 10,000 yen ($28)
or less may be written off in the year of acquisition.
Rates of depreciation

Useful lives for various assets have been prescribed by the taxation author-
ities. Such lives must be used in computing depreciation unless permission is
obtained for the use of shorter lives. Salvage value of 10 percent of the original
cost is required to be set up for machinery and equipment. Declining-balance
rates are applied to the original cost of the asset, while straight-line rates are
applied to original cost reduced by salvage value.

The general formula for determining the declining-balance rate of deprecia-
tion Is:

1-N/.10, where n=useful life.
The following is a comparison of the straight-line rate and declining-balance

rate for various useful lives:

(In percent)

Straight- Declining. Straight- Declining-
Useful life line balance Useful life line balance

rate rate rate rate

2 years .................... 50.0 68.4 15 years ------------------ 6.7 14.3
years ................... 33.3 53.6 20 years .................. 5.0 10.9
years .................... 20.0 36.9 25 years .................. 4.0 .9
years .................... 12.5 25.0 40 years .................. 2.5 5.6
10 years ................... 10.0 20.8
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Some typical useful lives and depreciation rates under the straight-line and
declining-balance methods are as follows:

Drte
Asset Useful life

... . ... ... . .. ... e .. balance

Iron and steel industry: Year. Perce .. Perea$
Blast furnace ............................................. 17 .8 12.7
Rod and wire mill ........................................ 18 5.8 12.0
Open hearth furnace ...................................... 18 6.5 112. 0
Electric furnace ........................................... 12-16 8 3-4 2 17. 513.4

Metal products industry:
Boring and turning mills .................................. 12-17 & 3-6. 8 17.5-12.7
Radial drills .......................... .............. 12 & 17.6
Wire drawing machines .................................. 12-13 8.3-7.6 17. 5-1. 2

Textile Industry:
Cording machines ........................................ 11-13 9.0-7.6 18. 9-1. 2
Combers .................................................. 13 7.6 1&.2
pinning frames .......................................... 10-18 10.0-6.6 20.6-12.0
Dyeing machines ......................................... 5-11 20.0-9.0 30 9-18.9
Looms .................................................... 13-18 7.6-6.6 1. 2-14.2
Knitting machines --------------------------------------- 18-17 7. 8.8 1. 2-12. 7

Industrial buildings:
Wooden buildings ........................................ 8-20 12. 5-.0 25.0-10.9
Others .................................................... 20-5 5.0-1.9 10.9- 4.1

Type* of buildings or equipment not subject to depreciation
None.

.4Acelerated deprecation
Specified new equipment in major heavy and technical, mining, and refining

industries, agricultural cooperatives, and experimental and research equipment is
subject to a 33 percent first-year depreciation allowance. This first-year al-
lowance is In addition to the depreciation otherwise allowable in the first year
on the equipment. The effect is to shorten the overall period of depreciation.
The additional first-year depreciation may be claimed only to the extent that
regular depreciation plus the first-year allowance does not exceed one-half
of the corporation's taxable income prior to depreciation.

The following table shows the depreciation deductions for an asset qualifying
for the first-year allowance and costing $1,000 with a useful life of 10 years un-
der both the straightline and declining-balance depreciation.

Year Straight Declining Year Straight Declining
line balance line balance

1. First-year allowance (336 a ............................. 90 61
percent of $1,000, less$100 6 ............................. 90 40
salvage) .................. $300 300 7 ............................. e0 32

Regulate allowance ......... 90 206 8 --------------------------------- 24

390 508 10 .................................
2 ............................. 0 102
3 ............................. 90 81 Total----------oo00 900
4 ............................. o0 84

New houses which are built for rental
and March 81, 1962, may be depreciated
5 years.

Incentive allowances
None.

Adjustments for price level changes

and put Into use between April 1, 1957,
at double the regular rate for the first

The taxpayers allowed to make adjustments In the depreciation base by
applying a special price-level Index prepared by the Bank of Japan. This index
is revised when there are significant changes In the price level. The most recent
revisions occurred in 1950 and 1953.

* " ' ;. - % ,,,*, * J" ,* .1 I - ," "I l ," -** "'* *t., V **. -'1, 1 'W
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Treatment of gains on sale of depreciable property
Gains realized from the sale of depreciable assets are taxed at ordinary rates

under the corporation income tax.
Treatment of losses on sale of depreciable property

Losses sustained on the sale of depreciable property are deductible in deter-
mining ordinary income.
Relationship of book and tax depreciation

Depreciation must have been recorded on the books in order to be deductible
for tax purposes.
Provisions of prior law

Prior to April 1, 1961, several provisions for accelerated depreciation were in
effect. Depreciation at 150 percent of the normal rate was allowed for each of
the first 8 years on machinery and equipment designated by the Minister of
Finance as necessary for the development of the Japanese economy or for the
modernization of cooperative business activities. Depreciation of 50 percent
was allowed in the first year on machinery and equipment designated by the
Minister of Finance as necessary for .the modernization of important industries
or for use in developing new manufacturing processes. Fifty percent of the cost
of machinery and equipment approved by the Minister of Finance for use in
experimentation and research could be deducted in the first year, and 20 percent
could be deducted in each of the second and third years. In general, these pro-
visions were consolidated into one system of 33% percent first-year depreciation
allowances as of April 1, 1901.

NETHERLANDS

Corporate tax rate
For an annual taxable profit under f40,000, the tax rate is 44 percent. For

f40,000 to fSO,000 the rate is 44 percent plus a 15-percent surtax on the amount
over f40,000. Any taxable profit above f50,000, has a 47-percent tax rate applied
to it. The above rates will be replaced once the Dutch Government issues a
decree implementing a law passed by Parliament which reverts rates back to
the previous 40 and 43 percent, respectively. In addition, the new law provides
that the tax rate on distributed profits shall be 15 percentage points under the
rate for undistributed profits. The decree has not as yet been issued.
Method of computing depreciation

Taxpayers may use either a straight-line or diminishing-balance method of
depreciation. There is no restriction on the method used according to the type
of asset acquired. Low-value items forming a customary part of initial or
production expenses may be written off at the entire cost In the year of acquisi-
tion under the "De Miiis Rule."
Rates 'of depreciation

The basis for depreciation is historical cost, not replacement value. Deprecia-
tion rates are determined through negotiations between tax authorities and
taxpayer. Where useful life of the asset is shorter than the physical life, be-
cause, for example, of technological obsolescence, the taxpayer may use this In
determining depreciation rates. Salvage value is taken into consideration; the
taxpayer is only allowed to depreciate the difference between historical cost of
the asset and its salvage value. Rates under either the straight-line or declining-
balance method must result In depreciation to salvage value at the end of the
useful life of the asset. Conventional rates are stated to be 10 percent for
machinery and 1% to 3 percent for buildings per year. The general formula for
the declining-balance method is:

d=(1-n- )

C

with d= Annual depreciation rate
s= Salvage value
n= Life of asset In years
c= Historical cost

- 410
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The rate per year has no specified limitation, but the taxpayer must remain
within the limits of good commercial practices. The Netherlands allows depre-
ciation to begin when the asset is "contracted for." To stop abuse through ex-
cessively long production delays, a bill is now pending before Parliament which
would restrict depreciation to the portion of the asset already paid for.
Types of buildings or equipment not subject to depreciation

None.
Accelerated depreciation

Due to a labor shortage, assets purchased after April 29, 1960, can now only
have one-third of their total cost written off by accelerated depreciation at a
lower rate and over a longer time than previously. Under this new formula, 81/
percent of investment per year in machinery and equipment may be written off
the first 4 years, and 6 percent for the first 51 years of buildings; that is, the
total accelerated depreciation, 33% percent of cost, is taken at 6 percent per
year for 5 years, leaving 3% percent for the sixth year. The final two-thirds cost
may be written off over the entire life of the asset in the regular manner. An
exception is the 16% percent per year accelerated writeoff allowed for invest-
ments by shipping and air transport companies engaged in international traffic.
The accelerated provisions are not now applicable to office eqiipnnent and motor
cars not used primarily for commercial road transport. The accelerated depre-
ciation in respect of an asset need not be applied in the first year in'which this
is permitted, but if it is applied in a subsequent year the normal depreciation
previously applied must be taken into acount. Accelerated depreciation applies
to used as well as to new property in the Netherlands.
Incentive allowance

A special investment allowance is given which allows Individual or corporate
taxpayers to deduct a percentage of new investment from taxable profits. The
allowance has no connection whatsoever with depreciation. Eligible investment
can be acquisition of new or used assets or improvement of already owned as-
sets, but the amount of investment must exceed 3,000 florins (approximately
$800) during the tax year concerned. Investment must be in business assets to
qualify for the allowance, land and residential property being ineligible. For
such assets for which orders were placed after April 29, 1960, the allowance is
5 percent of cost in each of the first 2 years. In effect, this means that 110 per-
cent cost can be recovered by the investor. If the assets are sold within 10
years, the taxpayer must add back to income in the 2 years following disposition
the amount of the allowance.
A djustments for price level ehangcs

The taxpayer may not make adjustment in the amount of depreciation on the
basis of price fluctuations. However, if substantial changes occur in the salvage
value of the assets, appr6prifite adjustment may be allowed by the authorities.
Treatment of gains on 8ale bf depreciable property

All gains from the sale of assets are treated as ordinary income.
Treatment of losses on sale of depreciable property

Losses resulting from sales of asset mays be deducted from profits.
Relationship of book and tax depreciation

Fiscal treatment of depreciation is independent of treatment in books of
account.
Provisiots of prior law

When the loss of Indonesia forced the Netherlands to emphasize increased
industrialization of the homeland, substantial initial allowances for depreciation
of plant were granted. Accelerated depreciation was first introduced for assets
ordered after December 31, 1949. The period over which the one-third of the cost
could be depreciated has been changed frequently. For example, In 1950 and
1951, all of the one-third of the cost of buildings could be written off in I year.
For buildings, other than new factory buildings, the period was extended to 3
years in 1053. This same period became effective for new factory buildings after
November 1, 1955. For 1959 the period for new factory buildings was changed
to 2 years. Similarly, different rates have been in effect for automobiles, office
furniture and fixtures, intangible assets, and other machinery, A more specific
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summary of some of the provisions making different accelerated depreciation
methods permissible is as follows:

A--The total permissible amount may be written off at once;
B-The annual amount is limited to 10 percent of cost;
C-In 1952 for certain assets accelerated depreciation was limited to 10 per-

cent of cost; after that year the limitation was withdrawn.
D-In the first year the amount is limited to 16% percent of cost.

These possibilities may be applied to various classes of assets as follows:

Class of assets Period In which ordered or Possl.
acquired.* bility

Buildings:
All buildings ------------------------------------------------ 1950-1951 ...................... A

1952-Oct. 31, 1955 .............. A
New factory buildings extending production capacity -...... Nov. 1, 1955-1958 .............. B
New factory buildings ................................ . ...... 1959-Apr. 29, 1960 ............. D
Other buildings --------------------------------------------- 1952-Apr. 29, 1960 ............. B

Automobiles:
All automobiles ............................................. 1950-1951 ...................... A
All automobiles operated by a transport enterprise .......... 1952-Oct. 31, 1955 .............. A

Nov. 1, 1955-1958 .............. B

Automobiles not operated by a transport enterprise: p 29, 1960----------D
Passenger cars ----------------------------------------- 1 i952-Apr. 29, 1960 ............. B
Lorries, vans, etc ........................................ 1952-1958 ...................... B

1959-Apr. 29, 1960 ............. D
Office furniture and fixtures ................................. 1950-1951 --------------------- A

1952-Apr. 29, 1960 .............
Intangibles ------------------------------------------------------ 1950-1951 ...................... A

1952 -------------------------- C
1953-Oct. 31, 1955 .............. A
Nov. 1, 1955-1958 ----------- B
1959-Apr. 29, 1960 ----------- D

Other assets ..................................................... 1950-Oct. 31, 19 .............. A
Nov, 1, 1955-1958 ----------- B
1959-Apr. 29, 1960 ............. D

Other assets ordered in 1950-1952 and not paid for at Dec. 31, 1952 -... ... ..------------------------ C

*Possibility Disapplicable only If the asset is ordered and acquired after Jan. 1,1959. For an asset ordered
In 1958 and acquired in 1959 possibility B remains applicable.

The special incentive allowance on investment was introduced in 1953 and
several changes have been made in the rates and time of deducting the allow-
ance. The following table summarizes these changes:

Disinvestment addi-
Investment deduction tions when sold

Period In which commitments were entered into or within 10 years
self-made assets were manufactured

Number Percentage Number Percentage
of years per annum of years per annum

Apr I 1953, to Nov. 5, 1056 ............................ 4 18 14
Nov. 6, 1956 to May 20, 1958 (except for certain ships

and aircraft; see below) ...............................................................................
May 21 1958 to Dec. 31, 1958 (except for certain ships

and aircraft; see below) --------------------------- 4 4 4 4
Calendar year 1958. Only for shis and aircraft to be

used mainly for International traffic .................. 5 4 8 4
As from 1959 to Apr. 29,1960 ........................... 2 8 2 8

I No addition when sold in the period Nov. 6, 1956, to Dec. 31,1958.

SWEDEN
Corporate tax rate

The national corporate tax rate is 40 percent.
Method of computing depreciation

Two alternative methods of computing depreciation on machinery and equip-
ment are available. The "book depreciation" method, used by most taxpayers,
permits the deduction of whatever depreciation the taxpayer chooses to take on
its books, provided the deduction does not exceed th(F higher of two alternative
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limitations. One of the alternative limitations is the amount computed by ap-
plying a 80-percent rate under the declining balance method for all machinery
and equipment. The other alternative limitation is the amount necessary to re-
duce the book value of all machinery and equipment to a figure equal to (1) its
total acquisition cost reduced by (2) depreciation at the rate of 20 percent, on a
straight-line basis, since acquisition. In effect, the taxpayer may write off the
entire cost of machinery and equipment in 5 years. The "planned depreciation"
method allows taxpayers to write off the cost of machinery and equipment, on
the straight-line method, over the estimated useful life.

Equipment having a useful life of 3 years or less may be written off in full in
the year of acquisition.

Buildings must be depreciated on the straight-line method over the estimated
useful life.
Rates of depreofation

Under the "book depreciation" method described above machinery and equip-
ment may be depreciated at any rate desired by the taxpayer, subject to the
limitation. Effectively, this method allows the writeoff of machinery and
equipment over a 5-year period.

Rates of depreciation for buildings are, generally, between 1% and 3 percent
under the straight-line method.
Types of buildings or equipment not subjeot to depreciation

None.
Accelerated depreoiation

Except for the acceleration provided by the "book depreciation" method of
depreciation for machinery and equipment, no special accelerated depreciation
allowances are in effect.
Incentive allowances

No direct incentive allowances are made. However, the operation of the in-
vestment reserves for economic stabilization may, in effect, permit the taxpayer
either accelerated depreciation or an incentive allowance. Corporations are per-
mitted to set aside up to 40 percent of their pretax business income as an invest-
ment reserve for economic stabilization. Amounts allocated to the investment
reserve are deductible for tax purposes. Porty-six percent of the amount so allo-
cated must be deposited with the Bank of Sweden, the other 54 percent remain-
ing as part of the working capital of the corporation. The control of the use of
the reserve is vested in the labor market board. The board may authorize a cor-
poration to use all or part of its investment reserve whenever the economic and
employment situation so warrants. Under the law, the board may even direct
a corporation to use all or part of its investment reserve. The purposes for
which the reserve may be used include the construction of buildings, the acquisi-
tion of new machinery and equipment, the purchase of inventory, and the devel-
opment of mineral deposit,

When an investment reserve is used with the permission of the governmental
agency, the amount so used is not restored to taxable income. However, the
basis of assets acquired by use of the reserve must be reduced correspondingly.
A corporation using an investment reserve with the permission of the labor
market board receives a special additional "investment deduction" of 10 percent
of the amount of the reserve so used. If a reserve is used without permission
of the board, the amoflht of the reserve plus a penalty of 10 percent must be
added to taxable income. However, after 5 years, the corporation may with-
draw up to 80 percent of the reserve without government permission without In-
curring the 10-percent penalty.
Adjustments for prioe level ohanges

None.
Treatment of gains on sale of depreoable property

Gains on the sale of machinery and equipment are not taxable as such under
the book depreciation method. However, any proceeds of sale reduce the basis
for depreciation of other machinery and equipment. HOwever, gains on the
sale of buildings are considered capital gains. Capital gains are taxed on a
0ldldti scale so that no tax is levied if the buildings have been held 10 years or
more.

82190--42--pt. 1-27
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Treatment of losses on ale of depreciable property
Losses on the sale of machinery and equipment are not deductible as such on

the book depreciation method. The proceeds of sale are credited to the'basis
of the entire stock of machinery and equipment and thus, any loss is deductible
In the form of future depreciation allowances. Losses on the sale of buildings
are considered capital losses which are deductible only to the extent of capital
gains.
Relationship of book and tax depreciation

Depreciation on machinery and equipment under the book depreciation method
must be recorded in the books of account in order to be deductible for tax pur
poses. Other depreciation may be deducted even though it is not recorded on the
books.
Provlsions of prior law

Beginning in 1938, taxpayers were allowed, under the book depreciation method
to writeoff the cost of machinery and equipment in the year of acquisition or to
depreciate the cost in any manner chosen by the taxpayer. The present limita-
tions on the amount which may be written off In any 1 year became effective
in 1956.

A temporary tax on certain capital expenditures, the investment tax, was in
effect in 1952 and 1953, lifted for 1)54, and in effect again In 1955, 1950, and
1957. The tax applied to the total of the taxpayer's taxable investment in
excess of an annual exemption. The rate was 12 percent for 1957, but since
the tax was deductible for ordinary income tax purposes, the effective rate was
somewhat lower. This tax was levied as an anti-inflation measure.

UNITED KINGDOM
Corporate tax rate

The maximum corporate tax rate is 53% percent.
Method of computing depreciation

Depreciation of plant and machinery may be computed under either the de-
clining-balance or the straight-line method. The declining-balance method is
most commonly used. Industrial buildings and structures are required to be
depreciated on the straight-line method.
Rates of depreciation

The rates of depreciation for machinery and equipment are determined by
the Commissioners of Inland Revenue and a list of basic rates is published.
However, the taxpayer may apply for an increase in these rates. The basic
rate under the straight-line method assumes a residual salvage value of 10
percent. Therefore, the formula for the straight-line rate is

.9.

anticipated normal working life
The formula for the declining balance rate is 1-,\.10, where n= anticipated
normal working life. The basic rates as determined above are multiplied by
/ to obtain the rate actually used in computing the depreciation deduction. The
rntes of depreciation for certain Miachinery and equipment are as follows:

Declining- Straight.
balance line

Percent Percent
Iron and steel manufacturing machinery and plant .............................. 9 8.75
Manufacture of motor vehicles:

High speed precision plant ................................................ 18 8.6
Steam engines, boilers and shafting .......................................... 2.5
Other manufacturing machinery ............................................ 9 3.75

Cotton spinning and manufacture:
Motive power machinery ................................................... 2.5
Process machinery ........................................................... 9, 8.75
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Industrial buildings and structures which are new in the hands of the taxpayer
are subject to a 2-percent straight-line rate. Buildings which are used when
acquired by the taxpayer are depreciated on a straight-line rate determined by
the following formula: 1

50-number of years since construction of building

In no case, may depreciation be claimed for any period more than 50 years after
the date of construction of a building. Also, in general, a purchaser of a used
building may not depreciate any portion of his cost which is in excess of the
original construction cost of the building.
Type8 of buildings or eqnIpment not subjot to depreoatimt

Depreciation is not permitted on structures used as dwellings, retail shops,
showrooms, hotels, and offices.

Accelerated depreciation
Besides the acceleration provided by the use of the declining-balance method

for plant and machinery, a system of first-year allowances is in effect. These
Initial allowances are in addition to the regular depreciation allowed in the
first year. However, the initial allowances reduce the basis of the asset for pur-
poses of the computation of subsequent years' depreciation under the declining-
balance method. The current rates of initial allowance are:

New assets: Percent
Industrial buildings and structures ---------------------------- 5
Mining works ------------------------------------------- 20
Automobiles -------------------------------------------- 0
Agricultural buildings -------------------------------------- 0
Scientific research assets ------------------------------------ 0
Ships -------------------------------------------------- 0
Other plant and machinery --------------------------------- 10

Used assets, including ships and cars ----------------------------- 30
Assets used for scientific research may be depreciated 80 percent in the first

year and then 10 percent for 4 years. Agricultural and forestry buildings may be
depreciated at a 10-percent rate for 10 years.
Incentive allowances

An investment allowance is permitted on the acquisition of many types of new
depreciable property. At the present time, both the allowance and the additional
first-year depreciation may be claimed on the same property. Rates of allow-
ances are: 1 Percent

Industrial buildings and structures ------------------------------- 10
Agricultural works ------------------------------------------ 10
Mining works ---------------------------------------------- 20
Scientific research assets -------------------------------------- 20
Ships ---------------------------------------------------- 40
Cars ------------------------------------------------------ 0
Other plant and machinery ------------------------------------ 20

The following table gives the deductions allowable with respect to a $1,000
new asset, having a 10-year life and qualifying for a 10-percent first-year depre-
ciation and a 20-percent incentive allowance. The regular rate of depreciation
for such an asset is 25 percent under the declining-balance method and 11 per-
cent under the straight-line method.

Declining. Straight- Declining. Straight.

Year balance line method Year balance line method
method method

1. Regular depreciation... $250 $110 4 ......................... $01 $110
First-yoar deprecia- 6-----------------------68 110

tion ............... 100 100 8-----------------------... 62 110
Investment allow- 7-----------------------38 110

an- ............... 2 200 8......................... o29 110

a5 410 10----------------------6s 0
2 ..................... . 103 1
3 .................... - 122 110 1,200 1,200

I Remaining undepreclated cost of asset.
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Adjtustment ftor price level changes
None.

Treatment of gains on sale of dcpreclable property
Gains on the sale of depreciable property are taxable as ordinary Income to

the extent of depreciation previously allowed with respect to the property. Any
gain in excess of this amount is nontaxable as a capital gain. A taxpayer may
elect, in the case of plant or machinery, Instead of paying the tax on the gain
to reduce correspondingly the basis of the replacement property for purposes of
computing the Initial depreciation and regular depreciation. However, the elec-
tion does not decrease the Investment allowance on the new asset
Treatment of losses on sale of depreciable property

Losses on the sale of depreciable property are allowable as deductions In coni-
puting ordinary Income.

Relationship of book and tax depreciation
I)epreclation need not be recorded In the books of account to be deductible for

tax purposes.
J'or'is1ons of prior laWO

The system of first-year allowances was introduced in 1940. The rates of
allowances have been changed frequently since that time, the present rates being
effective for expenditures made after April 7, 1959. Some of the general rates
that have been In effect are as follows:

[In percent]

Machinery Industrial
and buildings

equipment

Apr. 6, 1946, to Apr. 5, 1949 .................................................. 20 10
Apr. 6, 1949, to Apr. 5, 1952 ------------------------------------------------- 40 10
Apr. 6, 1952, to Apr. 14, 1953 ................................................. 0 0
Apr. 15, 1953, to Apr. 14, 1958 ----------------------------------------------- 20 1
Apr. 15, 1958, to Apr. 7, 1959 ------------------------------------------------ 30 19

Investment allowances were first introduced in 1954 and several changes in
rates have been made. Up until April 7, 1959, taxpayers could not claim both
an investment allowance and first-year depreciation on the same asset. However,
for assets acquired after that both allowances may be claimed. Prior general
rates of investment allowances have been:

[In percent]

Machinery Industrial
and buildings

equipment

Apr. 6, 1954, to Feb. 17, 1956 ........................................- 2 20

Feb. 18, 1956, to Apr. 7, 1959 .........................................- 0

Source: Treasury Department, Oflce of Tax Analysis.

Senator WILLIAMS. Is it not a fact that in addition to the deprecia-
tion schedtfles, many of those c6tiitries have much lower rates of
corp orate taxes?

Secretary TIho0. That is truie, also; but, certainly, many of them
have rather high taxes.

Great Britati has 53.5 percent ;France and Germany have approxi-
mately 50 percent; HEllOd has about 47 percent. The two in Europe
that have really lower rates are Belgium and Italy, which are just over
30 percent.

.7 %1111
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Senator WnILiAMs. Now, the report which I have here lists Ger-
many at 51 percent, but the German corporate rate of 51 percent is
reduced to approximately 22 percent if all the profits are distributed.
So there is quite a difference there, is there not I

Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator WILUAMs. And I notice that Australia has 40 percent.

That is what is listed on this report which was furnished to me.
Secretary DILLON. Having 40 percent in Australia ? I assume that

is right.
Senator WILIAMs. And Belgium they list at 28.5 percent.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator WILLAmS. They say that Belgium has a 40-percent rate,

but they get the credit on the following year for the Federal taxes
which they paid in the preceding year?

Secretary DmN. Yes; which, in effect, makes it 28.5 percent.
Senator WLLIAMs. That is right.
Now, since you are going on a general adjustment basis, have you

given any consideration to changing our corporate rates?
Secretary DILLON. No. We are recommending, though, that the

deferral of U.S. tax be eliminated, in another section of this bill.
Senator WILIAMS. I am not speaking of that section.
Secretary DILLON. That would equalize this.
Senator WILAMS. I am speaking about the domestic corporation

rates here in America.
Secretary DILLON. Not at this time; no.
Senator WILLIAMS. With the exception of England, we are the

highest that I see on this list of any of the countries, is that correct?
Secretary DLLON. No. At the moment Canada is imposing a tax

of 57.5 percent on American investment in Canada.
Senator WILLIAMS On American investment; but how about on

Canadian investmentI
Secretary Diuox. 50 percent.
Senator WLIAMs. 50 percent.
I am speaking about the manner in which these countries tax their

own business.
We tax American industry here higher than industry is taxed in

any other country, except England; is that not true ?
Secretary DILLON. Slightly higher.
Senator WMLIAMS. Slightly higher.
Well, it is substantially higher in some of these instances.
Secretary DILLON. In some instances, but slightly higher in many,

and, certainly, when we have ourgeneral reform proposals on the
income tax rate structure, that will be one subject that we would
feel should be looked at, at that time.

Senator WILIAMS. kr. Chairman, I would like to ask that this
table showing the corporate rates of these respective countries be in-
corporated in the record at this point. It clearly shows that when
you change this investment credit, even with it you are only begin-
ning to touch the problem, if you are trying to equalize the tax rate
of Ameritan industry as compared with competitors in foreign
countries.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.

417
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(The table referred to is as follows:)

Oompart8o& of mawimum rates of corporate income taxes in scleoted countries
Rate Rate

outstry (percent) country percentt)
Australia -------------- 40 Italy ----------- ...- . . 81
Belgium --------------- 28.5 Japan ----------------------- 49
Canada ---------------- 50 ] Luxembourg ---------- - 42
Denmark -------------- 44 The Netherlands ---------------- 47
France ----------------------- 0 Swed ---------------- 40
West Germany ---------- 51 United Kingdom ---------------- 53.5

NoT.-See exhibit III, table 2, for details and qualifying footnotes.

Secretary DILLON. That is as compared to a foreign competitor, be-
cause, with the deferral, we will equalize it with American competitors
if we do away with deferral.

Senator WILLIA3M. Will this investment credit be granted in either
the procurement of equipment for a plant or the construction of a
plantV

Secretary DILLON. This is simply for machinery and equipment
that go into a plant. It is not for the building itself.

Senator WILLIAMS. Just machinery?
Secretary DILLON. Just machinery and equipment; but there is a

detailed definition in the louse bill of what is machinery and equip-
ment, and it is rather broader than the usual descriptions.

In other words, such things as a blast furnace we consider machinery
and equipment, rather than real estate.

Senator WILLAMS. Does this include trucks?
Secretary DILLON. Trucks would be included partially, because, un-

der the provision of the House bill, there is a sliding scale whereby
equipment that has a life of 4 to 6 years gets one-third of the credit.
Equipment with a life of 6 to 8 years gets two-thirds, and over 8
years gets the full credit.Now, trucks and automotive equipment would generally, probably,
qualify for the one-third credit or, possibly, if they were used longer,
for two-thirds, but no more than that.

Senator WILLIAMS. Does it include the equipment for a general
store, a small businessman?

Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
It includes all equipment of any kind.
Senator WLLIAMS. Does it include the equipment which an Ameri-

can corporation may buy, even though he buys that equipment from
Germany or Japan?

Secretary DILLON. Yes, it does.
Senator WHLIAMS. 'Would that help the, American labor situation

by giving him further investment credit? That would be the equiva-
lent of a 16 percent reduction, would it not, on the cost of this im-
ported machinery?

Secretary DILLON. It would not change the situation that exists
today in this regard, because the reduction would apply, irrespective
of where they bought the machinery, and it would serve the purpose
of Making them more coMpetitive, so their product cotild-be nore com-
petitive with foreign products.

U ]I
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Senator WILLIAMS. But it still would be, in effect, a 16 percent re-
duction or subsidy on the cost of buying this machinery from abroad,
would it not?

Secretary DILLoi. An 8 percent reduction on buying it anywhere,
including abroad.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you think that the accelerated rate of depre-
ciation, if we change that to 2.5 times or 8 times instead of double,
would not, in effect, do the same job and be simpler, whereby all tax-
payers could understand the formula?

Secretary DILLON. I think they will learn to understand the credit
formula very easily, once it is in effect. We do have figures-I think
we furnished them to you, Senator-on the triple declining, balance
depreciation, and this would increase the rate of return on a 10-year
asset from 5.6 percent at present to 6.4 percent, as compared to 7.9 for
the investment credit.

When you go to u 15-year asset, it would increase the 5.6 percent to
6.3 as compared to 7.3 for the investment credit.

And for a 20-year asset, which is about as long as any machinery
and equipment would last, it would increase the profitability to 6.2,
compared to 6.9 percent for the investment credit.

So, therefore, it has less of an impact, and, as far as its cost is con-
cerned, it is considerably greater.

The cost for the first 5 years would be $8.3 billion for the invest-
ment credit and nearly $12 billion for triple declining balance; and
on the basis of 10 years, it would be about $30 billion for triple declin-
ing balance and $22.6 billion, which is the figure Mr. Stain used, for
the investment credit.

So the triple declining balance would cost us very considerably
more money and do less good in the way of an incentive for invest-
ment.

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, we are both aware of the fact
that we can prove practically anything with figures. Now, let us take
a different period.

You have used the 5-year period on a 15-year-life machinery?
Secretary DmLoN. Yes.
Senator WuuAxs. Is it not a fact that, figuring on the full life of

the machine that is being bought or the equipment that is being
bought, whether it be a 5-year period, 10-year period 'or 20-year
period, woffld_ ht the triple balance'method cost the Trreasury less
revenue thdn the one you'are ptittiig in here nbw; and if it does not,
tellme how?

Secretary DiUAN. No, it would cost substantially more, Senator.
Senator WILftJAMS. Now$ may I ask you this question.
If you ean give 116 percent Writeoff oh the one instance, 116 per-

cefit of the totad cost, say that was a 20-yeark perl6d.
Secretary.D iLox. That is right.
Senator WLLAms. Undei the triple decirfing balatice they would

onl write off 100 percent, is tht correct ?
ecretaryDiXm. That is right.

*Senator WItuMs. And yet you say you can write off 116 percent
and -t Will cst the Governmnent less thai allowing them 100 percent

'Secretary DEx r. Thit is right.
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Senator Wn LA S. I ask you this question. Let us double that and
write off 40 percent and then you will make money. Are you trying
to tell me that you can allow a taxpayer to write off 116 percent of
the cost of the investment and it will cost less in revenue to the Gov-
ernment than it would if you let him write off 100 percent?

Secretary ILwN. That is absolutely correct and it is shown very
clearly here in exhibit 1-A.

Senator Wi .ms. I have read your exhibits; I must disagree with
you. You only show such results by picking the period half or a third
of the way through.

If you follow it through to the ultimate end, your formula does cost
more money.

I can only say, with all due respect--and I have got great respect
for you-I am beginning to understand where we get our bad deficits
guesses. I get back to my question again-

Secretary -DILLo. I would say this, Senator:
That the investment credit, compared to triple declining balance de-

preciation, will catch up in cumulative cost and will cost more than
triple declining balance at some time 20 to 30 years from now, depend-
ing upon the rate of growth of investment-the higher the rate of
growth the longer it will take the cost of the investment credit to catch
up.

For the first time up until then, it will cost less.
Senator WILLIAMS. It will cost more when you reach the end of the

life of the equipment to which you are figuring?
Secretary DmLO. Oh, no, no; it is much longer than that.
Senator WILLAMS. Well, it is very close to it
Secretary DifLON. No.
It depends-
Senator WrLms. Well, when you pass the life of it, you are pass-

ing 100 percent, and I get back to my question again. If you are
correct, and the 16 percent extra allowance does bring inmore money
to the Government, why did you not double it? Why be so conser-
vative?

Secretary DmwNo. We have to look at the economy as it functions,
Senator, and, as it functions and as we hope it will-it will be calami-
tous if it does not-the United States is going to cont iue to grow
and we are going to spend more money on plant and equipment as the
years go along, as our economy grows. And that factor has to be
taken into account.

And on that basis that will increase the cost and stretch out the
time for whleh these various other methods of extra depreciation will
cost more in total than the investment credit, and they.will be stretched
out to somewhere like 20, 25, 80 years under any basis of figures that
you want.

If you give us any particular proposal which you want, we would
be glad to work otit the figures for you and give you the answer.

We are not attempting to figure this on any particular special, favor-
able basis, because the answer is clear that if we allow tri -6 declin-
iig depreciation, there is no other subsidy in there. It is just the
same as the subsidy from another kind of method which depki'eites
more rapidly thanf' a realistic depreciation, and, actually,, it will cost
more for any reasonably foreseeable future tiffi.
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Senator WILLIAmS. All right, just take a piece of equipment that
costs $100,000.

The life of it is 15 years and just say, for instance, you use the
triple declining balance method.

Now, I am not saying you can afford to do that. Maybe it should
be 2%, but just use the triple. At the end of that 15-year period un-
der the triple-declining balance method how much would you have
written off; $100,000 cost for one piece of equipment I

Secretary DILLON. Quite correct, Senator, when you talk about one
piece of equipment.

Senator WLLtAmS. That is what I am talking about.
Secretary DLLON. That is not what a company does, as it lives.

That is not what the United States Government has to do in figuring
its revenue.

Senator WLAMS. I am not saying that in both instances you
could not depreciate this $100,000, then buy more if you wanted to.
I am not speaking about that. I am speaking about buying one piece
of equipment at $100,000, with 15-year life. At the end of 15 years,
you have written off how much?

Secretary DLLON. If you have triple declining, double declining,
or quadruple declining, you write off the entire cost.

Senator WILIAs. And under this bill which you are recommend-
ing, you would write off $116,000, is that correct I

secretary DLLON. $116,000, that is correct on one piece.
Senator WILIAs. Yes, you say that would cost less than it would

if you allow only $100,000
Secretary DnaoN. It would cost less to the Government over a

period of time. You do not write off on one piece of machinery.
You buy lots of pieces of machinery every year and you buy more
and more equipment. You do not wait until that machine gets
finished. At the end of that 15 years you replace it, with what may
be still more expensive equipment, and then the extra benefit from
the accelerated depreciation comes in again.

Senator WLIs. But that happens under either of the examples
which we cited.

Secretary Do=iw. Yes.
Senator WHLIMs. And you write the other one off with triple--
Secretary DnoN. In the early stages, the triple declining costs

more to the Government than investment credit.
Senator WLMS. Less in the latter part?
Secretary DzLON. Less in the latter part for any particular asset.

But in the latter part you buy some more equipment, and, therefore,
the total, when you put it uip all together, costs more because of the
accelerated depreciation on the replacement of additional equipment.

Senator WILLIMs. But it would cost more under, the triple only
because you were getting more expansion in America?

Secretary DinoN. Well, or under the investment credit, both of
them, you are getting more expansion.

Senator WrLIAMs. But it you have got the same expansion under
both cases, it would cost more under theinvestment rediltI

Scretawy Dlxo. No it would not.
Senator WILAs. I have no hope of ever balancing the budget if

this is a sample of your estimates.
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Secretary DILLON. I am sorry.
Senator WILLIAMS. I just do not follow your line of reasoning.
Secretary DIL N. If you will look carefully and study these ex-

hibits--
Senator WLLImS. I have studied your exhibits. They have been

down here.
I have studied them.
I will be honest with you, I just cannot follow your reasoning.
Secretary DILLON. We will be glad to try and explain it to you.
Senator W ,LLAMS. I know you cannot write off 116 percent and

say it will cost less than if you write off 90 or 100 percent.
Secretary DILLON. It just happens that our economy is growing

and moving and not a static one, and I certainly have every hope and
expectation it will stay that way, so the accelerated depreciation is
a more complicated formula, when you apply it to a growing economy
a booming economy, than when you apply it to one single piece of
equipment.

Senator WILLTAMS. Just this one thought:
We were discussing the British corporate rate as being higher than

ours. I have just been furnished a memorandum. Perhaps you can
comment on it. The British rate of 53 percent corporate rate is re-
duced by the payment of dividends, whereas our rate is not.

That being true, they get a credit for a payment of dividends?
Secretary DILLON. There is a credit allowed to the recipient of the

dividend.
Senator WILLAMS. Would you furnish for our committee a list

of the top 10 industries, and the approximate estimate of the bene-
fit thnt, would accrue to those industries under this bill as we have it
before us today?

Secretary ILLON. Yes, with a note attached that we desire and
are recommending strongly that the public utilities be removed from
this bill. They are certainly one of the biggest industries.

Senator WILLIAMS. Will you furnish the information for the bill
as rel)orted, passed by the House?

Secretary ILLON. Yes.
Senator rLLTA-us. And also a list showing what the benefits would

1)h under your recommendation?
Secretary DILLON. I will be very-glad to do th t, yes.
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(The following was later received for the record:)

Comparison of industry distribution of benefits under investment credit plans
and *00 percent declining balance depreciation

[Dollar amounts in millions]

1959 Ways and Means Treasury reoom- 300 percent declin-
corpo- Committee credit mended credit ing balance depre-

rate tax elation
lia b il- _........... .....itics Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount PercentI

Agriculture ----------------------------- $80 & 8 $100 7.4 $90 9.0Manufacturing ------------- $12,433 450 8 3 660 48.a9 00 50.0
Iron and soel ---------------------- 60 5.1 100 7.4 75 7 5
Machinery, except elec-

trical ............................... 35 3.0 45 3.3 35 3.8Motor vehicles ....................... 35 3.0 50 8.7 40 4.0
Food and beverages .................. 30 2.6 40 3.0 30 3.0
Chemicals ........................... 50 4.3 75 5.6 60 6. 0
Petroleum and coal ........ 9.......... 0 7.7 150 11.1 110 11.0
All other manufacturing ............... 10 12.8 200 14.8 150 15.0

Mining ........................ 473 86 3.0 50 8.7 40 4.0
Railroads ...................... 684 25 2.1 40 3.0 - 30 3.0
Other transportation ......... 60 6.1 100 7.4 75 7.5
Public utilities .............. 1,440 130 11.1 .............................
Communications ............ 1,374 95 8.1 ................... ..........
Commercial and other ......... 3.......... 00 25.6 400 29.6 205 26.5

Total,162 ....--.......... ,.... -,1 100.0 11,350 100.0 , 100.0
Total, th year- -......... ..... 1,430-....... 1,640 .......... 3,000..........
Total, 10th year ........ I.......... 1,825 .......... 2,095 ..... . 2,600.......

1 Industry distribution would be similar for any method of accelerating depreciation involving the samecoveraffe
3 Full year after all provisions are in effect.
I Comparable in coverage to the Treasury recommended credit; assumes all new qualifying Investment

is depreciated by 300 percent declining balance method.
4 Assuming 8 percent growth rate.
NOTE.-The estimated amount and distribution of benefits under the investment credit and 300 percent

declining balance depreciation are based on Commerce-S.E.C. survey data projected 1962 investment
expenditures. The distribution in future years will depend upon the nature and extent ofstructural changes
in the economy. For comparison of the profitability effects of the investment credit and 300 percent de-
clining balance depreciation, see exhibit I, table 1.

The corporate tax liabilities given in column I are presented only for those industries in which corporations
are predominant. Although precise estimates are impossible to make, in general industry distributions
of investment credits or depreciation acceleration follow the pattern of tax liabilities.

SourceI: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis.

Senator WIrLIA3[s. I understand that certain features of this bill
are designed to plug loopholes in our tax laws. I might say on that
point I am in agreement with your objective, but is that one of the
mati objectives of those sections of the bill, to plug loopholes, and,
thereby, provide some additional revenue to offset this billion and a
half?

Secretary Dnxuo . That is correct. A great many of the sections
are for that purpose, practically all of the rest of the bill; yes. It is
either loopholes-or inequities.

Senator WnUAMs. All right.
Secretary D=LoN. I do not know whether you call it a loophole

when you start taxing mutual savings banks. It is just an inequity
in thelaw. I would not call'it a loophole.

Senator W IAms. i, for several years, have been interested in cor-
rection of the deletion allowance for oil aid gas. I notice that you
didn't refer to that in this bill.

Was that intentional. Do you consider the depletion allowance as a
potential loOphole needing changing, or do you think it is all right
asitis? I
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Secretary DIxozN. That was intentional. We stated, I think very
clearly, last year that when we came up with our overall income tax
proposals for reforms to the individual rates that we would look at
a whole lot of propositions for broadening the base, and we specifically
stated that the depletion allowance would be one of them. That is
one of the things we will be looking at. Our studies have been pro-
gressing but they are not yet complete.

Senator WILLIAMS. I would ike to read an excerpt from former
President Truman from a message that he sent to the Congress on
January 28,1950. We have been studying this ever since.

Senator KjRR. Will the Senator yieldI
Senator WLIAMS. Sure.
Senator KiRR. I think it is wonderful that the Senator from Dela-

ware is making a study of such a very high-class source.
Senator WfiLLxTAS. I always refer to these very high-class state-

ments, I quote from President Truman's message:
I know of no loophole in the tax laws so Inequitable as the depletion exemp-

tions now enjoyed by the oil and mining Industries.
He goes on and he says:
For example, during the 5 years 1943-47, during which It was necessary

to collect an income tax from people earning less than $20 a week, one oil opera.
tor was able, because of these loopholes, to develop properties yielding nearly
$5 million In a single year, without payment of any Income tax.

In addition to escaping the payment of tax on his large income from oil opera-
tions, he was also able, through the use of his oil tax exemptions, to escape pay-
ment of tax on most of the incomes from other sources.

For the 5 years his income taxes totaled less than $100,000, although his In-
come from oil sources along averaged almost $1 million each year.

Well, I will continue reading:
This is a shocking example of how present tax loopholes permit a few to gain

enormous wealth without paying their fair share of taxes.
Do you think that the example President Truman cited in 1960 was

accurate?
Secretary DmIozN. I have no way of knowing. I assume if the Pres-

ident cited it, it must have been an accurate example. But I have not
studied it myself.

Senator W*ILIAMS. Assuming its accuracy--and I have not as yet
seen it challenged-do you not think that that is one loophole we
should have directed a little bit of attention to, or was there any
specific reason why that was exempted ?

Secretary DuLow. The oyil reason was that we were going to make
these recommendAtiots. We hd to make them' on thi ngs that wehad
our study completed on.

We were prepared to move ahead on these last April a year ago, tand
those were the recommendations made at thi time by the President
and that Is the bill lAt we still have before us. At that tithe the Pres-
ident stated there would a further bill when this was fluiighed, which
would try to broaden the tax base and allow readjistment bf the in-
come tax rate schedliles.

Theft is very much On our miffds, and we are looking at all sorts of
other matters and tiieqtities.

We make oP pretense that this bill handles them all. There are lots
of them.

And one of the things that will be looked at aid will be included
with a recommendation mne way or another are the depletion allow-
antes, not just for oil btit for everything. I
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Senator WILLIAMS. I just mentioned oil. I agree they do all deserve
a re-examination. I lad some figures assembled at my request by Mr.
Stain showing that we could drop the depletion allowance to 22.5 per-
cent and it would bring in an additional $160 million in revenue, and
we could drop the maximum effective rate limitation on individual in-
comes from the present 87 percent down to 60 percent and lose $180
million.

And if you tied the two together-that is, dropped the depletion al-
lowance to 22.5 percent and reduced the maximum effective rate limita-
tion on individuals down to 60 percent-you would make a long over-
due adjustment on our tax laws and p16k up an additional $30 million.
With the permission of the chair I place in the record a copy of the bill
which I introduced on June 18, 1961 and an accompanying memoran-
dum by Mr. Colin F. Stain, Chief ol Staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation. (The bill and memorandum follow:)

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION,

Washington, June 7, 1961.
Hon. JOHN J. WItuAms,
U.S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR WILLrAmS: As you requested the staff has prepared a draft of an
amendment (attached) to reduce the overall maximum lifltation on individual
income tax from 87 percent at present to 60 percent over a 8-year period, and
to lower the rate of percentage depletion in the case of oil and gas wells from
27% percent at present to 20 percent, also over a 3-year period.

With respect to the overall linlitation on individual income taxes, the draft
provides for a three-step reduction, at 1-year intervals, commencing In 19062.
Ior taxable years beginning In 1962, the rate would be 75 percent; for taxable
years beginning In 1063, the rate would be 65 percent; and for taxable years
beginning In 1964 and thereafter, the limitation would be 60 percent. The staff
estimates that these changes in the overall limitation would cause a reduction
In revenues to the Federal Government in the amounts shown in the following
table.

Revenue loss
Maximum effective rate limitation (percent): (millions)

75 --------------------------------------------------- $25
05 ---------------------------------------------------- 80
60 --------------------------------------------------- 180

-The draft also provides for a three-step reduction In the 27y percent depletion
allowance for oil and gas, at 1-year intervals, commencing In 1962. Under the
draft, for taxable years beginning In 1962, the rate would be 25 percent; for
taxable years beginning in 1963, the rate would be 22 percent; and for taxable
years beglniing In 1064 and thereafter, the rate would be 20 percent.

It Is extremely difficult to estimate the effect of small changes in the-depletion
rate for oil and gas, because we do not have the data we need concerning the
present effect of the 50-pereent limitation, and because the data on depletion
claimed on thdividti l ttiome tax returns ts incomplete. Consequently, our esti-
mates for your proposal are rough.

Proposed EstimatedTax year depletion revenue gain
rate fo oil over present

and gas law

Percent Afilon.

1984--------------------------------------------------............20P 260
IONS .......... :.............. ............. ....... ..........................

I hope this will be helpful to you.
Sincerely yours,

Corarr P. STAmt Chief of Staff.
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[S. 2069, 87th Cong., lot sess.]

A BILL To further amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended.
Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou80 of ROpre80ntativea of the United StatO8

of Amerioa i# (ongre8s as8embed,
SEC. * REDUCTION OF OVERALL LIMITATION ON INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX.

(a) 1962.-With respect to taxable years beginning after December 81, 1061,
and before January 1, 1963, section 1(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(relating to overall limitation on individual income tax) is amended by striking
out "87 percent" and inserting In lieu thereof "75 percent".

(b) 1963.-With respect to taxable years beginning after December 81, 1962,
and before January 1 1964, such section is amended by striking out "75 percent"
and inserting in lieu thereof "05 percent".

(c) 194 AND SUBSEQUENT YLAns.-With respect to taxable years beginning
after December 81, 1963, such section is amended by striking out "05 percent"
and inserting in lieu thereof "60 percent".
SEC. . REDUCTION OF DEPLETION ALLOWANCES WITH RESPECT TO OIL AND GAS

WELLS.
(a) 1962.-With respect to taxable years beginning after December 81, 1901,

and before January 1, 1968, section 613(b) (1) of the Interal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to percentage depletion in case of oil and gas wells) Is amended
by striking out "27% percent" and inserting in lieu thereof "25 percent".

(b) 1963.-With respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 19062,
and before January 1, 1964, such section is amended by striking out "25 percent"
and inserting in lieu thereof "22% percent".

(c) 1964 AND SUBSEQUENT YEAs.-With respect to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1963, such section is amended by striking out "22% percent"
and inserting in lieu thereof "20 percent".

Secretary DILLON. You mean you would recommend that, Senator,
without any change in the rates below 60 percent?

Senator WrILLIAMS. Yes, sir; when these two proposals are coupled
together.

Secretary DILLoN. I do not think we would agree with that, be-
cause we do not think it is equitable to just reduce the higher rates
and not also make the adjustments up and down in the rate structure.

Senator WILLIAAS. This would be making adjustments with the
same class of taxpayers andpicking up revenue at the same time.

I think that you have said that you thought the individual rates
were too high.

Secretary DLLON. I agree they are, but when we recommend the
change, we will recommend one up and down the line, not just for
the top rates.

Senator .WILLIAMS. Whhtt I was suggesting here is that you coUld
adj ist the income of those who are all fn this same bracket.

You have no recommendations, as I understand it, to change the
present oil depletion, notwithstanding the example which President
TrumAn cited; is that correct I

Secretary DILLoN. Not at this time.
Senator KEm. W6tld the Senator yield fufft~er there?
Senator WILLUAMtS. Sure.
Senator KERn. Was there any recomthendation made on that dur-

ingthe 8 years beginning in 1053?
Senator WLLIAMS. No, sir; not to my knowledge, nor for the 8

years prior thereto except as President Trnnan did.
Senator KERR. Fast tbiikifig bit por ap]lfifatfin.
Senator Wlruw is. That is right.
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I am glad to note that this is being studied. And you think there
is a possibility that some recommendation may be included in the
next tax bill that comes before us?

Secretary DiLoq. Certainly the study will be completed by then
and if we do not have a recommendation specifically on this, we will
have very good reasons why not.

We would expect we will have recommendations on all the major
subjects of this type.

Senator WILLIAMS. Since this proposal is apparently something
that is noncontroversial, I thought maybe it could be included in here.

In connection with the withholding provisions on interest, I notice
that on page 27 you state that:

The mechanics of withholding on dividends and interest will be simple. It
will not be necessary for the payers to furnish information statements either
to the Government or to the recipients of dividends or interest.

Now, I am not taking exception. You may be right. I am just ask-
ing for information. Would you explain just how that will work
with the individual who owns a coupon bond?

Secretary DILLON. The individual who owns a coupon bond wil n
to the bank and clip his coupon and will take the coupon to the cash-
ier where he ordinarily cashes it, and lie will get paidjust 80 percent
of the face value of that coupon.

Senator WILLIAMS. Is there anything under this bill which says
that he must take it to the cashier of the bank ? Is it not under exist-
ing law permissible that if I want to I can turn one of those over to
you; they are a negotiable piece of paper the same as a check?

Secretary DILLON. I assume you could turn it over to anybody, but if
anyone gave you more than 80 percent of what it is worth, they would
be very foolish because that is all that it is worth.

Senator WiLLIAmS. Based on this bill. But what I am asking-and
I am not arguing with you-how will they knowV

In effect, as I understand it, you are devaluing these couponsby 20
percent as far as negotiable-

Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator WiLLIAMS. How are you going to get that information out

to the people because, as I understand it, these interest coupons are
negotiable. if you want to stop at a gas statibki or down at one of the
department stores, they are a negotiable piece of paperl The U.S.Government has some of these bonds out.

Secretary DiLLo. You mean a Government "oupo'n I
Senator WILLAMS. Government or corporation, either one, but we

will use a Goveriifhent coupon that is due April 1. When it says
April 1, that is payable to the bearer $106, we will say, interest. it
does not say $80.

Secretary DiLWN. That is correct, but I do not think many coupOnS
are used in that fashion.

In any event, we' assume that tli6se who have lots of, collpons and
are fortunate enough to have them will soon find out that" there is a
2Q-percenl withhbli ng ,a 1 on then.

'You say her it will Jotibe necessary fo ithe payers-that is,'jthe
banks-to furiish information statements either to the Government
or to the recipient of dividends or interest.
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Now, these coupons come in. They have no names on them. You
do not sign them.

Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator WLAMS. If the bank does not furnish an information re-

turn and they get these coupons from 40 different people in a day,
and if you or I, as one of the owners of these coupons, eposit them,
we do not get anything to show that we have had this withheld from
us-

Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. How do you administer it?
Secretary DILLON. We know that you cannot cash a coupon in a

bank without there being a withholding on it, and the individual,
when he reports his income, he knows wat income he got, he writes
that in on his tax return.

There is a line underneath that figure which says "enter here 25
percent of the figure."

Senator WILLIAMs. I am not arguing, just asking.
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
Senator Wiuums. Perhaps you know.
Now, you cash this coupon.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. The bank does not keep a record of the fact that

I cashed that coupon there?
Secretary DILLON. No.
Senator WILmIAMS. You say that is not necessary?
Secretary DILLON. No.
Senator WILLIA3S. It is not necessary that they keep any record that

John Williams cashed this coupon. And they take out 20 percent.
Suppose I am in the 80-percent bracket and want to forget it?
Secretary DILLON. You are quite correct there, Senator. This does

not in any way collect income for those who do not put on their tax
return income from interest or dividends over 20 percent.

However what it will do-and there is such a gap-
Senator WILIAmS. Yes.
Secretary DILo (continuing). Becuse we feel that this particu-

lar measure will recover only about three-quarters of the gap that
exists-it will narrow the field down and allow the Internal Revenue
Service to concentrate on those cases of higher income people that
show up on ADP as having interest and income, to be sure they have
reported all of their interest income.

Senator WLAxS. How will that show up if I do not tell you?
If I am in the 80-precent bracket and I do not want to pay the other
60 percent and I just forfeit the 20 percent how will that show up?

Secretary DILLON. That will not show up; yOU are quite correct.
That will not show tip in case of coupon bopds. It will show up in

the case of bank interest.
Senator WLmIAmS. It will show Up in the case of bank interest?
Secretary DILON. That is right.
Senator WTnimis. It will show up in the case of the E bonds ?
Secretary y Dr=iN. It will show up 1n the case of dividends that are

registered i nammes of people.
Senator W=Axs. It. will show up in the case of all of those

who own coupon bonds who are in the low brackets, but all of those
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who are in the bracket above 20 percent where it would pay them to
forfeit it and not report and not claim the 20 percent-

Secretary DLLoN. Well, that is fraud, of course.
Senator Wuzims. Under existing law as well; is that not correct I
Secretary DILLoN. That is fraud.
Senator WnaaAls. Sure, it is fraud, but is there any statistics to

show those who are in the upper brackets are any more honest than
those in the lower brackets?

Secretary DILLON. No; certainly not.
Senator WILiAms. Well, this is protection, supposedly, against all

who have low incomes, is it not ?
Secretary DILLON. Not proof.
Senator Wu.tAs. No?
Secretary DmoN. It just collects the tax.
Senator Wua1 s. It collects the tax on all of those who are in the

lower brackets, but to catch anyone in the upper bracket who wanted
to evade the taxes, there is nothing in this bill, as I see it.

Secretary DILLON. Nothing in this bill that increases the present
possibilities of enforcement over what we have today, and nothing that
decreases it.

It stays just the same.
Senator WILIAMS. Nothing in this bill that would decrease it I

agree with you but there is nothing in this bill, as I see it, that
would increase tle enforcement provisions on those income tax payers
who are in the bracket from 40 percent up, though it may vary, is
that correct?

Secretary DILLON. That is correct. It would just allow the Inter-
nal Revenue Service to concentrate more effort on this particular
group because the rest of it will be taken care of automatically.

Senator WILLIAMS. But do you not think it is a little unfair to
single out the taxpayer that has but just a small amount of income
from interest or dividends with a complete withholding and let the
large fellow out?

Now, if you are going to do this, should you not have the names
of these people reported or at least retained by the bank, and avail-
able?

Secretary DILLoN. No Senator; I see no difference between this
and our present withholding on wages and salaries. In our present
system of withholding on wages and salaries, we withhold only a small
amounit, not the whole amount.

Senator Wn imrS. But there is this important difference: True,
you only withhold a small amount on the man that has got a hundred-
thousand-dollar income, but his name is sent in to the Federal Gov-
ernment?

Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator WxLLimS. And in this instance you do not send any name

in. There is an information return in the withholding of salaries?
Secretary DiLoN;. That is right..
Senator Wzums. There is no information return here though, as

I see it, on anyone who is in the upper bracket, as far as incme Nom
coupon bonds is concerned; is that right c a

Secretary Dm bx. That is correct as to coupon interest, although
information on anyone that is in upper or lower or any other income
bracket-

829,10--2--pt.. 1-.4
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Senator WIArS. But the lower bracket, you really would not
need the information return, because you pretty much have your taxanway'Secretary DmwN. That is right.

Senator Wrj LIAs. And they would lose if they did not take ad-
vantage of it and claim the credit?

Secretary DLoN. They would not have the same opportunity,
which I do not think that any of them would want, to defraud the
Government.

That is all you are saying.
Senator WLLAms. That is right.
I just wondered if you have not left something out--and, assuming

that we are going to do it, should we not do it right and not just single
out one group of people and say:

"We think you are honest enough that you will pay your taxes just
because you have got a large income" ?

Secretary DILLON. We don't say that at all. They are withheld
on in just he same way, and the Government will have to try and get
the funds the best way it can.

The only way we can get around that is to do what you are sug-
gesting:

That every time a man came in and cashed a coupon, we would
have to ask him what his income was.

Senator WILIAMS. No.
Secretary DILLON. If he said his income was higher, then you would

fill out a form and send it in.
Senator WILLIAMS. No; I beg your pardon.
You could do it the same as you do on withheld taxes. You could

still take the 20 percent, but you could keep the names.
Secretary DILLON. That is what I meant. You would have to ask

his name.
Senator WILLAMS. Certainly, but you would not have to ask him

anything else, if you were going to take 20 percent, but they would
have to keep the names of the people that cashed the coupons.

Secretary DLoLN. That would be a great deal of extra work for the
banks and the payers and we do not think it would be worth while for
the results that would flow from it for iiost taxpayers.

Senator WILwAMs. Now, one other question here. Has there been
any consideration given, since we are figuring on getting revenue
which has not been declared to racetrack winnings?

Do you think they are all declared, all paid. Have you considered
any withholding at the track?

Secretary DILLON. I am not an expert on that. I happened to be
watching a television show yesterday afternoon called Meet the Press
and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue was on there and they
asked him a similar question and he said there were arrangements
with the tracks and that the cooperation was very good for the In-
ternal Revenue Service to get the names of all large winners.

He says that has worked very well.
Senator WILLIAMS. He said he got the names of the winner of the

daily double.
Secretary IXLLON. That is right. You saw the same progTam,
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Senator WILLTAmS. Have you had better cooperation from, the
racetracks in getting information returns than you have froni the
banks?

Secretary DILLON. I am not aware of that.
Senator Wir..iAMS. Well, seriously speaking, if you have not, then

why exempt them ?
I understand from the figures that were supplied to me that there

is about $3.3 billion annually changes hands on the parimutuel tracks.
That is the turnover on the harness and thoroughbred racing.

I recognize it is not all profits, but if you are going to start a with-
holding tax, have you given any consideration to withholding on
track winnings or do you operate on the basis that the widow who
has got her savings account in the batk is a little less apt to pay her
tax than the man that goes to the track and makes some money?

Now, if you are going to put this on the basis of collecting taxes-
Secretary DILLON. We do collect from the big winmers at the tracks.

They are the people that are apt to win. As you pointed out, other
ordinary racegoers do not generally come out ahead.

Senator WILLIAMS. What reporting information do you require
from the tracks?

Secretary DILLON. Well, as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
said, he has an arrangement where they give him the names of in-
dividuals who win daily doftbles.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am not an expert on the track, but I under-
stand that that is a small part of. What is paid out.

Secretary DILLON. Those are the winners, though.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Secretary DiuoN (continuing). They go home with money in

their pockets that is so big that they probably keep it for a while.
Senator WILLIAMS. But they do not necessarily report the other

bets at all. You do not have any information at all
Secretary DILLON. No. I will be glad to give you a report on

exactly the kind of cooperation the Internal Revenue Service has
with the track.

Senator WnL.Abfs. The Commissioner last night said that the only
information he got was on the winner of the daily double.

Secretary DILLON. And other similar things, he said, so I do not
know just what that meant. That may be large bets.

Senator WILLIAMS. I just wondered why if you were going to ex-
tend this withholdihg priifiiple you did not try to make sure we get
everybody in there, or were you leaving them out for reasons you
thought they were paying their tax better than the others do ?

Secretary DILLON. No; but just because we do not think that those
are all profits, as you so well pointed out. They lose it as often as
they win it.

Senator WLLIAMS. I notice that you have a provision in this bill
here which wtIild prevent industry from dedtttiig their expenses for
certain lobbying aeivities ?

Secretary DILLON. That is in the bill. We do not have it in the bill.
It is in the bill. We opposed it in the House and we oppose it here.

Senator WILLIAMS. You are recommending that that be stricken
from the bill?

Secretary DILLON. That is right.

- -~ ... " ,.~-,.
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Senator Wuni.xs. Is your recommendation that industry should
not be allowed its lobbyfig activities to be charged off as a necessary
expense consistent with the recent ruling of the Civil Service Com-
missioner wherein he riled that civil-servtce employees are expected to
lobby for the administration's program ?

Secretary DmL0. I read the debate on that the other day. That
was connected with the Treasury-Post Office appropriation bill.
Otherwise, it might not have come to my attention, so I cannot com-
ment on that first hand.

But this other position has been a consistent position of the United
States up to date for all these years. We do not allow the deduction
of lobbying expenditures and never have.

Senator WnLImms. I understood that, but I was just making a. com-
parison of the two there.

I notice that in the change of the deductlbns for business expenses,
you state that restrictions should also be imposed on the amount to be
deducted as business gifts and on travel expenses for vacations that
are combined with bismess travel.

Now, would you care to comment on what you mean by the "travel
expenses for vacations that are combined with business travel"?

Secretary DiLLoN. Yes.
The clearest example is if a convention of some sort is held for

1 week in London and people attending the convention travel to
London and then after that they spend a month touring around the
continent of Europe and then travel back home and they get their
whole travel expense to Europe and back paid because of the conven-
tion in London.

We think there ought to be some sort of an allocation in that case.
That is a clear-cut case.

Senator WILUAMS. I agree with your objective and I just asked for
the explanation.

Secretary DiLLON. Yes.
Senator WixLuAs. Now, how will that affect certain travel by rep-

resentatives of the executive or legislative branch?
Secretary DiLLON. I do not quite understand what the comparison

is. I thfik most of them, when they travel to places like that, go and
come back.

Senator WILLIA3S. We assume that everybody comes back. But
would you say the same rules should apply?

Secretary DILLON. I would think the same rules that apply in one
place should apply everywhere, surely.

Mr. Chairman, I had one thing that I wanted to maybe bring to
the committee's atteftiofn as a result of this morning's discussion and
that was tn the question of the date of the effectiveness of the credit.

I was informed dftift the recess that at the tiflie of the enactment
of the 1954 Code, whichbecamoe law on August 16 1954, it ittrodtiued
in its section, 167 the new methods of accelerated Aepreciatibn, ddtible
declining afftd sum of the digits, and these were allowed to beuticd for'
taxable years beginffig after the precediti December 31, 1953, with
respect to property acquired after that di te, which is exactly the
same as the proposals we have here.

So, apparently, there is a precedent because the Congress in 1954
did exa tly the same thitg as is in the 1ouse biN.
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Senator K ,nn. May I ask the Senator from Delawareone question.
As I understood it, you referred to the matter of the lbbb'ing.by

civil service employees as being similar to the proi6sin In the bill
Senator WmLTAis. No.
I asked if there was any similarity between the two, whether the

proposals of the bill were consistentt with the ruling.
Senator KRnR. I thought the ruling with reference to the civil serv-

ice employees was to their right to lobby, not as to the charging of the
expense they had in connection with it.

Senator WILuAis. It is partly both.
Senator I iR. I did not know anything in the ruling that gave them

any tax deduction, and I just wondered if the Senator thought that
under the constitutional provision that the right to petitioning the
Congress should never be denied might not give the civil service em-
ployee the right to talk to his Congressman, if he wanted to.

Senator WILLIAMS. I do not and, if you read the debate--you will
find there was no question raised about the right of the civil service
employee to petition Congress. That is specifically provided for, and
was protect in the proposal which we offered.

Certainly, they dohave that right.
What was provided was a criticism of the recent ruling wherein

it was declared the administration could use these civil service em-
ployees throughout the country to speak before what they called inter-
ested public groups, clubs, and so forth, and speak on behalf of, or
defending, the administration's legislative programs. And the law,
as I read it, clearly said they shou-d not speak for or against pending
legislation.

Senator KERR. But there was nothing in that order that had to do
with the deductibility of the expenses in connection with it.

Senator WILLIAMS. Under that order their employer was charging
it off as a normal expense, and I would say that that is a complaint
that the Secretary of Treasury is making: That these business cor-
porations are charging off their employees lobbying activities as nor-
mal expenses.

Senator KRR. The Government is charging what they are paying
off as a tax credit?

Senator WILLIAMS. Well of course, I do not think we have gotten
around to taxing the U.S. government yet.

Senator KvuRR. I did not lmow It. I just wanted to find out-
Senator WILLIAMS. Whether the Senator from Oklahoma is propos-

ing it or not, I do not know.
Senator KERn. No, no, I was just asking you, because if they were

using it as a deductible item on the tax liability, I was going to ask
the Senator what tax liability.

Senator WILAms. It makes a part of creating this deficit which we
find is developing but of whith we cannot see the end.

Senator KkRR. We have seen the past of.
The C AIIIM!AN. Senator Douglas ?
Senator DOUrGAS. Mr. Secretary, I want to congratulate you on at

least two phases of your testimony.
In the first place, I think you have made an extremely able state-

ment, and the way in which you were able to answer difiotlt Cfestions
without eoflsultation with y6utr experts shows that you are a master
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in this field and I think the country is very fortunate to have a man
of your ability as Secretary of the Treasury.

In the second place, I personally appreciate very much the fact that
for the first time in a'decade a Secretary of the Treasury has appeared
before the Senate and urged that certain obvious loopholes be plugged
and certain obv16us injustices be remedied, and I want to congratulate
you on that.

I join with my colleague from Delaware in the hope that when we
proceed to a more thoroughgoing plugging of the loopholes, that you
will turn your attention to the 27.5-percent depletion allowance on
oil and gas, and the depletion allowances for such rare and difficult
objects as oyster shells, clam shells, sand and gravel and so forth,
which also seem to be involved, and for which exploration is now en-
couraged by the tax laws..

Now, I would like to ask you, if I may, some questions about the
proposal for the investment credit, and I would like to begin by ask-ingyou:
T what industries besides manufacturing will the proposed 8-per-

cent investment credit apple ?
Secretary DrLoz;. It will apply to all industries except the regu-

lated public utilities.It will apply in particular to the mining industry; it will apply to
the railroads; it will apply to commercial enterprises; it will apply
to agriculture.
I think those are the major elements.
Senator DouoLAs. It applies to agriculture.
Then will the purchase of a fertilizer spreader to raise potatoes in

Idaho receive an 8-percent investment credit in order that Idaho pota-
toes may hold their own in competition with the potatoes of Belgium
and HollandI

Secretary DILLON. I do not know whether that is the reason, but the
fertilizer spreader or a tractor or any other piece of agricultural
equipment will be eligible for the credit.

Senator DouraLs. Will it apply to a huge cotton planter in the
South, to help raise more cotton, which is already in surplus?

Secretary DLLON. Yes.
Senator DouaL s. And to machinery which will enable the wheat

farmer out in the Dakotas to produce more wheat when we already
have, I believe there are now 1.4 billion bushels of wheat in storage?

Secretary DILLON. It applies to all agricultural equipment. We
did not feel that there was any justification for eliminfiting this great
segment of our industry from this benefit for modernization.

Senator DOUGLAS. An automatic weed eradicator in the asparagus
fields of New Jersey would be very valuable in protecting the asparagus
industry of the United States from the rigors of competition from
abroad, and, thus, hiteaging the growth rate of American agricul-tureY

Secretary Dmtox. I think that it is certainly clear that what we
do in the way of gi ithg the credit to aa, 166ttita is probably less im-
portant generally is not of con parable i4 6totaneo relative to in-
dustry, in terms of competition froth ftbroad.

The same thifig would apply largely to comihercial services. But,
certaifily- I
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Senator DOUaLAS. I want to come to that. Now, we will come to
trade.

If a supermarket buys 100 pushwagons in order to increase the
speed with which the suburban housewife may move through the
supermarket, will this receive an 8-percent investment credit in order
that the American supermarket may excel those in Holland, Belgium
and West Germany I

Secretary DmLow. It will make our commercial distribution, I
w0uld'hope, more effective. It will release individual labor for more
effective work in industry.
. Senator DoucLAs. And, similarly, with the credit be given for the
installation ofmiore shelves in which deodorants and other facial and
body aids may be purchased? Will this increase the productive effi-
ciency of the American public and aid in the competition for foreign
markets with the chemical industry of Germany ?

Secretary DILLon. I am not sure that a shelf is a piece of equip-
ment.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, then, would an atomizer to kill flies in the
supermarket, which is a certain piece of tangible property, receive
an 8-percent investment credit in order that the glories of the Ameri-
can trading system may show its superiority to those of continental
Europe?

Secretary DILLON. I think that may be so.
Senator DOUGLAS. Would this apply to tangible personal property

in the field of commercialized recreation?
Secretary DmLoN. Commercialized recreation, yes.
Senator bOUGLAS. Would a ski lift in Sun Valley receive the 8-per-

cent investment credit?
Secretary DILLON. I could not answer that. I do not know whether

that is equipment or whether that is real property.
Senator DOUGLAS. It would be used as an integral part of what is

defined as the production of utilities?
Secretary DiLww. An automatic pin-setting machine
Senator DoULys. Let us put it this way:
Would you say that the purchase of skis and snowshoes by Sun

Valley, which is certainly tangible personal property, would receive
an investment credit?

Secretary DILoN. They are not machinery and equipment. They
are not-

Senator DOUGLAS. It is tangible personal property?
Secretary DLLON. I think you will see the bill applies to depreci-

able equipment and I do not think personal skis are depreciable equip-
ment, Senator.

Senator DOuGLAs. Then what about the ski lift?
Secretary Dn . I do not know whether that would be or not.
Senator DOUGLAS. %ell, put it this way: Would the installation of

a popcorn machine in the Yankees' ball park, which would last over 8
years, be subject to the 8-percent credit r

Secretary ILLON. If.that ismachLiery or equiphiient-
Senator D.ouGAs. It is certaiftly machinery, yes.
Secretary DmtoN. Then it would be, I would assume.
Senator DovGLAs. And the purpose of this, I assume, is so that

American intidstry iay have:
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a) A faster rate of growth; and,
(b) That it may compete more effectively with the European

market.
Secretary DxLLON. Senator, I agree with you that theselmay be con-

sidered anomalies, but that is not the purpose.
The reason for their inclusion is that we did not feel that it was

possible or practicable to start a whole new era in the tax law by trying
to divide out just where was industrial equipment and where was com-
mercial equipment, and what should be helped and what should not
be helped, because we would have had to write hundreds of pages of
tax laws.

Senator DorOLs. Youhave taken in a pretty broad territory.
Secretary DLLOwN. I think that is correct, I agree with that.
Senator DOUGLAS. And even assuming it is a good idea, is not the

question whether you should restrict it somewhat ?
I do not wish to humilitate you, but I would like to go on with some

further illustrations, if I ma
Secretary DiuxOi. It migt well be restricted, if the committee de-

cided that it can do it.
Senator DOUGLAS. Woftld an escalator in a movie house be regarded

asa piece of machiery and equipment?
Secretary DILLONr. To that r would have to again give the same

answer:
I am not sure whether that is attached or whether it is equipment.

If it is a structural part of the building it would not be eligie for
the credit.

Senator DOUGLAS. A movie house in the same way?
Secretary DILLON. Same way, wherever it was.
Senator OUGLAS. The justification for this would be to increase the

growth rate in the United States and also to enable the American
movie houses to compete more effectively with foreign movie houses
so that Americans would stay in the United States and would watch
movies?

Secretary DILLON. It certainly would help the escalator business.
Senator DOUGLAs. Or possibly the foreigners would come here in

order to avoid walking up stairs?
Secretary DILLON. It would employ people making escalators. But,

on reflection, I am quite sure that an escalator would not qualify for
the credit.

Senator DOUGLAS. Now, may I ask this:
Would this inclUde the installation of automatic cocktail mixers in

taverns?
Secretary DILLON. I think it includes all restaurant and bar equip-

ment.
Senator DOUGLAS. And this is done to increase the growth rate and

also enable American industry to compete more effectively with for-
ei gn industryI

Wold. the installation-let the record show the Secretary did not
reply.

Senator Goi. Mr. Chairman, in all fairness, I think the record
should show that he did smile.

Senator DotraLAs. Would the installation of glass-top table in the
21 Club in New York be regarded as equipment upon which an 8-per.
cent investment credit would be given ?
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Secretary D=6N. Any equipment having a useful life of more than
4 years would get at least one-third of the credit.

Senator DOULAS. Yes.
I take it the answer is "Yes."
And this also will Increase the growth rate, I assume, and will en-

able American industry to compete more effectively.
Will the provision of floodlights in a burlesque house of dubious

reputation get an 8-percent investment credit?
Secretary DILloN. I hope we do not have any more such dubious

reputation houses.
Senator DouoLAs. But I mean, assuming that they exist, would they

get an investment credit?
Secretary DiuoN. Again, that is a piece of equipment, if the law,

aspresently written, is passed.
Senator DoUGLAs. Are you not interpreting economic growth rather

broadly?
Secretary Dmrmo. If this committee can find a v y in which to

change this, it would be all right, but I would like to point out here,
just to make it clear, that all the other alternative s aggestions for
providing incentives to growth have just the same problem. They
all apply to all sorts of equipment. There is no difference in that
regard between the suggestion that we have made and the alternative
suggestions for triple declining balance depreciation and more rapid
depreciation of one type or another.

Senator DouoLAs. Mr. Secretary in 1954, your predecessor, Secre-
tary Humphrey, appeared before this committee and asked that a 4-
percent dividend credit be allowed in order to stimulate, as he said,
the percentage of corporate financing which would be conducted
through the purchase of equity shares.

I think the Senator from Tennessee
Senator Kent. Will the Senator yield there?
Senator DouGLAs. Not for too long. I do not want you to take over

completely Bob. For 30 seconds.
Senator KERR. Did the Secretary ask for larger than 4 percent?
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, he did. I think it was 15 percent.
Senator IER. I just wanted that for the record.
Senator DouGrAs. Now, I take it from your statement that you have

found that 4 percent which was granted has had no effect in stimulat-
ing the percentage of corporate financing carried on by the purchase
of equities?

Secretary DxuoN. No, it has not.
Senator Douqrks. Yet, you think that an 8 percent investment

credit will stimulate the total investment?
Secretary DrzroN. Very much so because it is a totally different

type of credit.
Senator DouGrAs. If Mr. Humphrey was wrong on 4 percent, may

you not be wrong on 8 percent ?
Secretary DILLON: I do not think in this case that we are likely tobe wrong this same type of law has been in effect in many other

countries, And it has clearly stimulated investment there. So I as-
sume the same thing would htippen here.

Senator DOUG1As. Now, as I remember it in the draft which you
submitted last year to the House Ways and Means Committee, you
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provided that the investment credit would only be granted on the
net investment, the investment over and above depreciation. Is that
true?

Secretary ILON. That was the original proposal. Well now, it
was not only on that. It would be a 15-percent credit on that, and
then it was a 6-percent credit on the amount that was between 50
percent of depreciation and 100 percent of depreciation.

Senator DovOLAs. But now this credit is allowed for gross invest-
ment so that a mere replacement of wornout machinery assumes the 8-
percent credit as well as an addition.

Secretary DiLoN. After full consideration in the Ways and Means
Committee it was felt that the formula which we had suggested had
more disadvantages than advantages, although I think they recog-
nized the fact that it would provide greater stimulus to the growth
of rapidly growing companies. But it would work against the rail-
roads or some inyftstry of that nature and, therefore, they decided
the present form of the credit would be preferable.

Senator DOUGLAS. The bill in this present form provides for this
investment credit for the investment that would be made anyway in
the absence of credit; isn't that true?

Secretary DILLON. That is true. And in the same fashion as any
sort of further acceleration of depreciation-

Senator DouoiLs. It is, therefore, a bonus on investment which
would occur anyway.

Secretary DILLON. To the same extent that any such change in de-
preciation would be, yes.

Senator DouoLAs. Well, if we want to stimulate investment,
wouldn't it be better to have the credit on the marginal decisions, on
the investment which would not be made in the absence of such credit
or the investments in excess of the previous rate of investment either
for the industry or for the-

Secretary DILLON. Possibly the previous rate of investment if we
can find the proper formula. What you suggest might have been
very great effect, Senator, and might be more reasonable.

The formula we suggested did not work in many cases because, for
instance, the railr6onds have very large depreciating. Unfortuhately,
they do not have very large earnings now. Therefore, any percentage
formula over and above depreciation was of no help to them. So we
had to find some other formula. It turned out that there were a good
many industries of that natftre, and many accountants testified that
there would be all sorts of accoa..tifig problems as to what was and
what was not proper depreciation, and, therefore, the Ways and
Means ConMittee did decide this was the-shiolr method.

I must say we were convinced that tax siinplif~taion, that the ad-
vantages of ease of administration, were very large in this simple ap-
proach compared to the other.

Senatr DoUorAs. My offhand *udgment is that you are going to be
paying bonuses to firms which do not need the bonuses in ordei' to
stimZU6 investments for items which are of very dubious value in
our econoMic growth and in our competitift with foreign coutitries,
as far as that is concerned.

But I have a further objection as of this moment to this plan, and
that is whenever we make deductions from taxes based on ways in
whith income is spent, we open up the dorto tremendous abuses.
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Congress has now before it or the Senate has before it, H.R. 10
which would provide partial tax exemption for voluntary contribu-
tions to the self-employed for pensions.

The Senator from Tennessee and I have opposed that measure, and
I assume we will oppose it in the future. But it may well pass.

If this passes, the same principle will inevitably be extended to civil
service, to those on social security, to those on railway retirement,
to a whole range of benefits.

Every one of us gets a big volume of correspondence asking that
similar deductions be made for the cost of educating children up to
and through the college level.

If you make a deduction, and this is a deduction from taxes not from
taxable income, but from taxes, there will be claims that you should
make similar deductions for the purchase of homes in order to encour-
age homeownership.

I think in your very laudable desire to close loopholes you are now
opening up one of the possibilities for the biggest loopholes of all.

Now, my mind is not closed on this matter,but these are the thoughts
which have occurred to me. I wonder if you want to make any
commentI

Secretary DILiON. Yes, Senator, I would be glad to.
In the area of general coverage certainly the area that we are most

interested in is that which has to Jo with industry and manufacturing,
to keep our industry competitive with that in the rest of the world.
I think that the great bulk of expenditures would go there.

If the committee can find any reasonable way in which it can agree
on any limitation of the present coverage that makes sense and elimi-
mates areas which obviously we do not want to or particularly care
about promoting or which do not need promotion, that would be per-
fectly acceptable to the Treasury.

We did have difficulty ourselves in finding any such area. We
wanted to avoid the idea that the Government is trying to draw too
sharp a line as to what businesses are good businesses and what busi-
nesses are bad businesses, so we could have this wide open to our econ-
omy and to general economic laws to make the decisions.

N ow, as to your final observation on this being a deduction, this is
a thing that is inherent in any tax law which has to do with deprecia-
tion when that tax law gets beyond what is a strictly realistic depre-
ciation allowance. Antiwe are faced with this very difficult problem
that the rest of the world with which we are competing has seen fit
to go beyond that, and we have to do something similar or be left
behind in the procession. We think that this method is the cheavest
and the safest for the Government and would, therefore, choose this.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Dillon I have just got one final question
on another point. A corporation doing business in the Western
Hemisphere outside of the United States-as to pay a tax of only 38
percent instead of 52 percent; is that correct ?

Secretary DIL0oN. Well that is correct. That is the U.S. tax, so
that it works that way if the foreign tax is less than 88 percent; yes.

Senator'DotoLAS. Now this applies not to various countries south
of the Rio Grande but also to Canaa; isn't ththt true f

Secretary DILtON. It applies to Canada by law, but nit to any prac-
tical effect because of tle reason fhlit Canada has a tax of 50 percent
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itself. So it is of no use to investments there, and that is why there
are practically no Western Hemisphere corporations that operate in
Canada.

Senator DoUGLAs. You prepared a memorandum on the location of
certain tax havens. I believe you state the income tax in the Bahamas
is zero; is that correctI

Secretary DILLoN. That is correct, with respect to income from
foreign sources.

Senator DoUoiAs. And in Bermuda, zero?
Secretary DILo. Zero.
Senator DouoLAs. And in Liberia, zero?
Secretary DILLON. Right.
Senator DOUGLAS. And in Panama, zero
Secretary DILLON. Zero, as to foreign income.
Senator DouoLAs. What about the Virgin Islands
Secretary DILLON. I would have to get you what the tax situation

is there, Senator. I do not know.
Senator DouGLAs. I know you cannot have every fact at your

fingertips.
Secretary DILLON. I do not know whether they have this right. I

have the memorandum that you were furnished, which does not list
the Virgin Islands.

(The following material was submitted for the record:)
Virgin Islands no longer available as tax haven. U.S. laws apply but the

tax is collected by the Virgin Islands government. Since 1958 (see. 941
of the Internal Revenue Code) the islands' right to grant refunds has been
limited to corporations that do more than 50 percent of their business in the
Virgin Islands and which have no more than 20 percent of their income from
U.S. sources.

Senator DouGLAs. Now, in brief, what is your proposal to plug these
evasions?

Secretary DILLON. Well, we have two proposals, in brief. One is
to abolish the present privilege of deferring income earned by a foreign
subsidiary a subsidiary of an American company, abroad. This would
apply to ali developed areas.

We have to then go beyond that to plug the loophole that may be
available in an underdeveloped area, which makes itself into a tax
haven for income earned on business conducted outside the area.

Thepresent tax haven provisions in the House bill pretty well do
that. They are pretty strict, with the one exception that they do allow
income that is earned in Europe or dividends and interest that are
earned from another developed area to avoid taxation if they are
then reinvested in an underdeveloped area. That, in effect, still main-
tains a certain incentive, certain advantage, to investment in Europe
to obtai tis tax-free -m6lty for investment il underdeveloped areas.
We do nt think that is logical, so we think that ought to be
eliminated.

But except for that one principal problem I think that the House
bill does pretty well cover the main tax haven area. It barely touches
the deferral area, and we are recorthrfltding that It take care of this
problem.

Senator DouGLAs. Do I understand Lichtenstein is also a tax haven
with no rate of taxati6h -,oni income fr~tn foreign sotirces, and t to 12
percent taxon d6 hestic-operatiosig?
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Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator Dotuois. And Switzerland is a tax haven I
Secretary DLww. That is right.
Senator DouGJAs. Is it true that in some of the cantons of Switzer-

land the corporation tax is as low as 12 percent?
Secretary DILLoN. Well, the general tax, I think, in Switzerland for

income that is earned from outside, that comes in, s probably lower
than that. It is probably in the area of 5 to 10 percent; something
like that.

Senator DouarAs. I think we all noticed the article in the New
York Times this morning on page 33 of the financial section where a
corporation called Matiuscripts, Inc., wants to put famous writers on
a salary, having them live abroad and in this way they would get the
advantages, supposedly, of the low rates of taxation in these tax
havens.

I quote one paragraph:
"A $100,000-a-year writer working in the United States might net only $40,000

after deductions and exemptions and taxes" explains John L. Cady, one of the
founders of (but not a stockholder in) Manuscripts, Inc.

"If employed by Manuscripts, Inc., however, and performing his services in a
foreign country as a bonailde resident, his spendable income would jump to about
$80,000," said Mr. Cady, who also is tax director of McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc.

Mr. Cady said that in this hypothetical case the remaining $20,000 of income
would go for agent's fees, which are usually 10 percent, and to Manuscripts, Inc.

This is a description and, Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that at
the conclusion of the testimony of this morning that this article be
included.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The article referred to follows:)

COMPANY OFFERS WnITERs TAX DEAL-IT WOULD GIvE THEM SALARIES WHILE
WoaiNo ABROAD IN RETURN FOB Boox RIGHTS--CONCERN CITES SAV1NGS-PAY
NOT TAXED BY U.S., BUT ROYALTIES ARFE--PuBmSnEns ANGERED BY PROJECT

(By Gay Talese)

A. small New York corporation with neither an office nor telephone is now
trying, among other things, to work out tax advantages for best-selling authors.

If the corporation, called Manuscripts, Inc., succeeds, it could profoundly
shake up the book industry, and might encourage more American writers to live
abroad as "employes" of the corporation, thereby saving tremendous amounts on
taxes.

"A $100,000-a-year writer working in the United States might net only $40,000
after deductions, exemptions and taxes," explained John L. Cady, one of the
founders of (but not a stock holder in) Manuscripts, Inc.

"If employed by Manuscripts, Inc., however, and performing his services in a
foreign country as a bona fide resident, his spendable income could Jump to
about $80,000," said Mr. Cady, who also is tax director of McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc.

FEES AE CITED

Mr. Cady said that in this hypothetical case the remaining $20,000 of income
would go for agents' fees, which are usually 10 percent, and to Manuscripts, Inc.

Normally, a publishing house advances a writer a certain amount of money
when he makes a contract for a book. It gives him more money when his book
is satisfactoilly completed, and still more money in royalties If his book sells
well.

But at Manuscripts, Inc., the writer is not working for a publisher but for a
corporation. He is an "employe." The corporation pays him a salary for the
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rights to his work, which it then sells to a publisher. How large a salary the
corporation pays the writer depends on how much it wants him. If he is a
commercially successful writer living abroad, he can command a fantastic salary
and, as an "employe," keep most of It.

"Generally speaking, the income earned abroad by American citizens perma-
nently residing In other countries Is not taxed by the United States," explained
Harriet 3'. Pllpel, a lawyer active in literary and entertainment property.

WHAT THE LAW IS

Specifically, under section 911-A of the tax law, an American who is a bona
fide resident of a foreign country is completely exempt from U.S. taxes on earned
income-that is, for services as an employee (although he must pay earned-
income taxes to the country in which he lives).

However, the American living abroad must pay taxes to the United States on
any other income, such as dividends and royalties. For such income he is taxed
by the Government exactly as If he lived here. Thus it is to a writer's advantage
to receive money paid as salary and not as royalties.

Americans living in Britain pay a higher income tax than they would if they
lived in the United States. In Switzerland, the Income tax is lower than that of
the United States. In Italy and France, a tax expert reported, the income tax
is higher than in the United States, but nobody pays what he should.

Manuscripts, Inc., formed in 1959, has been functioning quietly, to be sure,
because, as one corporation spokesman asked, "Why should we let everybody in
publishing get in on our secret?"

Perhaps Manuscripts, Inc., whose stockholders remain anonymous, would
have continued in obscurity this year except that it lately has become more
active in trying to hire big-name writers.

Already, it says it has hired Robert Ruark. It has approached others, too,
such as Truman Capote. This has Aroused rival publishers, a few of which have
charged Manuscripts, Inc., with literary piracy and with using tax advantages
to entice big writers away from their publishing houses, and toward McGraw-
Hill.

Though Mr. Cady says that no McGraw-Hill employes have stock In Manu-
scripts, Inc., or vice-versa, he does concede that Manuscript's stockholders are
"friends" of McGraw-Hill.

MANY GO WITH M'ORAW

"Many name authors looked into the possibility of working for Manuscripts,
Inc.," Mr. Cady said, "and even though most of them decided not to do so, a
number of them decided to become McGraw-Hill atithors anyway."

Such authors, he said, included Quentin Reynolds, Richard Bissell, Vance
Packard, Don Whitehead, Abigail Van Buren, and Eugene Burdick.

Mr. Ruark is having his latest book, "Uhfiru," published by McGraw-Hill, but
he said he would write his next book, "The Last Safari," as an employe of Manu-
scripts, Inc.

In doing this, Mr. Ruark agreed to waive all rights to his work in return for
his salary.

Among benefits he will receive are pension and insurance plans, tax advice
and accounting services. These are benefits that Manuscripts, Inc., also hopes
to use in attracting writers who art. not residents of foreign lands.

Legislation recently has been proposed by the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee that would place a $35,000 annual ceiling on the exemption for income
earned abroad by United States citzent. If passed, this could hurt such writers
as Mr. Ruark.

Mr. Cady, along with Keith W. Jennison (now an editor at David McKay,
Inc.), and others formed Manuscripts, Inc., in 1959.

After they devised their operation ond organized investors, they hired John
Tebbel, writer of a wide variety of booky, as a test of taxlaws.

They paid him $75 a week, he said, and he began a historical novel for them
about George Washington's general, Nathanael Greene. n . .....

But, according to Mr. Cady, the new corporation soon ran out of money and,
failing to get an advance from McGraw-Hill, it could no longer pay Mr. Tebbel.

(He continued on with his book, incidentally, switched the plot from General

Greene to Washington himself, and has sold this historical novel to Rand~th
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Manuscripts, Inc.; continued on, even though its first president, Mr. Jennison,
resigned when he took the Job at McKhy. Mr. Cady says Manuscripts, Inc,, has
many risks it must take.

If it hires a Mr. Ruark and the book it produces flops, it will lose all the salary
it paid the author.

The author also is free to sever the relationship, provided he returns the salary
he has collected.

Senator DOUGLAS. I think it looks as though this outfit is trying to
do some business with tax havens and I hope that these sections of
the act will be very closely studied to prevent such things as this.

I think it would be a fine thing for our writers to stay at home,
frankly, at least to not get tax advantages for going out of the country,
but also because we need their cultural and civilizing influences upon
the Nation and we do not want to have too many expatriates.
[Laughter.j

Secretary DmLoN. Thank you. Under the provisions of the House
bill this would be partially answered. Under the provisions as rec-
ommended by the President, by us now, it would be completely
answered.

Senator DOUoLAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAInMAN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Secretary, I want to commend you for what

I say is a very fine analysis of the bill that came over from the House.
I can assure you that it arouses many questions that might well be
asked, and I am sure every member of this committee can think of
many. I have a few that I would like to bother you with. I assure
you I am going to take a very little amount of your time.

I refer particularly to the Section of the bill which provides this
3 percent credit, partial credit of 3 percent, for regulated utilities,
electric power, gas and telephone companies.

Now, in your statement you state that the President's original pro
posal recommended that the credit not apply to regulated public
utility corporations.

We find, however, that this does come over from the House carry-
ing a 3 percent rate.

I would ask you this question: Is there any reason why this Com-
mittee should not follow the House provisions-or why did they place
this 3 percent in instead of seven?

Secretary DmLON. Well, there was a great deal of discussion in the
House-I think probably the House report would indicate some of
that.

The problem was that the electric utility business came and very
strongly urged that it be given the benefit of this credit. The main
thing they cited was the thing I mentioned in my statement, this
problem of providing industrial power. For instance, they said, "un-
less we have this, and- we wait toTlld a new large facility to provide
large quantitise of industrial power to a new aluftifflin factory or
to a steel mill, we cannot do thht. The steel mill itself could p'Ut in
a generator and get the credit, and that would'be unfair coMpetifkn."

However, it was impossible as far as we could see to separate that
from the area of consumer and commercial power where this credit
wotildprbvide great problems in the ratemakfig field.
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There is a general feeling that it might be that it probably would
be, passed on to consumers relatively rapidly, and in that case it
would not do the companies any good.

We also saw that the utility companies have grown and did not
seem to have any problem, which is very well covered, very completely
covered, in our Annex T, and did not seem to need this sort of
stimulus.

Finally, one important thing in our mind was the interesting thine
that the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. which by itself, is
one-third of all the utilities of the country, one-third of this amount,
did not want the credit, and so stated.

The House gave it to them anyway because they, I guess, felt the
same way. They did not know how they could divide them out from
the other utilities, and a lot of small telephone companies, little inde-
pendent telephone companies in the south and other part of the coun-
try, argued very strongly that they would like this and this would be
helpful- to them, their argument generally being based on the fact
thai they were not earning a fill percentage that they were entitled
to and, therefore, that even with this credit they would still not be
earning it. So it would not be taken away from them in rate reduc-
tions, and they needed it to compete with the big company.

So after considering all these balancing items the House came to
sort of a Solomon's decision and decided instead of giving nothing
or giving them 8 percent, to give them half, 4 percent, and en when
they reduced the bill to put it in balance they cut the 8 percent to
seven, and the 4 percent to three.

So that is the history of what happened, and I think we can under-
stand the reasons for tie utilities' interest.

I might say that the effort put on by the utility companies to get
themselves included in this probably was the most convincing argu-
ment, that was presented before the Ways and Means Committee of
the fact that this investment credit meant a great deal to industry
and would mean more expenditures and better efforts. They came
down and gave facts and figures on the extra amount of orders that
they woulf place immediately if they were included as compared to
what would happen if they were not. They did impress the House
Ways and Means Committee and, therefore,'they put them in and, as
a result, as I mentioned, the Edison Electric Institute is one of the
organizations that is strongly supporting the bill on account of being
included.

But in spite of all that, we feel that on balance the utilities should
not be included and should be omitted.

Senator CARLSO N. What you are saying, Mr. Secretary, as I under-
stand it, is that this committee is going to have to make a decision.

Secretary DILLON€. That is correct. It is a complicated problem,
and I think you should hear the witnesses and make your decision.

Senator CARLSON. Do you know of any regulated public utility that
has not been meeting the service requirements or obligations that they
should be required of in this Nation of ours?

Secretary DMLON. No. I think that is one of the reasons we did
not feel that this was necessary. The excess capacity of the utilities
has been gradually built up over the past years, and is now higher
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than at any time at least since 1940, and they are in very good shape.
So we did not think they needed this excess this extra incentive.

Senator CARLSON. Well, no doubt, we wiil have witnesses from the
industry. But do you know of any of the utilities that have been
unable to raise all of the capital needed for expansion?

Secretary DILLON. Certainly all of the larger ones have been able
to. There may be some small utility companies that had some diffi-
culty, but none of the larger ones, because of their favored position
with their relatively guaranteed rate of return and monopoly situa-
tion, have had great difficulty in raising the funds they need.

Senator CAnLsoN. Based on the House action, what is the reduction
in the tax revenue as a result of the House provision in the investment
credit section?

Secretary DILLON. I think it is $1,175,000,000 gross.
Senator CARLSON. That would be the total amount?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator CARLSON. Turning over to another section now, we are deal-

ig with treaties, and the Secretary appears quite often before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the fact of the matter is just last
Thursday, and in your statement this morning you suggested that the
committee remove section 21, I believe, from the act.

Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator CARLSON. On the ground that the bill does not override any

treaty provisions except the estate tax convention with Greece.
In the income tax treaty-and this has been handed me, and being

on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee I am somewhat interested
in it-in the income tax treaty with New Zealand, Article III, Section
2 reads as follows, in part:

The industrial or commercial profits of a New Zealand enterprise shall not
be subject to United States tax unless the enterprise is engaged in trade or busi-
ness in the United States through a permanent establishment situation therein.

Now under section 13 of the bill, are there not many cases where
the undistributed profits of a foreign corporation are taxed to U.S.
shareholders; are there not many cases?

Secretary DILLON. Under Section 13 we do follow the same proce-
dure as we have followed for many years in Our foreign personal
holding company tax and do tax them. We feel that this is perfectly
proper and has not caused us any trouble with foreign countries, and
I am informed by our General Counsel that there is no problem in
the case of any of our itcome tax treaties. This has been looked at
by our General Counsel, and he tells me there is no problem.

Senator CARLSON. If I read it correctly, and I think I quoted cor-
rectly from Artiple III Section 2, why wouldn't thatbe a direct viola-
tion of the New Zealand Treaty?

Secretary DLLON. The reason is because we tax the United States
shareholder and we do not tax the New Zealand corporationO

Senator CARLsoN. I noticed in the tables thatyou submitted, in
your statement, that you estimate the revenue effect of the invest-
ment credit, without consideration of stimulative effect on the econ-
omy, a $1.35 billion. That is in table 3. In table 4 you estimate the
effect in fiscal year 1963 at $465 million, after taking a partial ac-
count of its stimulative effects on the economy.

8210-62-pt. 1--29
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My first question is whether there is any reason in table 3, where
the stimulative effect is not taken into account and ycu refer to the
revenue effect when the legislation is fully effective, but in table 4
you take into accdttit the stithualative effect and c6nfine your esti-
mates for fiscal year 1963; why that differential .

Secretary DILLON. I can explain that very simply. The reason
that we take it into effect is one place and do not in the other is this:
in the long-run effects of any tax bill, the way it has always been fig-
ured in the past, which we think is a perfectly proper way to figure,
is to figure the gross revenue losses and the plusses of new gains.
Actually any reveflhle loss which gives more money to the economy
will help to stimulate the economy. That money will be spent some-
where and we will get part of it back in taxes. Conversely, with any
additional new tax which takes money out of the economy, that
monmy will not be spent, and there will be some reduction in the
economy which will reduce our tax take elsewhere.

These things pretty well balance off, and for the future this is a
proper way to estimate.

The reason for the difference in 1963 is this: that we are compar-
ing it to a revenue estimate that has already been made and severalof the revenue gaih features of the bill came into play only by
fiscal year 1964. In tliese future cases the revenue estimates for the
future years have not been'made.

Now, when we are comparing this to the revenue estimate that was
already made, which was made on the basis of gross national product
of $570 billion, that estimate did not take into account the stimulative
effect that would take place if this credit was passed, and if it went
into effect and made this money available to the general public.

If we had assumed that, our estimate of gross national product
would have been higher. It would have been $573 or $575 billion. If
it had been that, then you could have taken off from thit, it would
have been proper to take off from that, the full gross effect of the loss
of revenue. But since we did not couit.t it in, we have to count it in in
some waty when we figure the 1963 estimates. So we counted it in on
the net basis.

There is one other thing that comes into this particitlar difference in
figures which yn mientibned, and thlt is that you will recall we made
a special recomffiendttion, in view of the fiscal 1963 situation, that the
limit in the House bill of 25 percent of taxes is the maximum possible
writeoff to be maintained throughout the full calendar year 1962, and
that this only go to 50 percent beginning Jantary 1,1963.

This would result in a revenue cost for the investment credit of
some $240 million, $250 million less in fiscal year 1963 than would be
the case thereafter.

So, instead of being a full year cost of $1,350 million, for the first
year its gross cost wottld be about $2504million less or $1.1 billion.

So it is starting with that when we are applying the stimulative ef-
fects, and they work both ways.

You will notice that various items that we have here do not show as
great a credit, the plus items, as they do on full -year effect when we are
talking aboit gross. They also have been written down to take ac-
cottft of the same econotilic effect that I mentioned to you earlier.
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Senator CAnLSON. Mr. Secretary, I am sure you will agree with me
that these two, tables that you have submitted here are going to be very
important for the consideration of the ommittee, and thbse who tes-
tify here in the future on it, and I hope that if there is any statistical
information that you can give us for the record that will assist us as
to how you arrived at a particular variable answer on it, that would be
greatly appreciated as to how you secured It.

Secretary DILLON. I will be glad to give you a fuller explanation of
the details that went into table 4.' I think that table 3 which is just the
gross effect rather speaks for itself.

Senator CARLSON. Well, I assure you that would be very helpful if
you could.

I have a question or two here on foreign income. It seems to me that
we hear a lot of complaint about the proposals in this bill, I am sure
every member of the committee has, and I think there are some real
concerns about it among people who operate in this field. The flrst
has to do with the supposed benefits in our balance of payments posi-
tion.

From a study of the testimony before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee as I have been able to read, and from comments by others, it
would seem that while the immediate effect might be a plus so far as
the income flow is concerned, and certainly the long-term effect, and
by that I do not mean very long either, inevitably it would be bad.

It would appear to me that this is a short-term prosperity and a
long-term proposition that might not be to our advantage. What is
your comment on that?

Secretary DILLON. Well, I commented in-my statement on that, that
it was clear from our analysis of the figures which we have done in
great detail over the past 6 months that an investment today in West-
ern Europe, manufacturing in one of these developed countries, would
not result in an equal return flow for at least--and this is conserva-
tive-10 or 15 years. So that as far as balance of payments is con-
cered, it willbe a negative item for at least that long.

Now, certainly we agree that if the investment is profitable, if it
works well over the long term, it should begin to return funds back
home and should return enough to offset the outflow, and should be an
asset. That is why we believe in foreign investment, and it shoUld
be made in years when you have substantial surpluses and it should
be there to help you in years when you have deficits in your balance of
payments.

The problem now is that we happen to be in a deficit period, and we
do not feel this is an appropriate time to try to stimulate further in-
vestment by maintaining the tax inducements which have been in our
laws for a long time.

I would like to recommend or to ask that you examine this exhibit
III, which was prepared with a great deal of care and effort over a
period of many months, includilig some various conferences with busi-
ness representatives to advise regarding the accuracy and importance
of the statistics that are contained therein and the relevance of these
statistics. We think that the table in the exhibit clearly answers the
problem and is accurate.
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Now, many of the statements that were made last summer before
the Ways and Means Committee, which were mtade after our original
presentation, did make it appear that this investment was profitable
for balance of payments purposes sooner than we think is the case.
But the big pro lem there was that they always compare, every time
that I have seen it, the income that is received from investments that
have been made over the past 10, 15, 20 years, with the immediate
dollar that goes overseas, and actually that is not a relevant com-
parison.

At the moment, the facts are that we have a total investment over-
seas of about $60 billion, and we are getting a net return out of that
investment-compared to the net against the new investment that has
gone overseas-a net return of about $200 million, and that is much
too small at this time.

We think this is a time when we should be getting some net benefits
in our balance of payments from our investments overseas.

That is why I read some of those statements of the British Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer when they are in a somewhat similar position,
and certainly the views that they have are identical, except they go
much further than we do. We do not plan to go into the form of
planned controls.

Senator CARLSON. Mr. Secrertary, are we not, by this piece of legis-
lation, trying to make investments in foreign countries less attractive?

Secretary DILLON. Most certainly we are, because they have been
made more attractive by the special tax benefits which they have had
for a long time, and we are trying to make them less attractive to the
extent that we remove the special itdticements.
* We are not trying to make them unattractive so that nobody can
invest abroad. Not at all. We think, and I think, most of the busi-
nessmen to whom I have talked, the ones who have real substantial
operations, would tell you that they do not go abroad just for tax
reasons, and they probably will, a great amoilflt of this investment
will, continue. But what we want to stop is that which is induced
jtit by tax considerations.

Senator CA rsoN. Is there any reason to believe if we do that that
these corporations of ours will make greater expanded investments
in the Uiited States? After all, they are good briness people.

Secretary DiLgoN. Well, they may or they may not. But certainly
that is where the investment credit so closely complements this foreign
tax move, because if we make investments in the United States more
attractive, and at the same time we are making investments abroad
somewhat less attractive, I think the chances are mUch greater that
they will make additional investments here. And what we point out,
which is poifited out very clearly again in that exhibit, is if $100 is
not invested in Europe because of a change in the tax situation, if
only $10 of that amount should be invested here in the United States,
the effect on employmlft and growth in the United States would be
equal to or better than the $100 invested in Europe.

Senator CARLSON. Let us assume that this foreign tax credit works.
It would seem to me if these provisions were enacted foreign govern-
ments could or would tend to raise their taxes on American corpora-
tions so that the ultimte effect of these provisions would be to reduce
the revenues to the United States rather than increase it. What is
yotr cdoent on thatt?
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Secretary DILLON. I do not think they would reduce the revenue. I
do not think we would get all the revenue back that might be expected
onp1 gross basis, and our figures or our estimates take that into account.

That is why we have estimated a relatively low figure of income for
the tax haven provisions in the House bil, which are quite strong
provisions, because one of the things that this may do is simply make
tax havens less attractive in Europe. Companies may operate more
normally in the country in which they are manufacturing, in which
their manufacturing concern is located, and pay taxes there, so we will
not get the actual tax.

But the tax inducement to go abroad and to make new investments
because of these very low taxes will be removed, and we will gain in
our balance of payments from this.

Senator CARLSON. The chairman this morning, Mr. Secretary, men-
tioned our situation with regard to Switzerland and some of our bank-
ing operations there.

Just last Thursday I believe, you appeared before the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee in regard to .2824, which amends the Bret-
ton Woods Agreements Act, which was to increase our authorization
so that the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to use a public
debt transaction not to exceed $2 billion, which greatly expans this
program.

I rnow you expressed your concern about our balance of payments.
Is it not reasonable to assume that this legislation we are considering
today is most important in our balance of payments rather than in the
collection of taxesI

Secretary DILLON. I think that of the two elements involved here
in the foreign field, that the most important one probably-it is diff-
cult to say which is the most important one--but vitally important is,
first the balance of payments, as you say; and the other thing that is
vitally important is the general principle of tax equity, with respect
to the abuse of these foreign tax-havens which has become a scandal-
ous thing. It is not that everybody who uses them should be stigma-
tized that way, but they have been very seriously abused, and that is
the second major reason they should be prohibited.

The third reason only is the extra revenue that will be obtained for
the Government from that. I do not think it is tremendous compared
to our overall revenues. But the balance-of-payments effect of this leg-
islation, the combination of the investment credit and foreign income
legislation, I think may be a saving of $300 to $500 million a year in
our basic balance-of-payments deficit, which would be a very substan-
tial help in closing this gap, which we simply must close.

Senator CAULSON. I am confident, having heard you before, that
you feel that we must close this gap because Of its importance to the
financial stability not only of our Nation but of the world.

Secretary DrLoN. That is correct.
Senator CAimsoN. I was interested to read last week a column that

appeared in the Evening Star of March 27, 1962, written by Constan-
tine Brown, from Switzerland, at Zurich, and I am nbt going to quote
what he says about it, but I think it is interesting to read what the
Swiss banked's are saying about it. This is a quote from Mr. Brown's
article. He quotes a direktol-which, I assume, is Swiss for direc-
tive--which has been sent out to their bankers, and it is an amazing
story to me and one which I think should give us great concern.
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I am goilg to take a little time just to read it. I think it ought to
be read into the record and this is from the Swiss banker, not what
Constatie Brown said:

You are still the richest country in the world not only in raw materials but
initiative genius, know-how, and daring. But, at the rate of your expenditures
for domestic progress, defense and, partiCUlarly, your indiscriminate desire to
help the rest of the world regardless of its desserts, you will not be able to con-
tinue to discharge a self-imposed obligation without serious consequences.

The gold outflow should be a real warning. Your rate of taxation-direct, in.
direct, and indivisible-has not yet reached the satUration poiht, but you are not
far from it.

Since it is obvious that all your political men are pledged to the continuation
of this role of the world's Good Samaritan, I cannot see the end of these expendi-
tures even in the highly problematical circumstances that there may be a lessen-
ing of the arms race. You will be compelled by drastic economic necessities to
divert the billions you are spending on defense to social work. This means the
burdens of taxation will contiflte.

The outflow of gold-

and these are statem~fits now by a Swiss banker, not some commenta-
tor-
is contitiing at a more alarming pace than the average American citizen and even
your lawmakers realize.

In order to provide the huge amoutfts needed for social engineering and
increased help to the underdeveloped countries which would follow the highly
unlikely slowing down of the arms race, you will have to increase the taxation of
every American from factory worker to the man living on modest retirement and
the coupon clipper. Despite your present efforts, it will be difficult for you to
regain your positionin the world markets because of the high increasing costs of
production.

You will continue, of course, your democratic form of government. But
don't forget history. There have been many instances when the tax collector has
become more of an oppressor of the people than the secret police in a dictator-
ship.

In order to gather the necessary funds to continue gigantic, self-imposed tax
and credits to the grave, the income tax collector will become more arbitrary
and increasingly consider the taxpayer as a lemon which must be squeezed to the
last drop and in the long run this will cause you serious trouble.

I wanted to read that into the record because that must be the think-
ing of sonme of the to financial people, particularly in Switzerland, or
this man would not have written a directive to the banks in Switzer-
land.

Do you have any comment ot this?
Secretary DILWN. Well, 6ne thing there in that thing which some-

what surprises me is the apparent emphasis on the fact that the over-
all tax burden in the United States is so unuitOally high.

The fact of the matter is that our overall tax burden, Federal, State,
and local in the United States, is less than it is in some six out of seven
of the European countries, all of whom are, or over the last 10 years
have been, able to bear this tax burden and move ahead economically a
great deal faster than we have.

(The following was later received for the record:)

TOTAL TAX COLLEOTIONS AS A PERCENT OF GNP AND NATIONAL INCOME, THE
UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Following is a table showing total tax collections as a percent of gross na-
tional product and national in0ome in 10 countries. The ratio of income and
wealth taxes to total taxes and to national income is also shown. This table
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is based on data from national account statistics, compiled by the United
Nations. The definitions of terms used in the table fOllow:

(1) Gross natiofitll product is equal to the market value of the prodUct before
deduction of provisions for the consumption of fixed capital.

(2) National income is the sum of income accruing to factors of production
before deduction of direct taxes.

(8) Total taxes shown in the table include indirect and direct taxes on
corporations, households, hild nonprofit institutions.

(4) Income and wealth taxes include direct taxes on corporations, households,
and private nonprofit institutions. Social security contributions of both em-
pl yers and employees are included in direct taxes. Excluded from income and
wealth taxes are taxes on goods and services which are chargeable to business
expense, and taxes on the possession or use of goods and services by households.
Examples of such taxes are import and export duties, sales taxes, and motor
vehicle license fees. Real estate and land taxes are included in indirect taxes
(and hence are excluded from income and wealth taxes) unless they are con-
sidered administrative devices for the collection of income taxes.

This table shows that the ratio of taxes to GNP and national income Is
higher in six countries than in the United States. Only in Belgium, Canada,
and Japan are taxes a smaller proportion of GNP or national income. The
United States, Sweden, and the Netherlands derive the highest proportion of
their taxes from income and wealth taxes. The ratio of income and wealth
taxes to total taxes in the other seven countries is considerably lower than
In the United States.

More significantly, however, Germany has the highest ratio of income and
wealth taxes to national income, followed by the Netherlands, Sweden, and
the United States. These countries are followed by France, Italy, the United
Kingdom, Belgium, Canada, and Japan, in that order.

These rankings differ sharply from those shown in the last two columns of
the table, taken from the September 1961 issue of the First National City Bank
letter. As the figures in coltmn 9 show, when Central Government tax collec-
tions alone are taken into account, the United States has the highest ratio of
taxes on income and capital to total tax collections. This country derives 86
percent of tax revenue froth' these taxes while Canada, the next highest ranking
country, derives only 60 percent of tax revenue from the same sources. (Income
and profit taxes, death duties, and estate and gift taxes are included in taxes
on income and capital.)

The ratios shown here are less significant than those shown in column 8.
This is so for two reasons. In the first place, Central Government revenues
a6e are considered. In the Ufltted States, State aid local governments rely
heavily on indirect taxes while the Central Government relies primarily on
direct taxes. In many counties the Central Government collects the indirect
taxes levied in this country by local government, as well as individual and
corporate income taxes levied primarily by the Central Government in the
United States.

Secondly, the comparison of income and capital (or income and wealth) taxes
to total taxes is less meaningful thhn the comparison between those taxes and
national income. The former gives no indichtion of the rate structure of taxes
nor of their incidence. The latter shows what proportion of the income earned
by factors of production is left to their own disposal. Although taxes on
income and wealth as a percent of total taxes are higher in the United States
than in West Germany, the ratio of income and wealth taxes to ntitional'Income
is much higher in Germany than in the United States.
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Total tax colleotions as a percent of GNP and national income, 1959 ( noludes
State and local taxes)

Income Income Taxes on
Taxes and and income

Taxes as a wealth wealth and
as a percent taxes taxes capital

Country percent Rank of Rank as a Rank as a Rank a percent Rank
of GNP national percent of percent of of Central

income total national Govern-
taxes income ment tax

revenues

(1) (2) (3) (4) (8) (0) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Belgium ........... 23.1 9 31.1 9 59.0 4 18.3 8 39 7
Canada ----------- 24.3 8 32.0 8 46.7 10 1.0 9 60 2
France ------------ 33.3 2 44.2 1 48.2 9 21.3 a 81 8
Germany Federal

Republli ......... 34.0 1 43.9 2 65.3 7 24.2 1 22 10
Italy ............... 29.2 4 37.2 3 82.1 6 19.4 6 28 9
apan ------------- 19.0 10 23.8 10 49.9 8 11.9 10 61 6

Netherlands ........ 29.1 6 3X.4 5 66.6 1 23.5 2 64 3-4
Sweden ............ 29.7 3 332.6 6 66.0 3 21.6 3-4 63 5
United Kingdom... 28.9 6 3.2 4 53.4 6 19.3 7 54 3-4
United States...: 28. 7 7 32.8 7 466.2 2 21.5 3-4 88 1

NOTES
11960 data.
S In the United Nations source social security taxes for Italy are not included. They have been added

here, estimated by extrapolation from data on social security collections in previous years, given in OREC,
Sources and Uses of Finances, 1948-1958.

8 Estimates of national income include provisions for the consumption of fixed capital; the total shown
therefore relates to gross national product at factor cost rather than national income.

4 The UN Yearbook of National Account Statistics gives total U.S. tax collections for 1959 as $129,091,-
000,000. This includes $43 846,000,000 in indirect taxes and $85,445,000,000 in direct taxes. The Survey of
Current Business, July 191l has total tax collections in the United States for 1959 as $124,683,000,000, in-
cluding $83 000A,000 of direct taxes and $42,000,000,000 of Indirect taxes. Nontax government receipts
and Federal grants-in-aid to the States have been omitted from this total. Using the Survey of Current
Business figures, total tax collections in the United States are 25.8 percent of gross national product and
32.1 percent of national income. Income and wealth taxes are approximately 66,6 percent of total taxes
and 20 percent of national income.

Sources: (1) United Nations Yearbook of National Account Statistics 1960; (2) German tax data from
Deutsche' Bundesbank, Monthly Report, January 1961; (3) Column 9 from First National City Bank,
Monthly Letter, September 1961, p. 100.

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis, Feb. 8, 1982.

That does not mean to say that all our rates are proper. I am just
talking about the overall take--Federal, State, and local.

It is not too high; it is not the highest in the world -by a long shot.
There are seven, eight, or nine free countries, and they are mostly
all the industrialized ones thhit actually collect more taxes as a per-
centage of their gross produt than we do here in the United States.

I do think he is entirely right when he talks about the necessity
of avoiding inflation and keeping our price level from going up.
He mentions there that we will not be able to do that and it will
conti ue to rise. Again the facts are that last year our price level
for the first time, althdUgh it has been trending in this way for the
last 3 or 4 years, stayed practically level, whereas the EUropean
price levels all rose and, therefore, we are competitively, as regards
price levels, in a better situation vis-a-vis the world than we were a
year ago today. e

I thifik that it is very satisfactory that we have the settlement that
can generally be classilied as noninflationary in the great steel indus-
try, which gives good promise that we are going to continue this
sittatidi for the coming year.

But certainly nothing is more importAt to keep ourselves com-
petitive in the world thlif to keep otlr prices competitive, and unless
we can do thkt we will not be able to balance-ojir payments.

. - , - , - [ 41,, .- " .Y - - - - " aft ljvl
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Senator CAnro. I well remember, Mr. Secretary, when you ap-
peared before our committee urging approval of the OECD, and it
has been approved by Congress.

Isn't one of the canons of the OECD that undistributed profits of a
corporation carrying on business in Switzerland, for instance, they
are not to be subject to tax by any other country V

Secretary DILON. I think that may be so.
As I pointed out, we propose to tax the U.S. shareholders. We

do not propose to tax the company in Switzerland.
Senator CAILSON..Mr. Chairman, I am not going to bother the

Secretary further with questions. He has stated this morning that
this is the first part of the administration's legislative tax program,
and that there is a two-part tax reform and that later this year we are
going to get some further recommendations.

I have %ad more mail, Mr. Chairman, on this Baker-Herlong bill
than any other type of legislation before Congress at this time.

I would ask unanimous consent that the provisions of the Baker-
Herlong bill, H.R. 2030, be included in the topics for discussion
during the hearings on this bill.

TheCHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Senator CARLSON. That is ali Mr. Chairman.
Secretary DILLON. There is one thing I would like to add in my final

answer abott the OECD, Senator. When working bodies of the
QECD which look on montary affairs and balance of payments talked
abott the United States, one of the questions they asked is why the
United States allowed the continuation of this specially favorable
tax treatment for investments overseas, particularly in Europe. So
there certainly will be no problem with these European countries if
we adopt legisla ton of the sort that we are recommending now. In
fact, they all-think it is long overdue.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore?
Senator Go=e. Mr. Secretary, I think you made a very excellent

statement on the desirability and necessity for the removing of pref-
erential tax treatment-of income earned abroad.

I found only one major disagreement with your statement on that
particular subject and that was that the preference should be con-
tinued for investment in underdeveloped countries.

Secretary DILON. To make clear what we meant, we felt we should
continue to allow deferral in underdeveloped countries, and we felt
we should continue to allow the profits in underdeveloped countries
to be moved from one underdeveloped country to another, because we
feel that this is of general help in our basic foreign policy. We also
feel, based on the figures which you will see in that exhibit III, that
investment in manufacturing industries in undeedeveloped countries
is entirely different from moufactuing investment in developed
countries because it relies much more heavily on machinery, spare
parts, and the continuing flow from the United States. So it does
not hurt our development.

Senator Goni. I am aware of those distinctions, and I am aware,
too, as you undoubtedly are, that a larger percentage of foreign in-
vestments in the underdeveloped countries are in the extractive
industries.

Secretary DILLO. That is right.
82190-02-pt. 1-80
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Senator GonE. And they operate prindipally in branch form be-
cause of depletion allowances and other provisions which make it
more favorable to operate in that form.

Even so do you think that there is some danger involved In con-
fusing U. tax policy with foreign policy objectives which may not
be very clearly stated or understood or which may change rapidly
with respect to a particular cotfitry?

Secretary DILLON. Well, I thitik there certainly is a general point
there that one could have a basic philosophical difference about. I
think if we were, the Treasury Department were, doing this purely
from tax policy, we probably would agree with you.

But on an overall position of the administration, taking into ac-
count the foreign policy objectives and viewpoints of other depart-
inents, the decision was reached that it would be advisable to allow
this to continue in underdeveloped areas.

Senator GoE, Well, I am sympathetic with the fact that you are
part of a team. Even so it seems to me that it would be an act of
g eater wisdom on the part of the administration to strike out all
the tax favoritism for income earned abroad and then pursue its for-
eign policy objectives with more specific measures, remedies, and pro-
grams.

To illustrate the diffifllty with which we come face to face, what is
the definition of an mftiderdeveloped country?

Secretary DILLON. Well, the only definition we have here is that
they are coftntfies that would be so listed by the President, and then
the bill specifies certain specific coutfiles which under no circum-
stances can be classified as unoderdeveloped, and lists them, and those
are the countries of Western Europe, Canada, Japan, Australia, New
Zealad, South Africa, and Hong Kong.

Senator GORE. Where would Guinea fall?
Secretary DILLON. Where would Guitea fall?
Senator Gon. Yes. Would that be underdeveloped or over-

developed I
Secretary DILLON. If you are asking an objective .question, that

would certainly be underdeveloped. Wether the President would so
list it for the purpose of this bill I do not know.

Senator Gonp. Well, that illustrates my point, at least one of them.
Under the bill there is the widest possible latitude, complete dis-
cretion.

Guinea could be declared an undeveloped, underdeveloped country,
be listed or unlisted. So could Cuba.

Secretary DILLON. It says this does not apply to Sino-Soviet bloc
coun tries, and I would consider Cuba a member of that.

Senator Gonm. Have you declared Cuba 'to be a part of the Sino-
Soviet bloc?

Secretary DILLON. It is as far as I am concerned, and I think it is
generally as far as the admitistration is concerned.

Senator GoPe. Well I will not belabor this point.
Secretary DILLON. he Treasury now applies some of the Trading

with the Enemy Act provisions with Cuba as we do with the Sino-
Soviet bloc.

Senator Goni. So far as tax policy is concerned, the advisability of
it and the equity of it-I think you have responded to that point.
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From those standpoints the tax favoritism for operations in under-
developed countries is not justified.

Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator GonE. I will not pursue that point further. You and I are

in substantial agreement.
Now, what is the definition of a controlled foreign corporation in

the bill?
Secretary DILLON. The definition of a controlled foreign corpora-

tion is one which is owned, over 50 percent of its total stock is owned,
by American interests.

Senator GoRn. Don't you think that is rather loose? What about
50percent ownership? Wh at about 49 percent?

Secretary DILLON. Originally we had suggested somewhat tighter
deflnitiots. But this was the definition that was agreed upon by the
Ways and Means Committee because they felt if you went below 50
percent then the American owner could not control the payment of
dividends or the action by the company and therefore, it was not
equitable to subject them to this sort of tax. That was their decision,
and we think this answers the greater part of the problem. So it was
acceptable to us.

But I think our original proposals were more strict.
Senator GonE. Please understand, Mr. Secretary, that I would be

happy to settle, on this particular subject matter, for the recommen-
dations which you have submitted today.

However, since the bill must go to conference, I think it might be
the better part of wisdom for the Senate to write the best bill possible,
hoping that we might come out with as much as youhave recommended
today.

Unless the tax deferral problem is treated effectively, then we but
piddle with the problem of preferential treatment of foreign income;
would you agree with-that?

Secretary DILLON. I think that is it. We dohit the tax haven thing
fairly well here, but the basic problem is in deferral, and that has not
been touched at all.

Senator GoRE. Well, the bill deals with tax haven operations on a
piecemeal basis. It deals with commissions, with fees, with insurance
and reinsurance. But by specifying the particular methods of avoid-
ance about which we now know, and dealing specifically with them,
the bill leaves open others that would soon be taken advantage of.

Secretary DILLON. I think so; yes.
Senator GoNE. I think the effective, the more direct, way is to deal

with tax deferral on an overall basis, and then pursue the foreign
policy objectives of the United States in a specific manner. But you
and I have no serious difficulty on that so we will agree and maybe
have our arguments with somebody else.

You are aware, I am sure, that the mutual savings institutions,
the building and loan associations, and other such institutions, feel
that they are severely pressed, perhaps not so much by the tax provi-
sions contained in the Hiuse-passed bill, as by the action of the Fed-
eral Reserve System in permitting conmercial banks to increase inter-
est rates on savings to 4 percent.

Secretary DILLON. Well, I heard that, and we have been waiting
to see what the results are. I was interested to note that the report
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has just come out of the increase in deposits throughout the country
in mutual savings banks in the month of February which is at an
alltime high increase, the biggest increase which they have ever had
in any month, so they do not seem to be hurting very badly.

Senator GORE. What was the increase in savings deposits in com-
mercial banks for that month?

Secretary DILLON. They also had a substantial increase, very sub-
stantial. Think in the commercial banks there may have been some
regular deposits that were moved over into savings deposits and time
deposits.

Senator GonE. At least this has created a severe competitive
problem.

Secretary DILLON. That is absolutely correct.
Senator Goni. And one that is almost certain in the long run to

increase interest rates which all must pay.
Secretary DILLON. It has not so far.
Senator Goim. I understand.
Secretary DILLON. In the long run it is hard to tell.
Senator GORE. Thank you. I find that I am unable to support your

recomrhendation on the investment credit because I think your posi-
tion is based upon three fallacious principles or premises, and rather
than ask you a series of questionis-I have listened all day and made
notes of my views after I have listened to you-I shall state these
pdticiples and if you wish to respond that would be fine. Perhaps it
would be quicker than at this time asking you a long series of
questions.

Those three fallacious principles, as I see them, are as follows:
1. The U.S. tax policy should and mUst conform to tax policies of

other industrialize nations. I think this is basicAlly wrong.
The United States I have conceived, is a leader in the free world

economy. You say, let me read from your statement, that--
it is essential to our competitive position and markets, both here and abroad,
that American industry be put on the same basis as foreign industry.

Now, if we do that, we let the plutocrat industrialists, who seem to
dominate in West Germany, and the Tory government in England, fix
the tax policy of the UnitedStates.

If we compete with them in their present preferential tax treat-
ment, then suppose they up us again, must we again meet their stand-
ards?

Secretary DILLON. I think that is a very real and difficflt problem.
I would not say that the European governments are generally all con-
servative governments, because the government that gives probably
the greatest benefits to industry for depreciation is the socialist govern-
ment of Sweden. So it is a general thing in European tax policy that
they do gve substantially greater benefits for writeoffs of depreciation
than we dlo.

Now we are in a wo'ld that is a competitive world, and the thing I
just cannot see is how we are going to compete unless we allow our in-
dustry to' compete on an even basis with these foreign competitors.

I do not like any more than you having to pass laws or enact pro-
visions because they are the type of provisions thht have been enacted
somowhere else.
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Iwould like to think that we could operate all by ourselves.
But I just do not feel we are in a vacuum, and I think we are facing

a very real competitive situation, and this particularly applies to the
question of the choice between investment in this country and invest-
ment overseas. It certainly is true that an American company that is
able to make that choice gets better treatment if it invests its money
overseas than if it invests it here today on this basis.

Senator Gone. You have moved to correct the preferential treat-
ment of income earned abroad by our citizens.

Secretary DILLOM. Only part of it; except for the investment credit,
which is a very important part, and the treatment of depreciation, we
cannot correct that by foreign tax measures. We can only correct
that by equalizing opportunities for business here at home with those
abroad, because there is no other way of doing it.

Senator GoRE. That further illustrates the policy of the treadmill if
the U.S. Government undertakes to match tax concessions for business.
The Government of West Germany, although I do not ask you to
agree with this, pursues a policy under which the mass of the people
are underpaid; people underconsume; the profits and the privileges of
the the few maximized. Yet this investment credit is advocated on
the basis that we must match West Germany, and other European
countries.

That leads to the second of what I regard as fallacious premises.
You propose to give unjustified benefits to just about all types of
business and industry in the United States, the overwhelming propor-
tion of which is not engaged in foreign commerce, and does not make
any significant contribution to foreign commerce, on the grounds that
such benefits are necessary for U.S. industry to compete interna-
tionally.

Now, I will not cite examples. Both Senator Williams and Senator
Douglas cited them. I could cite hundreds of them, as I am sure you
could, such as elevators in a downtown parking garage.

Yet all these people, the bowling alleys-I said I would not cite
more of them-are given this unjustified tax benefit on the basis that
the small percentage of our industry and business engaged in inter-
national commerce needs tax breaks to compete, because the indus-
trialists of Germany and Sweden and England have such breaks and
benefits.

I said I would not ask y6u a lot of questions.
Secretary DItLN. Shall I comment on that?
Senator GoUvE. Yes, yes, indeed.
Secretary DILLON. I would say that one of the basic reasons for

this proposal, and the reason I gave first, and which I will advert to
frequently, is the balance of payments reason. That, of course, applies
both to competition abroad In the export field and to competition here
in the United States against imports.

It is important, but it is not the only reason. There is another
reason which we feel is equally important, which is the reason whi.h
is spelled out at some length in the report of the President's Council
of Economic Advisers.

We do feel that an iticrease in investment and the rate of invest-
ment is necessary for the economic growth of this country and to solve
the problems of growth and unemploymeit here in this country.
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We do feel that this can be brought about-will be brought about-
by the investment credit, and in that aspect these other types of invest-
ments take on a somewhat different characteristic: Different indus-
tries, no matter how unimportant they may be for exports, are vitally
important because they give employment and are part of our over-
all economy here at home. And we do feel that this is an important
part of our economic growth.

We pointed out that investment cannot do the trick alone. We have
to build up consumer demand at the same time. But we do think that
increasing consumer demand just by itself will not be adequate and,
therefore, we feel we have to increase the proportion of our invest.
ments that goes Into capital expenditures. This is necessary to pro.
mote full employment, and to promote an adequate rate of growth
in this country, helping to solve two great domestic problems that
we face econonically. .

Senator GOtr. Well, thatt leads to the third premise which I regard
as fallacious, and that is that you urge more productive capacity
when idle capntlty, surplus lproductioi, and widespread unemployment
constitute our most gnawing domestic problem.

If you could cite the lack of productive capacity or if you can cite
things that are not in surplus or even-this is noi the first time this
committee has had this problem. You will remember that your pred-
ecessor, Mr. Humphrey, advocated the tax concessions of 1954, and
the high interest rate policy on the grounds of shortages.

When asked by, I thiffl, the senior Senator from Oklahomato cite
an example of a 'commodity that was scarce, the only item he was ever
able to cite. was steel pipe or gas pipelines, and then Senator Kerr
asked him what part that item played in the cost of living.

For these three reasons I am unale to support the investment tax
credit, although I regret that is the situation in which I find myself.
I would like to support, my administration. I do in some regards.

Secretary DLLON. Thnk you, Senntor.
The Only thing I have to say on that last is that we do believe

that increased expenditure for capital goods will create employment
by itself, and that this is just a question of economic theory. I must
say that I am not an economist, I do not pretend to be. But certainly
the President's Council of Economic Advisers are very capable. I
rely, in this aspect, on their views, with are that this sort of a stimu-
lation to our capital formaftion will be helpfful in solving the utem-
)loyment and the growth problems of our country.

Senator Gomy. I agree, Mr. Secretary, that this is a question of eco-
nomic theory. It is also a question 'of political theory. It is older
than either of us. Many people for manv years have th6ught that the
way to solve the economic problems of the' couthftry was to give better
beflefits to the few, afid that would event ally bring bonanzas to the
manay.

But there have been ti equrdl number of people, ahd now anl then
a few more, who believe thlit the more broadly the benefits of this
society are distributdtl, the benefits of Gov6nih6hnt policy flow, the
more apt we are to have an e6qifttble distribution of both benbflts and
enjoymerfts.
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Secretary DILLON. I would agree with that entirely, and we think
that this is, as part of the solution to the problem, something which
will contribute to that end by reducing prices.

Senator GoPn. Then you are merging the two philosophies.
Secretary DILLON. That may be.
Senator GoP, . Maybe you are the bridge we have been looking for.

[Laughter.]
You said before the Committee at your last appearance that you

would be prepared to give the recommendation of the Treasury De-
partment with respect to the tax abuse, as I described it, of restricted
stock options. Are you prepared today to do that?

Secretary DILLON. Yes, I am prepared to give our position as of
now.,

We are preparing, still are working on, a complete statistical basic
report on this subject which is not yet ready, but will be before the
hearings are completed. And we will be glad to submit that to the
Committee in the next few weeks so you will have that. But I am
glad to give our overall feeling about this now if you so desire.

Senator GOei. I wish you would.
Secretary DILLON. Well, our view of the matter is that this stock

option law, which was passed in 1950, was passed for the purpose
of increasing the incentive to the very highest paid managerial ele-
ments of our business economy.

Senator GonE. Increasing what did you say?
Secretary DILLON. The incentives for them to work. That was the

reason that it was passed.
Senator GonE. Would you call an incentive to work compensa-

tion?
Secretary DILLON. Compensation is an incentive to work, yes; I

think it is.
Senator GoiE. All right.
Secretary DILLON. _And because of that it has, I think to some ex-

tent, succeeded.
.We do think that it is a wrong system, and we think that basically

it has no place, no continuing place, in our tax laws.
We basFoally think that stock thht is obtained under options, should

be taxed as Ordinary come when it is obtained.
However we do feel-
Senator 6 onE. That is when tleoptionis exercised?
Secretary DILLON. That is right. It might be spread over some

period of average time or not I am not going that far ifito detail.
However, it has been our feeling, and- it i's our feeling thit this

particwlar abuse, this particular thing, could be more fairly and
better corrected at the same'time as we review the whole income tax
structure, and hopefully come up with some substafitifil reductions
in the income taxes -up and down the line as I mbntiond this nibrn-
ing in answer to a diftrent question. We think that would be more

ift'e the present bill, as I understand it, which youhave suggested,
only applies to options issued after this particular date, we would not
thifk that much would be lost by waiting for a year to put this mudh
nodded corrective into effect. I think that is our geriral impression,
that probably in the next year and'in the immediate years to come the
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benefits that flow from stock options, in general, or new stock options,
are not likely to be as much as they were in the past 10 years because
in the past 10 years there were certainly very great benefits that flowed
from the fact that the value of stocks, in general, has pretty nearly
tripled compared to earnings. So that even the stock of a company
whIch did no better, is apt to be selling at a price three times as
high as its price 10 years ago when an individual would have tripled
his benefits as a result of this.

We do not think that sort of phenomenon can continue at the pres-
ent high prices so that we do not see how the benefits from here on
out can be anywhere near as great as they were in the past 10 years.

But we do think on the basis of a very careful study that this is
probably not a proper thing in the tax law.

Senator GoE. You put in "probably."
Secretary DILtON. Is not a proper thing.
Senator GoRE. Well, you and I are in agreement there except as to

whether we should wait to correct it. If this is an abuse that is so
clearly recognized and so widely used by corporate insiders to increase
their compensation and avoid payment of taxes, then I think the
quicker we can strike it out the better.

The SEC report for the month of February 1961 showed more than
$23 million worth of stock purchased under options by corporate
officers and directors.

For the 5 months up to and including February 1961, almost
1,000 option transactions were reported, involving more than 300
corporations, and I would just lIke to dite although I do not ask you
to comment on these for your information, some of the companies
and the officials wio have received restricted stock options which you
have accurately described as additional compensation or incentives.

If it is compensation for work, if it is an incentive for duty, then
they should pay regular income tax on that salary, on that compensa-
tion, the same as a man who rolls up his sleeves and works 8 h6trts a
day, and I agree with you on that.

Let me cite a few examples: 44,672 shares of General Electric stock
were purchased by only 17 officers.

Only six officers of Westinghouse bought 22,960.
The 45,400 shares of Procter & Gantble went into restricted stock

options, and who received 15,000 of these? Mr. McElroy who, you
may recall, was uttable to remain-as Secretarylof Defense of the United
States very long bectise some of his options were going to expire, as
I uiderstand it.

Six officers of U.S. Steel bought 32,800 shares, 12,000 of which were
botught by Mr. BloUgh; 22 officials of General Foods bought 35,270
shares.

This, as you have accurately described, is compensation, and yet
no taxes are paid up61n this compensation at the time the option is
exercised and, indeed, if the stock goes iito their estate they never
pay any income tax whatsoever.

Let me cite bne other exathple. Mr. Thomtas J. Watson, Jr., presi-
dent of IBM, was given the right of purchasing 7,643 shares of IBM
stock in 1956 at $137.10.

The last time I looked at the quotationdon IBM stock, the increase
in value-of these 7,643 shares was a little more than $4,500. Even so,
Mr. Watson has received aiothlibr restricted stodk option.

7
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I say that the time to stop this is now. We unfortunately, may
not have a tax reform bill passed next year. The Ways and Means
Committee may take as long.with that as they have with this one, so
I propose to act on this one this year.

Since you and I are in sufficient agreement on that, I believe I
will not go any further on that. You might say the wrong thing.
[Laughter.)

I might ask the witness too many questions.
I am disappointed that you are not ready to declare yourself with

equal unequivocation on percentage depletion.
I wonder if you would think that one would have received a suffi-

cient allowance if in the first year 100 percent of his costs or invest-
mnent were recovered?

Secretary DILLON. I would say so.
Senator Gow. Well, then, suppose an amendment is proposed to

limit the percentage depletion allowance to a recovery of 10 times the
investment; what would be the reaction of the Treasury?

Secretary DILLON. I would not like to comment on any particular
percentage at this time because we are studying this and the real prob-
lem is what to suggest as a fair corrective in the law. The chances
I am sure, are that there will be some suggestion made, and so I would
not like to comment on any particular one at this time.

Senator GoRE. Well I made a study also of the political difficulty
of this problem, and ii you will notice, if you -have noticed, the snick-
ering throughout the room from day to day when any reference is
made to this subject, you will realize that this is one of the abuses that
tends to bring our whole tax law into public contempt; and this is a
dangerous trend.

I find this laughter amusing, but I also find it disturbing. This is
one of the great abuses.

You say, and I think properly so, that if a person within 1 'year re-
ceived a 100-percent return of tie amount of his costs and investment,
that ought to be sufficient. Yet when I asked you your attitude on an
amendment that would limit the allowance to recovery of 10 times the
amount of the investment, why, you want to study some more, and
maybe that is justified.

You wrote me on-I do not believe you dated the letter.
Secretary DILLON. It is a short time ago.
Senator GOR. Just recently in response to a request by me you

sent to me a study that ti Treasury Dephrtment had made, ha6d com-
pleted, in 1952. I would like to read one paragraph realizing, of
course, the danger of taking things out of context. Buit this patra-
graph seems to be a rather 6nplete thought:

In 1952 the surveyed corporatims producing oil and gas deductid as expense
$241 nilllon of exploration costs and $1,095 million of development costs.

They also had dedUcti6ts of $118 million for the recovery of remaikiing costs
invested in properties which were abandoned during the year. They were en-
titled to $58 million of cost-basis depletion deductions. Their total deductions
for tax-free recovery of mineral costs were $1,513 million. In addition they
deducted excess percentage depletion of $1,278 ftillfon, or 84.1 percent of all their
recovery deductlons.

I just hope that the Treasut will redouble its efforts, that it will
take notice of the snickering every time this subj6ect has been M6n-
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tioned, and will give to the committee its recommendations for the
correction of this abuse before we complete hearings on'this bill.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, may I cofmmend the Secretary for

taking his time on depletion. The importance of the oil industry to
our Nation's economy is such that I think additioiftal time should be
had for study.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to congratulate the Secretary on making a
very clear and very frank statement on these difficult matters.

I do want to make it clear that in one or two partidtulars, the Secre-
tary has emphasized the support this bill has, how the country is
divided plainly into industry, labor, and farmers.

Is it not true that the AFL-CIO are opposed to the tax credit?
Secretary DILLON. I think that the labor movement would prefer,

as the Senator from Tennessee said, to have this question treated by
reductions in individual income tax rates rather than by any reduc-
tions to help business.

Nevertheless, the AFL-CIO strongly supported the passage of
House bill 10650 in the House, the overall bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Are they on record? You say the two big labor
organizations

Secretary DILLON. They supported the bill as a whole.
The CHAIRMAN. Are they on record in opposition to the tax credit?
Secretary DILLON. I thilik they are. They testified against it in the

Ways and Means Committee.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to make clear that position. Now that

covers the two largest labor organizations. When you come to indus-
try, the Nationfal Association of Manufacturers and the chamber of
commerce, U.S. Chamber of Commerce are opposed to it; are they not?

Secretary DILLON. They both testified against it in the Ways and
Means Committee. But, as I pointed out, 1 think very many individual
industries and companies have changed their position, and I would be
glad to rest on the record of the hearings here before the Senate
Fihiance Committee.

The CITAInMAN. Ag the record now stands, the NAM and the cham-
ber of commerce oppose the tax credit; is that right?

Secretary DILLON. That is correct. I said that. I think there are
a great many businesses which will testify in support of it before your
committee before your hearings are over.

The CHAIRnAN. When it comes to the farmers, the American Farm
Bureau and the Farmers Union are opposed to it; are they not?

Secretary DILLON. I thifik that is correct.
The CHAMMRAN. That is a pretty big bloc.
Just one other insertion I want to make, and I am not asking you

to reply to this because you probably want to study it some.
The impression has been conveyed here, especially to me, that this

tax credit is a panacea for the promotion and progress, and so forth,
of the country.

Isn't it true that there is only one country, and that is the Nether-
lands, that has a straight investment credit dedUctiont

Secretary DILLON. Well, three cotitries, the United Kingdom,
Belgium, and the Netherlands 'have a deduction ovor and above 100
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percent of cost, and they, I think, all do it in the form of deductions
before profits are floured.

The CHAn]MAN. Isn't it true with respect to Belgium that the tax
credit is an offset to depreciation I

Secretary DLLON. No. It is over and above depreciation.
The CHAIMMAN. Then the staff has advised me incorrectly.
Secretary DILLON. I thifik the staff is in error on that if that is

what they said.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it likewise true that the following countries

named have no investment credits: Canada, West Germany, France,
Italy, Austria, Denmark and Japan?

Secretary DILLON. They have other methods, as I pointed out.
They usually use highly accelerated depreciation, special Initial al-
lowances.

The CHAIMIAN. But it is not a tax credit such as you refer to.
Secretary DILLON'. And various other methods. I pointed out there

are various other methods that have the same objective, but these other
methods cost the Government more in revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. The difference between a tax credit and deprecia-
tion, I know the Secretary understands that. There is a considerable
difference.

Here is what the staff says about the United Kingdom. In the
United Kingdom there are selected incentives which, for the most part,
have counterparts in our existing law. For example, there is an in-
centive of 40 percent for ship construction. We pay 50 percent of the
cost of U.S. flag vessels.

The Btitish provide an incentive of 20 percent of the cost of mining
equipment. We give the taxpayer a percentage depletion.

The British provide an incentive of 20 percent for scientific research
assets. We allow the taxpayer to deduct the cost of research and de-
velopment in full.

The British provide a percentage allowance of 20 percent for ma-
chinery and equipment, but, for the most part, the useful lives are
much longer than ours.

I simply want to point out these other countries do not regard a tax
credit in itself as a panacea for the troubles we are having here, I im-
agine, all over the world. If the staff is incorrect in this, I will be
glad to open up the record.

Secretary DILLON. No; I think the staff is correct. They pointed
out the ma in thing which is that in the United Kingdom the plant and
machinery except a few special ones are given an investment allow-
ance over and above 100 percent of depkedition, or of 20 percent
which is the equivalent of a 10 percent investment credit at a 50'per-
cent tax rate, which is about the tax rate in'the United Kingdom.

So they 'are somewhat more generous than what we are suggesting
for plant and equipment ; and they use the identical method that we
are suggesting. So I thirk that the staff figures are perfectly cor-
rect and they just bear out what we have been saying.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Secretary, I have got three other ques-
tions which I am going to hand to you, and they are technical, and I
will ask youf to reply to me as chairman And I will insert them in the
record.
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(The questions and answers referred to follow:)

INVESTMENT CRIT

Question 1. Mr. Secretary, your original recommendation based the invest-
ment credit on true expansion; that is, the credit was limited to the excess of
new Investment over the depreciation for the year. Why do you now favor a
flat credit which abandons this approach and results in a direct subsidy without
regard to expansion ?

Answer 1. The flat investment credit adopted in the House bill represents an
acceptable modification of the original recommendation for a graduated credit
related to investment above depreciation. The across-the-board approach con-
tained in the House bill was worked out after careful consideration of the ad-
vantAges and disadvantages of alternative procedures. For many firms, the fiat
credit based on all eligible expenditures will result in approximately the same
amount of benefit as a higher graduated credit lii ttted to the excess of expendi-
tures above a specified level. On the other hand, the credit based on invest-
inent in excess of depreciation would produce substantially less benefit for indus-
tries and companies that have high depreciation charges relative to their invest-
ment expenditures. The across-the-board approach also avoids the difficult and
complex administrative and compliance problems involved in the "excess"
method. These difficulties were extensively mentioned by various witnesses
before the Ways and Means Committee.

Question 2. Mr. Secretary, since the credit goes only to those who have suffi-
cient tax liability, doesn't it reverse the philosophy of the administration that
equal incomes should bear equaltaxes?

Answer 2. Like any incentive provision under the tax laws, the investment
credit would be available only to the extent the business had taxable income and
tax liability to absorb the credit. It is impossible to provide tax incentives for
those with no tax liability. The credit applies uniformly to those firms making
expenditures on qualified types of machinery and equipment.

The credit, like accelerated depreciation or other special incentives for Invest-
ment in productive equipment, will result in benefits geared to the amount of
such investment. In other areas of the tax law, such as the deduction for
cheritable contributions, the benefits are similarly related to the amount of ex-
penditures which the tax allowance is designed to assist and encurage. The
resulting benefits, which will necessarily reflect the varying levels of eligible
expenditures by different taxpayers, will not necessarily be proportionate to the
taxable income determined without regard to the incentive allowance.

The investment credit is not designed to provide tax reduction for its own
sake. Rather, it is specificiilly proposed to provide needed stimulation to a vital
form of economic activity, modernization of machinery and equipment.

To the extent that the question is concerned with the fact that the credit would
apply as a subtraction from tax rather than as a deduction from income, this
technical distinction does not imply an essential difference in its operation from
other incentive features of our tax law.

INVESTMENT CREDIT

Question 3. Mr. Secretary, I would like to analyze for a moment the effect
of the 5-year carry forward of the investment credit where because of the
limitation it cannot be used in the year the investment is made.

If, and to the extent this credit which is carried over can be used in sub-
sequent years, doesn't i9is mean that the'itmitation does not reduce the revenue
loss?

To the extent the carried over credit cannot be used in subsequent years,
doesn't this remove any incentive for further investment in these subsequent
years?

Answer 8. The 5-year carry forward of unused credit will maintain the in-
tended incentive effect of the credit even though a firh's equipment expenditures
or its taxable income fluctuate from year to year. To the extent that the carry
forward can be used in future years, it will postpone rather than eliminate
revenue loss. Its impact on revenue will be most important in the first year
of the credit's operation. However, the carry forward does not set aside the
intended effect of the limitation in insuring that the credit will not permit a
taxpayer to wipe out his tax liability or escape making a reasonable contribution
to the Nation's revenues. It will have a continttng effect in reducing the
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revenue cost of the credit. As some corporations carry the additional unused
credit forward to be applied against the tax liability in future years, other
corporations with unusually large investment programs or lower than average
profits and tax liabilities in those future years will find their current credits
reduced by the lower limit. This balancing effect will result in a continuing
deferment of revenue impact of the credit without actual loss of incentive. In
addition, those corporations with a continuing high ratio of investment to tax
liability will never be in position to take full (or perhaps even any) advantage
of the carry forward. These firms--necessarily large in view of the dollar
amount of the limitation involved, and frequently benefitting from existing favor-
able tax provisions-will receive less credit n the long run and therefore their
incentive to invest will be correspondingly reduced. However, the lowering
of the limit in this area is likely to have less significant effect on investment
decisions than a general reduction in the rate of the credit, which would affect
all businesses.

Our recommendation that the limit on the credit in excess of $25,000 of tax
liability be raised to 50 percent from the 25-percent figure in the bill after the first
year is designed to cope with this very problem and to provide a maximum stimu-
lus to investment consistent with our revenue needs when the revenue gaining
provisions of the bill have become fully effective. We recommend the retention
of the 25-percent limit for calendar year 1962 solely because it will reduce the
revenue impact of the credit during fiscal 1963 when the revenue gaining pro-
visions of the bill are not as yet making their full contribution.

The CRAIR tAN. Thank you very much. You made a very good
witness.

(Whereupon, at,5:25 p.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Tuesday, April 8,1962.)


